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Introduction
1.1

What is a Conservation Area?

Document (July 2015) that seek to conserve the character of its
Conservation Areas. The emerging Local Plan, which will review the
Core Strategy and Development Management Document, will set out
a policy approach to managing the historic environment.

Conservation Areas are ‘areas of special architectural or historic
interest, the character or appearance of which it is desirable to
preserve or enhance’, which is defined in the Planning (Listed
Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990.

However, it should be recognised that designation does not prevent
change from occurring within Conservation Areas, and over time
they will be subject to many different pressures (both positive and
negative) that could impact upon their character and appearance.
LPAs have a duty to conserve and enhance their Conservation Areas
and will consider this when determining planning applications.

1.1.4

Southend Borough Council (SBC) will also review each Conservation
Area from time to time to monitor its condition and ensure that it has
an up to date Conservation Area Appraisal which sets out its special
architectural or historic interest.

5

1.1.1		The designation of a Conservation Area recognises the unique
qualities of an historic place which make it special in terms of
its architecture and history, as well as its role in defining local
distinctiveness. Contributing to this are individual or groups of
buildings, streetscape and public realm, scale and massing, open
spaces and street pattern, and landscaping.

1.1.3

1.1.2

As the aim is to conserve and enhance the significant qualities of
a Conservation Area so that owners, occupiers and visitors to the
place can experience a high-quality historic environment, designation
extends planning controls over certain types of development,
principally the demolition of unlisted buildings and works to trees,
although an area’s status as a Conservation Area is a material
consideration for all planning applications. Southend Borough
Council, as the Local Planning Authority (LPA), also has policies within
its Core Strategy (December 2007) and Development Management

5

Introduction
1.2

Aims of the Conservation Area Appraisal

•
•
•

Identifies the area’s special interest;
Reviews existing Conservation Area boundaries;
Assists the preparation of the emerging new Local Plan,
Neighbourhood Plans if these are brought forward, and forms part of
their evidence base; and
Provides a basis for implementing policies, making informed
development management decisions, and preparing management
proposals for the area.

1.2.1

•

1.2.2

This Conservation Area Appraisal:

1.3

Background and Methodology

1.3.2

This Conservation Area Appraisal for Clifftown updates the former
document from March 2006. It has been prepared by Purcell, a firm
of specialist heritage consultants, on behalf of Southend-on-Sea
Borough Council. The research and fieldwork for the Appraisal was
carried out in August 2019. The methodology for the work was based
on Historic England’s Conservation Area Appraisal, Designation
Management: Historic England Advice Note 1 (second edition),
February 2019 and also references The Setting of Heritage Assets:
Historic England Good Practice Advice in Planning Note 3 (second
edition), December 2017.

1.3.3

All photographs within this report were taken in 2019 unless
otherwise stated.

1.3.1

The character analysis in Section 5.0 will inform a management plan
for the area (see Section 6.0), which will:

6

•
•
•
•
•

Assess the need for enhancements to public spaces, highways and
private property;
Review the need for Article 4 Directions to limit permitted
development rights;
Assess buildings at risk;
Assess the need for enforcement action; and
Establish a programme and procedures for implementing and
monitoring proposals.

6

The Clifftown Conservation Area was first designated in 1968
and has been subsequently enlarged five times. It now extends
westwards from Marine Parade at the foot of Pier Hill, across the
south end of the High Street at its junction with Royal Terrace, along
the cliff top overlooking the seafront and Southend’s extensive
foreshore to Wilson Road. Its northern boundary is the Fenchurch
Street to Shoeburyness railway. Its southern boundary is in part the
seafront road and in part the cliff top south of Clifftown Parade. The
Conservation Area boundary is shown on Map A.

Introduction
1.4

1.4.1

1.4.2

7

1.4.3

Overview and Location

The Clifftown Conservation Area (shown on Map A) is within an
urban area adjacent to, and to the west of, Southend’s town centre
and at the top of a steep ridge overlooking the seafront. It includes
buildings, other structures and open spaces that mark some of the
earliest developments of Southend as a seaside resort and a new
residential town.
Outside the Conservation Area, the commercial heart of the resort
extends along Marine Parade to the east. This was the area of the
original resort ‘Old South End’ which developed from a small fishing
hamlet in the mid-18th century and includes some surviving 18th and
19th century buildings. Also to the east is part of the town centre
extending to the High Street, with a mix of mainly late-19th century
and early-20th century two and three-storey buildings in retail
and office uses. Being adjacent to the town centre has resulted in
Clifftown’s roads becoming part of the network of routes into and
through the centre of town. They also serve as an overflow for town
centre parking and for visitors to Southend Cliffs and the seafront.

1.4.4

To the west of the Conservation Area, the cliff top promenade and
public gardens continue westwards towards the Cliffs Pavilion. A
group of 20th century flats separates Clifftown from the mainly
residential Shorefields Conservation Area which was mostly
developed during the late-19th century.

1.4.5

To the south, public gardens along the cliff-top promenade and on
the cliff slope have evolved over time from the late-19th century and
now have several distinct character areas.

1.5

Topography

1.5.1

The London to Southend railway forms a physical boundary to the
north. Beyond the railway are the modern landmark buildings of
South-East Essex College, small terraced housing and, moving
westwards, more substantial houses in the Milton Conservation Area.

7

The setting of the Conservation Area is established by its
topography. It is situated at the eastern end of the London clay ridge
on the north side of the Thames Estuary. The ridge rises steeply from
the foreshore to level off at a height of approximately 30 metres. The
eastern end of the ridge slopes more gently down Pier Hill towards
to the seafront. Built development is concentrated on the more level
land on top of the ridge and on Pier Hill. The steepness and instability
of the south slope of the ridge has inhibited built development there,
meaning it was set out as a planned open space which enables
extensive views out of the area across the foreshore. It also makes
sections of the built frontage on top of the ridge prominent features of
the seafront townscape.

Section 2.0
Summary of
Special Interest
2.1

Historic Interest

9

2.2

Architectural and Townscape Interest
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Summary of Special Interest
The area’s special interest is derived from its historic, townscape and
architectural interest.

•

The area became the base for organising east coast convoys and
outer Thames defences during World War II.

2.1

Historic Interest

•

•

The area encompasses over 200 years of development as part of
a major seaside resort. As such, it is an important part of national
history and demonstrates both the failures and successes of the
resort’s development.

The area is associated with a number of nationally known residents
and visitors, including Princess Caroline, Lady Hamilton, the
mountaineer Edward Whymper and Benjamin Waugh, founder of the
NSPCC.

2.2

Architectural and Townscape Interest

The Georgian Royal Terrace and Shrubbery were part of the
development of ‘New South End’, the resort’s first major attempt to
cater for a higher class of visitor.

•

The Georgian Royal Terrace: a terrace with a symmetrical ‘palace’
frontage in an imposing cliff top position.

•

The Cliff Town planned estate, designed by Banks and Barry for
the railway company (Morton, Peto & Betts) which has a unique
architecture with a unity of design and materials, and a layout
enabling sea views from all houses.

•

The cliff-top promenade frontage extending from Clifftown Parade
to Royal Terrace and Pier Hill has a unique range of seaside
architecture, monuments and other seaside structures in a fine setting
of public gardens and open spaces offering views of the Pier and
Thames estuary.

•

The Palace Hotel is an impressive example of a late Victorian/
Edwardian monumental seaside hotel.

•

The Pier Hill pedestrian bridge and lift are contemporary additions to
the continuum of seaside architecture.

2.1.1

•

The area's historic interest includes:

9

•

St. John’s Church was Southend’s first parish church, built in the
1830s when further efforts were made to expand the resort with
construction of the Pier.

•

The Cliff Town Estate is a unique example of railway company
estate development and was the second major phase of Southend's
development.

•

The area has strong associations with London’s social history,
demonstrating its Victorian suburban expansion and the rise in day
trips and holidays in response to increased income and leisure time.
It gained a reputation by the early-20th century as London’s seaside
resort.

•

2.2.1

The late Victorian/Edwardian Palace Hotel represents a further
attempt to cater for a higher class of visitor.
9

The area encompasses over 200 years of seaside architecture which
includes:
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Planning Framework
3.1

The National Planning Policy Framework

The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) came into effect
in March 2012 and was most recently updated in July 2021. It
establishes the planning principles that should underpin both planmaking and decision-taking, including to that these: ‘assets are
an irreplaceable resource, and should be conserved in a manner
appropriate to their significance, so that they can be enjoyed for their
contribution to the quality of life of existing and future generations’.01

3.1.2

Section 16 of the NPPF sets the policy framework for conserving
and enhancing the historic environment. Paragraph 191 of the NPPF
stipulates that, ‘When considering the designation of conservation
areas, local planning authorities should ensure that an area justifies
such status because of its special architectural or historic interest,
and that the concept of conservation is not devalued through the
designation of areas that lack special interest.’

11

3.1.1

3.1.3

Definitions

In the context of the NPPF for heritage policy, a ‘Heritage asset’
is defined as: ‘A building, monument, site, place, area or landscape
identified as having a degree of significance meriting consideration
in planning decisions, because of its heritage interest. It includes
designated heritage assets and assets identified by the local
planning authority (including local listing).’

‘Significance’ is defined as: ‘The value of a heritage asset to this

and future generations because of its heritage interest. The interest
may be archaeological, architectural, artistic or historic. Significance
derives not only to a heritage asset’s physical presence, but also
from its setting’.

‘Setting’ is defined as: ‘The surroundings in which a heritage asset

is experienced. Its extent is not fixed and may change as the asset
and its surroundings evolve. Elements of a setting may make a
positive or negative contribution to the significance of an asset, may
affect the ability to appreciate that significance or may be neutral.’
Further advice on the assessment of setting can be found in Historic
England, The Setting of Heritage Assets: Historic England Good
Practice Advice in Planning Note 3 (second edition), December 2017.

Further guidance regarding the implementation of the policies in the
NPPF can be found in the chapter on ‘Conserving and enhancing
the historic environment’ in the National Planning Practice Guidance
(NPPG), July 2018: https://www.gov.uk/guidance/conserving-andenhancing-the-historic-environment.

‘Historic environment’ is defined as: ‘All aspects of the

environment resulting from the interaction between people and
places through time, including all surviving physical remains of
past human activity, whether visible, buried or submerged, and
landscaped and planted or managed flora.’

01

NPPF, 2021, para.189, p.55
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Planning Framework
3.2

3.2.1

Local Planning Policies and Guidance

On a local level, the planning policy which SBC use to determine
planning and listed building consents is contained within the Core
Strategy (2007), Development Management Document (2015)
and Southend Central Area Action Plan (2018). Proposals for
development within the Conservation Area or within its setting will
need to adhere to the criteria set out in these policies to ensure the
conservation of the special interest of the Area. Polices specifically
related to the historic environment are listed below and should be
referenced when planning change.

3.2.4

Southend Central Area Action Plan (SCAAP)

•

The SCAAP provides a detailed planning framework and planning
policies for managing development and growth within the town
centre and central area. There are five conservation areas within
the Southend Central Area: Prittlewell (Policy PA8: Victoria Gateway
Neighbourhood Policy Area Development Principles), Kursaal (Policy
CS1: Central Seafront Policy Area Development Principles), Clifftown
(Policy PA6: Clifftown Policy Area Development Principles), Warrior
Square (Policy PA5: Warrior Square Policy Area Development
Principles) and Eastern Esplanade (Policy CS1: Central Seafront Policy
Area Development Principles).

•

Policy PA6 for Clifftown aims that the distinctive character and
appearance of the Conservation Area will be conserved and
enhanced, with the setting of designated and non-desginated
heritage assets respected. Policies DS2 and DS3 on key views and
landmark buildings are also relevant for Clifftown. The Royal Terrace
and Clifftown Parade have been identified as being the subject of
key views in Southend, particularly from Western Esplanade and
the Pier, as well as views to and from the seafront being identified as
important. The Cliff Lift, Park Inn Palace Hotel, Pier Hill Observation
Tower and Lift, the Pier, the Royal Hotel and Royal Terrace and
Clifftown Church have been identified as landmark buildings under
policy DS3 because of their character as points of reference within
the streetscape and for their positive contribution to place making.
New development will be expected to conserve and enhance these
views and the landmark character of these buildings.

3.2.2 Core Strategy (2007)
Strategic Objective SO14: Deliver high quality, well designed and
attractive urban and natural environments which are safe, people
friendly and distinctive, and which respect and enhance existing
character and local amenity

•

Policy KP2: Development Princples

•

Policy CP4: The Environment and Urban Renaissance

3.2.3

Development Management Document (2015)

•
•
•
•

Policy DM1: Design Quality
Policy DM4: Tall and Large Buildings
Policy DM5: Southend-on-Sea’s Historic Environment
Policy DM6: The Seafront

12

•

12

Planning Framework
3.2.5

The production of the Southend New Local Plan will provide an
opportunity to review the Core Strategy, Development Management
Document and SCAAP, and will set out a new suite of planning
policies for the Borough, including for the management of the historic
environment.
Further supplementary planning guidance is contained within the
Council’s:

•

Design and Townscape Guide (SPD 1) (2009), which sets out
guidance on creating high-quality urban design and includes advice
on the historic environment in Section 9;

13

3.2.6

•

Planning Obligations: A Guide to S106 & Developer Contributions
(SPD 2) (2015), which gives guidance on Section 106 Agreements
which can be made to balance out negative impacts of development
through other enhancements, such as conserving or enhancing the
historic environment; and

•

Streetscape Manual (SPD 3) (June 2015), provides guidance
about creating high-quality streetscapes, including those within
Conservation Areas.

3.2.7

All of these documents can be found on SBC’s website: www.
southend.gov.uk/planning and will be reviewed as part of the
production of the Southend New Local Plan.

3.3

Designations

3.3.2

Further information on Southend’s Listed and Locally Listed Buildings
and article 4 directions can be found on the Council’s website: www.
southend.gov.uk/planning.

3.3.1

13

As a Conservation Area, Clifftown is a designated heritage asset in its
own right. It also contains other designated heritage assets, including
Listed Buildings, and non-designated heritage assets, such as Locally
Listed Buildings. The Milton Conservation Area is located to the northwest on the other side of the railway line. Designations are shown on
Map B.

Planning Framework
Map B: Designations
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This map is not to scale

Royal Terrace

Planning Framework
Listed Buildings
3.3.3 Buildings of special architectural or historic interest are designated
as Listed Buildings by the government under the Planning (Listed
Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 for their special
architectural or historic interest. Listing ranges from Grade I (the
highest level of protection) through II* to II. Listing also applies to
freestanding objects and structures within the building's "curtilage"
(i.e. its grounds) which have been there since before 1st July 1948,
for example, a wall attached to a Listed Building or a garden building
where the main house is listed.
15

3.3.4

3.3.5

3.3.6

Protection is provided through the Listed Building Consent
procedure, which is required by owners or developers when they
apply for change to their property, including alterations, additions or
demolitions. Work to a Listed Building should conserve and enhance
the building’s special architectural or historic interest.
Listed Building Descriptions can be found via the National Heritage
List for England: https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/the-list/ and for
Clifftown have been included in Appendix A of this report.
There are 14 Listed Buildings or groups of Listed Buildings within the
Conservation Area. These include sun shelters along the promenade,
terraces of houses along the sea front, public statues and memorials.

Address

Listing

1-12 Clifftown Parade

Grade II

Queen Victoria Statue, Clifftown Parade

Grade II

War Memorial, Clifftown Parade

Grade II*

1-6 (consec.) Clifton Terrace (including 7 Devereux Road)

Grade II

Telephone box, Clifton Terrace

Grade II

3-15 (consec.) Royal Terrace

Grade II

The Royal Hotel, High Street

Grade II

1-3 Marine Parade

Grade II

4 Marine Parade

Grade II

Cliff Town Congregational Church and Memorial Hall

Grade II

1-15 (even) Nelson Street

Grade II

Shelter, Clifftown Parade (opposite Wilson Road)

Grade II

Shelter, Clifftown Parade (opposite No.35 Clifftown
Parade)

Grade II

Shelter, Clifftown Parade (opposite Devereux Road)

Grade II

The pier, Grade II listed, is directly adjacent to the south of the Conservation
Area.
15

Planning Framework
3.3.10 One building was recommended for inclusion on the Local List during
the Appraisal process: the Cliff Lift. This has been added to the Local
List. See maps B and L and sections 6.3.76-6.3.77 for more details.

Locally Listed Buildings
3.3.7 Southend has a wide range of historic buildings and structures. For
those which do not meet the criteria for national listing, the Council
can identify them as ‘Locally Listed’. These are non-designated
heritage assets. The purpose of the Local List is to identify buildings,
structures and monuments of local architectural or historic importance
and to take action as far as possible to preserve them.
3.3.8

•

16

•

3.3.9

3.3.11

There are eight Locally Listed Buildings within the Conservation Area.
These include:

Former Synagogue, Alexandra Road

SBC’s criteria for the designation of Locally Listed Buildings requires
buildings to:

Post Box, Nelson Street, adjacent to No.9 Capel Terrace

Demonstrate the Borough's history, particularly during its main period
of growth. This includes buildings important for its social history such
as schools, churches, public buildings, leisure, entertainment and
commercial buildings.

St. John’s Church & cemetery, Church Road
Palace Hotel, Pier Hill
3-5 High Street

Have architectural interest - be designed by a well-known architect,
be a good example of a particular style or period, contain good
architectural features or be important for the townscape.

2-18 (even), Nelson Street
19 and 20 Royal Terrace

Change to Locally Listed Buildings needs to be carried out in a
sympathetic manner. A building’s Locally Listed status will be a
material consideration for all planning applications affecting it and,
as with Listed Buildings, applications involving loss or harm to a
Locally Listed Building will normally be resisted although a balanced
judgement will be made, having regard to the scale of any harm or
loss, the significance of the asset and any public benefits.

The Cliff Lift

16

Planning Framework
Article 4 Directions

3.3.14		This Appraisal has made the recommendation to extend the Article
4 Direction to cover the following buildings (see paragraphs 6.3.546.3.59 and Maps B and K for more details):

3.3.12 An Article 4 Direction removes the right of householders to undertake
some minor forms of development, such as alterations to windows or
the installation of hardstandings, which would normally be classed as
permitted development under the planning legislation and therefore
would not require planning permission. The Article 4 Direction is
needed to ensure that minor alterations to the appearance of the
houses are not made in a way which would be out of character and
harmful to the Conservation Area.
17

3.3.13 Within the Clifftown Conservation Area the Direction (shown in light
pink on Map B) covers the following properties:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Alexandra Road, Southend (59-67 odd)
Alexandra Street, Southend (The Alex PH)
Cambridge Road, Southend (1-57 odd, 8-10 even)
Cashiobury Terrace, Southend (all properties)
Capel Terrace, Southend (all properties)
Clifftown Parade, Southend (1-38 consec.)
Clifftown Terrace, Southend (all properties)
Devereux Road, Southend (all properties)
Clifton Place, Southend (all properties)
Prittlewell Square, Southend (all properties)
Royal Terrace, Southend (all properties)
Royal Mews, Southend (all properties, The Cottage)
Runwell Terrace, Southend (1-8 consec.)
Nelson Street, Southend (1-15 odd, Clifftown Church)
Scratton Road, Southend (1-32 consec.)
17

•

Alexandra Road: Nos.84-98 (even); Nos.104-146 (even); No.89;
Nos.95-103 (odd);

•

Alexandra Road Mews West: Garages adjacent to 89 Alexandra Road

•

Cambridge Road: Nos.59-93 (odd); Nos. 30-38 and 44-88 (even);

•

Milton Place: Nos.1 and 2;

•

Runwell Terrace: Nos.9-14 (odd and even);

•

Scratton Road: No.106; Nos 33, 34 and 35; and

•

Wilson Road: Nos.5-27 (odd); Nos.2-14 (even).

Planning Framework
Other Designations
3.3.20 The Milton Conservation Area boundary is shown on Map B to the
north-west of Clifftown.

3.3.15 Planning permission from the Council is therefore needed for the
following types of development:
3.3.16 Dwelling houses:
•
•
•
•
•

3.3.21 There are three areas in the Clifftown Conservation Area that are
designated as public open spaces in local planning policy: the Cliff
Gardens, Prittlewell Square gardens and Alexandra Road Bowling
Green. These are shown in green on Map B.

The alteration of any window which fronts a highway.
The rendering of any brickwork which fronts a highway (other forms
of cladding already need planning permission).
The enclosing of recessed porches which front a highway.
Re-roofing with different materials
The installation of hardstanding for vehicles.

3.3.22 Map B also shows tree protection orders (TPOs) in green, which are
placed to prohibit works to cut down, lop, uproot or damage important
trees. All trees within Conservation Areas, whether they have a TPO
or not, are protected and consent must be given by the SBC prior to
works being carrying out so that the Council have sufficient time to
decide whether the designation of a TPO is needed.

18

3.3.17 (Similar alterations to other types of property already need planning
permission from the Council.)

3.3.18 All Buildings:
•
•

3.3.23 Frontages of Townscape Merit are also shown on Map B in purple.
These are historic frontages which contribute to the quality of the
local townscape through their architectural character. The ones on
Map B are all outside the Conservation Area boundary but some on
Alexandra Street are adjacent to the eastern edge of the boundary.

Painting over facing brickwork of any part of a building which fronts a
highway.
Altering and constructing a means of enclosure which fronts a
highway (walls, gates, fences, etc.).

3.3.19	This Appraisal has also recommended that the Direction should also
be extended to include the replacement or alteration of doors in
addition to windows which are already included. The alteration or
demolition of chimneys should also be included.

18
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History and Archaeology
4.1

4.1.1

4.2

4.2.1

Archaeological Interest

development. This and the phase 1 development were the first
concerted attempts to create a seaside resort and a new residential
town at Southend. They have distinct architectural styles.

Other than World War II defences (discussed in Section 4.3.37), the
Conservation Area has no known below-ground archaeological
interest. Its archaeological potential is considered to be low.

Phase 4: Victorian and Edwardian Piecemeal Development
4.2.5 The area to the west of the Cliff Town Estate was developed in a
piecemeal fashion with a mix of mid- to late-Victorian residential
architecture.

Summary of Historic Development

Development at different stages between the late-18th century
and the present has resulted in five main character zones (see
Section 5.5), four of which correspond to four of the key phases of
development in the area, as follows:

Linking these four zones is the cliff-top promenade and public
gardens overlooking the Thames Estuary. The Conservation Area
consequently has considerable architectural, historic and townscape
value for Southend, being associated with Southend’s early
development as a seaside resort and residential town and having a
fine setting overlooking the seafront and foreshore.

4.2.7

Clifftown continues to function as originally developed with most
buildings remaining in residential use, albeit with many houses
converted to flats, and the public open spaces used for recreation as
part of the resort. There are also a significant number of other small
scale uses in the area including offices and hotels, and, in the Pier Hill
area, shops, amusement arcades and other leisure uses. The Pier Hill
area (and the Pier) is at the heart of Southend’s resort function.

4.2.8

Map C shows the dates of construction for the buildings within the
Conservation Area.

20

Phase 1: Georgian New South End
4.2.2 The first stage of development was in the 1790s with Royal Terrace.
This was intended to be the start of a fashionable resort, ‘New South
End’, at the top of the cliff slope overlooking the Thames estuary to
the south and the ad-hoc group of houses and small inns along the
shore to the east. The Shrubbery on the cliff slope fronting Royal
Terrace was laid out as an informal private garden for the residents.

4.2.6

Phase 2: Early-19th Century Pier Hill
4.2.3 The area of Pier Hill east of the Royal Terrace was developed
piecemeal from the early-19th century to the present day with
a number of different buildings associated with the resort’s
development.
Phase 3: Victorian Planned Estate
4.2.4 The third area is the mid-Victorian Cliff Town Estate, on the cliff top
to the west of Royal Terrace, which was laid out by the developers
of Southend’s first railway, in a well-planned housing and shopping
20
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Map C: Building
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4.3

History of Clifftown
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Old South End
4.3.1 Topography influenced the location of Southend’s early
development. A small hamlet of fishermen’s huts was located on a
section of relatively flat shoreline between the steep cliffs of London
clay to the west and the marshes of Southchurch to the east. A gentle
hill slope rose from the hamlet towards Sutton Road making it easily
accessible to the medieval village of Prittlewell about a mile to the
north and making it the ‘South End’ of Prittlewell. First recorded in
1309, it began to be developed from the mid-18th century into a minor
resort in response to the rising popularity of sea bathing and seaside
holidays. Initially focused in the area of the present Southchurch
Avenue/Marine Parade junction (outside the appraisal area to
the east), development of housing and two small hotels spread
westwards towards the foot of the cliff slope (now Pier Hill). The
location and extent of Old South End is shown on Map D: Chapman
and André’s Map of Essex of 1777. The Clifftown Conservation Area is
to the west of the hamlet marked ‘South End’.
Map D: Extract from Chapman & André’s Map 1777
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4.3.2

Initially, the modest, small resort catered mostly for local gentry
but by the 1790s it was attracting people from London via new
stagecoach services. Demand for accommodation appears to have
exceeded supply and this may have been a factor in encouraging the
development of New South End.

4.3.3

Old South End (or the lower town) continued to be developed into
19th century and beyond to become the more commercial part of the
resort.

23

Phase 1: Georgian New South End
4.3.4 ‘New South End’ (the upper town) was the first concerted attempt to
create a new fashionable seaside resort on the cliff top overlooking
the estuary to rival such established resorts as Margate, Brighton
and Weymouth. Daniel Scratton, the main landowner in Prittlewell,
allocated 35 acres of fields and woodland for development on either
side of a new road, which was to become the High Street. The area
(shown on Map E) was roughly rectangular and extended from the
shoreline to the Clifftown Road and from the west end of Royal
Terrace to the foot of the Pier Hill. Parts of the boundary of the area
can still be identified in property boundaries.
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4.3.5

The area was subdivided and leased in 1791 to two developers, Pratt,
Watts & Lowden of Lambeth and John Sanderson, also of Lambeth.
Within a year the former had assigned their lease to Thomas Holland
and by 1793 Sanderson’s lease had passed to Jeremiah Blakeman.
By 1794, 1-15 Royal Terrace and the Royal Hotel were substantially
complete. The Shrubbery fronting the houses was laid out as an
informal private garden for residents. Royal Mews to the rear of the
houses provided stabling. An Assembly Room in the Royal Hotel and
a Library built opposite (on the site of the present Royals shopping
centre) provided social focus for the would-be resort.

4.3.6

Grove Terrace was laid out on the east side of the High Street,
aligning with Royal Terrace. Here another terrace of five houses,
similar to those in Royal Terrace, was partly complete by 1796.
Although now demolished, the line of the Grove Terrace remains as
the southern arm of Church Road.

4.3.7

Map E shows the extent of the land boundary of New South End and
the Cliff Town Estate development overlaid on a later map.

History and Archaeology
Map E: Estate
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Map E: Estate Boundaries of New Southend and Cliff Town shown on the 1874 1:2,500 OS Map. © Crown Copyright 2019. All Rights
Reserved. Licence number 100019680
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4.3.8
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The Terrace was named ‘Royal’ following visits by Princess Caroline
and her daughter Princess Charlotte in 1804. Lady Hamilton also
visited New South End and held a ball in the Assembly Room in
honour of Admiral Lord Nelson. From the outset, however, and
despite the later Royal visitors, the new resort failed to attract the
fashionable society intended. More importantly it failed to attract
other developers. By 1796 development had effectively stopped
and both Holland and Blakeman were made bankrupt. Economic
depression with the start of the Napoleonic War, the poor reputation
of the Essex coast for health, difficult access from London by
road and river, and competition from Old South End may all have
contributed to New South End’s failure. Although Nos.19 and 20 Royal
Terrace were built in about 1800, little further development of any
significance took place in New South End until construction of the
railway in 1856.

The house on Royal Terrace where Princess Caroline stayed in 1804
25
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4.3.9

Phase 2: Early-19th Century Pier Hill
4.3.12 Pier Hill was part of the land allocated for New South End’s
development but, apart from Grove Terrace, it generally remained
undeveloped and emphasised the separation between the upper and
lower towns. Two resort developments are notable, however, in the
first half of the 19th century.

Old South End in contrast appears to have doubled in size during
the 1790s with new houses, including ‘Bow Window House’ at the
foot of the hill (No.4 Marine Parade) built in 1796, and new facilities
for visitors. This remained the main area of resort activity, albeit on a
relatively modest scale.

4.3.10 The design of Royal Terrace reflected the intention to develop a
fashionable and higher class of resort than Old South End with an
imposing ‘palace’ frontage. Contemporary illustrations, such as on page
27, consistently show them to have had a pediment, but no physical
evidence of this feature remains. Stables for each house were located
in Royal Mews behind the terrace. The Shrubbery, in front of the
terrace, became a rustic communal garden for residents and extended
down to the beach.
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4.3.13 The first moves were made by local landowners to develop a pier
for landing river passengers and make access to the resort easier.
Following an enabling Act of Parliament, in 1829, construction began
of the first wooden Pier and by 1833 it extended 1500 feet from Pier
Hill. By 1846 the Pier had been extended to the low water mark, 1.25
miles off shore, to enable berthing at all states of the tide. It was then,
and continues to be, the longest pleasure pier in the world.

4.3.11

4.3.14 Secondly, a small timber building was erected in 1804 just west of the
Pier entrance on the hill to provide warm water baths for visitors.

The separation of Royal Terrace from Clifton Terrace reflects the
original estate boundary and the exclusiveness of the Georgian
development.

4.3.15 Concerted efforts were also made by local landowners to build South
End’s own parish church, in place of St. Mary’s, Prittlewell. These
succeeded with St. John’s Church, designed by Thomas Hopper and
completed in 1841 at the end of Grove Terrace. It was Southend’s first
parish church and served both New and Old South End.

Bow Window House (1-4 Marine Parade) at the foot of Pier Hill built in 1796
26
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4.3.16 In addition during this period, development in the lower town spread
to the foot of Pier Hill. An early-19th century illustration shows the
land end of the Pier, with Bow Window House to the right and the
Royal Terrace at the top of the hill.

27

Old and New South End c.1830, with the Royal Terrace at the top of Pier Hill

Looking up Pier Hill towards the Royal Terrace today from a view point further up the
hill than the c.1830 illustration
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Phase 3: Victorian Planned Estate
4.3.17 Despite the Pier, easy access to the resort only
became available with completion of the LondonTilbury-Southend railway in 1856. It provided
the impetus for the next major step in the town's
development.

28

4.3.18 The railway developer (Peto, Brassey and Betts)
leased 40 acres from Daniel Scratton (grandson
of New South End’s Daniel Scratton) for housing
development between the new railway and the
cliff top. This area extended from the boundary
of Royal Terrace westwards to Wilson Road
and forms the remainder of the Conservation
Area (see Map E). It also included the adjacent
cliffs and beach for use as open space. Scratton
planned a development to be known as
Clifftown, situated initially in the eastern portion
of the 40 acre site. An etching of c.1865 shows
the estate’s intended layout, although it does
demonstrate some artistic license.
Cliff Town Estate, c.1865
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4.3.19 Scratton imposed strict design controls on the first phase of
development which resulted in a unique example of mid-Victorian
estate planning and seaside suburban architecture. Designed by
Banks and Charles Barry, junior, and built between 1859-1861, the
estate provided four classes of terraced housing, and a fifth class of
shops with residential accommodation. Unified designs and materials
and its layout around open spaces and gardens give the estate visual
coherence. Carefully aligned streets, the separation of terraces and
the provision of open spaces enabled estuary views from almost
every house and many public parts of the estate. Despite later infill
development and tree planting, these views remain an important
component of the estate's character. Together, these qualities make a
unique example of a mid-Victorian estate.
4.3.20 Banks and Barry were nationally acknowledged architects who had
both worked with Barry’s father, Sir Charles Barry, in the design of the
Palace of Westminster. The Cliff Town Estate was one of their early
designs as independent architects. Barry was also responsible for
buildings at Dulwich College and estate, the forecourt to Burlington
House, Piccadilly (home of the Royal Academy) and the Great Eastern
Hotel, Liverpool Street Station.

Benjamin Waugh’s House on Runwell Terrace

4.3.21 The development started to attract residents from London either
to retire or commute and provided accommodation for increasing
numbers of visitors brought by the railway. Among its notable
residents were the mountaineer Edward Whymper (the first to
conquer the Matterhorn) and Benjamin Waugh who founded the
NSPCC.
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4.3.22 Different classes of terrace were given differing designs and positions
in the estate, reflecting their status, but within a common design
theme. Unifying features included the use of yellow stock brick,
recessed porches to doors, often accessed up front steps, sash
windows, bay windows, sometimes with balconies set on top, and
cast-iron decorative railings and gates with distinctive circular design
to front gardens. Sun blinds and boxes over many balconies were
added soon after completion and contribute to the estate’s seaside
architectural character.
4.3.23 More detail on the different classes of house are included in Sections
5.5.11 to 5.5.19.
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4.3.24 Clifftown Church was designed by W Allen Dixon and built in 1865
after the main estate had been completed. It is an important focal
point for the estate with a typical gothic design and materials for a
mid-Victorian non-conformist church.

Clifftown Church
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4.3.25 The west side of Nelson Street was part of the Estate plan, designed
as a shopping parade for the area. The east side of Nelson Street was
not included in the estate’s design and was developed piecemeal
during the 1860s and 1870s to more standard Victorian commercial
designs, with a common scale and with first floor balconies but
slightly varied designs.

31

Nelson Street in the early-20th century

Nelson Street in 2019
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4.3.26 Clifton Terrace, also built shortly after the main estate, shows the
importance of the cliff-top position with more imposing detailing,
notably the roof parapet topped with decorative urns. The wide
roadway fronting the terrace provided a turning circle for horse-drawn
vehicles which were stopped from entering Royal Terrace. Clifton
Terrace's original stabling remains in Clifton Mews to the rear and has
an unusual arrangement of paired stables with hipped slate roofs and
stock brick elevations.

32

Clifton Terrace with more imposing detail than the rest of the estate

Early-20th century photograph with the turning circle in the foreground, Clifftown
Terrace just off the right of the image and a view looking west along Cliffs Promenade
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4.3.27 In addition to the wide private spaces between the ends of terraces,
two open spaces were provided fronting terraces. Prittlewell Square
gardens were planned as formal public gardens with a simple
cruciform layout. This evolved in several stages, however, and the
recently restored layout dates from the 1920s with a ‘diamond’
alignment of paths and a central fountain and pond. The Alexandra
Road Bowling Green may also originally have been intended as
public gardens. However, it was in use as a private nursery garden
during the nineteenth century. It became a public bowling green in
the 1920s with a well-designed symmetrical pavilion. The two open
spaces give views through the estate and help make the spire of
Clifftown Church a focal point.
4.3.28 The estate's visual relationship to the railway (the boundary wall
to Scratton Road and the view of the station canopy, outside the
Conservation Area, from Nelson Street) is an important link with its
origins as a railway company estate.

Prittlewell Square gardens (2019)
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Phase 4: Victorian and Edwardian Piecemeal
Development
4.3.29 The second phase of the Cliff Town Estate to the
west of Prittlewell Square lacked the previous
design control. Unlike New South End, Daniel
Scratton had achieved the desired level of
rental from the Cliff Town Estate and his need to
control the development diminished. The area
was subdivided for piecemeal development on
a grid street layout. A variety of Victorian and
Edwardian residential and seaside architecture
resulted, which contrasts with the coherence of
the planned estate.

N
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4.3.30 Buildings fronting Clifftown Parade reflect
their prime cliff-top position with relatively
large detached and semi-detached houses
and purpose-built flats, mostly finished by
1871. They occupied plots which originally
extended to Alexandra Road. The Alexandra
Road frontage was gradually developed with
a variety of building types, as these plots were
subdivided. On the south side of the street, these
replaced buildings which appear (on the 1897
OS map) to have been stables/coach houses for
properties on Clifftown Parade. The extent of the
development of the area is shown on the 1897
OS map (Map F).

Map F:1897 1:2,500 OS map. © Crown Copyright 2019. All Rights Reserved. Licence number 100019680
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Cliff Gardens and Promenade
4.3.31 As the resort began to grow in the late-19th century, the Gardens
and promenade were laid out to provide recreational facilities for
visitors and residents (see Maps E and F). The flatter area adjacent to
the broad promenade of Clifftown Parade was laid out with a more
formal layout with grass, planted open spaces, trees and sea views.
To the south, outside the Conservation Area, the cliff slope was
given an informal character with paths meandering through mature
trees. Together, the two sections of the Cliff Gardens have a relaxed
character as part of the resort and provide the setting for much of
the Conservation Area. Historic buildings and structures within these
areas of landscaping, which contribute to its attractiveness and the
resort's history, include:

4.3.32 Their spacing along the cliff top gives the promenade a sequence
of focal points and, with intermittent estuary views through the trees,
continual visual interest. The former Alexandra Yacht Club, which
stood on the cliffs at the west end of the Shrubbery from the late19th century, was destroyed by fire in 2014. Landslips in recent years
and the loss of the bandstand have not altered the importance of the
Cliffs for the Conservation Area.
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•

War Memorial by Lutyens, 1922 (Grade II* Listed);

•

Naval flag pole, moved from the site of the War Memorial in 1922;

•

Edwardian timber shelters, opposite Wilson Road, 25 Clifftown
Parade and Devereux Road (Grade II Listed);

•

Queen Victoria Statue by Goldie & Swinnerton, 1901, originally on
Pier Hill but moved to this position in the 1970s (Grade II Listed); and

•

The Cliff Lift, c.1910, by Waygood and Co.
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Evolution of Pier Hill
4.3.33 The Victorian promenade extended from Clifftown Parade/Clifton
Terrace along Royal Terrace to Pier Hill (formerly Royal Hill), which
connected it to the Pier and the more commercial part of the seafront
beyond. Pier Hill was also the link to the Pier and seafront for visitors
arriving at Central Station. It therefore became the resort’s hub linking
its different character areas.

Pier Hill. It functioned both as a landing stage for visitors to the resort
and a pleasure facility. To the west of the Pier entrance, Pier Buildings
were erected in the late 1890s on Pier Hill fronting onto Western
Esplanade. These were demolished in the 1970s and in 2005 the area
was laid out as landscaped terraces with the new Pier Hill lift and
bridge which are now landmarks on the seafront.
4.3.35 The hill slope to the north and east of the Pier entrance was
developed for a short-lived funfair in the 1890s. This was replaced by
the Hotel Metropole (now the Palace Hotel), designed in 1896 by the
local architectural practice Thompson & Greenhalgh and completed
in 1901. It was Southend’s largest hotel and designed to provide
superior accommodation and facilities for visitors.

4.3.34 By the 1880s, Southend began to attract increasing numbers of
staying visitors and day trippers. This was the beginning of the
resort’s massive growth as London’s main resort and the second
largest resort in England. A new iron Pier replaced the original timber
structure and was opened in 1889 with a new Toll House entrance on
36

The Palace Hotel in the late-19th/early-20th century

The Palace Hotel (now the Park Inn Palace Hotel) in 2019
36
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4.3.37 The Hotel played a nationally important role during both World Wars.
During World War I it was the Queen Mary Royal Naval Hospital.
During World War II, the Hotel, Pier and Royal Terrace served as the
Thames Naval Control Service HQ for Thames shipping to and from
London, for Thames defences and for marshalling east coast convoys.
Together they comprise a group of buildings which played a crucial
historic role in the war effort and the supply of London. There were
also anti-tank cubes and pyramids, and road barriers put in place
along the Royal Terrace, Pier Hill and The Cliffs (SMR 118, 131-135, 138
(now demolished)).

4.3.36 Publicised as the only 5-star hotel on the south-east coast, it included
a ballroom, a resident orchestra, a winter garden and palm court. It
was the second development attempting to attract a more exclusive
class of visitor and, as such, is linked with the Georgian New South
End. As with New South End, it did not achieve its aim. Renamed the
Palace Hotel, it underwent a series of adaptations after World War I.
It is shown on the 1922 OS map (Map G), together with an expanded
frontage around the Pier containing the Marine Gardens. By 1939
this area had expanded east to include a boating lake and today is
the Adventure Island theme park. From 1935 to 1972, then again from
1987 to 2001, part of the southern area of the Shrubbery was in use
as Never Never Land, a popular attraction including model cartoon
characters, fairies, castles and model railways. Some of the elements
of the attraction, such as the Fairy Castle and waterfalls, still survive
today.01
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4.3.38 Its scale and elevated position make the Hotel a dominant feature of
Southend’s seaside townscape and it provides a closing view from
Royal Terrace. The building serves as an important historic landmark
for the resort viewed from both land and sea.

01

https://www.southendtimeline.com/neverneverland.htm, accessed 08.01.20
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Map G: 1922 1:2,500 OS map. © Crown Copyright 2019. All Rights Reserved. Licence number 100019680
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Character Analysis
5.1

5.1.1

Spatial Analysis

Features described in this section are shown on Map H: Townscape.
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Street Pattern
5.1.2 Within the areas of the Cliff Town Estate and New South End, streets
were designed to exploit the cliff-top position and sea views. They
generally have a formal grid pattern with relatively long, straight
parallel streets running east–west and shorter streets running at
right angles to them. Exceptions are Runwell, Cashiobury and Capel
Terraces, which are angled to provide sea views, and Scratton Road
which runs parallel to the railway rather than the grid. This gives these
parts of the Conservation Area a strong east–west orientation and a
high degree of legibility for pedestrian movement. Street junctions
are important orientation points in the street pattern.

5.1.3

The area east of the High Street continues the east-west orientation
with Church Road and Pier Hill running down the hill slope, and Western
Esplanade running parallel to the foot of the hill slope and further east
along Marine Parade. To the west, the promenade and the Cliff Gardens
continue beyond the Conservation Area, along Westliff Parade to the
Cliffs Pavilion, passing the Shorefields Conservation Area.

5.1.4

Within this grid pattern, narrow alleys and mews provide service
access to the rear of many of the terraces. There is an unusually high
number of surviving mews buildings within this Conservation Area
compared to other areas of Southend. They are either laid out as
dead-ends streets perpendicular to the main road, such as Clifton
Mews, or as 'loops' behind groups of buildings, such as at Alexandra
Road Mews.

Wide open street junctions are useful orientation points within the Conservation Area
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Character Analysis
Street Width
5.1.5 Relatively generous widths of streets, including pavements (in
particular Alexandra Road, Nelson Street and the promenade to the
south side of Clifftown Parade), and views/vistas out to the Estuary
contribute to a feeling of spaciousness in much of the area. However,
on-street car parking and traffic management measures visually
impinge on this character. Mature street trees also reduce the sense
of spaciousness, when in leaf, but they emphasise the linear nature of
streets, help frame views along them and are an important green lung
in this part of the central area of Southend.
41

Building Scale and Massing
5.1.6 Building development in the area west of High Street has, with
some exceptions, a general gradation in height and scale, reducing
from three-storey plus basement buildings in the south and east to
two-storey towards the north and west of the area. The scale of the
buildings in the south and east of the area is emphasised by their
increased storey heights and their design as terraces with integrated
formal elevational designs, which also serves to emphasise the
higher status of these terraces. Terraced development tends to give
way towards the west to more of a mix of terraced, semi-detached
and detached buildings. The narrow width of building plots has also
helped establish the massing of development and generally narrows
down towards the north and west. The scale and massing in this area
reflects that it was developed predominantly for single family houses,
and even the commercial buildings of Nelson Street reflect this to
some extent.

Wide streets lined with trees emphasizing the linear nature of the roads and framing views
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5.1.7

Development from the mid-20th century onwards on the south side
of Alexandra Road, such as Marlborough Place, and to the west of the
Conservation Area has not followed this historic gradation of scale
and has tended to be larger in scale or even over-massive in the case
of the Tower Court residential apartment block.

5.1.8

The area from the High Street, eastwards, is dominated by monolithic
Palace Hotel, and the bland, inactive façade of the Royals Shopping
Centre and car park (the latter outside the Conservation Area). The
scale and massing of other development in this area is secondary to
the Palace Hotel, which is a landmark.

Character Analysis
5.1.11

5.1.10 This feeling of enclosure in part of the Conservation Area contrasts
with and gives variety to the area’s predominantly open character.
This openness is provided by its street and building layout, the
significant amount of public and private open spaces, and its views
and vistas towards the Estuary and Cliff Town Congregational Church
on Nelson Street. Although Prittlewell Square gardens and the
Alexandra Road bowling green, have a partial sense of enclosure
due to the adjacent terraces, the relatively low height of most of the
terraces, their position set back from the open spaces behind front
gardens and the wide gaps between them allow views to filter out of
and through each space. The dominant character is one of openness.

5.1.12 The Pier Hill area is also predominantly open in character. Church
Road, however, has an enclosed ‘canyon’ character by virtue of the
height of the north side of the Palace Hotel and of the Royals car
park, both of which are built close to the highway. The churchyard
of St. John’s provides an open space to the eastern extremity of the
Conservation Area. There is a lock of permeability here and there is
potential to connect the Conservation Area with the seafront more
successfully as part of the development of the Seaways opportunity
site (SCAAP CS1.2) located to the east of St. John's churchyard on the
site of the current Seaways car park.
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Enclosed and Open Space
5.1.9 Within the Cliff Town Estate and New South End, there is no formal
enclosed space in the area, although Nelson Street has a sense
of enclosure with the scale of its built frontage, width of road and
pavements, mature trees and the partial visual closure at either end
by the railway wall and the changed road alignment.

42

The cliff-top promenade is framed by the visually hard edge of the
three-storey plus basement terraces of Clifftown Parade, Clifton
Terrace and Royal Terrace. The built frontage to the west of Prittlewell
Square provides a softer edge to the promenade, as buildings are
mainly semi-detached, two-storey, with significant space between
each block and planting in front gardens and visible to the rear.

Character Analysis

43

Sense of enclosure on Nelson Street

Open space at the top of Pier Hill looking towards the Palace Hotel

Open space on the Cliff Promenade with the views to the
estuary emphasising the feeling of spaciousness

Sense of enclosure along Church Road to St. John's, with the
Palace Hotel to the right and the Royals car park on the left
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Character Analysis
Views, Vistas and Focal Points
5.1.13 These are defined partly by the features described previously and
partly by the placement of architecture. They are inherent to the
design of both the Cliff Town Estate and New South End and are an
essential part of the townscape character of the whole area. See
also key views and landmark buildings identified in the SCAAP (see
Section 3.2.4). Important focal points and views in the townscape
include:
•
•
•

44

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cliff Town Congregational Church, Nelson Street;
War memorial and naval flagpole, Clifftown Parade;
Prittlewell Square gardens, including fountain and gates with clock
over;
Queen Victoria Statue, Clifftown Parade;
Royal Hotel, High Street;
Pier Hill bridge and lift;
The Pier (outside the Conservation Area);
West and south fronts of the Palace Hotel, Pier Hill;
St. John’s Church, Church Road;
Royal Terrace;
The Cliff Lift; and
Vistas out over the Estuary and to the Pier.

5.1.14

Negative focal points outside the Conservation Area harm its
setting and views out of the area, by virtue of their excessive scale,
elevational design and materials:

•
•

Royals Shopping Centre, High Street; and
Westward House and Tower Court, Westcliff Parade.

Pier Bridge and Lift from outside the Palace Hotel

Cliff Town Congregational Church
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View across Prittlewell Square gardens towards the estuary

View of the spire of Cliff Town Congregational Church across the bowling green

Views across the estuary towards the Pier

The War Memorial on Clifftown Parade
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Character Analysis
Map H: Townscape

	Conservation Area Boundary
Open/Green Space
Trees
Landmark Building
Views
Vista
Negative Feature*
Good Boundary or Gate
Hard Landscaping
Historic Lamppost
Public Art / Monument

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
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K
L
M
N
O
P

Negative shop front
Vacant building/shop
Glazed balcony
Hotel with design out of character with the CA
Large scale building in setting of CA
Unattractive buildings and parking
Car park which negatively impacts the setting of
the Conservation Area
Balcony infilled
Poor shop front conversions
Front gardens converted to driveway and loss of
boundary walls
External wall in poor decorative condition
Large scale wall and fence
Pebbledash render
Later bay window not in keeping
Loss of original front door steps
Added mansard roof

*See also Building-by-Building map in Appendix B for
positive, negative and neutral buildings
This map is not to scale
© Crown Copyright 2019. All Rights Reserved. Licence number
100019680
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Character Analysis
5.2

Public Realm and Streetscape

Traffic Management/Cycle Routes/Signage
5.2.3 The area’s roads provide access to the town centre. Scratton Road is
a classified road with no parking. One-way traffic circulation operates
in most of the other streets and on Pier Hill and is accompanied
with a traffic island and mini roundabout at junctions in Cambridge
Road and a substantial amount of road markings, signage and other
furniture, especially at junctions. The traffic system also incorporates
a dedicated cycle route, introduced in 2005. The cycle track is
mostly denoted by road markings and signage. The carriageway on
Pier Hill has been reduced to a single width plus cycle track, both
with coloured surfaces. Traffic signage contributes to a clutter of nontraditional street furniture in the area and takes little account of the
historic character of the area.

On-Street Parking
5.2.1 On-street parking is permitted on all streets in the area with the
exception of Scratton Road, Pier Hill, Church Road and some of the
mews. The streets west of Prittlewell Square are unrestricted; those to
the east are pay and display. Clifton Terrace, formerly a turning circle
at the end of Clifftown Parade, acts as a public car park and prevents
its townscape potential being realised. Parking is also permitted
on both sides of Clifftown Parade west of Prittlewell Square, during
winter months.
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5.2.2 Parking has a significant impact on the appearance of the area,
reducing the feeling of spaciousness and producing a cluttered
appearance which harms the setting of the area’s buildings and open
spaces. Associated signage and equipment adds to the clutter. Some
of the alleys and mews have lost their original sense of enclosure
with the removal of boundary walls and the creation of wide areas of
open parking and insertion of modern garages. An unmade alley to
the rear of 8-24 Scratton Road and 17-39 Cambridge Road enables
rear garden parking but is too narrow for easy use.

5.2.4
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Vehicle flow through the area is relatively heavy, particularly on
Scratton Road, Cambridge Road and the eastern part of Alexandra
Road (and the linking one-way streets: Capel Terrace, Runwell
Terrace and Milton Place), and diminishes the calm and relaxed
residential character of much of the area, as well as impacts on its
appearance.

Character Analysis
Surfaces
5.2.5 Surfaces of roads and pavements display a mix of materials. Original
Yorkstone paving remains to the forecourts of Nelson Street. Yorkstone
paving was provided for the pavement to Royal Terrace in the early21st century. Elsewhere, pavements are generally black or red tarmac
or aggregate paving slabs. These paving slabs are often cracked
and have gradually been replaced by patches of black tarmac due
to the growth of street tree roots and the resultant lifting of the slabs.
This piecemeal repair with tarmac has a negative visual impact. Slabs
should be replaced like-for-like.
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5.2.6 Red tarmac is used for the promenade to the south side of Clifftown
Parade, around Prittlewell Square gardens and on Alexandra Road.
These are the most recently updated sections of pavement and are
generally of good quality. Kerbs are a mix of traditional granite and
concrete. Some of the alleys and mews have a surface of Staffordshire
blue clay pavers with granite central gutters, reflecting their more

Recent red tarmac pavement surfacing

utilitarian use, some of which are now in a poor condition and show
patch repair in tarmac. However, these are important historic features of
the public realm and should be repaired and retained. Some pavement
crossovers have similar pavers. Other crossovers are concrete which
tends to be obtrusive. Carriageway surfaces are black tarmac, except
for Pier Hill in yellow with red pedestrian crossing points. Paths in open
spaces are generally tarmac, although those in Prittlewell Square
gardens and adjacent to the Shrubbery in Royal Terrace have been
re-laid in bonded shingle. The part of the High Street adjacent to the
Conservation Area is pedestrianised with a concrete block paved
surface which provides an inappropriate setting for the Royal Hotel.
5.2.7

Though there are several different surface treatments within the
Conservation Area, its large size means this does not result in any
sense of incoherence. Where traditional or natural materials remain,
or a material is used consistently over a wide area, they particularly
contribute to local character.

Cracked concrete slab paving. Note granite kerb stones
and cobbled gutter
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Important historic Staffordshire blue clay pavers to an
alley off Scratton Road

Character Analysis
Street Trees
5.2.8 Most streets are lined with trees which help establish the green and
leafy character of the Conservation Area. A line of mature cherry
trees on the south side of Clifftown Parade contributes significantly
to the character of the promenade in spring. Overall, the trees are a
supportive feature of the Conservation Area. However, they raise a
number of issues. Many of the trees are London Planes which require
regular maintenance and pruning to keep them at a manageable size
and prevent obstruction of street lights, excessive overshadowing
and reduction of views. They also tend to damage the surface of the
highway and kerbs as they grow; paving slabs raised by root action
are replaced by tarmac patches which are obtrusive.
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Cherry tree on Clifftown Parade
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Lighting
5.2.9 Original cast iron lighting columns survive in
Royal Terrace, Clifton Terrace and Clifftown
Parade, and contribute to the character of the
promenade. Decorative detailing to the curved
lantern arms is missing on some and the original
ball pendant lanterns have been replaced. They
contribute to the character of the promenade.
Elsewhere, replica columns and Windsor lanterns
have been installed in most of the Conservation
Area, which are appropriate to the setting.
Decorative replica columns are also included in
Prittlewell Square gardens.

5.2.10 Columns are painted black. Original colours of
the columns along the promenade are believed
to have been two-tone. Original colours of other
columns are believed to have been green.
Modern stainless-steel columns and lanterns
have been installed on Pier Hill as part of the
landscaping of that area, and to the High Street
adjacent to the Conservation Area.

Original Victorian lamppost on
Clifftown Parade

Replica lamppost in Prittlewell
Square gardens

Detail of historic
lamppost, with
modern lamp
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Modern lamppost in a traditional
style, together with a modern
street sign

Character Analysis
Other Street Furniture
5.2.11 Notable street furniture which contributes to the character of the area
includes:
A Corporation electricity box on Capel Terrace;

•

Post boxes Capel Terrace and the east and west ends of Royal
Terrace;

•

K2 telephone boxes on Capel Terrace (in use as a miniature museum)
and Clifton Terrace; and

•

Street names in ceramic tiles on the walls of adjacent buildings are
part of the original character of the area. Modern reflective street
name boards on poles in the street tend to be neutral features but
occasionally add to the clutter of street furniture.
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•

K2 telephone box on Clifton Terrace

5.2.12 There is a variety of other modern street furniture, including
bollards and equipment cabinets, some of which has a poor and
uncoordinated design.

Ceramic street signage
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K2 Telephone box refurbished and put
into use as a miniature museum, on the
corner of the bowling green

Character Analysis
5.3

Open Spaces

53

Pier Hill
5.3.1 Pier Hill acts as the hub of the resort linking the High Street to the
Pier and seafront and the main commercial section of the resort
on Marine Parade to the quieter open spaces of Southend Cliffs.
As a result it is a bustling and vibrant area. The newly laid-out
terraces on Pier Hill have a distinctly modern character due to their
materials, furniture and general design, with a predominance of hard
landscaping, and to their functional relationship with the new Pier
entrance and the Pier Hill pedestrian bridge and lift. This layout is
part of the resort’s historic continuum of regeneration and the space
functionally and visually flows into the Shrubbery, which despite its
Georgian origins has undergone various landscaping schemes over
the past 200 years.

Modern landscaping on Pier Hill

5.3.2 An important element of Pier Hill's character is provided by its
openness and the resultant sea views. This open space also provides
the setting for the west and south elevations of the Palace Hotel. The
upper level of Pier Hill has a contemporary artwork of colourful beach
huts. Pier Hill's function as a lively space for public activity links as
much to the seafront and town centre as to Clifftown.
5.3.3

The Royals shopping centre forms a bland and unsympathetic
boundary to the open space, with an inactive frontage that fails
to relate to its surroundings in relation to its layout, fenestration,
materials and detailing.

Temporary art installation at the top of Pier Hill
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The Shrubbery
5.3.4 Laid out originally as private communal gardens for residents in Royal
Terrace, the open space has undergone various landscaping layouts
and uses but has always maintained a predominance of winding
footpaths on the hill slope among relatively thick planting. The open
space now has public access and is part of the public open space
along the Cliffs extending from Pier Hill to the Cliffs Pavilion. The
modern railings to the Royal Terrace boundary include the restored
wrought iron entrance gateway which is believed to date from the
mid-19th century and provides a sympathetic boundary to the area.
Although the planting partly obstructs views of the sea from Royal
Terrace, it acts as a visual buffer between the Terrace and the visually
intrusive rides and buildings of Adventure Island to the south of
Western Esplanade. The Fairy Castle and waterfall from the former
Never Never Land attraction are located to the south-east of the
Shrubbery.

The Shrubbery with the Royal Terrace beyond

5.3.5 Although close to the seafront and town centre, the overall character
of the Shrubbery is one of informality, enclosure, seclusion and shade
with the more formal historic backdrop of the Georgian terrace.
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Character Analysis
Cliffs
5.3.6 The Cliffs have two main areas of differing character. Firstly, the
cliff slope (only the eastern part is in the Conservation Area) is
characterised by an informal layout with mature trees randomly
positioned on a grassy hill slope with informal paths and steps
meandering across the slope. As with the Shrubbery, the predominant
character is one of enclosure, seclusion and shade. However, within
this general character are more formal elements to give ‘punctuation’
points:
•
55

The Cliff Lift and adjacent steps and lighting, running straight down
the slope, together with a more open aspect;

•

A straight non-public roadway passing down the hill slope diagonally
from Clifton Terrace also gives a degree of formality;

•

The rose garden, formally laid out with rose beds, paths, seating and
enclosed by low walls; and

•

The line of steps and lighting running straight down the slope from
opposite St. John’s Court, Westcliff Parade to Western Esplanade
(outside the Conservation Area boundary).

5.3.7

The section of cliff slope outside the Conservation Area affects its
setting. The trees compose, or in some cases obstruct, views of
the estuary and the Pier. They provide an arcadian setting for the
southern boundary of the Conservation Area and functionally they
are part of the Southend Cliff Gardens, along with the gardens on the
cliff top, although of a different character.

Open area of the Cliffs, west of the Shrubbery

The Cliff Lift
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Character Analysis
5.3.8 Secondly, the Cliff Gardens, an important historic open space laid
out in the late-19th century as the resort of Southend grew, provides
a more formal landscape, with grassed areas, planting, trees and sea
and Pier views. It has a relaxed atmosphere with strong links to the
water, including smells of the sea. Features along this stretch which
add interest include:
The War Memorial by Lutyens, 1922;

•

Naval flagpole, moved from the site of the War Memorial in 1922;

•

The Floral Clock, established in the early-20th century;

•

Edwardian timber shelters with distinctive cast-iron fretwork around
the canopies, opposite Wilson Road, No.25 Clifftown Parade and
Devereux Road; and
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•

•

5.3.9 A bandstand formerly sat on the grassed area adjacent to the
promenade. A cliff slippage in 2003 resulted in the removal of the
bandstand to Priory Park.

The Queen Victoria Statue by Goldie & Swinnerton, 1901, originally
on Pier Hill but moved to this position in the 1970s.

Edwardian timber shelter on Cliff Promenade

The War Memorial

The Floral Clock

Queen Victoria statue
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Character Analysis
Prittlewell Square Gardens
5.3.10 Prittlewell Square gardens have the character of a quiet formal urban
square with evidence of its evolving design in its boundary treatment
and layout. The yellow brick boundary wall and reinstated cast-iron
railings to the east, north and west sides are to the original design,
c.1860. The red brick wall and reinstated railings are to a design for
alterations in about 1900.
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5.3.11 The diamond layout of paths and south gateway were established
in the 1920s and the fountain and pond were installed in the 1930s.
Recent enhancement works re-enforced the gardens’ formality with
uniform Edwardian style seating, resin bonded shingle paths and a
more formal planting pattern. The fountain and pond give a strong
central focal point. The wrought iron south gateway emphasises the
north-south alignment through the gardens. Views across the gardens
towards Clifftown Church are important for its setting. The gardens
provide a very attractive public open space and greenery in the
Conservation Area.

Prittlewell Square gardens

Gates and clock to Prittlewell Square gardens
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Character Analysis
St. John’s Cemetery
5.3.13 The cemetery at St. John’s Church is a pleasant green space at the
eastern extremity of the Conservation Area which provides welcome
greenery in this part of the area which otherwise has little open
space. It provides grassed areas with a fairly dense arrangement of
gravestones, some of which are large and highly decorative. Several
important figures in the history of Southend are buried here, including
the first Mayor of Southend, Thomas Dowsett, the poet and writer
Robert Buchanan, and the novelist Warwick Deeping. Mature trees
also add to the character of the area.

Bowling Green
5.3.12 This open space is integral to the original design of the Cliff Town
estate. Its current use as a bowling green with views across it,
particularly of the church on Nelson Street, helps give it a relaxed
and quiet character. The stock brick boundary wall and stone
copings may have been constructed at the time it became a bowling
green but the railings on top of the wall have been replaced by
rustic paling fence, now in a poor condition which would benefit
from enhancement. The bowls pavilion and café, c.1930, with its
symmetrical south elevation, parapet and logia, makes an attractive
addition to the area, despite its different style and materials to the
original estate. It is now partly vacant and in a poor condition.
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The bowling green

Cemetery of St. John’s Church
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Character Analysis
Private Front Gardens
5.3.14 Houses in both the planned and piecemeal development of the Cliff
Town estate were designed to have front gardens with planting and
cast-iron boundary fences to the street. These feature decorative gate
posts and gates with a distinctive circular pattern, installed as part of
a grant scheme in around 2000, based on the original design. These
are important elements in establishing and maintaining the traditional
residential character of the area, of unifying frontages and visually
separating the public and private realm. Planting in front gardens also
helps soften the appearance of building frontages.
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5.3.15 Within the planned Estate there is good survival of original cast-iron
fences and some properties have had replicas reinstated through
the grant scheme in the early-21st century. However, to the north
and west of the Conservation Area boundaries front gardens have
been eroded by the installation of hardstandings and other hard
landscaping, the loss of enclosed boundaries and the replacement
of traditional boundaries with unsympathetic materials and designs.
Alexandra Road, the western section of Cambridge Road and
Scratton Road have been badly affected by this erosion of character.
As this area was not part of the planned Estate, the circular design
railings would not be appropriate here. Instead low brick walls topped
with railings with a vertical design are likely to be more appropriate.
5.3.16 Although without a significant front garden, buildings in Royal Terrace
have enclosed boundaries to the street which are important for
their character. Some properties have traditional iron railings to the
boundary or to the area fronting the basement, some of which are
original. Solid low boundary walls at some properties have harmed
their character.

Distinctive circular cast-iron railings to the original planned Estate design
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Pleasant front gardens with greenery which contributes to the character of
the Conservation Area

Character Analysis
Private Rear Gardens
5.3.17 Many rear gardens (and elevations) are visible and have rear vehicular
access. As with front gardens, planting in rear gardens softens the
appearance of buildings, especially important where elevations have
been altered and are unsympathetic to the area, and contributes
to the residential character of the area. The enclosed character of
rear alleys and mews to some of the terraces has been significantly
harmed by the loss of traditional boundary walls and gates, notably
those to the rear of Nos.57-63 Alexandra Street/Nos.1-12 Clifftown
Parade and Nos.6-18 Devereux Road.

5.4

Uses

5.4.2

With the exception of Pier Hill, the area was predominantly developed
for houses and public space. It continues to be used residentially and
as public open space for residents and visitors. Many of its houses
are now converted to flats, which in general has been carried out
sympathetically (see Section 6.3.71 for more details). On the planned
Estate, these tend to be discreetly located in basements so that the
building reads as one house. These two predominant uses combine
to give the area a relatively quiet and dignified atmosphere. Although
in commercial use, Nelson Street maintains this atmosphere. The
other non-residential uses (hotels, offices, children’s nurseries and
institutional homes) dispersed through the residential area in former
houses or mews buildings are generally compatible with it.

5.4.3

Being at the heart of the resort, the more commercial leisure uses of
the Pier Hill area and their linkage with the adjacent High Street uses
introduce a more vibrant and brash atmosphere. But the Shrubbery
and Royal Terrace mark a distinct boundary and this atmosphere
fails to extend much beyond Pier Hill, although it does spill into the
residential area as part of the night-time economy.

5.4.1
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The area’s uses are an important element of its character. They are
shown on Map I.

Character Analysis
5.4.4

Two fringe sections of the Conservation Area are exceptions. Royal
Mews now comprises a mix of car repair and residential uses and
a public car park with no well-defined visual edge. Nelson Mews
is now used mainly as extensions and open car parking for the
commercial buildings in Nelson Street and Clarence Street (outside
the Conservation Area). Both Mews fail to provide a strong character
and would benefit from development which recreates the traditional
enclosed mews of mixed uses.

Map I: Building Uses
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Conservation Area Boundary
	Residential - Single Dwelling
Residential - Flats
	Cafe / Restaurant /
Public House
Hotel/Guest House
Commercial
Office
Workshop
Place of Worship
Garage
Vacant
Other
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A
B
C
D
E
F

Vacant shops under hotel
Under renovation (2019)
Naval and Military Club
Cliff Lift
Nursery
Care Home

This map is not to scale
© Crown Copyright 2019. All Rights
Reserved. Licence number 100019680
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Character Analysis
5.5

5.5.1

Character Areas and Architecture
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From the above assessment it is clear that common elements give the
area a coherent character: its sea views, its predominant residential
character in a setting of open spaces, the public promenade along
the cliff top with various resort facilities, its historic sequence of resort
development, its seaside architecture and its common design themes
and materials. But it is also clear that within this coherence there are
different character zones which coincide with the different periods
and methods of development and the different uses of the areas.
These are shown on Map J and are summarised below, together with
descriptions of the key characteristics of the architecture within each
area, which varies in design.
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Character Analysis
Map J: Character Areas
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Character Analysis
Pier Hill Area

church details, such as pointed arch windows. The building was first
constructed in the 1830s but there are later extensions on all sides
of the building which are generally sympathetic, except for an ashlar
single-storey disabled WC addition to the north-west which contrasts
in its finish.

5.5.2 This includes the Palace Hotel, St. John’s Church and Nos.1-4 Marine
Parade as well as the Pier Arches and the other structures on Pier
Hill. It is dominated by the Palace Hotel’s monumental Victorian
architecture in a setting of modern resort buildings and open space
and open views of the Pier and seafront amusements. It has a
predominance of commercial and resort uses and a lively character.

5.5.5 Nos.1-4 Marine Parade built in 1796 is distinctive for its bow windows
spanning first to second floors, hence No.4 also being known as
‘Bow Window House’. The upper floors still reflect something of their
Georgian character, through the elegant bow windows, curved dentil
cornice and one curved metal canopy over a first floor window (the
other four have been lost). The original timber sash windows have
been changed to inappropriate uPVC and the ground floors have
been subsumed by later 20th century amusement arcade shop fronts.
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5.5.3 The Palace Hotel is a monolithic building of six storeys increasing to
eight on the lower part of the Pier Hill frontage, steel framed and built
in brick with smooth rendered finish, and simple rendered banding,
window hoods and cornice detail. The original design included a
tower to the south-west corner and tourelles to the south and north
elevations, some of which remain although in a truncated form. The
Hotel’s triangular plot, its long south frontage facing the seafront
and the site’s sloping topography led to a building plan around
an enclosed open well area and a different elevational treatment
for the three main elevations (west, south and north). The narrow
west elevation is dominated by the original tiered balconies and
iron balustrading and columns which give a strong vertical design
emphasis. The south elevation reflects the hierarchy of the Hotel’s
original uses with shops to Pier Hill, a wintergarden, a conservatory
and the upper floors generally having reduced levels of detailing
and emphasis. This has helped produce a strong horizontal design
emphasis which contrasts with the west elevation.
5.5.4

5.5.6 Nos.1-4 Marine Parade are a continuation of shops arranged down
Pier Hill underneath the Palace Hotel. Most of these are vacant
which gives the row an abandoned feeling. However, some original
shop front features still remain to add character, including moulded
pilasters dividing each shop and cornices.
5.5.7

St. John’s Church contrasts with most of the buildings in Southend
through its use of coursed rubble stone. The building has traditional
65

The Pier Arches under Pier Hill have been revived in recent years
and provide a row of vibrant cafes set in arched openings with shop
signs painted on the arches. White painted walls, with accent colours
for individual units, provide a bright appearance, with awnings, tables
and chairs adding to the busy character. The pavement in front of the
Pier Arches is red asphalt, patchy in places, leading to paving slabs in
front of the Pier Lift.

Character Analysis
Materials and Details Palette: Pier Hill Area
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Character Analysis
Royal Terrace Area
5.5.8 This includes Royal Terrace, Royal Mews and the Shrubbery.
Being part of the Georgian ‘New South End’, it is dominated by the
‘palace’ frontage to Royal Terrace and its setting on the cliff top
above the Shrubbery. It introduces a sense of calm formality in front
of the terrace and of secluded informality in the Shrubbery which
complement each other and make a marked contrast to the adjacent
Pier Hill and High Street areas.
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Materials of stock brick with rendered ground floors and basement
areas;

•

Uniform cornice line and fenestration with emphasised end and
centre properties,

A 'piano nobile' of enlarged first floor windows and full-width
first floor balconies and canopies (possibly added shortly after
completion of the terrace, each with slightly different detailing); and

•

Entrance doors and fanlights, most of which remain.

5.5.10 The buildings on the Royal Mews are former stables, now used as
workshops or as residences. They are brown brick, though some have
been rendered and painted, with slate roofs, one of which has been
replaced with red clay pantiles. The terrace of buildings is low scale,
with two short storeys. The original form of the buildings was with
large timber double doors to the ground floor and small casement
windows with a ‘taking-in’ door on the first floor for the hay loft. Some
retain these while others have been converted with the insertion of
sash windows and domestic doors for residential use.

5.5.9 The 'palace' frontage of the Royal Terrace is of three-storeys
plus basement, on a prominent site overlooking the Shrubbery
and estuary. The return frontage to the High Street (Royal Hotel
and Princess Caroline House), the stables in Royal Mews and the
remainder of Royal Terrace complement the principal Georgian
frontage. The design emphasises the two end properties (Royal Hotel
and No.15) with increased height and a slight projection forward. But
the main emphasis is given to the two centre properties through their
painted timber pilasters, deeper cornices, enlarged second floor
windows and more ornate door cases. Features contributing to the
terrace’s Georgian character include:
•

•
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Character Analysis
Materials and Details Palette: Royal Terrace Area
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Character Analysis
Planned Estate Area

Class 1: 1-12 Clifftown Parade

5.5.11 This includes the area of the Cliff Town planned estate, roughly
between Royal Terrace and Prittlwell Square/Runwell Terrace/Milton
Place, and includes the buildings and open spaces of the original
plan and of the subsequent infill. This zone is characterised by formal
mid-Victorian residential estate architecture and a formal layout, with
planting, open spaces, views and focal points. Together they give this
zone a unity of design and a sense of relaxed formality. They were
designed in different ‘classes’ of house, details of which are provided
below:
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5.5.12 Designed as a three-storey plus semi-basement terrace of 12 houses
in yellow stock brick with pale yellow brick detail to openings, and
with a dog-tooth course below the eaves and string courses at first and
second floor levels. Each house had a raised ground floor, reached
by front steps to an open recessed flat-headed porch with decorative
surround and a timber panelled entrance door with two glazed upper
panels. To the side of the entrance is a canted brick bay, topped by
a second floor balcony with cast iron railings to a uniform pattern for
the estate, and French doors with two horizontal glazing bars and full
height side windows to the balcony. Sliding sash windows with one
vertical glazing bar to each sash except for the side windows to the
bay and balcony. The terrace has a unified slate roof with hip ends
and corbelled chimney stacks on the ridge at party walls with semicircular pot separators. Each house has a rear three-storey extension
with gabled roof. Front gardens were enclosed from the street by cast
iron gates to a similar pattern as the balcony railings and a low brick
wall topped by horizontal rails and cast-iron posts, and horizontal rails
to side boundaries. Rear boundaries were originally stock brick walls.
Each had rear vehicular access via an alley.
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Character Analysis
Class 3: 1-13, 15-39 and 45-57
Cambridge Road

5.5.13 Designed as two-storey plus semi-basement terraces of seven or
eight houses in yellow stock brick with pale yellow brick detail to
openings, and with a dog-tooth course below the eaves and a string
course at first floor level. Each house had a raised ground floor,
reached by front steps to an open recessed arched porch and a
timber panelled entrance door and with two glazed upper panels. To
the side of the entrance is a canted bay with timber columns, topped
by a first floor balcony with cast iron railings to a uniform pattern for
the estate, and French doors with two horizontal glazing bars and
full height side windows to the balcony. Sliding sash windows with
one vertical glazing bar to each sash except for the side windows
to the bay and balcony. The terrace has a unified slate roof with hip
ends and corbelled chimney stacks on front and rear pitches at party
walls with semi-circular pot separators. The original design of the rear
elevations is uncertain, but may have varied from terrace to terrace.
Front gardens were enclosed from the street by cast iron gates to a
similar pattern as the balcony railings and a low brick wall topped
by horizontal rails and cast iron posts, and horizontal rails to side
boundaries. Rear boundaries were originally stock brick walls. Each
had rear vehicular access via an alley, and open space to the rear,
except for Capel Terrace on the edge of the Estate.

5.5.14 Designed to be roughly similar to Class 2 but with reduced plot
widths and front garden depths, with a varied number of houses in
each terrace and without easy rear access. First floor windows over
porches had two vertical glazing bars, which at that time was an
indication of lower status due to the relative cost of large panes of
glass
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Class 2: 6-18 Devereux Road, 1-7
and 8-14 Prittlewell Square, 1-8
Capel Terrace, 1-8 Cashiobury
Terrace and 1-8 Runwell Terrace
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Character Analysis
Class 5: 1-15 Nelson Street

5.5.15 Designed to be roughly similar to Class 3, and backing onto them,
but with slightly reduced plot widths, flat fronts without bays and
balconies which were replaced by tripartite sliding sash windows.
Main windows of the earliest terrace, Nos.1-13, have two vertical
glazing bars; those of the subsequent terraces have one.

5.5.16 Designed to be the shopping parade for the estate, with residential
accommodation above ground floors, it echoes the residential
terraces with its similar materials, detailing and ironwork but is given
greater emphasis in its detailing. The front elevation has a mirrored
design, with Nos.1-7 mirroring Nos.9-15. The terrace comprises
semi-basements below the level of the raised pavement, ground
floor shopfronts projecting in front of the main wall with continuous
balconies and cast-iron railings, French doors and narrow full-height
side windows to the first floor. A pitched slate roof rises above the
first floor but is a secondary feature to the slightly projecting first
and second floor gables which run back into the main roof. The
second floor has an arched sliding sash window in each gable. Rear
boundaries originally comprised stock brick walls and had access to
the rear alley. These have a distinctly different design to the terraced
houses.
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Class 4: 1-32 Scratton Road
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Character Analysis
5.5.18 Sun blinds and boxes over many balconies were added soon after
completion and contribute to the estate’s seaside architectural
character.

Cliffton Terrace

5.5.19 Despite variations in design, the estate has a remarkable degree of
design unity provided by:
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5.5.17 Cliffton Terrace, built shortly after the main estate, has similar
characteristics. The houses are arranged as a terrace, built in brick
with stucco ground floors and detailing around bay windows (though
most of the buildings in the terrace have since been fully rendered).
There are timber sash windows and large timber double doors with
glazed upper halves. Delicate ironwork railings are positioned around
the bays at first floor level. Its design shows the importance of the
cliff-top position, with more imposing detailing, notably the roof
parapet with decorative urns. Its original stabling remains in Clifton
Mews to the rear and has an unusual arrangement of paired stables
with hipped slate roofs and stock brick elevations.
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•

Uniform brickwork of stock brick with pale yellow brick detailing to
openings and bays;

•

Recessed arched porches and doors;

•

Sliding sash timber windows;

•

Roofs of terraces in slate with hip ends and prominent chimney
stacks; and

•

Similar cast iron balconies, boundary railings and gates. (Most of
the boundary gates and railings were restored in a recent grants
scheme.)

Character Analysis
Materials and Details Palette: Planned Estate Area
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Character Analysis
Materials and Details Palette: Planned Estate Area (cont'd)
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Character Analysis
Piecemeal Development Area

5.5.22 More modest semi-detached Victorian villas predominate on the
north side of Alexandra Road and the south side of Cambridge
Road, while late-Victorian terraced houses are on the north side
of Cambridge Road and Wilson Road. They have typical detailing
and materials for the period which reflect to some extent the earlier
development (stock brick, sliding sash windows and window columns,
recessed porches, bays, slate roofs and prominent stacks). There are
some exceptions where render is used or bricks have been painted
and one notable exception of Stanton on the north side of Alexandra
Road which has elaborately carved stone details. There is more
variety of design on the north side of Alexandra Road and the south
side of Cambridge Road at the east end, where there are some good
Edwardian properties with leaded and stained glass to the doors and
windows.

5.5.20 This includes the streets in the remainder of the Cliff Town estate,
west of the planned estate. The zone is characterised by varied midto late-Victorian residential architecture of a diminishing scale from
Clifftown Parade to Cambridge Road. With later infill buildings, the
zone has a livelier visual character.
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5.5.21 The buildings fronting Clifftown Parade represent a sub-zone with
a greater flamboyance of seaside architecture and prominent
balconies. Their varied balcony and bay designs give a lively
frontage to the promenade and contribute to its attractive seaside
character. They tend to be two or three-storeys but in a larger
massing than elsewhere in the Conservation Area, being detached or
semi-detached buildings. Details include a variety of bay windows,
balconies, canopies and gables, with materials including stock brick,
render, timber windows, doors and balconies in white or dark brown,
and slate roofs.
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Character Analysis
Materials and Details Palette: Piecemeal Development Area
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Character Analysis
Materials and Details Palette: Piecemeal Development Area (cont'd)
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Character Analysis
Southend Cliffs Area

Materials and Details Palette: Southend Cliffs Area
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5.5.23 This includes the Cliff gardens between Clifftown Parade and
Western Esplanade and between the steps opposite St. John’s Court
and Westcliff Parade (outside the Conservation Area). The zone is
unified by its use as planted public open space, its function as part
of the resort and the views it offers of the Estuary. However, it has
two subzones with distinctly different characters. The flat cliff-top
section adjacent to Clifftown Parade has a more formal and open
layout which relates to the promenade function of Clifftown Parade,
whilst the cliff slope (mostly outside the Conservation Area) generally
has an informal arcadian character with a predominance of mature
trees. The two sections of the Cliff Gardens together have a relaxed
character as part of the resort and provide the setting for much of the
Conservation Area.
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Management Plan
6.1

6.1.1

Introduction
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This section highlights issues and threats
within the Clifftown Conservation Area, as
well as opportunities to enhance its special
historic and architectural interest. It begins
with a Conservation Vision, summarising the
aims for the future of the Conservation Area.
Issues and opportunities are described, and
recommendations provided for the reduction or
removal of threats to the Area’s special interest.
The section concludes with guidance on how
to go about the sensitive repair and alteration
of materials, details and features characteristic
of the Conservation Area. Alterations, repairs or
new development should follow this guidance to
help preserve the special interest of individual
properties and the Conservation Area.

6.2

6.2.1

Conservation Vision

The Clifftown Conservation Area will be a delightful place to live, with its
architectural and historic qualities contributing to the character of the area.

6.2.2 The area will remain predominately residential with a small number of
complementary uses, such as places of worship, hotels and cafes. Office use will
be concentrated on Nelson Street.
6.2.3 The buildings will be in good condition, with inappropriate alterations reversed, and
traditional materials and details used for features such as walls, windows, roofs
and doors.
6.2.4 New development will be of a scale and form, with materials and details which
reflect the characteristics of the Conservation Area. Redeveloped buildings within
the setting of the Conservation Area will also be designed appropriately for its
special interest.
6.2.5 Street furniture will be reduced to a minimum and will be of high-quality design.
6.2.6 Prittlewell Square gardens, the Bowling Green, landscaping adjacent to the
promenade and St. John’s churchyard will be retained and maintained as attractive
areas of green space. Where there are front gardens or forecourts, these will be
attractively planted and/or landscaped, with (where appropriate) off-street parking
sympathetically designed.
6.2.7 Views out to the estuary and of key buildings in the Conservation Area will be
retained and enhanced.
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Management Plan
6.3

Issues, Opportunities and Recommendations

6.3.4

Condition
6.3.1

The location, setting and style of buildings provides high amenity
value for residents and property owners in the Conservation Area.
There is generally a good level of building maintenance. A few minor
areas of maintenance and repair are required to buildings and their
repair will be encouraged as opportunities arise.

6.3.2 The condition of the surfacing of some streets, mews and alleys is
poor in some instances, through a lack of appropriate maintenance
and damage caused by tree roots growth. Some pavements have
been resurfaced in recent years with red tarmac, which provide good
quality and visually cohesive surfaces in the public realm, although
the pavement in front of Pier Arches is patchy in places.

Recommendations
6.3.5 Keeping buildings in good condition will ensure the area is an
attractive and desirable place to live and work.
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6.3.3

Fires at the Alexandra Yacht Club and Esplanade public house in
recent years have affected the setting of the Conservation Area and
are a timely reminder of the devastation fire can cause. The Yacht
Club site is no longer considered a development site because of cliff
instability (see Section 6.3.75 for more details). The Esplanade public
house site remains an eye sore in the setting of the Conservation
Area. In addition, since the 1950s, the Pier has suffered several
damaging fires at both the shore and sea ends, including one in
October 2005, although has since been repaired and remains an
important landmark for Southend.

6.3.6 Owners should undertake regular maintenance and checks to prevent
problems from occurring and protect original features. This will also
ensure small problems do not become bigger, more costly issues to
fix.

Two of the houses on the Royal Terrace have had scaffolding up on
the main façade for some time, which detracts from the appearance of
the group, though planning applications for refurbishment were under
consideration at the time of writing in 2019.

6.3.7

Maintain or resurface damaged street surfaces with appropriate
materials.

6.3.8 Follow guidance in Section 6.4 to ensure repairs and alterations are
carried out in an appropriate manner.
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Management Plan
Examples of Features in Poor Condition

The burnt-out former Esplanade public house in the setting
of the Conservation Area

Driveway and original polychrome tile path in poor
condition

Building on the Royal Terrace with long-term scaffolding
which detracts from the setting
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Paintwork in poor decorative condition

Windows and paintwork in poor decorative
condition
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Management Plan
Vacancy
6.3.9 There a small number of buildings within the Conservation Area
which are vacant. This includes three buildings situated on the Royal
Terrace which have been vacant for some time (though planning
applications are under consideration for all properties at the time
of writing in 2019), as well the northernmost office on the west side
of Nelson Street. The row of shops under the Palace Hotel are also
vacant. Vacant buildings look unattractive and give an air of neglect
to the Conservation Area.
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6.3.10 Vacancy can lead to issues with condition as without regular
inspections of the building small problems go unnoticed and
can turn into larger issues. This can be seen on one of the Royal
Terrace buildings which has vegetation growing out of the gutters,
deteriorating timberwork and paintwork.

6.3.11 Vacant buildings can also be a target of vandalism.
6.3.12 Finding new uses for these buildings and encouraging restoration
and regeneration will be a significant enhancement for the buildings
themselves and for the Conservation Area.
Recommendations
6.3.13 Encourage good design and the maintenance of buildings in
good condition, as well as take enforcement measures against
inappropriate change, in order to bring about positive change
gradually which will enhance the area and bring in new uses.
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Vacant building on the Royal Terrace,
suffering from poor condition, such
as blocked gutters and deteriorating
timberwork

Vacant office at the north end of Nelson
Street, with the only surviving original
shop front remaining under the hoarding

Poor condition of rear yard of vacant
building on Nelson Street

Vacant shop units underneath the Palace
Hotel

Management Plan
New Development

6.3.18 There are no gap sites within the Conservation Area, other than the
vacant plot above and the remains of the Esplanade public house
in the Conservation Area’s setting, so there is limited scope for new
development. However, there is pressure for sub-division of plots
creating a greater density of properties, which puts pressure on parking
and can include overly large rear extensions that can visually impact
the Conservation Area. Additionally, redevelopment or replacement
of existing modern buildings in the setting of the Conservation Area
presents an opportunity to revive frontage character and provide good
quality buildings which relate well in terms of scale, form, materials and
details.

6.3.14 Late-20th century buildings within the Conservation Area are mixed
in quality. Two large scale tower blocks at the west end of the
Conservation Area are particularly out of scale and harm its setting.
The bulky Royals shopping centre with its relatively inactive sea
facing façade has an overbearing scale. All these buildings do not
relate well to the character of the Conservation Area in terms of scale
and materials.
6.3.15 Within the Conservation Area there are some examples of good new
design. However, there are also several larger scale buildings from
the late-20th century which are not well designed for their context,
with bulkier massing over larger plots. These are particularly located
on Alexandra Road. The late-20th century Seven Hotel extension
(formerly a nursing home built in the 1970s) is somewhat out-ofkeeping with the Conservation Area but has had a high-quality
renovation recently which has helped to reduce its impact.
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Recommendations
6.3.19 New buildings within or in the setting of the Conservation Area should
be appropriate in materials, scale, detail and massing to the street on
which it is located and should preserve important views.
6.3.20 The majority of buildings in the Conservation Area have front gardens
so any new development should include landscaping to the front with
the building line set back from the street.

6.3.16 Ad-hoc extensions to the rear of some buildings, particularly visible
on Nelson Mews, are unsympathetic in terms of scale, design and
materials.

6.3.21 The Council will not approve applications for new developments
which detract from the special interest of the Conservation Area.

6.3.17 There is vacant plot to the west of the Pier lift on which formerly stood
a fish and chip restaurant. This gives a negative element to the setting
of the Pier head. An application for constructing a single storey
restaurant on the site was permitted in 2019.

6.3.22 The Council will use enforcement powers where necessary to prevent
or reverse inappropriate new development.
6.3.23 Heritage Impact Assessments should be undertaken for new
development in the Conservation Area.
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Management Plan
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Building to the rear of No.1 Cambridge Road is an example of good new design within
the Conservation Area

The car park and Royals shopping centre are inappropriate in scale for the setting of
the Conservation Area

Seven Hotel has been recently
refurbished which mitigates the impact
of this out-of-character building
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Management Plan

Unsympathetic larger scale building on Alexandra Street

Unsympathetic extensions on Nelson Mews
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Tower blocks to the west of the Conservation Area harm its
setting
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Management Plan
Inappropriate Alterations

What is a Heritage Impact Assessment?

87

Heritage Impact Assessment (HIA) is a process used when

proposals are put forward for change to the historic environment.
It is usually a requirement of listed building consent or planning
consent for proposals within a Conservation Area. It identifies what
is historically and architecturally important about a heritage asset,
in order to be able to assess whether proposed changes will have a
positive, negative or no impact on the heritage values of the place.
Advice is usually given by a specialist heritage consultant and the
resulting conclusions presented in a report, which should include:

6.3.24 Throughout the Conservation Area change has taken place to historic
buildings which had eroded their character and appearance. These
changes reduce the coherency of appearance of groups of houses or
can be detrimental to the condition of the building in the long-term.
Changes are more apparent in those areas of the Conservation Area
to the north-west which are not subject to an Article 4 Direction (see
further details below). The replacement of these features with designs
and materials which reflect the historic form of the building would
enhance their appearance. Examples include:

•

Identification and description of the proposals site and its setting;

•

•

Identification of any designations, such as listing, which the site is
subject to or which are within the setting of the site;

•

Description of the history of the property;

•

Identification of the ‘significance’ of the site, i.e. its historic and
architectural interest;

uPVC doors and windows, especially where they are of a different
design to the original, such as timber sash windows being replaced
by uPVC windows with top-hung casements. As well as being
visually out-of proportion with the historic façades, uPVC limits the
breathability of historic buildings. This is an important trait of historic
buildings, where original materials are more permeable than modern
materials, ensuring that moisture does not get trapped within walls,
which would cause issues with damp;

•

Assessment of the impact the proposals will have on the
significance of the site, as well as recommendations for any
changes to the scheme that will reduce any identified negative
impacts.

•

Oversized shop fronts and facias in garish colours. The most obvious
example is to 1-4 Marine Parade with the massively oversized
amusement arcade frontage. The oversized fascia to the ground floor
of Nos.3-5 High Street is also not particularly sympathetic, though
some parts of an older shop front remain, such as leaded glazing.
Several of the shop fronts of the east side of Nelson Street have been
replaced with ill-proportioned modern frontages;
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•

Changes to roofing materials, for example slate to artificial slate or
concrete tiles;

•

Ad-hoc addition of features such as satellite dishes, security cameras,
burglar alarms eroding the character of front elevations;

•

The infilling of recessed porches with doors;

•

•

Painting or rendering, including pebbledash render, of historic
brickwork;

Fire escape stairs added to the rear of houses which have been
converted to flats; and

•

Infilled balconies or the replacement of original metal balcony railings
with glazing.

•
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•

•

•

Cement pointing replacing lime mortar. This is another modern
material which lacks breathability and can lead to the erosion of
surrounding stone or brickwork as moisture evaporates through the
masonry rather than the pointing;

Recommendations
6.3.25 Take opportunities to enhance properties when considering
alterations, for example by restoring any missing historic features and
improving poorly designed alterations of the past.

The loss of boundary treatments, occasionally in this Conservation
Area to be replaced with hardstanding for car parking (see Sections
6.3.45 to 6.3.53 for more details);

6.3.26 Follow guidance in section 6.4 to ensure repairs and alterations are
carried out in an appropriate manner.

Mansard roofs or additional floors added to individual buildings
within terraces which disrupt the visual continuity of the row and are
particularly obtrusive and harmful;

6.3.27 The Council will not approve applications for alterations which detract
from the special interest of the Conservation Area.
6.3.28 The Council will use enforcement powers where necessary to prevent
or reverse inappropriate alterations.

The loss of original front doors and steps up to the entrances. On
9-13 Cambridge Road the doors have been replaced with windows
and the steps removed, reasonably sympathetically and with wellplanted gardens in front to reduce the impact. However, done in a
less sympathetic manner the removal of these features could be very
intrusive;

6.3.29 The rear elevations of some terraces are visible to the public from
streets, mews or alleys and their treatment also needs to respect the
traditional designs, materials and boundary enclosures.
6.3.30 Seek the improvement of commercial ground floor frontages.
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Inappropriate Alterations
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Satellite dishes and uPVC windows are unsympathetic
to front elevations of historic buildings

Glazed balconies, infilled recessed porch and sunken
driveway for a garage are inappropriate alterations
to this house

Unsympathetic shop front alterations in Nelson Street

The painting of these houses, addition of ad-hoc
dormers and uncoordinated boundary treatments have
eroded the character of this terrace on Alexandra Street

Unsympathetic garages and fire escape stairs

Mansard roof interrupting the rhythm of the roofscape of
this terrace
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Management Plan
Inappropriate Alterations (cont'd)

Unsympathetic pebble dash render and painting over
the original brick façades

Inappropriate uPVC material and style of opening for
windows

Filled in recessed porch

Removal of front steps and conversion of door to
window on Cambridge Road
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Inappropriate uPVC windows

Window frame of timber but with inappropriately
proportioned glazing bars
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Management Plan
Public Realm, Car Parking and Traffic

6.3.34 There are some good and historic surfaces, including the original
York stone paving on Nelson Terrace and modern versions on the
Royal Terrace. Mews and alleys also have good historic surfaces,
including Staffordshire blue clay pavers. Newly resurfaced red tarmac
pavements and black tarmac roads are good quality. Cracked paving
slabs and patched tarmac elsewhere would benefit from replacement
and repair. There are good granite kerbs throughout most of the
Conservation Area.

6.3.31 On-street parking is over-dominant in some streets, particularly
Clifton Terrace with the car park provides a poor setting for the listed
buildings on Clifton Terrace and the Royal Terrace. The car park next
to the Royal Mews is also a utilitarian setting for these interesting
former stables. There is a residents' permit scheme for those residing
on most streets in the Conservation Area, but the use of parking by
non-residents and parking charges increases the pressure for offstreet parking and therefore the erosion of character. The width of the
roads and the coverage of trees does help to mitigate the impact of
on-street car parking somewhat. Parking bays also increase the need
for intrusive painted lines on the road surfaces.
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6.3.35 The historic lampposts in the Conservation Area are a significant
feature. Some could benefit from repainting where paintwork
has flaked. New lampposts have been installed in most of the
Conservation Area, which are traditional in design and appropriate to
the historic character of the area. This approach should be rolled out
to any areas where there are utilitarian modern lampposts remaining.

6.3.32 The area serves as a through route to and from the town centre and
some of its residential streets experience a level of traffic which
harms its historical character. By contrast pedestrian links from the
Conservation Area to the High Street are poor in places, particularly
from Nelson Mews and Royal Mews.

6.3.36 The listed shelters on the promenade contribute significantly to
the character of the Conservation Area. They can be subject to
vandalism, such as fires. Others appear to be often used as smoking
shelters and are therefore littered with cigarette butts as a result.
The telephone box on the corner of Capel Terrace has suffered from
vandalism in the past but has been refurbished by residents.

6.3.33 Measures to control traffic are not always sensitive to the historic
character of the area, such as reflective bollards seen in views east
along Cambridge Road towards the church on Nelson Street. Street
signage and other functional street furniture, such as parking metres,
are standard designs which are unsympathetic to the character of the
area and can create visual clutter.
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Recommendations
6.3.37 Improvements to standards of street signage should be made, with
bespoke designs where possible.
6.3.38 Traditional style lampposts should be used throughout the
Conservation Area.
6.3.39 Reduce street clutter to the minimum needed for safety.
6.3.40 Improve surfacing of pavements with reference to the Southend
Streetscape Manual SPD3.
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6.3.41 Carry out an audit of street surfaces to establish a palette of materials
to be used for repairs, reinstatement and altered layouts (e.g.
crossovers and build-outs).
6.3.42 Carry out an audit of street furniture and their original colours
schemes, and highway signage to establish a programme of
rationalisation, repair, replacement with appropriate designs and the
use of traditional colours.
Modern lamppost in an historic design appropriate to
the character of the Conservation Area

6.3.43 Road markings should be the minimum necessary for safety and
yellow lines should be 50mm wide in primrose.
6.3.44 Seek improvements to pedestrian links from Nelson Mews and Royal
Mews to the High Street.
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Public Realm, Car Park and Traffic
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On-street car parking, somewhat mitigated by the wide
street and shelter of the trees

Unappealing pedestrian link through to the High Street
from Royal Mews

Cracked paving slabs

Cigarette butts littering one of the shelters on the
promenade

Shelter which has suffered fire damage caused by
vandalism

Cluttered junction at Scratton Road with the bridge to
Hamlet Road
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Loss of Front Gardens and Boundary Walls

6.3.49 There is also a threat to front gardens from the use of basements
of houses as flats (see below for more details). In a small number
of cases the front garden has been excavated in full or in part for a
sunken patio serving the flat, which results in a harsher surface and
the loss of greenery. One property also has a garage door inserted in
the basement, together with a sloping driveway down from road level,
which causes significant harm to the Conservation Area and should
not be replicated.

6.3.45 Concentrated to the north-west of the Conservation Area, many
properties have suffered from the loss in part or in full of traditional
enclosed boundaries and planted front gardens to provide off-street
parking. This provides a harsh built landscape and puts the focus on
cars in the streetscape.
6.3.46 Parking can be provided in front-gardens sympathetically with the
retention of part of the boundary wall or fence, potentially with a
gate, and with the retention of planting to soften and screen views of
parked cars.

Recommendations
6.3.50 Take opportunities to reinstate appropriate boundary enclosures to
front gardens, alleys and mews. The circular pattern cast-iron railings
are encouraged in the planned Estate part of the Conservation Area,
though would not be appropriate elsewhere.
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6.3.47 There are excellent boundary fences and gates, either original or
recent replicas, within the eastern half of the Conservation Area.
However, elsewhere there is a wide variety of boundary treatments,
creating an uncoordinated appearance. Some boundary treatments
are inappropriate because they are too high or solidly built. While
these are better than no boundary enclosure at all, metal railings, low
brick walls topped by metal railings or low brick walls are likely to be
the most appropriate boundary treatment to the front of properties.

6.3.51 Enhance the quality of front gardens by removing insensitive
hardstanding surfaces and encouraging planting.
6.3.52 Where off-street parking is permitted in front gardens, boundary
treatments should be partly retained and planting should be used to
enhance the areas.

6.3.48 Boundary enclosures have also been lost to the rear of buildings on
mews and alleys, where modern garages and large parking areas
create a harsh and cluttered appearance.

6.3.53 Front gardens or forecourts without greenery would benefit from their
introduction.
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Loss of Front Gardens and Boundary Walls
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Garages and parking areas which erode the boundary
enclosures to the rear of properties

Example of a good boundary wall within the western
(non-planned Estate) part of the Conservation Area

Off-street parking bays create a hard setting for historic
buildings, though somewhat softened by flanking hedges

A poorly maintained off-street parking bay

Good examples of off-street parking bays which have
replica cast-iron fences and gates and have good quality
planting

A good example of an off-street parking bay which has
a replica cast-iron fence and gate and has good quality
planting
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Article 4 Directions

o

Scratton Road: No.106; Nos 33, 34 and 35; and

6.3.54 Article 4 Directions, removing certain permitted development
rights, should be considered to control inappropriate development
and encourage restoration of historic features. The analysis of
inappropriate alterations has shown that most of the poor changes
have been to the north-western part of the Conservation Area where
there is currently no Article 4 Direction.

o

Wilson Road: Nos.5-27 (odd); Nos.2-14 (even).

6.3.56 The removal of permitted development rights should include the
same items as included in the existing Article 4 (reproduced in
Sections 3.3.15-3.3.17).
6.3.57 Modern buildings would be excluded from the Direction.

Recommendations
6.3.55 An Article 4 Direction should therefore be considered for the
remaining historic buildings within the Conservation Area that are
not currently controlled by the existing Article 4, in order to control
inappropriate development and encourage restoration of historic
features (see Map K). Buildings which are proposed for inclusion
within the Article 4 Direction are:

6.3.58 The Direction should also be extended to include the replacement or
alteration of doors in addition to windows which are already included.
The alteration or demolition of chimneys should also be included.
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6.3.59 These Article 4 Directions are recommended but their designation
lies outside the scope of this appraisal.

o

Alexandra Road: Nos.84-98 (even); Nos.104-146 (even); No.89;
Nos.95-103 (odd);

o

Alexandra Road Mews West: Garages adjacent to 89 Alexandra Road

o

Cambridge Road: Nos.59-93 (odd); Nos.30-38 and 44-88 (even);

o

Milton Place: Nos.1 and 2;

o

Runwell Terrace: Nos.9-14 (odd and even);
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Management Plan
Map K: Recommended
Article 4 Direction
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Management Plan
Green Space and Trees

Recommendations
6.3.63 Retain and maintain trees in the Conservation Area and the green
spaces of Prittlewell Square gardens, the bowling green and St.
John’s churchyard.

6.3.60 The green spaces of Prittlewell Square gardens, St. John’s churchyard
and the bowling green are excellent, with no particular issues.
6.3.61 Tree planting along streets adds to the pleasant green atmosphere
of the Conservation Area. However, tree roots can cause damage
to pavement surfaces and the canopies can cause overshadowing.
Street trees need to be regularly maintained.

6.3.64 Front gardens or forecourts without greenery or landscaping would
benefit from their introduction.
6.3.65 Landscaping must be included in new development.
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6.3.62 Planting in front gardens contributes to the appearance of the
Conservation Area and is encouraged. New planting in front yards or
gardens which lack any planting would be to the benefit of the street
scene and planting will be encouraged in new development.
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Management Plan
Views

Recommendations
6.3.68 Views out to the estuary and Pier, as well as of key landmark
buildings, should be retained and enhanced.

6.3.66 Views within and out of the Conservation Area are key features.
There are excellent views and vistas out over the estuary and to the
Pier. One of the design features of the planned Estate was that views
of the water should be possible from all houses, hence the diagonal
layout of some of the streets. Views southwards along streets to the
estuary are therefore also important to maintain. Some planting in the
Cliff Gardens restricts views out and maintenance will be important to
retain key views out between trees, though trees should not be lost.

6.3.69 New development within and in the setting of the Conservation Area
should have regard to these key views, including those identified in
Policy DS2: Key Views.
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6.3.67 Key landmark buildings, including the Palace Hotel, the Pier, Royal
Terrace and the Cliff Town Congregational Church should remain
prominent features in views.

Views southwards along streets to the estuary are important to retain
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Management Plan
Uses

Recommendations
6.3.72 Changes of use should be appropriate to the building in which they
are housed and should not result in inappropriate alterations or
overscaled extensions to the building.

6.3.70 The best use for an historic building is usually the one it was
originally designed for as changes of use can result in greater
pressure from inappropriate alterations.

6.3.73 Basement flats should not result in excavation of front gardens or
overly obvious additions to the basement elevation.

6.3.71 Within the Cliff Town Conservation Area most buildings retain their
original uses, though there have been some conversions of buildings,
such as the Clifftown Church to a stage school and performance
venue, some houses to hotels and a former synagogue to a nursery.
The key pressure from alteration of uses in Cliff Town is the splitting
of houses into flats. In some cases, the houses were originally
designed to accommodate flats. In most cases, particularly in the
planned Estate part of the Conservation Area, this has been done
discreetly, with basement flats accessed via an extension to the
garden path and doors located adjacent to or under the front steps
for the house above. The façades generally continue to be read
as a single dwelling. However, in some cases the accesses are
more obvious, with altered doorways and the addition of French
doors to original windows, or the excavating of larger pathways or
patios serving the basement flats. There is also pressure for large
rear extensions and roof accommodation to create new units when
buildings are split into flats, which could have significant negative
visual impact on the Conservation Area.

6.3.74 Changes of window and door design, as well as the wall treatment,
on houses split into flats should be consistent to ensure a visually
cohesive elevation and the maintenance of the overall character of
the property.
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Excavated front garden for a patio for a
basement flat

100

Discreet and good quality basement flat
access

Management Plan
Locally Listed Buildings

6.3.75 The cliffs have suffered from subsidence in recent years. In 2003
this resulted in the loss of the bandstand (removed to Priory Park)
and the need to obtain substantial funding for cliff stabilisation and
regeneration. The cliffs in this area have since been shored up, most
recently in 2015. The cliffs are generally stable but still vulnerable to
an extent. These slippages affect the setting of the Conservation Area.

6.3.76 There are several Locally Listed Buildings within the Clifftown
Conservation Area. The Cliff Lift is not currently Locally Listed.
However, the building has historic and architectural interest which
make it a candidate for the List. It was built in 1912 by Waygood and
Co. to transport people from the Western Esplanade up to Clifftown
Parade and has become a tourist attraction which demonstrates the
history of the town as a popular destination in the late-19th/early-20th
century. It is an unusual structure with attractive architectural details,
such as decorative metalwork railings and ridge to the roof, as well as
having technological interest.
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Cliff Instability

Recommendations
6.3.77 The Cliff Lift (shown on Map L) was recommended for consideration
for the Local List during the Appraisal process and has been
designated as a Locally Listed Building.
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Management Plan
Map L: Proposed Locally
Listed Buildings
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Management Plan
Boundary Proposals

6.3.80 The Cliffs outside the Conservation Area have special interest.
However, the formal landscaped area adjacent to the promenade
at the top of the Cliffs has the greater visual relationship to the
Conservation Area and remains an appropriate boundary.

6.3.78 Councils have a duty to review the boundaries of Conservation Areas
every so often to ensure that the special interest is not devalued by
the inclusion of areas which are not of special interest. The interest
can change over time as negative alterations take place or as more
understanding is gained of the importance of areas adjacent to the
boundary that were not previously recognised as having special
interest.

6.3.81 Some of the buildings/extensions to the rear of the eastern side of
Nelson Street were considered for removal but most are joined on to
existing buildings which do merit inclusion in the Conservation Area.
The continued inclusion of this area could aid in encouraging positive
change to enhance the buildings.

6.3.79 Those sections of Alexandra Road and Cambridge Road west of
Wilson Road, outside the Conservation Area, were part of the Cliff
Town estate’s piecemeal development. However, their houses were
not developed until about 1900 and their design, materials and plot
widths do not relate well with the predominant character of the estate.
The blocks of flats on the south side of Alexandra Road are also out
of character with the Conservation Area. Wilson Road, therefore,
remains the appropriate western boundary for the Conservation Area.
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6.3.82 All other parts of the Conservation Area continue to have special
architectural or historic interest and therefore no boundary changes
are proposed.
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Management Plan
6.4

6.4.1

Guidance on Alteration and Repair

Windows
6.4.5 Traditional windows, especially timber sliding sashes on Georgian
and Victorian buildings, and timber casements on Edwardian
buildings, are vital for the character of the Conservation Area. Original
windows can be given a new lease of life by overhauling them and
installing draught proofing brushes in the sash rebates. Secondary
glazing may also be acceptable if it is unobtrusive. Advice should be
sought from the Council's Planning Department.

The following advice applies to the features of particular importance
to the character of the Clifftown Conservation Area, where they are
visible to the public. Those with properties in the Conservation Area,
should follow this guidance when considering changes to help keep
individual properties and the area special.

Key Principles for Guiding Change

6.4.6
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6.4.2 Maintenance: regular maintenance is needed to protect
original features. But if more extensive work is found
necessary, repair rather than replacement should be the first
option and will often be better value.
6.4.3 Materials and Designs: when considering alterations or
repairs to the property, original materials and designs should
be respected.
6.4.4 Enhancement: take the opportunity to enhance properties
when considering alterations, by restoring any missing features
and improving poorly designed alterations of the past.
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If replacement or reinstatement is necessary, purpose-made
windows to match the original materials and external appearance
should normally be installed and advice sought from the Council's
Planning Department before undertaking any works, should planning
permission be required. For most buildings, slimline double glazing
within timber frames is acceptable if the external appearance is
unaltered, and the metal frames and seals are not visible. This will
need to be demonstrated in planning application drawings including
existing and proposed large scale sections of key elements. Nontraditional materials, especially plastic, cannot match traditional
timber windows and are normally not acceptable.

Management Plan
6.4.7

To safeguard the building's character, new windows should normally:

•

Be of good quality softwood;

•

Be painted (not stained);
Copy the original pattern of glazing bars and horns, if any;

•

Glazing bars should be built into the sash and not stuck on to the
glass;

•

Use the original method of opening;

•

Retain or restore the dimensions of the original window opening
and the position of the frame within the opening. Most openings are
well-proportioned and most frames in older brick buildings are well
set back from the face of the wall to give weather-protection, shadow
and character;

•

Give adequate ventilation which is not visible (e.g. trickle vents); and

•

Retain decorative surrounds.
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•

6.4.8

For good quality softwood, Historic England’s recommendation
of slow grown Scots Pine or Douglas Fir should be followed. This
has greater durability than other softwoods. However, chemically
modified and stabilised softwood can also offer the same durability.

6.4.9

Where uPVC replacement windows already exist, the Council
may consider replacement with uPVC provided that there is an
enhancement to the character and appearance of the Conservation
Area, for example an improved design which better reflects the
original detailing.

6.4.10 For further guidance, see Historic England’s guidance on the
maintenance and repair of historic windows: Traditional Windows,
Their Care, Repair and Upgrading, https://historicengland.org.uk/
images-books/publications/traditional-windows-care-repairupgrading/
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Management Plan
Balconies
6.4.13 Iron balconies are attractive features of the Conservation Areas and
should not be altered. Unfortunately, some have been replaced with
glazed balustrades or timber with varying success and the character
of each property has in some cases been impaired. Occasionally
balconies have been replaced with bay windows extended from the
floors below. If repairs are needed, consider reinstating the original
style of balcony. For example, historic photos and old patterns of
iron railings are often available and reinstatement would greatly
add to the character of the property. Some balconies in Clifftown
have successfully been restored in this way. The circular balcony
design is only relevant for use within the planned Estate part of the
Conservation Area.

Doors and Porches
6.4.11 Original front doors of Georgian, Victorian and Edwardian buildings
are well proportioned and have good detailing. They tend to be
larger than standardised modern doors, sometimes have a fanlight
or leaded/stained glass panels, and help to give the property
distinction. Original front doors should normally be retained and
repaired when necessary. If this proves impossible, the new door
should be solid timber, painted not stained, similar in design and
dimensions to the original and should not have an over emphasis on
glass. Original decorative surrounds to porches and doors should be
retained.
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6.4.12 Recessed porch areas give shadow and interest to the face of many
buildings and should not normally be enclosed with doors, gates
or new porches. New porches will only be acceptable where they
complement the original design of the façade and use traditional
materials. Where a house is being converted to flats, the original
entrance door should be retained or restored. Entrance doors to
individual flats should be contained within the building behind the
original entrance, unless they are a discreetly located basement flat
entrance.
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Management Plan
6.4.16 Repointing also needs care. It should match the colour and style
of the original and not extend over the face of bricks or make joints
appear wider. To achieve this it may need to be slightly recessed.
The mortar mix needs to include lime and be the right strength for the
bricks. Too strong a mix will force damp into the bricks and damage
their surface.

Outside Walls and Decoration
6.4.14 Yellow or brown stock brick and soft red brick are typical local
materials and give attractive ‘warm’ tones and texture to façades.
They are sometimes combined for decorative effect.
6.4.15 Facing brickwork, therefore, should not normally be rendered or
painted. If it suffers from damp, dirt or deterioration, alternatives
should first be considered, such as cleaning with an appropriate
solvent and repointing. Cement-based render and non-porous
masonry paints might increase problems of damp by trapping
moisture within the brickwork. If brickwork has already been painted,
it may be possible to clean it off, and in such instances discussion
should be had with the Council's Conservation Officer before
undertaking any works, to ensure that the proposed method will not
damage the face of the bricks.

6.4.17 Decorative features, like brick arches to openings, mouldings to
window and door surrounds, string courses, friezes, cornices and
stone or terracotta panels, which add interest to buildings should be
retained.
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6.4.18 Where stone is the principal building material, this should also be
retained and the principles regarding cleaning, painting/rendering
over and repointing also apply.
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Management Plan
Hardstandings and Boundaries
6.4.22 Front gardens should be maintained as planted areas wherever
possible. The appearance of some properties has been eroded
by the loss of traditional front boundaries, usually brick walls and
stone copings often topped by railings. Their restoration would
enhance Conservation Areas and is encouraged. The circular railing
design is only relevant for use within the planned Estate part of the
Conservation Area.

Roofs and Chimneys
6.4.19 In Clifftown Welsh slate is the typical roof material for historic
buildings, though some have now been replaced with concrete tiles.
Slate is a natural material which weathers well to produce attractive
roof surfaces. It gives unity to terraces or semi-detached buildings
and helps establish the character of the Area.
6.4.20 Re-roofing should reinstate the original materials and designs. For
slate roofs, it may be possible to re-use some of the existing slates to
help keep costs down. Spanish slate may be an appropriate cheaper
alternative to Welsh slate.

6.4.23 Hardstandings in front gardens or forecourts harm the appearance
of individual properties and the Area's character if badly designed.
They will only be acceptable if there is adequate space in the garden
or forecourt to allow a good design incorporating a suitable surface,
landscaping and partial enclosure of the frontage with a traditional
boundary wall (such as cast-iron fences or a low brick wall with
railings on top), and no reasonable alternative to parking is possible.
Hardstandings should not involve the loss of mature trees. Planning
permission will be required for any conversion of front gardens to
parking.
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6.4.21 Stacks and pots usually emphasise the roofline and, in most cases,
should not be removed. Some stacks have moulded detailing
which adds to the character of the property and should be retained.
Chimneys are an important part of the character of buildings and
should not be removed.
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Appendix A
List Descriptions
4 Marine Parade
Grade: II
List Entry Number: 1112715
Date first listed: 23-Aug-1974
Date of most recent amendment: 15-Mar-1976
5219 MARINE PARADE No 4 TQ 8885 7/80 GV II 2. A late C18 or early C19
stuccoed house with a parapet and modillion cornice. The front is lined as
ashlar. 3 storeys. 2 segmental bays project, on the front and rise through
the upper 2 storeys. The windows are partly double-hung sashes and partly
C20 casements. The ground storey has an amusement arcade. Much altered.
Included for group value. Nos 1 to 4 (consec) form a group.
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1-3 Marine Parade
Grade: II
List Entry Number: 1306884
Date first listed: 23-Aug-1974
MARINE PARADE 1. 5219 Nos 1 to 3 (consec) TQ 8885 7/79 II GV 2. A late
C18 or early C19 stuccoed house with a parapet and modillion cornice. 3
segmental bays project on the front and rise through the upper 2 storeys. 3
storeys and attics. The windows are partly double-hung sashes and partly
casements. The 1st storey windows have swept canopies round each bay.
The ground storey has C20 shops. Roofs slate, with 3 flat headed dormer
windows. Nos 1 to 4 (consec) form a group.
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List Description
The name ‘Sowthende’ first appears in a will of 1481, although what is
now known as Southend did not become urbanised until around 1700
when oyster cultivation began in the area. Within 20 years the whole of
the foreshore from Southchurch westwards to Leigh was leased as oyster
feeding grounds and oysterman’s huts began to be built, followed by humble
terraces of cottages. Visitors started to come in small numbers to Southend
to bathe in the sea, and in 1791 a syndicate was set up to develop a resort
at ‘New Southend’. The Hotel and Terrace were built; a grand ball marked
the opening of the Royal Hotel in 1793. The Shrubbery fronting the houses
was laid out as a private garden for residents and Royal Mews to the rear
were their stables. Both buildings were given the 'Royal' prefix after 1804,
when Princess Caroline, wife of the Prince Regent stayed there. The royal
association helped to boost the popularity of the resort, and in 1829 the first
pier was built. The coming of the railways in the mid C19 stimulated growth
and interest in the town, firstly in 1856 with the London, Tilbury and Southend
Railway, which led to the development of Clifftown, followed by the Great
Eastern in 1889. Southend flourished as a seaside resort from the end of the
C19 through to the first half of the C20, but its popularity declined towards
the end of the C20. In recent years however, major developments such as
the University of Essex’s Southend campus and improvements to the pier
and Esplanade have helped rekindle interest in the town.

Royal Hotel
Grade: II
List Entry Number: 1112713
Date first listed: 23-Nov-1951
Date of most recent amendment: 07-Jun-2012
Summary
A former hotel dating from 1791.
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Reasons for DesignationRoyal Hotel, No.1 High Street, Southend-onSea, Essex is designated at Grade II for the following principal reasons: *
Architectural Interest: it is a good quality, late-C18 hotel, which survives
largely intact, and has a complete Georgian ballroom with quality decorative
features and joinery of special interest. * Historical Interest: the hotel has a
historic association with Princess Caroline of Brunswick - wife of the Prince
Regent, who stayed there in 1804. * Group Value: it has group value with the
adjacent Royal Terrace (listed at Grade II) and other designated buildings and
structures in the Cliff Town Conservation Area.
History
Southend-on-Sea grew out of Prittlewell, the largest of the six medieval
parishes of which it is comprised. By the late C19 Southend had overtaken its
mother parish in importance and in 1892 it became officially recognised as
a town, when it was incorporated; ‘on-Sea’ being added the following year.
The other parishes were absorbed and amalgamated from the end of the C19
through to the 1930s, to form the town as it is known today.

Although the Royal Hotel retains the name it is no longer used as a hotel.
The basement was converted to a night-club in the late C20 and the ground
floor has been converted to a pub and function suite. The first floor ballroom
has undergone minor restoration work in the early C21.
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List Description
INTERIOR: at the ground floor there is a small entrance foyer with a late-C20
interior door, leading to a refurbished public house interior dating from the
early C21, including a bar and drinking area, raised seating in the southeast corner, and a separate dining room. The basement below has been
converted into a night club in the late-C20. The space has been sub-divided
with partition walls to create a bar, dance floor and seating areas. None of
the C20 and C21 fixtures and fittings on these floors are of special interest.

Details
MATERIALS: the main materials are brick with incised stucco render at ground
floor. The roof covering is slate.
PLAN: the building has a rectangular plan.
EXTERIOR: the Royal Hotel is a corner building with south and east
frontages. It has two and a half storeys plus a basement, and has a parapet
and modillion cornice. The east elevation, facing the High Street, has been
extended to incorporate two C19 houses and the south elevation has been
extended to incorporate two houses of Royal Terrace (Nos.1 and 2). The
original building has a five window range on the east elevation, and a three
window range on the south; both elevations have double-hung sashes with
vertical glazing bars and straight, gauged brick heads. There are three,
projecting semi-circular entrance porches on the ground floor and six-panel
entrance doors with semi-circular fanlights with radial glazing bars and fluted
architraves. The first floor has a large assembly room with a Venetian window
on the east elevation, above which are the words 'ROYAL HOTEL' embossed
and painted on a moulded stucco panel. The first-floor windows on the south
elevation open onto a cast iron covered balcony. There are box dormers
above the parapet on both the south and east elevations. Nos.1 and 2 Royal
Terrace are three-storeys with a parapet and modillion cornice. The first-floor
windows on the south elevation open on to a Victorian ornamental cast-ironcovered balcony, similar to that on the hotel.
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On the western side of the building is a hall with an open-well stair with
a wreathed hand-rail leading to the upper floors. The stairwell is lit by a
glazed, domed roof lantern. At the first floor is a large ballroom with C18
fixtures and fittings including matching fireplaces with marble hearths
and moulded timber surrounds on the east wall, at each end, and heavily
moulded Italianate cornices and ceiling mouldings. There are also moulded
doorcases, jewelled wall-lights, heavy, gold-coloured chandeliers,
hardwood floor covering and deep skirting boards. At the first floor there is
also a kitchen and store area which retain decorative plasterwork features.
The floors above have been separated from the hotel and have been
incorporated into the adjoining building on the High Street; access was
unavailable.
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List Description
1-6 Clifton Terrace
Grade: II
List Entry Number: 1112710
Date first listed: 23-Aug-1974
CLIFTON TERRACE 1. 5219 Nos 1 to 6 (consec) TQ 8885 7/70 II GV 2. A
terrace of mid C19 houses, Nos 1 and 2 are of yellow brick and Nos 3
to 6 (consec) are stuccoed. The front has a stucco balustraded parapet
surmounted by ornamental urns and a modillion cornice and frieze. The
ground storeys are faced in stucco lined as ashlar. A raised stucco band runs
between the 1st and 2nd storeys. 3 storeys. 7 canted stuccoed bays rise
through 3 storeys on the front, with 1 window range between the bays. The
windows are double-hung sashes with single vertical glazing bars. Those
between the bays have moulded stucco architraves. The 1st storey windows
in the bays have shallow balconies on brackets with ornamental cast iron
guard rails. The doorways, with C20 doors, are approached by flights of
steps. A 2 storey extension projects on the west end, with 3 window range
on the west front and 1 window range on the south. It has a stuccoed parapet,
modillion cornice and frieze. Nos 1 to 6 (consec) form a group with Nos 1 to 11
(consec) llA and 12 (Argyle Hotel) Cliff Town Parade.
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3-15 Royal Terrace
Grade: II
List Entry Number: 1306868
Date first listed: 23-Nov-1951
ROYAL TERRACE 1. 5219 Nos 3 to 15 (consec) TQ 8885 7/50 23.11.51. II GV
2. Built in 1791 as part of a project to develop the south end of Prittlewell
parish as a seaside resort. In 1803 Princess Caroline of Wales stayed at Nos
7 and 8 and in 1804 the terrace was renamed Royal Terrace. Nos 1 and 2 now
form part of Royal Hotel. It is a terrace of yellow brick houses with stuccoed
ground storeys and a parapet and modillion cornice. Nos 4 and 5 and 10
and 11 are faced in stucco. Altered in the C19. 3 storeys and attics. Nos 3 to
6 (consec) have 12 window range, Nos 7 and 8 have 4 window range with
stucco pilasters through the upper 2 storeys and Nos 9 to 14 (consec) have
18 window range. No 15 has 3 window range, altered in the C20, with a C20
attic storey. The windows are mainly double-hung sashes, some with glazing
bars, some are casements. In the C19 ornamental cast iron covered balconies
were added to the 1st storey, supported on slender cast iron pillars, those to
No 14 are twisted. There are 6-panel doors with semi-circular fanlights with
radial glazing bars and fluted architraves. Nos 7 and 8 have Doric engaged
columns with open dentilled pediments and Nos 9, 12 and 14 have rusticated
surrounds to the doorways. The centre part, Nos 7 and 8, has a slate
mansard roof with 2 semi-circular dormer windows. Nos 3 to 15 (consec) form
a group with Royal Hotel, High Street.

Telephone Kiosk
Grade: II
List Entry Number: 1112694
Date first listed: 08-Dec-1988
CLIFTON TERRACE TQ 8885 7/92 Telephone Kiosk II GV Telephone
kiosk. Type K6. Designed 1935 by Sir Giles Gilbert Scott. Made by various
contractors. Cast iron. Square kiosk with domed roof. Unperforated crowns to
top panels and margin glazing to windows and door.
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List Description
following year. The other parishes were absorbed and amalgamated from the
end of the C19 through to the 1930s, to form the town as it is known today.

Shelter opposite Devereux Road, Clifftown Parade, Southend on Sea,
Essex
Shelter opposite No.25 Clifftown Parade, Clifftown Parade, Southend on
Sea, Essex
Shelter opposite Wilson Road, Clifftown Parade, Southend on Sea, Essex
Grade: II
List Entry Numbers: 1405129, 1407817, 1407818
Date first listed: 07-Jun-2012
Summary

The name ‘Sowthende’ first appears in a will of 1481, although what is now
known as Southend did not begin to become urbanised until around 1700,
when oyster cultivation began in the area. Within 20 years the whole of
the foreshore from Southchurch westwards to Leigh was leased as oyster
feeding grounds and oysterman’s huts began to be built, followed by humble
terraces of cottages. Visitors started to come in small numbers to Southend
to bathe in the sea, and in 1791 a syndicate was set up to develop a resort at
‘New Southend’. Following this The Terrace was built, renamed The Royal
Terrace in 1804, after Princess Caroline, wife of the Prince Regent, stayed
there. The royal association helped to boost the popularity of the resort,
and in 1829 the first pier was built. The coming of the railways in the mid-C19
stimulated growth and interest in the town, firstly in 1856 with the London,
Tilbury and Southend Railway, which led to the development of Clifftown,
followed by the Great Eastern in 1889. Southend flourished as a seaside
resort from the end of the C19 through to the first half of the C20, but its
popularity declined towards the end of the C20. In recent years however,
major developments such as the University of Essex’s Southend campus and
improvements to the pier and Esplanade, have helped rekindle interest in the
town.

This list entry was subject to a Minor Amendment on 28/10/2016.
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Late C19/early C20 promenade shelter.
Reasons for Designation
The shelter[s]… on Clifftown Parade, Southend-on-Sea, Essex is designated
at Grade II for the following principal reasons: * Architectural Interest: good
examples of late C19 seaside street furniture, with distinctive architectural
form and decorative detailing * Group Value: They have group value with the
other listed buildings and structures on Clifftown Parade, notably Clifftown
Terrace, the statue of Queen Victoria by J H Swynnerton and the War
Memorial by Edwin Lutyens, all of which are listed at Grade II.

The cliff-top shelters are likely to have been erected at the end of the C19
to cater for the needs of the increasing number of visitors to Southend as its
popularity as a seaside resort flourished.

History
Southend-on-Sea grew out of Prittlewell, the largest of the six medieval
parishes which constitute the modern settlement. By the late C19 Southend
had overtaken its mother parish in importance and in 1892 it became officially
recognised as a town, when it was incorporated; ‘on-Sea’ being added the
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List Description
Argyle Hotel and 1-11 Cliff Town Parade
Grade: II
List Entry Number: 1112685
Date first listed: 15-Mar-1976
CLIFF TOWN PARADE 5219 Nos.1 to 11 (consec) 11A and 12 (Argyle Hotel) TQ
8885 7/87 II GV 2. A terrace of yellow stock brick houses (Nos 1 and 3 are
now plastered and No.4 is painted) built by Brassey of the firm of Sir Morton
Pete Brassey Lucas and Co., who also built the Southend Railway, circa
1860. This terrace with Clifton Terrace and Royal Terrace provide almost
the only examples of the south end of Prittlewell as it was at first known.
Each house has 1 window range and 1 two-storeyed canted bay surmounted
by ornamental cast iron railings (12 bays in all). Raised brick bands extend
between the storeys, between the bays. The window are mainly doublehung sashes with single vertical glazing bars, in rusticated brick surround
(painted). The doorways are approached by flights of steps and have raised
brick surround and moulded brick cornices. Roofs slate, hipped at the east
end. No.5 has a C20 tiled attic storey and is built out above the bay. No 12
has a slate roofed C20 attic storey. At the rear the terrace was designed to
present a façade to Alexander Street. Later the street frontage was built up.
There are 12 storeyed wings which project at the north with pediments. Some
have C19 and C20 alterations and additions but many retain their original
features. The roadway at the rear, formerly a mews to the Terrace has a
surface of hard vitreous sells with lines of granite paving. Nos 1 to 11 (consec),
11A and No 12 (Argyle Hotel) with Nos 1 to 6 (consec), Clifton Terrace form a
Group.

Details
An open-sided cliff-top shelter dating from c.1890, one of three on Clifftown
Parade.
MATERIALS: the shelter, which has a rectangular plan, is constructed from
timber and cast iron, with an early C21 zinc roof covering.
EXTERIOR: a lightweight structure of painted timber on a concrete plinth,
with a hipped roof that is supported upon moulded timber corner posts with
foliated cast-iron brackets. There is decorative ironwork to the eaves, and
decorative iron braces at the foot of each post. There are finials at each end
of the roof.
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INTERIOR: the interior has back-to-back, slatted wooden seating, divided
by a clear glazed screen along the axis of the shelter. There are additional
screens between the posts at both ends supporting smaller benches with
moulded arms.
Statue of Queen Victoria
Grade: II
List Entry Number: 1112709
Date first listed: 23-Aug-1974
CLIFF TOWN PARADE 1. 5219 Statue of Queen Victoria TQ 8885 7/81 II 2. A
stone statue of Queen Victoria presented to the town by Alderman B Tolhurst
and erected in 1898 to commemorate the Queen's jubilee. The figure of the
Queen is enthroned and points towards the sea. The statue surmounts a tall
pedestal ornamented with 'Gothic' blank arcading.
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List Description
similar design. This was the earliest whilst the latest was at Northampton,
raised in 1926.

Southend-on-Sea War Memorial
Grade: II*
List Entry Number: 1322329
Date first listed: 23-Aug-1974
Date of most recent amendment: 28-Oct-2015
Summary

The RIBA holds a drawing by Lutyens of an earlier scheme showing a
cenotaph surmounted by an urn, similar to his design of the Royal Berkshire
Regiment Cenotaph in Brock Barracks, Reading, and surrounded by lamps.
The eventual scheme with the obelisk and flags cost £5,521 15s and was
unveiled by Lord Lambourne, the Lord Lieutenant of Essex, on 27 November
1921, and dedicated by the Bishop of Chelmsford, in front of a large
gathering. D Company, 6th Essex Regiment, formed the guard of honour. A
memorial tablet bearing 1,338 names of the fallen was erected at Prittlewell
Priory (now part of Southend Museums).

First World War memorial by Sir Edwin Landseer Lutyens, 1921, with later
inscriptions.
Reasons for Designation
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Southend-on-Sea War Memorial, situated on Clifftown Parade and unveiled
in 1921, is listed at Grade II* for the following principal reasons:

Later commemorative plaques, and inscribed dates commemorating the
Second World War, have been added to the memorial.

* Historic interest: as an eloquent witness to the tragic impacts of world
events on this community, and the sacrifices it made in the conflicts of the
C20; * Architect: by the nationally renowned architect Sir Edwin Landseer
Lutyens (1869-1944), who designed 58 memorials at home and abroad
including the Cenotaph in Whitehall; * Design quality: a simple yet elegant
obelisk incorporating carved decoration and two heavily detailed, painted
stone flags, overlooking the Thames estuary.

Sir Edwin Lutyens OM RA (1869-1944) was the leading English architect
of his generation. Before the First World War his reputation rested on his
country houses and his work at New Delhi, but during and after the war he
became the pre-eminent architect for war memorials in England, France and
the British Empire. While the Cenotaph in Whitehall (London) had the most
influence on other war memorials, the Thiepval Arch was the most influential
on other forms of architecture. He designed the Stone of Remembrance
which was placed in all Imperial War Graves Commission cemeteries and
in some cemeteries in England, including some with which he was not
otherwise associated.

History
The great wave of memorial building after the First World War resulted in
thousands of commemorative monuments being raised both at home and
on the battlefield. Lutyens was the most outstanding designer to work in
this field. This is one of six obelisks designed by Lutyens, sharing a broadly
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List Description
(lowest tier of pedestal) AT THE GOING DOWN OF THE SUN/ AND IN THE
MORNING/ WE WILL REMEMBER THEM.

Details
MATERIALS: Portland stone, bronze plaques and fittings.

A later metal plaque added to the pedestal, below the record of the roll of
honour at Prittlewell Priory, reads THIS PLAQUE IS DEDICATED TO/ THE
MEN AND WOMEN OF SOUTHEND/ WHO HAVE SERVED THEIR COUNTRY/
IN ALL WARS AND CONFLICTS/ TO PRESERVE PEACE AND FREEDOM/
FOR ALL./ WE WILL REMEMBER THEM/ FUNDED BY SOUTHEND-ONSEA BOROUGH COUNCIL/ ON BEHALF OF THE ROYAL BRITISH LEGION
(SOUTHEND BRANCH)/ 1998.

DESCRIPTION: The memorial stands in an elevated position above The Cliffs,
overlooking the Thames estuary to the south. The plan for the garden in front
of the memorial, alongside Clifftown Parade, was also by Lutyens.
The memorial comprises a tapered obelisk, c.11m tall, with a square base
incorporating a moulded cornice set upon a square pedestal rising in six
unequal sections. The lowest section is incorporated into low surrounding
walls forming an enclosure, incorporating a flight of six broad steps, a
platform and two further steps approaching the monument from the north.
Bronze mounts for flags are fixed at either end of the surrounding wall.
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A small metal plaque raised by the Jewish Association of Ex-Servicemen
and Women, placed on the north-facing pier at the east end of the wall,
reads AJEX/ SOUTHEND & DISTRICT BRANCH/ IN MEMORY OF OUR
FALLEN COMRADES/ WHO GAVE THEIR LIVES IN THE SERVICE/ OF THEIR
COUNTRY.

The north face of the base of the obelisk bears a carved stone laurel wreath.
On either side, painted stone flags rise from the lower stage of the pedestal.
The Union Flag flanks the west side and the White Ensign, the east. The
inscriptions are carved into the north side of the memorial:

The garden between the memorial and Clifftown Parade comprises flower
beds and paths, enclosed by low chains suspended from bollards. The
admonition LEST WE FORGET is picked out in Portland stone in the lawn
in front of the memorial. A hedge separates the memorial from the cliff-top
footpath to the south.

(base of obelisk) MCM/ XIV/ +/ MCM/ XIX
(upper tier of pedestal) MCMXXXIX/ +/ MCMXLV

This list entry was subject to a Minor Amendment on 02/11/2015

(central tier of pedestal) OUR/ GLORIOUS/ DEAD

This List entry has been amended to add the source for War Memorials
Online. This source was not used in the compilation of this List entry but is
added here as a guide for further reading, 12 January 2017.

(lower tier of pedestal) THE NAMES OF THE 1338 MEN OF/ SOUTHENDON-SEA/ IN HONOURED MEMORY OF WHOM/ THIS MEMORIAL/ WAS
ERECTED BY GRATEFUL RESIDENTS/ ARE RECORDED UPON A TABLET/
PLACED IN THE REFECTORY AT/ PRITTLEWELL PRIORY
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List Description
to the south west. At the east end is a two and a half storey range, with a
further projecting two-storey wing attached to that at its south end. Set within
the L shape formed by these two is the Memorial Hall.

CLIFF TOWN CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH AND MEMORIAL HALL
Grade: II
List Entry Number: 1392328
Date first listed: 01-Nov-2007
Reasons for Designation

Memorial Hall: Rectangular, two-storey height; entrance lobby at north end.
The roof is pitched and half hipped to the south.

REASON FOR DESIGNATION DECISION Cliff Town Church is designated at
Grade II for the following principal reasons: * It was designed by W.A. Dixon,
an architect with two Grade II listed churches to his credit. * It is a complete
architectural and decorative ensemble with completely furnished interior, and
with surviving offices and meeting rooms. * It is of historical interest, reflecting
the expansion of Congregationalism, its social and liturgical context, as well
as the growth in popularity of seaside towns through the C19. * Its elaborate
composition has considerable townscape value in the Cliff Town Estate; it
makes a significant contribution to the conservation area, and has group
value with the Grade II listed terrace, Nos.1-15 Nelson Street.
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EXTERIOR: The church is designed in a Gothic, Early English style. The west
end presents an irregular range of ten overlapping gables, under which
are six doors, four of them double. Three gables front the single storey
porch behind which can be seen the trefoil decorated top of the pair of
buttresses of the original west front: between these and above the porch is
a rose window set within a pointed arch with blank tracery in its head. The
buttresses originally flanked three lancet windows, which still survive inside
the porch. The porch has a central double door with an ogee arch over a
moulded arch and colonnettes with foliated capitals. This is flanked by twin
lancet windows with trefoil heads, and hood moulds with foliated stops. To
the south is a four stage buttressed tower. The first stage has double doors
under a trefoil headed arch and the second a trefoil headed lancet. The
fourth stage is octagonal with louvred trefoil headed lancet with hood mould
over, above which is an octagonal spire. The south elevation has four gables
over twin trefoil headed lancet windows which light the balcony, under which
are four rectangular mullioned windows. To the east is the end gable of the
east range, with an irregular arrangement of rectangular windows, and to
the east of this the back projecting wing with large square windows in the
first storey. The north elevation also has four gables with twin lancets under,
but the windows at ground floor level are designed to be more decorative
than those in the south elevation, with a regular pattern of two pairs of
trefoil headed lancets between four mullioned windows. The style and

Details
840/0/10072 NELSON STREET 01-NOV-07 Cliff Town Congregational Church
and Memorial Hall
GV II Congregational Church 1865, Architect W. A. Dixon. North aisle and
porch added 1887, balconies to north and south aisles1897. Kentish Ragstone
with Bath stone dressings; concrete tile roofs, slates to spire.
Memorial Hall: 1925, ashlar masonry, tiled roof.
PLAN: The church has a west entrance porch, nave and aisles to north and
south, both with raised balconies with storage rooms under; there is a tower
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List Description
"parlour", which contains a modern disabled access ramp, followed by a hall
and staircase. The ground floor of the projecting south east wing contains a
kitchen and two store rooms: above these is a room containing three stained
glass windows. Above the vestry and parlour is a large meeting room which
has two fireplaces with decorative cast iron surrounds and grates, a further
meeting room and a smaller room now used as a Sunday School room.

arrangement of windows and a door in the north gable of the east wing is
irregular, and also more decorative than that to the south.
Memorial hall: Only the north elevation is completely visible. It has a twostorey central section with double doors flanked by narrow windows, with
continuous hood mould over. On either side of the windows are buttresses
and two flat roofed single storey sections. One of the buttresses carries a
carved stone commemorative plaque with the inscription "To the Glory of
God Cliff Town Memorial Hall. This hall was erected in loving memory of the
men of Cliff Town who laid down their lives in the Great War 1914 - 1918".

There are a number of staircases giving access to different levels, all with
decoratively wrought iron banisters. All joinery and doors appear original.
Memorial Hall: The hall is reached through a lobby containing plain single
panelled doors. Both lobby and hall have a wooden parquet floor, and the
walls are panelled to head height. At the south end is a stage, with panelling
behind. The ceiling at west and east ends forms a wide pointed arch, and
between these two the ceiling begins to arch, then rises straight up into
a long line of windows set just below the flat ceiling. Attached to the wall
panelling are a number of cast iron plaques each carrying a number of
names of those who died in the First World War.
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INTERIOR: The porch is divided into three. Two side lobbies give access to
the main body of the nave under the gallery at the west end. The church is
divided into nave, aisles and balconies by arcades, the inner with pointed
arches, the outer with ogee arches: both have piers with foliate capitals.
Above the point of each arch in the nave are circular clerestory windows.
Centrally placed at the east end is a carved wooden pulpit with carved
panelled screen behind: the steps up either side of the pulpit have wrought
iron banisters. Above the pulpit and screen the organ pipes rise the full
height of the nave. The nave roof has tie beams supported on braces
springing from corbels, and decoratively pierced angle struts and rafters
cut so that three trefoil shapes are formed in the spaces between them.
All windows contain some stained glass, the most elaborate reserved for
the rose window and those in the south and north elevations, above the
balconies.

SUBSIDIARY FEATURES: At the west end defining the boundary with the
street is a low ragstone wall with three entrances and eight square piers with
shoulders, surmounted by a cube with a quatrefoil on four sides.
HISTORY: The planned estate of Cliff Town was built on land leased by
the railway developer between the railway line and the cliff-top, with the
intention of capitalising on the arrival of the railway in Southend in 1856.
The development was built between 1859 and 1861, and by the mid 1860s
appeared to be an ideal location for a new Congregational church, needed
to replace the existing overcrowded chapel on the High Street. In May

Beyond the east end, the three-storey cross wing contains offices and
meeting rooms. To the south, on the ground floor, is a half height wood
panelled committee room. To the north of that are two vestries, followed by a
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List Description
1865 the foundation stone of the new church on Nelson Street was laid: five
months later the church was open.The stained glass rose window in the east
elevation was presented by Thomas Dowset, the first Mayor of Southend, in
1892; Dowsett had been instrumental in the building of the new church.

with surviving offices and meeting rooms. * It is of historical interest, reflecting
the expansion of Congregationalism, its social and liturgical context, as well
as the growth in popularity of seaside towns through the C19. * Its elaborate
composition has considerable townscape value in the Cliff Town estate; it
makes a significant contribution to the conservation area, and has group
value with the Grade II listed terrace, Nos.1-15 Nelson Street.

The membership of the church continued to expand, and by 1887 further
accommodation was needed. Funds were raised to add a north aisle, and to
build a lecture hall and Sunday School rooms. By 1897 the church was once
more suffering from overcrowding, and balconies were added to the north
and south aisles. A new organ was built, and the old organ moved to a new
church in Prittlewell. A final phase of building was completed in 1925, with
the opening of the Memorial Hall behind the church, commemorating the
dead of the First World War.
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1-15 Nelson Street
Grade: II
List Entry Number: 1322333
Date first listed: 23-Aug-1974
NELSON STREET 1. 5219 Nos 1 to 15 (odd) TQ 8885 7/72 II GV 2. From 18001830 Cliff town developed as a residential centre and Nelson Street was the
shopping centre of Southend prior to the development of High Street. Nos
1-15 (odd) is a terrace of early C19 yellow brick shops and houses on a raised
stone flag pavement. It comprises 8 3-storey gabled blocks connected by
2 storey blocks. Each 3 storey block has 1 3 light window on the 1st storey
and 1 window in the gable. The 2 storey blocks each have 1 window range.
The windows are double-hung sashes with single vertical glazing bars, and
casements in the centre lights on the 1st storey. The ground storeys have
C20 shops and offices with C19 ornamental cast iron railings above the
fascia. Nos 1 to 7 (odd) have C19 pilasters to the shop fronts. Roofs slate, with
overhanging eaves supported on brackets. Nos 1 to 15 (odd) form a group
with Nos 2 to 18 (even) and lOA.

Historic OS maps demonstrate the expansion of the church between 1875
and 1897 to fill the whole plot. The 1897 map also shows a school on a
separate plot behind the church, now occupied by the Memorial Hall: it also
indicates that the porch that now fronts the entrance was built at the same
time as the north aisle. An early print reproduced on the cover of The History
of Cliff Town Congregational Church, Southend-on-Sea by John R. Hodgkins
shows the church as it was when first built, without porch or north aisle.
SOURCES: Hodgkins, John R. 1974. The History of Cliff Town Congregational
Church Southend-on-Sea 1799 -1972. Website; http://www.southend.gov.uk
REASON FOR DESIGNATION DECISION Cliff Town Church is designated at
Grade II for the following principal reasons: * It was designed by W.A. Dixon,
an architect with two Grade II listed churches to his credit. * It is a complete
architectural and decorative ensemble with completely furnished interior, and
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Appendix B
Building-by-Building
Description
Properties are assessed according to their value to the area’s character.
Values are:

Descriptions of streets and buildings relate to the situation at the time of
survey in August and December 2019. They are intended to guide decisions
on conservation area boundaries, on future development control, and on the
need for enhancement. They relate to buildings and other structures adjacent
or close to the named streets. They are not necessarily comprehensive and
other features not mentioned may nevertheless have value for the character
of the area.

•

positive – it contributes to the area’s character

•

positive* – the building is potentially positive but needs improvement
or restoration. For example, it could be in poor condition or it could
have later alterations which are inappropriate to the Conservation
Area in terms of materials, design or scale (this list is not exhaustive).
Often the rating is given because of the cumulative impact of several
inappropriate changes.

•

neutral – it neither harms nor contributes to the area

•

negative – it harms the area’s character.
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The List Descriptions for Listed Buildings are included in Appendix A,

These values are shown on Map M on the following page.
Buildings can be negative by reasons such as mass, design, materials or
siting. Unsympathetic alterations can have the effect of moving a building
down a grade. Similarly, reversal of such alterations could restore its original
character and move it up a grade.
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Building-by-Building Description
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Building-by-Building Description
Alexandra Road

General Character: The road gently slopes eastwards. Straight road
alignment, the width of road and mature plane trees in the street create
an avenue character. East of Runwell Terrace the townscape is more open
with terrace ends, side and rear gardens and open spaces. West of Runwell
Terrace the townscape has an informal character with mostly detached
and semi-detached buildings of differing scales and designs, set back from
the highway. These demonstrate changing architectural styles in late-19th/
early-20th centuries. Some larger scale modern buildings in the western
section of the street are not in keeping. Pavements of mixed surfaces but
predominantly red tarmac.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

59-67 Alexandra Road

Positive*

Article 4

Description

125

c.1880. A terrace of five, two-storey plus semi-basement houses built as
infill in an open space of the original estate layout. Now mainly divided into
flats. Incised smooth render painted white. Each building has steps up to
a recessed entrance porch with a simple cornice; walling above the porch
is slightly recessed; a two-storey plus basement canted bay; sliding sash
windows with a central glazing bar and arched heads. The terrace has design
unity, is typical of the period and closes the view south from the bowling
green. However, it has some later inappropriate alterations, including:
•

Later dormers disrupt the symmetry of the terrace. Some dormer
windows are uPVC. Larger dormers on 59, 61 and 65 are particularly
dominant features and not sympathetic to the terrace.

•

Boundary treatments vary in style (some have no railings) although
similar in style and have no front gardens.

•

No.59 – two modern doors in porch.

•

No.61 – central bay windows are casements, unsympathetic modern
entrance door.

•

Plastic rainwater goods, surface wiring, aerials, burglar alarms.

•

Decorative condition of some houses is poor.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

89 Alexandra Road

Neutral

Proposed
Article 4

93 Alexandra Road

Negative

N/A

Description

Description

c.1870. Originally may have been the stables for 21-22 Clifftown Parade.
Much altered and converted to a house with a relatively blank façade facing
the street.

c.1960. A three-storey block of flats. Boxy design and pale brown/pink bricks
are unrelated to the area. Poor boundary and forecourt treatment.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

95-99 Alexandra Road

Positive*

Proposed
Article 4

Description

127

c.1903. Originally one detached and two semi-detached two-storey houses
designed by Greenhalgh & Brockbank, now linked by an extension and
used as residential care home. No.95 has an Arts and Crafts style with
steep hipped tiled roof, wide flat-roofed dormer and tall stacks, large twostorey curved bay, recessed entrance porch across the rest of the frontage,
casement leaded light windows with Venetian window over entrance. Pebble
dash, now painted.
Nos.97-99 are a mirrored pair with steep tiled roofs, a prominent full-height
gabled dormer to each. Each has a two-storey canted bay, an entrance with
balcony over (modern railings but relatively in keeping) and eaves projecting
over the balcony and bay. Leaded lights in sliding sashes and casements
in arched opening to dormer. Pebble dash, now painted. Former front doors
now unsympathetically blocked in, plus inappropriate uPVC doors and
windows to balconies above.
The link building has unsympathetic fenestration and detail: an amended
colour scheme would give prominence to the original buildings. Front garden
is now a hardstanding with low boundary wall, which detractis from the area
and would benefit from planting. External signage is of poor quality and
could be improved with more appropriate sign. Some elements of timber
work in poor decorative condition.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

Former Synagogue
(Royal Village Day Nursery)

Positive*

Locally Listed,
Proposed
Article 4

101 Alexandra Road

Neutral

Proposed
Article 4

Description

Description

c.1911. Southend’s first synagogue, now used as children’s day nursery.
Two-storey plus basement, red brick façade with stone and decorative brick
detail, prominent central steps with curved side walls to entrance porch,
central pilasters and pinnacles. Red brick wall gates and railings to the street
boundary. Represents a unique part of the area’s history and architecture.

c.1935. Two-storey house with hipped tile roof. Render to upper floor with
brick to ground floor. Original garage doors across ground floor frontage
and was possibly built as a garage with accommodation for 28 Clifftown
Parade. Unsympathetic uVPC windows to first floor. Original timber shutters.
Timber paneled door to ground floor with mono-pitched porch above. Large
concrete parking area to the front is inappropriate. Red brick boundary wall.
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Blue colour scheme to metalwork and windows is somewhat garish. Large
bin storage to the front of the property is also unsightly.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

103 Alexandra Road

Positive

Proposed
Article 4

Marlborough Court

Neutral

N/A

Description

No.103 built as house. Rendered walls with red tile roof. uPVC windows with
later timber shutters. Timber door with 6 glazed panes to upper half, under
red tile open porch. Recently refurbished to good standard. Red brick walls
to street boundary. Polychrome tile pathway. Driveway added but parts of
garden and brick boundary wall retained so neutral impact.

c.2000. Two linked blocks of three-storey plus roof accommodation flats.
Design makes some reference to historic architecture of area (predominantly
yellow brick, slate roofs, two-storey canted bays topped by balconies) but
scale and massing is out of character.
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Description

Planted front gardens are positive.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

Alexandra Court

Negative

N/A

131-133 Alexandra Road

Positive*

N/A

Description

Description

c.1960. Three-storey flat roofed block of flats, red brick projecting wings,
rendered recessed central section with balconies, wide window openings.
Scale out of character with area. Planted front garden is positive.

c.1902. A pair of two-storey mirrored houses with steep tiled half hip roof.
Each has a two-storey canted bay topped by balcony and parapet and
prominent gable. Sliding sash windows without glazing bars.
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Timber entrance door with arched canopy and bay window over with leaded
light casements. Red brick frontage, now painted. No.133 – front garden now
hardstanding with open frontage to street, which is a negative feature that
would benefit from planting and enclosure needed. Altered windows to bay
over entrance, though not negative. Likely to have originally been unpainted.
Some paintwork in poor condition.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

135-135 Alexandra Road

Negative

N/A

Description
c.1960. A two-storey flat roofed block of garages with accommodation over,
rendered ground floor, pink brick first floor with wide metal framed windows.
Open frontage to street. The design and massing is out of character with the
area.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

Bowling Green and Pavilion
(La Petite Petanque bistro)

Positive

N/A

Description

132

Part of the planned estate, intended as open space, first used as nursery
garden, laid out as a bowling green in the 1920s. Stepped stock brick
boundary wall with stone coping topped by cedar paling fence which
replaced original iron railings. Notice boards on south-west corner obtrusive.
Arts and Crafts iron gates to north, east and west entrances. Holm oak on
west side important for setting. Bowls pavilion c.1930, symmetrical frontage
with central logia and side wings with external steps to flat roof. Red brick
and render, metal-framed windows and doors, parapet and railing panels to
roof. Pavillion now used as restaurant/coffee shop.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

84, Geller Corner

Positive*

N/A

Description

133

c.1894. A two-storey house with three-storey corner turret, originally with
conical roof, now flat. Converted to flats c.1937 with roof altered to a mansard
with dormers, which appears rather clunky on the south side. Iron railings
added to top of roof and first floor balcony on south side. Timber balcony
at second floor on south side is incongruous. Two-storey bay to Runwell
Terrace frontage. Casement windows in stone surrounds. Red brick. Open
hardstanding on south side is inappropriate. The building now lacks design
coherence on the south side. Group value with 9-14 Runwell Terrace.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

86 Alexandra Road

Positive

Proposed
Article 4

88 Alexandra Road

Positive

Proposed
Article 4

Description

c.1896. A three-storey house
attached to a terrace. Two-storey
square bay, entrance portico with
carved house name ‘Lodgewell’,
sliding sash windows, no glazing
bars, pilasters to bay windows,
slate roof with decorated ridge
tiles. Painted render. Off-street
parking is provided at the front via
a wide shingle driveway, with the
loss of the boundary wall which
is inappropriate. A new black and
white tiled pathway is attractive.

c.1896. Three-storey house within a
terrace. Slate roof and brick stack.
Yellow brick walls with painted
stone dressings. Two-storey
canted bay window. Windows
timber sashes with no glazing bars.
Recessed porch with pediment
above. Timber door with upper
glazed panel and fanlight above.
Pathway to front door retained,
with garden converted to driveway
with unfortunate loss of the front
boundary wall. Soft landscaping
would help to reduce the driveway’s
impact.
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Description

134

Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

88-94 Alexandra Road

Positive

Proposed
Article 4

Description

135

c.1895. Three, three-storey houses in a terrace. Pale yellow brick with
painted stone details. Slate roof with dragon-back ridge tiles. Each has a
two-storey canted bay topped with balcony with iron balustrade. Sliding
sash windows with small panes in top sashes. Recessed entrance porch with
timber doors with glazed upper panels and fanlights above. Carved house
names above doors to No.90 and 94 unreadable, No.92 ‘Hazelmere’. Floral
carved details to lintels.

No.90

Alterations include:
•

No.90: later timber door and textured glazing to fanlight.
Replacement door and glazing to balcony, though not necessarily
intrusive.

•

No.92: Fenestration and entrance door painted black which is jarring
alongside other properties within the terrace. Front boundary wall
lost and garden concreted over for parking, which is inappropriate.

•

No.94: stained front door is not in-keeping. Front boundary wall lost
and garden paved over, which is inappropriate.
No.94
135

No.92

Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

96-98 Alexandra Road

Positive

Proposed
Article 4

100/102 Alexandra Road

Negative

N/A

Description

Description

c.1889. A pair of two-storey semi-detached houses with mirrored design.
Stock brick with lighter brick banding. Slate roof with gable ends and
decorative ridge tiles. Each has a single-storey flat roofed canted bay, sliding
sash windows, possibly had recessed porches now enclosed. No.96 has a
good quality timber door with stained glass upper panels and fanlight. Door
to No.98 is an ‘off-the-peg’ door less in keeping. Planted front gardens.

Possibly it was originally a house, c.1870, but now substantially altered to form
the present office building which is now out of character with area in respect
of its roof form, fenestration, colour and treatment of forecourt. Forecourt
provides parking for a large number of vehicles as well as trade bins visible
which is unsightly in the context of the street. Signage, fenestration and colour
scheme all intrusive and negatively impacts the setting.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

104-106 Alexandra Road

No.104: Positive
No.106: Positive*

Proposed
Article 4

108-110 Alexandra Road

Positive

Proposed
Article 4

Description

c.1870. A pair of mirrored semi-detached houses, two-storeys with semibasement and roof accommodation. Slate roof (No.106 now intrusive
concrete tile). Each has a projecting gabled wing with a two-storey canted
flat roofed bay, a recessed entrance porch above entrance steps, and an
arched dormer. Timber doors with glazed upper panels and side/fan lights.
Timber sash windows with no glazing bars. Planted front gardens with
boundary walls, with vehicle access at sides. No.106 is in poor decorative
repair, as is dormer to No.104.

c.1875. A pair of mirrored semi-detached houses, two-storeys with semibasement. Red brick with painted stone dressings. Slate hipped roof with
small ogee dormers. Each has a ground and basement floor canted bay, a
heavily decorated surround to entrance above entrance steps, arched window
openings for single paned sliding sashes to first floor. The entrance and
window above are in slightly projecting brickwork. Stained paneled timber
door to No.104, painted timber door with glazed panels to top half to No.106.
Both with semi-circular fanlight above doors. Planted front gardens with vehicle
access to the sides. Original street boundary wall and piers remain.
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Description

137

Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

112-116 Alexandra Road

Nos.112,114: Positive
No.116: Positive*

Proposed
Article 4

Description

138

c.1880. A terrace of three two-storey houses. Slate hipped roof with
projecting party walls and finials. Stock brick with red brick bands. Twostorey canted bay with flat roof and parapet, sliding sash windows with
arched upper sash, decorated surrounds to recessed entrance porches.
No.114 has through access at side of entrance and two roof lights to front.
Boundary walls topped with railings remain for No.112 and gate of No.114.
No.112 has polychrome tiled pathway to front door, which is timber with
glazed upper panels. The house has won an award from the Southend
Society for its restoration. Door to No.114 is also timber with glazed upper
panels. This house has driveway over part of the front garden.
No.116 is substantially altered with widened square bay, leaded uPVC
casement windows, balcony over entrance, painted render, boundary wall
to part of the frontage but garden paved over for parking which has a harsh
appearance.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

118 Alexandra Road

Positive*

Proposed
Article 4

Description

139

c.1900. A double-fronted two-storey house now converted to flats. Red brick
with stone dressings. Slate roof with decorative ridge tiles. Two two-storey
curved bays with parapet and heavily decorated Dutch gables above. Open
arched porch to central entrance, below a balcony. Original balustrade
replaced with low metal railings. Elaborate decoration to porch including
house name ‘Stanton’. Ground floor stonework now painted. Stonework to
upper floors in poor state of repair which detracts from the quality of the
building. Sliding sash windows below fanlights, including curved sashes to
corners of bays. Original wall and piers remain to street boundary but lower
parts rendered in cement and need maintenance. Planted front garden with
central path.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

120-130 Alexandra Road

Nos.120, 124-128: Positive
No.122, 130: Positive*

Proposed
Article 4

Description
c.1880. Three pairs of mirrored semi-detached two-storey houses with
hipped slate roofs. Single-storey canted bay with slate roof, recessed
entrance with timber doors with glazed upper panels and fanlights. Singlepaned timber sash windows in arched openings. Stock brick with detailing in
lighter brick and red brick bands. Slightly projecting brickwork to porch and
window above and at centre of each pair.

Nos.122 and 120

140

Alterations include:
•

No.120: Boundary part removed and patchy tarmac driveways
unsympathetic.

•

No.122: Substantially altered with widened two-storey square bay
with red tile facing and casement windows, balcony over entrance
and painted brick.

•

No.124: Painted brick. Paved driveway added but boundary part
retained and garden well-planted which mitigates the impact.

•

No.126: Front boundary mostly removed and garden mostly paved
over, which is unsightly.

•

No.130: Open street frontage and hardstanding without planting,
concrete tiled roof, uPVC windows.

Nos.126 and 124

Nos.130 and 128
140

Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

132-144 Alexandra Road

Nos.132, 134, 138, 140,
142, 144: Positive
Nos.136: Positive*

Proposed
Article 4

•

No.138: Open frontage to street for hardstanding inappropriate. Bay
has lost its hipped roof and now a flat lead covering. Would benefit
from reinstatement, though not inappropriate.

•

No.140: Concrete tiled roof, bay extended to first floor historically (not
inappropriate). Part open frontage for hardstanding.

•

No.142: Concrete tiled roof, open street frontage and concrete
hardstanding inappropriate.

Description

141

Four pairs of semi-detached, two-storey houses and one corner house at
west end (No.144). Stock brick with painted stone dressings, slate roof, timber
sash windows with arched upper sash to first floor, canted bay windows to
ground floor, recessed porch with timber door with glazed upper panels and
fanlight. Single house on the end also has bay to the side elevation and a
grander stone doorcase. It also retains a boundary wall with timber gate.
Inappropriate changes include:
•

No.132: Open frontage to street for hardstanding and top-hung uPVC
windows to bay are inappropriate.

•

No.134: Open frontage to street for hardstanding inappropriate

•

No.136: Significantly different front with the addition of square flatroofed bay with casements and fanlights, first floor window above,
square head with concrete lintel and red brick central column.
All windows uPVC. Frontage open to street for hardstanding.
Unsympathetic stained front door.

Nos.134 and 132
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Building-by-Building Description

142

Nos.138 and 136

Nos.142 and 140

No.144
142

Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

146 Alexandra Road
(Tower Hotel)

Positive

Proposed
Article 4

Alexandra Road Mews East
(adjacent to 59/67 Alexandra Road)

General character: The Mews is mostly surfaced in Staffordshire blue pavers
with a central gutter of granite kerbs, but has large patches of tarmac. The
original enclosed character has been lost by the removal of boundary walls
and coach houses. Ad-hoc modern garages create a cluttered appearance.
The loss of enclosure makes the rear of adjacent properties visible, some
of which have been unsympathetically altered. The Mews needs renewed
boundary enclosure, improved treatment of rear elevations and some tree
and shrub planting to restore a degree of garden character.

Description
c.1900. Originally a two-storey plus semi basement, now with added storey.
Corner turret with conical red tiled roof. Complex roof form in tiles, with
mansard roofs to Wilson Road. Sliding timber sash windows with small panes
in top sashes. Red brick now painted. Two-storey extension with mansard
roof and dormers along Alexandra Road frontage. Prominent corner site.

143

Alexandra Road Mews West
(adjacent to 89 Alexandra Road)

General character: The Mews is mostly surfaced in Staffordshire blue
pavers with a central gutter of granite kerbs. It has an enclosed character
with adjacent garages, coach houses and brick boundary walls. Two-storey
gabled coach houses at the entrance of the Mews (see below) contribute to
the area’s character and maintains a sense of enclosure.

143

Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

Garages adjacent to 89
Alexandra Road

Positive*

Proposed
Article 4

Description

144

Collection of three former stables, now garages. Two-storey with gabled
roofs featuring decorative barge boards. Brown brick. Timber double doors
to two garages facing east, with ‘taking-in’ doors above. That to the southern
one has been made smaller and a window inserted. Decorative condition
to these two is poor. Timber double doors to garage facing north has been
replaced with inappropriate modern garage door. Two small windows above
and brick chimney.

144

Building-by-Building Description
Alexandra Street

General character: The road continues from Alexandra Road to the High
Street and has a distinctly different character to Alexandra Road, with
mostly late Victorian three-storey commercial frontages to the edge of the
pavement. The slight change in road alignment at the Devereux Road/Capel
Terrace junction makes the south side more prominent when viewed from
Alexandra Road. Most of the street is outside the Conservation Area but
affects its setting.

Address

Value

Designation

The Alex Public House

Positive

Article 4

Description

145

c.1880. Within the planned Estate character area but not part of its original
design. It has a typical late-Victorian hotel design, yellow brick with red brick
detail. Ground floor painted brickwork in non-traditional colours. The building
relates more to town centre character than to Clifftown. Rear extensions face
Clifton Mews with bland elevations.
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Building-by-Building Description
Cambridge Road

General character: The road gently slopes down, eastwards, and has a long
relatively straight alignment with potential views to Clifftown Church partly
obstructed by trees. Street trees arching over road produce a tunnel effect.
Pavements are predominantly aggregate paving slabs with tarmac patches.
East of Milton Place: part of the planned Estate, Class 3 houses with later
infill buildings, enclosed character with generally uniform building frontages
and boundaries on north side. On-street parking is intrusive. West of Milton
Place: a less enclosed feeling with fewer street trees, lower roof heights
on the north side and gaps between some semi-detached buildings. Mix of
terraces and semi-detached houses of late-Victorian design.

Address

Value

Designation

1-13 Cambridge Road

Positive, except for No.7:
Positive*

Article 4

Description

146

c.1859. Terrace of houses, two-storey plus semi-basement. Stock brick. Steps
up to recessed front door with timber door with glazed upper panels. Ground
and basement canted bay window with metal railings on top forming a
balcony to first floor. French windows above. All have original circular pattern
balcony railings except for No.3 where the railings have been replaced
though to a reasonably sympathetic design. Additional window on first floor.
Timber sash windows. Tall brick stacks and slate roofs. Generally unaltered
but fragmented street boundaries need restoration. Rear elevations,
boundary walls and gardens visible from Nelson Street.
No.1: original street names on flank and side walls.

Nos.5, 3, 1

No.7: rendered front elevation painted cream stands out from terrace.

Nos.11, 9, 7

Nos.9-13 now incorporated in Cambridge Court. Their front steps have been
removed and front doors changed to doors out to Juliette balconies. The loss
is a shame but the work have been done unobtrusively and the front gardens
have been planted well which mitigates the loss. Right hand of these has a
large rendered strip and wider arch to the former door: not known if this is
original. No.13 - see Cambridge Court.
No.13

Nos.13, 11
146

Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

Cambridge Court

Positive to Cambridge Road,
with neutral first floor link.
Range to rear is Positive*

Article 4

Description
c.1870. Built as an infill of open space between terraces.

147

No.13 extended with additional bay to provide offices for Southend
Waterworks Co with widened arched door opening and fascia above.
Attached three-storey block to rear built c.1880 for additional offices. Stock
brick with timber sashes to some windows. uPVC top hung sash-style
window to most of the other windows and other designs on ground floor.
Conservatory style porch added to ground floor entrance.
Converted to sheltered housing, c.1985, with further first-floor extension of
terrace to link with adjacent terrace. Red brick wall to street boundary is out
of character.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

15-39 Cambridge Road

Positive, except for Nos.25
and 29 which are Positive*

Article 4

No.25: Rendered front elevation painted white is jarring with the rest of
the terrace. Hardstanding in front garden with loss of boundary fence
inappropriate, though restored gate does exist.
No.27: Hardstanding in front garden with loss of boundary fence
inappropriate, though restored gate does exist.

Description

No.29: unpainted pebbledash to front elevation, with painting to basement
level, unsuitable for building and not in keeping with surroundings.

c.1859. Terrace of houses, two-storey plus semi-basement. Set higher up
than adjacent Nos.1-13. Stock brick. Steps up to recessed front door with
timber door with glazed upper panels. Door to No.39 is on the side elevation.
Ground and basement canted bay window with metal railings on top forming
a balcony to first floor French windows above. All have original circular
pattern balcony railings. Additional window on first floor. Most windows and
front doors have painted brickwork to the surround. Timber sash windows.
Tall brick stacks and slate roofs. Most have basement flat with door in
the side of basement bay. Generally unaltered with most front boundary
gates and railings restored. Originally communal open space at rear, now
incorporated in extended rear gardens. Rear elevations and planted rear
gardens partly visible from rear alley. Varied treatment of rear boundaries.

No.33: meter boxes to basement are obtrusive. Front door brought forward
with the loss of the recess to the porch.

148

No.35: brick to basement is painted.
No.37: brick to bay is painted at basement level and under ground floor
window.
No.39: entrance porch on flank wall, as original. Non-original railings to front
garden.

No.15: now incorporated in Cambridge Court. Low brick boundary wall.
No.17: Low brick boundary wall but does have gate restored to original
design.
No.23: brick to bay (painted), altered windows not in keeping.

148

Building-by-Building Description

No.37 and 35

No.33

No.31

No.29

No.27

No.25

No.23

No.21

No.19

No.17

No.15

149

No.39
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

39a-43 Cambridge Road

Nos.39a and 43: Positive*
No.41: Positive

Article 4

Description
c.1902. Three houses built to infill open space between terraces of original
planned Estate. Each with similar design: two-storey on a semi-basement,
entrance steps, recessed arched porch, timber front door with glazed upper
panels and side and fan lights, full height canted bay, timber sash windows
without glazing bars, red brick front elevation with decorative brick bands,
slate roof with dragon-back ridge tiles.
150

Out of scale with original terraces, but typical design and materials of period
and they relate to Nos.9-13 Runwell Terrace.

No.43

No.39a: painted elevation out of keeping.
No.41: Front garden part hardstanding, though some of the boundary wall
and planting has been retained to mitigate this.
No: 43: painted grey render to front elevation out of keeping. Hardstanding
with loss of front garden, also in poor condition.

No.39a
150

No.41

Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

45-57 Cambridge Road

Nos.45-51 and 57: Positive;
No.53 and 55: Positive*

Article 4

wall forming a small parking space offering off street parking. All original
railings and boundary treatments have been removed which strips the
property of its character.
No.57: low brick wall and tall gate to street frontage, not original design but
not intrusive.

Description

151

c.1859. Terrace of houses, two-storey plus semi-basement. Stock brick. Steps
up to recessed front door with timber door with glazed upper panels. Ground
and basement canted bay window with metal railings on top forming a
balcony to first floor French windows above. All have original circular pattern
balcony railings. Additional window on first floor. Timber sash windows. Tall
brick stacks and slate roofs. Generally unaltered with most front boundary
gates and railings restored. Rear elevations and planted rear gardens partly
visible from Milton Place.
No.45: entrance porch on flank wall, as original. Addition at side c.1910
attached to No.43 with out of keeping glazed roof garage

Nos.57 and 55

Nos.55 and 53

Nos.51 and 49

Nos.47 and 45

No.47: hardstanding in front garden, though retention of part of the fence and
the gate, with planting mitigates this loss.
No.53: Incised render, painted is out of keeping with the rest of the terrace.
No.55: White painted render out of keeping with the rest of the terrace. Dwarf
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

59-61 Cambridge Road

Positive*

Proposed
Article 4

Description
c.1870. Pair of two-storey semi-detached houses, slate hipped roof, stock
brick, but with different front elevations. Hardstandings to both with limited
planting is out of keeping.

152

No.59: two-storey canted bay with slate, square headed recessed entrance
porch with timber door with glazed upper panels and fanlight.
No.61: single-storey canted bay and arched recessed entrance porch with
timber door with glazed upper panels and fanlight.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

63-69 Cambridge Road

No.67: Positive
Nos.63, 65, 69: Positive*

Proposed
Article 4

Description

153

c.1870. Four two-storey terraced houses, slate roof, hip ends, stock brick,
recessed entrance porches with timber panelled doors with glazed upper
panes and fanlights, single storey canted bay with slate roof, sliding sash
windows, minimal detailing. Substantial alterations to elevations and
fragmented street boundaries are out of keeping:
No.63: painted render, hardstanding to part of the garden. Front door is later
dark stained wood with only a small glazed pane.

No.69

No.67

No.65

No.63

No.65: substantially altered with painted render, widened bay with red
tiled canopy extending across whole of frontage, casement windows and
fanlights, close boarded fence to side boundary.
No.67: Well preserved, red brick wall to street boundary.
No.69: two-storey square bay, aluminium casement windows and fanlights,
canopy to porch, painted rough render, hardstanding and mainly open street
frontage. Significantly different to remainder of terrace and alterations to the
frontage detract from the property.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

71-81 Cambridge Road

Nos.71-77, 81: Positive*
No.77: Positive

Proposed
Article 4

Description
c.1870. Six, two-storey terraced houses, slate roof, hip ends, stock brick,
originally mirrored pairs each with recessed entrance porch linked by
decorative cornice, timber front doors with glazed upper panes and fanlight.
Single-storey canted bay with slate roof, timber sash windows. Substantial
alterations, most inappropriate, to most elevations and fragmented street
boundaries require improvements.

Nos.81, 79, 77

154

No.71: two-storey bow uPVC windows with casements and fanlights, entrance
porch may have originally been to the side, now filled in and extended to first
floor, painted rough render, hardstanding and no boundary.
No.73: two-storey square bay, with casements and fanlights, painted
rough render, smaller window on first floor reduced to a narrow window,
hardstanding with open frontage to street
No.75: two-storey bow windows with casements and fanlights, painted rough
render. Additional door to the right for a flat.
No.77: two-storey bow windows with casements and fanlights, painted rough
render, hardsatnding with some planting.

Nos.75, 73, 71

No.79: The most intact of the row.
No.81: unpainted pebbledash, though arched head to porch with decorated
surrounds to openings generally sympathetic to original.
154

Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

83-93 Cambridge Road

Positive*

Proposed
Article 4

No.91: The most intact as it retains timber sash windows and original bay
window form, but with rough unpainted render, infilled porch with modern
door not in keeping with property and first floor windows in poor state of
repair.
No.93: c.1888 but heavily refurbished recently. Painted render, two square
bays with slate roofs. uPVC sash windows.

Description

155

c.1870. Built as terrace of five two-storey mirrored houses, and a later
addition at No.93. Original would have been slate hipped roof, stock brick,
each with ground floor canted bay with slate roof, timber sash windows,
recessed entrance porch timber door and linked cornice. No.93 added as a
double fronted house.
Substantial alterations to most elevations and fragmented street boundaries
require improvements: No.83: square bay, unsympathetic modern door,
painted render, picket fence to street boundary.
No.85: bow window with uPVC casements, painted render, first-floor later
timber casements, enclosed porch and modern door.

Nos.93, 91, 89

No.87: square bay with tiled roof, painted render, leaded uPVC or timber
casements, enclosed porch with glazed door, hardstanding open to street
frontage.
No.89: painted render, windows small paned casements, hardstanding to
open frontage, infilled porch with modern door.
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Nos.87, 85, 83

Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

6-12 Cambridge Road

Positive

Article 4

12a Cambridge Road

Positive*

Article 4

Description

Description

c.1880. Nos.8-10 are a pair of substantial two-storey plus semi-basement
houses built as infill on open land in the planned Estate. Rendered with hipped
slate roof.

c.1900. A single-storey building built in the rear garden of No.8 Runwell
Terrace, possibly as additional living accommodation for the house. Stock
brick and hipped slate roof with tall stock brick stack. Most of the original
garden boundary wall remains. It is compatible with the main house and
reflects its past use. Later timber windows and glazed porch, as well as
garage to the rear, are not in keeping.

156

Each is double fronted with canted bays either side of recessed porch with
decorated surround. Timber double doors with glazed upper panes. Both have
circular patterned gates and No.8 has railings to the top of the wall, which
contribute to character. Full height flat roofed additions with parapets at either
end, now form separate houses (Nos.6 and 12). All have timber sash windows,
mostly single paned. Removal of the boundary wall at the side of No.6 has
widened the entrance to the alley and reduced its original enclosed character.
At the rear, additions and balconies contribute to character but open parking
area without well-defined boundary enclosure of alley harm the appearance.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

30 Cambridge Road

Positive

Proposed
Article 4

34 Cambridge Road

Positive

Proposed
Article 4

Description

c.1900 house, not part of the
planned Estate. Little changed from
the original. Although unrelated
to the predominant Victorian
architecture and materials of the
area, it is a good example of postVictorian residential architecture.
Two-storey with tall gable to
square double-height bay window.
Slate roof with decorative ridge
tiles. Gable contains cartouche
motif. Timber sash windows with
four panes to upper sash. Timber
door with glazed upper panes and
fanlight under hood-mould. Painted
render. Black and white tiled path.
Low rendered boundary wall
topped with railings.

c.1920, not part of the planned
Estate. Although unrelated to the
predominant Victorian architecture
and materials of the area, it is a
good example of post-Victorian
residential architecture. Two-storey,
red tile hipped roof with gable to
front. Painted render and brick walls
with tile details. Two-storey curved
bay window and oriel window with
leaded lights in timber casements.
Double timber door with stained
glass upper panels and fanlight
with house name ‘Silverdale’. Brick
burr walls and timber gate to street
boundary typical of period.
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Description
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

36-38 Cambridge Road

Positive

Proposed
Article 4

40-42 Cambridge Road

Negative

N/A

Description

c.1927. Semi-detached houses with similarities to No.34. Little changed from
the original. Although unrelated to the predominant Victorian architecture
and materials of the area, they are good examples of post-Victorian
residential architecture. Two-storey, hipped tile roofs with brick gables to
front. Red brick with painted stone dressings. Curved double-height bay
windows and oriel windows with leaded timber casements. Timber double
door with stained glass upper panels and fanlights, with hood-moulds above
and small portal windows adjacent.

c.1900. Two-storey addition at the
rear of Nos.100-102 Alexandra
Road, now used as Sure Start
Centre. Stock brick with sliding sash
windows some altered. Unsightly
brick and glazed porches and
parking area in front of building.
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Description

Brick burr walls to street boundary typical of period. Gates and part of
boundary walls lost for parking.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

44-52 Cambridge Road

Positive

Proposed
Article 4

54-58 Cambridge Road

No.56: Positive
Nos.54 and 58: Positive*

Proposed
Article 4

Description

Description

c.1880. A terrace of five two-storey plus semi- basement mirrored houses
relatively close to the pavement and little front garden space. Originally
stock brick, now painted or rendered, with hipped slate roof. Each with
a ground floor/semi-basement canted bay, entrance steps to an arched
doorway with decorated surround and arched window over in slightly
projecting brickwork. Timber doors with glazed upper panes and fanlights.
Single-paned timber sash windows. Low rendered wall and piers remain to
street boundary with modern railings. A uniform colour scheme would help
maintain unity of the terrace.

c.1880. Similar design to Nos.44-52 but not mirrored. Varied treatment to
street boundary could be enahnced.
No.54: rough render inappropraite, full height bay.
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No.56: Tile roof. Stock brick remains as facing.
No.58: Tile roof. Stock brick remains as facing. Unsightly timber and glazed
porch added to entrance. Windows in poor decorative condition.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

60-64 Cambridge Road

Positive*

Proposed
Article 4

Description
c.1880. Similar design to Nos.54-58 but without a semi-basement; they
have a greater ground floor height to enable the eaves line to be at the
same level. Ground floor windows and fanlight above the doors are taller
as a result. Generally open street boundaries and hardstandings are
unsympathetic. All feature slate roofs.
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No.60: Painted render. Open hardstanding.
No.62: yellow London stock brickwork. Replacement composite door with
fanlight over. Open hardstanding.
No.64: Painted render. Open hardstanding with some low planting.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

66-88 Cambridge Road

Nos.70 and 88: Positive*
Nos.66-68, 72-86: Positive*

Proposed
Article 4

No.72 Recently repointed brick façade. Infilled porch with modern double,
glazed door. Open hardstanding with tile path in poor condition.
Nos.74-76: rough render (No.74 painted white, No.76 unpainted). Both have
unsympathetic uPVC windows and open hardstanding.

Description

Nos.78-80: concrete tiled roof, including to bay window of No.80. Roof of bay
of No.78 is ashphalt. Render walls painted slightly different colours. No.78
has unsympathetic uPVC windows. No.80 has open hardstanding.

Nos.66-68: c.1870.
Nos.70-88: c.1875.

Nos.82-84: No.84 render painted cream. Both have open hardstanding.
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Pairs of two-storey semi-detached houses, all of similar mirrored designs
with hipped slate roof (except Nos.66-68 which have a raised roof with
gable ends), stock brick with red brick bands. Each house would have had
a recessed arched porch with timber door with glazed upper panes and
fanlight, single storey canted bay with slate roof, timber sash windows with
central glazing bar and decorative surrounds.

Nos.86-88: No.86 has concrete tiled roof and uPVC windows and door. Both
have open hardstanding.

Alterations and differing decorative treatment of walls have eroded the unity
of some pairs. The loss of some front garden walls and garden planting
for hardstandings and varied styles of boundaries have eroded the street
character.
Nos.66-68: raised roof with attic floor, including rooflights to front pitch.
No.68 has open hardstanding in poor condition. No.66 has filled in porch
with modern glazed, double door.
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Building-by-Building Description

Nos.82 to 88 (even)

Nos.78 and 80

Nos.74 and 76
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Nos.70 and 72

Nos.66 and 68

162

Building-by-Building Description
Capel Terrace

No.1: entrance at side basement level. Altered balcony across whole frontage
with different design of Victorian railings (as No.8) and added oriel window on
side elevation (c.1930s?). Brickwork painted white.

General character: Part of the planned Estate, with Class 2 houses facing
bowling green. Open character, street plane trees, important for setting of
bowling green and views to Clifftown Church. Pavement mostly concrete
aggregate paving slabs with some tarmac patches. Historic street furniture:
K2 telephone box (restored as a museum), Victorian letter box (Locally
Listed), Corporation electricity box.

No.4: balcony infilled with red tile facing and unsympathetic casement
windows, uPVC windows to ground floor. Bay rendered, painted white.
Stained timber door to basement flat is not in keeping. Changes are negative
and restoration would be more appropriate.
No.5: Brickwork painted white.

Value

Designation

1-8 Capel Terrace

Nos.1-3, 5-8: Positive;
No.4: Positive*

Article 4

163

Address

No.6: smooth render painted white.
No.7: smooth incised render painted white.

Description

No.8: smooth incised render painted white, including to stacks. Altered
balcony across whole frontage with different design of Victorian railings (as
No.1). Garage added to side elevation.

c.1859. Two-storey plus semi-basement, stock brick, slate roof with stock
brick stacks, steps up to recessed porch with timber door with glazed upper
panes, ground and semi-basement canted bay window, timber sashes with
French doors to balcony on top of bay. Most have a basement flat with a door
to the side of the semi-basement bay or under the steps. Many front façades
have been altered and lack consistency across terrace, boundary treatments
generally unaltered with street boundary gates and railings restored. Rear
elevations, boundary walls and gardens visible from alley at rear.
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Building-by-Building Description

No.8

Nos.4, 3, 2

164

No.5, 6

Nos.2, 1
164

Building-by-Building Description
Cashiobury Terrace

No.4: White painted render.

General character: part of the planned Estate, Class 2 houses facing
bowling green. Open character, street plane trees and holm oak in bowling
green contribute to character. Patchy red tarmac surfacing.

No.5: White painted incised render. French doors enclose porch.

Address

Value

Designation

No.7: Brickwork painted white.

1-8 Cashiobury Terrace

No.5: Positive*;
Nos.1-4, 6-8: Positive

Article 4

No.6: White painted render.

No.8: White painted render to front and side. Front boundary includes
opening for hardstanding, though metal fence and planted garden mitigate
this impact.

Description
165

c.1859. Two-storey plus semi-basement, stock brick, slate roof with stock
brick stacks, steps up to recessed porch with timber door with glazed upper
panes, ground and semi-basement canted bay window, timber sashes with
French doors to balcony on top of bay. Most have a basement flat with a
door to the side of the semi-basement bay or under the steps. Most front
façades have been rendered and painted. Boundary treatments generally
unaltered with street boundary gates and railings restored. Rear elevations,
boundary walls and gardens partly visible from rear alley. Realigned rear
garden walls have widened the rear alley.
No.1 (72 Alexandra Road): ground floor side entrance and porch (possibly
original) with slate roof and tile ridges. Painted render to front and side
elevations. Painted low boundary wall with modern railings.
No.3: Oriel window over porch. Casement windows to bay. Basement
painted white.

South elevation of No.1
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Building-by-Building Description

No.1

No.2

No.3

No.4
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No.5

No.6

No.7

No.8

166

Building-by-Building Description
Church Road

effect of the façades of the Palace Hotel and the Royals car park on either
side of the road.

General character: south arm has an urban, canyon like character between
massive building frontages close to the edge of the street which dominates
St John’s west elevation; east arm has more open character due to the
church and churchyard. The Royals multi-storey car park gives the street an
unsympathetic dark and horizontal effect. Street tree planting might mitigate
its appearance. The pedestrian link between Church Road and Lucy Road is
poor and needs enhancement.

Value

Designation

St. John’s Church and
churchyard

Positive

Locally Listed,
Article 4

167

Address

The Churchyard has tombstones and monuments commemorating local
civic dignitaries including Thomas Dowsett (Southend’s first mayor), Robert
Buchanan (poet, dramatist, novelist) and Warwick Deeping (novelist). It
provides an important open space in the townscape.
To the south of the Church, the former Church Hall has been demolished
and an open site is now surrounded by security fencing which abuts a public
footpath between Lucy Road and Church Road.

Description
Locally Listed building. Completed 1841 to a design by Thomas Hopper for
‘a building in the Norman style’, stone-clad with Kentish ragstone, and with
a traditional arrangement of nave, chancel and short transepts. A bell turret
was over the west door. Window and door openings had round Norman
arches. It was subsequently enlarged using gothic detailing, with north and
south aisles added in 1869 and a new chancel added in 1873. By 1912, a
raised barrel-vaulted roof, clad in tiles, and other additions completed the
enlargement which effectively completely enclosed the original building.
Despite the enlargements, it maintains its original character as a chapel
rather than a large parish church and might best be described as having
a ‘low church gothic’ style. Internally it has features and monuments
commemorating local civic dignitaries, organisations and events. The west
frontage is symmetrical with tall lancet windows in the gable end and closes
the view along Church Road. This contrasts with the rather ‘canyon-like’
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Building-by-Building Description
Clifftown Parade

General character: Wide promenade and cliff-top with estuary and Pier
views give a relaxed open character with a backdrop of residential Victorian
seaside architecture. The building frontage east of Prittlewell Square is part
of the planned Estate with Class 1 houses which gives a relatively formal
setting for the promenade. West of Prittlewell Square is part of the piecemeal
development of the estate with varied architecture, gaps between buildings
and a more lively frontage visually. Pavements are red tarmac. Original
lampposts on south side.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

1-12a Clifftown Parade

Positive except: No.5 and No.12 Grade II Listed
Positive* and No.12a Neutral

No.5: painted brickwork. Balcony infilled with sash and casement windows.
Mansard extension with uPVC windows obtrusive. Porch canopy to front.
Currently (2019) trading as Gleneagles Guesthouse.

Designation

No.6: aluminium sliding sashes to most windows.
Description

No.7: Aluminium sashes to ground floor bay. Appropriate timber door but
brought forward to infill the porch.

c.1859. Three-storey with semi-basement. Slate roofs with tall, wide stock
brick stacks. Originally stock brick, basement to first floor canted bay
window, timber sash windows with no glazing bars, recessed porch accessed
up steps, timber door with glazed upper panels. Circular pattern iron railings
to balconies on top of bay windows. Generally unaltered with most street
boundary gates and railings restored. Rear elevations, boundaries and rear
yards/gardens visible from Alexandra Mews.

No 8: A good example of how the houses would have originally looked.
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No.9: second floor uPVC windows and balcony doors.
No.10: second floor uPVC windows and balcony doors.
No.11: second floor uPVC windows and balcony doors. Low brick boundary
wall with modern railings on top.

No.1: painted render, three-storey plus basement side addition set back from
frontage not intrusive, with casement windows.

No.12: painted brickwork to front. Leaded light casement windows to ground
floor. Dormer roof addition clad in slate with casement windows is obtrusive.
Low wall with railings and glazing on top.

No.2: painted render.
No.3: painted render.

No.12a: c.1990, replaced timber structure, single storey bar attached to No.12
and extending to Prittlewell Square street boundary. Painted brick, flat roof,
uPVC windows and timber/glazed door with glazed canopy, large fascia
board. Intrudes in front of Prittlewell Square building line. Does not relate to
character of planned estate, though painting in white to match No.12 since
time of last survey in 2006 has helped it blend in with the terrace better.

No.4: painted brickwork, windows to ground floor bay (centre) and first
floor are casements with fanlights. Plaque marking former home of Edward
Whymper.
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Building-by-Building Description

No.2

No.3

No.5

No.6

No.7
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No.1

No.4
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Building-by-Building Description

171

No.8

No.9

No.11

No.12

No.10
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

19-20 Clifftown Parade
Positive
(Byculla House and Oakleigh)

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

Article 4

21-22 Clifftown Parade

Positive*

Article 4

Description

Description

c.1865, pair of mirrored three-storey houses, now converted to flats. Hipped
slate roof, stock brick with painted brick and stone decorative detail, ground
and first floor bay to each, topped by balcony with parapet and canopy.
Timber sash windows. Entrances at side.

c.1865, originally a two-storey semi-detached double-fronted villa. Now
converted to two houses. Pair of two- storey canted bays, slate roofs and
gables either side of an off-set gothic entrance to No.22 with timber and
glazed double door. No.21 entrance at side in later side and rear additions.
Stock brick with grey brick and rendered detail. Timber sash windows.
Ground floor right hand bay window converted to glazed double doors. Parts
of original wall and gate piers to street boundary remain though painted and
rendered and railings lost and would benefit from reinstatement. Boxy side
extensions visible on right hand side are unattractive.

172

Original wall and entrance piers with carved house names to street boundary
(railings replaced by hedge). No.19 has three-storey side range. No.20 is
partly rendered, painted white. Relatively large and well planted gardens
contribute to the openness and setting of the immediate area.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

23-24 Clifftown Parade

Positive*

Article 4

Description

173

c.1865, originally a two-storey house with gables, subsequently converted
to two houses and now converted to flats with substantial extensions to rear.
Stock brick frontage (upper floors and gables brick slips) render to flanks, slate
roof. Gables have barge boards and finials (that to the left is in poor decorative
condition). Each has wide bow window to ground floor, continuous balcony
with modern railings to first floor and wide French doors/windows, lead canopy
over concealed balconies to second floor with narrower French doors/window.
All windows and French doors in uPVC. Entrances at side. Street frontage
mainly enclosed by low wall (in need of repainting to the left) and hedge, with
two single hardstanding areas at either side. The altered appearance is not
entirely sympathetic to the character of the area but it does contribute to the
varied and visually lively frontage of this section of the street.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

25-26 Clifftown Parade

Positive*

Article 4

Description
c.1865, originally a mirrored pair of three-storey houses with hipped slate roof,
stock brick with red brick bands, each with two-storey canted bay topped
with balcony. Now converted to flats with continuous balcony across first floor
frontage with iron railings to match second floor and corrugated iron canopy.
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No.25 has later painted rough render, projecting single-storey entrance at
side and three-storey addition recessed at side and rear, all windows altered
to uPVC or timber casements in different designs for each floor. Bay window
at ground floor level has been replaced with French doors. Later glazed
canopies to entrance and second floor balcony. Garage at side and double
width hardstanding open to street frontage could be improved. Rest of
frontage, low rendered wall.
No.26 has side entrance recessed from front, garden room at side (former
garage?) casement window added to each floor at side of bay (improved
design is needed). Ground floor bay windows remain timber sashes, as
do side windows to bay on first floor, with timber French doors. French
doors and windows to second floor are uPVC. Low brick wall and hedge as
street boundary with single hardstanding at side. Unity of the pair has been
reduced by alterations.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

27-28 Clifftown Parade

No.27: Positive*
No.28: Positive

Article 4

29-30 Clifftown Parade

Positive

Article 4

Description

Possibly mid-19th century as they have a more Georgian character than
Victorian. Pair of two-storey double-fronted houses. Slate roof with gable ends.
White painted render. Each house has two two-storey canted bays with slate
roofs, a full width convex canopy, part metal, part glazed, over a front veranda,
and single-storey entrance at side. Low rendered wall to street boundary. No.27
altered metal framed leaded light windows not in keeping and uPVC entrance
door. No.28 undergoing refurbishment at time of survey in 2019.

Possibly mid-19th century as they
have a more Georgian character
than Victorian. Similar to 27-28
except for hipped roof, each
house has only one bay, and no
hardstandings. No.30 undergoing
refurbishment at the time of survey
in 2019. Smooth render with painted
finish and modern timber sliding
sash windows.
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Description

No.29

No.30
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

31-32 Clifftown Parade

Positive

Article 4

33 Clifftown Parade

Positive*

Article 4

Description

c.1865. Originally a pair of three-storey houses with hipped slate roof,
each with a three-storey bay. Now converted to flats, painted render and
dominated by early-20th century (?) timber and glazed (leaded stained-glass
lights) balcony structure across whole frontage which contributes to seaside
architecture of area. Side entrances have similar leaded light design. No31:
double width hardstanding has reduced the enclosed street boundary. Street
boundary enclosed by low rustic wall not in keeping.

c.1865. Originally a three-storey house with slate roof and gable ends and a
two-storey bay. Yellow brick with faience (or carved stone?) detail to ground
floor bay. Now converted to flats with large rear extensions and added
second floor bay and iron balcony structure with glazed fascias across whole
frontage which contributes to seaside architecture of area. Part of first floor
balcony has been fully enclosed by glazing and uPVC French door/windows
to second floor harm the building’s character. Street boundary enclosed by
low rustic wall not in keeping.
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Description
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

34 Clifftown Parade
(Imperial Manor)

Positive*

Article 4

35-36 Clifftown Parade

Positive*

Article 4

Description

c.1865. Originally a double fronted three-storey house, with a two-storey
canted bay topped with balconies and a gabled canopy above. Timber sash
windows on each side of a central entrance with timber and glazed double
door and fanlight. Now converted to flats, unpainted rough render and an
obtrusive half dormer between the bays. Balconies with Arts & Crafts style
iron railings added c.1900(?) across whole of first floor frontage and to the
second floor bays with gabled roof additions and canopies contribute to
character. External pipework is obtrusive.

c.1865, originally a pair of three-storey houses. Similar to Nos.25-26 in design.
Hipped slate roof, stock brick with red brick bands, each with two-storey
canted bay topped with balcony. Now converted to flats with a balcony
wrapping round both bays at first floor, with iron railings to match second floor,
and lead canopy. Entrance to No.35 in later two-storey side addition recessed
from frontage. Casement windows added to first and second floors at side of
both bays now in uPVC or timber but not in keeping. French windows added
to ground floor bays. Variety of windows and French doors in uPVC or timber.
Low wall encloses street frontage with older piers at centre.
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Description
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

37 Clifftown Parade

Positive

Article 4

38 Clifftown Parade

Positive*

Article 4

Description

Description

c.1920, originally a two-storey house, smooth unpainted render with incised
detail, hipped tiled roof, two-storey bow windows flanked by pilasters,
recessed entrance, stained timber casements with leaded light windows
surviving to first floor only. Now converted to flats? It is a fine quality of house
for the period. Brick boundary wall topped with stone baultrade.

c.1870. A two-storey double fronted house with a hipped slate roof and a
two-storey bay with slate roof on each side of a central entrance. Painted
render with incised detail. Timber casement windows possibly later but not
intrusive. A portico and balcony added between the bays. Low rubble stone
wall encloses street boundary not in keeping.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

39 Clifftown Parade

Positive

Article 4

Description

179

c.1870. Originally similar to No.38 but with wider bays and gables and
painted rough render. All windows have been altered with stained glass
leaded lights, likely in the Edwardian period. An appropriate timber porch
and covered balcony has been added between the bays. Rendered wall
encloses street boundary.
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Building-by-Building Description
Clifton Mews

General character: Traditional enclosed mews with pairs of two-storey
stables, a number of which are occupied by local businesses, of a uniform
design separated by access to rear gardens, for Clifton Terrace. North
side has a mixed frontage of extensions and yards to Alexandra Street.
Staffordshire blue pavers with a central granite kerb gutter or cobbles.
Double yellow lines to one side of the street is intrusive.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

1-5 Clifftown Mews

Nos.1-3, 5: Positive
No.4: Positive*

Article 4

Description
c.1865. Three pairs of former stables, stock brick, two-storey with conical
slate roof and single-storey addition to both sides with half hipped slate roof.
Stable doors remain with hay loft access and diamond-shaped vents formed
by missing headers over. Smaller garage doors to side additions.
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No.3: painted brickwork.
No.4 has UPVC window fitted within opening for Hayloft which is not in
keeping with age and style of property
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

6 Clifftown Mews

Positive*

Article 4

Clifton Terrace

General character: within planned Estate but the terrace was not part of
original design. Although it reflects 1-12 Clifftown Parade, it has a more
imposing design. The wide roadway was designed as a turning circle - no
vehicular access to Royal Terrace – and gives a potentially impressive open
setting for the terrace but spoilt by on-street parking. Estuary and Pier views,
views westwards along the promenade and the Cliffs, Cliff Lift and Alexandra
Yacht Club contribute to open seaside character. Views eastwards, partly
closed by flank wall of 20 Royal Terrace, need improvement. Post box and
telephone box contribute to period character. Pavement red top, links with
promenade. Rear elevations visible from Devereux Road and Clifton Mews.

Description
c.1865, detached two-storey stable with gable end to mews, stock brick,
altered frontage but with garage doors. Timber casement to first floor and
boarded window to ground floor.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

1-7 Clifton Terrace and
7 Devereux Road

Positive

Grade II Listed
Building

Nos.3-6 have painted render. A two tone colour scheme would help visually
unify the terrace and rendered boundary walls and piers.
7 Devereux Road: entrance in an original two-storey side addition, flat roofed
with cornice but without parapet. Rear addition of access stairs and rear
dormer.

Description

No.2: front street boundary wall heightened and pebble dashed.

c.1860, terrace of three-storey plus basement houses, now converted to flats
or part of the hotel adjacent, each with a three-storey canted bay supported
on iron columns at basement level. Recessed porch above entrance steps,
with timber double doors with glazed upper panels and fanlight over. Precast balustered parapet topped with urns and with dog-toothed cornice and
slate hipped roof behind with dormers. Stock brick with incised render to
basement and ground floor, render to bay and rendered detail to window
and porch surrounds and horizontal band at second floor level. Timber sash
windows, two panes per sash (three in basement windows). Some original
gates, walls and piers remain, railings removed.

Nos.4 and 5: three panes per sash to central bay windows. Front doors
changed to ones with glazed panels to bottom of the door.
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No.6: three panes per sash to central bay ground and first floor windows.
Front doors changed to ones with glazed panels to bottom of the door.
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Building-by-Building Description

184

No.7 Devereux Road

No.1

No.2

No.4

No.5

No.6

No.3
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

7, Seven Hotel

Neutral

Article 4

Description

185

Heavily refurbished boutique hotel, modern appearance which echoes the
proportions of the terrace, additional accommodation constructed at roof
level and modern glazed single story extension to front creating entrance to
hotel. Exterior has been totally rendered and all fenestration replaced.
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Building-by-Building Description
Devereux Road

General character: Part of the planned Estate. West side, Class 2 terraced
houses. East side comprises a terrace not to the Estate’s original design.
Wide street without street trees and with open views to Cliffs and estuary,
give an open character. Pavement mostly concrete aggregate paving slabs
with some tarmac patches.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

6-18 Devereux Road

Nos.6-14: Positive*
Nos.16-18: Positive

Article 4

No.8: rendered brickwork painted white. Balcony with infilled panels across
whole frontage. Two entrance doors in porch, one glazed. All windows
altered mostly to leaded light casements. Street boundary low. Balcony
with infilled panels differ in style to rest of the street which detracts from the
property.

Description

No.10: rendered brickwork painted white. Balcony with Victorian iron railings
across whole frontage. Glazed entrance door infilling porch. First floor French
doors and windows to balcony altered. Street boundary rendered. Awning
fitted to front of building.

c.1859. Two-storey plus semi-basement, stock brick, slate roof with stock
brick stacks, steps up to recessed porch with timber door with glazed upper
panes, ground and semi-basement canted bay window, timber sashes with
French doors to balcony on top of bay. Some have a basement flat with a
door to the side of the semi-basement bay or under the steps. Most front
façades have been rendered and painted, together with alterations and
varied treatment of street boundaries which have reduced design unity of
the terrace. Rear elevations, visible from rear mews and most boundary walls
and railings altered.
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No.12: rendered brickwork painted white. Bay widened with square sides,
casement windows and fanlights, and timber framing to basement and
ground floor, which extends round the porch. Balcony with timber balustrade
and canopy over, across whole frontage. Two glazed entrance doors in
porch. Rendered wall and two gate openings to street boundary. Front
garden partly excavated for basement flat. Box bay to basement level flat.

No.6: two-storey extension at side with extension of hipped roof over, small
window openings and basement garage. Roof concrete tiles. Rendered
brickwork painted white. Balcony with glazed panels across whole frontage.
Steps to entrance with glazed panels (similar to balcony) to sides and open
to basement. Porch enclosed by French doors. All windows altered mostly
to leaded light casements. Street boundary low brick wall and garden hard
surfaced. Modern interventions and additions have diminished the character
of the property. Balcony is different in style to rest of street.

No.14: incised render to brickwork, painted white. Balcony with Victorian
iron railings across whole frontage. Bay windows altered to casements and
fanlights; first floor window over entrance altered to French doors. Brown
glazed tiles to entrance porch. Street boundary low rustic painted wall and
railings.
No.16: incised render to brickwork, painted white. Balcony with Victorian iron
railings across whole frontage. Street boundary rendered painted wall.
No.18: Balcony with Victorian iron railings across whole frontage. Otherwise,
generally unaltered. Street boundary rendered painted wall.
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Building-by-Building Description

No.6

No.10

No.14

No.16
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No.8

No.12

No.18
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

15-21 Devereux Road

Positive*

Article 4

Description
c.1880. Standard late Victorian terraced house design in mirrored pairs but
with slight steps up between 15/17 and 19/21 to reflect ground level. Now
converted to flats. Three-storey plus basement, slate hipped roof, stock brick
with red brick detailing, ground floor, basement and flank to Clifton Mews
painted render. Each has a two-storey plus basement canted bay with slate
roof, steps up to entrance with flat head and decorated surround. Timber
doors with glazed upper panes. Door to No.21 is replacement with more
glazing and to No.19 with no glazing. Curved heads to ground and first floor
timber sash windows- two panes per sash to central bay windows. Generally
unaltered but in poor decorative repair. Original low walls and piers remain to
street boundary, gates and railings replaced with modern versions.
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No.21

Nos.19, 17, 15
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Building-by-Building Description
High Street

General character: Southern end of a busy shopping street. Generally taller
buildings than elsewhere in the Conservation Area, of four plus storeys. Long
vistas northwards along High Street and south out to the Pier and estuary.
Large scale modern Royals shopping centre opposite the buildings in the
Conservation Area. Modern street surfacing and furniture.

Address

Value

Designation

1 High Street
Princess Caroline House

Positive

Grade II Listed as part of
1 Royal Terrace

Description
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Early-19th century, three-storey
plus basement hotel linked to
Royal Hotel with mansard roof
and dormers, now used as offices.
It has three-storey canted bays
with timber sash windows either
side of a semi-circular portico
to the entrance. Its original
brickwork is now rough rendered. It
complements the Royal Hotel.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

3-5 High Street
(former Brightwell’s Store)

Positive

Locally Listed,
Article 4

earlier shop front survives. A rooftop and rear extension was added in recent
years for residential accommodation, including converting the upper floors of
the original building to residential.

Description
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c.1900, built as a three-storey High Street store with an imposing corner
turret, parapet, stone detailing to the red brick frontage and good period
detailing. Bronzed large scale windows to first floor and metal casement
windows to second floor may be later, good quality, alterations c.1930s, with
timber sash windows to second floor the original form. Although it relates
more to the High Street than to Clifftown, it has group and townscape value.
Currently utilized as a gym. Later large scale modern fascias and window
stickers intrusive to the character of the building, though leaded glazing of
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Building-by-Building Description
Marine Parade

General character: see Pier Hill.

Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

Gaiety Bazaar

Positive*

Article 4

1a

Positive*

Article 4

Description

c.1900, two-storey shop, brick with
painted brick details to windows
and frieze created with recessed
sections of brick. Ground floor has
a traditional style of shop front with
recessed central entrance, though
likely replaced mid-20th century.
The original fasica and flanking
corbels survive. Aluminium framed
windows to first floor are out of
keeping.

c.1900, two-storey shop, white
painted render with an intrusive
modern shopfront, though corbels
at the ends of the original facsia
survive, as well as moulded
surrounds to first floor windows and
an older timber fascia to the top
of the façade. Inappropriate uPVC
windows to first floor.
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Description
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

1-3 Marine Parade

Positive*

Grade II Listed
Building

Description
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c.1800. Built as bow-fronted three-storey terraced houses. They are the
only such Georgian frontages in the Borough. Brick built with rendered
elevations, pitched slate roofs behind a corniced parapet with dormers. The
bows originally had curved timber sash windows. Metal concave canopies
projected over the first-floor bow windows and first floor cills had retaining
railings. Ground floors converted to shops and later to a amusement
arcade (from Nos.2-4) without internal wall partitions and with a substantial
projecting canopy with garish colours and large plastic signage. No.1 has
a more modest later shop front. Ground floor frontages and fascias are
especially unsympathetic to the original buildings. Above the ground floor
level, all have badly altered windows to uPVC and all but No.1 have lost their
first floor canopies. Rear additions to the Lucy Road frontage, a yard area and
unsympathetic boundary treatment make the rear of the properties unsightly,
although some of the original windows remain in Nos.2 and 3. Restoration of
missing or altered features and a more sympathetic treatment of the ground
floor frontage and fascias could make a significant improvement to their
appearance and to the character and appearance of the Conservation Area.

No.1

Nos.2-3
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

4 Marine Parade

Positive*

Grade II Listed
Building

Description
c.1796. As Nos.1-3, in a similar style but with double fronted façade with pair
of bow windows separated by a single window range in the main front wall.
All windows uPVC and invasive amusement arcade shop front with garish
colours and an oversized fascia in plastic materials, extends at ground floor
from No.2 across.
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Building-by-Building Description
Milton Place

General character: link road between Cambridge Road and Scratton Road
with flanks and rear of houses in those streets prominent. On-street parking
and highway markings are obtrusive.

Address

Value

Designation

2 Milton Place

Positive

Proposed
Article 4

Description
c.1870. A detached two-storey shop, now converted to a house but retains
the timber shopfront, stock brick, slate hipped roof with oak double doors
to front. Boundary is enclosed with matching brick wall. Timber sliding sash
windows with single pane of glass all painted in charcoal grey.
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Building-by-Building Description
Nelson Mews

Nelson Street

General character: Back alley with many modern additions to the rear of the
offices on the east side of Nelson Street. Also, several open parking areas
to the road. The road has lost its mews character almost entirely, although
reminders of the past still exist, including signage on buildings relating to
former businesses, W.S. Jennings Bootmaker signage being visible to the
north-western side of the street.
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General character: West side part of the planned Estate, Class 5, originally
terraced shops and residential accommodation, now mostly offices, above
raised forecourt of Yorkstone paving. Public pavement is in tarmac which
is unsympathetic to the forecourts. East side comprises a three-storey
commercial terrace not to original design for the planned Estate but
compatible with the area. Individual buildings have slightly varied designs,
with altered shop fronts not in keeping. The terrace has a narrow forecourt,
some with Yorkstone paving and parking which is obtrusive. The public
pavement is tarmac and also unsympathetic. Clifftown Church punctuates
the end of the street. On-street parking and highway signage is not intrusive.
Street lighting has replica Windsor lanterns. The broad street with mature
plane trees and views towards the bowling green give it a quiet, dignified
character, which is linked more to the residential area than to the town centre.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

1-15 Nelson Street

Nos.1-13: Positive
No.15: Positive*

Grade II Listed
Building

Nos.9 and 11: red brick stall risers to ground floor office front. Painting white
would help these to blend in better.
No.15: Frontage not visible at the time of inspection-boarded up with
chipboard. Unsightly coverage which negatively affects the street. Flank
wall painted with tar. External basement steps on flank with some original
ironwork. Rear garden enclosed by stock brick walls in poor condition.

Description
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c.1859. The front elevation has a mirrored design, with Nos.1-7 mirroring Nos.915. The terrace comprises semi-basements below the level of the raised
pavement, ground floor shopfronts projecting in front of the main wall with
continuous balconies and cast-iron railings, French doors and narrow fullheight side windows to the first floor. A pitched slate roof rises above the first
floor but is a secondary feature to the slightly projecting first and second floor
gables which run back into the main roof. The second floor has an arched
sliding sash window in each gable. Generally unaltered. Rear elevations
visible from Scratton Road and alley at rear, which are generally unaltered but
some small single-storey additions and some timber sash windows altered.
All but one rear boundary wall removed and gardens converted to open
hardstanding. Some mature trees and the walled enclosure of the entrance
from Scratton Road mitigate the unsympathetic appearance.
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Building-by-Building Description
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Nos.1, 3, 5

Nos.11, 13, 15

No.7
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No.9

Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

1a? Nelson Street

Positive

Article 4

Description
Late-20th century two-storey house(?). Garages to ground floor entrance
steps up to the left to first floor accommodation. Weatherboarded with
slate pitched roof. Timber sash windows. A discreet new building within the
Conservation Area.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

2-18 Nelson Street

No.2: Positive
Nos 4-18: Positive*

Locally Listed
Buildings

No.8: (offices combined with No.10) Three badly proportioned ground floor
windows in yellow brickwork which does not match that above. No entrance
door alters the proportions of the frontage.
No.10: (offices combined with No.8) Wider frontage with five window range,
prominence given by slightly increased height of cornice and brick quoins
at both sides of frontage. Four badly proportioned ground floor windows
and entrance at side with too low a head, in similar yellow brickwork to No.8
and not replicating the quoins above. Windows to ground could be greatly
improved by changing them to units more in keeping with original designs
above.

Description
Locally listed three-storey terrace, built piecemeal, mostly in the 1870s, but
with common features – yellow brick, rendered cornice, full width first-floor
balconies with cast iron railings and full height windows or French doors.
Ground floor frontages are mostly poorly designed and unsympathetic to the
terrace. There is no consistency to the design of these and needs addressing.

No.12: Adapted shopfront with a sympathetic design. Original recessed
entrance remains at side.
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No.2: Recent ground floor frontage shows a sympathetic design, with
incised painted render, two sliding sash windows and entrance door with
decorative surround. However, casement windows to first and second floors
not in keeping.

No.14: full height glazing in timber framing to ground floor is relatively benign.
Original entrance at side, altered.
No.16: narrow fronted, two window range. Ground floor frontage poorly
proportioned glazing in timber frame. Original door opening rebuilt with pink
brick pier.

No.4: Original flanking pilasters and fascia retained but with unsympathetic
infill of brick piers, three casement/louvre windows with panels below.
No.6: Original arched windows to first and second floors which differs from
remainder of terrace, full height glazing in timber framing to ground floor is
relatively benign.

No.18: Pitched slate roof without parapet. Ground floor is poorly proportioned
with four arched headed windows/lower panels and door, between
rusticated brick piers.
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Building-by-Building Description
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No.2

Nos.12, 14

No.4

No.6

No.10

No.16

No.18
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

Railway Hotel

Positive*

Article 4

Clifftown Church

Positive

Grade II Listed
Building

Description

c.1880. Ornate pub design typical of period and prominent on street
corner. Three-storeys, second floor is an addition. Red brick with heavy
stone/rendered decorative detail. Second floor has with unsympathetic
fenestration.

c.1865, typical non-conformist
gothic design and random Kentish
ragstone facings with ashlar
dressings. The spire is an important
focal point. Currently used as a
student theatre. Large number of
trade bins outside which detract
from the exterior of the church.
Modern metal doors infill the
porch which are not particularly
in keeping. Church Hall in ashlar
attached to the rear.
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Description
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Building-by-Building Description
Pier Hill

General character: Pier Hill is a transitional zone between the quieter
residential area of most of Clifftown and the brash seafront amusements of
Marine Parade. Predominantly of a commercial nature at pavement level, with
arched shop units on the Palace Hotel frontage, but with a more open and
landscaped character than Marine Parade. Pier arches under the road itself
have a very different character of a bustling seaside frontage with lots of
cafes serving the amusement park.

Address

Value

Designation

Pier Arches

Positive

Article 4

Description
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Cafes situated within barrel vaulted arches under Pier Hill roadway. Arched
facias over inserted shop fronts principally glazed. Substantial pilasters/
buttresses between shop fronts with moulded cornice. Mainly white painted
with various paint colours as accents to shop fronts, which is a positive
approach. Canopies often added. Painted or applied lettering signage within
the arched cornices over the shops are appropriate (large scale plastic
fascias obscuring architectural details would be inappropriate). Signage is
also applied to the pilasters either side of the bays which can appear very
busy and should be kept to the minimum necessary.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

Palace Hotel

Positive*

Locally Listed
Building

Below the colonnade, shop units face onto Pier Hill. At first floor level,
extending over the full length of the colonnade, was a conservatory (also
described as the winter gardens) with continuous glazing and a curved lead
(?) roof. The hotel’s main dining room and drawing rooms opened into the
conservatory. The conservatory originally had four projecting bays. The
main structure remains, but windows and bays have been replaced with
metal casement windows. The conservatory was subdivided into bedrooms,
possibly in the 1950s. But the internal public rooms (dining and drawing
rooms) remain with much of their ceiling and wall detailing.

Description
Designed in 1896 by Thompson & Greenhalgh and opened 1904. It is a
monolithic building of six-storeys increasing to eight on the lower part of the
Pier Hill frontage, steel framed and built in brick with smooth rendered finish,
and simple rendered banding, window hoods and cornice detail. The original
design included a tower to the south-west corner and tourelles to the south
and north elevations, some of which remain although in a truncated form.
The original building had an open ‘colonnade’ to the ground floor, projecting
from the main south façade, which provided a public promenade facing but
above Pier Hill. Shops and refreshment rooms within the body of the hotel
opened onto it to. The colonnade was accessed by steps from Pier Hill. It
was enclosed in 1908 to form a winter garden, with a timber screen set back
behind the original cast iron balustrade. The screen comprised windows,
bays and doors opening onto what now became a continuous narrow
balcony and external bench seats. The screen and balustrade remain mostly
intact. The windows and doors are a typical Edwardian mix of casements,
sliding sashes and fanlights with small paned glazing in the upper sections.
The winter garden and communal rooms are now in use as a bingo hall.
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The existing building shows various alterations to the external elevations
which are unsympathetic to the original design, particularly the ground
floor infill to the south elevation, the modern entrance canopy to the north
elevation, the loss of the decorative detail at parapet level and the additions
to the east elevation. Windows are also all metal sashes. Shops to Pier Hill
are all vacant. Signage on the front of the hotel is not in keeping with the
hotel itself and could be greatly improved with more appropriate branding
styles. Modern two-storey rooftop extension is bland. Nevertheless, much
of the building’s original architecture survives and the building as a whole is
capable of sympathetic restoration and enhancement.
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Building-by-Building Description

205
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Building-by-Building Description
Prittlewell Square
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General character: part of the planned Estate, c.1859, two terraces of Class
2 houses facing onto public gardens restored to their early-20th century
appearance and enabling views through the planned Estate. The frontage to
Clifftown Parade links the promenade with these gardens which supplement
the cliff-top gardens with a formal space enclosed by terrace frontages.
Together the terraces and gardens give a good visual balance between
building frontage and planted open space and create a relaxed atmosphere
in a formal setting. Lack of street trees in Prittlewell Square emphasises
the formality; street trees elsewhere and trees in adjacent private gardens
and the Squares’ central garden are important for its setting. Pavements
generally red tarmac, linking with Clifftown Parade. Substantial alterations to
some houses reduce the unity of the terraces and harm their character. Onstreet parking and road markings are intrusive.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

1-7 Prittlewell Square

No.5: Positive*;
Nos.1-4, 6 and 7: Positive

Article 4

Description
No.7

No.6

No.5

Nos.4, 3
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c.1859. Two-storey plus semi-basement, stock brick, slate roof with stock
brick stacks, steps up to recessed porch with timber door with glazed upper
panes, ground and semi-basement canted bay window, timber sashes with
French doors to balcony on top of bay. Most have a basement flat with a
door to the side of the semi-basement bay or under the steps. Several front
façades have been altered and lack consistency across terrace, though
changes are of reasonable quality. Boundary treatments generally unaltered
with street boundary gates and railings restored. Rear elevations, boundary
walls and gardens visible from Alexandra Road and mews at rear.
No.1: substantially altered c.1920s with brick square bay painted white and
enclosed timber balcony across whole frontage. Timber conservatory added
to the side. All alterations of good quality.
No.2: remnants of red paint to brick detail could be removed, central sash to
bay is missing a glazing bar. No.3: painted brickwork.
No.4 painted brickwork.
No.5: substantially altered c.1920s with yellow brick square bay containing
sash windows and enclosed balcony across whole frontage, of good quality
for the period. Excavated front garden for basement flat and boundary wall
almost completely removed, intrusive.

Nos.3, 2, 1
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

8-14 Prittlewell Square

No.8: Positive*;
Nos.9-14: Positive

Article 4

No.9: Porch infilled with double glazed doors, not intrusive.
No.10: First floor window and French doors/windows have been rebuilt to
original design in recent years. Porch infilled with double glazed doors, not
intrusive.

Description

No.11: decorative timber canopy over bay. Porch infilled with double glazed
doors. Neither alteration intrusive.

c.1859. Two-storey plus semi-basement, stock brick, slate roof with stock
brick stacks, steps up to recessed porch with timber door with glazed upper
panes, ground and semi-basement canted bay window, timber sashes
with French doors to balcony on top of bay. Several have a basement
flat with a door to the side of the semi-basement bay or under the steps.
Some front façades have been altered and lack consistency across terrace.
Boundary treatments generally unaltered with street boundary gates and
railings restored. Rear elevations, boundary walls and gardens visible from
Alexandra Road and mews at rear.

No.12: Porch infilled with double glazed doors, not intrusive.
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No.13: two-storey brick bay with raised flat roof and parapet and slightly
higher windows to first floor, c.1900. Timber sash windows, some without
glazing bars. Appropriate materials and windows reduce the visual impact.

No.8: substantially altered c.1920s with red brick square bay and enclosed
balcony across whole frontage, heavy timber double door enclosing porch
and red brick wall to street boundary. Rendered and two-storey side addition
recessed from front elevation. The changes are very out of character with the
rest of the terrace.
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Building-by-Building Description

No.8

No.10

No.12

No.13

209

No.9

No.11

No.14
209

Building-by-Building Description
Royal Mews

General character: Row of two storey mews cottages, now converted to
businesses and residences, formerly stables/coach houses serving buildings
on the Royal Terrace. Parking areas in front of the buildings. Immediate
setting of Alexandra Street car park and the rear of surrounding buildings is
not appealing.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

5 Royal Mews

Positive

Article 4

Description
Two storey, gault brick with slate roof and brick chimney. Large carriage
arch to left with metal gates. Green painted timber double doors with
timber ‘fascia’ above. Timber top hung casement above which is a later
replacement. Two rooflights also added to the roof.
211

Plaque erected in 1992 by the Southend Society which describes that it is the
first of a row of 15 coach houses for the Royal Terrace and that the ground
floor housed the carriage and horses, with the hay loft and accommodation
for the groom above.
Hardstanding to the front is not sympathetic and could be upgraded to a
better quality material.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

6, 7, 8 Royal Mews

Positive*

Article 4

Description

212

Row of three former coach houses. Two storey. Slate roof with brick
chimneys. Originally brick but rendered and painted. Ground floor has a
series of five large double doors of various designs, some with fanlights
above. Those to the left and centre are modern replacements, while those
to the right are earlier and have more character. Windows of various sizes
on first floor, with casements or louvered glazing. The originals would have
probably been sashes. Paintwork in poor condition and modern doors
and windows could be replaced with more sympathetic alternatives. Hard
standing enclosed with metal posts and chains not sympathetic, though
cobbled gutter is a good feature.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

9 Royal Mews

Positive*

Article 4

Description

213

Two storey former coach house. Gault brick, slate roof, brick chimneys.
Modern timber sash windows, 6 over 6, to first floor, with tripartite sash
window on ground floor. Timber plank double door to left on ground floor
in keeping but modern ‘off-the-peg’ pedestrian door is too domestic in
character. The brickwork has the appearance of being either extensively
cleaned or rebuilt, with the red brick arches of the doors and windows
likely modern additions. Granite sets to frontage and cobbled gutter are
appropriate surface treatments.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

10 Royal Mews

Positive*

Article 4

Description

214

Two storey former coach house. Gault brick, slate roof, brick chimneys.
Modern timber sash windows, 8 over 8, to first floor. Ground floor has two
timber plank double doors in keeping with the coach house character of the
property. The ‘off-the-peg’ pedestrian door is too domestic in character, as is
the porch hood added above it. The brickwork has the appearance of being
either extensively cleaned or rebuilt. The hardstanding in front of the building
is unsympathetic, though the cobbled gutter is a good feature.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

11 Royal Mews
Coach House

Positive*

Article 4

Description

215

Two storey former coach house. Gault brick, slate roof, brick chimneys.
Modern timber sash windows, 6 over 6, to first floor, with 6 over 6 sash
window on ground floor. Timber plank double door to the right in keeping
with the coach house character. Another double door in the centre has been
filled in with brick and the sash window. The ‘off-the-peg’ pedestrian door
is too domestic in character. The brickwork has the appearance of being
either extensively cleaned or rebuilt. The concrete paving slabs in front of
the building are not particularly sympathetic, though the cobbled gutter is a
good feature.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

12 Royal Mews

Positive

Article 4

Description

216

Two storey former coach house. Gault brick, slate roof, brick chimneys. Three
historic window frames on first floor, two small (3 over 3) and the central
one larger (8 over 8). The latter has a braced timber door held open, which
suggests this used to be the taking-in door for the hay loft, which later had
a window frame added. The doors to this property appear historic, with two
pedestrian doors consisting of timber plank doors with tall fanlights above
with timber bars (these probably were originally stables with no glazing to
the fanlights for ventilation). A timber plank double door is to the right. The
brick paving to the front is somewhat stark, though the cobbled gutter is a
good feature.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

13 Royal Mews

Positive - though decorative Article 4
condition could be improved

Description

217

Two storey former coach house. Gault brick, pantile roof, brick chimneys.
First floor has a small timber casement window and a timber plank takingin door. Above is a simple bracketed cornice. On the ground floor are
two timber plank double doors, the one to the left larger than the one to
the right. Above the right hand door is a small window. ‘No parking’ signs
unsympathetic. Hardstanding to the front is unsympathetic, though the
cobbled gutter is a good feature.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

14 Royal Mews

Positive*

Article 4

Description

218

Two storey former coach house. Slate roof with brick chimneys. Brick walls
painted pink. The colour is too garish for this historic property. The first
floor has a central timber plank taking-in door with two small casement
windows flanking it. The ground floor has timber double doors to the right
and left, with a pedestrian door in the middle. The off-the-peg design of the
pedestrian door is not in keeping. Modern downpipes and ventilation pipe on
the roof are unsympathetic. Hardstanding to the front with untidy storage is
unsympathetic, though the cobbled gutter is a good feature.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

15 and 15a Royal Mews

Positive*

Article 4

Description

219

Two storey former coach house. Slate roof with brick chimneys. Rendered
walls with later added mock-timber framing, which is unsympathetic.
Paintwork is also in poor decorative condition. First floor has four pairs
of timber sash windows, with one top hung casement window on the
west gable end. Four pairs of timber plank double doors on the ground
floor. Canopies added above two are not in keeping. Within eastern set
of double doors is an inserted uPVC shop front which is unsympathetic.
The hardstanding and bollards to the front are unsympathetic, though the
cobbled gutter is a good feature.
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Building-by-Building Description
Royal Terrace

General character: New Yorkstone pavement on south side adjacent to
the Shrubbery. No pavement adjacent to building frontage. The Georgian
buildings, landscaped open space, estuary views and little one way traffic
give the street a relatively quiet pedestrian character in an open setting.
Road markings for the cycle route, on-street parking, highway signage at the
High Street and Royal Mews junctions, and the Royals shopping centre are
obtrusive. A more uniform treatment of street boundaries is needed.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

Royal Hotel and
1-15 Royal Terrace

Royal Hotel and Nos.1-6,
9-12, 14: Positive
Nos.7, 8, 13, 15: Positive*

Grade II Listed
Building

No.5: White painted render to brickwork. Paintwork to first floor in poor
condition. Mansard requires some maintenance to prevent further decay.
Rendered boundary wall with no railings.
No.6: Mansard roof and dormers behind parapet. Good condition and
sensitive interventions to frontage. Rendered boundary wall with no railings.

Description

No.7: In poor decorative condition. Has timber pilasters denoting the centre
of the ‘palace’ frontage. Mansard roof with curved dormer. Castellated
rendered boundary wall in poor decorative condition and inappropriate
design.
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A ‘palace’ frontage of three-storey plus basement terrace. Originally stock
brick with rendered ground floor. Three bays wide, slate roofs (some with
mansards added), Timber sash windows with 6 over 6 panes, timber 6
panelled doors set in rounded arched openings with semi-circular fanlights.
Decorative iron balconies have been added to all frontages soon after
construction, in varying designs.

No.8: Appears vacant at time of inspection, many windows boarded up and
generally in poor condition. Mansard roof and dormers behind parapet, with
one curved dormer.

The essence of the Georgian palace frontage and its setting remains,
although some buildings have been altered and most include Victorian style
sliding sash windows rather than the small-paned Georgian style windows.
Most of the original railings to the street boundaries have been replaced by a
variety of walls and railings.

Nos.10 and 11: White painted render to brickwork. Slate roof to balcony at No
10 instead of original lead and has lost its convex shape.
No.13: Under scaffold at time of survey in 2019, which has been in place for
some time.

Royal Hotel: more prominent mansard roof with dormers added, c.1980,
though in keeping. Curved portico on side elevation, to match that on 3-5
High Street.

No.15: Not visible at time of inspection. Undergoing refurbishment and
enclosed with hoarding and scaffolding.

Nos.1 and 2: Cream painted render to brickwork. Combined balcony to both
frontages. Paintwork to first floor in poor condition.
No.4: White painted render to brickwork. Paintwork to first and second floors
in poor condition.
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Building-by-Building Description
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No.15

Royal Hotel
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Building-by-Building Description

No.14

No.12

No.11

No.10

No.9

No.7

No.6

No.5

No.4

No.3
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No.13

No.8

No.2
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

16-18 Royal Terrace

Nos.16 and 17: Positive
No.18: Positive*

Article 4

18a Royal Terrace

Positive*

Article 4

Description

Description

c.1887. Three substantial houses, now converted to flats and a hotel, in the
arts and crafts style, three-storeys plus roof accommodation and basement.
Red brick with brick and terracotta decoration.

c.1922. Three-storey red brick
house, now converted to flats and
substantially altered with open and
enclosed balconies now dominating
the appearance. Stained leaded
glass windows to bow bay window
on ground floor and to side of front
door, as well as to front door and
fanlight show original character.
uPVC or timber windows to upper
floors are obtrusive. Reinstating first
floor bay window form, changing
uVPC windows back to timber and
removing the in-filled section of the
second floor balcony would all be
positive enhancements. Boundary
wall of street edge removed and
open hardstanding, though rubble
stone wall with brick detail typical of
the period set behind parking area.
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Steep red tiled roofs with gables to Royal Terrace and Royal Mews. Each has
two-storey canted bay topped with balcony. Full height canted bay window
to No.16, two-storey plus basement canted bay windows to Nos.17 and 18.
Timber sash windows with upper sashes having small panes. Nos.16 and 17
have rendered wall to street boundary with original railings to side. No.18
open frontage with hardstanding.
No.18 (Regency Hotel)
undergoing renovation
at time of inspection in
2019. No.18 now with
rough render painted
white. Timber balconies
to side and top of bay.

224

Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

19 and 20 Royal Terrace
The Naval and Military Club

Nos.19 and 20: Positive*
Rear extensions to No.20:
Neutral

Designation

Description

225

c.1800. Part of New South End. Originally two three-storey plus basement
houses with first floor balconies across frontage. Now No.19 converted to
flats and No.20 to a club with substantial extensions to the rear. Rendered
brickwork painted white, and most windows altered to non-traditional designs,
some in uPVC. Mansard roof with dormers added to No.19. Windows added to
parapet of No.20 which is out of proportion. Timber sash windows to ground
floor on No.19 and first floor of No.20. Original railings remain to basement
frontage. Both buildings appear to have undergone refurbishment in recent
times with scaffolding still present outside of 19 at time of inspection. Ad-hoc
single storey extensions to rear of No.20 are not well designed but hidden
from view by the adjacent Seven Hotel on Clifton Terrace.
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Building-by-Building Description
Runwell Terrace

General character: East side part of the planned Estate, Class 2 houses.
Piecemeal terraced development in red brick on the west side contrasts
with the planned Estate but has common features to give design unity to
the terrace. Buildings on the west side are closer to the street boundary
with a lightwell to the basement with no significant gardens, giving an urban
character. The sightline northwards is closed by the Cambridge Road terrace
and gives the street an enclosed character. The sightline southwards to
Prittlewell Square has a more open character. Mature street plane trees
contribute to sense of enclosure. Pavements are mostly concrete aggregate
paving slabs with some red top and tarmac patches.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

1-8 Runwell Terrace

Nos.1-6 and 8: Positive
No.7: Positive*

Article 4

Description
c.1859. Two-storey plus semi-basement, stock brick, slate roof with stock
brick stacks, steps up to recessed porch with timber door with glazed upper
panes, ground and semi-basement canted bay window, timber sashes with
French doors to balcony on top of bay. Most have a basement flat with a
door to the side of the semi-basement bay or under the steps. Some front
façades have been altered and lack consistency across terrace. Boundary
treatments generally unaltered with street boundary gates and railings
restored. Most porches enclosed with glazed French doors. Rear elevations,
boundary walls and gardens visible from alley at rear.

No.1
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No.2: Brickwork rendered, painted white. Porch infilled with timber and
glazed double doors and steps painted red.

No.2

No.3: Brickwork rendered, painted white. Porch infilled with timber and
glazed double doors and steps painted black.
No.4: Porch infilled with timber and glazed double doors and steps painted red.
No.5: Porch infilled with timber and glazed double doors.
No.6: Porch infilled with timber and glazed double doors.
No.7: Balcony infilled with unsympathetic red tile cladding and casement
windows. Front door altered to timber with full height glazing, not intrusive.
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No.3

Building-by-Building Description
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No.4

No.5

No.6

No.7

No.8
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

9 Runwell Terrace

Positive

Proposed
Article 4

Description
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c.1896. Generally unaltered two-storey red brick house with prominent
Dutch gables and square bays to both street frontages. Pedimented portico
with house name ‘Tiverton Lodge’. Stone and rendered detail. Timber sash
window and timber door with glazed upper panes. Tall red brick stacks.
Original boundary wall but without railings. Has a smaller scale than nearby
buildings but detailing and corner position give it prominence.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

10-12 Runwell Terrace

Nos.10 and 12: Positive
No.11: Positive*

Proposed
Article 4

No.10: masonry transoms removed to ground floor. Now two doors within
porch to access flats. Low brick wall but railings on top removed.
No.11: brickwork painted white, masonry transoms removed to ground floor.
Now two doors in porch to access flats. Small panes in fanlight above
replaced with textured large panes. Low brick boundary wall painted and
with modern railings on top.

Description
c.1891. Generally unaltered designs typical of the period. Three two-storey
plus semi-basement terraced houses, now in flats, red brick with decorative
banding, slate roofs with decorative ridge tiles, red brick stacks. Each has
a full height canted bay with slate roof, timber sash windows with smaller
top sashes, top sashes to first floor have small paned leaded lights with
coloured glazing, masonry window surrounds and transoms to ground and
first floors, recessed arched porch and entrance steps.
Original door would have been timber with 9 panes of
glass, with side and fanlights (as seen on No.12). Varied
street boundary treatment.

No.12: Generally unaltered and in good condition. Concrete tile roof.
Replacement railings and gate to boundary wall are appropriate.
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No.12

No.11
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No.10

Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

13-14 Runwell Terrace

No 13: Positive
No.14: Positive*

Proposed
Article 4

Description
c.1896. Two terraced houses generally similar to No.10-12 but with narrower
bays and without masonry window surrounds and transoms, or coloured
glass to first floor windows.
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No.13: concrete tiled roof. Original door and fanlights replaced though
replacement door is appropriate. Brick boundary wall but no railings on top.
No.14: Boundary wall has been painted white at some stage and is now
flaking and in poor state of repair. Two doors now in porch to access flats.
Surface wiring unsightly.

No.13
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No.14

Building-by-Building Description
Scratton Road

General character: Mostly within part of the planned Estate, with Class 4
terraced houses facing onto the railway wall. The slightly curved road and
mature plane trees add visual interest but its quiet Victorian residential
character is reduced by the traffic volume, fragmentation of street boundary
treatments and hardstandings.
Pavements on the south side are tarmac, those on the north side are a mix of
patchy tarmac and aggregate paving slabs. Highway signage and the cycle
track at the junctions with Milton Place and the railway bridge opposite, are
visually intrusive. Chain link fencing to the railway boundary west of Milton
Place is inappropriate but its appearance is mitigated by vegetation on the
embankment.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

1-7 Scratton Road

Nos.1, 2, 3, 7: Positive
Nos.4, 5, 6: Positive*

Article 4

No.3: hardstanding in front garden for two cars. Parts of original railings
remain to frontage and to boundaries with neighbouring properties, as well
as to basement lightwell.
No.4: hardstanding with open frontage to street. Metal bike shed(?) set on
hardstanding. Parts of original railings survive to boundary with neighbouring
properties.

Description
c.1859. Two-storey plus semi-basement terraced houses, stock brick, slate
roofs, stock brick stacks, tripartite sash windows to ground and first floor,
with additional window to first floor, steps up to recessed porch under
arched head, with timber door with glazed upper panes. Originally had front
gardens with the circular pattern cast-iron fences and gates seen elsewhere
in the planned Estate. Generally unaltered except for street boundaries
and hardstandings. This is the earliest terrace in the street with small paned
sliding sash windows.

No.5: hardstanding with open frontage to street and no planting. Altered
windows inappropriate.
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No.6: rendered brickwork, painted white; hardstanding with open frontage to
street and no planting.
No.7: entrance on flank wall, as original. Unpainted pebble dash blends with
adjacent stock brick. Hardstanding in front garden screened by reinstated
boundary wall and railings and planting. A good example of parking
incorporated sensitively.

No.1: rendered brickwork, painted white; painted brick wall to street
boundary. Hardstanding but accessed from the side with retention of
boundary enclosure.
No.2: hardstanding in front garden, part of original boundary wall remains
but without railings to front, parts of original railings remains between front
gardens of Nos.2 and 3. Timber and glazed double door with fanlight added
to enclose the porch.
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Building-by-Building Description
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No.1

No.2

No.3

No.5

No.6

No.7

No.4
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

8-24 Scratton Road

Nos.8, 11, 12, 15, 17, 18, 20,
22: Positive
Nos.9, 10, 13, 14, 16. 19, 21,
23, 24: Positive*

Article 4

No.12: hardstanding open to street. Hedge planting either side mitigates the
impact to an extent.
No.13: rendered brickwork, painted white and black; block paved driveway to
front. Hedge planting either side mitigates the impact to an extent.
No.14: Brick wall to street boundary. Black paint colour to sash windows is
somewhat out of character.

Description
c.1859. Two-storey plus semi-basement terraced houses, stock brick, slate
roofs, stock brick stacks, tripartite sash windows to ground and first floor,
with additional window to first floor, steps up to recessed porch under
arched head, with timber door with glazed upper panes. Originally had front
gardens with the circular pattern cast-iron fences and gates seen elsewhere
in the planned Estate. A few alterations, especially for street boundaries
and hardstanding. Full width hardstandings without adequate planting have
eroded the appearance of the street. Alley adjacent to No.8 enables vehicle
access to rear of terrace.
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No.15: Hardstanding with open frontage to street, and some planting at side
boundaries. Sections of original railings survive to neighbouring property
boundaries.
No.16: hardstanding to frontage with some planting.
No.17: hardstanding in front garden, part of boundary wall and railings and
gate restored. Good planting also helps to mitigate the parking.

No.8: Hardstanding without significant planting, partly enclosed by brick
boundary wall.

No.18: hardstanding in front garden with some planting; part of boundary wall
and railings restored.

No.9: rendered brickwork, painted cream; hardstanding without significant
planting, partly enclosed by brick boundary wall.

No.19: Brickwork painted white; hardstanding without significant planting,
open to street. Currently (2019) undergoing works to driveway area. Parts of
original railings remain to boundaries with neighbouring properties.

No.10: Hardstanding without significant planting, partly enclosed by brick
boundary wall.

No.20: Building is stepped up from No.19. Hardstanding open to the street
with some planting and parts of original railings remain to boundaries with
neighbouring properties.

No.11: hardstanding open to street. Hedge planting either side mitigates the
impact to an extent.
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Building-by-Building Description
No.21: Two-storey canted bay with slate roof added
c.1890. Windows altered to casements. Brickwork
painted pale yellow. Hardstanding with some planting at
sides, small section of boundary wall to street.
No.22: Hardstanding with some planting at sides, section
of boundary wall to street.
No.23: Brickwork painted white. Some joinery in need
of repainting. Hardstanding with some planting at sides,
small section of boundary wall to street. Parts of original
railings remain to boundary with neighbouring property
to right.
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No.24: entrance on flank wall, as original. Unsightly
garage with hardstanding infront to one side of the
house infills some of the gap between the terraces.
Rendered brickwork, painted cream with white details.
Rendered wall to street boundary, painted white.
Original railings remain on side boundary with No.25.

No.8

No.9

No.10

No.11

236

No.12

Building-by-Building Description
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No.13

No.14

No.15

No.16

No.17

No.18
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No.19

Building-by-Building Description
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No.20

No.24

No.21

No.22
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No.23

Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

25-32 Scratton Road

Nos.28, 32: Positive
Nos.25-27, 29-31: Positive*

Article 4

No.27: Two-storey square bay with flat roof, added c.1890. Windows sliding
sashes. Brickwork painted white. Hardstanding with no significant planting,
small section of street boundary wall and railings restored.
No.28: Brickwork rendered, painted pale pink. Hardstanding with low level
shrubs planted around the periphery. Sections of street boundary wall and
railings and gate restored, including to basement lightwell.

Description
c.1859. Two-storey plus semi-basement terraced houses, stock brick, slate
roofs, stock brick stacks, tripartite sash windows to ground and first floor,
with additional window to first floor, steps up to recessed porch under
arched head, with timber door with glazed upper panes. Originally had front
gardens with the circular pattern cast-iron fences and gates seen elsewhere
in the planned Estate. Generally unaltered except for street boundaries and
hardstandings. Full width hardstandings without adequate planting have
eroded the appearance of the street.

No.29: Poor quality hardstanding with open frontage to street.
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No.30: Poor quality hardstanding with open frontage to street. Currently
(2019) undergoing refurbishment.
No.31: Two-storey canted bay with slate roof added c.1890. Timber sash
windows. Rendered brickwork painted white. Low quality hardstanding with
some planting at sides, small section of street boundary wall and railings and
gate restored.

No.25: entrance on flank wall, as original, but enclosed by unsightly porch.
Windows altered to casements which are not appropriate to the building and
would benefit from updating. Hardstanding to side and front garden with
some planting. Wall and railings restored to front boundary; original railings
remain on side boundary with No.24.

No.32: Brickwork painted white. Wall, railings and gate restored to street
frontage; original wall and railings remain on Milton Place boundary.

No.26: Windows altered to casements which are not appropriate to the
building and would benefit from updating. Hardstanding in poor condition,
with some planting; street boundary partly restored with gate, wall and
railings.
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Building-by-Building Description

No.25

No.26

No.27
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No.29

No.30

No.31

No.32
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No.28

Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

33 and 34, Scratton Road
and 1 Milton Place

Nos.33 and 1 Milton place:
Positive
No.34: Positive*

Proposed
Article 4

35 Scratton Road

Positive*

Proposed
Article 4

Description

c.1870, developed piecemeal, a terrace of three small stock brick houses
with a hipped slate roof and each with one window range of sliding sash
windows. Entrances have simple canopies; the entrance to No.1 Milton Place
is on the flank wall facing Milton Place. They have a cottage character.

c.1920. A two-storey house slightly
set back from No.34, with slate
roof and gable end, painted render
façade, two-storey bow window
topped by gable, oriel window
above front door, leaded light uPVC
casement windows. uPVC door. Side
extension to first floor set on metal
posts. Brick wall to street boundary
with inset railings.
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Description

No34: Brickwork painted white; unsympathetic unpainted entrance door.
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Building-by-Building Description
Wilson Road

General character: Within the area of piecemeal development, it has a mixed
building frontage which reduces in scale and status towards the railway
and gives no strong design unity. Minimal street trees are supplemented
by planting in some gardens on the east side, but most buildings are close
to the street boundary and have little scope for significant planting. Views
southwards are dominated by the tower block Westward House (outside
the Conservation Area) and its open street frontage for parking. Views
northwards are closed by vegetation on the railway embankment. Pavements
are aggregate concrete slabs often in poor condition.

Address

Value

Designation

2a Wilson Road
The Stables

Positive

Proposed
Article 4

Description
Small two-story cottage, good quality construction, London stock yellow
brick with timber frame windows, stable style door. Yellow brick boundary
wall with parking area, though not overly dominant.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

2-4 Wilson Road

No 2: Positive*
No.4: Positive

Proposed
Article 4

Description
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c.1870. A pair of double fronted two-storey houses with hipped slate roof.
Stock brick with painted masonry detail, including quoins. Each has a singlestorey bay on either side of a central entrance with decorated surround.
Timber door with glazed upper panes and semi-circular fanlight. Brickwork to
central bay slightly projects. Arched windows to first floor.

No.2

No.2: Rendered brickwork, painted white with a decorative iron balcony
added over the entrance. The original wall and piers to the street boundary
remain with modern railings and gate.
No.4: Boundary wall remains though rendered and without railings.

No.4
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

6 Wilson Road

Positive

Proposed
Article 4

Description
c.1870. Broadly similar to Nos.2-4 but with a long return frontage to
Cambridge Road and two-storey square bays either side of the entrance.
The original wall and piers to the street boundary remain, but without railings.
The corner position makes the roof prominent.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

8-14 Wilson Road

No.8: Positive
Nos.10-14: Positive*

Proposed
Article 4

Description
c.1870. Pairs of two-storey mirrored houses. Stock brick with hipped slate
roof, canted bay window to ground floor with timber door. Pair of arched
windows above bay window, with an additional window to first floor.
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No.8: Most intact of the four. Replacement 1930s style door, though not
intrusive. Hardstanding with open frontage to street.

Nos.14, 12

No.10: rough render, painted white; widened box bay with uPVC casement
windows, uPVC top-hung widows to first floor. Retains rendered boundary
walls with modern railings on top.
No.12: smooth render painted white, widened square bay with casement
windows though good detailing. Good timber door with glazed upper panes.
Joinery in poor decorative condition. Modern brick boundary wall.
No.14: unpainted pebble dash; has a long return frontage to Cambridge Road;
street name plates ‘Wilson Road’ on house wall and ‘Cambridge Road’ on
street boundary wall at rear. Rendered boundary wall.

Nos.10, 8
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

5-13 Wilson Road

Nos.5 and 7: Positive*
Nos.9-13: Positive

Proposed
Article 4

Description
c.1891. Terrace of three-storey stock brick houses with slate roofs, now
mainly in hotel use. Mirrored designs, each with three-storey canted bay
with slate roof, recessed entrance porch with timber door with glazed upper
panes, timber sash windows.
Nos.5, 7
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No.5: flank wall painted render in poor decorative condition originally
attached to similar house, now demolished. Paintwork to front also in poor
condition. House name ‘Hartland’ survives above porch. Modern timber and
glazed door. Brick boundary wall with no railings.
No.7: Trading as Bideford Hotel, with house name ‘Bideford’ over porch.
Ground floor painted brickwork. Dutch blind over porch. Single second floor
window changed to uPVC top-hung casement. Paintwork in poor condition.
Nos.9-13: Formerly three houses now joined as the Ilfracombe House’ hotel.
Painted render to ground floors and canvas Dutch blinds over ground floor
windows and entrances. House names over two properties remain: ‘Totnes’
and ‘Ilfracombe’. Third house name lost.

Nos.9, 11, 13
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

15-25 Wilson Road

Nos.19, 21, 23: Positive
Nos.15, 17, 25: Positive*

Proposed
Article 4

No.21: brickwork painted white, hardstanding open to street boundary.
Concrete tile roof. Retains swag detail to gable. Satellite dishes obtrusive.
No.23: hardstanding open to street boundary. Concrete tile roof. Retains
swag detail to gable.

Description

No.25: brickwork painted white; hardstanding without planting, open to street
boundary. Satellite dish obtrusive. Concrete tile roof. Retains swag detail.
Paintwork in poor decorative condition.
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c.1900. Terrace of two-storey houses with mirrored
designs. Red brick, slate roofs, each with two-storey
gabled bay, gable originally with plaster swag detail,
recessed entrance with pedimented surround, timber
doors with glazed upper panes and fanlight, timber sash
windows, the upper sashes having small panes.
No.15: double fronted with bays either side of entrance,
brickwork painted white, concrete tile roof, timber boarding
to gables is out of character, hardstanding with limited
planting open to street boundary.
No.17: brickwork painted cream, slate roof, meter boxes
and satellite dishes on frontage are obtrusive, mocktimber framing to gable, uPVC casement to first floor,
louvre windows to ground floor, hardstanding open to
street boundary.

No.15

No.17

Nos.19. 21

No.23

No.19: hardstanding without planting, open to street
boundary. Satellite dish obtrusive. Concrete tile roof.
Retains swag detail to gable.
247

No.25

Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

27, 29 Wilson Road and
106 Cambridge Road

Nos.27, 29 and 106
Cambridge Road: Positive*

Proposed
Article 4

Description
c.1898. Roughly similar to Nos.17-25 but slightly taller and No.106 has long
return frontage to Cambridge Road with similar bays, gables and other detail
to the Wilson Road frontage.
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No.27: painted render, ground floor windows leaded lights in timber sashes,
hardstanding without planting, open to street boundary. Infilled porch.
Retains cartouche detail to gable. Slate roof.

No.27

Nos.29 Wilson Road and 106 Cambridge Road: Concrete tile roof, timber
and glazed modern door infills porch, boundary wall part removed for
hardstanding, though planted garden including trees mitigates this in part,
though the garden needs maintenance. Retains cartouche detail to gables.
Stone carved road name on Cambridge Road elevation. Balustraded balcony
added above single-storey bay on north elevation of No.29, with mullioned
window containing leaded lights in c.1930s style. No.106 has two small
timber casement windows added to ground floor of right hand bay.

No.106 Cambridge Road
248

No.29
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Map A: Boundary

© Crown Copyright 2019. All
Rights Reserved. Licence number
100019680

Introduction
1.1

What is a Conservation Area?

Document (July 2015) that seek to conserve the character of its
Conservation Areas. The emerging Local Plan, which will review the
Core Strategy and Development Management Document, will set out
a policy approach to managing the historic environment.

Conservation Areas are ‘areas of special architectural or historic
interest, the character or appearance of which it is desirable to
preserve or enhance’, which is defined in the Planning (Listed
Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990.

255

1.1.1		The designation of a Conservation Area recognises the unique
qualities of an historic place which make it special in terms of
its architecture and history, as well as its role in defining local
distinctiveness. Contributing to this are individual or groups of
buildings, streetscape and public realm, scale and massing, open
spaces and street pattern, and landscaping.
1.1.2

As the aim is to conserve and enhance the significant qualities of
a Conservation Area so that owners, occupiers and visitors to the
place can experience a high-quality historic environment, designation
extends planning controls over certain types of development,
principally the demolition of unlisted buildings and works to trees,
although an area’s status as a Conservation Area is a material
consideration for all planning applications. Southend Borough
Council, as the Local Planning Authority (LPA), also has policies within
its Core Strategy (December 2007) and Development Management

5

1.1.3

However, it should be recognised that designation does not prevent
change from occurring within Conservation Areas, and over time
they will be subject to many different pressures (both positive and
negative) that could impact upon their character and appearance.
LPAs have a duty to conserve and enhance their Conservation Areas
and will consider this when determining planning applications.

1.1.4

Southend Borough Council (SBC) will also review each Conservation
Area from time to time to monitor its condition and ensure that it has
an up to date Conservation Area Appraisal which sets out its special
architectural or historic interest.

Introduction
1.2

Aims of the Conservation Area Appraisal

•
•
•

Identifies the area’s special interest;
Reviews existing Conservation Area boundaries;
Assists the preparation of the emerging new Local Plan and
Neighbourhood Plans, if these are brought forward, and forms part of
their evidence base; and
Provides a basis for implementing policies, making informed
development management decisions, and preparing management
proposals for the area.

1.2.1

•

1.2.2
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•
•
•
•
•

This Conservation Area Appraisal:

1.3

Background and Methodology

1.3.2

All photographs within this report were taken in 2019 unless
otherwise stated.

1.3.1

The character analysis in Section 5.0 will inform a management plan
for the area (see Section 6.0), which will:
Assess the need for enhancements to public spaces, highways and
private property;
Review the need for Article 4 Directions to limit permitted
development rights;
Assess buildings at risk;
Assess the need for enforcement action; and
Establish a programme and procedures for implementing and
monitoring proposals.

6

The Leigh Conservation Area was designated in 1971. It originated
as the historic manorial establishment of Leigh on the top of the
hill above the original fishing village. It expanded in the mid-late
19th century as the railway arrived and the population expanded
as the resort of Southend-on-Sea grew to encompass the village
of Leigh. The Conservation Area Appraisal for Leigh (see Map A for
boundary) updates the former document from November 2010. It has
been prepared by Purcell, a firm of specialist heritage consultants,
on behalf of Southend-on-Sea Borough Council. The research and
fieldwork for the Appraisal was carried out in September and October
2019. The methodology for the work was based on Historic England’s
Conservation Area Appraisal, Designation Management: Historic
England Advice Note 1 (second edition), February 2019 and also
references The Setting of Heritage Assets: Historic England Good
Practice Advice in Planning Note 3 (second edition), December 2017.

Introduction
1.4

Overview and Location

1.4.2

From the middle of that century there were rapid and complex
topographical changes as the railway arrived, the road layout was
altered and the population expanded. The Leigh Conservation Area
encompasses the hillside directly above the fishing village and what
might be termed the ecclesiastical part of the settlement, the area
around the church and former rectory (now the library). The manor
house, Leigh Hall (now demolished), stood to the east set back from
what is now Broadway in the Leigh Cliff Conservation Area to the
west. The Leigh Old Town Conservation Area, where the historic
fishing village of Leigh is situated, is located to the south.

1.4.1
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1.4.3

The defining feature of this Conservation Area is the cliff, which
rises steeply about 25m above the level of New Road. Consisting
of London Clay, it is unstable and inclined to slumping, leading
to structural instability in some buildings. Steep residential roads
wind down it. Yet steeper paths, in part flights of steps, climb up it.
The more precipitous parts of it are undeveloped and are in use as
public gardens. Because it has not lent itself naturally to regular
development, the road layout is intricate and unpredictable. There
are houses in infill situations that are almost completely landlocked
with no obvious access to them. The cliff means too that all south
facing views take in the wonderful expanse of the estuary, alternately
sea and mudflats with the changing tides. Balconies have been
constructed to exploit this natural advantage, which has been one
of the principal ingredients of the success of Leigh as a residential
location. To the north, on the more level ground at the top of the
cliff, there has been more recent suburban development on a more
regular street plan, but this lies outside the Conservation Area.

1.4.4

There are generous open spaces in the Area, including those to the
west of Billet Lane, Leigh Library Gardens, north of Leigh Park Road,
north of The Terrace and around The Gardens. These combine with
the views of the estuary, such as from Leigh Library Gardens, to
create a feeling of open space despite the built up urban nature of
much of the Conservation Area.

The Leigh Conservation Area (shown on Map A) is located in Leighon-Sea, which forms part of Southend-on-Sea, and is the westernmost
part of Southend which lies on the waterfront. There were two original
centres to the settlement at Leigh, the fishing village by the sea and
marsh at the foot of the cliff, and the manorial establishment on the
cliff top represented by St. Clement’s church and the manor house
at Leigh Hall. In the latter area there were also smaller farms and
woodland. This was the situation by the time of Domesday Book
(1086) and it remained so until the 19th century.

7
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Summary of Special Interest
2.1.1
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2.1.2

2.1.3

Leigh Conservation Area represents the spread of the settlement
away from the fishing village on the shoreline, upwards to populate
the cliffs. Earlier development was sparse, concentrated on the
shoreline and around St. Clement’s church, then in the late-19th and
early-20th century development expanded rapidly with residential
buildings and the bustling commercial centre of Broadway, reflecting
the expansion of Southend-on-Sea and Leigh-on-Sea itself as
seaside resorts. Leigh Conservation Area still retains this distinction
of character zones, with more closely set residential development
within the southern parts of the Area, larger buildings and the church
set further north and the commercial buildings on Broadway and
Broadway West at the northern edge of the Conservation Area.
It now has an identity distinct from Leigh Old Town on the shore,
following the detachment of the two by the railway line, though
elements of the coastal character of the setting do still survive,
particularly in the use of weatherboarding to some of the residential
buildings. Other residential buildings typically take three forms;
late-Victorian terraces, semi-detached or detached houses typically
in brick with timber sash windows, grander Victorian houses with
balconies on Leigh Hill or larger Edwardian houses in the Arts and
Crafts style.
The Grade II* Listed St. Clement's church is atypical within the Area,
being of stone and in the Gothic style. The Grade II Listed Library,
a larger house dating from 1838, is another building atypical of the
Conservation Area, built in a Tudor style and representative of the
settlement before its wider expansion.

9

2.1.4

The commercial buildings on Broadway and Broadway West tend to
be three storeys and some employ Classical stone detailing to add
grandeur. Some fine historic shop fronts survive and several modern
replacements are in-keeping with historic shopfront design.

2.1.5

Some inappropriate alterations and modern buildings have occurred
in the Area, which range from the replacement of timber windows with
uPVC, to poor shopfront signage or the conversion of front gardens
to driveways. Large scale blocks of flats both within and adjacent to
the Conservation Area are overpowering in their scale and often poor
in their design. The public realm within the Area is also sometimes
poor, such as the dominance of road markings and the poor junction
of Leigh Hill and New Road, though there are some places where
sensitive surfacing and street furniture is utilised, such as Church Hill.
This is one of several pedestrian pathways within the Area that is an
interesting feature, the other principal pathway being Billet Lane.

2.1.6

The cliff and the way the settlement has accommodated itself to it, is
one of the defining features of the Leigh Conservation Area, resulting
in winding roads, a network of steep paths, terraces of houses
stacked up the hill parallel to it or stepping up the hill at right angles
to the slope, and impressive seaward views.

2.1.17

Green space and mature trees are important to the Conservation
Area, with a green heart defined by the churchyard, public gardens
and several large private gardens. It is also an important feature of
the setting of the Area, with Belton Hills to the west and Leigh Cliffs
East to the south-east, which assist in preserving views of the Estuary
and the feeling of Leigh being set apart from the wider development
of Southend.
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Planning Framework
3.1

The National Planning Policy Framework

The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) came into effect
in March 2012 and was most recently updated in July 2021. It
establishes the planning principles that should underpin both
plan-making and decision-taking, including that these: ‘assets are
an irreplaceable resource, and should be conserved in a manner
appropriate to their significance, so that they can be enjoyed for their
contribution to the quality of life of existing and future generations’.01

3.1.2

Section 16 of the NPPF sets the policy framework for conserving
and enhancing the historic environment. Paragraph 191 of the NPPF
stipulates that, ‘When considering the designation of conservation
areas, local planning authorities should ensure that an area justifies
such status because of its special architectural or historic interest,
and that the concept of conservation is not devalued through the
designation of areas that lack special interest.’
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3.1.1

3.1.3

Definitions

In the context of the NPPF for heritage policy, a ‘Heritage asset’
is defined as: ‘A building, monument, site, place, area or landscape
identified as having a degree of significance meriting consideration
in planning decisions, because of its heritage interest. It includes
designated heritage assets and assets identified by the local
planning authority (including local listing).’

‘Significance’ is defined as: ‘The value of a heritage asset to this

and future generations because of its heritage interest. The interest
may be archaeological, architectural, artistic or historic. Significance
derives not only to a heritage asset’s physical presence, but also
from its setting’.

‘Setting’ is defined as: ‘The surroundings in which a heritage asset

is experienced. Its extent is not fixed and may change as the asset
and its surroundings evolve. Elements of a setting may make a
positive or negative contribution to the significance of an asset, may
affect the ability to appreciate that significance or may be neutral.’
Further advice on the assessment of setting can be found in Historic
England, The Setting of Heritage Assets: Historic England Good
Practice Advice in Planning Note 3 (second edition), December 2017.

Further guidance regarding the implementation of the policies in the
NPPF can be found in the chapter on ‘Conserving and enhancing
the historic environment’ in the National Planning Practice Guidance
(NPPG), July 2019: https://www.gov.uk/guidance/conserving-andenhancing-the-historic-environment.

‘Historic environment’ is defined as: ‘All aspects of the

environment resulting from the interaction between people and
places through time, including all surviving physical remains of
past human activity, whether visible, buried or submerged, and
landscaped and planted or managed flora.’

01

NPPF, 2021, para.189, p.55
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Planning Framework
3.2

3.2.1

Local Planning Policies and Guidance

3.2.4

The Core Strategy (2007), Development Management Document
(2015) and Southend Central Area Action Plan (2018 - SCAAP)
are the principal documents that guide SBC in determining local
planning and listed building consents. Proposals for development
within the Conservation Area or within its setting will need to adhere
to the criteria set out in these policies to ensure the conservation of
the special interest of the Area. Polices specifically related to the
historic environment are listed below and should be referenced when
planning change.

3.2.5		Further supplementary planning guidance is contained within the
Council’s:
•

Design and Townscape Guide (SPD 1) (2009), which sets out
guidance on creating high-quality urban design and includes advice
on the historic environment in Section 9;

•

Planning Obligations: A Guide to S106 & Developer Contributions
(SPD 2) (2015), which gives guidance on Section 106 Agreements
which can be made to balance out negative impacts of development
through other enhancements, such as conserving or enhancing the
historic environment; and

•

Streetscape Manual (SPD 3) (June 2015), provides guidance
about creating high-quality streetscapes, including those within
Conservation Areas.

3.2.6

All of these documents can be found on SBC’s website, www.
southend.gov.uk/planning, and will be reviewed as part of the
production of the Southend New Local Plan.

3.2.2 Core Strategy (2007)
Strategic Objective SO14: Deliver high quality, well designed and
attractive urban and natural environments which are safe, people
friendly and distinctive, and which respect and enhance existing
character and local amenity

•

Policy KP2: Development Princples

•

Policy CP4: The Environment and Urban Renaissance

3.2.3

Development Management Document (2015)

•
•
•
•

Policy DM1: Design Quality
Policy DM4: Tall and Large Buildings
Policy DM5: Southend-on-Sea’s Historic Environment
Policy DM6: The Seafront
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•

The production of the Southend New Local Plan will provide an
opportunity to review the Core Strategy, Development Management
Document and SCAAP, and will set out a new suite of planning
policies for the Borough, including for the management of the historic
environment.

12

Planning Framework
3.3

Designations

3.3.2

As a Conservation Area, Leigh is a designated heritage asset in its
own right. It also contains other designated heritage assets, including
listed buildings, and non-designated heritage assets, such as locally
listed buildings.

3.3.3

Further information on Southend’s Listed and Locally Listed Buildings
and article 4 directions can be found on the Council’s website: www.
southend.gov.uk/planning.

3.3.1

Designations for the Leigh Conservation Area are shown on Map B.
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Planning Framework
Map B: Designations
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Planning Framework
Listed Buildings
3.3.4 Buildings of special architectural or historic interest are designated
as Listed Buildings by the government under the Planning (Listed
Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 for their special
architectural or historic interest. Listing ranges from Grade I (the
highest level of protection) through II* to II. Listing also applies to
freestanding objects and structures within the building's "curtilage"
(i.e. its grounds) which have been there since before 1st July 1948,
for example, a wall attached to a Listed Building or a garden building
where the main house is listed.
265

3.3.5

3.3.6

Protection is provided through the Listed Building Consent
procedure, which is required by owners or developers when they
apply for change to their property, including alterations, additions or
demolitions. Work to a Listed Building should conserve and enhance
the building’s special architectural or historic interest.
3.3.7

15

There are six Listed Buildings within the Conservation Area which are
listed below and shown on Map B in blue (Grade II*) and pink (Grade II).
Address

Listing

St. Clement’s Church

Grade II*

Leigh Library

Grade II

28 Leigh Hill

Grade II

Old Bank House (No.42 Leigh Hill)

Grade II

Prospect House (No.85 Leigh Hill)

Grade II

Herschell House (formerly Ivy Cottage, No.87 Leigh Hill)

Grade II

Listed Building Descriptions can be found via the National Heritage
List for England: https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/the-list/ and for
Leigh Conservation Area these have been included in Appendix A of
this report.

Planning Framework
Locally Listed Buildings
3.3.8 Southend has a wide range of historic buildings and structures. For
those which do not meet the criteria for national listing, the Council
can identify them as ‘Locally Listed’. These are non-designated
heritage assets. The purpose of the Local List is to identify buildings,
structures and monuments of local architectural or historic importance
and to take action as far as possible to preserve them.
3.3.9

•

3.3.11

One recommendation for a new Locally Listed Building was made
during the Appraisal process: No. 57 Broadway West, G. Davison &
Sons. This building has been added to the Local List. More detail of
the review process can be found in paragraphs 6.3.65-6.3.66 and the
building is shown on Maps B and M.

3.3.12 Several individual buildings or terraces are identified as Locally Listed
Buildings within the Conservation Area. These are shown in yellow on
Map B and are listed below.

SBC’s criteria for the designation of Locally Listed Buildings requires
buildings to:

Billet Cottage, Billet Lane
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Demonstrate the Borough's history, particularly during its main period
of growth. This includes buildings important for its social history such
as schools, churches, public buildings, leisure, entertainment and
commercial buildings.

60-62, 82 and 98-108 Leigh Hill
1-7 Norman Place
1-8 Pleasant Terrace

•

Have architectural interest - be designed by a well-known architect,
be a good example of a particular style or period, contain good
architectural features or be important for the townscape.

Castle Cottage
The Old School House, Church Hill
Creek Cottage

3.3.10 Change to Locally Listed Buildings needs to be carried out in a
sympathetic manner. A building’s Locally Listed status will be a
material consideration for all planning applications affecting it and,
as with Listed Buildings, applications involving loss or harm to a
Locally Listed Building will normally be resisted although a balanced
judgement will be made, having regard to the scale of any harm or
loss, the significance of the asset and any public benefits.

Prospect Villas
2-4 Broadway
21-23 Broadway
57 Broadway West, G. Davison & Sons

16

Planning Framework
Article 4 Directions
3.3.13 An Article 4 Direction removes the right of householders to undertake
some minor forms of development, such as alterations to windows or
the installation of hardstandings, which would normally be classed
as permitted development under planning legislation and therefore
would not require planning permission. The Article 4 Direction is
needed to ensure that minor alterations to the appearance of the
houses are not made in a way which would be out of character and
harmful to the Conservation Area.

3.3.15 Planning permission from the Council is therefore needed for the
following types of development:
3.3.16 Nos.65-77 (odd) Leigh Hill only:

•

Hard standings for vehicles.

3.3.18		Dwellinghouses:
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Constructing an access to the highway.

3.3.17		 All other properties

3.3.14 Within the Leigh Conservation Area the Direction currently covers the
following properties:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Church Hill, Leigh (Castle Cottage, The Old Rectory)
Norman Place (all properties)
Pleasant Terrace (all properties)
The Terrace, Leigh (1-12)
Hadleigh Road, Leigh (1-29 odd, 2-18 even)
Hillside Road, Leigh (6-12 even, 18-20 odd)
Leigh Hill, Leigh (15,31, rear of 43-47, 49, 53-63, 65-77 (hardstanding
access only), 79-87, 28-42, 60-62, 82-108)
Norman Terrace, Leigh (all properties)
The Gardens, Leigh (all properties)
Leigh Park Road, Leigh (all properties)
New Road, Leigh (all properties)
Ray Cottages, Leigh (all properties)
Uttons Avenue, Leigh (all properties)

•

The alteration of any window.

•

The rendering of brickwork of any part of a dwellinghouse (other
forms of cladding already need planning permission).

•

Re-roofing with different materials.

•

Hard standings for vehicles.

(Similar alterations to other properties (including flats) already need planning
permission from the Council.)
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Planning Framework
Other Designations
3.3.25 The Leigh Cliff Conservation Area is directly to the east of the Leigh
Conservation Area, while Leigh Old Town Conservation Area is to the
south, on the other side of the railway line.

3.3.19 All Buildings:
•

The painting over facing brickwork on any part of a building.

3.3.20 This Appraisal has also recommended that the Article 4 Direction is
altered to include the following item for all buildings:

3.3.26 There is one area within the Conservation Area, plus two adjacent to
it, that are designated as public open space in local planning policy:
Leigh Library Gardens (within the boundary), Belton Hills Nature
Reserve and Leigh Cliffs East (both outside the boundary). These are
shown in green on Map B.

3.3.21	Removing, altering or constructing a means of enclosure which fronts
a highway (walls fences, gates, etc.)
3.3.22 This Appraisal has also made the recommendation to extend the
Article 4 Direction to cover the following dwellings:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3.3.27 Map B also shows tree protection orders (TPOs) in dark green, which
are placed to prohibit works to cut down, lop, uproot or damage
important trees. All trees within Conservation Areas, whether they
have a TPO or not, are protected and consent must be given by SBC
prior to works being carried out so that the Council have sufficient
time to decide whether the designation of a TPO is needed.

Nos.39, 40 and 41 New Road;
Billet Cottage, Billet Lane;
Clifton Cottage, Billet Lane;
Fairlight Cottage, Billet Lane;
Brookfield Cottage, Billet Lane;
1-3 Mulberry Cottages, Billet Lane;
1-2 Kent View Cottages, Billet Lane;
Creek Cottage, Billet Lane;
Nos.39 to 42 Hadleigh Road; and
Nos.22 and 24, 30 to 36 (even), 33 to 37 (odd), 43, 47 Leigh Hill.

3.3.23 See paragraphs 6.3.61-6.3.64 and Maps B and M for more details.
3.3.24 No fee is needed for a planning application required by the Direction.
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History and Archaeology
4.1

4.4.1

•

Archaeological Interest

There are no known archaeological sites in the Conservation Area,
but there are a number of finds recorded in the Essex Historic
Environment Record (EHER) which indicate Roman occupation above
the cliff:
Nine Roman coins found in the garden of Hillside House, Leigh Hill
(EHER 9615);

•

A copper coin of Constantine II found in the Rectory garden (EHER
9618);

•

Coin of Valentinian found in Broadway in 1962 (EHER 9801);
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•

Coin of Magnentius found in 1936 (EHER 9802);

•

Roman coins (EHER 17607);

20

•

Roman pottery found in St. Clement’s churchyard (EHER 17974);

•

Assemblage of Roman coarse ware pottery on the site of an
extension to Barclay’s Bank (EHER 23071);

•

Roman rubbish tips found at the junction of Sea Reach and Leigh Hill;
and

•

Roman arches and artefacts found to the east of Nos.60-62 Leigh
Hill. Roman funeral urns and cellars found beneath the rear bakery
extension. The arches are now below the road.

History and Archaeology
4.2
4.2.1

History of the Leigh Conservation Area

4.2.4

The ages of buildings within the Conservation Area are shown on
Map I.
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Early History
4.2.2 Leigh is first recorded in the Domesday Book (1086), where it is
entered as a manor with the name Legra. Its principal inhabitants
are listed as two villeins and two smallholders, together with five
smallholders “above the water who do not hold land”. Domesday
also records pasture for 100 sheep. Its importance as a place for trade
is attested by references to Godfrey the Merchant, resident there in
1206, and to the death of a ‘merchant stranger’ killed there in 1255.01
4.2.3

The Domesday entry implies that there were already two parts to
the manor, the port by the sea, and the church, manor and small
farms at the top of the cliff. This is in effect how Leigh is represented
on the Chapman and André Essex map of 1777 (Map C), reflecting
a situation which had probably changed little in 700 years. The old
town is clustered along the High Street, by the sea; Leigh Hill winds
up the cliff from it to the church, from which roads lead east to the
manor at Leigh Hall and north to the London Road. The point at which
the higher and lower parts of the settlement met was the bottom of
Leigh Hill at what was called the market place. Although Leigh had
no recorded market, the widening in the road by The Ship is typical of
the imprint left by a former marketplace.

By the 16th century Leigh port had become a place of some
significance as “the principal port between Gravesend and Harwich
and … the landing place for merchandise destined for south-east
Essex”.02 (Further details on the history and significance of Leigh
as a port and fishing village can be found in the Leigh Old Town
Conservation Area Appraisal.)

Map C: Extract from Chapman and André’s map of Essex, 1777

01
02

The historical summary presented here derives from Bride 1994, upon whom later historians such as
Williams (2002) are heavily dependent.
Bride, 1994, p6
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History and Archaeology
4.2.5
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4.2.6

03

Whilst the port flourished in the late Middle Ages and the 16th and
17th centuries, the agricultural part of the parish would have been
more static, linked to a different economic cycle. By the end of the
16th century, much of the woodland in the north of the parish had
probably been cleared. The manor house is said to have been rebuilt
by Richard Lord Rich in 1561. Photographs (not reproduced) of it before
it was demolished in 1907 show it to have been a substantial building
with prominent gables which were a fashionable feature of Tudor
architecture. Lack of space in the High Street down in the core of the
fishing village led to more successful merchant and seafaring families
building houses up Billet Lane and Leigh Hill, or in the vicinity of the
church. Any expansion would have been checked as the port silted
up and decayed in the 18th century, reducing “a once flourishing
town to a small ruinous village”, as the Rev. John Wesley, the founder
of the Wesleyan Methodist Church, put it in 1748 when he visited
Leigh.03 There would have been a contrast between the impoverished
cottages along the High Street and the more prosperous houses and
farms in the higher part of the parish.

St. Clement’s Church
4.2.7 The most prominent historic building in the Conservation Area is St
Clement’s church which dates from the mid-15th century with Tudor
and Victorian additions. However, the earliest recorded Rector
for Leigh is Andrew in 1248, which suggests an earlier church in
Leigh than the present building, although no physical evidence has
survived. The Domesday Book of 1086 records no church. Therefore,
Leigh’s first church may have originated between these dates.

Few pre-17th century buildings survive in the Conservation Area, apart
from Billet Cottage and the medieval church, with its 15th century tower.
There are a few mid- to late-18th century buildings, such as the building
which housed Leigh’s first bank at No.42 Leigh Hill, No.85 Leigh Hill,
the home of Leigh’s surgeon in the 18th century, and No.28 Leigh Hill,
which is a traditional fisherman’s house of the time.

Cited in Burrows, 1909, p145
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4.2.8

As Leigh began to expand at the end of the 19th century the church
was enlarged. First the east end of the Chancel was extended in 1872,
then the south aisle was built in 1897 and the Lady Chapel added in
1913.

4.2.9

Many of its features and churchyard monuments demonstrate St.
Clement’s close connection with the local fishing community which it
served for well over 500 years and numerous memorials within the
building speak of this heritage. It was also closely associated with the
formation of Trinity House when the two Guilds of Pilots at Deptford
and Leigh were combined. A brass table in the Resurrection Chapel
lists many past members of the Guild, including naval notaries from
the Haddock, Salmon, Bundock and Goodlad families of Leigh. The
Church tower is also documented as a navigational reference point
for shipping in the estuary.

History and Archaeology
4.2.10 Outside in the Graveyard the ‘Cutlass Stone’ altar tomb is inscribed to
the memory of Mary Ellis who died in 1609 at the reputed age of 119!
The top of the tomb is deeply worn, it is said, by members of press
gangs who sharpened their cutlasses upon it. The graveyard also
includes a Dunkirk memorial which commemorates the involvement
of the fishermen of Leigh who risked and, in a number of instances,
sacrificed their lives in the Dunkirk evacuation of 1940.

Development in Modern Times
4.2.11 The Tithe Map of 1847 (Map D) shows the village before the
construction of the railway, with the settlement clustered along the
shoreline, with development growing up Leigh Hill and the church
and the manor house at the top of the hill.
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Map D: Tithe Award map for the Parish of Leigh, 1847 (Reproduced courtesy of the Essex Record Office: D/CT 217)
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History and Archaeology
4.2.12 The town owes its expansion largely to the arrival
of the railway in 1854. This, however, had the
unfortunate effect of severing the old town from
the cliff and the northern part of the parish and
destroying a number of buildings on the north
side of the High Street. New Road was formed to
provide access on the north side of the railway
line; originally it was little more than a back lane,
terminating to the west by Billet Lane. The latter
was one of several footpaths up the cliff. The
others were blocked when the rectory was built
in 1838, when Church Hill was realigned to the
east to its present position to provide more direct
access to the church. Rectory Grove was laid out
to the north of the Rectory in compensation for
an east-west lane to the south of it which was
incorporated into its grounds.

at the end of Hadleigh Road in 1811. This was,
however, demolished in 1854 with the construction
of the railway. After moving to the High Street a
new site on New Road was acquired. The current
chapel, known as the Fisherman’s Chapel, dates
from 1932.04
LEIGH
CONSERVATION
AREA
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4.2.13 The Rector and the Lady of the Manor (Lady Olivia
Sparrow) initiated improvements to the town and
alterations to its layout. Hershell's School on Leigh
Hill (now No.53 Leigh Hill) was opened by Lady
Olivia Sparrow in 1835. The National School (now
the Old Rectory) on Church Hill was built in 1847.
The church was restored in 1837-40, then enlarged
in 1872 and 1897. Following visits to Leigh by the
Rev. John Wesley a Wesleyan community had
grown up and in 1811 a small chapel was built

LEIGH OLD TOWN
CONSERVATION AREA

LEIGH CLIFF
CONSERVATION AREA

Map E: 1875 OS map© Crown Copyright 2019. All Rights Reserved. Licence number 100019680

04

http://fishermenschapel.org.uk/history/, accessed 08/10/19
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History and Archaeology
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4.2.14 Many of the current roads simply did not exist at the time of the first
edition Ordnance Survey map of Leigh published in 1875 (Map E),
and several roads shown on that map have now disappeared. The
thoroughfares that appear on all maps are the eastern part of New
Road, Billet Lane, Leigh Hill, formerly known as Horse Hill (as an extra
horse had to be added to pull wagons up the steep hill) and before
that Turnpike Hill, Church Hill and Broadway, known at the time as
Leigh Hall Road. Terraces of houses were along the junction of Leigh
Hall Road and Elm Road, with Leigh House and the Rectory to the
west of the church, both with substantial landscaped grounds. New
Road was a small lane that ended at the site where the Fishermen’s
Chapel now stands, a long way from being the busy road it is now. It
was dotted with small houses and terraces, with the Ship Inn at the
eastern end.

Billet Lane in the early 20th century
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A similar view of Billet Lane in 2019
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4.2.15 By the end of the century, Leigh was becoming
popular as a resort, in tandem with the development of
Southend as a seaside resort, and the settlement began
to expand. The population, 570 in 1801, was 2667 by
1901. Hadleigh Road had appeared by the second
edition map of 1897 (Map F), as had a tiny branch from
it, which eventually formed the northern end of Leigh
Park Road. A terrace and semi-detached houses had
been built towards the bottom end of the road, with
four larger houses to the north, although the road was
still quite sparsely occupied. The village had become
considerably more built up in the twenty-two years
since the last map, with Norman Field replaced by three
terraces: Norman Terrace, Norman Place and Pleasant
Terrace. In addition, the branch of Leigh Hill leading up
to the east side of the Church had gained houses along
its eastern side, including the attractive group with
covered first floor balconies at Nos.96-106 Leigh Hill.
4.2.16 In 1897, Leigh became an Urban District, then was
absorbed into Southend in 1913. To the north,
developers acquired land from farmers affected by the
agricultural depression and houses were built on a grid
plan, which can be seen on the 1897 map to the east
and north-east of the Conservation Area. The Grand
Hotel was built at the east end of The Broadway in 1899
(within the Leigh Cliff Conservation Area) and, in 1900,
six acres of land were acquired to create Cliff Gardens
(to the south-east of the Conservation Area).

LEIGH OLD TOWN
CONSERVATION AREA
LEIGH CLIFF
CONSERVATION AREA

Map F: 1897 OS map © Crown Copyright 2019. All Rights Reserved. Licence number 100019680
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Map G: 1922 OS map © Crown Copyright 2019. All Rights Reserved. Licence number 100019680
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History and Archaeology
4.2.17 By the third edition map in 1922 (Map G) Leigh Park Road had
appeared and Leigh Hall Road was now known as The Broadway.
Again, much development had occurred in the intervening years since
the 1897 map. Apart from the houses lining the north side of Leigh
Park Road, Uttons Avenue had appeared and most of Hadleigh Road
was lined with housing. Large houses on the north side of Leigh Park
Road are seen on early-20th century photographs, with decorative
balconies, white painted mock-timber framing and distinctive low
timber fences, set with small trees behind. The influence of the Arts
and Crafts movement is evident on many of the buildings from around
this time, for example on The Terrace, on some of the large detached
properties at the top of Hadleigh Road, and on the buildings that line
Leigh Park Road.

4.2.18 The Broadway had, by this time, acquired its present character and
was lined with shops. However, Broadway West did not appear until
the 1939 map, after the demolition of Leigh House. The new road
ran through the house’s gardens and the site of the outbuildings and
stables to the north of the Rectory, which now became the Library,
with a new Rectory built to the east.
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4.2.19 The newer parts of the town were exclusively residential with
the result that Leigh became a commuter town, serviced by the
construction in 1934 of the existing station to the west of the original
one. There had previously only been a level crossing between Leigh
Old Town and Leigh at the site of the old station (now the Leigh-onSea Sailing Club) around which were a cluster of shops. In the 1960s
the present pedestrian bridges were constructed.
4.2.20 The Second World War brought bomb damage, with part of New Road
being affected, though the bombs in Leigh mainly fell further north
outside the Conservation Area. Belton Bridge over the railway was
built in the 1950s. In the 1960s, New Road was extended westwards
to join up with Leigh Station and Belton Way. In the late-20th century,
Laurel Close and Leigh Hill Close were constructed on some of
the remaining open land within the area. New blocks of flats were
also built at the north end of Leigh Hill Park and a few other older
buildings were replaced with modern ones. Large blocks of flats have
also been built within the setting of the Conservation Area, at the
west end of Broadway West.

Early 20th century photograph of houses on the north side of Leigh Park Road
28
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4.2.21 The Leigh Town Scheme, run by Southend
Borough Council, Essex County Council and
English Heritage in the late-20th century, gave
grants for structural repairs to certain properties
within the Conservation Area. The scheme was
successful in restoring timber sash windows
to several houses. Works to repair roofs,
brickwork, rendering and weatherboarding
were also eligible for grants. Other insensitive
works to historic buildings were also reversed
during this time, such as the replacement of
weatherboarding to Prospect Row which had
been partly rendered. An Article 4 Direction,
removing certain permitted development rights,
has also helped to reverse unsympathetic
changes in the Conservation Area. There has
therefore been a gradual improvement over the
last few decades in the quality of repairs and
alterations to historic buildings.
4.2.22 Development in the 21st century has included
the Bell Sands development, which includes new
blocks of flats behind existing buildings on Leigh
Hill and the reconstruction of the former Bell Hotel.

History and Archaeology
Map I: Building Ages
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Character Analysis
5.1

5.1.1

Architecture

to be two/three storeys, with shop fronts on the ground floor and
sometimes more elaborately decorated upper floors, often using a
Classical style.

Most of the Conservation Area assumed its present appearance in a
short period of time, c.1850-1930. The older properties are to be found
on New Road and Leigh Hill, and few of them pre-date the 19th century.
The buildings in individual streets are generally similar in style and there
is some uniformity in styles and materials across the Conservation Area.
However, there is variety in design between the different streets and
character areas (see section 5.3).
The different styles of buildings can roughly be summarised as:

•

19th century terraces of houses or larger individual buildings, many
utilising weatherboarding referencing the coastal location but in a more
elegant style than in the core of the fishing village at Leigh Old Town.
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5.1.2

•

Grander Victorian houses, either detached or semi-detached. Several of
these buildings have elegant first floor balconies.

•

Closely built up late-Victorian/Edwardian terraces of two storeys, rarely
higher, in brick. These create streetscapes with a regular rhythm of well
detailed and well-articulated façades.

•

Commercial buildings on Broadway and Broadway West, which tend
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•

St. Clements’s church, which differs from anything else in the
Conservation Area, being 16th century in origin and of ragstone.

•

At the corner of Elm Road and Broadway West, there is a block of shops
in the Modern Movement style, flat roofed with white painted render and
large metal windows dating from the 1930s. Modern Movement buildings
are relatively common in Southend but these are is the only ones in the
Conservation Area.

•

Later-20th century buildings either take the form of small estates or
terraces placed within former gap sites within the Area or replacement
blocks of flats. The former tend to be relatively sympathetic, while the
later tend to be boxy and out of scale with the historic buildings.

5.1.3

The below sections set out the key materials and details which features
within the Conservation Area.

Character Analysis

Victorian houses with first floor balconies

Leigh Library, formerly a house, in a Tudor style

Typical Victorian terraces, on Uttons Avenue

Arts and Crafts inspired buildings on Leigh Park Road

Early-20th century house on Leigh Park Road
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Weatherboarded building, reminiscent of the coastal
location of Leigh
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Character Analysis
Walls
5.1.4 Featheredged weatherboard was very common in Leigh as a cladding
and is still a feature of some buildings today, notably the very
picturesque Prospect Villas and the house opposite (Nos.60-62) on
Leigh Hill, as well as Norman Place and Pleasant Terrace off Church
Hill. This provides a link with Leigh Old Town, where this material is
commonly used, and adds to the coastal character of the Area.
5.1.5

5.1.8

St. Clements church is of ragstone and flint rubble, with a red brick south
porch and limestone dressings. Stone dressings are often used on
windows across the Area (though sometimes painted over), with a higher
percentage of the façades covered with stone decorative detailing on
the upper floors of shops on the Broadway. Some pebbledash render is
used on the upper floors of buildings on Broadway West.
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Timber came to be superseded by yellow stock brick. These were cheap
bricks but their colour, as well as the variety of texture and colouring in
their surface, makes them very attractive. More expensive than stocks,
red bricks were used for detailing and façades. In the 20th century,
they gradually superseded the stocks which were only made in limited
quantities after the Second World War. One of the earlier buildings in
the Conservation Area, Leigh House from the early-19th century, is of red
brick with burnt headers.

5.1.6

Bay windows are usually stuccoed but some are of red brick. They
and indeed the entire house have often been painted or rendered
and painted, which is unsympathetic. Although the covering of good
brickwork with render or paint is always to be regretted, in this seaside
location it often seems appropriate. There are places in the Conservation
Area which are characterised by white painted walls and black joinery.

5.1.7

In the early-20th century, false half-timbering, reflecting the influence of
Arts and Crafts architecture, became fashionable, typically being used
in gables which became a prominent feature of house design. Terraced
houses in Hadleigh Road have timber framed gables.

St. Clements' Church
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Character Analysis
Materials Palette
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Character Analysis
5.1.9

Date stones seem to be a common feature in the Conservation Area,
appearing on several buildings. The Victorian buildings also often feature
names carved into the lintels above the doors or plaques at first floor
level.

Date/Name Stones
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Character Analysis
Windows
5.1.10 The typical window type across the Conservation Area is timber sliding
sashes. Sash windows have large panes, sometimes divided by a single
vertical glazing bar. The upper sashes have ‘horns’, a feature to be found
from c.1875. From about 1900, the upper sashes were often divided into
small panes. These can be seen in the houses on the north-east side of
Leigh Park Road, where some also have stained glass, and in Nos.9096 Leigh Hill. Bay windows, usually single storey, are typical of late
Victorian houses.
5.1.11
287

5.1.12

A few other window types occur within the Area. On the Library there are
leaded timber casements (likely not original). Leaded timber casements
are also used for the semi-detached houses on the south side of Leigh
Park Road, some of which are oriel windows triangular on plan. More
modest vernacular timber casements are seen on Billet Cottage. Leaded
metal casements remain in a few windows in Nos.1-7 Broadway. A small
number of Edwardian houses have small panes to the upper sections,
with coloured glazing. The church has leaded stained glass in stone
mullioned surrounds.
There have been examples of replacement of original windows with
unsympathetic uPVC. See section 6.3.10 for more details.
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Character Analysis
Windows
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Character Analysis
Doors
5.1.13 Doors within the Conservation Area tend to be timber with glazing to
the upper half. On the Victorian buildings the doors tend to be panelled
with two vertical panes, though some have multiple panes and some are
stained glass. Edwardian doors tend to have narrower panelling to the
lower two thirds, with glazing to the upper third, some of which is stained
glass. Some cottages on Leigh Hill and Uttons Avenue have stable style
doors with a single small pane to the upper half. Unsympathetic uPVC or
off-the-peg doors have sometimes been installed.
Doors
289
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Character Analysis
Roofs, Balconies and Verandahs
5.1.14 Roofs are typically low pitched and in slate or red clay tiles. The form of
roof development is shown on the buildings in the Conservation Area,
the low Victorian ones being replaced by ones of steeper pitch, covered
with machine-made tiles. The houses on the north-east side of Hadleigh
Road had roofs made with a type of interlocking tile, probably imported
from northern Europe. These houses, and several others across the
Conservation Area, were also provided with wooden balconies, which
are very much a feature of Leigh and Southend in general. Here the
balconies were integral to the design of the houses, as were the cast
iron ones at Nos.98-108 Leigh Hill, but such is the desire to enjoy the sea
view that many houses have had balconies added to them, not always
successfully in terms of their design. Some houses on Leigh Hill have
ground floor verandahs. The roofs of balconies are either corrugated
metal or sit under the main tiled or slate roof. Billet Cottage is an
exception to roof form, with a mansard roof with red clay tiles. Buildings
generally have red brick chimney stacks with clay pots.

Roofs
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Character Analysis
Balconies and Verandahs
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Character Analysis
Shops
5.1.15 As Broadway was transformed from a residential to a retail street, so it
acquired buildings of civic character reflecting its commercial aspirations.
Within the Conservation Area, Clements Arcade and Nos.21-23a
Broadway combine fine red brick with Classical detailing in stone (the
right hand bay of Clements Arcade is a modern copy). Barclays Bank
has a completely stone façade but the flank wall betrays a hierarchy of
materials, being of red brick and then later extended to the rear in stock
brick. The stone in these buildings is an oolitic limestone, probably Bath.
5.1.16

5.1.17

Some of the shops in Broadway are houses in origin which have been
adapted by having a shop front built out in front of them at the ground
floor, a typical feature of old high streets.
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Traditionally the shop fronts had relatively narrow fascias, of painted
timber set at a slight angle with carved consoles at their ends. Windows
were originally broken up with slender timber glazing bars, often shaped
like columns. Doorways were often central to the shop, recessed within
the window, or located to one side. There are good examples of shop
fronts at No.24 Broadway (Ruby Room, locally listed), No.8 Broadway
(David Roberts Jewellers), and especially No.57 Broadway West (G.
Davidson and Sons Jewellers). The latter features a marble stall riser
with timber columns to the windows frames, which have curved glazing
and brass detailing, and a door set deep into the façade to create extra
display windows for the shop’s goods. At No.71 Broadway West (The
Dressmaker) is a shop front remaining from the interwar period, with
sunray leaded lights to the upper part of the window. Several other
examples of this shop front design are seen on shops to the west
(outside the Conservation Area boundary) and form a group.

Character Analysis
Examples of good original shop fronts
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Character Analysis
5.1.18

Several of the shop fronts within the Conservation Area have been
inappropriately altered through the insertion of modern fascias which
are excessively large and of inappropriate materials. Original windows
have often been replaced and some of these have large panes of glass
which are not broken up by glazing bars and which reach close down to
the ground, such as No.35b Broadway West (Ugo’s). There are, however,
a number of example of good modern replacements which include stall

risers, appropriately sized fascias or applied lettering, recessed doors or
slender glazing bars, such as No.5 Broadway West (Puddle & Goose) or
No.69 (The Crystal Tree). Retractable canvas awnings above shop fronts
are also a traditional feature and there many examples of these still
utilised in the Conservation Area.
5.1.19

Examples of good replacement shop fronts and awnings
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Examples of poor shop fronts and oversized fascias
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More guidance on sympathetic shop front design can be found in
Section 6.4.

Character Analysis
the rebuilding of the former Bell Hotel in stock and red bricks, with
reconstituted stone dressings, after the original building collapsed.
This does not replicate the former building precisely but does add to
the historic character of the street and helps to retain the original street
pattern and frontage.

Late 20th Century Buildings
5.1.20 New building since the Second World War comprises a few infill
detached houses, the Sea Reach development, the Bell Sands
development, blocks of flats in Leigh Park Road, Leigh Hill Close and
Laurel Close.
5.1.21
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Some of the late-20th century development has been restrained or
discreetly positioned and consequently have not had a disruptive effect.
Laurel Close, for example, forms three parallel terraces and is a large
development with a uniform style and coherent layout which works
well. Well-planted gardens add character. Large brick retaining walls
in the estate are rather oppressive but this part of the Close cannot
be seen from the main through roads or in context with many historic
buildings. The Sea Reach development has a varied, though somewhat
busy, mix of balconies, dormer windows and projecting elements. The
use of balconies and weatherboarding are appropriate features for the
Conservation Area. Leigh Hill Close, with its large garages on the ground
floor is perhaps less successful, though the weatherboarding to the
upper floors is appropriate for the Area. There are also limited views of
this road from the rest of the Conservation Area.

5.1.23 A third floor penthouse was added to the rear range of Clements Arcade
within the last decade. This has dark grey cladding and glazing to a flat
roofed storey. While it can be seen in views from the west, visibility
of it is limited in important views northwards from Leigh Hill and other
buildings on the Broadway block it from view from the east.
5.1.24 A thoroughly modern house is currently (2019) under construction in a
large plot at No.15 The Terrace, featuring white rendered walls, glazed
balconies and sun canopies. Whilst these are not all features typical of
the Conservation Area, views of the site are extremely limited, to the top
end of Hillside Road only.
5.1.25 Leigh Park Court and Sans Souci on Leigh Park Road are blocks of flats,
which are boxy and lacking in any subtlety, their scale, at four storeys, is
excessive and damaging when seen from lower down Hadleigh Road.
Similar in their impact are St. Clement’s Court and St. Clement’s Court
East, which although outside the Conservation Area, loom over it. The
former, traditionally built and smaller in terms of height and footprint, is
more readily assimilated than the latter which is twelve storeys high and
overshadows the grade II listed Library, having a detrimental effect on
the appearance of the Conservation Area. Some smaller blocks of flats
on the north side of Leigh Park Roads and Hadleigh Roads are also boxy
in design and not in keeping with the Conservation Area.

5.1.22 The Bell Sands development has been completed recently, with three
storey blocks of flats set alongside the railway. These feature elevations
with gables and recessed bays to break up the massing. Stock brick,
white painted render and timber cladding are appropriate for the
Conservation Area. The buildings, however, are not very visible from
within the Conservation Area itself because of their location, though they
are visible from the seafront in the Leigh Old Town Conservation Area on
the other side of the railway line. Their seaside character is appropriate
to the setting of that Conservation Area. The development also involved
45

Character Analysis
20th Century Buildings of varying quality within the Conservation Area

Large scale wall on Laurel Close

Poorly designed modern flats on
Hadleigh Road (consent granted to
replace this building)

San Souci

Leigh Park Court

Sea Reach

Leigh Hill Close

New house on Hillside Road

The Bell Sands development

The rebuilt former Bell Hotel

Well-planted gardens at Laurel Close,
adding character
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Character Analysis
Uses
5.1.26 With the exception of Broadway and Broadway West, the Conservation
Area is predominantly residential, the streets presenting terraces of
housing or else houses tightly grouped together. Most are single
dwellings but there are some blocks of flats. There are also some flats
above commercial units.

5.1.28 The church stands at a junction where different uses and character zones
collide. The only other place of worship in the Conservation Area is the
Fishermen’s Chapel on New Road. The Library (once The Rectory) and
the former National School (now the Old Rectory) are vestiges of a lost
age. They and the nearby buildings stand in wide grounds which reflect
the layout of more spacious times, as well as the steepness of the cliff.
There are a few offices and business premises around the Leigh Library
area and some above shops.

5.1.27 Broadway was originally a residential road but rapidly assumed a retail
aspect in the early-20th century and is now a busy shopping high street.
The same is true of the south end of Elm Road, which meets Broadway
West just to the north of the church. Broadway West is later still, built
after 1928, its north side a shopping parade from the outset, in contrast
to the widely spaced buildings on its south side. Food outlets, cafes and
bars have, as elsewhere, proliferated in recent years, with a number of
shops being changed to this use.
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5.1.29 The only public houses are The Ship on New Road, now vacant but
with planning permission to convert it to a hotel, and The Broadway
on the street of the same name. The only other vacant buildings in the
Conservation Area are Nos.22 and 24 Leigh Hill, formerly shops with
residential above, though now in very poor condition (permission for
refurbishment and extension has been granted but work had stalled
at the time of writing in 2019). There is a vacant plot on the west side
of Hadleigh Road where a building has been demolished and not yet
replaced. Planning permissions for this site have been granted in the past
but not implemented so the future of the site is uncertain. The hoarding
around the site is a negative feature in the streetscape.
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Character Analysis
Map J: Building Uses
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Leigh Hill

LEIGH CLIFF
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Character Analysis
5.2

5.2.1

Townscape

5.2.5 The size of garden plots for houses tends to relate to the size of the
house, with larger detached houses having larger gardens on more
than one side and smaller houses having small gardens to the front
or rear.

Features described in this section are shown on Map K: Townscape.

Street and Plot Patterns
5.2.2 The railway divides the old town (and Leigh Old Town Conservation
Area) from the Leigh Conservation Area, a boundary followed by New
Road, a busy through route in which traffic is the dominant feature.
Residential development spreads up the cliff, the roads either making a
direct ascent at right angles to the slope or winding up it in an attempt
to reduce the gradient. The difficulty of imposing a regular street plan
on the hillside has left undeveloped areas and large garden plots,
some of which have been gradually infilled in more recent times and
some of which remain, providing the Area with a generous amount of
open space. There are several streets that have dead-ends, such as
Uttons Avenue and Laurel Close.
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Pathways and Alleys
5.2.6 Pathways and alleys, both public and private, are a key feature of
this Conservation Area. The two main public pathways are Billet
Lane to the west, running from New Road to the top end of Hadleigh
Road, and Church Hill towards the west, running from Leigh Hill to
Broadway West. Billet Lane is a more informal path. Its surfacing is
mainly of concrete but at the top there are granite set and clay pavers
representing piecemeal renewal. Church Hill is more formal, with
granite sets to the path and steps leading up the hill, and cast iron
handrails, posts and lamps (though some of the original handrails and
lamps have been replaced).

5.2.3

Reflecting its largely residential character, much of the Conservation
Area comprises quiet roads, their frontages tightly built up with houses.
Although cars are parked along most of the streets, traffic generally
does not intrude as they do not function as through routes, except
for Broadway, New Road and the lower end of Leigh Hill. Since the
latter are at the edge of the Conservation Area, there is generally
good separation between the residential areas and the busier streets.
Similarly, shops, pubs, cafes and restaurants are to be found on the
Broadway, and only rarely in the residential areas on the hillside.

5.2.4

Backland areas are almost non-existent, confined to the former stable
yard of The Broadway, the little arcade at Clements Court. Both are
attractive spaces, though the yard at The Broadway would benefit from
more sensitive landscaping.

5.2.7

Private pathways lead off main streets to terraces of houses. There
are some in the Laurel Close estate but they are mainly clustered off
the west side of Church Hill, where the only access to the houses
here are by these narrow footpaths. The terraced houses stacked
one above the other up the hillside are a distinctive feature of the
Conservation Area. At the top of the Hill Nos.1-12 The Terrace has a
wider gravel pathway lined with planting, while to Pleasant Terrace
and Norman Place small, informal back alleys and front pathways are
the only access.

5.2.8 The Kent View, Fairlight, Brookfields and Clifton cottages are also
accessed off a private gravelled drive from Billet Lane.
49

Character Analysis

Billet Lane

Church Hill

Pathway to The Terrace
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Back alley to Pleasant Terrace

Pathway into Laurel Close from Billet Lane
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Character Analysis
Views
5.2.9 Views out to the water of the Thames Estuary are the most important
ones in the Conservation Area and these visual links maintain the
feeling of Leigh being a coastal town. These are afforded southwards
down all of the north/south and north-west/south-east running roads
and pathways, and from the Leigh Library Gardens, and are possible
because of the slope of the land. At the eastern end of Leigh Hill similar
views out are gained between buildings and out over Leigh Cliffs East.
These views are often complemented by greenery within the Area,
with tree canopies framing views, or forming a foreground in views.
Small glimpsed views are often seen between buildings throughout
the Conservation Area. Along New Road views look towards the rear of
buildings in Leigh Old Town, with glimpses of the water beyond, but the
views are marred by the harsh boundary fencing and overhead cables
of the railway line.

5.2.11

The western approach to the Conservation Area from Belton Way East
and Belton Gardens is attractive, with the green space of Belton Hills,
the hillside and views of Creek Cottage. Views into the Conservation
Area of the church tower are also important for the wider setting and in
views from the water. It is one of only two major landmark churches in
the borough, the other being St. Mary's in Prittlewell. Views of the tower
can be afforded from the train station area to the west and along the
High Street in Leigh Old Town. Other views from the Leigh Old Town
Conservation Area include views looking up the steep Uttons Avenue,
at the houses on The Gardens, and of New Road and Bell Sands from
the railway bridge.
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5.2.12 Negative impacts on views are in areas where traffic dominates, such
as on Broadway West, or where a combination of parked cars, bad
road markings and neglected public realm adversely affect the street
scene, such as at the bottom of Leigh Hill. In some views negative 20th
century buildings can dominate.

5.2.10 As well as the views seaward, which are always uplifting, good
views abound in the Conservation Area. Views up the roads flanked
with rhythmic terraces of late Victorian houses are invariably good.
Sweeping views up Leigh Park Road and Leigh Hill are also attractive.
The church tower provides a focal point in views from the neighbouring
roads, such as south down Elm Road.
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Character Analysis

View of the church tower from the station area, with
buildings associated with the fishing industry in the
foreground

View down to the water from Uttons Avenue

Sweeping view up Leigh Park Road

Glimpsed views of the estuary between buildings on
Leigh Park Road
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View of the Estuary from Billet Lane

View of the church tower from the High Street in Leigh
Old Town
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Character Analysis

View out over Leigh Cliffs East from the eastern end of
the Conservation Area

View of the estuary from Leigh Library Gardens

View of New Road from the railway bridge
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View of the approach into the Conservation Area from
Belton Way East, with Laurel Close seen and Leigh Old
Town beyond
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View of The Gardens from the cinder path next to the sea

Character Analysis
Green Space and Gardens
5.2.13 The Conservation Area is well provided with green space, both large
private gardens and the public ones at the Library, Cliff Gardens and
the churchyard. The churchyard and public gardens are visible from
Broadway West but otherwise the larger areas of greenery tend to be
quite discreetly located within the Conservation Area.

installed further into the gardens which looks somewhat tired and has
been subject to graffiti.
5.2.17 Adjacent to the south-eastern corner of the Conservation Area are Cliff
Gardens below Cliff Parade. These have some informal landscaping, with
gravel paths, grassed areas and tree planting, providing an attractive
foreground to views out to the Estuary. Private gardens for The Gardens,
set on the south side of Leigh Hill, provide a positive green space for the
Conservation Area with several mature trees.

5.2.14 The church and the evergreen trees in the graveyard are attractive
and from the street they provide relief to the busy traffic dominated
Broadway and Broadway West. The monuments and memorials provide
additional interest within the churchyard. The line of trees along the
eastern edge of the graveyard on Leigh Hill is an important townscape
feature.
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5.2.18 Gardens too are usually well presented. Where houses are built along
the slope, they often have long gardens terraced down the hill, which
because of their prominence have a significant positive impact on the
appearance of the Conservation Area. Mature trees in private and
public gardens provide attractive backdrops to buildings throughout the
Conservation Area. The gardens on the south side of Leigh Park Road
are an interesting feature, being steeply sunken down to the entrances
of the houses because of the sloping land. They provide interesting little
pockets of greenery and are important to the setting of the street.

5.2.15 To the west of Billet Lane is Belton Hills, a large open area of land,
designated a local nature reserve. It is mostly beyond the Area’s
boundary but is influential on its character as it provides a soft boundary
to the west. This sprawls up the hillside and is covered with patches of
elm scrub, saplings which are killed by disease long before maturity.
There are several informal desire paths across it, but it is principally an
area given over to wildlife.

5.2.19 Many of the private gardens are unusually large for an urban location.
These large gardens are an important characteristic of the parts of the
Conservation Area where they exist. Because of this, where they do
exist, the large gardens should be retained and future over-development
resisted, to preserve the various contrasting character zones.

5.2.16 Between Leigh Park Road and Broadway West is an area of public
gardens, Leigh Library Gardens. This area is laid to grass with paths and
many mature trees. There are several large trees which are noticeable
from Broadway West around the library. The paths lead to entrances on
Leigh Park Road, Broadway West and Church Hill, opposite St Clements
Church. A small children’s play area on the roadside of Broadway West
is tidy and a useful public amenity. Other play equipment has been

5.2.20 However, the Conservation Area does not have many street trees,
fewer than the suburban character that parts of it would justify. Much of
Hadleigh Road is still relatively leafy, as is the top of Church Hill, but this
is no longer generally the case in the Area. Old photographs show lines
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of young trees planted on Leigh Park Road, although
admittedly these appear to be at the boundaries of
front gardens. The public realm in several locations
would therefore benefit from more trees and soft
landscaping. These include New Road, where trees
would help to reduce its bleak ‘fast road’ character and
careful planting could improve the appearance of the
undeveloped corner plots used for parking, and Leigh
Hill Close, where the expanse of the concrete parking
area is unrelieved by soft landscaping.

Public gardens to the east of the Library

Public gardens south of the Library

Sunken gardens on the south side of Leigh Park Hill

The Churchyard, with memorials and mature
trees lining Leigh Hill
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5.2.21 Although the public gardens are well cared for,
maintenance can be an issue elsewhere, such as the
space by the footbridge over the railway on Leigh
Hill. The elm scrub that is spreading west along the
cliff effectively forms a barrier defining the entrance
to the Conservation Area, but it needs management,
particularly where it adjoins Billet Lane.

Attractive front gardens on Leigh Hill
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Boundary Treatments and Paths
5.2.22 There are a wide variety of boundary treatments in the Conservation
Area, with few historic boundary treatments remaining. Low brick
walls topped with metal railings would have been typical on the lateVictorian streets, such as Hadleigh Road, though most of these have
been replaced with modern versions, have been painted or rendered,
or have lost their railings. Because of the steep gradient of the land,
gardens often feature brick retaining walls.
5.2.23 Some attractive traditional railings have been installed at No.27
Hadleigh Road which are successful replacements. Hedges are also
appropriate boundary treatments, whereas rubble stone filled wire
cages and reconstituted stone are not. Timber picket fences may also
be appropriate in certain places where they have been historically
used; historic photos of Leigh Park Road show mid-height timber
fences, with close boarding to the lower half and finial details to the
upper half, with timber gates featuring cross bracing details. None of
these now survive.

Good quality (modern) metal gate and fence to No.27
Hadleigh Road, with original coloured ceramic tiles to
the pathway
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5.2.24 A small number of front gardens retain or have provided good
quality replicas of coloured ceramic tile pathways, typical of the late
Victorian period.
5.2.25 Walls around the churchyard and along Church Hill are unusual uses of
stone for boundaries within the Area but are distinctive.

Detail of original fences on Leigh Park Road, none of
which now exist (early-20th century)
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Good quality new tiled pathway on Leigh Hill

Stone wall and gate to the Old Rectory on Church Hill
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Picket fence on Leigh Park Road

Brick retaining wall on Leigh Hill
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Painted render to a wall on Hadleigh Road
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Driveways and Parking
5.2.26 In most parts of the Conservation Area parking is on the street.
Competition for space seems to be less here than in some other parts
of Leigh, for example the Old Town. As a result on-street parking lacks
the detrimental impact that it can sometimes have.
5.2.27 Garages are not a prominent feature of the Area, but those that exist
are largely run down and unattractive. Those at Laurel Close are
surrounded by cracked concrete surfacing and are gloomy in contrast
to the well maintained gardens of the close itself.
5.2.28 Only a limited number of front gardens have been paved over for car
parking, reflecting the success of the Article 4 Direction restricting
permitted development rights. Driveways have often been paved with
granite sets, continuing the use of a traditional material which is to be
found in the Old Town, although some of a harsh dark grey colour are
visually intrusive. On Leigh Park Road and Leigh Hill off-street parking
has been carved out of the sloping gardens at some of the properties,
which is inappropriate and creates a dominating appearance from
the street. Driveways are always more successful when part of the
boundary treatment and front garden is retained and planting is used to
soften the area. Materials and details are also important as solid paving
can appear overbearing.
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Driveway converted from a front garden and carved into the hill,
giving it a dominating appearance from the road

Run down garages on Laurel Close
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Public Realm
5.2.29 In much of the Conservation Area, the pavements are mostly asphalt,
usually with granite kerbs. Most of the pavements are now very
patched and in need of renewal. Road markings are often obtrusive
and have an adverse effect on the street scene. Double yellow lines
are particularly conspicuous at the bottom of Church Hill and in upper
Leigh Hill. Nowhere are the narrow 5cm lines permitted in conservation
areas used. Pathways within the public gardens are tired and often
cracked.

5.2.32 Streetlamps are of concrete in New Road. Many streets have been
provided with black Victorian style heritage streetlamps, but there
are some other streets which still have concrete or silver-coloured
metal standards, which are utilitarian and unattractive. They are also
frequently unnecessarily high. Smaller standards, such as the ones
on Church Hill, would integrate more effectively into the street scene.
Some old 1930s cast iron standards have had modern lights attached
to the top, which is a more sympathetic solution than the concrete or
silver-coloured streetlamps but not entirely visually successful. One
cast iron lamppost in the churchyard may be historic.

5.2.30 On Broadway the pavements have small good quality concrete slabs
and around the junction with Elm Road there are some areas of granite
sett paving and there are streetlamps of a modern yet traditional
design. This surface treatment does not extended to Broadway West,
which is unfortunate in view of its retail and public character, with shops,
the Library and public gardens. At the junction between these three
streets there has been some attempt at a public realm landscaping
scheme, with small planted beds in the central reservation, historic
style finger post signage and railings with a cross and circle pattern.
Streetlamps on Broadway and Broadway West are traditional in style
and painted black. However, the plethora of railings, streetlamps and
belisha beacons at this junction give it a very cluttered appearance and
some of the railings are now looking quire tired.
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5.2.33 At the bend in the road where it branches with Leigh Park Road there
are tubular Pipe Clamp railings and an unplanted patch of ground
which appears rather forlorn.
5.2.34 The junction of Leigh Hill with Leigh Park Road by The Ship has an
island with an asphalt surface with galvanised bollards. The forecourt
to the Ship would also benefit from upgrading. On the opposite side
of the road there is another unsuccessful area of public space defined
by painted concrete bollards, an untidy gravelled area and self-sown
overgrowth. Two mature trees add interest but a green metal electricity
sub-station and the spiked metal fencing to the edge of the railway line
are negative features.
5.2.35 Two parking areas at the bottom of Uttons Avenue and Hadleigh Road
are also utilitarian and would benefit from improvement. They have
patchy tarmac surfaces, with chipped paint to concrete bollards which
are unappealing.

5.2.31 Street-side railings at crossing points and elsewhere (e.g. by the
Library and at the bottom of Leigh Hill) are no better than functional,
sometimes simply galvanised, and not up to the general quality of the
built environment.
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5.2.36 Many of the roads in the Conservation Area feature the attractive tall
street-signs that are such a character of the Borough. It is important that
these should be retained.
5.2.37 There are many benches in the public gardens, which are placed to
take advantage of the panoramic views over the estuary. A few are
neglected. There are a few throughout the rest of the Conservation
Area, such as one at Leigh Hill. Some benches are neglected, for
example those on Billet Lane, which are covered with graffiti and
require painting.
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5.2.38 There is an old drinking fountain at the top of Leigh Hill, built of
concrete though well-formed, with a plaque stating that it was donated
by the Metropolitan Drinking Fountain and Cattle Trough Association.
Traditional style lamppost on Leigh Hill

5.2.39 There are several unattractive bins and dog bins within the
Conservation Area. Traditional style bins are often used, though these
are often dirty and worn. Bus shelters are utilitarian.

Traditional style lampposts on Broadway

5.2.40 See further images in Section 6.3.26 - 6.3.41.

Cluttered junction of Broadway with Elm Road,
though there is some attempt at landscaping
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Cast iron lamppost in the
churchyard, possibly historic

Character Analysis

Drinking fountain on Leigh Hill

Timber bench in the public gardens

Utilitarian bus shelter
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Worn railings on Broadway

Unappealing parking area at the bottom of
Hadleigh Road
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Overhead Cables
5.2.41 Very much a feature of the Conservation Area, overhead cables are
excessively obtrusive to the east of The Ship and up Leigh Park Road,
on Leigh Hill, at the bottom of Uttons Avenue, and in Hadleigh Road.
They tend to be particularly intrusive in hilly locations, since the eye
tends to be drawn to them when looking up and down hill, due to their
linear nature.
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Overhead cables on Leigh Hill
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Map K: Townscape
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	Conservation Area Boundary
Green Space
Trees
Landmark Building
Views
Vista
Negative Feature*
Positive Surface
Water
Positive Boundary
Particularly good Shop Front
Path/Alleyway

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O

Utilitarian bridge over railway
Poor boundary treatment
Vacant plot
Vacant building, though planning
permission to convert to hotel granted
Vacant building in poor condition
Unsightly car park
Poor public realm
Unsightly garages
Façade in poor decorative condition
Modern building of intrusive scale and
unsympathetic design
Modern building of unsympathetic design
Gardens paved over
Garden converted to driveway/poor
driveway/car port
Inappropriate façade alterations
Particularly poor shop fronts
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*See also Building-by-Building map in Appendix
B for positive, negative and neutral buildings
Note that not all negative alterations to
buildings are marked on the plan. Please see
the building description section for details of
individual properties.
This map is not to scale
© Crown Copyright 2019. All Rights Reserved. Licence
number 100019680
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N

The Conservation Area can
be divided into five character
areas, the essential features
of which are described
below. The areas are shown
on Map K.
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Leigh Hill

LEIGH CLIFF
CONSERVATION
AREA

Character Analysis
Retail Area
5.3.2 The main shopping area of Leigh is now centred around Broadway,
Broadway West and Elm Road. Only a small part of this retail
area is included in the Conservation Area, most being within the
neighbouring Leigh Cliff Conservation Area which has a strong
interrelationship with the Leigh Conservation Area at this point. It has
a busy lively character at odds with the quiet domesticity of the rest
of the Area, with numerous essential shops such as a butcher, baker
and greengrocer, as well as cafes and restaurants, a bank, a pub and
various small boutiques.

5.3.4
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Broadway
5.3.3 This road has been improved with good quality street lamps and
the pavements surfaced with small concrete slabs, measures which
successfully underline its importance as a main thoroughfare and
shopping area, although this does not extend to Broadway West. The
west end of the road is interrupted by the junctions with Elm Road
and Leigh Hill and the churchyard, but to the east it is a busy high
street with parades of shops. A group of three storey commercial
buildings with façades partly in stone and the Broadway public house
are landmarks at this end of the road, which contribute to giving it a
sense of dignity.
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The backland areas in this Character Area are occupied by a series
of businesses, lending an interesting depth to the shopping area. An
alleyway formed between the two main shopfronts at Clements Arcade
is lined with small shops making a total of ten units, extending out to
the rear, a lively and pleasant space. Behind the Broadway public
house there is a former stable yard, occupied by Leigh Sanctuary. It is
an interesting and attractive backland space let down by garish yellow
road markings and advertising at the entrance on Broadway, as well as
blue and red skips, umbrellas, palm trees and parked cars within the
yard itself. The stable itself is now a business premises.

Character Analysis

Broadway looking east
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Historic shop fronts on Broadway, though
poor public realm

Broadway looking south towards the church from
Elm Road

Shops on Broadway with Classical stone detailing

Shops on Broadway with Classical stone detailing
(right hand bay a modern replica)

Entrance into the former stable yard behind the Broadway
public house, which has potential for enhancement
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Broadway West
5.3.5 This is an extension to Broadway that was created in the late 1920s,
running to the north of the former Rectory, now the Library, and
removing its stable yard and outbuildings, with the result that the
building is now effectively re-orientated and entered from its rear
elevation. Today this edge of the Conservation Area is overshadowed
by the two blocks of St. Clements Court and more particularly by
the later St. Clements Court East which rises to 12 storeys and is less
architecturally prepossessing than the earlier building. To the north
side of Broadway West there is a parade of shops between Rectory
Grove and Elm Road, given a lively and attractive appearance by
striped awnings over several shopfronts.

Shops on the north side of Broadway West
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The Library with St. Clements’s Court East looming behind

Shops on the north side of Broadway West
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Offices on the south side of Broadway West
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Green Heart of the Area
5.3.6 An elongated area of open green space stretches east-west from
St. Clement’s churchyard to the west, to Leigh Library Gardens, then
below St. Clement’s Court and St. Clement’s Court East down to the
houses on the north side of Leigh Park Road. The gardens are popular,
reasonably well maintained, and attractively laid out with many mature
trees, including unusual species, and some herbaceous borders. They
descend the cliff in a series of terraces; at the bottom there is footpath
access to Leigh Park Road. The tarmac footpaths in Leigh Library
Gardens are very cracked and in need of repair. A children’s play park
has been added adjacent to Broadway West, with some more play
equipment further south within the gardens. The openness of views out
from the Leigh Library Gardens, south towards the estuary, is important.

5.3.7

The character area also includes two privately owned areas: the large
gardens to the new house under construction (in 2019) accessed via
Hillside Road, and the large gardens surrounding The Old School House.

The churchyard

Leigh Library Gardens

Children’s play area at the entrance to the public
gardens from Broadway West
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Views out from the public gardens to the Estuary

Character Analysis
Arts and Crafts Suburban
5.3.8 The northern end of Hadleigh Road and Leigh
Park Road is an area of larger, mainly detached
residential houses, many of which have some
Arts and Crafts inspiration in their architecture.
This area is leafy and spacious in character,
with excellent views of the estuary. The houses
at the top of Hadleigh Road in particular enjoy
large gardens, an important aspect of the
character of the Conservation Area in general
and this area in particular.
5.3.9
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The semi-detached houses at the lower end
of Leigh Park Road are smaller and more
modest than the others in the character area.
Their casement windows, many with black
painted frames, arranged in wide curved bays,
are attractive. The generous red tiled window
cills and the tiled roofs all contribute to the
architectural coherence of the area.

No.41 Hadleigh Road

No.39 Hadleigh Road

Houses on the north side of Leigh Park Road

No.29 Hadleigh Road

House on the north side of Leigh Park Road
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Urban Residential
5.3.10 This area makes up the bulk of the Conservation Area extending its full
length, primarily along the southern half of the Area.

New Road from the railway bridge

The Fishermen’s Chapel

Victorian houses set back from the road

New Road with houses set up against
the pavement and unattractive boundary
with the railway line
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New Road and Laurel Close
5.3.11 New Road is characterised by terraces of houses lining the north side
of the road, with the boundary of the railway line lining the south side,
with the rear of buildings in Leigh Old Town seen beyond. The houses
vary from late-Victorian to late-20th century. Those to the east end are
set close to the pavement, whilst those to the west are set back behind
wide gardens and are raised up. The houses along here tend to have
been subject to more inappropriate alteration than those elsewhere in
the Conservation Area, though No.26-31 less so. The two exceptions
to residential buildings are the Fishermen’s Chapel, which has a good
façade, though unfortunate powder coated aluminum windows and
peeling paint, and the Ship public house, which is now vacant and
looking tired decoratively.

5.3.12 The public realm on this road is poor, together with the poor car
parking areas at the south ends of Uttons Avenue and Hadleigh Road,
though the small green space at the bottom of Billet Lane is pleasant.
The road is very busy and the unattractive fencing and overhead
cables to the railway line are not appealing.
5.3.13 Laurel Close leads north from New Road, adjacent to the start of Billet
Lane. The properties are set above their well maintained terraced
gardens. There are high red brick retaining walls. The concrete road,
the block of garages, and car park area are unappealing.

The vacant Ship public house at the east
end of New Road
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Uttons Avenue looking north

Terraced houses stepping up the hill
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Uttons Avenue
5.3.14 This road has two rows of terraced houses facing
one another across the street, with each house
stepping up the steep street rhythmically. The
properties do not have front gardens, opening
directly onto the pavement, an unusual feature
for the Area. The houses are generally well
presented although some have suffered from
misguided attempts at improvement, such as the
addition of uPVC windows. The brightly painted
pink house is at odds with the character of the
Conservation Area. Ray Cottages is concealed
behind No.25 Uttons Avenue and accessed only
by a path at their rear.

Terraced houses on the east side of the road
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Uttons Avenue looking south
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Hadleigh Road looking south

Houses stepping down the road at the south end of
Hadleigh Road

Detached late-Victorian houses on the east side of
Hadleigh Road

Houses at the north end of Hadleigh Road
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Hadleigh Road
5.3.15 The street is residential with both late-Victorian
and Edwardian properties in a mix of stock and
red bricks, painted render and mock timber
framing. The houses tend to be semi-detached,
with some short terraces. A number of the older
properties on the hill leading down to New Road
have been refurbished and redecorated, greatly
enhancing the appearance of the street. A narrow
passage through to Uttons Avenue between
Nos.4 and 6 adds pedestrian interest. There are
no parking restrictions and the road is lined with
cars. Views up the hill are dominated by Sans
Souci which is out of scale with its context, being
excessively bulky, especially when seen from
lower down the hill.
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Leigh Hill
5.3.16 Leigh Hill meets New Road at the bottom of Leigh Park Road. One of
the oldest roads in the Conservation Area, it initially runs east before
turning abruptly north towards the church.

5.3.19 After following the edge of the cliff and gradually gaining height,
Leigh Hill turns through ninety degrees and directly climbs the
hillside to the church. It is a road of mainly 19th century houses, all
substantial and well maintained, making for an attractive streetscape
given drama by the steepness of the slope. The east side is fairly
continuously built up with terraces or semi-detached pairs; the
west side is more open, punctuated by detached properties, the
drive to the Old School House and the churchyard. The houses are
enhanced by a generally high standard of maintenance and also the
landscaping around them. Parking is permitted on the east side of the
road, but the effect of this is less detrimental than the hard surfacing
of some front gardens which occasionally interrupts otherwise wellpresented frontages.
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5.3.17 The buildings grouped around the junction at the south end of the
road are attractive, but are let down by the poor public realm, the
railway footbridge and the vacant nature of The Ship (though planning
permission for conversion to a hotel has been granted so this should
improve). Buildings at this end of the street tend to be larger in scale,
with some three storey buildings. From the rebuilt former Bell Hotel,
the narrow road climbs uphill flanked for the most part by terraces set
tight to the frontage, though Norman Terrace is an exception as it is
set back behind a retaining wall and gardens. Leigh Hill Close is also
set behind the main line of buildings.
5.3.18 Church Hill leads north to the church, presenting an attractive view
that it is tempting to follow. On its south side at the eastern end, Leigh
Hill hugs the cliff edge and open spaces of Leigh Cliffs East and The
Gardens, with the exception of No.60. At the bottom of the slope,
below greensward with mature trees and a Ragstone retaining wall,
are Nos.1-15 The Gardens. Unfortunately the busy traffic on Leigh Hill
dominates the pedestrian experience, especially when combined
with the narrow road and pavements.
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Junction of New Road with the bottom of Leigh Hill

Nos.1-8 Leigh Hill set behind pleasant gardens

The Gardens (seen from the south side of the
railway line)

Houses leading up to the junction where Leigh Hill
turns northwards

Houses on the east side of Leigh hill

Prospect Villas on the north side of Leigh Hill

Balconies are a distinctive feature of the north end
of Leigh Hill
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The rebuilt former Bell Hotel and Bell Sands
development behind
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The Terrace

Pleasant Terrace from Church Hill

Norman Terrace

Castle Cottage
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Church Hill
5.3.20 Church Hill forms a steep path between the
steeply stacked Norman Place, Pleasant Terrace
and The Terrace to the west and the more
sparsely occupied east side with only Castle
Cottage, Leigh Hill Close, The Old School
House and the Church. The path is formed by a
combination of steps and sloping path. The double
yellow lines at the lower end blight an otherwise
attractive and well used thoroughfare. The close
boarded fence with concrete posts on part of the
west side of the hill is also unsympathetic. At the
top end, where generous planting overhangs it on
both side, it is very picturesque.
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5.4

Setting

5.4.2

To the west and south-east the setting is green, with the open spaces
of the Belton Hills Nature Reserve and Leigh Cliffs East providing
pleasant greenery which gives a backdrop to buildings in the
Conservation Area and allows views out over the Estuary.

5.4.1

Each edge of the Conservation Area has a different setting. To the
south the immediate edge of the Conservation Area is dominated
by the railway line, its unappealing boundary, railway bridges and
overhead cables. Leigh has been severed from Leigh Old Town by the
railway and the busy New Road, which has eroded its historic link as a
single settlement, although there is still a visual link to the Old Town.
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5.4.3

To the east Leigh is immediately adjacent to the Leigh Cliff
Conservation Area, which continues the commercial nature of
Broadway eastwards with much the same character as the section of
the Broadway in the Leigh Conservation Area. South of the Broadway
are streets of terraced houses, set in a much more regular layout
than the streets of Leigh which follow the natural contours of the
slope. The area has a more consistent character than Leigh, with lateVictorian terraces and larger detached houses along Cliff Parade to
the south.

5.4.4

To the north of the Conservation Area the built up settlement of
Southend-on-Sea forms large residential areas with regularly aligned
streets of terraced houses, though along Marine Parade to the west
are larger detached houses, as is typical of streets in Southend which
front the cliffs and Estuary.

Belton Hills to the west of the Leigh Conservation Area, with Leigh Old
Town and the Estuary beyond

Large detached houses on Cliff Parade to the east within the Leigh Cliff
Conservation Area
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Management Plan
6.1

6.1.1

Introduction

329

This section highlights issues and threats within the Leigh
Conservation Area, as well as opportunities to enhance its special
historic and architectural interest. It begins with a Conservation Vision,
summarising the aims for the future of the Conservation Area. Issues
and opportunities are described, and recommendations provided for
the reduction or removal of threats to the Area’s special interest. The
section concludes with guidance on how to go about the sensitive
repair and alteration of materials, details and features characteristic
of the Conservation Area. Alterations, repairs or new development
should follow this guidance to help preserve the special interest of
individual properties and the Conservation Area.
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Management Plan
6.2

6.2.1

Conservation Vision

6.2.7 Public open spaces will be maintained as publicly accessible
areas, which will benefit from good quality public realm and
surfacing.

The Leigh Conservation Area will retain its varied character and
distinctive character zones.
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6.2.2 The special architectural and historic character of the Leigh
Conservation Area will be conserved and enhanced, making it an
appealing place for people to live, work and spend leisure time.

6.2.8 Houses will have well planted gardens and street trees will be
maintained and added to, in order to provide an attractive green
setting for the buildings in the Area.

6.2.3 The Broadway will be the vibrant commercial heart of the
Conservation Area with retail and commercial uses based
primarily here, with a few located around the junction of Leigh
Hill and New Road.

6.2.9 Where permissible, driveways will take up the minimum room
necessary within front gardens, boundary treatments will remain
in part and green landscaping will reduce the impact of parking
areas.

6.2.4 Buildings in the Conservation Area will be in good condition, with
inappropriate alterations reversed and traditional materials and
details appropriate to the Area used for features such as walls,
roofs, windows, doors, shop fronts and signage.

6.2.10 Important views out to the Estuary will be maintained and
enhanced through the removal of intrusive features.
6.2.11 The public realm will be well-landscaped with good quality
surfaces, attractive railings, clutter reduced at junctions and
soft landscaping to add interest. Public realm features will be
appropriate to the character and setting of the Conservation
Area. Streetlights will be in an historic style.

6.2.5 New development will be in a scale and form, with materials and
details, which reflect the characteristics of the Conservation Area.
Redeveloped buildings within the setting of the Conservation
Area will also be designed appropriately for its special interest.

6.2.12 Vacant buildings will be sensitively restored to their former
characterful appearance and brought back into good new uses
appropriate for the Conservation Area.

6.2.6 Pockets of green space are important for the character of the
Conservation Area and, while there is a small amount of scope
for development on some plots where there has previously been
building, these green spaces will not be overdeveloped and most
will remain.

6.2.13 New Road will be a more attractive street, with the impact of the
railway boundary reduced through better fencing and/or planting.
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6.3

Issues, Opportunities and Recommendations

6.3.1

Most buildings within the Conservation Area are in good condition.
There are a few that are in poor decorative condition, which are
mainly concentrated on Broadway West and New Road, with one or
two on the east-west section of Leigh Hill. Peeling or dirty paintwork
is the most common issue, though there are some gutters clogged
with vegetation growth, which can lead to blockages and therefore
problems with leaks and damp if left untended to. Pigeons must be an
issue as there are several buildings on Broadway West with netting
on the upper floors to prevent roosting on buildings. The redecoration
of buildings in poor condition would provide a key enhancement.

Recommendations
6.3.3 Keeping buildings in good condition will ensure the area is an
attractive and desirable place to live and work.

Condition of Buildings and Vacancy

6.3.4

Undertake regular maintenance and checks to prevent problems from
occurring and to protect original features. This will also ensure that
small problems do not become bigger, more costly issues to fix.

6.3.5 Follow guidance in section 6.4 to ensure repairs and alterations are
carried out in an appropriate manner.
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6.3.6 Encourage long term viable uses for vacant buildings that are
appropriate within the Conservation Area.
6.3.7

6.3.2 The Ship public house and Nos.22-24 Leigh Hill are vacant. However,
these both have planning permission for refurbishment so their
situation and contribution to the Conservation Area will improve.
Vacant buildings look unattractive and give an air of neglect. Vacancy
can also lead to issues with condition as without regular inspections
of the building small problems go unnoticed and can turn into larger
issues. Vacant buildings can also be a target of vandalism. The
regeneration of these buildings will provide a significant opportunity
to enhance the junction of New Road and Leigh Hill, where
improvements have already been made through the Bell Sands
development and the well restored No.11 Leigh Hill.

Encourage good design and the maintenance of buildings in good
condition, as well as take enforcement powers against inappropriate
change, in order to bring about positive change which will enhance
the area and bring in appropriate new uses.

6.3.8 Changes in use should be appropriate to the building and should not
result in inappropriate alterations.
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Peeling paint on a building on Broadway West

Peeling paint on the Fishermen’s Chapel on New Road

Vacant buildings on the south side of the Leigh Hill
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Buildings in poor decorative condition, with pigeon netting and
blocked gutters on Broadway West
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Inappropriate Alterations

6.3.11 Other issues include:

6.3.9 Change has taken place within the Conservation Area which erodes
its historic character and which uses materials or details which
are not appropriate for historic buildings. These changes reduce
the coherency of groups of buildings or can be detrimental to the
condition of the buildings in the long term. The replacement of
inappropriate features with designs and materials which reflect the
historic form of the building would enhance their appearance.

•

Changes to roofing materials, for example slate to artificial slate or
concrete tiles;

•

The painting and/or rendering of brickwork. Most of the houses would
have originally been red or stock brick. Painting and rendering can
also trap moisture in buildings if plastic paints or cement renders are
used. White painted houses can be appropriate within this coastal
location but if used on houses within terraces or houses with similar
designs, it can disrupt the coherency of the group;

•

The filling in of recessed porches with doors;

•

Cement pointing replacing lime mortar. This is another modern
material which lacks breathability and can lead to the erosion of
surrounding stone or brickwork as moisture evaporates through the
masonry rather than the pointing;

•

The infilling of balconies;

•

Ad-hoc additional features such as satellite dishes, security cameras
and burglar alarms eroding the character of front elevations;

•

The loss of boundary treatments and replacement with hardstanding
for car parking (see Sections 6.3.47-6.3.55 for more details); and

•

Inappropriate changes to shop fronts (see Sections 6.3.42-6.3.43 for
more details).
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6.3.10 The replacement of original timber windows with uPVC has occurred
in some places in the Area, though not to a huge extent. This tends
to be more prevalent on Broadway West where windows in floors
above shops have been replaced. Some houses throughout the rest
of the Area have also been affected. Timber sash windows are the
usual historic form, though some have side hung casements. Where
windows are replaced with ones with different opening methods, this
spoils the proportions of the windows. As well as being visually outof-keeping with historic façades, uPVC also limits the breathability
of historic buildings. This is an important trait of historic buildings,
where original materials are more permeable than modern materials,
ensuring that moisture does not get trapped within walls, which would
cause issues with damp.
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Recommendations
6.3.12 Take opportunities to enhance properties
when considering alterations, for example
by restoring any missing historic features
and improving poorly designed alterations
of the past.

6.3.13 Follow guidance in section 6.4 to ensure
repairs and alterations are carried out in an
appropriate manner.

6.3.15 The Council will use enforcement powers
where necessary to prevent or reverse
inappropriate alterations.

6.3.14 The Council will not approve applications
for alterations which detract from the
special interest of the Conservation Area.
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Power coated aluminum windows to the Fishermen’s
Chapel

uPVC door added to the row of shops on the north
side of Broadway West

House on Hadleigh Road to the left retaining
many original features, with a house originally of
the same design to the right which has had many
unsympathetic alterations including concrete tile
roof, painted render and alteration of windows

uPVC windows to the upper floors of shops on
Broadway West
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Infilled balcony on Leigh Park Road

Variety of replacement windows on New Road
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New Development

Recommendations

6.3.16 New developments from the late-20th and 21st centuries are of mixed
quality. Those from the 21st century are well designed and discreet in
their positioning. Of the later-20th century housing, Leigh Hill Close
is somewhat uninspiring, while Laurel Close is more successful but
this is in large part because of the well-landscaped gardens on the
estate. Sea Reach is again more successful but somewhat cluttered in
its numerous balconies.

6.3.19 New buildings within or in the setting of the Conservation Area should
be appropriate in materials, scale, detail and massing to the street on
which it is located and should conserve important views.
6.3.20 The Council will not approve applications for new developments
which detract from the special interest of the Conservation Area.
6.3.21 The Council will use enforcement powers where necessary to prevent
or reverse inappropriate new development.

6.3.17 Other late-20 century buildings have tended not to be designed to
positively reflect the characteristics of the Conservation Area and
tend to be out of scale and bland in appearance. Most buildings in the
Conservation Area are two to three storeys and buildings larger than
this would be inappropriate. Particular examples include San Souci
and Leigh Park Court on Leigh Park Road, though there are several
other smaller blocks of flats at the north end of Hadleigh Road.
Within the immediate setting of the Conservation Area are several
large scale blocks of flats, which impact negatively on views to or
within the Conservation Area. Any proposals to replace or enhance
any of these buildings would provide the opportunity for design that
is more appropriate in scale, massing, details and materials for the
Conservation Area.
th
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6.3.22 Heritage Impact Assessments should be undertaken for new
development in the Conservation Area.

6.3.18 There are several open spaces in the Conservation Area and there
could be pressure for development of these areas, which should be
resisted to maintain the green character.
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Traffic

What is a Heritage Impact Assessment?

Heritage Impact Assessment (HIA) is a process used when

6.3.23 Traffic can be a problem in the Conservation Area. On residential
streets, parked cars and cars driving around to find spaces can
cause blockages. The Broadway/Elm Road junction is busy and
New Road has been transformed from a quiet no-through road to
a major thoroughfare which detracts from the residential nature of
the street. The footway runs to the northern side of New Road only
and to the western edge of the Conservation Area it ends without a
formal pedestrians crossing in place for pedestrian to cross over to
the south side. The narrow road and pavements make the pedestrian
experiences on Leigh Hill unappealing.

proposals are put forward for change to the historic environment.
It is usually a requirement of listed building consent or planning
consent for proposals within a Conservation Area. It identifies what
is historically and architecturally important about a heritage asset,
in order to be able to assess whether proposed changes will have a
positive, negative or no impact on the heritage values of the place.
Advice is usually given by a specialist heritage consultant and the
resulting conclusions presented in a report, which should include:
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•

Identification and description of the proposals site and its setting;

•

Identification of any designations, such as listing, which the site is
subject to or which are within the setting of the site;

•

Description of the history of the property;

Recommendations
6.3.24 Consider traffic calming measures on New Road to reduce speeds.
These should be in good quality materials that are appropriate to the
Conservation Area and any associated signage should be bespoke if
possible and reduced to the minimum necessary for safety.

•

Identification of the ‘significance’ of the site, i.e. its historic and
architectural interest;

6.3.25 Improve the Broadway/Elm Road traffic junction to make it more
pedestrian friendly, while reducing clutter and improving landscaping.

•

Assessment of the impact the proposals will have on the
significance of the site, as well as recommendations for any
changes to the scheme that will reduce any identified negative
impacts.
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Public Realm and Roads

6.3.30 Bins and dog bins are an essential facility but are generally unsightly
and more sympathetic designs or refurbishment could be used to
reduce their impact.

6.3.26 Public realm within the Conservation Area is generally poor. The most
apparent areas are the junction of New Road and Leigh Hill, which
is utilitarian and not pedestrian friendly, and New Road itself which
has the character of a busy through road. To the western end of the
Conservation Area, the footway to the northern side of New Road
ends and there is no formal pedestrian crossing point here detracting
from the pedestrian experience on this often busy road. Railings
in this location would also benefit from enhancement with more
traditional railings, powder coated in a dark colour to better reflect
the setting of the Conservation Area for example.

6.3.31 Railings are generally poor, particularly tubular steel ones on Billet
Lane. Where railings are needed, unsympathetic ones should be
replaced with ones of a more sympathetic design painted a dark
colour to reduce their impact on the street scene. On Church Hill
there are good historic railings which should be retained, though the
handrails in some cases have been replaced.
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6.3.32 Streetlights in many cases are extremely tall and out of character
with the domestic nature of much of the Area, such as those made
of concrete. When they become due for renewal in the future,
replacements of reduced height and improved design should be
installed. Ones of a traditional design on Broadway and Leigh Hill are
examples of successful replacements in a design appropriate to the
Conservation Area.

6.3.27 Surfacing of roads, pathways, pavements and parking areas is patchy
and cracked. Resurfacing would improve the appearance of the Area.
In the public gardens the use of bound gravel surfacing rather than
tarmac could be used to give a ‘softer’ appearance.
6.3.28 Billet Lane is an old thoroughfare and is one of the footpaths that are
very much part of the character of the Conservation Area. It has three
types of paving, some of which are not in good condition, and should
be resurfaced. This work should respect its semi-rural character and
location. Brick setts or a bound gravel surfacing might be appropriate
solutions.

6.3.33 Overhead wires are a common feature in the Conservation Area. Any
opportunity to run them underground should be taken.
Recommendations
6.3.34 Reduce street clutter to the minimum necessary for safety and use
bespoke signage and street furniture appropriate to the Conservation
Area, as set out in the Council's Streetscape Manual SPD3.

6.3.29 Road markings are prominent in several places, such as Broadway
and Leigh Hill. These should be reduced or removed wherever
possible. The standard wide double yellow lines should be replaced
with the narrow 50mm ones permitted in conservation areas.

6.3.35 Improve the surfacing of roads, pavements, pathways and car parks.
Road markings should be the minimum necessary for safety and
yellow lines should be 50mm wide in primrose.
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6.3.36 Replace unsympathetic streetlights with
traditional style versions which are not
excessively tall.
6.3.37 Replace unsympathetic railings and handrails
with more traditional versions.

6.3.41 Public realm enhancements and landscaping
schemes on New Road would assist in reducing
the busy character of the road and the impact
of the railway line. Formal pedestrian crossing
points on New Road would also be beneficial for
pedestrians, further enhancing connections with
Leigh Old Town.

6.3.38 Reroute overhead cables underground if the
opportunity arises.
6.3.39 Replace unsightly bins with ones of a traditional
and/or more discreet design.
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6.3.40 A public realm enhancement scheme at the
junction of New Road and Leigh Hill would
provide the opportunity to assist in the
enhancement of the group of buildings around it.

Dirty dog bin in the public gardens which would
benefit from cleaning or repainting

Broken bin and poor surfaces to paths in the public
gardens

Obtrusive double yellow lines on Church Hill

Utilitarian island at the east end of New Road which
would benefit from a landscaping scheme

Tubular metal handrail on Billet Lane
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Shop Fronts
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6.3.42 There are several very good historic shop fronts within the Area
which should be retained and there are also several that are modern
replacements but in an appropriate form and with materials and
signage that it sympathetic. However, many shop-fronts in the retail
area have scope for improvement. Problems usually include oversized and brightly coloured fascias, with windows of large plate glass.
These could be enhanced by the use of good design principles to
more closely mirror historic shop front design, such as by recessing
doors, inclusion of glazing supports to break up the glazing and the
use of retractable canvas awnings.
Recommendations
6.3.43 Follow the guidance on shop front design in section 6.4 to ensure that
changes to shop fronts are sympathetic to the historic environment.
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Green Spaces, Trees, Planting and Driveways

Recommendations
6.3.48 Retain and maintain the trees, planting and green spaces within the
Conservation Area.

6.3.44 Some of the green spaces within the Conservation Area would
benefit from better maintenance. Planting has been lost or neglected
in some areas, for example at the bottom of Leigh Hill beside the
footbridge over the railway and at the junction of Hadleigh Road and
Leigh Park Road. These should be re-planted with low-maintenance
attractive plants or shrubs which are suitable for the coastal location
and resilient to pollution.

6.3.49 Front gardens without greenery or landscaping would benefit from
their introduction.
6.3.50 Review the possibility of further street tree planting on residential
streets.

6.3.45 There is scope for planting more street trees, such as on New Road
along the railway boundary, Leigh Hill and Leigh Park Road. Improved
planting would also be beneficial in some areas, such as the two
parking areas at the south ends of Hadleigh Road and Uttons Avenue
to provide screening of more functional spaces, though this should
not have a detrimental effect on the number of parking spaces
available.

6.3.51 Review the possibility of planting along the railway boundary on New
Road to reduce the railway’s impact.

6.3.46 Planting in the public gardens is, in places, somewhat neglected, with
untidy beds and edges to paths unmaintained.

6.3.54 Where off-street parking is permitted in front gardens, boundary
treatments should be partly retained and planting should be used to
enhance the areas.
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6.3.52 Take opportunities to reinstate boundary enclosures to front gardens.
6.3.53 Enhance the quality of front gardens by removing insensitive
hardstanding.

6.3.47 Small front gardens are an important feature within the Conservation
Area. They often serve to soften the street-scene and the impact of
buildings. The conversion of front gardens to driveways negatively
impacts on the appearance of the street scene when carried out
comprehensively with the removal of the whole of the boundary
and wide areas of hard landscaping. Parking can often be provided
in front gardens sympathetically with the retention of part of the
boundary wall, fence or hedge, potentially with a gate, and with the
retention of planting to soften and screen views of parked cars.

6.3.55 Follow guidance in section 6.4 on hardstandings and boundaries
to ensure changes to driveways are carried out in an appropriate
manner.
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Hillside Location
6.3.56 The hillside location of the Conservation Area is one of its essential
features, but the ground is unstable and there has been slippage
in some places causing structural problems. These can be seen on
Hillside Road and at the bottom of the steps between Clarendon
Place and Laurel Close where the brick wall had cracked and is being
pushed to one side.
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6.3.57 The steepness of the hill has led to an irregular pattern of development,
with houses that can be reached only by footpaths, a situation which
could lead to a demand for improved access and parking.
Recommendations
6.3.58 Ensure any new or replacement development, where these are
deemed appropriate, is designed to be structurally suitable for the
hillside location.

Untidy beds and pathways in the public gardens

6.3.59 If structural movement occurs within a building, the services of a
qualified structural engineer should be sought to assess the risk and
advise on necessary repair methods.
6.3.60 Resist applications for increased parking closer to landlocked houses,
as well as increased access routes.
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Article 4 Directions

•

Nos.39 to 42 Hadleigh Road; and

6.3.61 Article 4 Directions, removing certain permitted development
rights, are in place for most of the residential properties in the Leigh
Conservation Area, which has helped to protect against inappropriate
development. There are a few historic dwellings that are not currently
covered by the Direction and it would be appropriate to extend it to
ensure these properties are also afforded the same protection.

•

Nos.22 and 24, 30 to 36 (even), 33 to 37 (odd), 43, 47 Leigh Hill.

6.3.63		It is also recommended that the following item should be added to
the Article 4 Direction for all buildings:
6.3.64		Removing, altering or constructing a means of enclosure which fronts
a highway (walls fences, gates, etc.)

Recommendations
6.3.62 It is recommended to extend the Article 4 Direction to cover the
following dwellings:
Nos.39, 40 and 41 New Road;

•

Billet Cottage, Billet Lane;

•

Clifton Cottage, Billet Lane;

•

Fairlight Cottage, Billet Lane;

•

Brookfield Cottage, Billet Lane;

•

1-3 Mulberry Cottages, Billet Lane;

•

1-2 Kent View Cottages, Billet Lane;

•

Creek Cottage, Billet Lane;
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•

Locally Listed Buildings
6.3.65 There are several Locally Listed Buildings within the Leigh
Conservation Area. Some of those on the list are included because
of their good quality original shop fronts, such as Nos.2-4 Broadway.
No.57 Broadway West also has a good surviving historic shop front.
The shop, G. Davison & Sons, has a marble stall riser, curved windows
with slender timber columns as mullions, brass cills and a deep
recess to the central door allowing extra window space for displaying
goods along the passage. It would therefore make a good candidate
for the Local List.
Recommendations
6.3.66 No.57 Broadway West (shown on Map M) was recommended for
consideration for the Local List during the Appraisal process and has
been designated as a Locally Listed Building.
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Boundary Review
6.3.67 Councils have a duty to review the boundaries of Conservation Areas
every so often to ensure that the special interest is not devalued by
the inclusion of areas which are not of special interest. The interest
can change over time as negative alterations take place or as more
understanding is gained of the importance of areas adjacent to the
boundary that were not previously recognised as having special
interest. On balance, it was determined that the boundary of the
Conservation Area should not be altered.
343
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Map M: Recommended
Article 4 Direction
and Proposed Locally
Listed Buildings

N
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6.4

6.4.1

Guidance on Alteration and Repair

Key Principles for Guiding Change

The following advice applies to features of particular importance
to the character of the Leigh Conservation Area, where they are
visible to the public. Those with properties in the Conservation Area
should follow this guidance when considering changes to help keep
individual properties and the area special.

6.4.2 Maintenance: regular maintenance is needed to protect
original features. But if more extensive work is found
necessary, repair rather than replacement should be the first
option and will often be better value.
6.4.3 Materials and Designs: when considering alterations or
repairs to the property, original materials and designs should
be respected.
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6.4.4 Enhancement: take the opportunity to enhance properties
when considering alterations, by restoring any missing features
and improving poorly designed alterations of the past.
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•

Retain or restore the dimensions of the original window opening and
the position of the frame within the opening. Most openings are wellproportioned and most frames in older brick buildings are well set
back from the face of the wall to give weather-protection, shadow and
character;

•

Give adequate ventilation which is not visible (e.g. trickle vents); and

•

Retain decorative surrounds.

6.4.6

6.4.8

For good quality softwood, Historic England's recommendation
of slow grown Scots Pine or Douglas Fir should be followed. This
has greater durability than other softwoods. However, chemically
modified and stabilised softwood can also offer the same durability.

6.4.9

Where uPVC replacement windows already exist, the Council
may consider replacement with uPVC provided that there is an
enhancement to the character and appearance of the Conservation
Area, for example an improved design which better reflects the
original detailing.
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Windows
6.4.5 Traditional windows, especially timber sliding sashes on Victorian
buildings and timber casements on Edwardian buildings, are vital
for the character of the Conservation Area. Original windows can be
given a new lease of life by overhauling them and installing draught
proofing brushes in the sash rebates. Secondary glazing may also
be acceptable if it is unobtrusive. Advice should be sought from the
Council's Planning Department.
If replacement or reinstatement is necessary, purpose-made windows to
match the original materials and external appearance should normally
be installed and advice sought from the Council's Planning Department
before undertaking any works, should planning permission be required.
For most buildings, double glazing within timber frames is acceptable if
the external appearance is unaltered, and the metal frames and seals
are not visible. This will need to be demonstrated in planning application
drawings including existing and proposed large scale sections of key
elements. Non-traditional materials, especially plastic, cannot match
traditional timber windows and are normally not acceptable.

6.4.7

To safeguard the building's character, new windows should normally:

•

Be of good quality softwood;

•

Be painted (not stained);

•

Copy the original pattern of glazing bars and horns, if any;

•

Glazing bars should be built into the sash and not stuck on to the glass;

•

Use the original method of opening;

6.4.10 For further guidance, see Historic England's guidance on the
maintenance and repair of historic windows: Traditional Windows,
Their Care, Repair and Upgrading, https://historicengland.org.
uk/images-books/publications/traditional-windows-care-repairupgrading/
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Doors and Porches
6.4.11 Original front doors of Victorian and Edwardian buildings are well
proportioned and have good detailing. They tend to be larger than
standardised modern doors, sometimes have a fanlight or leaded/
stained glass panels, and help to give the property distinction.
Original front doors should normally be retained and repaired when
necessary. If this proves impossible, the new door should be solid
timber, painted not stained, similar in design and dimensions to the
original and should not have an over emphasis on glass. Original
decorative surrounds to porches and doors should be retained.

Outside Walls and Decoration
6.4.14 Yellow or brown stock brick and soft red brick are typical local
materials and give attractive ‘warm’ tones and texture to façades.
They are sometimes combined for decorative effect.
6.4.15 Facing brickwork should not normally be rendered or painted. If
it suffers from damp, dirt or deterioration, alternatives should first
be considered, such as cleaning with an appropriate solvent and
repointing. Cement-based render and non-porous masonry paints
might increase problems of damp by trapping moisture within the
brickwork. If brickwork has already been painted, it may be possible
to clean it off and in such instances discussion should be had with the
Council's Conservation Officer in the first instance before undertaking
any works, to ensure that the proposed method will not damage the
face of the bricks.
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6.4.12 Recessed porch areas give shadow and interest to the front of many
buildings and should not normally be enclosed with doors, gates or new
porches. New porches will only be acceptable where they complement
the original design of the façade and use traditional materials. Where
a house is being converted to flats, the original entrance door should
be retained or restored. Entrance doors to individual flats should be
contained within the building behind the original entrance, unless they
are a discreetly located basement flat entrance.

6.4.16 Repointing also needs care. It should match the colour and style
of the original and not extend over the face of bricks or make joints
appear wider. To achieve this it may need to be slightly recessed.
The mortar mix needs to include lime and be the right strength for the
bricks. Too strong a mix will force damp into the bricks and damage
their surface.

Balconies
6.4.13 Timber or iron balconies are attractive features of the Conservation
Area and should not be altered. Unfortunately, some have been filled
in, detracting from the character of each property. If repairs are needed,
the original style of balcony should be reinstated. For example,
historic photos and old patterns of iron railings are often available and
reinstatement would greatly add to the character of the property.

6.4.17 Decorative features, like brick arches to openings, mouldings to
window and door surrounds, string courses, friezes, cornices and
stone panels, which add interest to buildings should be retained.
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6.4.18 Where stone is the principal building material or where it is used for
decorative details, this should also be retained and the principles
regarding cleaning, painting/rendering over and repointing also apply.

Shop Front Terminology

B

6.4.19 Traditional feather-edged weatherboarding is also an important local
building material and should always be retained.

A

C

Roofs and Chimneys
6.4.20 There is a mix of Welsh slate and red clay tiles used for roofs in the
Conservation Area, though some have now been replaced with
concrete tiles. Both are natural materials which weather well to
produce attractive roof surfaces. They give unity to terraces or semidetached buildings and help establish the character of the Area.

H
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D
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6.4.21 Re-roofing should reinstate the original materials and designs. For
slate roofs, it may be possible to re-use some of the existing slates
to help keep costs down. In some cases, Spanish slate may be an
appropriate cheaper alternative to Welsh slate.

I

6.4.22 Stacks and pots in brick usually emphasise the roofline and, in most
cases, should not be removed. Some stacks have moulded detailing
which adds to the character of the property and should be retained.
Chimneys are an important part of the character of the buildings and
should not be removed.
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Hardstandings and Boundaries
6.4.23 Front gardens should be maintained as planted areas wherever
possible. The appearance of some properties has been eroded by
the loss of traditional front boundaries, usually brick walls topped
with railings. Their restoration would enhance Conservation Areas
and is encouraged.

6.4.26 Shop fronts are composed of a number of elements; all of which have
important practical and visual functions. Details on historic shop front
terminology and how each element should be treated are provided
below. Changes to shop fronts will require planning permission.
Fascias
6.4.27 Fascias are often the predominant element of a shop front, utilised
to promote the name of the shop. The size of the fascia should be
in proportion to the rest of the shopfront and the whole building, so
that it is not too dominant. The top of a fascia should be positioned
below the cill of the first floor windows and should not obscure any
existing architectural features or decoration. The fascia should form
an integral part of the design of the shop front surround, rather than
be a separate board superimposed upon the building. They should
not extend across two or more individual shops or beyond the shop
front surround (demarcated by the pilasters or uprights at the outer
edges of the shop front). This applies even where a single retail store
extends across two or more shop fronts. Signs should be timber, with
a frame around them and lettering should preferably be hand-painted.
Paints used should usually be low-sheen to avoid an unnecessary
plastic appearance.
A
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6.4.24 Hardstandings in front gardens or forecourts harm the appearance
of individual properties and the Area's character if badly designed.
Where considered acceptable in principle, taking into account the
importance of small front gardens to the character of the area, it may
be possible to provide parking in front gardens sympathetically with
the retention of part of the boundary wall, fence or hedge, potentially
with a gate, and with the retention of planting to soften and screen
views of parked cars. Driveways should not involve the loss of or
damage to roots of mature trees. Planning permission will be required
for the installation of driveways.
Shopfonts
6.4.25 Shop fronts are an integral part of traditional retail buildings and play
an important role in creating a sense of place, particularly at the
pedestrian scale. The nature and style of buildings may vary from one
property to another and as a consequence each shop front may need
to be designed individually.

Cornice
6.4.28 The cornice, which was often elaborate and decorative in traditional
shop fronts, projects out above the fascia to throw rainwater away
from the shop. It also provides a horizontal divide between the shop
front and the upper floors.
B
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Console/Corbel
6.4.29 Located immediately above pilasters, corbels (curved brackets)
support the cornice flashing and protect the end of the fascia.
Corbels often contained and protected the ends of blinds and
shutters, which were located above the shop front.

Windows
6.4.33 Windows, glazing bars, mullion bars and transoms should be
designed to be in proportion with the shop front and the rest of the
building. They should reflect the design and architectural style of
the building. The number of windows and divisions of the shop front
should relate well to the upper floors of the property. Large plate
glass windows are rarely appropriate and should usually be subdivided with mullions.

C
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Sill
6.4.30 Traditional shop front sills were usually significantly deeper and
more substantial than domestic ones, often incorporating decorative
moulding and occasionally they were metal coated. They were
designed to throw water away from the stall-riser which it sits atop.
D

Recessed Doorways
6.4.34 Recessed doors were common within historic shop fronts as they
allowed for an increased window area and a larger display. Again,
the location, size and style of the door and doorway should reflect
the proportion and character of a building. More ornate buildings may
require appropriate doorways and entrances that may need to include
additional features such as recessed doorways and transom windows.
I

Stall-Riser
6.4.31 The stall-riser, below the shop ‘stall’, helps to protect against the
damp and raises the goods display to eye level. It also forms a
solid base to the shop front, providing it with balanced proportions.
Often prone to being damaged or becoming dirty, it is generally
constructed of durable materials.
E
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Awnings and Canopies
6.4.32 In order to protect goods on display in the shop window from sunlight
and offer protection to window shoppers from inclement weather, some
shop fronts incorporated an awning or canopy. These usually consisted
of a blind box with a sprung roller that housed a retractable canvas
awning. The Dutch canopy was commonly seen since the 1950s but
is inappropriate in this Conservation Area as, unlike the traditional
retractable awning, these canopies are not fully hidden when not in use
as they only fold back flat against the shop front. A glossy plastic finish
is often used for modern awnings which is unsympathetic.

Plinths and Pilasters
6.4.32 Pilasters, or half-columns, provide vertical framing to the shop front
and provide visual support to the fascia and upper floors. Traditional
pilasters were often ornately designed in order to enhance the
elegance of the shop front and were designed with a base (plinth) and
capital (corbel).
F

G
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Management Plan
Security Features
6.4.33 It is recognised that many shopkeepers and businesses wish to install
security measures to protect both their premise and stock. Features
should not detract from the vibrancy of the street scene. Roller
shutters, for example, can appear very off-putting. Alternative options
which cause less harm would help to enhance the street scene, such
as shatterproof, toughened laminated glass, internal shutters and grilles
or decorative external grilles. Grilles and shutters should only cover
the glazed elements of the shop front and the shutter box should not
protrude from the fascia or beyond other architectural features.
351
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Appendix A
List Descriptions
window, and there is a 2-light Decorated style window in the chancel side
wall, apparently copying earlier windows. The early C20 N vestry has a
3-light late Perpendicular style E window. The S chapel, which is shorter
than the chancel, has a 3-light Perpendicular style E window and two S
windows. The N aisle and N chapel are continuous externally. The 4-light
late perpendicular E window with vertical tracery of the aisle is partially
visible above the vestry roofs. The N wall has four, 3-light windows with
pointed segmental heads and foiled lights, and there is a four light window
with vertical tracery in the W wall of the aisle. In the middle of the N wall, the
shallow rood stair turret survives.

CHURCH OF ST CLEMENT
Grade: II*
List Entry Number: 1322326
Date first listed: 23-Nov-1951
840/6/8 BROADWAY WEST 23-NOV-51 LEIGH ON SEA CHURCH OF ST
CLEMENT
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GV II* C1500, restored 1837-40; chancel extended to East by C F Hayward,
1872; South aisle by E Geldart 1897; other alterations by Sir Charles
Nicholson, 1913, 1919.
MATERIALS: Ragstone and flint rubble, except the S porch, which is brick.
The medieval rubble work is uncoursed, the C19 and C20 work is coursed.
Ragstone and limestone dressings. Tiled roofs.
PLAN: Nave with N and S aisles, that on the S shorter, S porch and W tower.
Chancel with N and S chapels and N vestries projecting to the E.

The S aisle has a shallow, lean-to roof over the SE door and two S windows
of 3 lights, and a 2-light W window, also Perpendicular style. The S aisle
does not extend the full length of the nave, and the S porch is set to the west
of the aisle. The S porch is diapered brickwork and has a moulded, 4-centred
brick outer opening under a hood mould with foiled spandrels. The C19 S
door incorporates some C15 voussoirs.

EXTERIOR The church stands high on a hill and dominates the town from
the harbour below. It once formed an important landmark in the Thames
Estuary. From the east, the church has complex and varied massing, as the
S chapel, chancel and N vestries all have different height gabled roofs and
are of different lengths. The chancel has a 3-light C19 Decorated style E

The W tower is of three stages and has a prominent, embattled SE stair
turret rising above the embattled parapet. The W door has moulded jambs
and a pointed arch in a square frame with a hood mould and shields in the
spandrels. the 3-light W window has late Perpendicular tracery. The bell
stage has large 3-light openings on each side.
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1990s. The wooden screen at the E end of the N aisle is 1919 by Nicholson
as a war memorial, with reticulated tracery above dropped ogee arches, the
names of the dead are inscribed along the lower register. C19 nave benches
with poppyheads.

INTERIOR The four-centred chancel arch almost fills the nave E wall, and has
chamfered orders on polygonal responds with moulded capitals and bases.
Largely restored in plaster in the C19, it retains some older parts on the N
side. The late C15 or early C16 N chancel arcade, also restored in plaster,
has two bays of unequal length, that to the E much lower and narrower,
suggesting adaptation of older openings. The pier is octagonal and has a
moulded capital and base. The C19 chancel S arcade is of two bays with
continuous mouldings on the central pier. The arch between the S chapel
and S aisle has continuous hollow chamfers.

There is excellent stained and painted glass of the C18-C20. The chancel
E window has very striking painted depiction of the crucifixion against dark
clouds, possibly C18 German work. The chancel S window is also painted,
and is a copy of designs by Sir Joshua Reynolds for New College, Oxford,
depicting Faith and Hope. The chancel N window is by F Preedy, 1872, with
a former companion window now in the vestry. Towards the E end of the N
aisle, the Good Shepard by Mayer and Co. c.1875 and St Andrew by William
White, 1887. The Lady Chapel windows are early C20 by Horace Wilkinson. S
aisle windows of 1868 and 1869 by Powell. W window designed by Geldart,
1893. The N aisle windows largely mid to late C20 by Francis Stephenson
and W Wilson.
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The 4-bay N arcade is similar to the chancel N arcade, and there is no
structural division between the aisle and the chapel, although the blocked
door for the former rood stair is visible at this point. The late C15 or early
C16 N aisle is plastered behind the rafters and has curved and moulded
principals springing from carved corbels. The wall plates are moulded and
embattled. The C19 nave S arcade is 3 bays and also has chamfered arches
on polygonal piers with moulded capitals and bases, but the detailing is
slightly different to the N arcade and the arches are lower. The nave roof is
a fully plastered barrel vault. The tower arch has three hollow chamfered
orders on attached shafts with moulded capitals and bases. The door to the
tower stair turret is late C15 or C16 and has studded battens.

There are a number of good monuments. Brasses including figural brasses
to Richard Haddok, d. 1453 and his wife Christine, also his son John and his
wife and children, and Richard Chester, Elder Brother of Trinity House, d.1632
and his wife, Elizabeth. Wall monuements include Anne, wife of Sir Edward
Whitaker, d. 1705, a white marble tablet with Ionic columns, volute pediment
and arms. Robert Salmon, d. 1641, Master of Trinity House and Sheriff of
London, an alabaster and black marble memorial with a half figure holding a
globe, side pilasters, cornice and achievement of arms, attributed to Thomas
Stanton. There are also a number of C17 and C18 floor slabs, many recording
maritime connections.

PRINCIPAL FIXTURES The C15 font came from St Swithin, Norwich, replacing
a C19 font, and is octagonal with carved lions and angels on the bowl and
stem. The cover is c.1983 by H and K Mabbitt. The mahogany chancel
reredos is by Ernest Geldart of 1893 and has finely carved figures made
in Belgium. The Lady Chapel screen also by Geldart, and originally in St
Margaret of Antioch, Stanford-le-Hope, and wrought iron gates by Bodley
from St Matthew, Great Peter St, Westminster, were introduced in the late
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HISTORY Leigh is mentioned in the Domesday book of 1086, but the church
is not included, although this was not unusual for Essex and many churches
existing at that time were omitted. The first rector is recorded in the C13.
Leigh was a port and fishing town, and also had a fair. The whole church
was rebuilt in the late C15 or early C16, reflecting the prosperity of the town
at that date. Most of the church, including the nave, N aisle and chapel, and
W tower was rebuilt in the late C15 or early C16, but the chancel may have
been C14 and some evidence for an older structure, including a piscina and
parts of a window, were discovered when the N chapel was refitted in the
early C20. The S porch and rood stair turret were added in the early C16. The
Thames pilots' Guild of the Holy Trinity and St Clement, late Trinity House,
had close associations with the church, and many of the monuments record
the inhabitants' connections with the sea. All work done to the church in the
C17 and C18, such as furnishings, was swept away in the C19 restorations, as
was commonly done. The church was restored in 1837-40, and the chancel
was extended 16" (4.85m) eastwards by Hayward in 1872. The S aisle was
added in 1897 by Geldart, who was also responsible for some refurnishing,
and extended eastwards to form the Lady Chapel in 1913 by Sir Charles
Nicholson. Nicholson also added the N vestries, and he refitted the E end of
the N aisle as a WWI memorial chapel in 1919. The chancel and Lady Chapel
were reordered in the 1990s. The S aisle was added to accommodate the
growing population of the town, and the Lady Chapel of 1913 was a memorial
to Edward King (1829-1910), Bishop of Lincoln, brother of the former Rector,
Canon Walker King, and uncle of the then Rector, Canon Robert King (rector
1892-1950). Edward King, who held very High Church views for which he was
prosecuted, was considered to be a saint by some, and although he was
never canonised, a lesser feast in his honour is part of the Anglican calendar
for March 8.

SOURCES RCHME Essex IV (1924), 82-3 Buildings of England: Essex (2007),
700-1
REASONS FOR DESIGNATION The church of St Clement, Leigh on Sea,
Essex is designated at Grade II* for the following principal reasons: * Fine
parish church of the late C15 and early C16, sympathetically enlarged and
restored in the later C19 and early C20. * The prominent W tower was long a
landmark for shipping in the Thames Estuary. * Excellent monuments. * Very
good stained glass of the C18-20
This List entry has been amended to add the source for War Memorials
Register. This source was not used in the compilation of this List entry but is
added here as a guide for further reading, 30 October 2017.
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HERSCHELL HOUSE
Grade: II
List Entry Number: 1322355
Date first listed: 24-Jan-1979
This list entry was subject to a Minor Amendment on 20/07/2016
TQ 88 NW 1/90
LEIGH HILL No.87, Herschell House
(Formerly listed as No.87 (Ivy Cottage))
II An early C19 timber framed and weather boarded house of two broad bays,
on 2 storeys with attic. The house was doubled in brick towards the road
in the mid to late C19 with further C20 alterations. It is therefore the original
weather-boarded house, now the garden front, that is the feature of interest.
The central glazed panelled door is flanked by two storey canted bays with
original glazing bar sash lights except to ground floor on right hand where
the centre light has been altered unobtrusively to a French window. A mid
C19 wooden verandah with scalloped eaves board runs across the ground
floor. Fretwork and dentils parapet coping. Pantile roof with 3 dormers.

PROSPECT HOUSE
Grade: II
List Entry Number: 1322332
Date first listed: 23-Aug-1974
LEIGH HILL 1. 5219 LEIGH-ON-SEA No.85 (Prospect House) TQ 8485 6/60
II GV 2. A late C18 or early C19 stuccoed brick house. 2 storeys and attics.
3 window range. The centre part, of 1 window range breaks forward on the
front, with a porch on the ground storey. The windows are double-hung
sashes with glazing bars, in plain reeveals. Roof slate, with a C20 attic storey
added. No.85 and Nos.98 to 108 (even) form a group with the Church of St
Clement.
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OLD BANK HOUSE
Grade: II
List Entry Number: 1168662
Date first listed: 01-Jan-1973
LEIGH HILL 1. 5219 ELEIGH-ON-SEA No.42 (Old Bank House) TQ 8485 6/53
1.1.73. II 2. A C18 timber-framed and plastered house, altered and added to
in the C19 and C20. The rear part is weatherboarded. The house stands on
steeply sloping ground with 2 storeys on the north and 3 storeys on the
south. A later C19 brick addition with a parapet was built on the east side
and a 2-storey music room and library was built on the south side (1912-13).
The north front has 2 window range to the original house and 1 window
range to the addition, double-hung sashes with glazing bars. The ground
storey has a 3-light window. The south addition has a large mullioned and
transomed splayed bay rising through 2 storeys, with leaded lights. On the
east side there is a 5-panel door with the upper panel glazed, with panelled
architrave and corner roundels with lions heads. Roof slate, hipped. The
interior has a number of C18 features including a doorcase with shouldered
architrave and a moulded panel with the words "Ye Old Bank House" and
carved enrichment, a staircase with cut strings and carved spandrels, turned
balusters and a "Corinthian" newel post and a mantelpiece. The music room,
now a studio, has Art Nouveau features.
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28, LEIGH HILL
Grade: II
List Entry Number: 1236525
Date first listed: 02-Jun-1989
The following item shall be added:
LEIGH HILL 1 5219 (South Side) LEIGH ON SEA TQ 8485 6/57 II No.28
Dwelling and commercial premises, now house. Late C18/early C19.
Weatherboard over timber frame set on brick plinth; gabled slate roof; brick
ridge stack. 2 storeys over basement set into slope of hill; 2-window range.
Square-headed doorways to lower gable end and east elevation; early C19
twelve-pane sashes set in moulded wood architraves; similar 20 pane sashes
to upper (north) gable end, replacing original loading doors. Interior: exposed
timber framing with straight primary bracing and lodged side purlin roof:
former workshop over stable/loosebox to north end. An unusual survival
of a type of building which was once common in the fishing/ship building
communities along the riverside.
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LEIGH LIBRARY
Grade: II
List Entry Number: 1112706
Date first listed: 23-Aug-1974
1. BROADWAY WEST 5219 LEIGH-ON-SEA Leigh Library TQ 8485 6/54
II 2. An early C19 red brick house with blue brick headers, built in 1838
in "Tudor" style as a rectory to St Clements Church and is now used as a
library. 2 storeys and attics. The north front has 4 window range, casements
with lattice leaded lights. A central brick porch projects on the front, with
corner turrets and a stepped and gabled parapet with a stone coat of arms.
The south front has 3 window range, mullioned and transomed casements
with leaded lights and moulded brick hood moulds. There are 3 gables
with cut and shaped bargeboards. The end bays, of 1 window range each,
break forward slightly and there is a central brick bay window with a gabled
parapet bearing a coat of arms and the date 1838. On the east side there are
2 gabled projections, each of 1 window range and 1 window between and on
the west side there is 1 gabled projection and a bay window. On the southwest corner there is an octagonal turret with a swept tiled spirelet terminated
by a finial. Roof tiled, with 4 brick gabled dormers on the north front and 2
6-shafted chimney stacks with octagonal shafts, moulded caps and bases on
rectangular bases.
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Building-by-Building
Description
Properties are assessed according to their value to the area’s character.
Values are:

Descriptions of streets and buildings relate to the situation at the time
of survey in September and October 2019. They are intended to guide
decisions on conservation area boundaries, on future development control,
and on the need for enhancement. They relate to buildings and other
structures adjacent or close to the named streets. They are not necessarily
comprehensive and other features not mentioned may nevertheless have
value for the character of the area.

•

positive – it contributes to the area’s character

•

positive* – the building is potentially positive but needs improvement
or restoration. For example, it could be in poor condition or it could
have later alterations which are inappropriate to the Conservation
Area in terms of materials, design or scale (this list is not exhaustive).
Often the rating is given because of the cumulative impact of several
inappropriate changes.

•

neutral – it neither harms nor contributes to the area

•

negative – it harms the area’s character.

360

The List Descriptions for Listed Buildings are included in Appendix A.

These values are shown on Map N on the following page.
Buildings can be negative by reasons such as mass, design, materials or
siting. Unsympathetic alterations can have the effect of moving a building
down a grade. Similarly, reversal of such alterations could restore its original
character and move it up a grade.
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Map N: Building Value
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Building-by-Building Description
BILLET LANE
Address

Value

Designation

Billet Cottage

Positive

Locally
listed,
proposed
Article 4

Description

Seventeenth-century cottage with a four-flue central brick stack to front of
ridge suggestive of lobby-entrance plan, outshot to rear. White rendered with
hand made clay plain tile gambrel roof and decorative lead flashing. Two catslide dormer windows also roofed with plain tiles. The three Velux windows
at the rear are less successful.
362

Timber casement windows and timber front door painted a light green/sage
colour, suitably muted and echoes the colours of surround landscape.
Very attractive garden surrounds the cottage and adds charm. Rendered and
painted low wall.
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Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

1-3 Mulberry Cottages

Positive

Proposed
Article 4

1-2 Kent View Cottages

Positive

Proposed
Article 4

Description

Row of three cottages, two-storey, two-bays wide each. Door to one side
with two windows to other side of each house. One cottage has a plaque
showing date 1850. Stock brick construction, slate roofs, good replacement
wooden sash windows. Replacement timber doors with small glazed upper
panels, sympathetic. No.1 has a prominent satellite dish on the side wall
which has a negative impact.

Dated 1907, pair of two-storey cottages. Doors set in recessed side
extensions, possibly original, with main range having two windows on first
floor and three on ground floor. Wooden windows and doors. Stock brick
with attractive red brick string coursing. Slate roof with decorative ridge tiles
and central chimney stack.

363

Description
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Address

Value

Designation

Fairlight, Brookfield and
Clifton Cottages

Positive

Proposed
Article 4

Description

364

Row of three two-storey cottages,
each two bays wide. Stock
brickwork with painted stone details
above and around windows. Mostly
original timber sash windows but
some good replacements. Timber
doors are possibly replacements
but sympathetic. Names of the
cottages are carved in lintels above
the doors.
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Address

Value

Designation

Creek Cottage

Positive

Locally listed,
Proposed
Article 4

Description

365

Dated 1926, a house in the mock Tudor style complementing the semi-rural
feel of Billet Lane. Part rendered and part hung tile. Large red tile roof with
tall brick chimneys. Few windows that are visible have diamond pattern
leaded lights. Front door is visible off Billet Lane, with heavy timber door. It is
seen in views from outside the Conservation Area. Decorative iron gate onto
Billet Lane. Its large garden is now overgrown at the southern end where the
fence has been damaged and replaced with plywood hoarding.
Not readily visible from footpath due to heavy foliage and overgrowth.
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BROADWAY
Address

Value

Designation

1-7 Broadway, 'Dressmaker
Fabrics'; 'Rockabilly'; 'Jez
Boutique'; 'Jez'

Nos.1-5: Positive
No.7: Positive*

N/A

Description

366

Row of four shop fronts (the one to the left is an extension of the shop front
of Dressmaker Fabrics on Elm Road). Single storey, flat roof. Nos.1-5 all have
traditional shop fronts (Nos.3-5 probably original) with stall risers, corbels
and appropriately sized fascias. No.7 is neat but has undergone remodelling
so the fascia is oversized. This could be improved with one of a more
traditional size.
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Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

2-4 Broadway,
'Ruby Room'

Positive

Locally listed

6 Broadway,
'Niche'

Positive*

N/A

Description

Two storey, brick upper floor with hipped slate roof. A nice shop in a
corner location with a chamfered angle, pale pink painted brickwork. The
old shop-front has a curved window to Leigh Hill with a projecting bay
above at first floor. Timber sash windows to the upper floor. The building
effects a transition between the commercial character of Broadway and the
residential of Leigh Hill.

Dated 1990, built in a traditional style. Stock brick first floor with slate roof and
two dormer windows which lack detail. Sash windows, possible aluminium
frames, which lack character. Frames and cills to dormers require redecoration.
Shop front is modern which lacks character, though neat. A more sympathetic
use of materials and finish to the fascia would be beneficial.

367

Description
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Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

8 Broadway,
‘David Roberts’

Positive

N/A

9-11 Broadway,
‘Clement’s Arcade’

Positive

Locally listed

Description

Three-storey, three-window bay
frontage in brick with rendered
projecting central canted bay, and
rendered parapet to roof. Probably
1920s. Nice arches turned in tile
over the outermost first floor
windows. Timber sashes.

Clements Arcade represents a change of scale to three-storey. A handsome
façade in red brick with stone dressings fronts a stock brick building. Righthand third of the building is a good quality modern replica. Modern flat
roofed penthouse built on rear range. An alleyway formed between the
two main shop-fronts is lined with small shops making a total of 10 units,
extending out to the rear, creating a lively and pleasant space. An airconditioning unit on the side elevation has been covered with boarding
though the appearance of this could be improved.

368

Description

Traditional shop front remains
and has been renovated.
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Address

Value

Designation

10 Broadway
‘Barclays Bank’

Positive

N/A

Description
A three-storey stone façade in a neo- Renaissance style, flank wall in
red brickwork, extended to rear in stocks. Timber sash windows to upper
floors. Metal windows and door frames to ground floor, though reasonably
sympathetic. Elegant and grand.
369
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Address

Value

Designation

12 Broadway
‘The Broadway’

Positive

N/A

Description

370

Purpose built former coaching inn apparently of 1896 when it was licensed.
Grey painted brick to ground floor, red brick above, false half timbering
in the two prominent gables, original timber windows are a mix of sashes
and casements, stock brick sides and back where there are modern flatroofed extensions, red tiled roofs with decorative ridge tiles, timber double
doors. The interior retains something of its original character. The building's
distinctive and well designed façade is long and is a major feature of this end
of Broadway. The fascias for the pub signs are appropriate in terms of scale
but a more sympathetic material, such as timber, would be better than the
current plastic signs. Hanging baskets along façade look pleasant and soften
the front.
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Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

15-17 Broadway
‘Superdrug’

Negative

N/A

19 Broadway ‘Timpsons’

Positive*

N/A

Description

A traditional style shop front let down by a bad, oversized fascia whilst the
bland façade above is red brick with a parapet to the roof, and is mostly
occupied by large metal windows which are now painted out.

Nineteenth century, stock
brick, slate roofs, replacement
uPVC windows. The first floor
is a twentieth century infill.
Traditional shop front is let down
by unattractive advertising signs,
this could be improved with more
discreet signage.

371

Description
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Address

Value

Designation

21a, 21-23, 23a, 'Click';
'Tesco'; 'Just Cheek'

Positive*

Locally listed

Description
A return to three-storey scale. Handsome façade with four canted window
bays, red brick with limestone dressings, parapet with balustrade, sides in
stock brick. Timber casement windows. Roof not visible. Probably 1920s.
Grander than Clements Arcade but the fascias have been enlarged,
suppressing the original appearance of the shop fronts and disrupting their
relationship with the elevation above them.
372

Shop front to No.21a is traditional but that to Nos.21 to 23a are less so,
particularly No.21-23 (Tesco) which has an inappropriately large fascia.
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Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

25 Broadway
‘The Factory Shop’

Positive*

N/A

31-35 Broadway,
'Manloy's'; 'Vanessa'

Positive*

N/A

Description

Dating from the 1960s, when it was built as Macfisheries. Reasonably
traditional shop front though garish colours.

19th-century, two-storey cream and white painted render to first floor, concrete
tiles to hipped roof. No.35, Vanessa Shoes, has inappropriate uPVC windows.

First floor level renovated to a traditional style front but façade retention only
with windows only partly glazed. Red stock brick with limestone dressings
and window surrounds. Roofline features red brick stepped parapet.

Vanessa Shoes has a pleasant updated modern shopfront in white and the
chamfered fascia works well around the corner. Manoly’s has updated shop
front that is tidy and well maintained but is oversized.

373
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BROADWAY WEST
Address

Value

Designation

1-7 Broadway West,
'Puddle & Goose'

Positive*

N/A

Description
Large two storey 1930s Modern Movement style block fills the corner with
Elm Road, curving round the junction. White painted render, stepped parapet
to flat roof, first floor windows now in unsympathetic uPVC.
Shopfronts tastefully modernized, but could benefit from softening with
traditional-style retractable canvas awnings reinstated.
374
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

9-19 Broadway West, 'T.
Harrison'; 'Home Made Bakery';
'Potherbs Greengrocers'

Positive*

N/A

Description

375

Large two-and-a-half storey building with mansard roof with row of flat roofed
dormer windows, white render with black painted joinery, now three shops.
Art Deco white rendered façades have been formed quite successfully at
each end of the building to define two of the shop-fronts. First and second
floors above Potherbs now have inappropriate uPVC windows, as does first
floor of T. Harrison. Shops fronts reasonably traditional and awnings add to
the character of the street.
Roof, render and paintwork currently in poor state of repair and detracts from
the potential attractiveness of the building.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

25 Broadway West
‘Bombay Spice’

Neutral

N/A

Description
Two-storey, high pitched roof with machine made tiles behind rendered
parapet. Building possibly dates from 1920s/30s.
First floor has been rendered and painted cream, with unsympathetic white
uPVC windows. Needs repainting.
376

Shop front has been updated with modern fascia, which has plastic/metal
signage and a large plate glass window which is out of character. Could use
softening with awning or plants.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

29-35 Broadway West
‘Ugo’s’

Positive*

N/A

Description

377

Ugo’s on the corner with Rectory Grove has an oversized fascia and large
plate glass windows which are out of character, though awning is traditional
style and the building is neat. The first floor pebbledashed with render
strapwork like that of the long shopping parade to the west, parapet
obscures view of roof, Crittall windows with leaded lights. 1930s.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

45-71 Broadway West: 'Bodys Opticians'; 'Just Glowing'; 'The Book
Inn'; 'Bagcraft'; 'G. Davidson and Son'; 'Heatherbie'; 'Cucina'; 'Southend
Hospital Charity'; 'The Crystal Tree'; 'The Dressmaker'

Positive*

No.57- Locally
Listed Building

Description

378

Example of a complete shopping arcade dating from the 1920s/30s, with
buildings stepping up from two storey to three storey at either ‘bookend’
to the centre row. Red stock brick columns, with pebbledash render. Would
benefit from repainting in a consistent manner, currently one half appears
cream the other grey. All is in need of redecorating. Parapet stepped
up along roofline with a crossed circle motif, perhaps representing a
ships wheel or compass. Two double doors to flats above replaced with
unsympathetic uPVC. All of the windows to the upper floors have been
replaced with uPVC. Shop fronts are generally sympathetic, with that to
G. Davidson and Son an excellent example of a well-preserved shop front
with recessed central door and curved glazed windows. At the west end
the shop front for The Dressmaker features sunburst leaded glazing to the
upper part of the window, which is repeated on some other shops along the
alleyway to the west.

No.57 G Davidson and Sons
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No.71 The Dressmaker

Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

Leigh House

Neutral

N/A

Watson House

Positive

N/A

Description

1920s, white rendered, handsome timber front door and door case, some leaded
metal-framed windows survive but some replaced with inappropriate uPVC. Any
boundary wall or front garden that was there originally is now paved with stone
sets and defined by collapsible bollards to allow controlled parking, which has
had a negative impact on the street frontage. The parking has also lead to large
crossovers to the pavement here. Extended on west side with a bland block
with a flat roof and balcony to rear. Western part of the house now offices with a
shop-front and overly large fascia; the eastern part, Nos.1 and 4, are residential
with added doors. Rear elevation seen in public gardens, with added balconies,
white painted render, inappropriate uPVC windows.

Built in 1925 by Sir Charles Nicholson, was originally a replacement
vicarage but is now used as offices. Two storey, red brick, repointed,
metal-framed windows in wooden frames, machine made tiles to prominent
hipped roof with tall brick chimneys. Boundary wall with low hedge, car
parking in gravelled areas to either side. The office use has left the exterior
relatively unchanged.

379
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

Leigh Library

Positive

Grade II
listed

Roof tiled with four brick gabled dormers on the north front and two, sixshafted chimney stacks with octagonal shafts, moulded caps and bases on
rectangular bases.
Since 1928 a public library, a use which has done the interior no favours,
though the exterior is well preserved.

Description
An early-19th century red brick house with blue brick headers. Built 1838 in
‘Tudor’ style as a rectory to St Clements Church and is now used as a library.
Two-storeys with attics.

380

North front has four window range, casements with lattice leaded lights.
A brick porch projects on the front, with corner turrets and a stepped and
gabled parapet with leaded lights and moulded brick hood moulds.
On the south elevation there are three gables with cut and shaped
bargeboards. End bays, of one window range each, break forward slightly
and there is a central brick bay window with a gabled parapet bearing a coat
of arms and the date 1838.
On the east side there are two gabled projections, each of one window
range, and one window between and on the west side there is one gabled
projection and a bay window.
On the south-west corner there is an octagonal turret with a swept tiled
spirelet terminated by a finial.
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Building-by-Building Description
CHURCH HILL
Address

Value

Designation

1-3 Church Hill

Positive

N/A

Description

381

Single storey commercial premises in red brick with a good shop front
extending along much of the front façade. Was at one time a bakery but now
used as offices. Very prominent front door with an ornate hood and brick
pilasters. The double outer doors remain a good feature. The windows have
been made smaller, with stretcher bonded brick infill introduced below the
raised cills. Some windows have lost glazing bars to the upper sash. The
large tree adjacent enhances the setting of the building.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

St Clements Church

Positive

Grade II*
listed

The churchyard, enclosed by a Ragstone wall, the stones laid as crazy paving,
is closed for burials and maintained by the Borough Council. It is tidy but not
too neat, with mature trees, the planes on Leigh Hill being notable (though
one is ivy grown), whilst the group of evergreens on the north are important
in westward views along Broadway, providing relief to the highway and the
densely built up shopping parades. Some of the graves have been cleared,
leaving a good collection of headstones dating from the 18th century and a
number of table tombs. Some graves have elder and sycamore growing out of
them. Tarmac paths.

Description
The church of St Clement is a fine example of a parish church of the late 15th
and early 16th centuries, sympathetically enlarged and restored in the later
19th and early 20th centuries. The prominent west tower was long a landmark
for shipping in the Thames Estuary. Excellent monuments.

382

There is excellent stained glass and painted glass of the 18th–20th centuries.
The chancel window has a very striking painted depiction of the crucifixion
against dark clouds, possibly 18th century German work.
Stands centrally located in a spacious churchyard at the edge of the cliff. The
south aisle was added by Ernest Geldart in 1897, its east end completed by
Sir Charles Nicholson in 1913 who also added the north vestries. In contrast
with the rest of the building is the 16th century south porch of Tudor brick with
diaper work and flint flushwork to its plinth.
It bears the marks of considerable repair, having been damaged when a bolt of
lighting struck the church during the late 19th century.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

Castle Cottage

Positive

Locally listed
Article 4

The Old Rectory

Positive

Locally listed,
Article 4

Description

c.1800-1875 Double fronted cottage opening directly onto the street, cream
painted brickwork to first floor, cream render to ground floor with ashlaring to
corners and above windows and doors. Slate roof and large double chimneys
at either end. Timber sash windows with very fine glazing bars survive.

Stone built with hand-made clay plain tile roof and decorative ridge tiles.
Almost invisible from the street apart from the top of the roof, because of the
very dense planting surrounding it. Cement repointing. 2010 Appraisal noted
poor replacement windows but lack of visibility means the current situation
could not be assessed.

383
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Building-by-Building Description
ELM ROAD
Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

1-7 Elm Road, 'Strictly Smartz';
'Greetings Card Specialists';
'Piggy Went to Market'

Positive*

N/A

4–12 Elm Road,
'Dressmaker Fabrics'

Positive

N/A

Description

Description

Large two storey 1930s Modern Movement style block fills the corner with
Elm Road, curving round the junction. White painted render, parapet to flat
roof, first floor windows now in uPVC, shop-fronts with extensive glazing but
not unsympathetic. Retractable canvas awnings soften shop front fascias.

Two-storey, constructed of painted stock brick, mostly original sash windows
at first floor, slate roof, rudimentary weatherboarded flat-roofed extension
at north end. Originally a row of cottages. Traditional shop front with good
retractable canvas awnings.

384
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Building-by-Building Description
THE GARDENS
Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

16–20 Elm Road, 'Jez
Junior'; 'Del Boys'

Nos.18-20: Positive
No.16: Positive*

N/A

1- 3 The Gardens

Nos.1-2: Positive*
No.3: Positive

Article 4

Description

A 19th-century building, now two shops, relatively good shop-fronts to
Nos.18-20 (No.18 in particular features good timber detailing to upper part
of window), painted brickwork above, hipped slate roof, with two old sash
windows on Nos.18-20, with window on No.16 replaced with single pane of
glass. Paintwork to No.16 cloud also do with refreshing.

Three houses in a terrace. Two-storeys, each with bay with door to one side
and two storey rectangular bay window to other side. Brown brick with hipped
slate roofs and decorative ridge tiles to the roofs over bays, brown and red brick
chimney stack to west end. stone dressings (now painted). Gables over bays
with plain painted barge boards. Timber sash windows except for windows in
bays to Nos.1-2 which have been unsympathetically replaced with large single
pane glazing, one of which was boarded on No.2 at the time of survey. Not all
doors visible. No.3 looks like timber with glazed upper panes and fanlight.

385
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

4-5 The Gardens

Positive

Article 4

6-7 The Gardens

Positive

Article 4

Description

Semi-detached pair, two storeys, painted render, hipped slate roof, stock
brick chimneys (that to east has been truncated), two storey canted bay
windows, timber sash windows to bays, painted stone dressings including
foliate capitals to bay window pilasters, glazed timber double doors at
ground and first floor level, which at first floor open to a balcony with modern
metal balustrade. Front doors probably to the north side of the buildings and
not visible.

Not readily visible from the public highway. Semi-detached pair set back
from the line of the other houses on The Gardens. Front of houses face north
as opposed to the other buildings which face south. Two storey, painted
render, slate roof, truncated brick chimney, timber sash windows.

386
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

8-9 The Gardens

No.8: Positive
No.9: Positive*

Article 4

Description

387

Two-storey, semi-detached pair. Painted brick, hipped slate roof, stock brick
chimneys, two-storey canted bay window to No.9, bay windows still survives
at first floor on No.8 but with a flat roof extension at ground floor. Both have
inappropriate uPVC windows, though on No.8 the first floor ones are in sash
form which are important to retain or reinstate where lost. The casement style
to No.9 are unsympathetic.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

10-15 The Gardens

Nos.10 and 13: Positive
Nos.11, 12, 14, 15: Positive*

Article 4

Description

388

Terrace of six houses. Two-storeys, hipped slate roof, painted brick, stock brick
or painted chimneys, single storey canted bay window to each with painted
stone dressings. Nos.10, 13 and 15 have timber sash windows. Nos.11, 12, 14
have inappropraite uPVC windows of various forms which would benefit from
reinstatement with timber sashes. To No.4 the first floor window has been
intrusively widened to form a single window and the bay has been replaced
with one of a poor design. Two storey flat roofed extension to east side of
No.15 with painted pebbledash render and two different window designs and
a modern glazed door. This is not entirely in keeping. Originally recessed
porches with timber doors with glazed upper panels and fanlight over. This
form survives on No.13. On Nos.10 and 14 the original (or similar) doors have
been brought forward to fill in the porch, which on others unsympathetic
modern doors have been added to infill the porches.
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Building-by-Building Description
HADLEIGH ROAD
Address

Value

Designation

1–7 Hadleigh Road

Nos.1-5: Positive
No.7: Positive*

Article 4

Description

389

Four similar houses. Their original design appears to have been: front
elevation red brick at ground floor with a bay to the left, door right of centre
and small window far right. First floor white rendered with decorative half
timbering, double hung casement windows above bay and single casement
to the right. Side elevations are yellow stocks. All windows had coloured
glass top lights, divided into small square panes, two deep and generally
four wide. All have good timber doors with glazed upper panels. All four
have surviving front boundaries, painted white.
Inappropriate alterations include:
No.7 has been painted white at ground floor level.
Nos.3 and 7 have replacement concrete roof tiles.
No.7 has uPVC replacement windows, satellite dish on front.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

2-8 Hadleigh Road

Nos.2 and 4: Positive*
Nos.6 and 8: Positive

Article 4

of the pebble-dash or replacement with an appropriate smooth render,
replacement of the concrete tiles with slate, plus the overhauling of the
windows and boundary wall would enhance the property.

Description
Four similar double fronted stock brick houses of c.1900. Originally two
storey with hipped slate roofs, single storey canted bay windows to either
side of a central timber front door with glazed upper panels and fanlight,
timber sash windows. Slate roof over bays extends over front door.

390

No.8 is well preserved, its slate roof and chimneys reinstated, and the
brickwork cleaned and re-pointed. Modern railings to front. Timber sash
windows and door survive.
No.6 is well preserved and in largely original condition, except for a modern
front door. Modern railings to boundary.
No.4 has been poorly altered, is rendered and white painted, the groundfloor bays extended up to first floor level and windows replaced with timber
casements; roof with concrete tiles and roof over ground floor bays removed
and replaced with canopy. Unsympathetic brick and reconstituted stone
boundary wall.
No.2 is in poor decorative condition, with peeling paintwork. Inappropriate
pebbledash render has been added, with most of the render fallen off the
side elevation. Timber sash windows and timber door do remain though
in poor condition. Boundary wall also has peeling paintwork. Removal
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

9-11 Hadleigh Road

No.9: Positive
No.11: Positive*

Article 4

10 Hadleigh Road

Positive

Article 4

Description

Semi detached pair, two-storey. Cream rendered, hipped slate roof, timber
sash windows except ground floor bay to No.11 which are timber casements.
Recessed porches with timber doors with glazed upper panels and fanlights.
Both have ground floor bay windows although that of No.11 has been badly
remodelled. Reinstatement of original bay window type to No.11 would
greatly improve appearance. Low brick boundary walls or railings.

A large double-fronted house of c.1900, two-storey, cream painted brick,
slate roof, double-glazed timber sashes. Single storey canted bay window to
left hand side. Timber door with glazed upper panels and fan and sidelights.
On the south side, a balcony with timber balustrade over a ground-floor
bay and a large timber conservatory which is reasonably in keeping. Brick
boundary wall topped with modern low railings. Brick paved parking bay to
south side.

391
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

12-14 Hadleigh Road

No.12: Positive*
No.14: Positive

Article 4

13-15 Hadleigh Road

Positive*

Article 4

Description

Description

Semi-detached pair of c.1900. Two-storeys, hipped roof, brick walls, timber
sash windows, recessed porches with timber doors with glazed upper panels
and fanlights. No.12 has its brickwork painted; that of No.14 has been cleaned.
No.12 has unsympathetic concrete tiles, and railings instead of a wall.

Two-storey semi-detached pair. Red brick with ‘half timbered’ decorative
detail on first floor at the front. The ground floor front elevation of No.13 has
been rendered and painted white. Unsympathetic concrete tiles on roof of
both but central chimney survives.

392

No.13 has a roof-light and the roof to the ground floor bay window has been
altered to a flat roof. The front garden remodeled with large areas of hard
landscaping and no boundary wall, though neat.
No.15 has an unattractive plastic front door. Both have canopies over the
front door, No.13 in slate and No.15 in concrete tiles.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

16 Hadleigh Road

Positive

Article 4

17-19 Hadleigh Road

Positive

Article 4

Description

A narrow house with its gable facing
on to the street, c.1900. Two-storey,
cleaned brick, concrete roof tiles,
single storey canted bay window,
timber sash windows, timber door
with glazed upper panels and
fanlight, concrete roof tiles to roof
over front door and bay window,
black metal railings to brick
boundary wall.

Attractive semi-detached pair of c.1900. Two-storey. Slate roof. Timber
sash windows. Timber doors with glazed upper panels and fanlights. No.19
has double glazed timber windows, unnoticeable without close scrutiny.
Ornamentation around windows and doors survives on both. Yellow stock
brickwork with decorative red-brick string coursing. No.19 has red and black
floor tiles on the front path. Mix of brick and modern railings to boundary walls.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

18 Hadleigh Road

Positive

Article 4

21-23 Hadleigh Road

Positive

Article 4

Description

Well preserved double fronted house of c.1900, two-storey, rectangular and
canted bay windows at ground floor with slate roof linking both across the
front door, timber door with five glazed upper panes and fanlight, cleaned
stock brickwork, double-glazed timber windows, slate roof. Modern brick
boundary wall.

A two-storey semi-detached pair with false half timbering to the first floor and
gables facing the street. White rendered front façade but other elevations
have exposed stock brickwork. Slate roof, simple decorative details around
windows and above the doors, which are recessed to provide an open porch.
Timber front doors with glazed upper panels and side/fanlights. Single storey
canted bay windows to each, No.21 has castellated parapet and No.23 has
slate roof. Timber sash windows.

394
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

25–27 Hadleigh Road

Positive

Article 4

29 Hadleigh Road

Positive

Article 4

Description

No.25 is Matilda Villa; No.27 is Ethelberta Villa. A two-storey semi detached
pair with white painted render on walls, timber sash windows, simple foliate
decoration on the single storey canted bays. No.27 has patterned tiles on
the front path, No.25 has unobtrusive crazy paving. The pebbledash on
the chimneys is unfortunate. The gardens have good planting. No.27 has
particularly good replica metal railings and gate.

Dated early 20th century, twostorey white rendered, with slate
roof. Half timbering to two storey
gabled bay window. Timber sash
windows. Attractive modern slate
roofed loggia of white painted
timber to the front. Good gravel
drive with hedge boundary.

395
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

38 Hadleigh Road

Negative

N/A

Description
A 1960s/70s house, gable on to
street, terraced into the hill to provide
garaging, which is fronted by an
obtrusive block paved parking area.

396

Mix of stock and red brick.
Aluminium windows, several
balconies, some of which are later
additions. Style not in keeping with
the Conservation Area.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

39 Hadleigh Road

Positive

Proposed
Article 4

Description

397

An attractive cream painted two-storey villa with prominent red tile roofs and
chimneys and applied decorative half timbering on render painted white.
uPVC windows and conservatory. These are better examples than elsewhere
in the Conservation Area as their casement form replicates the original form
and the opening windows have flat rather than chamfered frames. However,
replacement with timber would still be preferable and uPVC windows are
undesirable within the Conservation Area. Asymmetric form with bays,
canted corners and oriel windows.
The detached garage is divided from the house, which has an attractive
pitched machine made plain tile roof with an inset white uPVC dormer window.
Gravel drive has been added, with slate paving entrance, and slate paving
to the front of the garage, that is appropriate for style of house and looks
attractive. Mature planting softens frontage.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

40-42 Hadleigh Road

No.40: Positive
No.42: Positive*

Proposed
Article 4

Description

398

Semi-detached pair set above the road, dating from 1920s/30s. Two-storey
with gabled fronts that extend down to first floor, white painted render with
brown brick to canted single storey bay windows, hipped roof (now concrete
tiles(?), timber casement windows to No.42 (looking tired) and black uPVC to
No.42. No.42 retains half-timbering to gable, while this is lost on No.40. No.40
also has an added canopy over the front door, though not unsympathetic.
Shutters added to first floor window of No.40.
Good planting and hedging. Distinctive gothic arch in the original brick
wall to the garden of No.42. The front wall is important to retain as part of
the streetscene.
No.40 looks in need of maintenance, wood work and render in need of repaint.
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Building-by-Building Description
HILLSIDE ROAD
Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

41 Hadleigh Road

Positive

Proposed
Article 4

4(?) Hillside Road

Positive*

Article 4

Description

A very large red brick villa at the top of the hill set at an angle to the road.
Clay plain tile roof, with decorative ridge tiles. Timber windows are probably
original. Much white-painted detail including ornate lintels, string coursing on
bay and large timber porch. Half timbered gable with applied black timbers.
The brick forecourt is rather bland but this is mitigated by mature planting
and the surviving original brick boundary wall, which is important to retain.

Adjoining No.1 Leigh Park Road is a large late-19th/early 20th century
house (now flats), with two storey canted bay window topped with a ‘halftimbered’ gable above set to the right and front door to the far right. Black
painted timber sash windows provide contrast to the white render. Slate
roof. Attractive stained glass panels in the timber front door, which is
recessed to provide a small porch. The house suffers from some general
disrepair and has lost its front boundary making the shabby forecourt
unnecessarily obvious.

399
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

6 Hillside Road
‘Annie Villa’
8 Hillside Road

Positive*

Article 4

Description

400

A late Victorian or early 20th century two-storey semi-detached pair. No.6 is
rendered and painted cream, No.8 is white. Accessed by steps up to a front
door recessed into an open porch. Double outer doors have been added to
No.8 and door to No.6 is a modern timber door which is mainly glazed. Slate
roof and chimneys survive on both. Only one timber sash window survives
on front of bay to No.6. The others on No.6 are timber casements and on
No.8 are aluminium sash windows.
No.6 appears to be suffering from structural problems clearly visible from the
sloping bay window and door case and the long crack running from the bay
window to the bottom right hand corner. It is in a poor state of repair and in
need of redecoration. Mix of rendered and brick boundary walls with railings.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

10 Hillside Road
‘Maythorn’, 12 Hillside
Road ‘Glenthorn’

Positive

Article 4

18 Hillside Road ‘Violet Bank’,
20 Hillside Road ‘Olive Grove’

No.20: Positive*
No.18: Positive

Article 4

Description

A pair of well preserved semi-detached two-storey houses bearing 1900
date plaque. Stock brickwork with white painted stone moulding including
the string course, around the windows and above the front doors. Each has
two storey canted bay window. Plastic windows have been fitted to the side
of No.12. Slate roofs. Originally recessed porches but these have been filled
in with modern doors.

A pair of similar design to Nos.10-12. Two-storey, with full height canted bay
windows. Brick with painted stone dressings, though brick to No.18 has been
painted. Paintwork to the stone on No.20 is in poor decorative condition.
Timber sash windows. Timber doors with glazed upper panes and fanlights
set in recessed porches, though No.20 also has modern door infilling the
porch. Rooflight to No.18. Red brick boundary wall to No.20, none to No.18.

401

Description

No.12 has half white rendered boundary wall with wrought iron top half, and
wrought iron gate. No.10 has yellow stock brick boundary wall.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

22 Hillside Road

Neutral

N/A

LAUREL CLOSE
Address

Value

Designation

Laurel Close

Neutral

N/A

Description

Description

A modern detached house, probably dating from 1960s, in a Mediterranean
style that is out of context with the character of this road. Large arched
verandah to ground floor topped with metal balustrade. Untidy front garden.

Housing from the 1960s at right angles to Billet Lane, arranged up the slope
above New Road. The properties are in three long terraces set above their
terraced gardens, which are very well maintained.

402

Dark brown bricks with large aluminium (?) framed windows, red tile roofs.
The high red brick retaining walls for the gardens appears somewhat
oppressive and the concrete road, the block of garages, and car park area
are unattractive and in poor decorative condition.
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Building-by-Building Description
LEIGH HILL
Address

Value

Designation

Leigh Hill
1-3 Leigh Hill

No.1: Positive
No.3: Positive*

N/A

Description
Originally built as shops, c.1900, but the left hand unit (Nos.1 and 1A) now
residential. Two-storey, render, both white painted, timber sashes painted
black (those to No.1 have smaller panes to upper sashes), with a hipped slate
roof. Newly block paved parking space between No.1 and The Ship.
403

No.5 now an office at ground floor level. The pilasters, corbels and fascia of
the original shop front have survived and there is a stall riser of sorts. The
upper part of the windows has been filled in with timber boarding and the
doorway has been replaced with two modern panelled doors. Overuse of
black for shop front feels heavy, could be improved with a more appropriate/
softer frontage.
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Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

7 Leigh Hill

Neutral

N/A

11-13 Leigh Hill

Positive

N/A

Description

Description

House of c.1900, gable to street.
Recently renovated. Rendered and
painted white throughout. Minimal
frontage with barge boards, door
and black uPVC window frames.
Black Juliet balcony replaces older
balcony. Small square window in
gable. Renovation is successful,
though a little stark. Could add
planting to soften.

Handsome three storey corner
block, red brick with stucco window
surrounds. Parapets with decorated
pediments, in a Tudor style, dated
1901. Timber frames to windows.

404

Newly renovated.
Shop front on ground floor with
attractive fascia and multi-paned
windows.
Forms an impressive pair and local
landmark when combined with No.1
Leigh Park Road adjacent.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

20 Leigh Hill

Positive

N/A

Bell Sands

Neutral

N/A

Description

Former Bell Hotel, newly rebuilt and converted into residential apartments.
Two and a half-storey, stock brick with red brick and (reconstituted?) stone
dressings, with rows of round headed dormer windows. Timber sash windows
and timber door. Rebuilding included addition of attractive first floor metal
verandah to side.

Twenty-first century development of apartments. Brick bases with timber clad
upper floors. Generally three storeys. Slate roofs. Large windows with dark grey
frames. General seaside character is appropriate for their location facing the
waterfront at Leigh Old Town. There are dominant solar panels on the roofs.

405

Description
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

22-24 Leigh Hill

Positive*

Proposed
Article 4

Description

406

Pair of tall three storey shops, each
with a timbered gable, rendered
below, hopper head dated 1907,
windows originally with stained glass
in the top lights, some replaced in
metal. Attractive buildings, but now
very neglected, in a bad state of
repair and unoccupied.
Planning permission (18/01431/FUL)
to demolish Nos.24 and 26 (already
completed) and erect three storey
side and rear extensions to part rebuild Nos.22, 24 and 26 to allow for
residential dwellings has received
Conditional Permission on 21st
December 2018.
If executed correctly would be
improvement and beneficial to
the Area.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

28 Leigh Hill

Positive*

Grade II
listed

Description

407

Dwelling and commercial premises, now house under renovation at time
of survey. Late 18th/early 19th century. Weatherboard over timber frame
set on brick plinth, gabled slate roof, brick ridge stack. Two-storeys over
basement set into slope of hill. Square headed doorways to lower gable
end and east elevation. Early 19th century 12-pane sashes set in moulded
wood architraves; similar sashes to upper (north)gable end, replacing original
loading doors. Former workshop over stable/loosebox to north end.
An unusual survival of a type of building which was once common in the
fishing/ship building communities along the riverside.
Currently undergoing renovations as per planning application (18/00835/
FULH and 18/00835/LBC) alterations, repairs, new foundations and internal
renovations and a small extension.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

30-34 Leigh Hill

Positive

Proposed
Article 4

31 Leigh Hill

Positive

Article 4

Description

Description

Row of three former shops. Western pair have plaque: R F Emery & Sons/Estd
1873/1898. Stock bricks with red brick dressings. Slate roofs. Eastern one says:
Waterloo House 1898. It has been rendered and painted, with new slate roof.

Used to be a shop and retains the fascia above the windows supported on
decorative scrolls. Now converted into a dwelling. Designed to match the
houses on Norman Terrace to which it is attached. Two-storey with hipped
slate roof and stock brick chimney stack. Cream painted brick with timber
sash windows with tripartite sashes at ground floor. Timber double door on
chamfered corner to the building.

Successful conversion from shops to residential, retaining parts of the shop
fronts (pilaster, fascia).
408
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

33-37 Leigh Hill

Positive

Proposed
Article 4

36 Leigh Hill

Positive*

Proposed
Article 4

Description

Description

19th-century stock brick properties but Nos.35- 37 have been rendered.
Slate roofs. Nos.35-37 are double fronted. All formerly shops with fascias
and large shop windows retained, now residential and well kept.

1930s detached house, with a curved bay and white rendered walls with
red brick plinth and around door, tile hanging to curved double height bay
window. Timber door set in curved arched recessed porch. Red tile roof in
attractive hipped form. Set well back from the road to accommodate a road
widening scheme proposed at the time, which did not come to fruition. uPVC
windows which are not an appropriate material for the Conservation Area.
Timber double garage door to left. To the rear large glazed balconies and
balustrades are out of keeping with the character of the Conservation Area.

409

Timber sash windows to upper floors. Shop front No.35 has uPVC at windows
at ground floor. Timber panelled doors.

Driveway has been block paved, with new brick and metal railing boundary
wall. New hedge planting at the front softens the frontage.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

42 Leigh Hill
‘Old Bank House’

Positive

Grade II
listed

Description

410

Eighteenth century timber framed and plastered house, altered and added to
in the 19th and 20th centuries. The rear part is weatherboarded. The house
stands on steeply sloping ground with two-storeys on the north and threestoreys on the south. A later 19th century brick addition with parapet was
built on the east side and a two-storey music room and library was built on
the south side (1912–13). The north front has two window range to the original
house and one window range to the addition, double-hung timber sashes
with glazing-bars. The ground storey has a three-light window. The south
addition has a large mullioned and transomed splayed bay rising through
two-storeys, with leaded lights. On the east side there is a five-panel door
with the upper panel glazed, with panelled architrave and corner roundels
with lions heads. Roof slate, hipped.
Neat railings, well maintained. Cobbled drive on east side down to parking
enclosed by railings.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

43-47 Leigh Hill
Midhill House

Positive*

Proposed
Article 4

49 Leigh Hill

Positive

Article 4

Description

19th century but much altered, blue painted pebbledash, aluminium
replacement windows with top lights, added shutters, wide glazed front door,
two disproportionately large boxy dormer windows on the rear roof pitch.
Roof of synthetic slate. Reinstatement of timber sash windows and original
door in timber and original proportions, removal of shutters, and re-rendering
with smooth render would significantly enhance this property.

A narrow late 19th-century house, gable end to road, painted render,
windows to the front renewed in timber. Timber door with glazed upper
panes and gabled canopy over. Barge boards, window frames, door painted
dark green. Modern rendered wall with inset metal railings.

411

Description

Poor decorative condition, with shutters visibly damaged.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

51 Leigh Hill

Neutral

N/A

53 Leigh Hill

Positive

Article 4

Description

Description

Racoon Heights a modern house of the 1960s/70s, the eastern half of the
building occupied by large picture windows. The house is set high up the
slope above a garden well planted with shrubs, accessed by steps up brick
retaining wall, in front of which a parking lot paved with grey engineering bricks.

A wide low stock brick building, originally Herschell School, built by Ridley
Herschell in the rear garden of Hershell House in the later half of the 19th
century to replace the school built by Lady Olivia Sparrow which stood on
the site of 21-23 Broadway (now demolished). Later converted to a marine
engineer’s workshop and now a house. Brown brick, one and a half storeys,
slate roof. It has stained timber windows and a timber front door. A spacious
cobbled parking court on its east side with garage set back from the road.

Not visible from road.
412
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

59-63 Leigh Hill
‘Prospect Villas’

Positive

Locally listed
Article 4

Description

413

A very picturesque terrace of late 19th century houses. Cream and green
painted weatherboard, with canted bays at the ground floor and a tin roof
over them which forms a verandah. Weatherboarding to Nos.59 and 61 was
renewed in the late-20th century after the houses had been rendered. Slate
roof, red brick chimneys. The weatherboard has coved decoration at the
eaves and a saw-tooth pattern dividing each floor horizontally. Timber sash
windows and timber doors with glazed upper panels. Timber balcony on
west elevation. Hedge and green painted railings to frontage, with driveway
to the side.
Parking bays in front of each of the houses are intrusive to the streetscape
and often parked cars jut out onto the already narrow pavements.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

60-62 Leigh Hill

Positive

Locally listed
Article 4

Description
Originally a semi-detached pair, now one house. Built in the late 19th
century. Attractive weatherboarded building, painted grey to front and cream
elsewhere, with a slate roof, well maintained. Original front doors with circle
windows. Timber sash windows. Curved tin roof to verandahs on north and
west sides.
414
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

65-77 Leigh Hill

Positive*

Article 4

disproportionately large dormers and and large ground floor extensions.
Nos.71-77 are two storey. Nos.71 and 73 have ground floor extensions with
large picture windows, and have very large replacement first-floor windows.
Nos.75-77 have older two storey extensions with balconies above, now glazed
in. All the houses were weatherboarded, though not much of this is visible
on the south elevations. Slate roofs, apart from No.65 which unusually has
pantiles. To their rear, on the north side, there is a parking area directly on the
street frontage not enhanced by a large flat-roofed car port. Some properties
in need of repainting.

Description

415

A row of much-altered terraced houses. The deeds of No.69 date to 1800.
They are set a long way above the east-west part of Leigh Hill, where only
their terraced gardens relate to the road. Their backs are much closer to
the north-south part of the road where they present a row of typical rear
extensions with pitched roofs, to which further flat-roofed and conservatory
type extensions have been made, creating an interesting pattern of shapes.
Nos.65-69 are three one-and-a-half storey cottages with, to the south,
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

79 Leigh Hill

Positive

Article 4

80 Leigh Hill

Neutral

N/A

Description

A two-storey white weatherboarded property with timber sash windows
and hipped slate roof, a slight jetty at first floor level, integral garage
with timber doors, and former first-floor door now mainly blocked in with
timber panelling. An old photograph shows the building in use by W.
Thorp and Sons building contractors and undertakers. The triangular flat
roofed entrance porch in white painted brick is set at the south-east corner.
Forecourt paved with granite sets and enclosed by railings.

A late 20th century three storey
house built of reused stocks, many of
which retain white paint, hipped roof,
unusual with a somewhat Victorian
character, balcony to second floor
accessed by uPVC doors. Sash style
windows though possibly in uPVC.
Let down by uPVC conservatory
style entrance porch. Good front
garden with brick wall boundary.
Driveway to one side.

416

Description
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

82 Leigh Hill

House Positive
Hard landscaing: Negative

Locally listed
Article 4

84 Leigh Hill

Positive

Article 4

Description

A 19th-century house refurbished, gable to frontage with grey weatherboard
and white joinery, timber sash windows, balcony over ground floor verandah,
decorative barge boards. The whole effect late Victorian character and
picturesque. The north wall is rendered and at the corner there is a V-shaped
window, suggestive of a different phase of construction. Steps up to entrance
with extensive hard landscaping for driveway cut into the hill and oversized
tiled retaining walls which are unsympathetic and should not be replicated.

A detached two-storey red brick
house, possibly of the 1950s or
earlier, with metal framed leaded
windows, tiled roof and roof over
front door and ground floor bay
window, double glazed front door
and parking in front garden.

417

Description
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

85 Leigh Hill ‘Prospect
House’

Positive

Grade II
Listed

86-88 Leigh Hill
‘Shorefield Villas’

Positive

Article 4

Description

Description

A late 18th or early 19th century stuccoed brick house. Two-storeys and
attics, three window range. The centre part, of one window range, breaks
forward on the front, with porch on the ground storey. Timber panelled door.
The windows are double hung sashes with glazing bars, in plain reveals.
Roof slate, with a 20th century attic storey added.

Dated 1885. Well preserved semi-detached pair, two-storey, stock brick,
stucco canted bays at ground floor, original timber sashes, timber panelled
doors with glazed upper panels and fanlights set in recessed porches, slate
roof with brick chimney stacks, parking bays in front gardens.

418

Black painted brick, low railings with clipped privet hedge. Brick double
garage, parking area paved with granite sets.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

87 Leigh Hill ‘Herschell
House’

Positive

Grade II
listed

Description
An early-19th century timber framed and weather boarded house of two
broad bays, two-storeys with attic.

419

The house was extended in brick towards the road in the mid to late-19th
century with further 20th century alterations. It is therefore the original
weatherboarded house, now the garden front, that is the feature of interest.
The central glazed panelled door is flanked by two storey canted bays with
original glazing bar sash lights except to ground floor on right hand where
the centre light has been altered unobtrusively to a French window.
A mid-19th century wooden verandah with scalloped eaves board runs
across the ground floor. Fretwork and dentiled parapet coping. Pantile roof
with three dormers.
Once the home of Ridley Herschell, a Victorian Preacher, who established
the school on Leigh Hill on behalf of The Lady of the Manor, Lady Olivia
Sparrow. The house is set at an angle to the street and it is the 20th century
bay which relates to it, forming an interesting composition. This is brick with
a curved bay window with leaded windows in timber frames. Fretwork porch
with tile roof to door.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

90-96 Leigh Hill

Positive

Article 4

98-108 Leigh Hill, Carlton
Terrace

Positive

Locally listed
Article 4

Description

An attractive and unusual terrace, painted brick at ground floor, first floor
with false timber framing on render, now all painted white, with balconies
and decorative woodwork also painted white and a tin roof painted black.
Slate roofs. Timber framed windows with top lights and small pane glazing,
suggestive of a later date, first quarter of 20th century. Nos.90-92 have
parking bays in the front gardens, with loss of boundary wall. Nos.94-96
have brick boundary wall and good garden.

A terrace comprising three late-19th century semi-detached pairs, stock brick
(though Nos.106-108 white painted), projecting ground floor canted bays, with
lead-roofed balconies at the first floor with fancy cast iron balustrades, timber
sash windows, timber doors with glazed upper panels and fanlights set in
recessed porches, slate roofs now mostly renewed in synthetic materials,
front gardens and brick boundary walls still intact. The balconies, and the
predominant black and white colours, make for an attractive group.

420

Description
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Building-by-Building Description
LEIGH PARK ROAD

LEIGH HILL CLOSE
Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

Leigh Hill Close

Neutral

N/A

1 Leigh Park Road

Positive

N/A

Description

A 1970s terrace with 12 large angular gables over integral ground floor
garages, the gables white weatherboarded, canted bay windows now
renewed in uPVC. Some buildings require repainting.

A handsome three storey corner
block, red brick with painted stucco
windows, parapets with decorated
pediments, in a Tudor style, built
before 11-13 Leigh Hill adjacent to
the south (which is dated 1901).
Recently renovated. Ground floor
now an architects studio, with
residential above. Odd metal
projections from metal clad fascia.

421

Description
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

3 Leigh Park Road

Positive*

Article 4

5 Leigh Park Road ‘Belle
Vue Court’

Negative

Article 4

Description

A similar house to Nos.7-13. Two-storey with double height canted bay
window under a half-timbered gable. It retains its brickwork and first-floor
render. Timber framed casements except for first floor left-hand window
which is a later replacement and widening of the opening. Replacement
timber door. Some metal windows. A small timber conservatory to the righthand side. Sycamore pollards create an attractive boundary treatment but
slate(?) block wall not in keeping.

Three storey brick flats, 1970s/80s, bland and too tall, undoubtedly replacing
a house like Nos.7-13. Metal railings to balconies and steps up to front door.
Three garages fronted by the parking area which, without any boundary
treatment, is excessively prominent. Frontage stark, could be improved with
planters or landscaping.

422

Description
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

7-13 Leigh Park Road

Nos.7, 9, 13: Positive
No.11: Positive*

Article 4

No.11: Under renovation at the time of survey. Retains brick finish. Balcony
at first floor to left but missing its balustrade. Central front door, currently
a later timber and glazed replacement. Some timber window frames and
some missing at time of survey due to renovation. Articulated roof form is not
original and the tiles may be replacements. Turret to rear is late-20th century.

Description

No.13: Painted brick. First floor balcony filled in some time ago with attractive
leaded lights and decorative surrounds to the windows. Lean-to roof with
timber balustrade and posts added over the front door, which is timber with
glazed upper panel and fanlight. Other windows retain leaded lights to the
small upper panes. Retains garden, with discreet driveway to the side.

423

Five large houses built to the same pattern, 1920s/30s. The design is
asymmetrical with a gable facing the street set to one side of the main range.
Substantial villas, each has an entrance door to the left hand side beneath
a lean-to roof, a gable with a projecting canted bay, and to the right hand
side a first floor balcony. They were originally red brick with render and
half timbering to the gable and over the entrance door, with stucco window
surrounds and interlocking tiles on the roof. Fenestration is made up of
varying combinations of smaller windows – for example higher status rooms
have three tall narrow windows set side by side and lower status rooms may
have only one tall, or one smaller window. The front doors are concealed
to the side of the projecting wall underneath the gable. Chimneys set at
each end of the house. Today they are all differently treated, though not
necessarily unsympathetically. Variations include:
No.7: White painted render. First floor balcony filled in or was possibly not
there originally. Basement garage inserted with hard landscaping to the
front of the building, not in keeping , though some garden retained. Porch
extension with tiled gable roof and double timber doors is sympathetic.
No.9: Grey painted render. First floor balcony to right with timber
balustrade and posts. Timber front door with stained glass upper panels
and fanlight. Extensive hard landscaping to front of property with loss of
boundary wall is harsh.

No.9
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Building-by-Building Description

424

No.7

No.11

No.13
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

15 Leigh Park Road

Positive*

Article 4

17 Leigh Park Road

Positive

Article 4

Description

Two-storey house built as a group with Nos.17-23. White rendered, half
timbering at the first floor, timber windows with leading to small upper panes,
balcony now enclosed with timber panelling though decorative braces below
survive, replacement timber door with glazed upper panes and fanlight,
interlocking tiles, red brick chimneys, timber fence boundary overgrown with
planting, single storey garage to the side with similar tiles to roof and timber
painted doors.

Two-storey house built as a group with Nos.15, 19-23. In multiple occupancy
and recently refurbished, timber windows, two attractive original balconies
with timber balustrade and posts, interlocking tiles, white painted render
which has lost its original half-timbering, replacement timber front doors with
glazed upper panes and fanlights, block paved parking areas to either side
with planting in-between.

425

Description
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Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

19 Leigh Park Road

Positive

Article 4

21 Leigh Park Road

Positive*

Article 4

Description

Two-storey house built in a group with Nos.15-17, 21-23. Pale sage green
rendering, white painted windows, doors and woodwork. Pantile roof.
Balcony with timber balustrades and posts to right hand side and to a flat
roofed extension to the side. Grey cobbled paving for parking is stark,
though garden retained to left hand side with white picket fence. The uPVC
windows were granted at appeal in 2018 provided they were white wood
grain effect R9 (residence 9) Conservation Windows.

Two-storey house built in a group with Nos.15-19 and 23. The most altered of
the group. Red brick ground floor is retained but first floor has been clad in
inappropriate black timber cladding obscuring the mullions to the windows.
Interlocking tile roof but rooflights have been added. Inappropriate uPVC
windows. Flat roofed brick garage extension with timber doors and driveway
to the front, neat privet hedge.

426

Description
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Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

23 Leigh Park Road

Positive

Article 4

25A and 25 Leigh Park
Road

Neutral

N/A

Description

Two-storey house built in a group with Nos.15-21. White rendered with false
half timbering at the first floor, original windows with stained glass small panes
to top on ground floor, interlocking tiles, replacement timber door plus door
added to first floor on the west elevation with new steps up to top floor flat.
Boundary wall lost but front area graveled rather than turned into parking.

Identical detached houses, 1960s/70s, three storey, brick, timber clad
'cornice' and to balconies, flat roofed, timber windows with trickle vents,
tarmacked area in front of garages, set back behind mature planting.

427

Description
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Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

27 Leigh Park Road
‘West Lodge’

Positive*

Proposed
Article 4

29 Leigh Park Road
'Gowan Bank'

Negative

Proposed
Article 4

Description

Late Victorian house set above the road and continuing the pattern of large
detached houses along the north side of Leigh Park Road. A mature garden
climbs up from the street above an original red brick wall, now part rendered,
which is an important part of the streetscape that should be retained. White
painted render, interlocking tiles, but mahogany effect uPVC windows have
changed the character of the house. Flat roofed extension to left hand side,
where on the frontage there is also a detached old garage with timber doors,
and a stock brick retaining wall with a recess containing what is apparently a
spring.Appears in a bad state of repair.

A 1960s/70s house, extended excessively and now four storeys high with
numerous added balconies, mostly functional with glazing in galvanised
metal frames. The attic storey is clad in unattractive uPVC and makes the
building out of scale with its surroundings, being prominent in long views,
especially from lower down the hill. The balconies and ladders at this level
give the house an industrial aspect. Untidy block paved car parking area to
frontage, ugly blockwork boundary wall to the south. Planning permission
has been granted for replacement of this house.

428

Description
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

14-36 Leigh Park Road

Positive

Article 4

Description

429

A group of semi detached early-20th
century houses designed as a group.
All set below road level with steps
down. Most have parking bays at road
level, with the loss of parts of the front
boundaries. Composition the same
on all, mirrored for left and right with
two-storey curved bay windows to
centre of pair with door to outer edge of
pair with small v-shaped oriel window
above. Most have concrete roof tiles.
Most have original windows apart from
uPVC at No.22. The black and white
paintwork on the windows is important
to the character and appearance of the
group. The ground floor windows have
red tiled cills. The canopy above the
front door at No.16 detracts slightly.
Nearly all have very attractive and well
maintained gardens, often with white
picket fences at the boundary.
179

Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

38 Leigh Park Road

Positive

Article 4

Leigh Park Court

Negative

N/A

Description

Asymmetric early-20th century detached house. Painted render, although
yellow stock brickwork with red decoration on chimneys suggests that the
brickwork was originally exposed. The left side is set back and has twostorey curved bay windows. Windows are timber framed leaded casements
and have curled iron window catches. Flat roofed projection above front door
appears to be a later addition although window matches. Concrete roof tiles.
Parking area parallel to the road hidden behind picket fence. Attractive white
picket fence and gate at front with close boarded fence to garden.

Large block of flats out of scale with the street. Three storeys above road
level and another below. Very stark appearance with grey brickwork and
a flat roof. Some dirty brickwork. Bridge over void to main entrance. Well
maintained gardens.

430

Description
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Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

44 ‘Ellersley’
46 ‘Oak Dene’ Leigh Park Road

Positive*

N/A

48 Leigh Park Road
‘Sans Souci’

Negative

N/A

Description

Early 20th century semi-detached pair. Dark red brick ground floor divided
by a half-round brick string-course from the rendered first floor which
appears to have survived as it was originally designed, with a rusticated
quoin detail. Slate hipped roof. Front door recessed behind a wide brick
arch. This has been filled in on No.44 with the addition of an outer door,
which obscures a very fine original door. Oriel window above front door.
Windows on both replaced with plastic. Wire baskets filled with stones are
an inappropriate boundary treatment to No.46. Timber clad garage to side of
No.46 is not entirely in keeping.

An angular boxy four storey block of 1970s/80s flats in uniform bland red
brickwork, with the top storey rendered. A separate three storey block lower
down the hill. Dark brown boarded aprons below and above some windows.
Basement parking.

431

Description

Windows recently replaced in uPVC. The building is out of scale with its context,
being excessively bulky, especially when seen from lower down the hill. Brick
walls around it which could be softened by planting.
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Building-by-Building Description
NEW ROAD
Address

Value

Designation

The Ship Hotel

Positive*

N/A

Description
Early-20th century Tudor style public house, false timber-framing, cream
painted render, dark green painted brickwork to ground floor with dark green
glazed voussoirs over windows, original timber windows with leaded lights,
machine made tiles probably original. Timber porch to south side with tile
roof. Boundary wall to south in poor decorative condition. Built on the site of
the original Ship Hotel/Inn which dated from 17th century.
432

Currently vacant and ground floor windows boarded, though recently sold.
Planning application (19/01540/FUL) granted for change of use to hotel.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

Nos.1-4 New Road
Eaton Villas’

Nos.1 and 2: Positive
Nos.3 and 4: Positive*

Article 4

Description

433

Dated 1883. Originally stock brick with single storey canted bay window
next to a recessed porch, with two sash windows above, but only No.2 is
well preserved. No.1 has been rendered, Nos.3 and 4 have had their bays
knocked together and balconies formed above them. Timber sash widows to
Nos.1 and 2 and replacement versions to No.3. Inappropriate uPVC to No.4
and inappropriate uPVC French door to first floor of No.3. Slate roofs.
Front gardens neglected and could be improved. Boundary walls in need of
maintenance and repainting.
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Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

5-7 New Road

Positive*

Article 4

8-11 New Road

Positive

Article 4

Description

A terrace of three houses, c.1880, originally stock brick with red brick
dressings but Nos.6 and 7 have brickwork painted, all with their windows
changed to uPVC, slate roofs. No.7 has a flat- roofed porch to left hand side
and modern oriel window to ground floor added. One added to No.5 as
well, with shutters on the first floor. Replacement timber doors with pleasant
stained glass and fanlight to No.5.

A terrace of four houses, with a lower roof line and round headed doors
(none of which preserve their fanlights) and therefore probably older, third
quarter of 19th century, with a cottage appearance. Orignially stock brick
but now rendered fronts apart from No.9. Timber sash windows, slate roofs.
Timber doors, with small canopy added to No.10 which is not unsympathetic.
Stock brick boundary walls (not painted) with engineering brick copings and
picket gates.
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Description
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

11a-11b New Road

Positive

Article 4

12 New Road

Positive

Article 4

Description

Description

A stock brick semi-detached pair c.1900 in a secluded backlands
development, barely visible from the road, slate roofs, No.11a with original
windows, fancy bargeboards.

Leigh Villa House c.1900, of a rather
reddish stock brick, projecting
canted bay window rendered, dentil
course at eaves and to bay window,
timber(?) replacement sash windows,
timber panelled door with fanlight,
slate roof, picket fence above
painted rendered wall.
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Not visible from road.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

12a New Road

Neutral

Article 4

14 New Road
‘Ray View Cottage’

Positive*

Article 4

Description

Description

Victorian two-storey house but
entirely encased in render, uPVC
windows, concrete tiles. Timber
stable style front door.

Attractive semi-detached cottage
that has been extended out to the
street and was probably once a
shop, painted render, inappropriate
uPVC sash window to ground floor
which has oddly small proportions,
with a balcony above with uPVC
doors, new uPVC front door.
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Front garden has been updated with
wooden picket fence above yellow
stock brick wall.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

15 New Road

Positive*

Article 4

21 New Road

Positive

Article 4

Description

Two storeys, semi-detached probably c.1900 but much altered since. Built to
face Uttons Avenue. White painted with later balcony and tall plastic French
windows at ground and first floor level on south side. uPVC windows and door
on west side. uPVC porch added to rear, as well as flat roofed extension.

A long narrow cottage with its narrow end facing New Road, on the southeast corner of Hadleigh Road, probably early 19th century. Ground floor
pebble dashed, weatherboard above. Replacement timber sashes. Unusual
timber framed bay window extension on south side with balcony above with
timber balustrade. Conservatory to east side. Crazy paved parking area.
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Description

Attractive front garden but the black painted wrought iron railings are too tall
and overly ornate.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

26-31 New Road
‘Clarendon Place’

Positive

Article 4

brickwork has been rendered and the house has replacement windows:
timber to the front (north) that would be improved by painting. The plastic
windows to the south have a brown finish.
No.31 was also rebuilt after the bombing and again is rendered. It has applied
shutters, finished pale blue and the timber sash windows are good. There is
evidence of some structural problems to the west wall, which is held in place
with wall ties. The slope beside appears to be slipping and the boundary
wall between the slope beside the house and the steps up between
Clarendon Place and New Court Terrace is leaning badly under the weight of
displaced soil.

Description
The name plaque on this terrace gives a date of 1855. Nos.30 and 31 were
destroyed by a bomb in the Second World War and rebuilt. The houses are
difficult to see owing to high hedges and shared private access routes. Roofs
are low pitched, slate covered and hipped at either end. Originally yellow
stock brickwork.
438

No.26 has cream render with replacement small paned top hung opening
timber windows painted light green. The chimney has been coated with
concrete. The solid timber door is good but needs painting.
No.27 has replacement timber windows that now has only plain glass and the
replacement front door incongruously also has an inset fanlight. Shutters added.
No.28 has replacement plastic windows and applied louvred shutters
but the façade is improved by a good glazed front door with leaded and
stained decoration.
No.29 has timber sliding sashes with small Georgian style panes, with
exposed brickwork. Porch added to front door.
No.30 was rebuilt after being bombed in the Second World War. The
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

Methodist Church

Positive*

N/A

39-41 New Road

Positive*

Proposed
Article 4

Description

Fishermen's Chapel. A two-storey rectangular hall bearing the date 1932,
in poor decorative condition, and replacement powder coated aluminum
windows are not in keeping. White painted render with brick details painted
red. Timber double door with small glazing panes to upper part and fanlight
over. Further double door to the right hand side. The downpipe is cast iron
but the guttering has been replaced with plastic.

Terrace of three cottages, c.1900, much altered. Inappropriate pebbledash
render, unsympathetic uPVC doors and windows with two-storey bay
windows added to Nos.40 and 41, poor railings and a satellite dish. The
very tall retaining wall is oppressive and in poor condition. Re-rendering
with smooth render, reinstatement of timber doors and sash windows,
refurbishment of the boundary walls and replacement of inappropriate
railings with sympathetic alternatives would enhance these properties.
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Description
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Building-by-Building Description
NORMAN PLACE
Address

Value

Designation

Norman Place

Positive

Locally listed
Article 4

Description
A charming terrace of white
weatherboarded two-storey
cottages. Slate roofs, hipped at each
end, yellow stock brick chimneys.
White painted sash windows, of
which few have been replaced.
440
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Building-by-Building Description
NORMAN TERRACE
Address

Value

Designation

Norman Terrace

Positive

Article 4

Description

441

A terrace of late-19th century houses of stock brick construction with slate
roofs. Only Nos.3, 4, and 7 have not been painted. Mostly original timber
sash windows, tripartite sashes at ground floor, some are good quality
replacement timber sashes. Timber front doors of various designs but
sympathetic. Small canopies to Nos.5 and 8. Pleasant front gardens to most
with red brick retaining wall to the street.
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Building-by-Building Description
PLEASANT TERRACE

RAY COTTAGES

Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

Pleasant Terrace

Positive

Locally listed
Article 4

Ray Cottages

Positive

Article 4

Description

Description

Another weatherboarded terrace
very similar to Norman Place,
although with only one upper
window per cottage instead of two.
Several have had roofs recovered
in different slates creating a rather
patchy effect. Several windows
have been replaced and No.8 has
a flat roofed extension to the front,
all of which have impacted on the
uniformity of the terrace.

Nos.1-3 Ray Cottages are accessed via Uttons Avenue and are located
behind No.25 along a narrow path. The front doors have half-round arches
above them. Constructed in the 3rd quarter of the 19th century. All have
retained timber sliding sash windows and have slate roofs. Nos.2-3 have
been rendered but No.1 is still exposed stock brickwork.
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Not visible at time of inspection.
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Building-by-Building Description
SEA REACH
Address

Value

Designation

Sea Reach

Neutral

N/A

Description

443

At the corner formed by Leigh Hill and Cliff Parade there is a group of late20th century houses, which although adjacent to Leigh Hill are accessed
from a block paved close. These are large two-and-a-half storey detached
properties, brick, with the top storeys in white weatherboard, several white
balconies. The windows are mostly uPVC. The development is enclosed on
Leigh Hill by a brick retaining wall with buttresses.
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Building-by-Building Description
THE TERRACE
Address

Value

Designation

The Terrace

Positive

Article 4

Description
First appears on the 1922 OS map so must date from the early-20th century.
A very attractive terrace in the Arts and Crafts style. Red machine made
tile roof with a mixture of gables and chimneys. First floor rendered, ground
floor red brick. Timber casement windows finished in black with small panes,
usually three sets of 2x3. Long stretches of black painted rainwater goods are
conspicuous but may mostly be original.
444

The Terrace faces up the hill away from the sea with shallow steps down to
front gardens that have no formal division, making an attractive area.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

No.15 The Terrace

Neutral

N/A

No.14 The Terrace

Neutral

N/A

Description

Formerly one bungalow, now the site of a large modern new build house,
which is set well back in large grounds and cannot be clearly seen from
the street. White painted render with extensive large windows and glazed
balconies. The impact on the Conservation Area, therefore, is minimal. The
plot backs onto Leigh Library Gardens where high boundary walls would not
be appropriate as this would block views out to the estuary.

Bungalow set back from the public highway and therefore not readily visible.
Pitched slate roof. The plot backs onto Leigh Library Gardens where high
boundary walls would not be appropriate as this would block views out to
the estuary.
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Description

No photograph available.
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Building-by-Building Description
UTTONS AVENUE
Address

Value

Designation

1-16 Uttons Avenue

Nos.5 and 13: Positive*
All other properties: Positive

Article 4

Description

446

A row of modest terraced houses stepped up the hill, originally slate roof
and stock brickwork. Most are now rendered apart from Nos.3, 5, 6, 8
and 11. No.6 has been painted white to the ground floor. Some very bad
replacement uPVC windows at Nos.5 and, particularly, 13. A few others have
been replaced in timber with inappropriate small Georgian style panes. The
rest retain timber sash windows. Generally, timber doors with glazed upper
panes and fanlights.
However, all of the properties look well cared for. Some roofs have been
replaced but appropriately, with slate. Many of the roofs over the bay
windows have been replaced in ill-matched plain tiles and No.15 has
acquired a porch with a tiled roof over the front door. Nos.15–16 are wider
than the others.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

17-17a Uttons Avenue

Positive

Article 4

18-20 Uttons Avenue

Nos.18 and 19: Positive*
No.20: Positive

Article 4

Description

A larger double fronted building unlike others in the street, now converted
into two dwellings with two front doors in a recessed porch. Slate roof and
a plain tile pitched canopy over the front door and the two curved bay
windows. Flush casement windows on the first floor with a single horizontal
glazing bar, those on the ground floor have top-hung lights with semiobscured glass and small panes.

Slightly more substantial than those on the other side of the road and
probably later although with similar construction. The design is a single
fronted version of No.17 with canopy, rounded bay and casement windows.
Nos.19 and 20 remain unrendered. Original timber casement windows to
all No.20 and ground floor of No.19. First floor of No.19 windows have been
replaced with inappropriate louvered glass. Inappropriate aluminium window
frames to No.18. All replacement timber doors.
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Description
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

21–24 Uttons Avenue

Nos.21 and 22: Positive
Nos.23 and 24: Positive*

Article 4

25 Uttons Avenue

Positive

Article 4

Description

Description

Very similar in appearance to those on the other side of the street, with
canted bay and sash windows, although overall the houses are wider. All
rendered apart from No.21. No.24 has a flat roof over the bay which extends
over the front door, plus small paned sashes have been added. The bay
has been altered with loss of the ornamentation that has survived on all the
others. Timber sash windows to the rest. All replacement timber and glazed
doors. Pink paint to No.23 is garish.

A double fronted property that appears detached from the street but is in fact
attached to No.3 Ray Cottages at the rear. Cream render has covered the
bricks but the slate roof and chimney survive.
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The windows have been replaced with sashes (double glazed?). Single
storey mono-pitch roofed extension to the north but the small orangery
to the south is an attractive feature with sunburst pattern glazing. Timber
and glazed door with canopy over. There is some nice mature planting
surrounding the southern end of the building.
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Introduction
1.1

What is a Conservation Area?

its Core Strategy (December 2007) and Development Management
Document (July 2015) that seek to conserve the character of its
Conservation Areas. The emerging Local Plan, which will review the
Core Strategy and Development Management Document, will set out
a policy approach to managing the historic environment.

Conservation Areas are ‘areas of special architectural or historic
interest, the character or appearance of which it is desirable to
preserve or enhance’, which is defined in the Planning (Listed
Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990.

However, it should be recognised that designation does not prevent
change from occurring within Conservation Areas, and over time
they will be subject to many different pressures (both positive and
negative) that could impact upon their character and appearance.
LPA’s have a duty to conserve and enhance their Conservation Areas
and will consider this when determining planning applications.

1.1.4

Southend Borough Council (SBC) will also review each Conservation
Area from time to time to monitor its condition and ensure that it has
an up to date Conservation Area Appraisal which sets out its special
architectural or historic interest.

455

1.1.1		The designation of a Conservation Area recognises the unique
qualities of an historic place which make it special in terms of
its architecture and history, as well as its role in defining local
distinctiveness. Contributing to this are individual or groups of
buildings, streetscape and public realm, scale and massing, open
spaces and street pattern, and landscaping.

1.1.3

1.1.2

As the aim is to conserve and enhance the significant qualities of
a Conservation Area so that owners, occupiers and visitors to the
place can experience a high-quality historic environment, designation
extends planning controls over certain types of development,
principally the demolition of unlisted buildings and works to trees,
although an Area’s status as a Conservation Area is a material
consideration for all planning applications. Southend Borough
Council, as the Local Planning Authority (LPA), also has policies within

5

Introduction
1.2

Aims of the Conservation Area Appraisal

•
•
•

Identifies the Area’s special interest;
Reviews existing Conservation Area boundaries;
Assists the preparation of the emerging new Local Plan and
Neighbourhood Plans, if these are brought forward, and forms part of
their evidence base; and
Provides a basis for implementing policies, making informed
development management decisions, and preparing management
proposals for the area.

1.2.1

•

1.2.2
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•
•
•
•
•

This Conservation Area Appraisal:

1.3

Background and Methodology

1.3.2

All photographs within this report were taken in 2019 unless
otherwise stated.

1.3.1

The character analysis in Section 5.0 will inform a management plan
for the area (see Section 6.0), which will:
Assess the need for enhancements to public spaces, highways and
private property;
Review the need for Article 4 Directions to limit permitted
development rights;
Assess buildings at risk;
Assess the need for enforcement action; and
Establish a programme and procedures for implementing and
monitoring proposals.

6

Leigh Cliff was developed in the late-19th/early-20th century as
a residential and shopping area expanding on the historic centre
of Leigh-on-Sea during Southend’s rapid expansion at this time as
a popular seaside resort. The Conservation Area was originally
designated in 1981. The Conservation Area Appraisal for Leigh Cliff
updates the former document from 2010. It has been prepared by
Purcell, a firm of specialist heritage consultants, on behalf of Southendon-Sea Borough Council. The research and fieldwork for the Appraisal
was carried out in October 2019. The methodology for the work was
based on Historic England’s Conservation Area Appraisal, Designation
Management: Historic England Advice Note 1 (second edition), February
2019 and also references The Setting of Heritage Assets: Historic
England Good Practice Advice in Planning Note 3 (second edition),
December 2017.

Introduction
1.4

1.4.1
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1.4.2

Overview, Location and Topography

1.4.3

Leigh Cliff Conservation Area (shown on Map A) is located within
the Leigh-on-Sea district of Southend-on-Sea. To the west is the
Leigh Conservation Area and to the south-west is the Leigh Old
Town Conservation Area. Leigh was once a small settlement in its
own right, focused on a fishing village on the shoreline. With the
rapid expansion of both Southend-on-Sea and Leigh-on-Sea in
the late-19th century as resorts, the village expanded northwards
away from the shore, with the residential streets of Leigh Cliff being
constructed to the north-west of the original village, together with the
shopping street of Broadway running along the northern edge of the
Conservation Area. Broadway is parallel to the cliff and the residential
streets are at right angles to it running south to Cliff Parade, with the
exception of Queens Road which runs east–west.
The Conservation Area is situated to the south of the now demolished
Leigh Hall manor house on land which was fields until the end of the
19th century. South of Broadway there is a slope of variable steepness
as the land drops down to the sea, terminating in a cliff consisting of
unstable London Clay now occupied by Cliff Gardens. At the foot of
the cliff runs the railway. The Conservation Area is now at the western
and southern edge of a continuous urban and suburban conurbation
which extends east to Chalkwell, Westcliff and Southend.

7

As part of the Appraisal process the boundary of the Conservation
Area has been reviewed and a minor amendment made to include
a row of shops on the south side of Broadway which are of similar
quality to those already included on this street. Maps in this Appraisal
document show the new boundary. See paragraphs 6.3.51-6.3.52 and
Map M for details of the change that was made.

Section 2.0
Summary of
Special Interest

458

8

Summary of Special Interest
2.1

2.2

The Leigh Cliff Conservation Area is representative of the expansion
of the village of Leigh away from the historic core on the shoreline
and around St. Clement’s Church in the late-19th and early-20th
century, as Leigh-on-Sea’s popularity rose as a resort in tandem with
the increase in prominence of Southend-on-Sea. The Conservation
Area links to Leigh Conservation Area along Broadway, the shopping
street which is bustling with commercial activity in buildings of a
grander scale and with a few good survivals of historic shop fronts.
The former Grand Hotel provides an impressive landmark at the east
end of the road, with its former use reflecting the popularity of the
area as a holiday destination.
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9

The residential streets have a strong late-Victorian architectural
quality, featuring bay windows, timber panelled doors with
stained glass, sash windows and a regular rhythm of placement
of architectural features. Their positioning on steep hills enhances
this rhythm as the buildings step up the hill. Houses on Cliff Parade
are larger, reflecting the more desirable location facing out to the
Estuary, with dramatic sweeping views to the water and eastwards
to the Pier. These houses have a seaside character, with balconies
and large windows to take in the view. Their setting adjacent to Leigh
Cliffs East, a pleasure garden, is an important part of the setting of the
Conservation Area, together with the hillside location providing the
impressive sea views.

Section 3.0
Planning
Framework
The National Planning Policy Framework

11

3.2

Local Planning Policies and Guidance

12
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Designations

13
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3.1

10

Planning Framework
3.1

The National Planning Policy Framework

The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) came into effect
in March 2012 and was most recently updated in July 2021. It
establishes the planning principles that should underpin both
plan-making and decision-taking, including that these: ‘assets are
an irreplaceable resource, and should be conserved in a manner
appropriate to their significance, so that they can be enjoyed for their
contribution to the quality of life of existing and future generations’.01

3.1.2

Section 16 of the NPPF sets the policy framework for conserving
and enhancing the historic environment. Paragraph 191 of the NPPF
stipulates that, ‘When considering the designation of conservation
areas, local planning authorities should ensure that an area justifies
such status because of its special architectural or historic interest,
and that the concept of conservation is not devalued through the
designation of areas that lack special interest.’
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3.1.1

3.1.3

Definitions

In the context of the NPPF for heritage policy, a ‘Heritage asset’
is defined as: ‘A building, monument, site, place, area or landscape
identified as having a degree of significance meriting consideration
in planning decisions, because of its heritage interest. It includes
designated heritage assets and assets identified by the local
planning authority (including local listing).’

‘Significance’ is defined as: ‘The value of a heritage asset to this

and future generations because of its heritage interest. The interest
may be archaeological, architectural, artistic or historic. Significance
derives not only to a heritage asset’s physical presence, but also
from its setting’.

‘Setting’ is defined as: ‘The surroundings in which a heritage asset

is experienced. Its extent is not fixed and may change as the asset
and its surroundings evolve. Elements of a setting may make a
positive or negative contribution to the significance of an asset, may
affect the ability to appreciate that significance or may be neutral.’
Further advice on the assessment of setting can be found in Historic
England, The Setting of Heritage Assets: Historic England Good
Practice Advice in Planning Note 3 (second edition), December 2017.

Further guidance regarding the implementation of the policies in the
NPPF can be found in the chapter on ‘Conserving and enhancing
the historic environment’ in the National Planning Practice Guidance
(NPPG), July 2021: https://www.gov.uk/guidance/conserving-andenhancing-the-historic-environment.

‘Historic environment’ is defined as: ‘All aspects of the

environment resulting from the interaction between people and
places through time, including all surviving physical remains of
past human activity, whether visible, buried or submerged, and
landscaped and planted or managed flora.’

01

NPPF, 2021, para.189, p.55

11

Planning Framework
3.2

3.2.1

Local Planning Policies and Guidance

The Core Strategy (2007), Development Management Document
(2015) and Southend Central Area Action Plan (2018 - SCAAP)
are the principal documents that guide SBC in determining local
planning and listed building consents. Proposals for development
within the Conservation Area or within its setting will need to adhere
to the criteria set out in these policies to ensure the conservation of
the special interest of the Area. Polices specifically related to the
historic environment are listed below and should be referenced when
planning change.

3.2.4

The production of the Southend New Local Plan will provide an
opportunity to review the Core Strategy, Development Management
Document and SCAAP, and will set out a new suite of planning
policies for the Borough, including for the management of the historic
environment.

3.2.5

Further supplementary planning guidance is contained within the
Council’s:

•

Design and Townscape Guide (SPD 1) (2009), which sets out
guidance on creating high-quality urban design and includes advice
on the historic environment in Section 9;

•

Planning Obligations: A Guide to S106 & Developer Contributions
(SPD 2) (2015), which gives guidance on Section 106 Agreements
which can be made to balance out negative impacts of development
through other enhancements, such as conserving or enhancing the
historic environment; and

•

Streetscape Manual (SPD 3) (June 2015), provides guidance
about creating high-quality streetscapes, including those within
Conservation Areas.

3.2.6

All of these documents can be found on SBC’s website, www.
southend.gov.uk/planning, and will be reviewed as part of the
production of the Southend New Local Plan.

3.2.2 Core Strategy (2007)
Strategic Objective SO14: Deliver high quality, well designed and
attractive urban and natural environments which are safe, people
friendly and distinctive, and which respect and enhance existing
character and local amenity

•

Policy KP2: Development Princples

•

Policy CP4: The Environment and Urban Renaissance

3.2.3

Development Management Document (2015)

•
•
•
•

Policy DM1: Design Quality
Policy DM4: Tall and Large Buildings
Policy DM5: Southend-on-Sea’s Historic Environment
Policy DM6: The Seafront
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•

12

Planning Framework
3.3

Designations

3.3.2

Further information on Southend’s Listed and Locally Listed Buildings
and article 4 directions can be found on the Council’s website: www.
southend.gov.uk/planning.

3.3.1

As a Conservation Area, Leigh Cliff is a designated heritage asset in
its own right. There are no listed buildings within the Conservation
Area, though it does contain several non-designated heritage assets,
such as Locally Listed Buildings. The Leigh Conservation Area lies
directly to the west of Leigh Cliff Conservation Area, while the Leigh
Old Town Conservation Area is to the south-west.
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Planning Framework
Map B:
Designations
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Conservation Area
Boundary
Article 4
Locally Listed
	Public Open Space
	Tree Preservation
Orders (TPOs)
	Locally Listed
Building designated
as part of this
Appraisal

Planning Framework
Locally Listed Buildings
3.3.3 Southend has a wide range of historic buildings and structures. For
those which do not meet the criteria for national listing, the Council
can identify them as ‘Locally Listed’. These are non-designated
heritage assets. The purpose of the Local List is to identify buildings,
structures and monuments of local architectural or historic importance
and to take action as far as possible to conserve them.
3.3.4
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•

•

3.3.5

SBC’s criteria for the designation of Locally Listed Buildings requires
buildings to:

3.3.6

Two recommendations for new Locally Listed Buildings were made
during the Appraisal process: Nos. 86 and 96 Broadway. These
buildings have been added to the Local List. More detail of the review
process can be found in paragraphs 6.3.44-6.3.45 and the buildings
are shown on Maps B and M.

3.3.7

There are several Locally Listed Buildings within the Conservation
Area, which are listed below and shown on Map B:

The Grand Hotel, Broadway

Demonstrate the Borough’s history, particularly during its main period
of growth. This includes buildings important for its social history such
as schools, churches, public buildings, leisure, entertainment and
commercial buildings.

No 24 Broadway
The original shopfront at No.87 Broadway
The original shopfront at No.44 Broadway

Have architectural interest – be designed by a well-known architect,
be a good example of a particular style or period, contain good
architectural features or be important for the townscape.

No.58 Broadway
No.73 Broadway

Change to Locally Listed Buildings needs to be carried out in a
sympathetic manner. A building’s Locally Listed status will be a
material consideration for all planning applications affecting it and,
as with Listed Buildings, applications involving loss or harm to a
Locally Listed Building will normally be resisted although a balanced
judgement will be made, having regard to the scale of any harm or
loss, the significance of the asset and any public benefits.

Nos.93–111 Broadway
Nos.113–115 Broadway
No.86 Broadway
No.96 Broadway
15

Planning Framework
3.3.12 (Similar alterations to other types of property already need planning
permission from the Council.)

Article 4 Directions
3.3.8 An Article 4 Direction removes the right of householders to undertake
some minor forms of development, such as alterations to windows or
the installation of hardstandings, which would normally be classed as
permitted development under the planning legislation and therefore
would not require planning permission. The Article 4 Direction is
needed to ensure that minor alterations to the appearance of the
houses are not made in a way which would be out of character and
harmful to the Conservation Area.
Within Leigh Cliff the Direction covers the following properties:

•
•
•
•
•

Avenue Road, Leigh (all properties except 1–3 odd);
Cliff Parade, Leigh (5–39 consec.);
Queens Road, Leigh (all properties);
Seaview Road, Leigh (all properties); and
Victoria Road, Leigh (all properties except 1–3 odd).
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3.3.9

3.3.13 Alterations to All Buildings:
•
Painting over facing brickwork on any part of a building.
3.3.14 This Appraisal has also recommended that the Article 4 Direction is
altered to include the following items for all buildings:
•
•
•

The alteration, demolition or construction of a means of enclosure
which fronts a highway (walls, gates, fences, etc.).
The alteration, demolition or construction of a chimney.
The in-filling of porches or balconies.

3.3.15 It has also recommended that the wording of the existing Article
4 Direction is amended from “The alteration of any window which
fronts a highway” to “The alteration, repainting or replacement of any
window or door which fronts a highway.”

3.3.10 Planning permission from the Council is therefore needed for the
following types of development:

3.3.16 See paragraphs 6.3.47-6.3.48 for more details.
3.3.17 No fee is needed for a planning application required by the Direction.

3.3.11 Alterations to houses:
•
The alteration of any window which fronts a highway.
•
The rendering of brickwork of any part of a dwellinghouse which
fronts a highway (other forms of cladding already need planning
permission).
•
Re-roofing with different materials.
•
The installation of hardstandings for vehicles.

16

Planning Framework
Other Designations
3.3.18 There is one area adjacent to the Conservation Area that is
designated as public open space in local planning policy: Leigh Cliffs
East located to the south of the Conservation Area. Ths is shown in
green on Map B.
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3.3.19 Map B also shows tree protection orders (TPOs) in dark green, which
are placed to prohibit works to cut down, lop, uproot or damage
important trees. All trees within Conservation Areas, whether they
have a TPO or not, are protected and consent must be given by SBC
prior to works being carried out so that the Council have sufficient
time to decide whether the designation of a TPO is needed.
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History and Archaeology
4.1

Archaeological Interest

•

A hoard of Roman coins found in cliff fall, 1767;

•

Cliff Parade, The Bungalow, a silver finger ring of Theodosius found
1959;

•

No.19 Ashleigh Drive (just to the north of the Conservation Area),
bronze coin of Gratian 367–83; and

•

Roman pottery and coins from first century AD found in Victoria Road.

4.1.1

There are no known archaeological sites in the Conservation Area
but there are several finds recorded in the Essex Historic Environment
Record (EHER) which suggest that there was Roman occupation
above the cliff:
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History and Archaeology
4.2

History of Leigh Cliff

4.2.2

Leigh is first recorded in Domesday Book (1086), where it is entered
as a manor with the name Legra. Its principal inhabitants are listed as
two villeins and two smallholders, and five smallholders “above the
water who do not hold land”. The latter, an unusual entry, implies that
there was already a little port, although unlike some other coastal
places there is no mention of a fishery. Domesday also records
pasture for 100 sheep. Its importance as a place for trade is attested
by references to Godfrey the Merchant resident there in 1206 and to
the death of a ‘merchant stranger’ killed there in 1255.01

4.2.1

471

4.2.3

4.2.4

The ages of buildings within the Conservation Area is shown on Map C.

Originally there was only one way out of the fishing village via a
winding road to the church at the top of the hill. The road was built
on a gentle gradient to accommodate horses pulling heavy loads.
The road became known as Horse Hill and later Leigh Hill. Leigh
Hill originally followed a slightly different path but the alignment as
we know it today has been in existence for many years and this is in
effect how Leigh is represented on the Chapman and André Essex
map of 1777 (Map D). The old town is clustered along the High Street;
Leigh Hill winds up the cliff from it to the church, from which roads
lead east to the manor and north to the London Road. The area that
is now Leigh Cliffs Conservation Area is shown south of Lee Hall and
the east–west road as sloping ground leading down to the shore.

The Domesday entry implies that there were already two parts to the
manor, the port by the sea, and the church, manor and small farms at
the top of the cliff. By the 16th century Leigh port was becoming a
place of some significance as “the principal port between Gravesend
and Harwich and … the landing place for merchandise destined for
south-east Essex”02 (Further details on the history and significance of
Leigh as a port and fishing village can be found in the Leigh Old Town
Conservation Area Appraisal.)

Map D: Extract from Chapman and Andre’s map of Essex, 1777
01
02

The historical summary presented here derives from Bride 1994, upon whom later historians such as
Williams (2002) are heavily dependent.
Bride, 1994, p6
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History and Archaeology
Whilst the port flourished in the late Middle Ages and the 16th and
17th centuries, the agricultural part of the parish would have been
more static, linked to a different economic cycle. By the end of the
16th century, much of the woodland in the north of the parish had
probably been cleared. The manor house is said to have been rebuilt
by Richard Lord Rich in 1561. Photographs (not reproduced) of it
before it was demolished in 1907 show it to have been a substantial
building with prominent gables which were a fashionable feature of
Tudor architecture.

4.2.6

In the 18th century the port silted up and decayed, reducing “a once
flourished town to a small ruinous village”, as the Rev. John Wesley,
the founder of the Wesleyan Methodist Church, put it in 1748 when
he visited Leigh.03 There would have been a contrast between
the impoverished cottages along the High Street and the more
prosperous houses and farms in the higher part of the parish.
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4.2.5

4.2.7

On the 1847 Tithe Map (Map F), the Leigh Cliff Conservation Area
corresponds to Great Shore Field, a field of about 11 acres belonging
to the manor at Leigh Hall.04 This field had still escaped any
development at the time of the first edition Ordnance Survey map
published in 1874 (Map E). The only feature on the 1874 map within the
Conservation Area boundary was the road running east–west which
later became known as Broadway, which was lined with trees.

Map E: 1874 OS map. © Crown Copyright 2019. All Rights Reserved. Licence number
100019680.

03

Cited in Burrows, 1909, p145

04

22

Tithe Apportionment, ERO D/CT 217

History and Archaeology
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Map F: Tithe Award map for the Parish of Leigh, 1847 showing approximate location of the Leigh Cliff Conservation Area (Reproduced courtesy of the Essex Record Office: D/CT 217)
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History and Archaeology
The 19th century brought a return of prosperity to Leigh, in part the
result of the changing fortunes of the fishing industry and in part
because of the arrival of the railway. By the end of the century,
Leigh was becoming popular as a resort, in tandem with the rapid
expansion of Southend as a resort, and the settlement began to
expand. The population, 570 in 1801, was 2667 by 1901. Housing
grew up along Broadway, originally a lane from the church to the
manor.

4.2.9

Building proceeded rapidly in the 1880s and by the time of the
second edition OS map of 1897 (Map G), the Conservation Area
was partially built up with a regular road plan with houses starting
to fill plots. Semi-detached houses on Seaview Road, Victoria
Road, Avenue Road and Queens Road were placed near to the
street frontage, while large houses on Cliff Parade had much more
generous plots, reflecting their more desirable location facing out
to the Estuary. Photographs show these with brick façades, halftimbered gables with barge boards, balconies and double-height
bay windows. Front gardens had timber picket fences or low brick
or rendered walls topped with decorative metal railings or timber
fences, which enclosed front gardens. A photograph of Victoria Road
shows particularly fine decorative railings and gates, with small trees
planted in the front gardens. There were still several gap sites where
housing had not yet been built and the eastern end of Broadway
(then still called Leighhall Road) was not yet developed.
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4.2.8

Map G: 1897 OS map. © Crown Copyright 2019. All Rights Reserved. Licence number
100019680.
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Victoria Road in the late-19th/early-20th century, looking south, showing semidetached houses in brick, with double-height bay windows with timber sashes,
and boundary walls topped with railings

Victoria Road in 2019. Note the historic boundary wall and railings have
been lost.

Cliff Parade in the late-19th/early 20th century, looking west, with larger houses facing
out to the Estuary

Cliff Parade looking west in 2019
25
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Cliff Parade in the late-19th/early 20th century, looking east

Cliff Parade looking east in 2019

The Grand Hotel in the early-20th century

The Grand Hotel in 2018
26
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4.2.10 In 1897, Leigh became an Urban District, then was absorbed into
Southend in 1913. To the north, developers acquired land from farmers
affected by the agricultural depression and houses were built on a grid
plan. The Grand Hotel was built in 1899 and, in 1900, six acres of land
were acquired to create Leigh Cliffs as a recreational pleasure garden.
The newer parts of the town were exclusively residential with the result
that Leigh became a commuter town, serviced by the construction in
1934 of the existing station to the west of the original one. But it also
developed its own flourishing retail centre along Broadway, most
of which lies within this Conservation Area, with some in the Leigh
Conservation Area to the west. Photographs of the early-20th century
show a bustling street, with awnings over most shop windows.

Map H: 1922 OS map. © Crown Copyright 2019. All Rights Reserved. Licence number
100019680.

The Broadway looking west in the early-20th century
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4.2.11

The Conservation Area was largely developed as it is today by the
First World War. This is shown on the 1922 OS map (Map H), with the
roads in the lower part of the Conservation Area almost completely
filled with houses, Broadway lined with shops, plus some banks
identified and tram lines along the middle of the street, and the Grand
Hotel at the eastern end. Leigh Cliffs is seen landscaped for the first
time with paths, trees and sun shelter, providing a pleasant setting
for the residents on Cliff Parade. Little had changed by the 1939 OS
map (Map I), though the last few houses had been inserted into empty
plots.
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4.2.12 Apart from alterations and extensions, subsequent change has
been mainly limited to development on infill plots. Only rarely have
buildings been demolished and replaced by new ones (as at, for
instance, No.27 Cliff Parade, or Nos.48–50 Broadway). The Grand
Hotel is currently (in 2019) being converted into luxury flats and
ground floor restaurants after a decade of being vacant.

Map I: 1939 OS map. © Crown Copyright 2019. All Rights Reserved. Licence number
100019680.
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Character Analysis
5.1

5.1.1

•

•
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•

Architecture

5.1.2

The residential streets were developed over a short period of time,
and as a result the late Victorian and Edwardian houses have a very
strongly defined architectural character. Buildings in the Conservation
Area can be grouped into three types, which are summarised as:

One key exception to the above building types is the large Grand
Hotel on the Broadway, which is a large three storey building in brick
with stone dressings, with a grand appearance.

Walls
5.1.3 Most of the buildings within the Conservation Area would have
originally been red, brown or stock brick, with some using differing
coloured brick for details such as quoins or string courses. On many
buildings the brick has been painted white or rendered and painted.

Larger detached or semi-detached houses on Cliff Parade of the
late-Victorian and Edwardian styles. There is one terrace to the west
end. They tend to feature gables, bay windows and balconies, with a
grander appearance than houses on the streets to the north, and the
properties generally have large front gardens.
More moderately sized terraces or semi-detached houses on the
streets running perpendicular to Cliff Parade and on Queens Road.
They are mostly semi-detached villas with bay windows. They are
relatively deep in plan and have integral rear extensions of the type
sometimes referred to as ‘outrigger’, giving the pairs an inverted
T-shaped plan. Most are late-Victorian or Edwardian in style, though
some later houses have Arts and Crafts influences.
Shops on the Broadway. These are two to three storeys, with shop
fronts on the ground floor. Some good historic shop fronts have
survived, while others have been replaced with modern versions.
Some have grand Classical decorative features, while others reflect
the Edwardian or Arts and Crafts styles. Some smaller two storey
buildings were originally houses that were later converted into shops
with the addition of shop fronts on the ground floors.
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5.1.4

Stone is often used for dressings and decorative details. On the
houses this is commonly around windows and doors, while on shops
it is also used for corbels and pilasters, and more extensively on
upper floors for decorative detail. Elaborately carved stone is used
in pediments on the Grand Hotel. In many cases the stonework has
been painted. House names are sometimes carved into the lintels
above the doors or on plaques on the first floors.

5.1.5

On some of the Edwardian houses a pebble-dash render with a
brown colour was used on upper floors and half timbering was used,
particularly in gables paired with decorative barge boards. Some
hung tiles are used on these buildings too. Hung slate is used on an
extension to a 21st century house at the south end of Seaview Road.

5.1.6

Faience is used on the upper floors of Nos.94 and 96 Broadway,
which is unique in the Conservation Area.

Character Analysis
Materials Palette
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Character Analysis
Roofs
5.1.7 Roofs are mainly of Welsh slate, though some of the later buildings
have machine made tiles. The former are generally of a low pitch
while the latter are steeper. The change in roof pitch leads to an
increase in scale, as in the case of 26–28 Queens Road. The steeper
roofs also enable the roof void to be used for attic rooms lit by
dormer windows.
5.1.8
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5.1.9

Roofs and Chimneys

Some roofs, especially to the apex of gables, have finials or
decorative ridge tiles. One house in Cliff Parade has a belvedere,
often a feature of seaside and maritime towns, which is lead covered.
There are some cases of replacement of natural slate or tile with
concrete tiles which are unsympathetic.
Chimneys are red or brown brick, usually on the flank walls, with
usually one or two stacks per house, cream-coloured round or square
terracotta pots.

5.1.10 On the shops on Broadway, the roofs sit behind parapets on many of
the buildings.
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Character Analysis
Windows
5.1.11 Windows are typically timber sliding sashes, generally a single large
pane. The top sashes have horns (a projection which reinforces the
joint) on their bottom corners. To a lesser extent there are top hung
or side opening casements to post-Victorian houses. The top lights
are often filled with stained glass. There are a number of examples of
unsympathetic replacement windows in uPVC, examples of which are
given on p.66.

Roofs and Chimneys cont’d
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5.1.12 Houses often have bay windows. The bays are of variable design,
in the older houses with angled or canted sides, usually full height
beneath a hipped roof, while on later Edwardian houses bays are
rectangular, not canted, sometimes with tile hanging, and usually set
beneath gables with false half-timbering in them.
5.1.13
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The stone surrounds to windows have moulded or decorated lintels,
and mullions which are also to a greater or lesser degree decorated,
often in the form of columns with foliate capitals.

Character Analysis
Windows
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Character Analysis
Doors
5.1.14 Original doors are painted timber, in a variety of colours. There are
many good examples of handsome front doors. These are panelled
and often contain very good original or modern stained-glass panels
within the doors or as fanlights. Doors are typically set back in
recessed lobbies, often round-arched, which given frontages interest
and depth. Some feature porches above, with slate roofs or tiles
(sometimes fishscale), or are set under verandahs (see section on
balconies and verandahs below). On Cliff Parade, doors are often
larger, sometimes double leaf.

Doors
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Balconies and Verandahs
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Balconies and Verandahs
5.1.15 Balconies and verandahs feature particularly on houses on Cliff Parade,
Queens Road and Seaview Road. These are a typical feature of coastal
houses, enabling views out to the water. They are usually part of the
original build, though some on Cliff Parade and Queens Road appear
to have been added later. They are in slender cast iron or timber, often
with pleasing decorative patterns. On both balconies and verandahs
trellis details to uprights are common. Balconies are sometimes
unroofed, though some sit underneath the eaves of the main roof,
while verandahs have a mix of
glazed, corrugated metal and
tiled roofs, with one example
of a curved lead roof on
Queens Road.
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Character Analysis
5.1.18 A few old shopfronts survive. Traditionally the shop fronts had
relatively narrow fascias, of painted timber set at a slight angle with
carved consoles at their ends. Shop windows were originally broken
up with slender timber glazing bars, often shaped like columns.
Doorways were often central to the shop, recessed within the
window, or located to one side. At least one example of polychrome
tiles to the entrance survives at No.119 Broadway. No.81 has an
interesting projecting clock on the first floor, with the words Panache
Shoes surrounding the clock face. Retractable canvas awnings were
an original feature of shop fronts and there are many examples now,
particularly to the western end of the Conservation Area, giving the
street something of its historic character. Dutch awnings, which are
curved and are still visible when folded away, are not appropriate.

Shops
5.1.16 Because it is a shopping street, Broadway is much more diverse than
the side streets. The houses converted into shops were similar to the
ones described above, except that they usually lacked bay windows.
Where later shop fronts have been added to former houses, these
project forward of the main building.
5.1.17

487

The purpose-built shopping parades are later buildings, reflecting
Arts and Crafts or Neo-Georgian influences. Nos.93–111 mix canted
bays with large Tudor-style windows beneath half-timbered gables.
Good red brick and stone dressings are combined to add dignity to
a few buildings whose grander scale and character was intended
to impress and to enhance the street. These include The Grand,
Nos.113–115, the NatWest Bank and the Halifax. There is very good
gauged brickwork on the NatWest building.

5.1.19 Good examples of shop fronts survive at Nos.44, 87, 96, 117, among
others. Two good shop fronts survive on the south side of Broadway at
Nos.70 and 72, with No.72 featuring sunburst leaded lights to the upper
part of the window.
5.1.20 Some modern shop front replacements or refurbishments have been
sympathetic to the original style of shop fronts, such as No.69, while
others have had out-of-scale fascias and garish signage added, or
large plate glass windows inserted. More details on unsympathetic
shop front alterations is given in sections 6.3.34 and 6.4.20.
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Examples of good shop fronts and awnings
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Character Analysis
Uses
5.2.21 The Conservation Area divides into the retail area of Broadway
and the residential side streets. Broadway presents the full range
of facilities which might be expected in a high street, with both
independent shops and multiples, as well as banks and offices, a
mixture which gives it life and vitality. In recent years, there has been
an increase in cafés and food outlets, especially at its eastern end.
In the residential streets, some houses have been divided into flats,
a change of use which can lead to issues with their maintenance
and appearance. The Grand Hotel was being converted into flats,
restaurants, a wine bar and spa at the time of the survey in 2019.

Examples of good shop fronts and awnings cont’d
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	Conservation Area
Boundary
	Residential –
Single Dwelling
Residential – Flats
	Cafe/Restaurant/
Public House
	Retail, including
Estate Agents
Office/Bank
Vacant
	Mixed Use: Flats,
Restaurant, Spa
under construction
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Character Analysis
5.2

5.2.1

Townscape

Views and Vistas
5.2.4 The straight roads in the Conservation Area result in many clear
vantage points looking between buildings. On Broadway, the views
east and west are framed by the rows of shops set in tall buildings.
Westward views are enlivened by the tower of St. Clement’s church.
At the west end, the Grand Hotel, though by far the largest building
in the Conservation Area, only comes into view at close range
given it is set back from the road and because of the curve in the
road northwards. Despite being a landmark building due to its size
it unusually does not feature prominently in views from the west
because of this. It is also set off centre from Redcliff Drive meaning
there are no views looking northwards from that road and while it is
visible at the top of Grand Drive, several large-scale blocks of flats
now dominate. These tower blocks are also a negative feature in
views north and east on Queens Road.

Features described in this section are shown on Map J: Townscape.
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Street and Plot Patterns
5.2.2 The streets within the Leigh Cliff Conservation Area are set out on
a regular grid, which was the common form in the late-Victorian and
Edwardian period. Cliff Parade is a wide street with houses set in
more generous plots, set back with large front gardens. Queens Road
and the streets leading off at 90 degrees to Cliff Parade have smaller
houses with only small front gardens but long narrow rear gardens.
The residential buildings in the Conservation Area are typically semidetached, with some detached houses and a few terraces.
5.2.3 Shops on Broadway are also set in narrow plots leading back from
the road, with yards to the rear, though these have often been filled
in or extended into. Broadway itself is also a wide street, reflecting
its commercial nature and also formerly accommodating a tram line
down its centre.

5.2.5 Views of the Estuary are very important and can be seen looking
southwards on Seaview Road, Victoria Road and Avenue Road. The
sharp drop down of the ground along these roads enhances the
drama of the views. The rhythmic placement of houses on these
streets is also a good feature in views looking both north and south.
At the south ends of these streets views begin to widen and on Cliff
Parade itself they open out to wide vistas overlooking Leigh Cliffs
East in the foreground and the Estuary beyond. The gentle rise and
fall of Cliff Parade enables changing views as one moves along the
road, with the row of houses at the east end of the road forming a
pleasant sweeping vista southwards. Here it is possible to see as far
as the pier at Southend in the distance.
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Views cont’d
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The Grand in 2018 and under scaffolding in 2021
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Character Analysis
5.2.9 On Broadway there are tall streetlamps of a traditional design. Some
cast iron bollards in a traditional style are used. On Cliff Parade
utilitarian concrete or silver coloured metal is used, which are out-ofcharacter with the Conservation Area. On the roads in between, historic
cast iron lampposts have been refurbished with slimline modern lamps,
which is reasonably successful. The black colour of these is more
appropriate than the bare silver coloured metal elsewhere.

Public Realm and Street Furniture
5.2.6 The landscaping on Broadway has been resurfaced in more recent
years with small, good quality, concrete slabs and granite kerbs,
with herringbone red brick and yellow tactile paving for pedestrian
crossing areas at junctions. Elsewhere in the Conservation Area, the
pavements are mostly asphalt, usually with stone kerbs. Most of the
pavements are now very patched and in need of renewal.
5.2.7

5.2.10 At junctions and pedestrian crossings on Broadway, there is a tendency
towards clutter, with multiple belisha beacons, ‘keep left’ bollards,
railings and road markings. Railings, though with a cross-bracing detail
to add interest, are looking quite worn and in need of painting. Bus
shelters are utilitarian. Bins are a traditional style that is appropriate.

Road markings are often obtrusive and have an adverse effect on the
street scene. Double yellow lines are particularly conspicuous down
one side of Seaview, Victoria and Avenue Roads, and on both sides
of Cliff Parade. Nowhere have the narrow 5cm lines, permitted in
Conservation Areas, been used.
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5.2.11 Much of the Conservation Area still has the attractive tall street-signs
that are such a distinctive feature of the Borough. It is important that
these should be retained. The old ones require maintenance, not
always being vertical and usually in need of decoration.

5.2.8 In most parts of the Conservation Area parking is on the street,
typically arranged with double yellow lines down one side so that
parking is on the other one and there is space for cars to pass each
other. Queens Road, in effect a no-through road, has parking on both
sides, reducing the carriageway to one car in width. Cliff Parade has
no on-street parking, although many properties on Cliff Parade have
off street parking, and the footway is interspersed with drop kerbs
particularly to the eastern extent of this road. This has some impact
on the pedestrian experience on this busy road, where pavements
are relatively narrow to the northern side of the street. Parked cars
are as a result very much part of the street scene in the side roads.
Where they are neatly lined up down one side of the road, their visual
impact is controlled and limited. It is much worse where gardens
have been concreted over for hard standing, because the softening
effect of the planting on the general appearance of the street has
been lost (see sections 5.2.16 to 5.2.18 and 6.3.36 for more details).

5.2.12 Two concrete memorial benches are located against the side of the
rear of the Halifax at the top end of Seaview Road by the junction with
Broadway, a rather curious location as it is not a particularly attractive
area to sit. In Broadway itself, there is only one bench, also concrete,
close to the junction with Avenue Road.
5.2.13 One interesting piece of street furniture is a metal post as some
sort of way marker at the east end of Cliff Parade, which has the
inscription ‘Borough of Southend on Sea 1908’. A post box on the
south side of Broadway is also an attractive feature.
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Public Realm and Street Furniture
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Character Analysis
Green Spaces, Gardens and Planting
5.2.14 The Conservation Area lacks amenity space and street trees. This is
compensated to some degree by the mostly well planted and tended
gardens in the residential streets, and the presence of Cliff Gardens
along its southern boundary. There are a few trees dotted on Victoria
Road, Avenue Road and Queens Road, though historic photographs
show that these were more common when the streets were first
developed. There is a small group of trees in the forecourt of the
Grand Hotel which contribute to the street scene at the east end of
Broadway.
497

5.2.15 Despite the Article 4 Direction, gardens come under pressure for
conversion to driveways, resulting in the loss of boundaries and
greenery in gardens. The relatively few garages in the Conservation
Area are generally unattractive, either because they are utilitarian
buildings or because of the extensive hard surfacing round them
unrelieved by soft landscaping. More details on these negative
features are included in section 6.3.36.
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Gardens and Planting
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Boundary Treatments and Paths
5.2.16 Boundary walls were originally typically built of brick, which are
shown as rendered in several cases in historic photographs. They
were low and topped with railings or picket fences were used.
Hardly any of these now survive. The uprights of some of the
original walls can be seen on Victoria Road, though the walls and
railings in between have long since been lost. There are a few good
replacement walls in the Conservation Area, taking the form of low
brick walls with or without railings. A small number of original burr
stone walls, typical of the early-20th century, are also present.
Hedges are also an appropriate boundary treatment.

Boundary Treatments and Pathways
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5.2.17 There is a distinctive wall running around the perimeter of the Grand
Hotel forecourt, in red and stock bricks, with stone copings and
terracotta coping stones to piers containing scroll patterns or the date
1899. This was once topped with railings, which are being reinstated
as part of the 2019-20 refurbishment.
5.2.18 Tiled paths from the gates to the front door were once a feature of the
houses and a few still survive. There are a number of newly laid ones
in a traditional style which enhance the appearance of the properties
concerned.
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Character Analysis
Boundary Treatments and Pathways cont’d
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Character Analysis
Overhead Cables
5.2.19 These are a ubiquitous feature of the Conservation Area except for
on Broadway and Cliff Parade. It is unfortunate that they tend to be
particularly intrusive in hilly locations, since the eye tends to be drawn
to them when looking up and down hill, due to their linear nature.
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Character Analysis
Map K: Townscape

	Conservation Area Boundary
Open/Green Space
Trees
Landmark Building
Views
Vista
Negative Feature*
Good Quality Shopfronts
	Good Boundary
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A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O
P
Q

Busy traffic junction
Poor shop front
Poor decorative condition
Security grille
Added mansard roof
Inappropriate first floor cladding
Boxy modern extension
Out of keeping modern building
Particularly poor hard landscaping
Inserted ground floor garage
Poor boundary
Out of keeping balconies
Inserted picture windows
Out of keeping modern building
Boxy dormer window
Glazed balustrade
Large scale buildings in the setting of the
Conservation Area
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R
S
T

Vacant and run-down car wash
Vacant building in poor decorative condition
Garden converted to driveway with loss of
boundary and/or poor garage
U Modern garage door and gate
V Modern building out of keeping
W Busy traffic thoroughfare of Cliff Parade with
low kerbs and limited formal pedestrian
crossing points
*See also Building-by-Building plan in Appendix
A for positive, negative and neutral buildings
This map is not to scale
© Crown Copyright 2019. All Rights Reserved. Licence
number 100019680
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Character Analysis
5.3

5.3.1

Character Areas

The Conservation
Area can be divided
into three character
areas, the essential
features of which are
described below. The
areas are shown on
Map L.
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GRAND DRIVE

CLIFF PARA

This map is not to scale
© Crown Copyright 2019.
All Rights Reserved. Licence
number 100019680
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Boundary
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Map L: Character
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Character Analysis
Broadway: Retail High Street

Broadway
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5.3.2 Broadway is the main retail centre of Leigh-on-Sea, the only part of
this Conservation Area where there are shops. Many shops were
purpose built, though some are houses converted to shops with the
addition of ground floor shop fronts. This has led to a contrast in scale
between the two sides of the street, the south side two storey with
the converted houses and the north side often three for the purposebuilt shops. Shop fronts line the ground floors of buildings, with a
mix of good historic versions, sympathetic modern replacements
and inappropriate modern replacements with large fascias in plastic.
Materials include red and stock brick, with stone details, though
several buildings have been painted. Windows were originally mainly
timber sashes but there is a fairly widespread replacement of these
with uPVC. The former Grand Hotel is a landmark building at the east
end of the road. Broadway is a wide road with residential streets
leading off it to the north and south.
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Character Analysis
Urban Residential
5.3.3

Urban Residential
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This comprises the larger part of the Conservation Area, the four
residential streets of Seaview, Victoria, Avenue and Queens Roads.
They are similar in terms of location on the slope down to the cliff,
scale and style of housing, and regular street layout. Houses are
typically semi-detached or short terraces, with two storeys and
two bays wide. Red or stock brick walls, sash windows and timber
doors with stained glass panels were original materials and details,
which survive to a good extent, though there are a fair amount of
replacements of windows and doors or painting of walls. Verandahs
are an interesting feature on Queens Road, while there are two
houses with balconies on Seaview Road. Original boundary walls
topped with railings to small front gardens have almost completely
gone, to be replaced with low brick or rendered walls or removed to
convert the garden to parking. The regular rhythm of gables and bays
leading up and down these streets is a key feature.
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Character Analysis
Cliff Parade
5.3.4

Cliff Parade
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Although also residential in terms of use, Cliff Parade is different to
the roads to the north because of its greater variability of architectural
character. It is located directly above Cliff Gardens with open sea
views. The road is wider than the residential streets to the north,
with the feeling of a promenade, though through traffic passes by at
speed. This has an impact on pedestrian experience given lack of
crossings and relatively narrow pavements. Houses are generously
sized and semi-detached or detached, though there is one terrace
at the western end which follows the form of buildings on the streets
to the north more closely than the others on Cliff Parade. There is a
mix of late-Victorian and Edwardian styles, with a variety of materials,
such as red and stock brick, often now painted, rough render, mocktimber framing on gables. Balconies are a key feature of these
houses, taking advantage of views out to the Estuary. There are large
front gardens, though many of these have now been converted in
whole or part into driveways with the loss of boundary treatments.
The set back of the houses behind their front gardens does give them
some relief from the busy road.
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Character Analysis
5.4

Setting

To the south the setting of Leigh Cliffs East is a crucial feature that
informs the character of the Leigh Cliff Conservation Area. Its open
space allows wide vistas out to the Estuary and the greenery gives
a good foreground to views. Street furniture and public realm are
fairly utilitarian and enhancements of these elements in conjunction
with public realm enhancements within the Conservation Area would
assist in improving the feeling of the Parade as a promenade.

5.4.2

Leigh Cliff’s setting to the west is of the older settlement of Leigh,
with Leigh Old Town Conservation Area, where the historic core
of Leigh is located, to the south of that. Leigh has a more natural
layout with roads following the slope of the hill, while Leigh Cliff
imposes its more uniform street pattern on the topography. The main
link between the areas is Broadway, which extends into the Leigh
Conservation Area to the west and continues as Broadway West.
The tower of St. Clement’s church is also a key landmark in views
westwards out of the Leigh Cliff Conservation Area.
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5.4.1

5.4.3
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There are many other residential roads extending northwards and
eastwards across to the centre of Southend, joining up the formerly
separate settlements of Leigh and Southend. These are mainly typical
late-Victorian and Edwardian terraces and semi-detached houses.
In the more immediate setting, there are several larger scale blocks
of flats on Grand Drive and on the section of Broadway which turns
northwards outside of the Conservation Area, which date from the
late-20th/early-21st centuries and are out-of-keeping with the scale of
the development in the Conservation Area.

Character Analysis
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Leigh Cliffs East

St. Clement’s Church in Leigh

Large scale blocks of flats to the east of the Conservation Area
on Grand Drive
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6.4

Map M: Boundary Review and Proposed
Locally Listed Buildings

79

Guidance on Alteration and Repair
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Management Plan
6.1

6.1.1

Introduction
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This section highlights issues and threats within the Leigh Cliff
Conservation Area, as well as opportunities to enhance its special
historic and architectural interest. It begins with a Conservation Vision,
summarising the aims for the future of the Conservation Area. Issues
and opportunities are described, and recommendations provided for
the reduction or removal of threats to the Area’s special interest. The
section concludes with guidance on how to go about the sensitive
repair and alteration of materials, details and features characteristic
of the Conservation Area. Alterations, repairs or new development
should follow this guidance to help preserve the special interest of
individual properties and the Conservation Area.
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Management Plan
6.2

Conservation Vision

6.2.5		Houses will have well planted gardens and street trees will be
maintained and added to, in order to provide an attractive green
setting for the buildings in the Area.

6.2.1		The special architectural and historic character of the Leigh Cliff
Conservation Area will be conserved and enhanced to make it a
special place to live, work and visit.

6.2.6		Where permissible, driveways will take up the minimum room
necessary within front gardens, boundary treatments will remain
in part and green landscaping will reduce the impact of parking
areas.

6.2.2		Broadway will be the vibrant commercial heart of the
Conservation Area with retail and commercial uses based here.
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6.2.3		Buildings in the Conservation Area will be in good condition, with
inappropriate alterations reversed and traditional materials and
details used for features such as walls, roofs, windows, doors,
shop fronts and signage.

6.2.7		Important views out to the Estuary will be maintained and
enhanced through the removal of intrusive features, such as
overhead cables.

6.2.4		New development will be in a scale and form, with materials and
details, which reflect the characteristics of the Conservation Area.
Redeveloped buildings within the setting of the Conservation
Area will also be designed appropriately for its special interest.

6.2.8		The public realm will be well-landscaped with good quality
surfaces, attractive railings, clutter reduced at junctions and soft
landscaping to add interest. Streetlights will be in an historic
style.
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Management Plan
6.3

Issues, Opportunities and Recommendations

6.3.1

The condition of buildings within the Conservation Area is generally
good, with many houses well-presented. However, there are some
which are in poor decorative condition, with unsightly peeling
paintwork. This issue relates to a few houses within the residential
streets on side elevations, decorative features and chimneys, as
well as on paintwork to upper floors of shops on Broadway. Some
pathways within front gardens are cracked and uneven, and a few
boundary walls also have peeling paint.

Examples of Poor Decorative Condition

Condition
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Recommendations
6.3.2 Keeping buildings in good condition will ensure the area is an
attractive and desirable place to live and work.

6.3.3

Undertake regular maintenance and checks to prevent problems from
occurring and to protect original features. This will also ensure that
small problems do not become bigger, more costly issues to fix.

6.3.4

Follow guidance in section 6.4 to ensure repairs and alterations are
carried out in an appropriate manner.
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Management Plan
Inappropriate Alterations

6.3.7

Other issues include:

6.3.5 Change has taken place within the Conservation Area which erodes
its historic character and which uses materials or details which
are not appropriate for historic buildings. These changes reduce
the coherency of groups of buildings or can be detrimental to the
condition of the buildings in the long term. The replacement of
inappropriate features with designs and materials which reflect the
historic form of the building would enhance their appearance.

•

Changes to roofing materials, for example slate to artificial slate or
concrete tiles;

•

The painting and/or rendering of brickwork. Most of the buildings
would have originally been red or stock brick which have pleasant
‘warm’ tones. Painting and rendering can also trap moisture in
buildings if plastic paints or cement renders are used. White painted
houses can be appropriate within this coastal location but if used on
houses within terraces or houses with similar designs, it can disrupt
the coherency of the group;

•

Some properties have come under pressure from attempts to
maximise the benefit of a sea view. Large dormer windows have
been added or extended in attic floors or picture windows have been
added to façades, which are out of scale with the buildings and spoil
the buildings’ original appearance and proportions. Glazing and
enclosing balconies presents a similar problem;

•

The replacement of balconies with iron or metal railings with glazed
balconies, which erodes the traditional character of the building;

•

The replacements of original front doors with ones that have out-ofproportion panelling or an overemphasis on glazing;
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6.3.6 The replacement of original timber windows with uPVC has occurred
in some places in the Area, though not to a huge extent. This typically
occurred before the Article 4 Direction was in place and since then
the number of cases of new uPVC windows has significantly reduced,
with enforcement cases used where they have been inserted without
permission. uPVC is used in some residential houses or on upper
floors on Broadway. Timber sash windows are the usual historic
form, though some have side hung casements. Where windows
are replaced with ones with different opening methods or different
positioning of glazing bars, this spoils the proportions of the windows.
As well as being visually out-of-keeping with historic façades, uPVC
also limits the breathability of historic buildings. This is an important
trait of historic buildings, where original materials are more permeable
than modern materials, ensuring that moisture does not get trapped
within walls, which would cause issues with damp.
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Management Plan
The filling in of recessed porches with doors;

•

One incidence of an additional door being added within a recessed
porch for the conversion of the house to flats was noted;

•

Cement pointing replacing lime mortar. This is another modern
material which lacks breathability and can lead to the erosion of
surrounding stone or brickwork as moisture evaporates through the
masonry rather than the pointing, resulting in erosion of the masonry;

•

Ad-hoc additional features such as satellite dishes, security cameras
and burglar alarms eroding the character of front elevations;
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•

•

To the rear of the houses on the south side of Queens Road, there
are a number of terraces built over flat-roofed extensions with little
regard to good design or the problems of overlooking;

•

One ground floor bay window has been intrusively converted to a
garage;

•

The loss of boundary treatments and replacement with hardstanding
for car parking (see sections 6.3.36 to 6.3.43 for more details); and

•

Inappropriate changes to shop fronts (see sections 6.3.34 and 6.4.20
onwards for more details).

Glazed in balcony

Glazed balustrade to balcony
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Management Plan

Inserted large dormer and picture windows

uPVC windows on upper floors of shops

Replacement doors

Additional door inserted within a recessed porch for
the conversion of a house to flats
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Inappropriate pebbledash render and uPVC windows

Infilling of porch with door that has an overemphasis
on glazing and uPVC windows with top hung
casements and the loss of stone mullions to the bay
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Management Plan
New Development

Recommendations
6.3.8 Take opportunities to enhance properties when considering
alterations, for example by restoring any missing historic features and
improving poorly designed alterations of the past.

6.3.13 There are a few incidences of modern development in the
Conservation Area, where new buildings or extensions have been
added, some of which are not appropriate to the character of the
area in terms of their scale, massing and materials. Block of flats at
No.27 Cliff Parade and Queens Court on Queens Road are both boxy,
lacking the variation in massing that creates interesting rooflines and
visual rhythms along streets. The sunken garages under the block on
Cliff Parade are also out-of-character. Two large side extensions or
new houses on Seaview Road are also boxy in their design, with flat
roofs, little articulation to the front façade and garages on the ground
floor. These do not fit well in the streetscape and the southern one
in particular is a stark contrast to the rest of the buildings in the
Area when seen in views looking northwards up the street from Cliff
Parade.

6.3.9 Follow guidance in section 6.4 to ensure repairs and alterations are
carried out in an appropriate manner.
6.3.10 The Council will not approve applications for alterations which detract
from the special interest of the Conservation Area.
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6.3.11 The Council will use enforcement powers where necessary to prevent
or reverse inappropriate alterations.
6.3.12 If conversion of a single dwelling to flats is permitted, required
changes, such as additional doors, should be made within the
property beyond the original front door, and replacement of windows
in different flats should be coordinated to preserve the coherency of
the original façade.

6.3.14 A few of the modern extensions are acceptable and have a neutral
impact on the Conservation Area. No.1b Avenue Road, for example,
is somewhat bland in its design but does have gables, bay windows
and stock brick which ties it into the materiality and rhythm of the
streetscape.
6.3.15 Most of the houses in the residential part of the Conservation Area
have been extended to the rear, in various ways and often in several
stages. Although usually not visible from the roads, such extensions
ought to take more regard of the principles of good design than has
often been the case.
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6.3.16 The garages in Victoria Road and Queens Road are bland and do
not fit in with the street scene and would benefit from improvement,
better surfacing and landscaping. Whilst those in Victoria Road might
be regarded as potential infill sites, such is the impact of on-street
parking in Queens Road that garages there could have a useful
function.
6.3.17 Within the setting of the Conservation Area, to the east, are several
large-scale blocks of flats which are out-of-proportion and intrude in
views looking out of the Area. They also do nothing to enhance the
upper end of Grand Drive and the approach up to the former Grand
Hotel.

Boxy side extension (built c1980s, remodelled in 21st century)
which does not relate well to the rhythm of the buildings around it
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Recommendations
6.3.18 New buildings within or in the setting of the Conservation Area should
be appropriate in materials, scale, detail and massing to the street on
which it is located and should preserve important views.
6.3.19 The Council will not approve applications for new developments
which detract from the special interest of the Conservation Area.
6.3.20 The Council will use enforcement powers where necessary to prevent
or reverse inappropriate new development.
6.3.21 Heritage Impact Assessments should be undertaken for new
development in the Conservation Area.

Block of flats on Cliff Parade
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Management Plan
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Queens Court on Queens Road

Poor quality garage

Bland garages

New property to left with ground floor garage
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Management Plan
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Ground floor garage inserted pre-1983 in the position of an
original bay window

Modern houses which make an attempt at replicating the form
of the houses around them, though are inferior in design to the
original houses and have boxy mansard roofs to the rear

New houses with designs that more successfully integrate into
the Conservation Area, though proportions are inferior to the
historic houses and parking is poor
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Management Plan
What is a Heritage Impact Assessment?

Heritage Impact Assessment (HIA) is a process used when

proposals are put forward for change to the historic environment.
It is usually a requirement of listed building consent or planning
consent for proposals within a Conservation Area. It identifies what
is historically and architecturally important about a heritage asset,
in order to be able to assess whether proposed changes will have a
positive, negative or no impact on the heritage values of the place.
Advice is usually given by a specialist heritage consultant and the
resulting conclusions presented in a report, which should include:
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•

Identification and description of the proposals site and its setting;

•

Identification of any designations, such as listing, which the site is
subject to or which are within the setting of the site;

•

Description of the history of the property;

•

Identification of the ‘significance’ of the site, i.e. its historic and
architectural interest;

•

Assessment of the impact the proposals will have on the
significance of the site, as well as recommendations for any
changes to the scheme that will reduce any identified negative
impacts.
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Public Realm and Roads

6.3.26 Street furniture in general needs repainting. This is true, for instance,
of the railings at protected crossings on Broadway. Several have
also been damaged through impacts from vehicles. The ‘keep left’
bollards in Broadway could also be replaced with ones of more
sympathetic design. A survey could be carried out in Broadway to
identify detailed improvements and redundant street furniture and
clutter that could be eliminated, for example poles that no longer
have signs attached to them.

6.3.22 Public realm within the Conservation Area is generally poor. Roads
and pavements on the residential streets are patchy and worn. They
would all benefit from resurfacing. The surfaces on Broadway are
better. Consideration could be given to a better material for the
pavements such as a good concrete slab.
6.3.23 Road markings are prominent on all roads. These should be reduced
or removed wherever possible. The standard wide double yellow
lines should be replaced with the narrow 50mm ones permitted in
conservation areas.

Recommendations
6.3.27 Reduce street clutter to the minimum necessary for safety and use
bespoke signage and street furniture wherever possible.
6.3.28 Carry out a survey of street furniture on Broadway to establish where
redundant elements could be removed or enhancements made.

6.3.25 Overhead wires are a common feature in the Conservation Area. Any
opportunity to run them underground should be taken.

6.3.32 Repaint railings or replace railings with more traditional versions.
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6.3.24 Streetlights on Cliff Parade are tall and out of character with the
domestic nature of much of the Area, such as those made of concrete.
When they become due for renewal in the future, replacements
of reduced height and improved design should be installed. Ones
of a traditional design on Broadway are examples of successful
replacements in a design appropriate to the Conservation Area.
At the edge of Cliff Gardens, there is a streetlamp with a cast iron
standard on which a Victorian style lantern has been mounted. This
is much more successful than using the utilitarian lanterns that have
been used elsewhere in the Conservation Area and could be more
widely imitated.

6.3.29 Improve the surfacing of roads, pavements, pathways and car parks.
6.3.30 Road markings should the be minimum necessary for safety and
yellow lines should be the narrower 50mm format permissible in
Conservation Areas and should be in primrose.
6.3.31 Replace unsympathetic streetlights with traditional style versions
which are not excessively tall.

6.3.33 Reroute overhead cables underground if the opportunity arises.
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Damaged railings on Broadway

Poor surfacing and dominant yellow lines

Tall modern lampposts in concrete or silver coloured metal,
compared with a black lamppost in a traditional style and much
shorter height, on Cliff Parade
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Good traditional lamppost on Broadway
but with a damaged and intrusive sign
attached

Management Plan
Shop Fronts

Unsightly roller shutter and garish colours and
signage to a shop front
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6.3.34 There are several very good historic shop
fronts within the Area which should be retained
and there are also several that are modern
replacements but in an appropriate form and
with materials and signage that it sympathetic.
However, many shop-fronts in the retail area
have scope for improvement. Problems usually
include over-sized and brightly coloured fascias
in inappropriate materials such as plastic,
timber shop fronts replaced with aluminium, and
windows of large plate glass. These could be
enhanced by the use of good design principles
to more closely mirror historic shop front design,
such as by recessing doors, inclusion of glazing
supports to break up the glazing and the use
of awnings. The decline of traditional windowdressing, the filling of windows with large garish
posters and internal illumination, have also had a
detrimental effect on the appearance of shops in
general.
Recommendations
6.3.35 Follow the guidance on shop front design in
sections 6.4.20 onwards to ensure that changes
to shop fronts are sympathetic to the historic
environment.
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Oversized and brightly coloured fascia

Management Plan
Green Spaces, Trees, Planting and Driveways

Recommendations
6.3.38 Retain and maintain the trees, planting and green spaces within the
Conservation Area.

6.3.36 The Conservation Area lacks trees except in private gardens. Small
front gardens are an important feature within the Conservation
Area. They often serve to soften the street-scene and the impact of
buildings. The conversion of front gardens to driveways negatively
impacts on the appearance of the street scene when carried out
comprehensively with the removal of the whole of the boundary and
wide areas of hard landscaping. Parking can be provided in front
gardens sympathetically with the retention of part of the boundary
wall, fence or hedge, potentially with a gate, and with the retention of
planting to soften and screen views of parked cars.

6.3.39 Front gardens without greenery or landscaping would benefit from
their introduction.
6.3.40 Review the possibility of further street tree planting within the
Conservation Area.
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6.3.41 Take opportunities to reinstate boundary enclosures to front
gardens. Low brick walls topped with railings are generally the most
appropriate boundary treatment.

6.3.37 Where they remain, there are some good boundary walls, though
there are places where boundary treatments are very varied and of
mixed quality. This brings a lack of coherence to groups of buildings.

6.3.42 Enhance the quality of front gardens by removing insensitive
hardstanding.
6.3.43 Where off-street parking is permitted in front gardens, boundary
treatments should be partly retained and planting should be used to
enhance the areas.
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Large hard landscaping area for cars, though the retention
of part of the boundary wall and planting is good

Parking bay to the front of a house

Lack of consistency in boundary treatments

No.96 (right hand shop) Broadway a Locally Listed
Building
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Driveways converted from front gardens, with poor
surfacing and lacking planting

Removal of the boundary wall for large area of hard
landscaping disrupts the continuity of the boundary line
along the street
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Locally Listed Buildings

Article 4 Direction

6.3.44 There are several Locally Listed Buildings within the Leigh Cliff
Conservation Area. Some of those on the list are included because
of their good quality original shop fronts. No.96 Broadway also has
a good surviving historic shop front. It has panels of leaded lights set
above elegant timberwork, a recessed front door and original flanking
pilasters with decorative corbels. The upper floor is also unusual for
its faience tiles. It would therefore make an appropriate candidate for
the Local List. No.86 Broadway, Stewart House, is also a potential
candidate. Its unusual faïence upper storeys (recently painted),
surviving sash windows, prominent gables and good surviving timber
shop front are all features which contribute to its attractive historic
character.

6.3.46 The Article 4 for Leigh Cliff covers all the residential streets.
There are some elements of the Article 4 wording which could be
strengthened or items added to give additional protection.

Recommendations
6.3.45 Nos.86 and 96 Broadway (shown on Map M) were recommended
for addition to the Local List during the Appraisal process and are
designated as Locally Listed Buildings.

•

The alteration, demolition or construction of a means of enclosure
which fronts a highway (walls, gates, fences, etc.).

•

The alteration, demolition or construction of a chimney.

•

The in-filling of porches or balconies.

Recommendations
6.3.47 The wording of the following statement in the existing Article4
Direction should be amended from "The alteration of any window
which fronts a highway" to "The alteration, repainting or replacement
of any window or door which fronts a highway."
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6.3.48 The following additional items should be added to the Article 4
Direction:
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Boundary Review

6.3.51 One section of the south side of Queens Road, between Avenue
Road and Ashleigh Drive, is not within the Conservation Area. There
are varied quality shop fronts along this stretch. However, there are
also two of the best-preserved historic shop fronts in this stretch
of Broadway. Stuart House at the eastern end of this range has
an interesting gabled roof line. To the rear of this there is a wellpreserved range, also with two good shop fronts. A large mansard
roof extension across three shops is particularly intrusive and there
have been other inappropriate alterations, such as uPVC windows
and stone cladding. However, this is also the case on other shops
within the Conservation Area. The range is similar in quality to the
row to the east that was included within the Conservation Area at
the time of the previous Appraisal in 2010 and it seems an anomaly
that this row is not included. Designation could assist with reversing
inappropriate changes and preserving the historic shop fronts.

6.3.49 Councils have a duty to review the boundaries of Conservation Areas
every so often to ensure that the special interest is not devalued by
the inclusion of areas which are not of special interest. The interest
can change over time as negative alterations take place or as more
understanding is gained of the importance of areas adjacent to the
boundary that were not previously recognised as having special
interest.
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6.3.50 The streets surrounding the Leigh Cliff Conservation Area were
reviewed. Most are rows of Victorian or Edwardian housing, similar
to those on the residential streets of Leigh Cliff. However, they have
been subject to a higher level of change and inappropriate alteration
than within the Conservation Area, plus are generally of a more
ordinary design than some of those in Leigh Cliff. It is therefore not
proposed to include any further residential streets within the Leigh
Cliff Conservation Area.

Recommendations
6.3.52 The Appraisal identified the row of shops on the south side of
Broadway, in between Avenue Road and Ashleigh Road, as
warranting inclusion the Conservation Area boundary (see Map M).
The change to the boundary that was recommended has now been
adopted and the maps in this document show the new boundary. The
buildings now included in the Conservation Area are:
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•

Nos.62 to 88 (even) The Broadway; and

•

Nos.3 to 7 (odd) Ashleigh Drive.

Management Plan
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Good shop fronts and well-preserved range to the rear of Stuart
House

Stuart House at the corner of the row of shops on Broadway,
with interesting gables and good shop front

Well-preserved historic shop front within the range of shops on
Broadway
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Map M: Boundary
Review and Proposed
Locally Listed Buildings

N
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Management Plan
6.4

6.4.1

Guidance on Alteration and Repair

Windows
6.4.5 Traditional windows, especially timber sliding sashes on Victorian and
Edwardian buildings and timber casements on Edwardian buildings,
are vital for the character of the Conservation Area. Original windows
can be given a new lease of life by overhauling them and installing
draught proofing brushes in the sash rebates. Secondary glazing may
also be acceptable if it is unobtrusive. Advice should be sought from
the Council’s Planning Department.

The following advice applies to features of particular importance to
the character of the Leigh Cliff Conservation Area, where they are
visible to the public. Those with properties in the Conservation Area,
should follow this guidance when considering changes to help keep
individual properties and the area special.

Key Principles for Guiding Change
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6.4.2 Maintenance: regular maintenance is needed to protect
original features. But if more extensive work is found
necessary, repair rather than replacement should be the first
option and will often be better value.

6.4.6

6.4.3 Materials and Designs: when considering alterations or
repairs to the property, original materials and designs should
be respected.
6.4.4 Enhancement: take the opportunity to enhance properties
when considering alterations, by restoring any missing features
and improving poorly designed alterations of the past.
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If replacement or reinstatement is necessary, purpose-made
windows to match the original materials and external appearance
should normally be installed and advice sought from the Council’s
Planning Department before undertaking any works, should planning
permission be required. For most buildings, slimline double glazing
within timber frames is acceptable if the external appearance is
unaltered, and the metal frames and seals are not visible. This will
need to be demonstrated in planning application drawings including
existing and proposed larger scale sections of key elements. Nontraditional materials, especially plastic, cannot match traditional
timber windows and are normally not acceptable.

Management Plan
To safeguard the building’s character, new windows should normally:
•

Be of good quality softwood;

•

Be painted (not stained);
Copy the original pattern of glazing bars and horns, if any;

•

Glazing bars should be built into the sash and not stuck on to the
glass;

•

Use the original method of opening;

•

Retain or restore the dimensions of the original window opening
and the position of the frame within the opening. Most openings are
well-proportioned and most frames in older brick buildings are well
set back from the face of the wall to give weather-protection, shadow
and character;

•

Give adequate ventilation which is not publicly visible (e.g. trickle
vents); and

•

Retain decorative surrounds.
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•
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6.4.7

For good quality softwood, Historic England’s recommendation
of slow grown Scots Pine or Douglas Fir should be followed. This
has greater durability than other softwoods. However, chemically
modified and stabilised softwood can also offer the same durability.

6.4.8

Where uPVC replacement windows already exist, the Council
may consider replacement with uPVC provided that there is an
enhancement to the character and appearance of the Conservation
Area, for example an improved design which better reflects the
original detailing.

6.4.9

For further guidance, see Historic England’s guidance on the
maintenance and repair of historic windows: Traditional Windows,
Their Care, Repair and Upgrading, https://historicengland.org.
uk/images-books/publications/traditional-windows-care-repairupgrading/

Management Plan
Doors and Porches
6.4.10 Original front doors of Victorian and Edwardian buildings are well
proportioned and have good detailing. They tend to be larger than
standardised modern doors, often have a fanlight or leaded/stained
glass panels, and help to give the property distinction. Original front
doors should normally be retained and repaired when necessary. If
this proves impossible, the new door should be solid timber, painted
not stained, similar in design and dimensions to the original and
should not have an over emphasis on glass. Original decorative
surrounds to porches and doors should be retained. House names
carved into lintels above doors or on plaques are important features
and should be retained.

Outside Walls and Decoration
6.4.13 Yellow or brown stock brick and soft red brick are typical local
materials and give attractive ‘warm’ tones and texture to façades.
They are sometimes combined for decorative effect.
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6.4.14 Facing brickwork should not normally be rendered or painted. If
it suffers from damp, dirt or deterioration, alternatives should first
be considered, such as cleaning with an appropriate solvent and
repointing. Cement-based render and non-porous masonry paints
might increase problems of damp by trapping moisture within the
brickwork. If brickwork has already been painted, it may be possible
to clean it off and in such instances discussion should be had with the
Council’s Conservation Officer in the first instance before undertaking
any works, to ensure that the proposed method will not damage the
face of the bricks.

6.4.11

Recessed porch areas give shadow and interest to the front of many
buildings and should not normally be enclosed with doors, gates or new
porches. New porches will only be acceptable where they complement
the original design of the façade and use traditional materials. Where
a house is being converted to flats, the original entrance door should
be retained or restored. Entrance doors to individual flats should be
contained within the building behind the original entrance, unless they
are a discreetly located basement flat entrance.

6.4.15 Repointing also needs care. It should match the colour and style
of the original and not extend over the face of bricks or make joints
appear wider. To achieve this it may need to be slightly recessed.
The mortar mix needs to include lime and be the right strength for the
bricks. Too strong a mix will force damp into the bricks and damage
their surface.

Balconies
6.4.12 Timber or iron balconies are attractive features of the Conservation
Area and should not be altered. Unfortunately, some have been filled
in, detracting from the character of each property. If repairs are needed,
the original style of balcony should be reinstated. For example,
historic photos and old patterns of iron railings are often available and
reinstatement would greatly add to the character of the property.

6.4.16 Decorative features, like brick arches to openings, mouldings to
window and door surrounds, string courses, friezes, cornices and
stone panels, which add interest to buildings should be retained.
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6.4.17 Where stone is the principal building material or where it is used for
decorative details, this should also be retained and the principles
regarding cleaning, painting/rendering over and repointing also apply.

Hardstandings and Boundaries
6.4.21 Front gardens should be maintained as planted areas wherever
possible. The appearance of some properties has been eroded by
the loss of traditional front boundaries, usually brick walls topped
with railings. Their restoration would enhance Conservation Areas
and is encouraged.

Roofs and Chimneys
6.4.18 Welsh slate is the principal material used for roofs in the Conservation
Area, though some have now been replaced with concrete tiles. This
is a natural material which weathers well to produce an attractive
roof surface. It gives unity to terraces or semi-detached buildings and
helps establish the character of the Area.

6.4.22 Hardstandings in front gardens or forecourts harm the appearance
of individual properties and the Area’s character if badly designed.
They will only be acceptable if there is adequate space in the garden
or forecourt to allow a good design incorporating a suitable surface,
landscaping and partial enclosure of the frontage with a traditional
boundary wall (such as cast-iron fences or a low brick wall with
railings on top), and no reasonable alternative to parking is possible.
It should not involve the loss or harm to the roots of mature trees.
Planning permission will be required for the addition of hardstandings.
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6.4.19 Re-roofing should reinstate the original materials and designs. For
slate roofs, it may be possible to re-use some of the existing slates
to help keep costs down. In some cases, Spanish slate may be an
appropriate cheaper alternative to Welsh slate.
6.4.20 Stacks and pots in brick usually emphasise the roofline and, in most
cases, should not be removed. Some stacks have moulded detailing
which adds to the character of the property and should be retained.
Chimneys are an important part of the character of the buildings and
should not be removed.

Shop Fronts
6.4.23 Shop fronts are an integral part of traditional retail buildings and play
an important role in creating a sense of place, particularly at the
pedestrian scale. The nature and style of buildings may vary from one
property to another and as a consequence each shop front may need
to be designed individually. Changes to shop fronts require planning
permission.
6.4.24 Shop fronts are composed of a number of elements; all of which have
important practical and visual functions. Details on historic shop front
terminology and how each element should be treated are provided
below.
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Shop Front Terminology

Fascias
6.4.25 Fascias are often the predominant element of a shop front, utilised
to promote the name of the shop. The size of the fascia should be
in proportion to the rest of the shopfront and the whole building, so
that it is not too dominant. The top of a fascia should be positioned
below the cill of the first floor windows and should not obscure any
existing architectural features or decoration. The fascia should form
an integral part of the design of the shop front surround, rather than
be a separate board superimposed upon the building. They should
not extend across two or more individual shops or beyond the shop
front surround (demarcated by the pilasters or uprights at the outer
edges of the shop front). This applies even where a single retail store
extends across two or more shop fronts. Signs should be timber, with
a frame around them and lettering should preferably be hand-painted.
Paints used should usually be low-sheen to avoid an unnecessary
plastic appearance.
A

B
A

C

H

H

G
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I

Cornice
6.4.26 The cornice, which was often elaborate and decorative in traditional
shop fronts, projects out above the fascia to throw rainwater away
from the shop. It also provides a horizontal divide between the shop
front and the upper floors.
B
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Console/Corbel
6.4.27 Located immediately above pilasters, corbels (curved brackets)
support the cornice flashing and protect the end of the fascia.
Corbels often contained and protected the ends of blinds and
shutters, which were located above the shop front.

Windows
6.4.31 Windows, glazing bars, mullion bars and transoms should be
designed to be in proportion with the shop of the shop front and the
rest of the building. They should reflect the design and architectural
style of the building. The number of windows and divisions of the
shop front should relate well to the upper floors of the property.
Large plate glass windows are rarely appropriate and should usually
be sub-divided with mullions.

C

C
H

Sill
6.4.28 Traditional shop front sills were usually significantly deeper and
more substantial than domestic ones, often incorporating decorative
moulding and occasionally they were metal coated. They were
designed to throw water away from the stall-riser which it sits atop.
D

Recessed Doorways
6.4.32 Recessed doors were common within historic shop fronts as they
allowed for an increased window area and a larger display. Again,
the location, size and style of the door and doorway should reflect
the proportion and character of a building. More ornate buildings
may require appropriate doorways and entrances that may need to
include additional features such as recessed doorways and transom
windows.
I

Stall-Riser
6.4.29 The stall-riser, below the shop ‘stall’, helps to protect against the
damp and raises the goods display to eye level. It also forms a
solid base to the shop front, providing it with balanced proportions.
Often prone to being damaged or becoming dirty, it is generally
constructed of durable materials, usually timber or tiled.
E
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Plinths and Pilasters
6.4.30 Pilasters, or half-columns, provide vertical framing to the shop front
and provide visual support to the fascia and upper floors. Traditional
pilasters were often ornately designed in order to enhance the
elegance of the shop front and were designed with a base (plinth) and
capital (corbel).
F

G
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Security Features
6.4.34 It is recognised that many shopkeepers and businesses wish to install
security measures to protect both their premise and stock. Features
should not detract from the vibrancy of the street scene. Roller
shutters, for example, can appear very off-putting. Alternative options
which cause less harm would help to enhance the street scene,
such as shatterproof, toughened laminated glass and internal grilles
or decorative external grilles. Grilles should only cover the glazed
elements of the shop front and the shutter box should not protrude
from the fascia or beyond other architectural features.
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Awnings and Canopies
6.4.33 In order to protect goods on display in the shop window from sunlight
and offer protection to window shoppers from inclement weather,
some shop fronts incorporated an awning or canopy. These usually
consisted of a blind box with a sprung roller that housed a retractable
canvas awning. The Dutch canopy was commonly seen since the
1950s but is not appropriate for this area because of its curved form
and because it is not fully hidden when folded away. Unlike the
traditional retractable awning, these canopies are not fully hidden
when not in use as they only fold back flat against the shop front.
A glossy plastic finish is often used for modern awnings which is
unsympathetic. Awnings should be canvas and fully retractable.
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Appendix A
Building-by-Building
Description
Properties are assessed according to their value to the Area’s character.
Values are:

Descriptions of streets and buildings relate to the situation at the time
of survey in September and October 2019. They are intended to guide
decisions on conservation area boundaries, on future development control,
and on the need for enhancement. They relate to buildings and other
structures adjacent or close to the named streets. They are not necessarily
comprehensive and other features not mentioned may nevertheless have
value for the character of the area.

•
•

540

•
•

positive – it contributes to the Area’s character
positive* – the building is potentially positive but needs improvement
or restoration. For example, it could be in poor condition or it could
have later alterations which are inappropriate to the Conservation
Area in terms of materials, design or scale (this list is not exhaustive).
Often the rating is given because of the cumulative impact of several
inappropriate changes.
neutral – it neither harms nor contributes to the area
negative – it harms the Area’s character.

These values are shown on Map N on the following page. Buildings can be
negative by reasons such as mass, design, materials or siting. Unsympathetic
alterations can have the effect of moving a building down a grade. Similarly,
reversal of such alterations could restore its original character and move it up
a grade.
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Building-by-Building Description
Map N: Building
Values
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Building-by-Building Description
Broadway

The west end of Broadway, from Elm Road to West Street, is in the Leigh
Conservation Area. Broadway is a wide street lined with shops, cafés and
other commercial units, such as banks and estate agents. Buildings are two
to three storeys, with a tendency to be a larger scale than the houses on the
streets leading north and south off it, particularly at the east end where there
are more three storey buildings and the Grand Hotel is a large landmark
building terminating the east–west stretch of the street before it turns
northwards. Buildings have shop fronts on the ground floor, several of which
are good historic examples or appropriate modern replacements, though
there are also many that have been inappropriately altered. Above the shop
fronts, walls are red or stock brick, or painted or rendered brick, with a mix of
original timber sash windows and replacement uPVC.

Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

37 Broadway
‘Costa Coffee’

Positive*

N/A

Description
Two storey stock brick, occupying corner with West Street, originally a
house, replacement uPVC windows are unsympathetic, slate roof with one of
the two brick chimneys lost. Modern shopfront. New awning and shop front
look tidy and in an appropriate style for the Conservation Area.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value to Area’s Character

39–47 Broadway, ‘Mr Simms’, Positive*
‘Relish’, ‘Tangerine’, ‘The
Estuary’, ‘Natural Edge’

Designation
N/A

Description

543

A row of buildings all in the same style (though 45 and 45a are slightly older
being on the 2nd edition OS map), though exhibiting quite a lot of variety
mainly because of later alterations. Brickwork mostly painted, though No.47
is of stock brick, No.43 is of red brick. Black painted exterior to Nos.45–45a
is rather overbearing and stark and perhaps not appropriate for Conservation
Area. The fascia also spans the width of two former shops, now amalgamated
into one restaurant, and is overly large. Canted bay windows at first floor with
half-timbered gables over, except for Nos.45–45a which had hipped roofs
now covered with concrete tiles. No.45 has acquired an over-large gabled
dormer window which is unsympathetic. Regrettably, almost all the original
sash windows have been lost and replaced with unsympathetic uPVC. Shop
fronts are generally of a sympathetic form, with stall risers and recessed
doorways, as well as traditional awnings, though some of the colours are
somewhat garish.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

49 Broadway
‘Jon Sturgeon hairdressers’

Positive*

N/A

51 Broadway
‘The Gourmet Deli’

Positive*

N/A

Description

Description

Two storeys with slate roof. The first
floor has been rendered and has
unsympathetic uPVC windows. The
shop front is a reasonable design
with a traditional awning.

Apparently a later infill building, fletton brick, with a large metal window
at first floor divided into small panes. New shop front is modern but in a
sympathetic traditional form with awning and appears tidy. Black painted
exterior is rather overbearing and stark and perhaps not appropriate for
Conservation Area.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

51a–53a Broadway,
‘Greetings’, ‘Hippo’s Cafe’,
‘Peppermint’

Positive

N/A

55–57 Broadway
‘Tui’ and ‘Focus’

Positive*

N/A

Description

Late Victorian, originally houses. Two storey with hipped slate roof and stock
brick chimneys. No.53a has a shop front built out from the corner. Stock brick
but No.53a has been painted white. At first floor two light Italianate windows
with foliate capitals but all replacement window frames. Shop fronts and
awnings are mostly in an appropriate traditional style, though the sign for
Peppermint is overly large.

Three-storey parade of shops, late 1920s or 1930s, with gables at each
end of the main façade. Three storeys with red brick first floor that has
dentil cornice detail and gauged brick lintels, with second floor unpainted
render, probably original treatment. Timber casements with small pane top
lights survive to the top left, though the others have been replacement with
uPVC, albeit following a similar glazing pattern. The modern shop fronts are
unattractive with oversized fascias and large plate glass windows.
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Description
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

Address

59 Broadway
‘Zinc’

Positive*

N/A

61–71 Broadway, ‘Subway’,
Positive*
‘Piece’, ‘The Brunch Co’, ‘The
Sandbar’

Value to Area’s Character

Designation
N/A

Description

Description

Originally a house, well preserved stock brickwork at first floor where there
are Italianate windows with foliate capitals and timber sliding sashes. Slate
roof with small dormer window with timber sash. Ground floor shop front with
large blank fascia is somewhat bland.

Four former houses, now shops. Two storey with slate roofs and stock brick
chimneys. At first floor, one is rendered with lined out ashlaring, the other
three rendered and painted. They all have timber sashes. Good quality
modern shop fronts to right-hand pair, though the left-hand pair are not
intrusive. Overuse of black paint for shop fronts looks overbearing and stark,
not entirely suitable for Conservation Area.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

Address

Value to Area’s Character Designation

73 Broadway
‘Nationwide’

Positive*

Locally Listed

75–85 Broadway, ‘Jennings Bet’;
‘Mind’; Scape’; ‘Harmony Haze’;
‘Lloyds Bank’; and ‘Santander’

Positive*

N/A

Description

A later 1920s building in the mock Tudor style, red brick and half timbered
above, nice pair of brick barley-twist chimneys and distinctive gable end.
Red tile roof. Something of an oddity in this predominantly Victorian and
commercial street, nicely preserved and well presented, but metal windows
at first floor, garish fascia and the large windows for the bank are not in
keeping.

A row of two-storey houses, now shops, each originally with a pair of
sash windows to the first floor, stock bricks, slate roofs. Nos.77 and 79 are
rendered and painted. No.77 now with uPVC windows. No.79 now with
disproportionately small metal replacement windows. No.81 has painted
brickwork. No.83 has had its sashes replaced with timber casements of an
unusual design for the Conservation Area, though in timber. No.81 has a nice
old clock at first floor level hanging between the two front windows. Variety
of shop fronts, some with overly large fascias and large plate glass windows
which are not entirely sympathetic.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value to Area’s Character Designation

Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

87–89 Broadway
‘Sue Ryder’ and ‘Boots’

No.87: Positive
No.89: Positive*

91 Broadway

Positive

N/A

No.89:
Locally Listed

Description

Description

Built as a pair of shops, two-and-a-half storey, red brick with stone or
rendered dressings, steep pitched gables with half timbering. Timber
casement widows remain. The shopfront of No.87 is locally listed which
remains intact and is a precious survival in this street. No.89, in contrast, has
an overly large and unattractive signage. The half timbering has also been
lost to No.89.

At the corner with Leigh Hall Road, two-storey, white-painted render, later
projecting oriel window with timber casement windows, half timbering in
gable, timber sash windows to east side with some on ground floor blocked
up, plain black shop front recently repainted.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value to Area’s Character

93–111 Broadway, ‘Thai Rak
Positive*
Chang’; Sense; ‘Wimpy’; ‘Hong
Kong’; ‘Enfes Mangai’; ‘Fives
Records’; ‘Cookies and Cones’;
‘Ashleigh Stone’; and vacant

windows have been changed, though not as permitted. There are at least 9
satellite dishes on these buildings.

Designation
Locally Listed

Description

549

Built as a stylish parade of shops between Leigh Hall Road and Oakleigh
Park Drive, the properties are three-and-a-half storey, the date 1905 is visible
on one of the hoppers. A symmetrical arrangement, bays with wide six-light
windows beneath gables, rather Tudor in style, alternating with more Victorianlooking pairs of canted bays beneath dormer windows which were originally
gabled but are now flat-roofed. The corner buildings have polygonal turrets at
the roof level which originally had cupolas above which have since been lost.
Stock brick with Nos.93 and 95 now painted and gable painted to No.101, stone
(possibly sandstone) dressings now painted, slate roofs (the gable of No.97
now in concrete tiles). Timber sashes retained on some upper floor windows
but there are some timber and uPVC replacements which are unsympathetic,
especially to the dormers and gables. uPVC windows on the upper floors at
No.99 are subject to an ongoing enforcement case at the time of writing. uPVC
windows would benefit from replacement with timber. Shop fronts variable,
Wimpy being particularly garish, though some display traditional elements
such as stall risers. The shop front at No.101 was subject to an enforcement
case at the time of writing for unauthorised removal of the timber shop front.
No.109/111 (currently vacant) at the corner with Oakleigh Park Drive has been
rather aggressively cleaned at the first floor. The original shop front is in marble
veneer above artificial stonework with vermiculated rustication. However, the
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value to Area’s Character

113–115 Broadway, ‘Stop the Positive*
World Cafe’ and ‘Lemon Witch
Kitchen’

Designation

Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

Locally Listed

117–121 Broadway,
vacant, ‘Cellar Wine Bar’,
‘Convenience Store’

Positive*

N/A

Description

Three storey with a parapet roof, civic in character, brick with stone
dressings though these have been painted, oriel windows with lead roofs
and projecting half round windows, elegant but windows now uPVC. No.113,
sympathetic renovation at ground floor level into a patisserie with outside
tables and chairs, Art Deco style double door, sash windows over stall risers,
awnings and attractive planting. No.115, neat shop front but fascia is overly
large. Upper floors in poor decorative condition.

Row of three shops, two and a half storeys, with the half storey being large
gabled dormers. Slate roofs, tile hung sides to dormers, half-timbering to
gables. Red brick but No.119 has been painted and No.121 is rendered and
painted. Some timber sash windows remain but others are uPVC albeit in sash
form, though central gable has casements of an inappropriate form. Good
timber shop front to No.117. Shop front to No.121 has garish colours and fascia.
Roller shutter to No.119 is unattractive. Satellite dishes visually intrusive.
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Description
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

123–127 Broadway, ‘Leigh
Bistro’, ‘Mariners Court’

Positive*

N/A

The Grand Hotel

Positive*

Locally Listed

Description

Three storey building. Nos.123 and 125 are a matching pair, with No.127
designed separately. Originally red brick but Nos.125 and 127 are cream
painted. Large flat-roofed dormers to No.127, possibly original. All with
unsymapthetic uPVC windows. Shop fronts and signage appropriate for
the Area.

In a style befitting its name, this three-storey locally listed building with
attics, is an example of late Victorian baroque (dated 1899). Red brick with
stone dressings, notably aprons and pediments to the windows, prominent
chimneys, fancy gables, and balconies to the front elevation. Large mullion
and transom windows with small pane top lights with coloured glass.
Reasonably well preserved externally, though the stonework is eroded is
some places and cement pointing has caused some of the soft red brickwork
to spall.
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Description

Empty at time of writing and under redevelopment, so the building was
surrounded by scaffolding and a high construction site fence.
Planning permission
(17/01464/FULM)
was approved in
December 2017 to
convert the existing
hotel into mixed
use commercial and
residential units.
(2018)
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

14–22 Broadway
‘Co-op’

Positive*

N/A

24 Broadway
vacant

Positive*

Locally Listed

Description

Originally two residential terraces, now all one retail unit, the ‘Co-op’. Stock brick,
rendered and lined out to the front. Slate roofs with stock brick chimenys. uPVC
windows. The window of the shop front is divided with piers along the former
property lines which helps to give it some historic context. The fascia runs the
full length of the shop and would benefit from also having divisions at former
property lines. Deeper stall risers would also be more historically appropriate.
The profile of the old fascia survives but it is now infilled with matchboarding.

This is a distinctive, one-and-a-half storey building purpose built as a bank.
Approximately square on plan, hand made bricks, stone window surrounds
and doorcase, rusticated quoining. The original glazing has been lost and
replaced with featureless sheets of plate glass. Ugly rear flat roofed twostorey extension probably of the 1950s down Seaview Road, brown brick
badly repointed, windows at first floor now uPVC.

552

Description

Two curiously situated concrete framed memorial benches in Seaview Road
stand against the rear extension of the Halifax.

Beneath it are inserted fascias, mostly filled with printed window stickers of fruit
and vegetables or garish posters. One window boarded at the time of survey.

Vacant at time of survey.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

26–32 Broadway
‘HSBC’ bank; ‘Broadway
Opticians’; and ‘Specsavers’

Positive*

N/A

34–42 Broadway
‘Bubbles’; and ‘Turner’

No.36/38: Positive
Nos.34, 40, 42: Positive*

N/A

Description

A red brick terrace with painted stone window surrounds and timber sash
windows. Roofs renewed with synthetic slates. Oblique angle to the corner,
with a decorative gable over and an entrance door with foliate capitals. An
attractive building but rebuilt ground floor to corner has bland brickwork with
disproportionate ground floor windows and insertion of ATMs for the bank
have damaged its character.

Originally two pairs of semi-detached houses. Nos.34–38 are of stock brick
with red brick detailing. Nos.40 and 42 have been painted or rendered and
painted but would have originally had the same brick patterning. All have
timber sash windows except Nos.36–38 which have timber casements. Shop
fronts of variable quality but reasonably sympathetic, except to No.34 with
garish fascia and large plate glass windows. Some chimneys have been lost.
No.42 has a set back shop front with columns to the corner of the building
and black and white tiled area at the front corner door.

553

Description

Paintwork to No.40 and to windows of Nos.36–38 would benefit from
repainting and reinstatement of timber sash windows.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

44–46 Broadway
‘Corner Club’, ‘Ella Connor’

Positive

Locally Listed

48–50 Broadway
‘Echo’, ‘The Oncrowd’

Negative

N/A

Description

Description

Originally a semi-detached pair of houses in stock brick, with canted bays
beneath gables with decorative bargeboards. Sashes have been preserved
at first floor.

Late 20th-century redevelopment (?1980s), with two retail units beneath
weatherboarded and jettied gables either side of an arch over a vehicle
passageway. Although the intention was good, it does not match the
Victorian character of the street. The brick is too brown, the arch too wide,
giving views of the car park beyond, and the gables too low and weak.

Shop fronts imposed on the ground floor. No.44 has a very fine old shop front
with curved glass and cast iron columns which extends down Victoria Road,
though there is an ugly flat roof extension at the south end at first floor level,
with uPVC windows. Shop front to No.46 is also sympathetic.

554

Mirrored glass in first floor windows is odd choice and not appropriate for
the area.

First floor level in need of maintenance and redecoration.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

52–52a Broadway
‘Rebecca Ryther Make-Up’,
‘Spencer Silver Hair’

Positive

N/A

54–56 Broadway

Positive*

N/A

Description

Description

Two single storey shops, probably built as shops. Fascias large but these
seem to be original proportions and shop fronts well kept and smart, with
corbels surviving and good curved glass to No.52a.

Built as a terrace of houses, stock brick but painted at first floor on the
frontage, slate roofs, timber sashes at the first floor, shop fronts imposed on
the ground floor. Shop fronts reasonably sympathetic, except No.54 which
has odd proportions.

555
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

58 Broadway
‘NatWest’

Positive

Locally Listed

62 Broadway ‘W. Thorp &
Son: Funeral Directors &
Monumental Masons’

Positive

N/A

Description

Description

A handsome three-storey building in a prominent corner position. Handmade
red bricks, gauged brickwork used for rusticated voussoirs and quoins, stone
plinth, keystones and string courses. Slate roof with very big brick chimneys.

Corner building in terrace. Two storeys with hipped slate roof. First floor
painted render, ground floor a replacement timber shop front but in a relatively
traditional style with double door on the chamfered corner of the building.
Two storey range extending down Avenue Road. Timber sash windows set in
moulded architraves, which is a common design across Nos.62-76.

Large round headed windows at ground floor, Georgian style sashes above.
Unsympathetic flat-roofed and windowless modern extensions to rear.
556

Would benefit from repainting of ground floor rendering to plinth.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

Address

64 Broadway ‘Belle Rose’

Positive

N/A

66 Broadway ‘CA Advanced Positive*
Aesthetics Clinic’

Value to Area’s Character

Designation
N/A

Description

Two storey shop in terrace. Slate roof. Painted render to first floor which is in
need of repainting. Timber sash windows in moulded architraves, which are a
common design across Nos.62-76. Shop front has good timber framed window
with stall riser and recessed door to the side. Moulded corbels either side of
the fascia, though truncated to insert slightly wider fascia board. Fascia double
height and too large, also in plastic material which is inappropriate.

Two storey shop in terrace. Slate roof. Painted brickwork to first floor.
Inappropriate uPVC windows which would benefit from reinstatement with
timber sashes. Windows set in moulded architraves, which are a common
design across Nos.62-76. Moulded corbels either end of the fascia, which
is modern and neat but slightly too large. The shop front is a modern
insertion in aluminium with canted windows and lacks stall risers which is not
particularly in keeping.

557
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

68 Broadway ‘K Barbers
Emporium’

Positive*

N/A

70 Broadway

Positive

N/A

Description

Two storey shop in terrace. Slate roof. Painted brickwork to first floor. Timber
sash windows set in moulded architraves, which are a common design
across Nos.62-76. Moulded corbels either end of the fascia, which is a
modern replacement and overly large. The later aluminium shop front is not
particularly in keeping.

Two storey shop in terrace. Slate roof. Painted brickwork to first floor in green
which is rather overbearing. Timber sash windows set in moulded architraves,
which are a common design across Nos.62-76. Moulded corbels either
end of the original fascia. The original shop front survives and is attractive.
It incorporates recessed central shop door with recessed side door to the
accommodation above, both with fanlights over, brick stall riser, timber
framed windows with column details to the mullions

558
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

72 Broadway ‘The Blind
Barber’

Positive*

N/A

74/76 Broadway ‘Broadway
Beauty’, ‘Livemore’, ‘Utopia
Travel’

Negative

N/A

Description

Two storey shop in terrace.
Inappropriate concrete tile roof which
would benefit from reinstatement
with slate. Fake stone cladding to
first floor is very unsympathetic.
uPVC casement windows are also
inappropriate and would benefit
from replacement with timber
sashes. Windows set in moulded
architraves, which are a common
design across Nos.62-76. The ground
floor, however, has a good quality
surviving historic shop front with
timber fascia between pilasters (the
original moulded corbels have been
removed but the pilasters are an
appropriate replacement), sunburst
design leaded fanlights, timber
framed windows with column detail
mullions, stall riser, recessed side
door.

Formerly two shops which were of the same design as Nos.62-72 but have been
substantially remodelled. First floor with sash windows (dark stained timber?) has
some resemblance to the original, with the original moulded architraves to the
windows surviving. However, the walls have been rendered with a textured render
and the window frames are later replacements. A large mansard roof with concrete
tiles and four inset windows is very unattractive and disproportioned. The ground
floor has been replaced to incorporate two shop fronts either side with a central
entrance to an office. The shop fronts have brick stall risers and timber frames
to the windows but have overly large fascias and cluttered signage. The centre
entrance has a large fascia and fully glazed door which is not in keeping.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value to Area’s Character

78 Broadway ‘Stewarts
Positive*
Pawnbrokers and Jewellers’

Designation

Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

N/A

80 Broadway ‘Aimee Hair’

Positive*

N/A

Description

Description

Single storey shop. Overly large fascia and cluttered signage dominates. The
shop front is aluminium but at least features short stall risers and a recessed
entrance door. Reduction of signage would improve the appearance.

Single storey shop. Fascia of reasonable proportions but in a plastic material
not in keeping. Shop front is a good design in timber, with arched glazed
fanlight and central door, with stall risers to the windows.

560
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

82 Broadway ‘Remmie’

Negative

N/A

84 Broadway ‘Home’

Upper Floor: Negative,
Ground Floor: Positive

N/A

Description

Single storey shop. The fascia is very large and overbearing. The shop front
is a later replacement and bland.

Two storey shop, the upper floor being a late-20th century addition. It is boxy
and bland, with hung tiles that are not in keeping and an inappropriate uPVC
window. The ground floor has a good shop front though, with timber framed
glazing broken up with mullions, with stall riser below and arched fanlight above.
Large fascia above but this appears to be historic, with curved detail to the top.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

86/88 Broadway

Positive

Locally Listed
Building

3 Ashleigh Drive

Positive

N/A

Description

Two storey corner building with chamfered
corner. Circular plaque identifying it as
‘Stewart House’. Upper floor to Broadway
and to corner chamfer have distinctive
decorative gables that are prominent in
the streetscape. There is also a tall red
brick chimney on the east elevation.
The upper floors are clad in faience
tiles, though these have been painted
black recently. Timber sash windows in
pairs. Ground floor shop front has corner
door, which is modern but timber with
glazed upper panels so is appropriate.
The windows are set above a stall riser
and feature slender timber mullions with
attractive arched glazing bars. Modern
fascia added recently. A replacement
aluminium door at the west end of the
north elevation is inappropriate. On
the east elevation there is a single bay

Two storey shop which is part of the same building as the neighbouring
Nos.5-7. Red brick upper floor with timber sash windows. Slate roof with
decorative clay ridge tiles. Good quality surviving shop front with original
fascia, central recessed door, timber framed windows and stall riser.

562

Description

flanked by pilasters and decorative
corbels and cornice above. This
may have been the location of a
door that has been filled in with
a timber sash windows and tiles
similar to those on the upper floors.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

5-7 Ashleigh Drive
‘Homeward Bound Tattoo’

Positive

N/A

90-92 Broadway
‘Essex Countryside’

Positive*

N/A

Description

Two storey shop which is part of the same building as the neighbouring No.3.
Red brick upper floor with timber sash windows. Slate roof with decorative
clay ridge tiles. Good quality surviving shop front with original fascia and
dentilled cornice flanked by decorative corbels set on pilasters. Timber
framed shop windows set above stall risers. Timber glazed front door likely a
later replacement but not inappropriate.

Two storey corner shop. Replacement concrete tile roof, rendered and
painted first floor, mullioned windows with central pilaster but uPVC
windows. Modern shopfront with rather bland fascia.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

94 Broadway
‘Goldsmiths’

Positive

N/A

96-98 Broadway
‘Atelier Gallery’, ‘Create 98’

Positive

No.96 Locally
Listed Building

Description

Two-storey building with stepped
gable to parapet giving a touch
of Art Deco style. Painted render
to upper floor. uPVC casement
windows though in an appropriate
form. Shop front with metal plates
to fascia and stall riser, though not
unsympathetic.

Pair of shops, two storey. Upper floors have distinctive ceramic tiles with left
hand building retaining pierced parapet. Mullioned windows with leaded
lighted to first floor, though the glass has been replaced to No.96 with loss
or reduction of leading. Both retain good historic shop fronts with carved
corbels, recessed doors and to No.96 leaded lights above a cornice set into
the glazing.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

100-102 Broadway
‘Beau Interiors’

Positive*

N/A

104-110 Broadway

Positive*

N/A

Description

Two-storey shop, with red brick
upper floor with stone dressings and
rendered parapet. Unsympathetic
uPVC windows. Good shop front.

Two-storey row of shops with a
touch of Art Deco style. Upper
floors are red brick with rendered
dressings and parapet. Parapet
features distinctive raised sections
over oriel windows and contain a
carved motif. Unsympathetic uPVC
windows except for No.110 which
has original timber casements with
stained glass. Shop fronts are all
rather bland modern replacements
and metal grille shutter to No.104 is
unappealing.
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Building-by-Building Description
Seaview Road

The east side of this road was almost completely built up by the time of the
1897 2nd edition OS map. The existing five pairs of villas (Nos.1–19) were in
place; there was then a gap where a Baptist chapel was located, this space
now being filled with Nos.21–23, another pair (Nos.25–27), and then a space,
since filled with No.29. The map shows that the houses could be built singly,
not necessarily as pairs. It certainly seems that No.23 was intended to
acquire a matching pair, whilst Nos.6 and 16 on the west side are both shown
as isolated dwellings on the 1897 map but have since had matching houses
built up against them. Although only partially developed in 1897, the west
side was probably built up very soon afterwards as the architectural style of
the houses is much the same, with the exception of Nos.14–16.

Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

8 Seaview Road

Neutral

Article 4

Description
A curious detached building
presenting a gable to the street,
dating from between the wars,
originally a workshop, with false
timber framing and inappropriate
uPVC windows on the first floor.
The ground floor windows are
replacement timber frames.
Concrete tiles. Now painted white
and grey. Parking on the pattern
impressed concrete in front of it,
which would benefit from upgrading
to a more appropriate material.

566

There is parking on the west side only. Despite this, gardens have been
lost on this side of the road. Pavements are of asphalt with stone kerbs. The
boundaries are mainly brick walls, often rendered and white painted.

Would benefit from landscaping or
planting to soften the appearance.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

10–12 Seaview Road

Positive

Article 4

14–16 Seaview Road

Positive

Article 4

Description

A somewhat unusual pair with big steeply pitched gables to the street,
canted bays at ground floor only. Both are now painted white, with painted
stonework in muted shades round windows and doors. Timber sashes to all
windows. Concrete tiles to No.12. Boundary wall lost and large areas of hard
landscaping with little planting to soften the appearance.

Front elevation in red brick rather than stocks with rectangular bays below
timber gables with framing and decorative barge boards. Timber sash
windows. Recessed porches with timber doors containing glazed upper
panes and fanlights above. Both properties retain boundary walls.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

18–20 Seaview Road

Positive*

Article 4

22–24 Seaview Road

Positive

Article 4

Description

Two houses, the whole pebbledashed and white painted. Canted bays rising
full height. Reroofed in unsympathetic concrete tiles. The detailing of the
window surrounds has been lost, as have the hipped roofs over the bays.
No.18 has uPVC windows, the more inappropriate because notionally divided
into small pane glazing. No.20 retains timber sashes. Recessed porches with
timber doors containing glazed upper panes and fanlights above. The garden
block paved and used for parking.

Two-storey pair of houses. Full height canted bays, window mullions with
foliate capitals. No.22 white painted, No.24 still with its stock brickwork
intact. No.22 has lost its chimney. Slate roofs with iron finials to hipped roofs
over bays. Recessed porches with timber doors containing glazed upper
panes and fanlights above. Both have paved gardens used for parking with
boundary wall lost. Planting and loose gravel surface to No.24 improves the
overall appearance.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

26–28 Seaview Road

Positive

Article 4

30–34 Seaview Road

Garage to No.30: Negative
Upper floor of Nos.30,
32–34: Positive

Article 4

Description

A rather different pair, originally (to judge from No.26) stock brick with red
brick details with a ground-floor rectangular bay beneath a lean-to roof,
timber sash windows and timber door with glazed upper panels and fanlight.
But No.28 has been completely remodelled or rebuilt in the 1930s, rendered
and painted, with a full height bow-fronted bay and windows with top lights
with stained glass, and a V-shaped window above the front door. Unusually it
retains its distinctive boundary wall made of brick wasters. Boundary wall to
No.26 has been lost but planting helps relieve the paved parking area.

A row of three with red brick façades which present a striking contrast with
the white-painted stonework round the windows and doors. Big canted
bays beneath flat roofs. The main roofs are steeply pitched with machine
made tiles (now concrete on No.34), and have prominent, original flat-roofed
dormer windows to make the attic space liveable. Nos.32 and 34 have had
the entrance lobbies in-filled with doors. Only No.32 still has its original front
door with stained glass panels. No.30 has had the ground-floor bay replaced
with a garage, which is very intrusive. Only No.34 still has a front garden and
also retains a polychrome tiled path, the others being parking bays with hard
landscaping. All have lost the boundary wall.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

36–38 Seaview Road

Positive

Article 4

38a Seaview Road

Positive

Article 4

Description

Description

A pair of two-storey stock brick houses, No.38 now white painted, with
ground-floor bays and round arched doorways, the detailing similar to the
houses on the other side of the street. Recessed porches with timber doors
with stained glass upper panels and fanlights over. A first-floor balcony has
been constructed across both of them above the bays with cast-iron railings
and wooden trellis work, an attractive composition. Front gardens intact.

A large weatherboarded building to the rear of Nos.36–38. Shown on the
1897 map, it may originally have been a stable.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value to Area’s Character

East Side 1–11 Seaview Road Nos.1, 3, 7, 11: Positive
Nos.5, 9: Positive*

Designation

Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

Article 4

11a–15 Seaview Road

Positive

Article 4

Description

Three similar semi-detached pairs, two-storey, canted bays with mullions
with moulded capitals, and round-arched doorways with keystones,
recessed porches with timber doors with glazed upper panels and fanlights.
Only Nos.1 and 7 have not been rendered and painted. Variety of boundary
treatments with the blue trellis fence at No.5 particularly not in character with
the street. No.9 has uPVC windows the worse for having a small pane effect;
the entrance lobby has been closed off and the roof has been replaced with
concrete tiles, with the loss of the hipped roof over the bay. Otherwise the
houses retain timber sash windows and slate roofs.

A pair of houses, ‘Laurel Bank’ and ‘Homeleigh’. Two storeys, stock brick with
red brick details, with big rectangular bays under hipped slate roofs, quite
well preserved though both divided into flats. Tile paths to the recessed
porches with timber doors with glazed upper panels and fanlights. Both
retain a boundary wall, though to No.11a it has been rendered and painted.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

17–19 Seaview Road

Positive

Article 4

21–23 Seaview Road

No.23: Positive
No.21: Neutral

Article 4

Description

A pair to a similar pattern as Nos.1–11 though bays are canted. Their stock
brickwork is intact. No.17 has replacement windows with small panes which is
not in keeping, though sash form in general is, and a red and black tile front
path. No.19 has new iron railings in a traditional style and a mosaic tile front
path. Recessed porches with timber doors with glazed upper panels and
fanlights.

No.23 has a canted bay beneath a
hipped roof, brick but now rendered
white painted. Timber sash windows,
recessed porch with timber door
with glazed upper panels and side
and fanlights. Its pair to the north
was never built and the gap next to
it has only recently been developed
with the construction of No.21.
Although traditional materials have
been used, the building is too tall
and boxy, having a large dormer
window, and the integral full width
garage at the ground floor does not
fit with the street scene. Design and
build, however, are good quality and
it is well maintained.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

25–27 Seaview Road

Positive

Article 4

29–29a Seaview Road

No.29: Positive
No.29a: Neutral

Article 4

Description

Two-storey pair of houses. Slate roof with hipped roofs over two storey
canted bays, well preserved stock brickwork and little altered. Recessed
porches with timber doors with glazed upper panes and fanlights. Tiled
pathways. No.27 has lost its boundary wall. Similar to Nos.22–24 on the
other side of the road.

No.29 was built as a detached
house. Two-storey with a canted
bay, recently renovated with
1970s/80s extension for No.29a,
refurbished in the 21st century.
While the extension uses good
quality materials, its massing is not
in keeping with the character of
the Conservation Area, especially
in views looking north up Seaview
Road. No.29 is white rendered
with black door with good quality
stained glass. Sash windows with
columns to the mullions. Path up
to garden has attractive black
and white tiles. Sash replacement
windows in original building, metal
framed in the modern extension.
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Building-by-Building Description
West Side

Victoria Road

The road is shown largely built up on the 2nd edition OS map of 1897. There
are, however, differences between the two sides of the road. On the east
side, the semi-detached villas have canted bays. The windows have mullions
with prominent foliate capitals and dog-tooth ornament on their lintels. There
were wide gaps between some of the houses in the form of larger than
average gardens, which the 2nd edition map reveals to be an original feature.
These gardens have provided the opportunity for modern infilling. This side
of the road must have been the first to be developed. On the west side, the
most northerly group of houses are to the same pattern and must have been
the first to be built on this side. The rest of the houses are uniform, having
rectangular bays beneath hipped roofs, the double light windows separated
by mullions with fluted decoration. Maintenance on this side tends to be
better than on the east side.

Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

4–8 Victoria Road

Positive

Article 4

Description
Terrace of three houses, two-storey, slate roofs, stock brick with red brick
detailing, canted bay widows with foliate capitals to mullions, sash windows,
recessed porches, timber doors with stained glass upper panels and fanlight.
Nos.4 and 6 white painted, No.4 with concrete tiles and has lost the hipped
roof over the bay. Parking area to No.4, though boundary wall part retained.

574

Parked cars line the west side, the east is kept clear by double yellow lines.
This has put pressure on the front gardens on that side of the road, many of
which have been converted to hard standings, especially on the east side
which gives a negative appearance. Boundaries are mostly retained on the
west side, which is positive. Boundary walls are mostly of brick, sometimes
rendered, with planting behind them.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

10–32 Victoria Road

Positive

Article 4

3 Victoria Road

Positive*

N/A

Description
Identical pairs of semi-detached villas, mostly in good condition. Stock brick
with red brick detailing. Full-height rectangular bay windows, timber sashes,
slate roofs, recessed porches, timber doors with stained glass upper panels
and fanlights. No.10 has concrete tiles, Nos.18 and 20 no longer have their
original front doors. No.22 has uPVC windows at the first floor. No.16 has had
the sash windows replaced with plain sheets of glass at the first floor. Either
white rendered or exposed brick, well maintained and tidy. Most retain front
gardens and boundary walls, though at least one converted to parking.
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Formerly a shop and workshop,
an early 20th-century stock brick
building refronted between the
wars. The shop front has arched
detailing to the frame, at the first
floor there are metal windows.
There is parking in front of it. The
building respects the residential
character of the road and fits into
it satisfactorily. Could be improved
greatly with some maintenance,
replacement of first floor windows
and sympathetic repainting of
exterior.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

5–7 Victoria Road

No.7: Positive
No.5: Positive*

Article 4

Description

576

Pair of two storey houses, originally brick but now painted, concrete tile
roofs, canted bay windows with foliate capitals to mullions, timber sash
windows, recessed porches. No.5 has replacement door which is mostly
glazed, plus an additional door inserted within the porch, while No.7 retains
timber paneled door with glazed upper panels and fanlight. Nos.5 and 5a
converted into well maintained flats, though would benefit from a slightly
better maintained front garden.
No.7 has a well planted front garden including a silver birch tree which make
a positive contribution to the streetscene.
A double garage, beneath a wide gable and built of keyed fletton brick,
represents infill of the gardens between Nos.7 and 13. It dates probably from
the 1950s.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

13–15 Victoria Road

Positive

Article 4

17 Victoria Road

Neutral

Article 4

Description

A semi-detached pair ‘Grasmere’ and ‘Lodore’. Two-storey with canted bay
windows. Yellow stock brick with red string coursing, No.15 rendered and
painted white. Sash windows, except for central window to first floor bay to
No.15 which is a single large sheet of glass. Recessed porches, No.1 with
original timber door with stained glass upper panels and fanlight. Door to
No.15 is a later replacement. The garden of No.13 has been given over to
block paving. No.15 has a black and red tiled path. Both tidy and attractive.

A post-War infill house, which has
been recently renovated to give it
some references to the surrounding
Victorian properties. Originally
yellow brick, now rendered and
painted white and grey, with modern
replacement sash windows. Upper
front completely remodeled with
new bay window at first floor, not
echoed at ground floor. The ground
floor bay has been sacrificed for
parking, the building lacks detailing
and the proportions are odd.

577

Description

Frontage is block paved to allow
for car parking, which could be
improved and softened with planting
or sympathetic landscaping.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

19 Victoria Road

Neutral

Article 4

21–31 Victoria Road

Positive

Article 4

Description

Description
Three matching semi-detached pairs. Two-storey, slate roofs, stock brick with
red brick detailing, canted bay windows with foliate capitals to mullions, sash
windows, recessed porches, timber doors with stained glass upper panels
and fanlights. Nos.21, 23, 25 and 31 have lost their gardens to car parking.
No.21 has a sympathetic replacement front door. No.31 has timber casement
windows at the first floor.

578

New house built on the site of
two previous modern mid-century
garages. Has been built to make
reference to the surrounding
Victorian properties, but is of
smaller proportions. The ground
floor bay has been made smaller to
accommodate parking, the building
lacks detailing and the proportions
are odd.
Frontage is block paved to allow for
car parking which looks stark.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

The Stables

Positive

Article 4

33–37 Victoria Road

Positive*

Article 4

Description

Originally the stables of No.31 Victoria Road were sited here. The current
building is a complete rebuild to the same shape as the original stables. It is
set so far back that little of the house can be seen from the street. Instead,
there is a large parking bay which terminates in a blank brick wall. The
utilitarian gate is inappropriate for the Area. This area would benefit from
some soft landscaping and the gate replaced or removed.

A row of three later, early 20th-century, houses, now all white painted, built
in what was the end of the garden of the adjoining house in Cliff Parade.
Canted bays beneath gables with decorative barge boards. Sash windows
except No.37 where the windows are a mixture of replacements and the first
floor bay has been removed and replaced with a French window. Balconies
to the first floor which are modern and the bowed design not in keeping.
These would benefit from replacement with either timber or more decorative
railings. Concrete tiles. All have parking in front with loss of boundary wall.
No.37 has ground floor windows replaced in metal, and a patio window at the
first floor. Recessed porches have also been infilled.

579

Description

Currently all three in poor state of repair would benefit from repainting and
maintenance.
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Building-by-Building Description
Avenue Road

West Side

The road is lined with pairs of semi-detached villas designed to a fairly
uniform pattern with bay windows and mostly built between the 2nd edition
OS map of 1897 and the 3rd edition of 1922. Only Nos.2–8 only are shown
on the 2nd edition OS map. They have canted bays beneath hipped roofs.
The others have rectangular bays beneath gables, which on the west side
of the road have false timber framing, on the east a decorative motif worked
into the brickwork. The stone window mullions are also different either side
of the road, those on the east having bulbous foliate capitals, those on the
west being plainer. The houses are mainly of stock brick, though the later
ones are sometimes in red brick. Roofs are of slate. Most houses preserve
their original front doors, an important original feature. Brickwork has been
covered in some cases, but despite this the architectural character of the
road is well preserved.

Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

2–8 Avenue Road

Nos.2, 6, 8: Positive
No.4: Positive*

Article 4

Description
The oldest houses in the road. Two-storey, slate roofs, canted bay windows,
timber sashes, recessed porches, timber doors with stained glass upper
panels and fanlights. Yellow brick. All have retained their front gardens
and Nos.6 and 8 retain original timber gates. No.4 is rendered and has
unsympathetic uPVC windows.

580

There are double yellow lines down the east side of the road; cars are
parked down the west side. Gardens have not been lost to car parking. Only
on the west side at the south end is there parking on a forecourt in front of a
new double garage which belongs to a house in Cliff Parade. Boundaries are
normally brick walls, sometimes rendered and painted, with hedges behind
them. Nos.30 and 25 have garden walls of vitrified brick, which were once
probably a feature of the road.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

10 Avenue Road

Positive*

Article 4

12–12a Avenue Road

Positive

Article 4

Description

Exceptionally, a detached house,
but keyed brickwork at the corner
indicates that a second house to
create a pair was planned but not
built. Red brick façade, stock sides,
rectangular bay beneath gable with
timber framing. Recessed porch
with timber door with stained glass
panes and fanlight over. Windows
now in uPVC. Machine made tiles.
Retains boundary wall and original
timber gates, as well as polychrome
tiled path.

A pair of infill houses, not on the 3rd edition map, and hence presumably late
1920s. Façades in red brick at ground floor, pebbledash above, stock brick to
sides and rear. Rectangular bays with tile hanging, casement windows with
top lights with small panes with stained glass. No.12 has uPVC windows but
of a design which mirrors the original. Recessed porch with timber door with
stained glass panes and fanlight over. Tiled pathway to No.12a.

581

Description
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

14–28 Avenue Road

Positive

Article 4

Description

582

Four pairs of houses. Two-storey, slate roofs, rectangular bay windows under
half-timbered gables with decorative barge boards, timber sashes, recessed
porches, timber doors with stained glass upper panels and fanlights.
Nos.16, 18, 26 and 28 are rendered and white painted. Nos.20 and 24 have
been pebbledashed. No.18 has uPVC windows at the first floor; No.24
has uPVC windows and a replacement door which is mainly glazed, both
unsympathetic. All retain front gardens and a few have tiled paths.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

30 Avenue Road

Positive*

Article 4

1–3 Avenue Road

Negative

N/A

Description

An unusual and attractive bungalow, dating from the 1920s or 1930s, with a
bow window to the ground floor above which there is a balcony within the
gable which has decorative bargeboards. Rooflights have been inserted in
the south roof pitch. Prefabricated garage on south side. uPVC windows have
been added. Burr brick and red brick boundary wall is attractive.

A block of late 20th-century flats, taking some references from the Victorian
terraces, though not very successfully. The materials and detailing let it
down, as do a prominent dormer window on the front elevation, and a very
large flat roofed one on the north elevation.

583

Description
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

5-11 Avenue Road

Positive

Article 4

Description
Two semi-detached pairs. Two storey, slate roofs, rectangular bay windows
under gables with decorative barge boards and brick motif, timber sashes,
recessed porches, timber doors with stained glass upper panels and
fanlights.

584

Nos.9 and 11 have been pebble-dashed and painted. The pebbledash is not
in keeping. Front gardens retained, though a variety of boundary treatments.
Tile pathways to Nos.7, 9 and 11.
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Building-by-Building Description
North Side

Queens Road

This road runs east–west and slopes down towards the south-east, creating
a difference in scale between the buildings on the two sides of the road. At
its eastern end, it terminates in a cul-de-sac with a pair of garages built of
fletton brick, not a good termination of the view in an otherwise attractive
street. The road has been developed more gradually than some of the
other side streets and its houses are less uniform as a result. Development
proceeded from the western end which is shown as built-up on the 2nd
edition OS map and was largely complete by the time of the 3rd edition map,
though there remained several gaps, in particular at its eastern end, which
were not infilled until the second half of the 20th century. The progress from
west to east is reflected in the houses at the east end of the road having
gables with false half-timbering.

Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

1–3 Queens Road

Positive*

Article 4

Description

585

Semi-detached pair with canted bays. Originally both stock brick with red
brick banding but No.1 is painted white. No.3 now has a flat roof, not a hipped
one, over the bay, with concrete tiles, a front garden paved over, and satellite
dish on its flank wall. Both have unsympathetic replacement windows.
Recessed porches both with replacement doors but reasonably sympathetic
designs, with fanlights over.

Pavements are typically of asphalt with stone kerbs. Cars are parked down
both sides of the road, often partially on the pavements, restricting it to a
single carriageway. A few front gardens have been lost to parking. Boundary
walls were once mostly of vitrified brick but few of these survive. Many of the
houses on the south side of the road have extensions with verandahs.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

5–11 Queens Road

Positive

Article 4

13–19 Queens Road

Positive

Article 4

Description

Description

Derwent Cottages, a flat fronted terrace with a continuous glazed leanto verandah. Originally stock brick with red brick details but only No.7
not painted or rendered. All have replacement front doors but these are
sympathetic, in timber with glazed upper panels. Timber sash windows
except for ground floor of No.9 and all on No.11. Hipped slate roof. All retain
front gardens, with a variety of boundary treatments.

Greta Bank. Similar to Derwent Cottages, the façades all rendered and
painted, also with a continuous verandah, but the fenestration is better
preserved and they all have traditional if not original front doors. Hipped
slate roof. All retain front gardens, with a variety of boundary treatments.

586
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

21–23 Queens Road

No.21: Positive*
No.23: Positive

Article 4

25–27 Queens Road

Positive

Article 4

Description

A semi-detached pair. Two-storey, stock brick with red brick details, though
No.21 now rendered and painted. Hipped slate roof. No.21 has replacement
windows though some are sash form, a glazed front extension and a flatroofed extension to the side, which have all eroded its character. No.23 has
attractive windows with marginal glazing and a glazed ground floor extension
but to a more sympathetic design than No.21.

Flat fronted semi-detached pair of houses, stock brick with red brick
details, gauged brick arches with tuck pointing. Hipped slate roofs with
brick chimneys. No.27 now has a sympathetic verandah added to its front
elevation. Timber doors with glazed upper panes, replacements but inkeeping.

587

Description
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

29 Queens Road

Neutral

Article 4

33–33a Queens Road

Neutral

Article 4

Description

Description
A bungalow, strangely out of place though well presented, rendered white,
uPVC windows. Pleasant front garden, and well presented garage.

Early 20th-century house now
rendered and remodelled and
unrecognisable as such, with uPVC
windows and tarmac front garden.

588

Property would benefit from
landscaping or planting to soften
appearance.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

35–41 Queens Road

Nos.37 and 39: Positive
Nos.35 and 41: Positive*

Article 4

45–55 Queens Road

Positive/Positive*

Article 4

Description

Two similar semi-detached pairs, two-storey, stock brick with red brick
detailing, each with a single storey bay under a lean-to tiled roof. No.37
with an attractive verandah with curved lead roof. No.35 bay window roof
extended across the façade with concrete tile roof. Recessed porches with
timber doors with glazed upper panes and fanlights, some replacements
but in-keeping. They still have exposed stock brickwork and slate roofs, but
No.35 has an over-large dormer window and No.41 uPVC at the first floor.

A terrace of six houses arranged as three semi-detached pairs, with slightly
projecting bays beneath low half-timbered gables, and lean-to porches
with slate roofs. Timber doors with glazed upper panes and fanlights, some
replacements but in-keeping. Originally red brick but Nos.45–47, and Nos.53–
55, are rendered. Generally well preserved, but No.45 has lost its gable, Nos.45
and 51 have concrete tiles, and the porch has been removed from Nos.53–55.

589

Description
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Building-by-Building Description
South Side
Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

2–12 Queens Road

Positive

Article 4

14–16 Queens Road

Positive

Article 4

Description

Three similar semi-detached pairs, originally stock brick with red brick
detailing, and flat-roofed rectangular bays with white-painted stone mullions
and surrounds. Timber sash windows. Recessed porches with timber doors
with glazed upper panes and fanlights, some replacements but in-keeping.
Generally well preserved. Nos.4 and 12 have concrete tiles instead of slate.
Nos.10 and 12 have been painted. A more appropriate colour would have
been better suited for No.10.

Semi-detached flat-fronted pair, to which a verandah has been added.
Infilling of verandah to No.16 is not entirely in-keeping. Stock brick with red
brick detailing, though No.16 is painted white. Hipped slate roof. Timber
doors with glazed upper panels.

590

Description
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

18–20 Queens Road

Positive
Garages: Negative

Article 4

26–28 Queens Road

Positive

Article 4

Description

Handsome well preserved semi-detached pair with red brick façade, and
full height canted bays beneath flat roofs. Main roof is hipped slate. Timber
sash windows. Timber doors with glazed upper panels and fanlights, set
in recessed porches, though these have been in-filled with glazed double
doors. No.20 has a tiled footpath to the front door. Post and chain boundary
to front gardens.

Later in date, a pair of 1920s semi-detached houses, two-and-a-half storey
with a deep plan, which makes them taller than the rest of the road. Ground
floor red brick, upper floor rough cast render white painted. Polygonal bays
with tile hanging under hipped slate roofs, large original dormer windows.
Casement windows with stained glass in the top lights.

591

Description

A row of four flat-roofed garages, occupying an infill site, originally the
garden of a house on Cliff Parade. Stock brick, metal doors, fronting a large
garage court. Their prominent frontage position, and the concrete surfacing
around them, is unfortunate.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

30–32 Queens Road

Positive

Article 4

34 Queens Road

Positive

Article 4

Description

Description

Semi-detached pair, two storeys, stock brick with red brick details,
rectangular bays under gables with half-timbered decoration. Slate roofs.
Sash windows. Recessed porch with timber doors with glazed upper panels
and fanlights.

Two-storey house, ground-floor rectangular bay, white rendered, slate roof,
sash windows, recessed porch with timber door with glazed upper panels
and fanlight.

592
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

34a Queens Road

Neutral

Article 4

36–38 Queens Road

Positive

Article 4

Description

Not originally a house, possibly a workshop, low gable to the street, white
rendered, uPVC windows, and a paved front garden. Planting at front would
soften appearance. Would benefit from taller window proportions.

Two storey pair of houses, stock brick, single storey rectangular bays
under a lean-to roof with concrete tiles which continues to form a porch for
the front doors. Door to No.36 is timber with glazing to the upper half, a
replacement but in-keeping. Door to No.38 is timber with stained glass and
stained glass fanlight. Timber sash windows. Gables to first-floor windows.
Crested ridge tiles.

593

Description
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

40–42 Queens Road

Positive

Article 4

44–46 Queens Road

Positive*/ Positive

Article 4

Description

Description

Semi-detached pair, painted rough-cast render, rectangular bays beneath
half-timbered gables. Crested roof tiles to slate roof. Sash windows. Red
tile roof to porches, recessed doors, timber with glazed upper panels and
fanlight. The garden of No.40 has been block paved. No.42 has a boundary
wall of vitrified brick.

Semi-detached pair dating from the 1920s/1930s, each with a curved twostorey bay with tile hanging. Rendered walls with exposed red brick details.
Red tile roof. Timber casement windows with stained glass top panels.
Different from the rest of the street in style, and also in being set further back
from the frontage, the gardens now being used for parking. Integrated garage
at the front of No.44 is unattractive

594
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

Queens Court

Negative

Article 4

Description
Flats with two three-storey bays, fletton brick and white weatherboard to the
projecting bays which have glazing in the top of the gables. Does not match
the rest of the street in scale, materials or design.
595
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Building-by-Building Description
Cliff Parade

Cliff Parade, or Cliff Road as it was known initially, was developed from its
western end, where there is a terrace of smaller houses, towards the east,
where the houses get larger and the gaps between them have been infilled.
Because of this piecemeal process of development, and because many
houses have been altered and improved to better appreciate the views
over the estuary, there is less uniformity of architectural style than in the
residential streets to the north. Cliff Parade suffers from being a busy main
road, an impression reinforced by tall concrete lamp standards. The impact
of the road is mitigated by Cliff Gardens and the sea views to the south.
For these reasons, the road has been identified as a character zone in its
own right.

Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

5–12 Cliff Parade

Positive*

Article 4

Description
Terrace of houses, originally built to the same pattern, with full height canted
bays under hipped roofs, and round arched doors with keystones. Originally
brick but now all rendered and painted. Slate roofs. The bays are now often
altered. Nos.8–10 have had balconies with cast iron balustrades constructed
across first floor level with the bay removed. The first floor balcony to No.9
has been inappropriately in-filled. The sashes are mostly intact, but No.7 has
replacement uPVC windows. No.5 has had the single window on the first floor
unsympathetically converted to a door with small balcony. Nos.7–11 have had
the front lobbies enclosed by outer doors. Hung tiles added to bay of No.11.
No.5 is in poor state of repair and requires maintenance and repainting.

596

Double yellow lines down both sides of the road have put pressure on the
gardens, many of which are now used for parking, as the houses were built
without garages. The front gardens are mostly large, and the almost total
paving over of them which has occurred in some places is to be regretted.
Pavements are asphalted, with coarse aggregate rolled into them, and stone
kerbs. Where recently renewed on the south side, they are plain black
with concrete kerbs. A higher standard of specification is warranted in this
situation, even though just outside the Conservation Area. At their western
end where the cliff is steep, Cliff Gardens are little more than scrub, mostly
elm. To the east where the slope is gentler, there is greensward with formal
paths and shrubs. The gardens are outside the Conservation Area, but make
a significant contribution to its setting.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

13 Cliff Parade

Positive

Article 4

14 Cliff Parade

Positive*

Article 4

Description

The Bungalow, a double-fronted bungalow with two gables facing the road,
built in the 1920s. The slate roof has crested ridge tiles and finials, and the
brickwork has been painted white with white timber window frames. The front
garden is used for parking and the large area of hardstanding would benefit
from landscaping to soften the frontage. The balcony is a modern timber
replacement that is in keeping, though not as elaborate as the original balcony.

Large double-fronted house with full height canted bays beneath gables, red
tile roof with discreet roof lights, new replacement windows. Garages in the
basement either side of the steps to the front door are not in keeping. This flight
of steps is an original feature and shown on the 2nd edition OS map. Modern
metal railings to balcony and above garages. Balcony is a later addition, with
the original sash window extended down to to form a door. Would benefit from
planting to soften hard landscaped frontage. Boundary wall lost.

597

Description
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

15 Cliff Parade

Positive

Article 4

16 Cliff Parade

Positive*

Article 4

Description

Nicely restored house in an Arts and Crafts style, with a cross-wing gable,
and timber casement windows with opening top lights. Painted render. Red
tile roof. Pretty timber balcony above front door. A modern terrace with
good cast iron railings has been built up round the steps to the front door,
leaving the rest of the garden area used for parking. This has been carefully
designed, with paving in sandstone and tegula or similar, and engineering
brick copings to the enclosing walls. However, loss of enclosing boundary
wall is regrettable.

A late Victorian house, looks modern due to extensive remodeling which
has reduced its character. Historic photographs show gables with decorative
barge boards above the first floor windows, a pebble dash finish with mock
timber framing, and timber posts to the porch. Slate roof and stock brick
chimney, with French windows and white shiplap boarding at the first floor.
Picture windows to ground floor and modern glazed door. Attractive hedged
front garden.

598

Description
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

16a-16b Cliff Parade

No.16a: Positive
No.16b: Positive*

Article 4

17-18 Cliff Parade

Positive*

Article 4

Description

Infill development of the 1920s and 1930s, on the site of a former church and
the Victoria Hall. Probably built as a large pair of semi-detached houses.
No.16a is closer to the original appearance, with a bow-fronted bay, now with
replacement sash windows, and black painted attractive metal verandah at
ground and first floor levels, timber double door with stained glass panels.
No.16b has been completely remodelled with the construction of a huge bay
with picture windows, glazed in balcony and an over-large dormer window. It
retains little of its original character.

A pair of late Victorian houses, with small gables facing the street and
balconies, now much altered. No.17 is white rendered and has concrete tiles.
The windows are casements with top lights. No.18 has red tile roof and has
been clad in cream-painted weatherboard, which has eroded the character of
the house. Pleasant terrace to the front. Planting in both softens appearance
onto street. Boundary wall part retained to No.18 helps to mitigate the
insertion of a driveway.

599

Description
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

19-19a Cliff Parade

Positive*

Article 4

20-23 Cliff Parade

Positive

Article 4

Description

No.19 is an infill house of the 1920s or 1930s set in the gap between 18 and
19a. Its front elevation is occupied by a large rectangular bay beneath a
hipped roof, with unsympathetic picture windows at the first floor. Timber door.
No.19b comprises a late Victorian house, white rendered with reinstated sash
windows. Glazed balcony to first floor is not in-keeping and an inset balcony
to the roof, although not characteristic of the street, replaces a previously
over-scaled box dormer and is therefore an improvement. Timber door with
attractive stained glass. Garden to front of No.19a has been used for parking,
could be improved with landscaping or planting.

Originally two semi-detached pairs, now adapted as single houses. Full
height canted bays under hipped roofs, mullions with foliate capitals, dog’s
tooth ornament over windows, similar to the houses on the east side of
Victoria Road. Timber sash windows. Hipped slate roofs. The conversion has
involved substitution of a single for the pair of front doors. Both have been
carefully restored and well maintained. No.23 has well landscaped front
gardens, though No.20 has used part of theirs for parking.

600

Description
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

24-25 Cliff Parade

Positive

Article 4

26 Cliff Parade

Positive*

Article 4

Description

A large semi-detached pair on an infill site, probably first decade of the 20th
century, with Arts and Crafts influence, such as red brick at ground floor,
pebbledash at first floor, and timber framing in the gables. Both are very well
presented; first floor balcony with timber balustrade extends across the full
frontage over a wooden conservatory, and there is a belvedere. No.25 is
undergoing renovation (near completion). Very large and well landscaped
gardens, an asset to both properties. Good stone and red brick boundary
wall topped with railings.

A late Victorian house, with inappropriate renovations, raised in height to
the rear under a flat roof, large flat-roofed dormer, fully glazed balcony,
picture windows, conservatory at ground floor front, and use of uPVC. Large
parking area with the loss of front boundary wall. Historic photos show timber
windows, a stone balustrade above the ground floor bay window, an open
balcony with timber railings to the first floor and a timber framed ground floor
conservatory. Some of the original character could be reinstated, though it
would require substantial remodelling.

601

Description
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

27 Cliff Parade

Neutral

Article 4

28-31 Cliff Parade

Positive

Article 4

Description

Large three-storey flat-roofed block of flats replacing an earlier hotel, brick
and white painted render, front elevation occupied by balconies, parking
in garden area despite basement garaging. Well maintained, but out of
character in terms of scale and massing.

Two pairs of similar late Victorian semi-detached houses (though eastern pair
has now been converted into one property), canted bays beneath hipped
slate roofs, rendered and painted, but generally well preserved apart from
sash windows to front of bay on No.28 being replaced with large panes of
glass. Timber sashes elsewhere. French windows in the ground-floor bays
of Nos.29-31. All use front garden area for parking with loss of most of the
boundary walls.

602

Description
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Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

32-33 Cliff Parade

Positive

Article 4

34-35 Cliff Parade

Positive

Article 4

Description

A semi-detached pair, early 20th century, their later date evident from the
steeply pitched roof, No.32 has slate, while No.33 is red tile. Both have had
their first floor windows replaced. The dormer window to No.32 has a glazed
Juliet balcony which is out-of-keeping. Both have attractive timber balcony
at first floor level, No.32 a successful replacement, No.33 the original. No.33
also has replacement windows at the ground floor but not unsympathetic.
Glazed gable to No.33 is unusual addition, but not unattractive alteration, to
make use of attic space. Timber doors with glazed upper panels, double in
the case of No.33. Front boundary walls lost for driveways to both properties.
Glazed balustrade to patio area on No.32 is not in keeping.

A pair of large double fronted houses, early 20th century. Steep pitched
roofs, in slate, originally brick but No.34 now painted. Their main features are
full width balconies, different in style, in the case of No.35 extending to the
ground floor as a verandah. Sash windows to No.34. No.35 has replacement
windows which extend the full height of each floor, though in timber and with
stained glass top panes. There is a cupola to the roof, a distinctive feature
in the street scene, with two dormer windows added to the sides which
would benefit from improvement of proportions and detailing. Timber door
with glazed upper panels to No.32, while door to No.33 is part of the central
ground floor window. The extensive parking at both houses is regrettable.
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Description

153

Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value to Area’s Character

Designation

36-39 Cliff Parade

Positive

Article 4

Description
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Two similar semi-detached pairs, steep roofs covered with slate with crested
tile ridges, canted bays beneath timber-clad gables, linked above the
entrance doors by attractive white painted wooden balconies. Red brick.
Sash windows, with those to Nos.37-39 with smaller panes to upper sash.
Timber front doors with stained glass panels and fanlights, in recessed
porches, though most have timber double doors enclosing the porch, though
in a sympathetic design. Well preserved and maintained. Loss of enclosing
boundary wall and extensive parking area regrettable.
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Introduction
1.1

What is a Conservation Area?

Document (July 2015) that seek to conserve the character of its
Conservation Areas. The emerging Local Plan, which will review the
Core Strategy and Development Management Document, will set out
a policy approach to managing the historic environment.

Conservation Areas are ‘areas of special architectural or historic
interest, the character or appearance of which it is desirable to
preserve or enhance’, which is defined in the Planning (Listed
Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990.

1.1.1

611

1.1.2

The designation of a Conservation Area recognises the unique
qualities of an historic place which make it special in terms of
its architecture and history, as well as its role in defining local
distinctiveness. Contributing to this are individual or groups of
buildings, streetscape and public realm, scale and massing, open
spaces and street pattern, and landscaping.
As the aim is to conserve and enhance the significant qualities of
a Conservation Area so that owners, occupiers and visitors to the
place can experience a high-quality historic environment, designation
extends planning controls over certain types of development,
principally the demolition of unlisted buildings and works to trees,
although an area’s status as a Conservation Area is a material
consideration for all planning applications. Southend Borough
Council, as the Local Planning Authority (LPA), also has policies within
its Core Strategy (December 2007) and Development Management

5

1.1.3

However, it should be recognised that designation does not prevent
change from occurring within Conservation Areas, and over time
they will be subject to many different pressures (both positive and
negative) that could impact upon their character and appearance.
LPAs have a duty to conserve and enhance their Conservation Areas
and will consider this when determining planning applications.

1.1.4

Southend Borough Council (SBC) will also review each Conservation
Area from time to time to monitor its condition and ensure that it has
an up to date Conservation Area Appraisal which sets out its special
architectural or historic interest.

Introduction
1.2

Aims of the Conservation Area Appraisal

•
•
•

Identifies the area’s special interest;
Reviews existing Conservation Area boundaries;
Assists the preparation of the emerging new Local Plan and
Neighbourhood Plans, if these are brought forward, and forms part of
their evidence base; and
Provides a basis for implementing policies, making informed
development management decisions, and preparing management
proposals for the area.

1.2.1

•

1.2.2
612

•
•
•
•
•

This Conservation Area Appraisal:

1.3

Background and Methodology

1.3.2

Milton Conservation Area, shown on Map A, was first given Conservation
Area status in 1987 and later extended to its current boundaries. The
Conservation Area is comprised of the following properties:

•
•
•
•

Albert Mews (all properties)
Avenue Road (all properties except 81-93 odd, 66-68 even)
Avenue Terrace (all properties)
Milton Road (Avenue Baptist Church, Milton Gardens, Albert House,
Glendaurel)
Parkgate (all properties)
Park Crescent (all properties)
Park Road (all properties)
Park Terrace (all properties)
St. Vincent’s Road (all properties)

1.3.1

The character analysis in Section 5.0 will inform a management plan
for the area (see Section 6.0), which will:
Assess the need for enhancements to public spaces, highways and
private property;
Review the need for Article 4 Directions to limit permitted
development rights;
Assess buildings at risk;
Assess the need for enforcement action; and
Establish a programme and procedures for implementing and
monitoring proposals.

•
•
•
•
•
1.3.3

6

The Conservation Area Appraisal for Milton updates the former
document from 2014. It has been prepared by Purcell, a firm of
specialist heritage consultants, on behalf of Southend-on-Sea Borough
Council. The research and fieldwork for the Appraisal was carried out
in October 2019. The methodology for the work was based on Historic
England’s Conservation Area Appraisal, Designation Management:
Historic England Advice Note 1 (second edition), February 2019 and
also references The Setting of Heritage Assets: Historic England Good
Practice Advice in Planning Note 3 (second edition), December 2017.

All photographs within this report were taken in 2019/2020 unless
otherwise stated.

Introduction
1.4

1.4.1
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1.4.2

Overview and Location

Milton is located on the cliff top, with the important historic centre
of Prittlewell to the north-east. The Conservation Area (shown on
Map A) is situated close to the centre of the continuous urban and
suburban conurbation which extends east to Southend, Southchurch
and Shoebury and west to Westcliff, Chalkwell and Leigh. As well as
a traditional farming area, Milton was at one time a fishing port and
embarkation point for vessels travelling down the Thames Estuary.
Its strategic position and historic wealth can today be seen in the
quality of the buildings and variety of architectural styles, as well as
the dominating presence of the area’s ecclesiastical buildings. Its
development as a residential area was part of Southend’s period of
rapid housing expansion in the late-19th century following the arrival
of the railway.
The Milton Conservation Area is generally flat with no significant
level changes. Before it was developed into the residential area we
see today, it was open farmland with a few tree lined tracks and
agricultural buildings. Some of the larger trees that remain today may
date from before the houses were constructed.

7

1.4.3

There are no significant landscape features in the area apart from the
trees although documentary evidence relating to Southend Park (see
Section 4.2.22) comments that a pond just north of the junction of
Avenue Road and Park Crescent was filled by a natural spring. There
is no evidence of this today.

1.4.4

Milton Conservation Area is bounded by the long and linear Park
Road to the east and Milton Road to the west, with curving Avenue
Road cutting through the centre, all running north-south. Avenue
Road was a main link between the historic settlement of Prittlewell
and Milton. The east-west roads in the Conservation Area are
relatively shorter and provide links between the three north-south
roads.

1.4.5

The Conservation Area is located in between two key transport
routes; the railway line to the south has frequent connections to
London Fenchurch Street in the west and Shoeburyness in the east,
and the London Road (A13) to the north is a principal route providing
road connections through the Borough and beyond, eventually
reaching London.

Section 2.0
Summary of
Special Interest

614

8

Summary of Special Interest
The Milton Conservation Area has a strong late-Victorian and earlyEdwardian architectural quality, which can be seen in all of its streets.
Ecclesiastical buildings form important landmark points, with the
grade II listed Park Road Methodist Church to the south-eastern
corner of the Conservation Area marking the entrance from Clifftown
and Avenue Baptist Church, an attractive red brick building to the
west of the Conservation Area, marking the entrance into the area
from Milton Road, via Avenue Terrace.

2.2

Milton’s special interest arises from its eclectic mix of architectural
styles which illustrate the transition in Southend from mid-Victorian to
freer late-Victorian and Edwardian architecture, from small terraces to
large semi-detached houses with gardens, and from yellow London
stock brick and slate to red brick and clay tiles as the predominant
local building materials. Whilst most of the architectural style can be
found elsewhere in different parts of Southend, the Park and Vincent
Estates stand out in that they embody within a small area a well
preserved cross section of Southend’s typical architecture in its time
of early growth.

615

2.1

2.3

9

The layout of the area, which has resulted from the historic
street pattern of the Hamlet of Milton and the later location of
Southend Park, also plays a large part in the special interest of the
Conservation Area. The varied architectural styles and layout pattern
stands out from other areas of Victorian and Edwardian housing in
the Borough which is generally laid out in parallel rows of uniform
terraces. Milton is characterised by less structured street patterns
and layouts with variation in architectural designs and plot sizes
throughout. These characteristics are further enhanced by the areas
large street trees and other planted garden areas which also make a
significant contribution to its unique character.

Section 3.0
Planning
Framework
The National Planning Policy Framework

11
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Local Planning Policies and Guidance

12
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13
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3.1

10

Planning Framework
3.1

The National Planning Policy Framework

The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) came into effect
in March 2012 and was most recently updated in July 2021. It
establishes the planning principles that should underpin both
plan-making and decision-taking, including that these: ‘assets are
an irreplaceable resource, and should be conserved in a manner
appropriate to their significance, so that they can be enjoyed for their
contribution to the quality of life of existing and future generations’.01

3.1.2

Section 16 of the NPPF sets the policy framework for conserving
and enhancing the historic environment. Paragraph 191 of the NPPF
stipulates that, ‘When considering the designation of conservation
areas, local planning authorities should ensure that an area justifies
such status because of its special architectural or historic interest,
and that the concept of conservation is not devalued through the
designation of areas that lack special interest.’

617

3.1.1

3.1.3

Definitions

In the context of the NPPF for heritage policy, a ‘Heritage asset’
is defined as: ‘A building, monument, site, place, area or landscape
identified as having a degree of significance meriting consideration
in planning decisions, because of its heritage interest. It includes
designated heritage assets and assets identified by the local
planning authority (including local listing).’

‘Significance’ is defined as: ‘The value of a heritage asset to this

and future generations because of its heritage interest. The interest
may be archaeological, architectural, artistic or historic. Significance
derives not only to a heritage asset’s physical presence, but also
from its setting’.

‘Setting’ is defined as: ‘The surroundings in which a heritage asset

is experienced. Its extent is not fixed and may change as the asset
and its surroundings evolve. Elements of a setting may make a
positive or negative contribution to the significance of an asset, may
affect the ability to appreciate that significance or may be neutral.’
Further advice on the assessment of setting can be found in Historic
England, The Setting of Heritage Assets: Historic England Good
Practice Advice in Planning Note 3 (second edition), December 2017.

Further guidance regarding the implementation of the policies in the
NPPF can be found in the chapter on ‘Conserving and enhancing
the historic environment’ in the National Planning Practice Guidance
(NPPG), July 2018: https://www.gov.uk/guidance/conserving-andenhancing-the-historic-environment.

‘Historic environment’ is defined as: ‘All aspects of the

environment resulting from the interaction between people and
places through time, including all surviving physical remains of
past human activity, whether visible, buried or submerged, and
landscaped and planted or managed flora.’

01

NPPF, 2021, para.189, p.55

11

Planning Framework
3.2

3.2.1

Local Planning Policies and Guidance

On a local level, the planning policy which SBC use to determine
planning and listed building consents is contained within the Core
Strategy (2007), Development Management Document (2015)
and Southend Central Area Action Plan (2018). Proposals for
development within the Conservation Area or within its setting will
need to adhere to the criteria set out in these policies to ensure the
conservation of the special interest of the Area. Polices specifically
related to the historic environment are listed below and should be
referenced when planning change.

3.2.4

The production of the Southend New Local Plan will provide an
opportunity to review the Core Strategy, Development Management
Document and SCAAP, and will set out a new suite of planning
policies for the Borough, including for the management of the historic
environment.

3.2.5

Further supplementary planning guidance is contained within the
Council’s:

•

Design and Townscape Guide (SPD 1) (2009), which sets out guidance
on creating high-quality urban design and includes advice on the
historic environment in Section 9;

•

Planning Obligations: A Guide to S106 & Developer Contributions
(SPD 2) (2015), which gives guidance on Section 106 Agreements
which can be made to balance out negative impacts of development
through other enhancements, such as conserving or enhancing the
historic environment; and

•

Streetscape Manual (SPD 3) (June 2015), provides guidance
about creating high-quality streetscapes, including those within
Conservation Areas.

3.2.6

All of these documents can be found on SBC’s website, www.
southend.gov.uk/planning, and will be reviewed as part of the
production of the Southend New Local Plan.

3.2.2 Core Strategy (2007)
Strategic Objective SO14: Deliver high quality, well designed and
attractive urban and natural environments which are safe, people
friendly and distinctive, and which respect and enhance existing
character and local amenity

•

Policy KP2: Development Princples

•

Policy CP4: The Environment and Urban Renaissance

3.2.3

Development Management Document (2015)

•
•
•
•

Policy DM1: Design Quality
Policy DM4: Tall and Large Buildings
Policy DM5: Southend-on-Sea’s Historic Environment
Policy DM6: The Seafront

618

•
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Planning Framework
3.3

Designations

3.3.2

Further information on Southend’s listed and locally listed buildings
and article 4 directions can be found on the Council’s website: www.
southend.gov.uk/planning.

3.3.1

Buildings of special architectural or historic interest are designated
as Listed Buildings by the government under the Planning (Listed
Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 for their special
architectural or historic interest. Listing ranges from Grade I (the
highest level of protection) through II* to II. Listing also applies to
freestanding objects and structures within the building's "curtilage"
(i.e. its grounds) which have been there since before 1st July 1948,
for example, a wall attached to a Listed Building or a garden building
where the main house is listed.

3.3.6

Protection is provided through the Listed Building Consent
procedure, which is required by owners or developers when they
apply for change to their property, including alterations, additions or
demolitions. Work to a Listed Building should conserve and enhance
the building’s special architectural or historic interest.

As a Conservation Area, Milton is a designated heritage asset in its
own right. It also contains one nationally Listed Building.

Listed Buildings
3.3.3 There is one Listed Building within the Conservation Area:
Listing

Park Road Methodist Church and Church Hall (recorded
as one building on the statutory list)

Grade II

619

Address

3.3.4

3.3.5

Listed Building Descriptions can be found via the National Heritage
List for England, https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/the-list/, and for
Milton these have been included in Appendix A of this report.
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Planning Framework
Map B: Designations
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Planning Framework
3.3.10 One building was recommended for inclusion on the Local List during
the Appraisal process: the Avenue Road Baptist Church. This has
been added to the Local List. It is shown on Maps B and K and the
reasoning behind the designation is explained in paragraph 6.3.63.

3.3.8

SBC’s criteria for the designation of Locally Listed Buildings requires
buildings to:

•

Demonstrate the Borough's history, particularly during its main period
of growth. This includes buildings important for its social history such
as schools, churches, public buildings, leisure, entertainment and
commercial buildings.

•

Have architectural interest – be designed by a well-known architect,
be a good example of a particular style or period, contain good
architectural features or be important for the townscape.

Article 4 Directions
3.3.12 An Article 4 Direction removes the right of householders to undertake
some minor forms of development, such as alterations to windows or
the installation of hardstandings, which would normally be classed as
permitted development under the planning legislation and therefore
would not require planning permission. The Article 4 Direction is
needed to ensure that minor alterations to the appearance of the
houses are not made in a way which would be out of character and
harmful to the Conservation Area.

621

Locally Listed Buildings
3.3.7 Southend has a wide range of historic buildings and structures. For
those which do not meet the criteria for national listing, the Council
can identify them as ‘Locally Listed’. These are non-designated
heritage assets. The purpose of the Local List is to identify buildings,
structures and monuments of local architectural or historic importance
and to take action as far as possible to preserve them.

3.3.9

3.3.11

The Cliff public house is also shown on Map B in yellow, which is
located to the east outside of the Conservation Area.

3.3.13 Within Milton the Direction covers the following properties:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Change to Locally Listed Buildings needs to be carried out in a
sympathetic manner. A building’s Locally Listed status will be a
material consideration for all planning applications affecting it and,
as with Listed Buildings, applications involving loss or harm to a
Locally Listed Building will normally be resisted although a balanced
judgement will be made, having regard to the scale of any harm or
loss, the significance of the asset and any public benefits.

15

Park Road, Westcliff (all properties except 1-3 odd, 2-12 even)
Parkgate, Westcliff (all properties)
Park Crescent, Westcliff (all properties)
Avenue Road, Westcliff (all properties except 81-93 odd, 66-68 even)
Avenue Terrace, Westcliff (al properties)
St. Vincent’s Road, Westcliff (all properties)
Milton Road, Westcliff (Avenue Baptist Church)

Planning Framework
3.3.18		"The alteration of any window which fronts a highway" should be
amended to read "The alteration of any window or door which fronts
a highway."

3.3.14 This Appraisal has made the recommendation to extend the Article 4
Direction to cover the following buildings:
•
•

Nos.2-12 and 16-30 (even) Park Terrace; and
Nos.1-15 (odd) Park Terrace.

3.3.16 Planning permission from the Council is therefore needed for the
following types of development:

3.3.20	"The alteration, demolition or construction of a means of enclosure
which fronts a highway (walls, gates, fences, etc.)."

Alterations to dwelling houses

3.3.21 "The installation of hardstanding for vehicles."

•
•

Other Designations
3.3.22 The Shorefields Conservation Area is to the south of the Milton
Conservation Area, on the other side of the railway line, and the
Clifftown Conservation Area is to the south-east.

622

3.3.15 See paragraphs 6.3.51-6.3.61 and Maps B or K for more details.

3.3.19		"Re-roofing with different materials" should be amended to read "Reroofing with different materials, works to chimneys and to party wall
parapets."

•
•

The alteration of any window which fronts a highway;
The rendering of any brickwork which fronts a highway (other forms
of cladding already require planning permission)
Re-roofing with different materials;
The installation of hardstanding for vehicles.

3.3.23 There is one area within the Conservation Area that is designated
as public open space in local planning policy: Milton Gardens on St.
Vincent's Road. This is shown in green on Map B.

Please note if the property is a flat or a commercial building and not a house
there are no permitted development rights relating to the above alterations
and so planning permission will also be required for these works.

3.3.24 Map B also shows tree protection orders (TPOs) in dark green, which
are placed to prohibit works to cut down, lop, uproot or damage
important trees. All trees within Conservation Areas, whether they
have a TPO or not, are protected and consent must be given by
the SBC prior to works being carrying out so that the Council have
sufficient time to decide whether the designation of a TPO is needed.

Alteration to all buildings:
•

The painting over facing brickwork of any part of a building which
fronts a highway.

3.3.17 This Appraisal has also recommended that the following amendments
and additions are made to the wording of the Article 4 Direction:
16
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4.1
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History and Archaeology
4.1

4.1.1

Archaeological Interest

The area has little known archaeological significance. There has only
been one known find in the area which is recorded as ‘stone finds by
Worthington Smith’ (Heritage Environment Record (HER) 9749). The
HER also identifies the site of the Hamlet at the junction of Avenue
Road and Park Road (HER 9698) but there are no finds associated
with this.

4.2

History of Milton

4.2.2

Milton as we see it today was developed largely from the 1870s to the
1920s, but the name of Milton and its historical connotations go back
much further. It is thought that the name of Milton was derived from
its position midway between the settlements of Leigh to the west and
Southchurch to the east on the banks of the Thames Estuary. In the
earliest records it is written as Middletun, Middletunna, Meletun and
Midlentun, before becoming Milton, a name which has remained for
nearly 1,000 years.

4.2.1

624

4.2.3

The Manor of Milton Hall was one of a number of manors which
together formed the Parish of Prittlewell. It was principally agricultural
and was known locally as the ‘Hamlet of Milton’ or ‘Milton Hamlet’. In
959 the Manor of Milton, which covered a much wider area than the
present Conservation Area, was given by King Edgar to the monks of
Christchurch, Canterbury.01

4.2.4

The Domesday Book of 1086 recorded Milton as a separate
settlement, a small hamlet with 24 families covering approximately
240 acres, and was described as a farming area. By 1309 this had
grown to 380 acres and had evolved into a self-contained community
with its own gallows, court, hall and mill. The area of Milton included
marshland at the sea shore mostly used for grazing sheep but in the
Middle Ages it had a fishing port and was famous for its oysters.

4.2.5

Henry of Eastry, Prior of Christchurch Canterbury, commissioned a
number of new buildings at Milton between 1293 and 1310. These
included a dove house, wagon shed and mill and a new Hall,
sheepcote and dairy.02 This suggests the growing importance of
Milton to the economy of its monastic owners.

The dates of buildings in the Conservation Area are shown on Map G:
Building Ages.

01
02
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Nichols, 1931 p.3
Nichols, 1931 p.17

History and Archaeology
4.2.6

625
03
04
05
06

Local legend says that around this time Milton also used to have a
church by the estuary shore, but it was destroyed by floods. The
legend claimed that the ruins could be seen at low tide and the bells
could be heard ringing on stormy nights.03 There are no records of
the church but the floods in 1327 are documented in the monastery
records where it stated that forty acres of marshland were reclaimed
by the sea. Records also state that there were more floods in 1099.04
If the church did exist, although it seems unlikely, Milton would have
been a separate parish rather than part of the Parish of Prittlewell.
The Hall, however, would no doubt have had an associated chapel
and the Manor of Milton may have been founded around this time.
Although there is no mention of the church on the foreshore there
is evidence of Milton having its own shipbuilding centre with parish
offices and admiralty courts05 and that in 1813 Milton was legally
decreed to be a separate parish for highway maintenance purposes.06

4.2.7

Burrows, 1970, p.7
Anglo Saxon Chronicles
Yearsley, 2001, p.15
Pewsey, 1993, p.20

07
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The monks of Christchurch lost their claim on Milton in the mid-16th
century when Henry VIII ordered the dissolution of the monasteries.
The entire estates of Milton, along with many others in Essex, were
passed to Sir Richard Rich of Leighs (or Leez) Priory near Chelmsford
and later of Rochford Hall,07 one of Henry’s favourite courtiers. Sir
Richard Rich was a prominent and powerful figure at court. His roles
included solicitor general, a chirographer (form of legal secretary)
to the Kings Bench, Speaker of the House of Commons and in 1548
he was made Chancellor of the Court of Augmentations and the
first Baron Rich. His powerful status at court meant he was in the
perfect position to take advantage of the newly dissolved monastic
properties.

White's Directory of Essex 1848, Nichols, 1931, p.11

History and Archaeology
Maritime Milton
4.2.8 Although not associated with the estuary today, during the Middle
Ages Milton developed as a fishing port and for many years it was a
well-known embarkation point for the continent. In the 15th century
it became a refuge for people escaping persecution, including John
Firth, one of the first martyrs of the Reformation who denounced
Thomas More. His escape was, however, unsuccessful and he was
arrested in Milton and later burnt at the stake.08 Dr. Sandys, Vice
Chancellor of Cambridge University and later Archbishop of York,
a supporter of Lady Jane Grey, did manage to escape. He hid in a
house in Milton successfully evading Queen Mary’s men and even
managed to give a sermon to 50 seamen before fleeing to France.
After Mary died Sandys returned to England and became Archbishop
of York.09

4.2.10 By the 18th and 19th centuries Milton’s maritime industry was in
decline and the foreshore was more famous for its oyster beds
than its shipping. The rivers of Essex were well known for their
very favourable conditions for the production of oysters and in
their heyday they produced over 70% of the world’s consumption,12
Milton’s beds made a valuable contribution to this yield.
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Milton Hall
4.2.11 Milton Hall was the manor house for Milton Manor which dates back
to 1250.13 Records also show that a new hall was built in 130514 by
the then Lord of the Manor, Prior Henry of Eastry. It cost £30.11s.0d
to build but it is likely that it was rebuilt again after this time. The
hall, as it was in the 18th century, can clearly be seen on Chapmans
and André's map of 1777 (Map C) at the junction of London Road and
North Road, due north of the mill.

4.2.9

08
09
10
11

By the 16th century Milton’s foreshore was well established. In 1571
records show that three ships of 50-100 tonnes and five ships of
under 50 tonnes were docked at Milton. Although this was relatively
few compared with Leigh (which had 27 vessels of 50-100 tonnes and
13 under 50 tonnes),10 it was still the second largest landing stage in
the area and an important part of Milton’s history. Admiralty Courts
were regularly held here during this time, another sign of its status.11
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4.2.12 The ownership of the hall was passed down to various Lords of the
Manor and was eventually sold in 1869. The building was initially
converted into Milton Hall School, a private boarding school, but this
only lasted a few years. In 1873 it was sold to the Sisters of Nazareth
who converted it into a convent and home for the aged. Unfortunately
the hall building was demolished in 1900 as part of the expansion
works at Nazareth House.
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Milton’s Mills
4.2.13 Milton has a long history of mills and the records in the late 13th/early
14th centuries show that there was a water mill located on the shore
and an early post design windmill inland. Regrettably, the water mill
was destroyed in the floods in 132715 but a land based mill remained
and this was known as Hamlet Mill. It was a revolutionary design
known as a ‘post windmill’ and was one of the first in the country. It
was called a post windmill because it consisted of a central wooden
post on four legs. The mill on top was then able to pivot so that its
sails faced the prevailing wind making it much more efficient than
more traditional designs. It cost £15.5s.10d. to build in 1299,16 a very
expensive building for the time which shows its importance within the
community. It belonged to the Lords of the Manor and tenants of the
manor paid to grind their corn.
4.2.14 It was at this mill in 1400 that John, Earl of Holland, half-brother to
Richard III, was captured by the villagers of Milton whilst trying to
escape after an unsuccessful plot against Henry IV. He was later
beheaded at Pleshy Castle.17

Illustration of Milton Hall c.1890
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4.2.15 A mill survived in this location for many years. It was first mapped in
1678 by Ogilby and Morgan18 and it can clearly be seen in Chapmans
and André's map of 1777 (Map C). It was located at the southern end
of Mill Lane (now Avenue Road) opposite where Park Road Methodist
Church now stands. Mill Lane was the direct route from the Mill to
Milton Hall (and to Prittlewell) and is one of the oldest remaining
roads in the Borough.
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4.2.16 The mill was rebuilt at least once more. In 1811 an advert in the
Chelmsford Chronicle advertised it as a ‘newly built post windmill
adjoining the town of Prittlewell…having sails of 36ft long, standing
remarkably well for the wind and capable of grinding 20 loads per
week.’ This mill, still of the ‘post’ design had three floors, two pairs of
French mill stones and stood on four acres of land.
4.2.17 The last mill was demolished in 1878 when an article appeared in the
Essex Weekly News advertising the ‘materials from the Hamlet Mill
which had been pulled down and included 10,000 bricks, two tonnes
of iron and many good sound oak beams.’ Today there is no trace of
the mill and even the name of the road, once known as Mill Lane, has
been changed.

18

Hamlet Mill (showing post design) from a painting by N.E. Green, c.1860

Farries, KG (1985) p.98
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Development in More Recent Times
4.2.18 The Priors Estate (Prittlewell) and the Manor of
Milton, were sold by Lady Mary, the Countess
Dowager of Warwick to Daniel Scratton, a
wealthy businessman from Belstead, Suffolk
but living in Billericay, and thus began the long
association of the Scratton family with Southend
which would last into the 20th century. The
Scratton family, owning both Milton Hall and
Prittlewell Priory, had enormous influence over
the development of the town and played an
important role in the town’s history particularly
from the 18th century onwards. They lived at both
Prittlewell Priory and Milton Hall and became
great benefactors to the town, including donating
the land for Southend’s first school.
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The distinctive sweep of
Avenue Road in the early 20th
century showing some original
boundary railings. At this time
it was fashionable to paint your
window frames dark colours.

4.2.19 The manor of Milton remained relatively
unchanged until the mid-19th century when the
last Lord of the Manor, another Daniel Scratton,
leased the Milton Estate, along with the Cliff
Town Estate, to developers for housing. The Cliff
Town Estate was developed first, shortly after the
arrival of the railway in 1856. This was Southend’s
first planned housing estate. The development of
Milton followed shortly after.

Avenue Road in 2019
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accommodation for dancing, skating, athletic sports and gymnastic
exercise’. It was the home of the town’s first cricket, cycle and football
clubs. There was also a boating lake described in the advertisements
as ‘ornamental water and fish ponds’ which was supplied by a natural
spring and stocked with tench, carp, adduce and gold fish. The
park also included an area where wealthy young ladies, carefully
chaperoned (as was the custom in those days), would come in their
carriages and park while ‘suitable’ gentlemen paraded on horseback.
Cards would be exchanged so references could be sought. It was of
course all very proper but the price of £1 per carriage, and 15/- (75p)
for a man on horseback was a prohibitive amount except for the very
wealthy.

The Park Estate
4.2.20 The 1870s and 1880s were the boom period for house building in
Victorian Southend and the eastern half of the Milton Estate, which
stretched from the High Street to Avenue Road, and from the railway
line to London Road, was one such area. When it was sold it included
little more than Hamlet Mill and some farm buildings but by 1884 the
Southend Standard reported that between 300 and 40019 houses
had been built. It became known as the Park Estate after the private
‘Southend Park’ which had recently been established in this area.
Southend Park
4.2.21 Southend Park was originally meadowland that was once part of the
Milton Hall Gravel Pits. It was formed in the 1860s and spanned the
area between Park Road, Park Crescent, Park Terrace and Avenue
Road and covered about five acres. The entrance was in Park Road,
opposite Queens Road. The area is shown on plot 330 on the 1874
OS map (Map D).
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4.2.23 Improvement works at the park were reported in the Southend
Standard on 26th November 1880 which stated that ‘The pond on the
west corner had been opened out, the water area enlarged, addition
of two lakes in forms of parallelograms, for skating, to make a
sweep of water 800 feet long; large banks of shrubs and evergreens
intersected with gravel walks with seats and rustic summers houses.
A long-felt want for bicyclists has been met by the formation of a
cinder track 15 feet wide with easy access struck as arc 86 feet radius
and with a little over 3 laps to the mile. Swings and similar attractions
for children will be provided in a shady corner of the park.’ That
winter, just on cue, the lake froze over sufficiently to enable 1,500
skaters to take to the ice. This spectacle was noted in the Southend
Standard which reported that ‘In the evening of Monday (21st January,
1881) the portion of the park surrounding the lake was illuminated by

4.2.22 Southend Park was a private park and was advertised it as the 'Only
Public Park in Essex'. It was owned by Builder and Contractor William
Steward, and visitors were charged sixpence to enter at the gate. It
was even possible to buy a season ticket. Despite this cost, in the
early days, it proved very popular with the town’s residents and
crowds often gathered for fetes and galas, to see the sporting events
that were held there and to stroll around its paths and boarders.
The facilities included a trotting ring, lawn tennis courts, football and
cricket pitches, luncheon marquee and storehouse and ‘excellent

19

Southend Standard, 11th April 1884
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a considerable number of lamps which were suspended at interval
during the evening. Large fires were also lighted in several places
and altogether the scene that was presented was a very lively one,
and rendered the more so by the flitting forms of skaters of both
sexes who seemed thoroughly to enjoy the exercise.’
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4.2.24 Southend Park was an important part of Milton’s history but sadly
it no longer survives. It only existed for a short time from the late
1860s to early 1880s. Although popular in its heyday, and despite
the renovation works, by the early 1880s the park had fallen into
disrepair and was subject to vandalism. The times of gentility were
disappearing and with the population explosion of Southend, the
price for land for building was rising rapidly. Its rather isolated
position surrounded by farmland may also have contributed to its
demise. New houses on the Park and Vincent Estates, which flanked
the park, were slowly being built from the mid to late 1870s but
relatively few were completed before the park closed and although
the early residents may have used the park, it seems that the demand
for housing land outweighed the desire for recreational space. As
such, it did not survive long enough to become an established centre
piece for the surrounding development.

Advertisement for Southend Park
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4.2.25 It was sold in September 1881. It was first offered for sale to Southend
Corporation for £800 but the offer was declined and it was sold
privately for £2,800. It continued as a park for a short time afterwards
but was soon developed for housing and became part of the Park
Estate. Today only the street names and the names of the Local Pubs
(Park Tavern and The Cricketers) remain as a reminder of its existence.
Because of its former use, the houses built on the parkland were
built slightly later than those around the edge of the former park and
therefore exhibit slightly different architectural characteristics than
some of the earlier housing in the Conservation Area.
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Photo from the early-20th century showing some of the houses built on the Southend
Park Site.
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Barons Court
4.2.26 The largest and most notable residence to be built in the
Conservation Area, Barons Court, was located on the Southend
Park site. It was constructed in the late-19th century and had its
entrance onto Avenue Road. Although originally built as a single
family residence the building was later used as a school and a hotel
before being requisitioned by the Army in the Second World War.
Unfortunately the Army let the building fall into disrepair and it was
demolished in 1948. In 1968 Barons Court infant school was built on
the site. The outline of the original building can be seen on the OS
maps of 1897 (Map E) and 1922 (Map F).
633

The grand façade of Barons Court as seen from Avenue Road. The decorative turret
and side porch would have been very noticeable in the streetscene. The already
mature trees of ‘Mill Lane’ can be seen in front of the building.

View in the grounds of Barons Court
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The Vincent Estate
4.2.27 The western part of the Conservation Area between Avenue Road
and Milton Road (now comprising St Vincent’s Road and Avenue
Terrace) was once part of the old Vincent’s Farm which was sold for
development in 1870, with construction of the first houses beginning
in 1887. This area became known as The Vincent Estate and is
referenced in the street name St Vincent’s Road.

634

Map from the Sale of Vincent's Farm in 1870 showing the farm buildings and Hamlet Mill in the bottom right-hand corner
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4.2.28 When St. Vincent’s Road was first built it was
one of the most notable roads in the Borough.
No evidence has been found about why this
particular street was chosen for such high-class
residences but its status can clearly be seen
by looking at the houses today, many of which
are much larger than others in the Conservation
Area and with much more elaborate decoration.
The large houses were occupied by families
with a full staff of servants and, in the early
days, nannies from properties in the road could
be seen walking their charges in the nearby
Southend Park.20 The road itself also apparently
included many high-class private schools
although their exact location is unknown.
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St Vincent’s Road with its
distinctive curve at the
junction with Avenue Road,
in the early 20th century.
Some original boundary
railings can be seen on the
left side.

20

St Vincent's Road in 2019

Pearce, 2000, p.72
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4.2.29 St. Vincent’s Road suffered extensive bomb damage in both World
Wars. In May 1915 it was subject to a Zeppelin attack which dropped
over 100 bombs in the local area. A bomb landed in the street itself
but fortunately no one was injured.21 The western end of the road
was again hit by a bomb in 1943 which did damage some of the
houses. No.36 at least had to be rebuilt as a result but there is a
distinct change in the architecture from Nos.30-38. The houses here
are much later than those in the rest of the street and the historic
mapping shows that these were not the original houses. The first
houses in this location were built before 1897 and were still standing
in 1939.
Bomb damage in St Vincent’s Road 1943. The roof and spire of
Avenue Baptist Church, also damaged but not destroyed, can
be seen in the background
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4.2.30 A site opposite the south-west corner of St Vincent’s Road housed the
pumping stations for the town’s first waterworks which were located in
Milton Road. Water was stored across the road, in what is now Milton
Gardens. The arrival of the railway in Southend was the main driver
in the development of pumped water in the town, as steam engines
needed large amount of water readily available. This pumping station
opened in 1865 and served 1,700 local residents, with water from a
borehole 906 feet deep. It was originally a private company but was
taken over by the Southend Waterworks Company in 1871. When the
waterworks were eventually transferred to the site in North Road, this
area remained in public ownership and was offered to the Council to
be used as a local park and tennis courts, which still survive today as
Milton Gardens.22

21
22

Southend Water Works on Milton Road c 1923. The original
houses on the corner of St Vincent’s Road just can be seen on
the right. These were destroyed by a Second World War bomb
in 1943.

Fegan, 2002
Brown, Tony, Milton Conservation Society, Information on Southend Waterworks supplied during public
consultation in January 2021
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Milton’s Churches
4.2.31 Today, we find two churches within Milton Conservation Area, the
Grade II listed Park Road Methodist Church and Avenue Baptist
Church, although at one time there were three – St Georges
Presbyterian Church, on the corner of Park Road and Park Terrace
was demolished in 1983. The history and architecture of Milton’s
Churches are outlined below.
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Park Road Methodist Church
4.2.32 Methodism came to the area in the mid-18th century when its founder,
John Wesley, made several visits to Leigh-on-Sea where he preached
to local residents. In 1811 the first Methodist Chapel in this area was
built in Leigh although this was unfortunately demolished in the
1850s to make way for the railway. Methodism spread throughout
the area and eventually arrived in the small, underdeveloped district
of Southend in Prittlewell Parish. Premises for this new Wesleyan
congregation were hard to find but in 1868 positive action was
taken to establish Methodism in ‘The New Town’, growing up on
the west side of Southend. A marquee for services was initially set
up in Runwell Terrace but regrettably blew down a short time after
following a gale. Negotiations were then entered into for the lease
of land and the construction of a school chapel on this site but the
lessors objected to the type of building proposed and these plans
were abandoned.

The original School Chapel on fronting onto Avenue Road c1900. The mansard roof on
the adjacent buildings is also visible
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4.2.33 Fortunately for the church, shortly after this, Mr J. G. Baxter gifted the
current Park Road site to the church for the construction of the school
chapel. The original school chapel on Park Road opened in 1870, the
Reverend of the time was a Rev. S. Lees. Following the successful
construction of the school chapel, plans were soon made to erect a
permanent church on the site. The existing building was designed by
Elijah Hoole and the foundations were laid on 4th March 1871. When
these buildings were constructed Hamlet Mill was still standing.
Both the mill and the church would have been local landmarks
and, although very different in character, they would have made an
imposing pair in this relatively undeveloped landscape.
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4.2.34 The church and school were among the first significant buildings to
be constructed in this area for many years. The church is the oldest
surviving building in the Conservation Area and an important part of
its history.

Artists Impression of Park Road Methodist Church with Hamlet Mill in the background
in the early 1870s. The porch appears much smaller here. It may have been built
slightly later or this could be artistic license. When it was first built, the north elevation
of the church would have been exposed to the street.
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4.2.35 In 1902 the adjacent school building was demolished to make way for
a larger building (the present church hall) which was built in a similar
style to the original church. Sir Horace Brooks Marshall (later, Lord
Marshall), Sheriff of London and his guests came to Southend for the
stone laying ceremony of the new school building and enlargement
of the church. The premises were finally opened by Miss Agar on
5th February 1903 with Rev. Marshall Hartley as preacher. Rev
Hartley later became a missionary and in 1916 was made Secretary
for the Methodist Mission for the East. By 1926 Park Road Methodist
Church had become the head of the Southend and Leigh Methodist
circuit but unfortunately it ceased operating as a church in 1997 and
is now vacant, though survives relatively intact both internally and
externally.
Photo of Park Road Methodist Church and Church Hall in the early 20th century
showing the distinctive spire feature and original church railings.

4.2.36 One key change over time has been the loss of a tall slender spire
and weather vane which sat on top of the cupola like structure
and was in itself a striking feature but also formed an impressive
composition with the adjacent pinnacles. When it was built it became
known as ‘one of the greatest ornaments of Southend’ and its
architectural quality is mentioned in P. Benton’s ‘History of Rochford
Hundred’, and was complemented by John Betjeman the famous poet
and broadcaster. All that remains of the spire now is the base but this
still is considered to be a positive feature on the building.
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4.2.37 The church and church hall are both listed buildings. Their notable
historical associations, prominent corner position, materials and
design, form an important townscape feature and make a significant
contribution to the character of Milton Conservation Area. Although
both vacant at this time, the church survives relatively unaltered both
externally and internally. It is hoped that a suitable alternative use,
that respects its historic character can be found.
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Avenue Baptist Church
4.2.38 The Baptist faith has been practiced in Southend since 1823 and, like
the Methodists, they too struggled to find permanent premises in the
Borough, initially meeting in private houses and town halls. Their first
proper premises were a small chapel in East Street, Prittlewell, and a
tin tabernacle at the junction of Hamlet Road and Princes Street, but
by the end of the 19th century it was felt that the Southend Baptists
needed their own permanent residence. In 1900 a large plot of land
on the corner of Milton Road and Avenue Road was purchased.

Avenue Baptist Church. The original spire feature, boundary enclosure, gates and trees
on the frontage have now been lost. The adjacent church hall has now been replaced
with a modern extension.

4.2.39 Avenue Road Baptist Church was built on this site, designed by
London based architects F.E.Smee of Smee, Morris and Houchin and
in 1901 the congregation moved from the tabernacle into this building.
At the time it was the largest Baptist building in the Borough.
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4.2.40 The church was badly damaged when it was hit by a WWII bomb in
1943, the roof was blown off and stained glass windows smashed.
The spire may also have been lost at this time. However, by Easter
1944 the building was once again in operation although the windows
were bricked up and not repaired until 1949. It still operates as a
church today.
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4.2.41 The original church hall, which was also an imposing building of
similar style to the church has since been demolished, and a modern
replacement church hall was added to the building in 1993-4 by K
Cheeseman. Its design borrows the distinctive flint checker work
from the old building. A ground floor extension to the west end of the
church has also been made in recent years.
St Georges Presbyterian Church
4.2.42 St Georges Presbyterian Church, which once stood on the corner of
Park Road and Park Terrace, was demolished in 1983. It was built in
1897 and designed by Thomas Arnold. It was a typical late Victorian
red brick building with a tower on one corner and a church hall to the
rear. The site is now occupied by St George's House, a care home.
When the building was demolished a time capsule was found buried
beneath the original foundation stone dated 1897. It contained a letter
describing the origins of the church, a copy of ‘The Presbyterian’,
visiting cards from the clergymen and a copy of the minutes from the
Mission Committee of the Presbyterian Church in London approving a
grant towards the cost of the building. A new time capsule containing
both information about the church and the replacement building is
buried under the existing nursing home.

St Georges Presebytarian Church now demolished
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The History of Milton’s Businesses
4.2.43 Milton also contained a number of businesses
including small number of shops which were built
as part of the original estate development at the
southern end of Park Road. They were built to
serve the houses on the estates and one of the
two parades still remains today. At the beginning
of the 20th century, shortly after construction,
this parade included Arnold’s Greengrocers
(No.2), Mrs Dowsett’s sweet shop (No.4), ‘Louise’s’
a milliners (No.6), ‘Abbots’ a newsagents, sub
post office and library (No.8) and Mr Cullen’s
Grocers (No.12). No.10, unusually, was originally
a residential property. The caretaker of the
Methodist church opposite lived here until this
unit was also converted to a shop in 1968.23
Owing to pressures from larger shops in the
nearby town centre, the parade went into decline
and today all of the units have been converted to
residential use.

Park Road Shopping Parade
in its heyday. Note the bay
window of the residential
property at No.10. The smart
terrace of houses in Park Road
can been seen adjacent to the
shops.
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23

Park Road, 2019

Pearce, 2000, p.66 and photographic evidence
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4.2.46 Birt Acres, one of Britain’s first film pioneers also lived between
1906 and 1909 at St Vincent’s House, the former 36 St Vincent’s
Road (destroyed in WWII), and is understood to have lived at 19 Park
Crescent from 1915 until his death in 1918. Acres and Robert Paul, an
engineer, developed a cine camera with which they made the first
true British film production (an untitled production of one of their
friends walking in cricket whites). He also patented the ‘Birtac’, an
ingenious miniature camera and projector with which he hoped to
capture the home cine market. As he was more of a scientist than a
businessman he endured a couple of bankruptcies. At the height of
his fame he was, however, invited by the Prince of Wales to show his
moving pictures in 1896.

4.2.44 There was also originally another small parade of shops across the
road from these which included a barbers and a haberdashery. These
were demolished in 2002 and replaced by a block of flats. Milton
Road on the western boundary of the Conservation Area was also
a thriving shopping street at this time and together theses parades
served the everyday needs of the surrounding estates.
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Milton’s Notable Residents
4.2.45 When it was first built Milton was very fashionable and had many
prominent local business people residing there including the
Marchants, notable coal dealers who lived in Park Road, the Sopers,
who were distinguished drapers, and the most famous of all, the
Heddle Family who lived at 33 Park Road in 1916. William Heddle,
as well as being one of Southend’s premier drapers (a business that
survived until 1980), was also the Supreme Bishop of The Peculiar
People religious sect from 1901 until 1942. He lived to be over 100
despite his strict adherence to the peculiar people’s principles not to
receive medical care including prescriptions or operations and never
to eat a cooked meal on a Sunday.
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4.3

4.3.1

Cartographic Evidence
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Chapmans and André's 1777 Map of Essex (Map
C) clearly shows the locations of both Milton Hall
and Hamlet Mill, and also shows that there were
only a few other buildings in the Milton area at
this time, which were most likely associated with
agriculture. The route from the mill to Milton Hall,
originally known as Mill Lane, still survives today
as Avenue Road. Other routes connect Milton
with the main settlement at Prittlewell to the
north, with the neighbouring manors at Leigh to
the west and Southchurch to the east, and with
the principal route to London. Milton’s position on
the cliffs is also evident on this map.

N

Map C: Chapman and André's map of 1777
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4.3.2
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4.3.3

The 1874 Ordnance Survey (OS) map (Map D)
shows the estate in its early development. Milton
Hall, by this time converted to Milton Hall School
is labelled Southend College, and Hamlet
Windmill is still evident. In the centre of the area,
above the distinctive curved road pattern of
Park Crescent is Southend Park with the ‘lake’
in the south-west corner. Strangely the name of
the park is not identified on the map despite it
being a popular local attraction at this time. The
only other notable building in the area is the
newly built Wesleyan Methodist Chapel at the
junction of Park Road and Avenue Road. This is
the current building although the adjacent hall
was not constructed until 1902 and is therefore
not shown. Only five houses in Park Road and
two in Avenue Road were built, although other
building plots and street patterns were beginning
to appear. The trees along Avenue Road are also
a strong feature highlighting the fact that it was
already an established road at this time. The
railway, constructed in the 1850s, can be seen to
the south of the Conservation Area.

N

Map D: 1874 1:2,500 OS map. © Crown Copyright 2019. All Rights Reserved. Licence number 100019680

It is also worth noting the presence of Southend
Water Works in the south-west corner of this area.
This use continued here for many years and can
be seen on the subsequent maps.
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The 1897 OS map (Map E) shows a rapid change in the area. Hamlet
Mill no longer survives and Milton Hall has been subsumed into the
development of Nazareth House (it was eventually demolished in
1900). Many more houses were built by this time including some
on the site of Southend Park which closed in the early 1880s. As
with many other residential areas in the Borough, small numbers of
plots were developed by speculative builders and this piecemeal
development is particularly evident on this map. It is also interesting
to note that none of the streets were completed by this time although
most were well on their way. Park Terrace south side is the only
section of road with no buildings.

4.3.5

The variation in plot widths, and therefore status, of the houses is
very evident on this map. The larger, grander houses on St. Vincent’s
Road and on Park Road (west side) and in some places on Avenue
Road are in generous plots whilst the more modest houses are tightly
packed together on very narrow plots. There would have been a
number of coach houses serving these larger properties, three of
which still survive today and are shown on this map (one to the rear
of 14-16 St Vincent’s Road, one to the rear of 62 Avenue Road, and
a larger one in Park Lane to the rear of 40-42 Park Road). A few
other outbuildings can also be seen and these may too have been
smaller coach houses or stables. It is also noted that, at this time,
Park Lane included no domestic properties and is likely to have been
constructed as access to the rear of properties. The largest house in
the area, Barons Court (since demolished and now the site of Barons
Court Primary School), can be seen on a significant plot in the centre
of the area facing onto Avenue Road.
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4.3.4
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Map E: 1897 1:2,500 OS map. © Crown Copyright 2019. All Rights Reserved. Licence number 100019680
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By 1922 the area was virtually complete, as
seen on the 1922 OS Map (Map F). Only three
infill sites are evident in the Conservation Area,
one in Park Road, one in Avenue Road and one
in Park Terrace. Other new buildings shown on
this map include the Presbyterian Church, which
was the largest of the three churches in the area
(demolished around 1987), and a large plant
nursery with extensive greenhouses to the south
of Park Terrace. This area is now a large garage
court.

4.3.7

As well as the extent of growth in the
Conservation Area this map also shows that the
area to the west is also much more developed,
which illustrates Southend’s rapid expansion in
this period.
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4.3.6

N

Map F: 1922 1:2,500 OS map. © Crown Copyright 2019. All Rights Reserved. Licence number 100019680
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The 1939 OS map (Map G) shows the area
almost as it is today. It is recorded in the Essex
Records Office that in 1943 a bomb exploded in
St Vincent’s Road near No.36, which may explain
the difference in building pattern at its western
end. The current buildings along the north side of
St Vincent’s Road date from 1949 so are likely to
be rebuilds from possible bomb damage.

4.3.9

Modern OS maps show that there has been
little change to the area since the post-War
period, with exceptions being the newly built
Baron’s Court Primary School, St George's House
Care Home, the Parkgate development and
the new block of flats opposite the Methodist
Church. Aside from these new additions, the
area has retained virtually the same layout
and plot allocations with no large or significant
redevelopment taking place.
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4.3.8

N

Map G: 1939 1:2,500 OS map. © Crown Copyright 2019. All Rights Reserved. Licence number 100019680
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Map H: Building Ages
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Character Analysis
5.0.1

5.1

Milton is situated at the cliff top between the important historic
centres of Leigh and Southchurch. It was once a traditional farming
area and also a fishing port and embarkation point for vessels
travelling along the Thames Estuary. All of these factors have played
a role in the development of Milton, from the variation in plot and
house styles and sizes to the dominating presence of the area’s
ecclesiastical buildings.

Architecture

Street Pattern
5.1.1
Unlike other Victorian and Edwardian areas in the Borough, the street
layout in Milton Conservation Area is not a uniform grid pattern made
up of straight roads crossing at right angles. Whilst there are some
north-south and east-west aligned routes, the area is bisected by
the curve of Avenue Road sweeping through the centre. Formerly
Mill Lane, this road was a historic route leading from Hamlet Mill to
Milton Hall and dates back hundreds of years. The route appears on
Chapman and André's map of 1777 and the OS map of 1874 shows it to
be densely lined with well-established trees. A semblance of this can
still be seen today.
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5.0.2 The Conservation Area is unique in many ways, largely owing to its
layout, plan and varied architectural styles. The current layout of
Milton reflects its historic development, when a curved track or road
led from Milton Hall to Hamlet Mill, via Mill Lane, this road eventually
becoming Avenue Road. Many of the east-west aligned streets follow
the lines of the old field boundaries, and it is the piecemeal selling off
and development of farmland into residential areas that has led to its
unusual and unstructured appearance and character.

Tree lined Avenue Road
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Character Analysis
The other irregularity in the street pattern is the winding layout of
Park Crescent. This is not as early in date as Avenue Road, although it
does appear on the 1874 OS map as a trackway cutting across a large
field. It was the meadow to the north of this that was transformed into
Southend Park and which was eventually sold off for housing slightly
later than the surrounding area. This boundary therefore survived
whilst the development of the area was being planned and this may
also explain why there is only development on the southern side of
the street.

5.1.3

The other historic route in the Conservation Area is Milton Road
which runs on a straight north-south route on the western edge of
the Conservation Area. This again appears as a main route on both
Chapman and André's map of 1777 and the 1874 OS map and was the
main route to Prittlewell.
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5.1.2

5.1.4

Park Crescent, a wide tree lined road and sweeping alignment

The remaining roads in the area are later and of a straighter
alignment. They were constructed when the houses were being built
in the late-19th and early-20th centuries but looking at the OS map
of 1874 it can be seen that these too have historical associations as
they seem follow the old field boundaries and farm tracks. This is
unusual for a housing area in Southend. Whilst some of the Borough’s
main roads follow ancient routes, most of the Victorian and Edwardian
housing development was built on a strict grid pattern. This unique
street pattern is an important part of the character of the Conservation
Area and one which distinguishes it from other parts of the Borough.
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Character Analysis
the choice of plot sizes and house types was just the decision of the
individual landowners, builders and architects operating at the time.

Plot Pattern
5.1.5 The building pattern or the ‘urban grain’ of the Conservation Area
also has more variation than is seen in Borough’s other Victorian and
Edwardian areas. Whilst there are pockets of consistent plot and
building sizes within each street or area, the overall building layout
is mixed and lacks the uniformity usually associated with this era of
development.
5.1.6
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5.1.7

The Age of Buildings map (Map G), shows that there is little
correlation between the age and size of the buildings within the
Conservation Area, with a mix of sizes evident from the earliest
development. Short runs (up to 20 properties) of smaller plots and
houses can be found in a number of streets, with only Avenue
Terrace and a small section of Avenue Road showing consistent runs
of smaller plots on both sides of the street. The larger more affluent
houses can be found in the centre of the area, on the Southend Park
site, St Vincent’s Road and to some extent on the other roads but of
these areas only St Vincent’s Road has a more uniform grain along its
whole length. In other areas these larger properties are interspersed
with semi-detached houses and short terraces giving the area a real
assortment of sizes and status of houses.
When this area was first completed it would have been a mixed
community of varied social standings. This contrasts with some of
the Borough’s other conservation areas which are very uniform in
their house sizes, for example Leigh Cliff Conservation Area, or the
divisions between the classes and house types was deliberately
planned, for example Clifftown Conservation Area. There was clearly
no grand plan for the development of Milton. It is most likely that

5.1.8

Typically, the size of front gardens accords with the size of the house,
with smaller houses having smaller front gardens and larger detached
or semi-detached houses having relatively generous front garden
plots. There are several incidences of front gardens being converted
to driveways, particularly in front of the smaller houses.

5.1.9

The only larger plots are the churches, plus Abbeyfields Care House
(St. George’s House) on the former location of a church, and the
primary school, on the former location of a large house with generous
garden plot.

Generous front garden to a house on Avenue Road
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Character Analysis
5.1.12 Whilst most of the architectural styles seen in Milton can be found
elsewhere in different parts of the Borough, the area covered by
Milton Conservation Area stands out from the rest in that it embodies
within a small area, an important cross-section of Southend's typical
architecture at the time of its most rapid growth within the midVictorian, late-Victorian and Edwardian periods. This has helped to
give the area its attractive and unique character.

Age of Buildings and Architecture
5.1.10 Park Road Methodist Church, built in 1871, is one of the oldest
buildings the area. The Ordnance Survey Map of 1874 (Map D)
shows that only five other houses were built at this time. After this
date there was a rapid period of growth and most of the buildings in
the Conservation Area were constructed in the next 50 years. This
corresponds with Southend’s most significant expansion spanning the
Victorian and Edwardian eras.
5.1.11
655

Although early estate developments in Southend were generally
uniform in character, having a common style and size of building
throughout a particular area, the Park and the Vincent Estates in
Milton Conservation Area contain a range of architectural styles.
This illustrates the important transition in Southend from formal
mid-Victorian buildings and streets to the freer late-Victorian and
Edwardian architecture, from small terraces to large semi-detached
houses with gardens, and from yellow London stock brick and slate to
red brick and clay tiles as the predominant local building materials.
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Character Analysis
Speculative Building
5.1.13

656

Although the Park and Vincent Estates were sold initially to single
landowners, they were not developed by them. They were built
before the time of the large house builders and, once the landowners
had purchased the land and set out the streets, the land was divided
up into small plots and sold on to local speculative builders. This
method of estate development was common across the country
at this time and in Milton it is evident in the eclectic mix of house
designs found here. Limited funds meant that local builders could
only afford to buy a small number of plots at any one time and so
the streets were built in a piecemeal fashion (usually between one
and six houses at a time). In some roads in the Conservation Area the
variation in houses designs is very clear but even in the streets where
there seems to be a more consistent character, subtle differences in
style and detailing can be seen. Adjacent plots were not necessarily
completed at the same time. The variety created by the speculative
development of the area is a key characteristic of the Conservation
Area. Historic maps illustrate how the area was developed in small
parcels. The differences between the houses are looked at more
closely in Appendix B Building by Building Description.

An example of the varying styles of architecture within an area of Avenue Road
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Character Analysis
Mid-Victorian Period

Late-Victorian Period

5.1.14

5.1.15 Late-Victorian properties in Milton, generally built between 1870 and
1890, are also mainly yellow stock brick, although some have red brick
detailing and the roofs are traditionally slate, often with patterned ridge
tiles. Either sliding sash or casement windows are evident in buildings
of this period, many with heavy looking surrounds. Two-storey bay
windows with gable tops and restrained decorative details were also
a common feature in late-Victorian houses in this area. Although the
forms of the buildings from this era are generally similar, there is wide
variation in their decoration, including some with Italianate and Gothic
influences. Early examples of cavity wall construction are also evident
in some properties in the Conservation Area.

Milton’s mid-Victorian properties, built between 1860 and 1870, are
generally characterised by yellow stock brick frontages and slate
roofs. Most have bays of either one or two storeys and traditional
timber sliding sash windows. Various architectural details such as
curved window heads, arched porches and decorative window and
door surrounds are also evident on many of these buildings. There
are relatively few mid-Victorian properties in Milton Conservation
Area, which are more common in the Clifftown Conservation Area
which was developed slightly earlier than Milton.
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Example of Mid-Victorian house on Avenue Road

Late Victorian terraces dating to 1874 along Avenue Road
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Character Analysis
Edwardian Period

Arts and Crafts Development

5.1.16 The Edwardian style properties, generally built between 1890 and 1920,
are distinctly different than the earlier styles and are predominantly red
brick, occasionally with yellow stock brick flanks, with one or two-storey
bays with prominent timbered gables or Dutch gables. The roofs of these
properties are usually clay tiles and some properties have distinctive
corner turrets. Windows are again either timber sliding sash or casement,
usually with heavy surrounds and simple detailing.

5.1.18 A few properties in the Conservation Area exhibit Arts and Crafts
styling such as tile hanging, large eaves, decorative brick arches and
metal casement windows. These would have been built a number of
years later than the Victorian and Edwardian properties (most likely
between 1920 and 1950). These are dotted throughout out the area
and can be found in St Vincent’s Road, Park Crescent, Avenue Road
and Milton Road. These would have been the last remaining infill sites
or, in the case of St Vincent’s Road, where bomb damage had caused
the original houses to be demolished.

5.1.17
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In general, the houses from the Victorian and Edwardian periods in
the Conservation Area are good examples of these eras and are
relatively well preserved. It is these buildings that principally define
the architectural quality of the Conservation Area.

Turret on an Edwardian building on St Vincent's Road

Arts and Crafts housing along St Vincent’s Road
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Recent Development in the Conservation Area
5.1.19 There have been a few recent developments in the area of both
traditional and modern design, some integrating more successfully
than others into the streetscene. Parkgate and Nos.1-3 Park Road
are traditional in their styling and seek to replicate the surrounding
historic character. Others such as Abbeyfields (St. George’s House) is
a relatively plain building, though does not impact negatively on the
Conservation Area. St Vincent’s Mews is another example of modern
design in the Conservation Area.
659

5.1.20 The other significant new build is Barons Court Primary School, which
was first built 1968 and has been extended many times. It is a modern
designed building set back from street and hidden behind mature
trees that front onto Avenue Road.

St Vincent's Mews is an example of modern design within the Conservation Area
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660

Scale and Massing
5.1.21 Although there is some variation in plot width and size of dwelling,
the heights across the Conservation Area are fairly consistent.
Almost all properties are two storeys with a pitched roof, some
with accommodation in the roof space. This gives the area a very
domestic and suburban character. There is only one bungalow in
the area, at the southern end of Park Road which, although still an
older attractive property and rather an anomaly in the streetscene,
still makes a positive addition to local character. The other anomaly
is a pair of houses adjacent to the Methodist church hall which have
larger second floors contained in a mansard roof. Records show that
these were built as three storey houses in 1882, although they were
altered in 1959. Their current roof form, however, can be seen on a
historic photo of the church which dates from the early-20th century.
Although they have larger roof forms than the adjacent terrace, the
height of these properties is not significantly different from the other
houses in the Conservation Area.

5.1.22 The massing and scale of the churches within the Conservation
Area is, as one would expect, on a much grander scale than their
surrounding buildings, befitting their status as local landmarks.
5.1.23 Vertical emphasis is characteristic throughout the different building
styles in the Conservation Area. This is evident in features such
as bay windows and corner turrets and in the window designs
themselves, most being tall double hung sash or casements. Bay
windows of varying types are a common feature across the eras. In
many cases they are double height emphasising their verticality but
where they only appear at ground floor they are often topped with
a pair of flat windows which helps to maintain the proportions of the
bay at first floor. Where unsympathetic alterations have occurred,
such as bays removed or picture windows installed, they stand out as
being particularly alien.

Architectural detailing focuses on strong vertical emphasis across the Conservation Area
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Character Analysis
Details and Materials
5.1.24 A high quality of detailing and craftsmanship is evident across all
ages of property and this is integral to the quality of the historic
architecture in this area. Many of the properties in the area retain
these important historic features and this is one of the reasons that
the area has been singled out to be a Conservation Area. Where
these features are missing or deteriorating the Council will be seeking
to encourage repair and reinstatement wherever possible.

Door and Window Surrounds
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5.1.25 Detailing to the window surrounds and lintels and to the open
porches are principal architectural features on many buildings. Many
porches have decorative keystones or ‘heads’ which makes them
particularly distinctive and sets them apart from the simpler designs
elsewhere in the Borough. Italianate style windows (round headed
windows often found in pairs) are also common in the Conservation
Area and typically found above a ground floor bay. Other Italianate
features such as corbelling (bracketing) under the eaves can also be
seen on some properties. Elements of other styles such as Gothic
(including chamfered bays with slim columns with foliage capitals and
steep pitched porches) and Classical (bays with simpler detailing and
parapet tops) can also be found in a number of properties in the area.
The variation in detailing is likely to be a reflection of the fashions of
the day.
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5.1.26 A significant number of properties in the Conservation Area
have even more decorative features including turrets and Dutch
gables. These are not found in such concentration in other parts
of the Borough and this is another reason why this area has been
designated a Conservation Area.

Dutch Gables and Turrets
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Character Analysis
Walls
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5.1.27 Although the range of architectural styles across the Conservation
Area has resulted in the use of different materials, as was the fashion
of the time, the palette is fairly limited. The bricks are generally
yellow London stock bricks (a dark yellow with black flecks which
comes from ash mixed with the clay during firing) or soft red/orange
bricks. A number of properties exhibit both types using a secondary
colour either as a decoration or on the flanks or the rear. The later
Arts and Craft Style properties tend to use a slightly darker red brick
but these are few in number. Unfortunately, the brickwork on some
properties in the Conservation Area has been concealed with paint or
render. Some boundary walls use burnt brick in random courses with
scalloped tops to the wall. Another exception is Park Road Methodist
Church, which is in Kentish Ragstone.
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5.1.28 Roofs are either natural slate on the older properties or red clay tile
on the slightly later ones. Both materials weather well and provide
attractive textured covering to the buildings. Decorative terracotta
ridge tiles and finials are common adornments and help to distinguish
the buildings' quality from the surrounding area. These should be
retained when essential repairs are undertaken. A number of roofs
have been replaced with concrete tiles which is regrettable and
harms the historic character of the area.
Roofs
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Character Analysis
Windows
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5.1.29 Timber windows are common to all residential properties in the
Conservation Area built before 1940, although again there were
variations in design depending on when they were built and by
whom. The houses from this period either tend to have timber sashes
or timber casement windows but on a few properties, particularly on
St Vincent’s Road, both styles are evident and appear to be original.
The windows generally are particularly important to the character
of the Conservation Area and the retention of original windows and
reinstatement where they have been lost remains a top priority.
Some timber sashes dating to the early-20th century were painted
in dark colours, not white as many are today. This was the fashion in
the late-19th century where browns and greens and even graining
effects were common. White joinery became more popular later
but this tradition is still alive in a number of properties in Milton
Conservation Area where the preferred colour seems to be black.
This is particularly noticeable in the lower section of Park Road. There
are a small number of houses with original metal-framed casement
windows, such as Albert House on Milton Road.
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5.1.30 Most windows are clear glazing, although decorative stained and
leaded glass is evident on some streets and where it occurs original
stained glass is an important and attractive architectural detail. The
original glass can be seen in many properties where original windows
survive and can be identified by its imperfections arising from the
historic manufacturing process and is unlike the machine-made
glazing used in modern windows.
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5.1.31 The bay windows, seen on most properties in some form, are either
painted reconstituted stone or moulded stucco (usually white) or brick
with heavy reconstituted stone detailing. In a number of places in the
Conservation Area the repetitive nature of these and their consistent
colouring are more dominant than the range of the materials used on
the façades or the variation in detailing.
5.1.32 Open porches are a common feature in many properties and, like the
bay windows, the majority of these would have been reconstituted
stone or moulded stucco. Most have heavy and often decorative
surrounds but some of the later properties have simple mono-pitched
tiled porches with decorative timber brackets. Both are key features
of the Conservation Area and should not be enclosed. Often the
house name is carved into the stonework above the doorway or on
small plaques at first floor level. Original doors would have been
panelled timber, some with stained glass in the upper panels. Where
these survive, they make a positive contribution to the character of
the building. Timber boarding to the gables, including fascia boards
and original iron rainwater goods, are also important to the building's
historic integrity and character.
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Character Analysis
Doors
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Character Analysis
5.2.1

5.2.3 Uses other than residential are dying out within the Conservation
Area, with the shopping parade at the south end of Park Road now
entirely residential, the last retail unit having been turned into a
house. Park Road church is also vacant. Conversions of these vacant
buildings could potentially have a significant impact on the historic
character and need to be well considered and well detailed.

The Conservation Area is primarily a residential area comprised of
two storey houses, a number of which have been converted into flats
and residential care homes. Within a relatively small area there are
also two churches, a school and a hotel. The use of buildings can be
seen on the Building Uses plan (Map I).
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5.2.2 This map shows that a significant number of properties have been
converted to flats. These are spread across the area but include a
large number of smaller properties at the southern end of Avenue
Road. It is here where the conversions of the buildings have had the
most detrimental impact on the streetscene. Many frontages have
been entirely given over to parking.

Park Road shopping parade, now residential with some units in need of repair and
renovation.

Flat conversion along Avenue Road with multiple car driveway.
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5.3

5.3.1

Townscape

Townscape features are shown on Map J at the end of this section.

Landmarks and Key Views
5.3.2 The oldest church, Park Road Methodist Church is the principal
landmark for the Conservation Area and is particularly prominent on
the approach from the south across the railway from the Clifftown
Conservation Area. The Church and the adjacent Church Hall form
an important group in the streetscene. They are tightly abutted to
the houses in Avenue Road maintaining a continuous frontage of
buildings which is representative of the character in this part of the
Conservation Area.
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5.3.3

Some of the most important views within the Conservation Area
include this building. It is important in other views, such as from
the south along with the church hall, which forms the backdrop to
the sweeping curve in the road, and can be seen as the part of the
terminating view when coming down Park Road from north to south.

Park Road Methodist Church marks the southern gateway to the Conservation Area
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Character Analysis
5.3.4

The church can also be glimpsed through the trees when travelling
east along St Vincent’s Road, becoming more prominent as the
viewer gets closer to the junction.

5.3.5 It is for these reasons that the church is one of the principal
landmarks in Milton Conservation Area, with both long and short
views of it being key to the specific historic character of the area.
The sensitive renovation of this building and the adjacent church hall
is a key priority for the future preservation and enhancement of the
Conservation Area.
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5.3.6 The other landmark building in the Conservation Area is Avenue
Baptist Church but in townscape terms this building is not in such
a prominent position as Park Road Methodist Church, which is
located on a key bend. Positioned halfway down a straight road and
obscured by trees on the south side, views of the Baptist Church are
only evident when you are in close proximity to it. Its significant scale
and bright red brick with distinctive flint chequer board make it a very
striking building.

Avenue Baptist Church viewed from Milton Road
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Public Open Space
5.3.7 Milton Road Gardens and Tennis Courts, on the site of the former
water works, are the only areas of public open space remaining within
the Milton Conservation Area. The gardens are well enclosed with
few views to or from the public highway. It is bounded by a strong
hedgerow on the west side to Milton Road and on the north side to
St Vincent’s Road, with a line of mature trees and shrubs providing
screening along the railway line to the south and by a line of trees
and residential dwelling to the east. Although an attractive and
useable green space, the gardens do not have a prominent position
in the Conservation Area so the contribution from greenery largely
comes from private trees and gardens, as well as mature trees lining
the streets.

Trees
5.3.8 Many roads in the Conservation Area are lined on both sides with
mature trees and, even when not in full leaf, they are a defining
characteristic. In some places the trees are so large that they create
a tunnel that provides additional enclosure, shade and intrigue to the
streetscene.
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5.3.9 The trees provide an attractive setting for the buildings and are an
integral part of the character along each street. In St Vincent’s Road,
a well-spaced run of large street trees (predominantly London Plane)
complement the grand Victorian and Edwardian properties giving the
street a spacious and leafy character. At the junction of St Vincent’s
Road and Avenue Road the canopy created by the street trees is
complemented by a number of prominent sycamore trees within the
front and rear garden of Aarandale Lodge (Nos.2-4 St Vincent’s Road).
These are covered by a Tree Preservation Order (TPO 2/2009).

Entrance into Milton Gardens

Mature tree cover on the corner of St Vincent’s Road
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5.3.13 Trees on the frontage of Barons Court School, including a protected
maple tree (TPO 3/1992), play an important role in maintaining the
enclosure of the street at this point where the school buildings
themselves are set well back into the site. After this point on Avenue
Road the trees are much smaller and the openness of the street,
created by deeper front gardens, is much more apparent. Tree
planting in this area would also be welcomed.

5.3.10 There are also parts of Park Road where mature trees are an
important townscape feature and once again the contribution of
private trees to the streetscene is significant, especially as street
trees here are more scarce. A cluster of private trees in the front
gardens of properties on the west side of the street are particularly
important and these too are protected (TPO 8/87).
5.3.11 At the southern end of Park Road, the lack of mature greenery is very
noticeable, particularly in the area surrounding Park Road Methodist
Church. This is a key landmark in the Conservation Area but the
only landscaping here is one very small new street tree outside the
shopping parade, two recently planted trees outside the church
and one with associated ground cover planting in the traffic island.
The impact of these trees will increase over time but this area would
significantly benefit from further planting including front gardens. The
frontage of the church also has the potential to make a significant
contribution and it is hoped that this will form part of a renovation of
the church and church hall in due course.
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5.3.14 Elsewhere within the Conservation Area the east-west streets of
Avenue Terrace, Park Crescent and Park Terrace are also lined with
some mature street trees, largely London Planes. In these streets,
however, the tighter building layout and smaller frontages mean that
private trees are uncommon although planted front gardens still make
a positive contribution to the streetscenes.

5.3.12 At the south end of Avenue Road there is very little greenery,
aside from the TPOs at Nos.2-4 St Vincent’s Road, and regrettably
a significant number of the front gardens have been lost to hard
surfacing, giving it a harsher appearance than other parts within the
Conservation Area. Avenue Road benefits from a concentration of
private trees in gardens bounding Park Crescent and Avenue Terrace
and here again key trees are protected by preservation orders; an
oak to the front of Cecil Jones House 50 Avenue Road (TPO 10/1990);
a maple to the front garden of 39 Avenue Road (TPO 4/1994); and a
sycamore tree in the rear garden of 43 Avenue Road (TPO 2/1993).

Sycamore trees at the junction of St Vincent’s Road and Avenue Road
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5.3.16 Where front gardens have been entirely hard landscaped the
negative impact on the Conservation Area is severe. The Council will
seek to preserve the existing landscaped gardens and promote their
reinstatement where they have been lost. Milton’s larger frontages
may be able to accommodate both a parking space and a significant
area for planting areas and therefore still make a positive contribution
to the streetscene, but this is not possible with smaller frontages
and proposed new parking areas in these cases will be resisted.
Milton Article 4 Direction requires householders to apply for planning
permission for the installation of new hardstandings and each
application will be assessed on its merits.

Gardens and Boundary Treatments
5.3.15 Where present, attractive landscaped front gardens and smaller
trees make a positive addition to the streetscene in all parts of the
Conservation Area and provide an attractive setting for the individual
buildings. It is evident that in some areas of the Conservation Area
this key feature of local character has been significantly eroded
owing to the provision of hardstandings to provide off road parking,
many of which were constructed before the Conservation Area was
designated.
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Example of a well integrated driveway within a garden

Example of a boundary wall retained with pedestrian gate and a vehicular gate added
to allow sensitive parking
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5.3.18 Historic boundary treatments were typically low brick walls with taller
piers, topped with decorative metal railings. Some of these walls still
survive, including a run at the south end of Avenue Road, though
these are usually now rendered and painted, with the metal railings
lost, quite possibly during War time. There is now quite a variety of
boundary treatments, such as low brick (in variety of shades and
coursing methods) or rendered walls, stone walls, hedges, railings,
occasional timber picket fences. On some low walls, modern railings
have been reinstated. There are attractive metal gates to the entrance
of Milton Gardens, which also features pleasant mosaic panels to the
gate piers. In several places the boundary treatment has been lost
entirely to convert the front garden into parking (see Section 6.3.426.3.50 for more details). The green fencing to the school site is rather
unappealing, as is the wire mesh fence to the tennis courts in Milton
Gardens.

5.3.17 It is not only front gardens that are important, back gardens also
play their part in the character of the Conservation Area. As well as
making a valuable contribution to the greening of the environment,
they are important in maintaining the historic grain of the area. At
junctions they provide a crucial buffer between the streets, which
often have very different characteristics, and in some places, such as
Park Crescent, they define the boundary to the former Southend Park
maintaining the sense of openness that once existed in this location.
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5.3.19 There are a few examples of original or modern polychrome ceramic
tiled pathways leading up to the front doors, which are positive
features within the streetscapes.

Attractive front garden of Albert House
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Boundary Treatments
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Pathways
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5.4

Public Realm

5.4.2

Traffic calming measures installed a number of years ago within the
Milton Conservation Area are still in evidence along the roads. They
were installed with the intention of reducing the use of many of the
side roads as cut throughs and to reduce traffic speed, especially
around the school. Whilst the objectives of the scheme may have
been achieved, the visual impact on the Conservation Area is
unsympathetic. While some elements are of better quality than usual,
such as the red tarmac pavements and red brick speed bumps, the
additional signage and other street furniture, such as bollards, have
added to the visual clutter and the build outs have altered the historic
street alignment. While the need for some form of traffic calming
in this area is recognised, a scheme more sensitive to the historic
environment would make a significant improvement to the character
of the Conservation Area.

Roads
5.4.1 Road surfaces are all grey tarmac, which is patchy in places and
uses standard road markings, with no thinner yellow lines which are
permitted within Conservation Areas.
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Good quality red tarmac pavement but multiple signs and bollards, along with wide
yellow lines
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Pavements
5.4.3 The pavements in the Conservation Area are a mixture of modern
concrete paving slabs, laid a number of years ago, and asphalt
which is red in places. Where paving slabs exist, they generally
make a positive contribution to the character of the Conservation
Area (though some are cracked) and consideration could be given
to upgrading the asphalt to paving slabs in the future. Many of the
original granite kerbs still remain and some glazed brick drainage
channels are visible in the streets and these serve as a reminder
of the original estate development and should be retained. There
are also areas of brick effect paving to traffic islands, which make
something of a contribution, though there are areas of damage which
detract from their appearance.

Red asphalt pavement, glazed brick drainage channel and granite kerb

Paving slabs
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Street Furniture
5.4.4 Some historic cast iron lamp
columns have survived
and, whilst these are not as
easy to maintain as modern
ones, do make a valuable
contribution to the historic
environment and should
be preserved for as long
as possible. The only other
items of street furniture of
note are the traditional post
box outside the shopping
parade at the southern end
of Park Road and the post
and ceramic road signs,
some of which are located
on the sides of buildings or
boundary walls.

Some examples of Milton’s historic street furniture
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Modern but sympathetic street sign

Character Analysis
Road markings, signage and bollards associated with parking
restrictions, the traffic calming, school safety and the one-way system
are also dominant in the streetscene. An audit of street furniture and
signage would be helpful identifying which are really necessary for
public safety and rationalising these items.

5.4.6

Other modern street furniture adds little to the historic character
of the area and should be minimised. The proliferation of bollards
of various styles is particularly dominant and the wooden planters
on the build outs are unsympathetic in design and appear as an
afterthought to the traffic calming scheme. There is a brick planting
bed with a central tree on the island at the junction of St Vincent’s
Road and Avenue Road. However, it is overshadowed by the bollards
and road markings. In places the telegraph poles and overhead
cables are also very dominant in the streetscene, especially where
they are located at key junctions and grouped with other signage.
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5.4.5

5.4.7

Street furniture associated with Barons Court Infant School has been
coloured green in line with similar furniture at other schools in the
Borough. Whilst the style is not compatible with the historic character
of the area it has been limited to a short section of guard rail and a
few bollards. What is more dominant in the streetscene is the green
mesh fence to the long frontage of the school which is very much out
of character. Higher quality railings would be more in keeping in this
instance.
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Character Analysis
5.5

5.5.1

Setting

5.5.2 The western extent of Milton Conservation Area is set against
a backdrop of St Bernard’s High School, with three storey brick
buildings of a variety of ages including a new warehouse style
extension to the school, and the T.S. Implacable sea cadets unit, a
well-placed reminder of the area’s strong links to the Estuary and
the sea, though a somewhat industrial style site. Directly opposite
Avenue Road Baptist Church is another church, Our Lady Help of
Christians and St. Helen’s and its associated rectory, both attractive
buildings which contribute to the setting of the Conservation Area.

Milton Conservation Area is bounded to the east by the north-south
aligned Park Road that runs the entire length of the eastern boundary.
Milton is located between two key transport routes: the railway
line to the south, its tree lined track providing a green belt lining
the southern boundary of the Conservation Area, and the London
Road (A13) to the north. To the south of the railway, lies Shorefields
Conservation Area, featuring late-Victorian architecture that overlooks
the Cliffs and Estuary.
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5.5.3 The Conservation Area is situated within the continuous urban and
suburban conurbation which extends east to Southend and Shoebury,
and west to Westcliff, Chalkwell and Leigh.

New warehouse style extension to St. Bernard's High School being built opposite
Avenue Baptist Church

Our Lady Help of Christians and St Helen’s Catholic Church along Milton Road,
opposite the west entrance to the Conservation Area
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6.1

6.1.1

Introduction

685

This section highlights issues and threats
within the Milton Conservation Area, as
well as opportunities to enhance its special
historic and architectural interest. It begins
with a Conservation Vision, summarising the
aims for the future of the Conservation Area.
Issues and opportunities are described, and
recommendations provided for the reduction or
removal of threats to the Area’s special interest.
The section concludes with guidance on how
to go about the sensitive repair and alteration
of materials, details and features characteristic
of the Conservation Area. Alterations, repairs or
new development should follow this guidance to
help preserve the special interest of individual
properties and the Conservation Area.

6.2

6.2.1

Conservation Vision

The historic character and special interest of the Milton Conservation Area will
be conserved and enhanced, making it an appealing place for people to live,
containing good quality housing. Its varied architectural styles and green, leafy
tree lined streets will be preserved.

6.2.2 The buildings will be in good condition, with inappropriate alterations reversed, and
traditional materials and details used for features such as walls, windows, roofs
and doors.
6.2.3 The area will remain predominantly residential with a small number of
complimentary uses such as places of worship, hotels and care homes. The loss
of individual commercial units, such as along Milton Road and Park Parade is
regrettable.
6.2.4 New development will be of a scale and form, with materials and details which
reflect the characteristics of the Conservation Area. Redeveloped buildings within
the setting of the Conservation Area will also be designed appropriately for its
special interest.
6.2.5 Street furniture will be reduced to a minimum and will be of high-quality design in a
co-ordinated scheme.
6.2.6 Reinstatement of front gardens and original boundaries will be encouraged.
Where there are front gardens or forecourts, these will be attractively planted or
landscaped with (where appropriate) off street parking sympathetically designed.
6.2.7 Key views through, out of and into the Conservation Area will be retained and
enhanced.
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6.3

Issues, Opportunities and Recommendations

6.3.4

Condition and Vacancy
6.3.1

686

The location, setting and varying styles of buildings provides high
amenity value for residents and property owners in the Conservation
Area. There is generally a good level of building maintenance in
Milton. A few minor areas of maintenance and repair are required to
buildings and their repair will be encouraged as opportunities arise.
For example, the decorative condition of buildings on the former row
of shops at the south end of Park Road is poor and a small number
of buildings throughout the rest of the Conservation Area would
benefit from repainting. Painted boundary walls are fairly frequently
also in poor decorative condition and repainting would benefit the
appearance of the area.

Recommendations
6.3.5 Keeping buildings and boundary walls in good condition will ensure
the area is an attractive and desirable place to live and work.
6.3.6 Undertaking regular maintenance and checks to prevent problems
from occurring and to protect original features. This will also ensure
small problems do not become bigger, more costly issues to fix.
6.3.7

6.3.2 The condition of the surfacing of some streets and private driveways
is poor in some instances, through a lack of appropriate maintenance
and/or renewal. On pavements there are frequent incidences of the
surfacing being damaged by tree root growth.
6.3.3

Vacancy can lead to issues with condition as without regular
inspections of the building small problems go unnoticed and can turn
into larger issues. Vacant buildings can also be a target of vandalism.
Finding a new appropriate use for this building which does not harm
its special character and encouraging restoration and regeneration
will be a significant enhancement for the building itself and for the
Conservation Area.

Maintain or resurface damaged street surfaces with appropriate
materials.

6.3.8 Encourage and support appropriate regeneration opportunities for
the Park Road Methodist Church and Church Hall.

The Park Road Methodist Church and church hall are currently
vacant, and have had boarded up windows and scaffolding up
on the southern elevation for some time, which detracts from the
appearance of the building and has a negative impact upon entering
the Conservation Area at its south-eastern gateway. These buildings
have been added to the Essex Heritage at Risk Register. One or two
units in the former shopping parade on Park Road also appear to be
vacant.

6.3.9 Follow guidance in Section 6.4 to ensure repairs and alterations are
carried out in an appropriate manner.
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Park Road Methodist Church, currently vacant

Poor decorative condition of buildings on Park Road

Boundary wall in poor decorative condition

Brick effect paving, which is damaged and patched in
tarmac

Damaged surfaces to private driveways

Damaged pavement surfaces through tree root growth
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Inappropriate Alterations

•

6.3.10 Throughout the Conservation Area change has taken place to
historic buildings which had eroded their character and appearance.
These changes reduce the coherency of groups of houses or can
be detrimental to the condition of the building in the long-term.
The replacement of these features with designs and materials
which reflect the historic form of the building would enhance their
appearance. Examples are described below.

Cement pointing replacing lime mortar. This is another modern
material which lacks breathability and can lead to the erosion of
surrounding stone or brickwork as moisture evaporates through the
masonry rather than the pointing, resulting in erosion of the masonry;

•

The loss of boundary treatments replaced with hardstanding for car
parking (see Sections 6.3.42 to 6.3.50 for more details); and

•

Ad-hoc additional of features such as satellite dishes, security
cameras or burglar alarms eroding the character of front elevations.

•
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•

uPVC windows and doors, modern timber casements, picture
windows and louvres are present in a number of properties and,
particularly where there is a concentration of these, the impact on
the historic character of the area is severe. Many of these alterations
are historic and the Council cannot prevent exact like for like
replacements although the reinstatement of original styles and
materials is always encouraged. As well as being visually out-ofproportion with the historic façades, uPVC limits the breathability
of historic buildings. This is an important trait of historic buildings,
where original materials are more permeable than modern materials,
ensuring that moisture does not get trapped within walls, which
would cause issues with damp.

6.3.11 There are also a few garages fronting streets which are relatively
bland in appearance and metal roller shutter doors which are
utilitarian.
Recommendations
6.3.12 Retain original architecture features.
6.3.13 Take opportunities to enhance properties when considering
alterations, for example by restoring any missing historic features and
improving poorly designed alterations of the past.
6.3.14 Follow guidance in Section 6.4 to ensure repairs and alterations are
carried out in an appropriate manner.

Changes to roofing materials, for example slate to artifical slate or
concrete tiles;

•

The infilling of recessed porches with doors;

6.3.15 The Council will not approve applications for alterations which detract
from the special interest of the Conservation Area.

•

Painting or rendering, including pebbledash render, of historic
brickwork;

6.3.16 The Council will use enforcement powers where necessary to prevent
or reverse inappropriate alterations.
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Inappropriate picture window and casement window replacing
sash windows

Inappropriate casement window on the right, compared with a
traditional sash on the left

Utilitarian garage

Replacement front doors which do not have the same character
as the original timber ones with stained glass
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Conversions from Single Dwellings to Flats

Recommendations
6.3.18 Changes of use should be appropriate to the building in which they
are housed and should not result in inappropriate alterations to the
building.

6.3.17 Some flat conversions, particularly of the smaller properties,
have in the past had a negative impact on the Conservation Area,
especially in terms of parking provision. Other risks include the
insertion of additional doors within frontages to give access to a
second flat and the replacement of windows on different floors,
serving different flats, with uncoordinated designs. The conversion
into flats puts additional pressure on the conversion of front gardens
to driveways accommodating multiple cars (see paragraphs 6.3.4250 for discussion and recommendations). New conversions will
require planning permission and the impact they have on the historic
character will be assessed on a case by case basis. Applications
considered to have a detrimental impact upon the Conservation Area
will be resisted.

6.3.19 Changes of window and door design, as well as the wall treatment,
on houses split into flats should be consistent to ensure a visually
cohesive elevation and should be appropriate to historic character.
6.3.20 Access to separate flats should be contained within the building,
beyond the original front door, rather than new doorways being
created within original frontages.
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Conversions of single dwellings to flats can lead to detrimental impacts, particularly
loss of front gardens
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New Development

Recommendations
6.3.23 New buildings within or in the setting of the Conservation Area should
be appropriate in materials, scale, detail and massing to the street on
which it is located and should conserve important views.

6.3.21 There have been one or two inappropriate extensions and buildings
in the Conservation Area which have had a slightly negative impact
on its character (see Appendix B for further information). For example,
the Southend Central Hotel, on the corner of Park Road and Park
Crescent has two flat roofed first floor extensions which are bulky in
appearance, which would benefit from enhancement in any future
refurbishment of the hotel, and one house on Avenue Road has a boxy
ground floor extension which replaces the original bay window. Some
of the newer buildings within the Conservation Area are relatively
bland in appearance, such as a three storey block of flats on the north
side of Park Terrace. More imaginative and better quality design would
be more appropriate for any redevelopment of buildings which do
not contribute to the character of the Area. There are no large gap
sites within the Conservation Area where there could be pressure
for development. However, the site of 55 garages to the south of
Park Terrace, which appears underused, may be a future site where
development could be proposed and this would need to be designed
to be sensitive to its context. The modern houses to the north side of
St Vincent's Road have shown that modern design can successfully be
integrated into a backland setting such as this.

6.3.24 New buildings should respect the character of the street on
which they are located. A bespoke approach should be taken to
development as an appropriate design for one street may not be on
another.
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6.3.25 The majority of buildings in the Conservation Area have front gardens
so any new development should include landscaping to the front with
the building line set back from the street.
6.3.26 Extensions to the sides of buildings which close gaps between
buildings are unlikely to be acceptable, though extensions to the rear
may be possible. These will need to be considered on a case-bycase basis.
6.3.27 The Council will not approve applications for new developments
which detract from the special interest of the Conservation Area.

6.3.22 The Council will carefully consider all planning applications for
development including extensions and conversion of existing buildings
to ensure that new development is sensitively integrated into the historic
fabric and respects the key characteristics of the Conservation Area.

6.3.28 The Council will use enforcement powers where necessary to prevent
or reverse inappropriate new development.
6.3.29 Heritage Impact Assessments should be undertaken for new
development in the Conservation Area.
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Bland modern building on Park Terrace which is an inappropriate design
for the Conservation Area

Inappropraite boxy modern extension to the ground floor and bow
window to first floor which replace the original bay and sash windows.
There are opportunities to enhance this building through the reversal of
inappropriate changes

New development within
the Conservation Area, on St
Vincent Mews
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What is a Heritage Impact Assessment?

Heritage Impact Assessment (HIA) is a process used when

6.3.30 Where they occur, the remaining pieces of historic or historic style
street furniture should be retained. These include historic street
lighting columns, traditional street name signs on poles and walls,
granite kerbs and traditional paving slabs, and the post box. These all
make a significant contribution to the historic integrity of the area.

proposals are put forward for change to the historic environment.
It is usually a requirement of listed building consent or planning
consent for proposals within a Conservation Area. It identifies what
is historically and architecturally important about a heritage asset,
in order to be able to assess whether proposed changes will have a
positive, negative or no impact on the heritage values of the place.
Advice is usually given by a specialist heritage consultant and the
resulting conclusions presented in a report, which should include:
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•

Identification and description of the proposals site and its setting;

•

Identification of any designations, such as listing, which the site is
subject to or which are within the setting of the site;

•

Description of the history of the property;

•

Identification of the ‘significance’ of the site, i.e. its historic and
architectural interest;

•

Assessment of the impact the proposals will have on the
significance of the site, as well as recommendations for any
changes to the scheme that will reduce any negative impacts that
are identified.

6.3.31 A number of roads in the area including Park Road, Avenue Road
and St Vincent’s Road in particular have, in the past, been subject to
congestion and speeding traffic resulting in the installation of traffic
calming measures. This has caused in some places, the interruption of
the historic street pattern and significant street clutter, such as multiple
bollards and signage which is of standard design. The condition of
surfaces is sometimes poor (see Section 6.3.2 for more details).
6.3.32 Road markings are prominent on all roads. These should be reduced
or removed wherever possible. The standard wide double yellow
lines should be replaced with the narrow 50mm ones permitted in
conservation areas.
6.3.33 Overhead wires are a common feature in the Conservation Area. Any
opportunity to run them underground should be taken.
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Recommendations
6.3.34 Opportunities to upgrade and redesign public realm features will be
sought when funds allow and in line with the Council’s Streetscape
Manual (SPD3, 2015).
6.3.35 Improvements to standards of street signage should be made, with
bespoke designs where possible.
6.3.36 Reduce street clutter to the minimum needed for safety.
6.3.37 Carry out an audit of street surfaces to establish a palette of materials
to be used for repairs, reinstatement and altered layouts (e.g. cross
overs and build outs).
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6.3.38 Carry out an audit on street furniture and their original colour
schemes, and highway signage to establish a programme of
rationalisation, repair, replacement with appropriate designs and the
use of traditional colours.

Multiple bollards and road markings at a junction

6.3.39 Improve surfacing of pavements and some areas of road surface
with materials appropriate to the historic character and setting of the
Conservation Area.
6.3.40 Road markings should be the minimum necessary for safety. When
repainting of road markings is required, use narrower 50mm lines in
primrose, suitable for use in conservation areas.
6.3.41 Reroute overhead cables underground if the opportunity arises.
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Boundary Treatments, Driveways and Greenery

have added to parking stress, then an extension of the zone may be
considered. It is recommended that regular surveys be carried out to
monitor the parking situation.

6.3.42 Parking pressure in the area is considerable and has resulted
in significant numbers of open frontages and inappropriate
hardstandings, that have eroded the quality of the Conservation
Area, especially where there is a concentration of them such as on
parts of Avenue Road. The conversion of houses into flats also puts
additional pressure for conversion of front gardens. It provides a harsh
built landscape and puts the focus on cars in the streetscape. Many
of these have been in place for a long time and reinstatement of front
gardens can only be encouraged by the Council.

6.3.45 Where planting is included in front gardens it contributes to the
appearance of the Conservation Area and should be retained. Trees
lining the streets also contribute significantly and provide a leafy
character.
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Recommendations
6.3.46 Take up opportunities to reinstate boundary enclosures to front
gardens.

6.3.43 The creation of new hardstandings is now controlled by the Article
4 Direction which means that planning permission will be required
for new installations. Parking can be provided in front-gardens
sympathetically with the retention of part of the boundary wall or
fence, potentially with a gate, and with the retention of planting to
soften and screen views of parked cars. Where frontages are large,
it may be possible to successfully design parking into the frontage
whilst also maintaining a section of boundary wall and significant
plantings areas. Where frontages are small and the proposal is to
remove the entire boundary and pave the majority of the frontage
then new hardstandings will be resisted.

6.3.47 Enhance the quality of front gardens by removing insensitive
hardstanding surfaces.
6.3.48 Where off street parking is permitted in front gardens, boundary
treatments should be partly retained and planting should be used to
enhance the areas.
6.3.49 Front gardens or forecourts without greenery would benefit from their
introduction.
6.3.50 Retain and maintain trees in the Conservation Area.

6.3.44 A controlled parking zone (CPZ) lies in the area immediately to the
east of the Conservation Area. The streets in the Conservation Area
have not been included in the scheme but if it is found that the CPZ
has displaced parking into the Conservation Area, or that other
factors such as extensions at St Bernard’s or Barons Court School
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Recommendations
6.3.54 An Article 4 Direction should therefore be considered for the
buildings listed above to control inappropriate development and
encourage restoration of historic features (see Map K).

6.3.51 An Article 4 Direction removes the right of householders to undertake
some minor forms of development, such as alterations to windows or
the installation of hardstandings, which would normally be classed
as permitted development under planning legislation and would not
require planning permission. The Article 4 Direction is required to
ensure that minor alterations to the appearance of the houses are not
made in a way which would be out of character and harmful to the
Conservation Area.

6.3.55 It is recommended that the removal of permitted development rights
should include those items listed in section 3.3.13 of this Appraisal.
6.3.56 In addition the following items should be amended or added to the
Article 4 Direction:
6.3.57	"The alteration of any window which fronts a highway" should be
amended to read "The alteration of any window or door which fronts
a highway."

6.3.53 The current Article 4 Direction for Milton covers the virtually all of the
Conservation Area. Those areas that are not covered by the Article 4
Direction are currently at risk from inappropriate changes and would
benefit from the designation. They are:

6.3.58	"Re-roofing with different materials" should be amended to read "Reroofing with different materials, works to chimneys and to party wall
parapets."
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6.3.52 An analysis of inappropriate alterations has shown that most of the
poor changes made to the Conservation Area happened before the
Article 4 Direction was introduced.

•

Nos.2-12 and 16-30 (even) Park Terrace; and

6.3.59	"The alteration, demolition or construction of a means of enclosure
which fronts a highway (walls, gates, fences, etc.)."

•

Nos.1-15 (odd) Park Terrace.

6.3.60 "The installation of hardstanding for vehicles."
6.3.61 These Article 4 Directions are recommended but their designation
lies outside the scope of this appraisal.
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Locally Listed Buildings

Boundary Review

6.3.62 There are currently no locally listed buildings within the Conservation
Area, which are identified for their local historic and architectural
interest. There is one other building which would meet the criteria set
out by SBC for locally listed buildings, which should:

6.3.65 Councils have a duty to review the boundaries of Conservation Areas
every so often to ensure that the special interest is not devalued by
the inclusion of areas which are not of special interest. The interest
can change over time as negative alterations take place or as more
understanding is gained of the importance of areas adjacent to the
boundary that were not previously recognised as having special
interest.

•

•

Demonstrate the Borough's history, particularly during its main period
of growth. This includes buildings important for its social history such
as schools, churches, public buildings, leisure, entertainment and
commercial buildings.
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6.3.66 Milton Conservation Area is unique in character and appearance
compared to other conservation areas within the vicinity, owing to
its varied forms of architecture and unstructured mix of plot sizes
and house status. As the area developed in a piecemeal fashion,
reflecting building fashions of the time, respective to development,
there is no uniform style of architecture or layout that can be assigned
to the area. To extend the boundaries of the Milton Conservation Area
would mean to include buildings that were built to a noticeably more
uniform plan that would not be in keeping with the unique nature
of the area as it currently stands and as such, would detract from
its varied styles and architectural history. It is for this reason that no
boundary changes are proposed.

Have architectural interest – be designed by a well-known architect,
be a good example of a particular style or period, contain good
architectural features or be important for the townscape.

6.3.63 Avenue Baptist Church is a landmark building within the Conservation
Area. It is well-preserved, very attractive, with decorative Gothic
features and stained glass characteristic of the Area, though it should
be noted that modern alterations have recently been made to the
principal façade. It was designed by a named architect, F.E.Smee
of Smee, Morris and Houchin, and built in 1901 to serve the growing
local community.
Recommendations
6.3.64 Avenue Baptist Church on Milton Road was recommended for
inclusion on the Local List during the Appraisal process and has been
designated as a Locally Listed Building. This is identified on Map K.
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6.4

6.4.1

Guidance on Alteration And Repair

Key Principles for Guiding Change

The following advice applies to the features of particular importance
to the character of the Milton Conservation Area, where they are
visible to the public. Those with properties in the Conservation Area
should follow this guidance when considering changes to help keep
individual properties and the area special.

6.4.2 Maintenance: regular maintenance is needed to protect
original features. But if more extensive work is found
necessary, repair rather than replacement should be the first
option and will often be better value.
6.4.3 Materials and Designs: when considering alterations or
repairs to the property, original materials and designs should
be respected.
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6.4.4 Enhancement: take the opportunity to enhance properties
when considering alterations, by restoring any missing features
and improving poorly designed alterations of the past.
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Windows
6.4.5 Traditional windows especially timber sliding sashes or timber
casements, sometimes with stained glass, are vital for the character
of the Conservation Area. Stained glass is a particularly positive
characteristic and should be retained for all properties where original
stained glass survives. There are also a few examples of original
metal window frames. Original windows can be given a new lease
of life by installing draught proofing. Secondary glazing may also
be acceptable if it is unobtrusive. Advice should be sought from the
Council's Planning Department.
6.4.6
700

If replacement or reinstatement is necessary, purpose-made
windows to match the original materials and external appearance
should normally be installed and advice sought from the Council's
Planning Department before undertaking any works, should planning
permission be required. Double glazing is acceptable if the external
appearance is unaltered, and the metal frames and seals are not
visible. This will need to be demonstrated in planning application
drawings including existing and proposed large scale sections of key
elements. Non-traditional materials, especially plastic, cannot match
traditional timber windows and are normally not acceptable.

6.4.7

To safeguard the building's character, new windows should normally:

•

Be made of quality softwood or, where there were originally metal
frames, be made of metal and consist of small panes;

•

Be painted (not stained);

•

Use the original method of opening;

•

Copy the original pattern of glazing bars, typically side or top hung
casements;

•

Glazing bars should be built into the widow and not stuck on to the
glass;

•

Retain or restore the dimensions of the original window opening
and the position of the frame within the opening. Most openings are
well-proportioned and most frames in older brick buildings are well
set back from the face of the wall to give weather-protection, shadow
and character;

•

Give adequate ventilation which is not visible (e.g. trickle vents); and

•

Retain decorative surrounds, which give elegance and distinction to
many Victorian and Edwardian buildings.

6.4.8 For good quality softwood, Historic England’s recommendation of slow
grown Scots Pine or Douglas Fir should be followed. This has greater
durability than other softwoods. However, chemically modified and
stabilised softwood can also offer the same durability.
6.4.9

Where uPVC replacement windows already exist, the Council
may consider replacement with uPVC provided that there is an
enhancement to the character and appearance of the Conservation
Area, for example an improved design which better reflects the
original detailing.

6.4.10 For further guidance, see Historic England’s guidance on the
maintenance and repair of historic windows: Traditional Windows,
Their Care, Repair and Upgrading, https://historicengland.org.uk/
images-books/publications/traditional-windows-care-repairupgrading/
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Management Plan
Outside Walls and Decoration
6.4.13 Yellow stock brick and soft red brick are typical local materials
and give attractive ‘warm’ tones and texture to façades. They are
sometimes combined for decorative effect.

Doors and Porches
6.4.11 Original front doors of Victorian and Edwardian buildings are well
proportioned and have good detailing. They tend to be larger than
standardised modern doors and help give the property distinction,
with panelling and sometimes with a variety of stained-glass inserts,
or side/fanlights. Original front doors should normally be retained
and repaired when necessary. If this proves impossible, the new door
should be solid timber, painted not stained, similar in design and
dimensions to the original and should not have an over emphasis on
glass. Original decorative surrounds to porches and doors should be
retained.

6.4.14 Facing brickwork, therefore, should not normally be rendered or
painted. If it suffers from damp, dirt or deterioration, alternatives should
first be considered, such as cleaning with an appropriate solvent,
repointing and treating it with a transparent microporous solution.
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6.4.15 Cement-based render and non-porous masonry paints may increase
problems of damp by trapping moisture within the brickwork. If brickwork
has already been painted, it may be possible to clean it off, and in such
instances discussion should be had with the Council's Conservation
Officer in the first instance before works are undertaken, to ensure that
the proposed method will not damage the face of the bricks.

6.4.12 Recessed porch areas give shadow and interest to the face of
many buildings and should not normally be enclosed with doors
or new porches. New porches will only be acceptable where they
compliment the original design of the façade and use traditional
materials. Where a house is being converted into flats, the original
entrance door should be retained or restored. Entrance doors to
individual flats should be contained within the building behind the
original entrance.

6.4.16 Repointing should match the colour and style of the original bricks
and not extend over the face of bricks or make joints appear wider. To
achieve this it may need to be slightly recessed.
6.4.17 The mortar mix needs to include lime and be the right strength for the
bricks. Too strong a mix will force damp into the bricks and damage
their surface.
6.4.18 Decorative features, such as brick arches to openings, mouldings to
window and door surrounds, string courses, friezes, cornices and stone
or terracotta panels, which add interest to buildings should be retained.
6.4.19 Materials and finishes should be repaired or replaced like-for-like to
retain the appearance of the buildings.
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Management Plan
Roofs and Chimneys
6.4.20 Welsh slate is widely used for 18th and 19th century buildings; clay
tiles (usually plain) are typical of later buildings. Both are natural
materials which weather well to produce attractive roof surfaces.
They give unity to terraces and semi-detached buildings and help
establish the character of the Area. Finials and ridge tiles are also
important features of some older buildings.

Hardstandings and Boundaries
6.4.23 Front gardens should be maintained as planted areas wherever
possible. Hardstandings and driveways in front gardens harm the
appearance of individual properties and the Area’s character if badly
designed. They will only be acceptable if there is adequate space in
the garden to allow a good design incorporating a suitable surface,
landscaping and partial enclosure of the frontage with a traditional
boundary wall or railings, and no reasonable alternative to parking
is possible. Planning permission is required for the installation of
driveways. It should not involve the loss of or harm the roots of
mature trees.

6.4.21 Re-roofing should put back original materials and designs. For slate
roofs it may be possible to reuse some of the existing slates to keep
costs down. Spanish slate may be an acceptable alternative that is
not as costly. Artificial slate will not normally be permitted.

6.4.24 The appearance of some properties has been eroded by the loss of
front and side boundaries, often owing to the provision of driveways.
The original boundaries, usually brick walls and stone copings,
sometimes topped by iron railings, between brick piers have in many
cases been removed. Their restoration would greatly enhance the
appearance of the Conservation Area and is encouraged.
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6.4.22 Chimney stacks and pots usually emphasise the roofline and in most
cases should not be removed. Some stacks have moulded detailing
which adds to the character of the property and should be retained.
Chimneys are an important part of the character of the buildings and
should not be removed.
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Appendix A
List Descriptions
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Hall Adjoining Methodist Church and Methodist Church
Grade: II
List Entry Number: 1222016
Date first listed: 19-Oct-1984
PARK ROAD 5219 TQ 88 NE 2/76A Methodist Church and adjoining Hall
II Wesleyan Methodist Church, 1872 by E Hoole, Ragstone with ashlar
dressings, slate (?) roof. Gothic style. Projecting gabled porch to Park
Road has plank double doors with decorative hinges flanked by two-light
windows under parapets. Tall pinnacles flank central five-light window with
geometrical tracery. Smallest lancets to right and left, all with stopped drip
moulds. Façade to Avenue Road is a 6-window range with buttresses and
a porch to left. Gable-fronted hall in similar style to left also has projecting
porch and three 2-light windows flanked by pinnacles. The church was built
as part of the Park Estate on ground given by J G Baxter.
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Appendix B
Building-by-Building
Description
Properties are assessed according to their value to the area’s character.
Values are:

Descriptions of streets and buildings relate to the situation at the time
of survey in October 2019. They are intended to guide decisions on
conservation area boundaries, on future development control, and on the
need for enhancement. They relate to buildings and other structures adjacent
or close to the named streets. They are not necessarily comprehensive and
other features not mentioned may nevertheless have value for the character
of the area.

•

positive – it contributes to the area’s character

•

positive* – the building is potentially positive but needs improvement
or restoration. For example, it could be in poor condition or it could
have later alterations which are inappropriate to the Conservation
Area in terms of materials, design or scale (this list is not exhaustive).
Often the rating is given because of the cumulative impact of several
inappropriate changes.

•

neutral – it neither harms nor contributes to the area

•

negative – it harms the area’s character.
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The List Descriptions for Listed Buildings are included in Appendix A.

These values are shown on Map L on the following page.
Buildings can be negative by reasons such as mass, design, materials or
siting. Unsympathetic alterations can have the effect of moving a building
down a grade. Similarly, reversal of such alterations could restore its original
character and move it up a grade.
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Building-by-Building Description
Map L: Building Value
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Building-by-Building Description
Avenue Road

Avenue Road – East Side
Nos.2-36 Avenue Road
Terrace of 18 houses built between 1875 and 1882 with attractive two-storey
flat roofed canted bays creating a strong rhythm in street. The mouldings
on bays are the same for each property and include distinctive frame motif
between ground and first floors and decorative corbel detail under first floor
cills. Saw tooth brick banding at eaves level. Original sashes remain on many
properties.

One of the oldest streets in the Borough, originally known as Mill Lane, used
to be the route from the mill to Milton Hall and Prittlewell. The steep curve in
road at southern end (south of Avenue Terrace) is a key part of its character.
The bend and tight building line adds intrigue to the street at this point to
lure the viewer round bend. The road opens out at northern end where
building lines are set back and vegetation thins out. Trees at Nazareth House
close the view across London Road to the North. These do not have TPOs
and are therefore vulnerable to loss if the site is redeveloped. There is a mix
of building types, sizes and styles which are arranged in blocks of similar
buildings. Park Road Methodist Church at southern end (junction with Park
Road) is a key local landmark. Hardstandings at northern end and the loss of
some original windows to uPVC have damaged the townscape character.

Decorative porch surrounds with detailing to match bays some with ‘head’
motif to keystone. Some, but not all, of the houses have curved top single
sash window above porch. Original doors would have been timber paneled
doors with two glazed panels to the upper half, with fanlight over.
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Nos.2 and 4 Avenue Road differ from the others in this block as they have
a third storey contained in a mansard roof. Although this looks at odds with
the rest of the terrace it appears to be original and can be seen in historic
images.

The pavements are tarmac although the granite kerbs and glazed brick
drainage channels have been retained. The street furniture is generally
modern and there is significant street clutter associated with the school and
with the traffic calming scheme.

The terrace is yellow stock brick with slate roof but some properties have
since been painted. Slate roofs.
The original low boundary wall with pyramid capped piers remain at some
properties, though railings which once topped them have been lost. No
hardstandings but a number of frontages would benefit from the addition of
soft landscaping.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

2 and 4 Avenue Road

No.2: Positive
Article 4
No.4: Positive* (would benefit
from reinstatement of sash
windows)

Description
(Also see page 102 for architectural description)
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No.2 Description:
Divided into flats. Brickwork painted. Timber sash windows, painted black,
at ground and first floor, timber windows with top hung fanlights at second
floor. Front boundary wall replaced with modern unsympathetic reconstituted
stone blocks. Front garden mostly paved. A third storey contained within a
mansard roof, which appears on historic photographs so may be original or
early in construction. However, this style of roof is generally out of character
with the rest of the street and would not be encouraged.
No.4 Description:
Divided into flats. Painted brickwork. Upper section of canted bay missing
and replaced with large rectangular flat window. uPVC windows. Boundary
wall replaced with decorative concrete blocks which are rather conspicuous
in the streetscene. Front garden paved. A third storey contained within a
mansard roof, which appears on historic photographs so may be original or
early in construction. However, this style of roof is generally out of character
with the rest of the street and would not be encouraged.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

6 Avenue Road, Elizabeth Villa No.6: Positive
8 Avenue Road, Louisa Villa
No.8: Positive

Designation
Article 4

Description
(Also see page 102 for architectural description)
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No.6 Description:
Dated 1874. Original features intact. Front garden paved. Original low
boundary wall retained but painted and with railings lost. Wall would benefit
from maintenance.
No.8 Description:
Dated 1874. Divided into flats. Intact except for painted brickwork. Original
low boundary wall retained but painted and with railings lost. Property would
benefit from maintenance, particularly the garden, garden wall and front door.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

10 Avenue Road, Avenue Villas
12 Avenue Road, Avenue Villas

No.10: Positive* – would
benefit from sash window
reinstatement
No.12: Positive

Article 4

Description
(Also see page 102 for architectural description)
711

No.10 Description:
Dated 1875. Built as a pair with No.12. Replacement original sash windows
with timber casements with fanlight detail at top. Original low boundary wall
retained but painted and with railings lost. Wall dividing Nos.10 and 12 is
unattractive modern pierced concrete blocks.
No.12 Description:
No.12 has replacement timber sash windows. Original low boundary wall
retained but painted and with railings lost. Wall dividing Nos.10 and 12 is
unattractive modern pierced concrete blocks. Divided into flats. Would
benefit from maintenance to front garden and boundary wall.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

14 and 16 Avenue Road

No.14: Positive* – would
benefit from sash window
reinstatement
No.16: Positive

Article 4

Description
(Also see page 102 for architectural description)
712

No.14 Description:
Divided into flats. Brickwork painted. Timber casement windows with louvre
fanlight detail have replaced sashes and two additional narrow windows
have been added at first floor. Front wall rebuilt to design of neighbouring
properties. Original decorative tile path is a positive feature.
No.16 Description:
Divided into flats. Original brickwork has been painted. Original or good
replacement sash windows on both floors. Original boundary wall. Original
decorative tile path makes a positive contribution to the Conservation Area.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

18 and 20 Avenue Road

No.18: Positive – though would Article 4
benefit from maintenance/
repainting and reinstatement of
sash window above front door
No.20: Positive

Description
713

(Also see page 102 for architectural description)
No.18 Description:
Divided into flats. Original brickwork has been rendered and painted.
Original slate replaced with concrete tiles. Original sash windows remain
except for first floor window above porch which has been replaced with top
hung casement window. Burr brick boundary wall to front, makes a positive
contribution to the street.
No.20 Description:
Divided into flats. Original brickwork has been rendered and painted. Slate
replaced with concrete tile. Original sashes remain. First floor window above
porch. Original boundary wall although pier to southern end may have been
rebuilt and railings are lost.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

22 and 24 Avenue Road

No.22: Positive* – would
benefit from removal of door
infilling porch
No.24: Positive

Article 4

Description
(Also see page 102 for architectural description)
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No.22 Description:
Original yellow stock brick face remains. Original sashes remain. Open porch
enclosed which is detrimental to its character. Original boundary wall, though
railings lost. Attractive tiled path.
No.24 Description:
Original yellow stock brick face remains. Original sashes remain. Original
boundary wall but topped with timber picket fence which is out of character.
Attractive tiled path.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

26 and 28 Avenue Road

No.26: Positive
No.28: Positive* – would
benefit from sash window
reinstatement and more
traditional style door

Article 4

Description
(Also see page 102 for architectural description)
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No.26 Description:
Original brickwork has been painted. Timber sash windows. Original
boundary wall remains though railings lost. Attractive tiled path.
No.28 Description:
Divided into flats. Original yellow stock brickwork remains. Original windows
replaced with uPVC casements at first floor. Original boundary wall remains
and has been topped with decorative metal balustrade. Modern timber door
with small glazed panel not entirely in keeping. Attractive tiled path.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

30 and 32 Avenue Road

No.30: Positive
No.32: Positive

Article 4

Description
(Also see page 102 for architectural description)
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No.30 Description:
Original brickwork has been rendered and painted. Slate replaced with
clay tile. Replacement timber sashes. Original wall replaced with low brick
boundary wall. This property is wider than the others because it includes
accommodation over an integral alley gate on the southern side. Attractive
tile path. House of multiple occupancy.
No.32 Description:
Original brickwork has been rendered and painted. Timber replacement
sashes. New slate roof. Original boundary wall replaced with red brick and
decorative blockwork.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

34 and 36 Avenue

No.34: Positive
No.36: Positive

Article 4

Description
(Also see page 102 for architectural description)

717

No.34 Description:
Property intact including brickwork, slate roof, timber sashes, door, front wall
(topped with modern railings) and path. Lower sash to front bay window on
first floor has lost its glazing bar.
No.36 Description:
Property intact including brickwork, slate roof, timber sashes, door, front wall
(rebuilt?) and path.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

38 Avenue Road

Positive* – Windows and area Article 4
of hardstanding could be
improved

Address

Value

Designation

40 Avenue Road

Neutral – with some
improvement could be a
charming addition to street

Article 4

Description

Later infill development built 1929. Red brick with clay tile gabled roof with
steeper pitch to adjacent terrace. Two storeys with accommodation in the
roofspace and front dormer. Brown uPVC leaded light casement windows
and mock-stained glass door. Timber bracketing detail under eaves and
under pitched roof feature to ground floor. Enclosed gabled porch is the main
feature. Integral garage and unattractive concrete hardstanding covering
entire frontage have a detrimental impact and would benefit from use of
surface materials sympathetic to the character of the Conservation Area,
reinstatement of the boundary wall and some soft landscaping.

Later infill development c.1930s. Originally built as a store and garage and
later converted to a separate dwelling in the 1980s. Two storeys with parapet
roof. Red brick to first floor with render below. uPVC leaded light casement
windows. Modern timber and glazed door. Low boundary wall topped with
metal railings enclosing front garden.
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Description
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Building-by-Building Description
44-48 Avenue Road (no No.42)
Terrace of three houses of same design built in 1904. Two storey red brick
with slate roof and decorative ridge tiles. Full height bay windows with
heavy window surrounds and gabled top with central decorative terracotta
motif and finial detail. Saw tooth brick banding detail below eaves. Attractive
slate monopitched open double porch with curved bracket detail spans
between Nos.42 and 44. Low boundary wall with tall pillars, railings lost.
Original front doors would have been timber paneled with glazed upper
panes and side/fanlights.

719
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

44 and 46 Avenue Road

No.44: Positive*- would
benefit from sash window
reinstatement
No.46: Positive

Article 4

Description
(Also see page 113 for architectural description)

720

No.44 Description:
Divided into flats. Original sashes replaced with top hung timber casements
which have a detrimental impact and would benefit from reinstatement of
timber sashes.
No.46 Description:
Property intact including brickwork, slate roof, timber sashes and front wall.
Window frames in need of maintenance/repainting.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

48 and 48a Avenue Road

Positive* – would benefit from Article 4
sash window reinstatement and
more traditional style door to
No.48a.

Description
(Also see page 113 for architectural description)

721

Corner property divided into flats. No.48a faces Avenue Road and No.48
faces Park Terrace. Original sashes to front and side replaced with timber top
hung casements. Original front door faces Park Terrace (directly onto street)
and has an attractive scrolled pediment and original timber paneled double
doors. An additional modern front door has been inserted onto the Avenue
Road elevation where there may have been a window originally. Door is
largely glazed which is out of character.
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Building-by-Building Description
Nos.50-52 Avenue Road and 62 Avenue Road
Three attractive red brick detached houses dating from the late-19th century.
Red tile roof and originally half-timber detailing to main gable. Additional
flat red brick gable feature to secondary window. Decorative ridge tiles and
finial details to gables. Heavy surrounds to bay (including battlement shaping
to top) and other windows. Timber casements with stained glass fanlights.
Attractive ogee shaped open porch with decorative keystone. Original low
red brick boundary wall with tall piers and coping stones.

Address

Value

Designation

50 Avenue Road,
Cecil Jones House

Positive – though would
benefit from replacement of
roof to plain red tiles

Article 4

Description
(Also see opposite architectural description)
Brick and render with prominent gable and castellated bay window.
Attractive planted front garden including mature trees one of which is
covered by a TPO.
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Tile roof replaced with concrete interlocking tiles. Divided into flats.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

52 Avenue Road

Positive – would benefit from Article 4
reinstatement of half-timber
detail to gable

Address

Value

Designation

Barons Court Infant School
Avenue Road

Main building: Neutral
Southern extension: Positive

Article 4

Description

Description

(Also see page 116 for architectural description)

Built in 1968 and much extended and remodelled. Two storeys with flat roof.
The most recent addition completed only a few years ago and includes cedar
cladding to front elevation and modern extension to south side facing Park
Crescent. Recent works have improved the character of the building as a whole.
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Built in 1891. Brickwork has been rendered. Modern boarding to main gable.
Front garden paved for parking but some planting has been maintained on
the frontage which provides some enclosure.

Set well back from the road with parking area and playground to front.
Mature trees here make a positive contribution to the streetscene. Tall
modern green boundary fencing is detrimental to the character of the
Conservation Area.

Photo
2017
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

58-60 Avenue Road,
Milton House

Positive* – frontage would
Article 4
benefit from soft landscaping
or planting and windows and
roof could be improved

Description
Built in 1899 originally as pair of very large semi-detached houses now
converted to a care home.

724

Two storeys with full gabled bays with decorative timber boarding at either
end of the building. Almost all windows to the front have decorative foliage
detailing to columns. Sash windows replaced with timber top hung casement
windows. Modern porch added to entrance at the southern end. Northern
entrance infilled with window. Modern concrete tiles to roof.
Set well back from the road and forecourt used as a car park, which is
expansive, though the boundary hedge to front provides some enclosure to
the street. The forecourt would benefit from landscaping and use of materials
sympathetic to the character of the Conservation Area.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

62 Avenue Road,
Marigold Centre

Main house: Positive
Extension: Neutral

Article 4

Description
(Also see page 116 for architectural description)
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Same design as Nos.50 and 52 (see above). Main property intact but large
single storey extension has been added to the northern side of the building
which rather dominates the corner at the junction with Park Terrace. Matching
materials but of significant scale, particularly the roof. Brick boundary wall
topped with railings and a timber gate, plus landscaped garden, are all
positive contributions to the Conservation Area. The building is currently
being used as a family resource centre.
A former coach house is to the rear, set well back from the street behind
a block paved car park. It is visible from Park Terrace and notable for its
decorative ridge tiles, red brickwork and tiled roof.
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Building-by-Building Description
Avenue Road: West Side
Address

Value

Designation

3 Avenue Road

Positive

Article 4

Description

726

Striking double fronted late Victorian property (used as flats) unlike any other
in the Conservation Area. Two storeys with parapet with battlement feature
hiding flat roof behind. Yellow stock brick to front section with render to rear
section which seems to be original and not an extension, although its design
is much plainer. Quoining detailing in brickwork to front corners and rendered
inset panels to parapet. Simple surrounds to two storey bays and porch, the
latter is adorned with a simple flat toped rain porch and has double timber
doors with leaded lights. Small triangular oriel window above porch. Timber
sash windows retained which have been painted brown.
Original boundary wall survives which has a curved top and tall piers also in
yellow stock brick. Some soft landscaping to frontage. Access to rear parking
area which is well hidden to the side.
Property intact and makes a positive contribution to the streetscene.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

5 Avenue Road

Positive* – reinstatement of
sash windows and slates
would be beneficial

Article 4

Description

727

Double fronted yellow stock brick late-Victorian house of a more typical
design. Property linked with neighbour at No.3 by a carriage arch which
appears to be original and allowed access to a stable block to the rear (now
demolished). Two single-storey canted bays either side of the door with
paired windows above. Mouldings on bays match the surround of the large
open porch. Timber door in recessed porch, with glazed upper panes and
side/fanlights.
The original windows have been replaced with casements with heavy
glazing bar pattern which is very dominant. Slate roof has also been replaced
with concrete tile.
Ceramic tile street sign above carriage arch. Low front boundary wall and
planted front garden make a positive contribution to the street. Parking to the
rear through carriage arch is hidden from public view.
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Building-by-Building Description
7-13 Avenue Road
Four late-Victorian houses which form part of a larger terrace with 3 and 5
Avenue Road and 1-9 St. Vincent’s Road and is of the same design as those
in St. Vincent’s Road and appear as one group in the streetscene. The only
indication of the change in address is the road name sign on 1 St. Vincent’s
Road.
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Modest two storey properties of yellow stock brick with slate roofs and very
wide shared chimneys which are prominent in the streetscene. The design is
typical of the Conservation Area. Each property has a single storey canted
bay to the ground floor with a pair of curved topped sash windows above. The
square topped open porches relate to the detailing on the bays with keystone
being main decorative feature. Original doors of heavy timber with glazed
upper panes and fanlights. The original windows are timber sliding sashes
with central glazing bars and these are still present on many properties.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

7 and 9 Avenue Road

No.7: Positive – though roof
Article 4
would benefit from replacement
with slate
No.9: Positive* – frontage and
door could be improved

Description
729

(Also see page 122 for architectural description)
No.7 Description:
Divided into flats. Property intact except that slate has been replaced with
concrete tile. Low front boundary wall and planted front garden make a
positive contribution to the street. Concrete tile roof which would benefit from
replacement with slate.
No.9 Description:
Timber sash windows retained. Brickwork has been rendered. Slate replaced
with concrete tile. uPVC door. Boundary wall has been removed and frontage
has been paved which is detrimental to the street. Concrete tile roof which
would benefit from replacement with slate.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

11 and 13 Avenue Road

No.11: Positive* – frontage and
boundary could be improved
with landscaping/ planting
and concrete tiles could be
replaced with slate
No.13: Positive – concrete tiles
could be replaced with slate

Article 4

Description
(Also see page 122 for architectural description)
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No.11 Description:
Divided into flats. A small flat roofed dormer has been added to the roof
which is out of character with the street. Slate replaced with concrete tile.
Boundary wall has been removed and frontage block paved although there
is one planting bed which adds minimal softening.
No.13 Description:
Divided into flats. Property intact. Most of the front boundary has been
removed although a gate and pier have been retained which adds some
enclosure to the street. A parking space has been created on the frontage
which is surfaced with gravel and there are planting areas around including
two side boundary hedges which helps to soften the impact on the
streetscene.
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Building-by-Building Description
13a-27 Avenue Road
Terrace of eight houses built in 1896. Two storey yellow stock brick with
red brick banding. Slate roof with decorative terracotta ridge tiles. Two
storey hipped bay with simple but robust detailing to windows surrounds
and bracketing under sills. Timber sash windows. Recessed porches with
decorative surrounds to match the windows. Originally heavy timber paneled
doors with glazed upper panels and fanlights.

731
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

13a Avenue Road
Note additional house
number

Positive*
Article 4
Would benefit from
reinstatement of windows and
frontage could be improved

Description
(Also see page 125 for architectural description)

732

Converted to flats. Property intact except sash windows replaced with timber
top hung casements. Open porch with decorative surround, door likely
a replacement in a traditional style. Front garden area tarmaced which is
detrimental to the historic character. Front boundary wall missing although
side boundary walls with tall piers remain dividing the frontage from the
neighbours.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

15 Avenue Road

Positive – though would
Article 4
benefit from reinstatement of
boundary and soft landscaping
to front garden.

Description
(Also see page 125 for architectural description)

733

Converted to flats? Property intact. Open porch with decorative surround
and good front door, possibly original. Front garden area concreted which is
detrimental to the historic character. Front boundary wall missing although
front side boundary wall with tall piers remains dividing the frontage from the
neighbour.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

17 and 19 Avenue Road

No.17: Positive* – reinstatement
Article 4
of sash windows and missing
mullions and improvement to front
garden would be beneficial
No.19: Positive* – would benefit
from replacement of uPVC
windows and concrete tiles, as
well as improvement to front
garden

Description
734

(Also see page 125 for architectural description)
No.17 Description:
Converted to flats. Property intact except sash windows replaced with timber
picture windows, with central mullion removed, or top hung casements.
Hipped porch. Front garden area concreted which is detrimental to the
historic character. Front boundary wall missing although front side boundary
wall with tall piers remains dividing the frontage from the neighbour.
No.19 Description:
Converted to flats. Timber sash windows replaced with uPVC sashes,
brickwork rendered and slate replaced with concrete tile. Unsympathetic mono
pitch porch. Front garden appears to be grasscreted but this has failed so
has limited softening impact. Front boundary wall missing although front side
boundary wall with tall piers remains dividing the frontage from the neighbour.
128

Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

21 Avenue Road

Positive – though front garden Article 4
could be improved and
concrete
tiles replaced

Description
(Also see page 125 for architectural
description)
735

Converted to flats. Timber sash
windows retained although
brickwork rendered and slate
replaced with concrete tile.
Replacement door. Hipped porch.
Front garden block paved. Front
boundary wall missing although
front side boundary wall with tall
piers remains dividing the frontage
from the neighbour.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

23 and 25 Avenue Road

No.23: Positive – though would
benefit from replacement of
concrete tiles and redecoration
of windows
No.25: Positive – though
frontage could be improved and
redecoration of windows

Article 4

Description

736

(Also see page 125 for architectural description)
No.23 Description:
Slate replaced with concrete tile. Timber sash windows which would benefit
from repainting. Open porch. Front garden block paved. Most of front
boundary wall removed although a gate and piers have been retained. Front
side boundary walls also retained. Tree and planting in the front soften
appearance to street.
No.25 Description:
Converted to flats. Property intact. Sash windows would benefit from
repainting. Hipped porch. Front garden has been concreted and is untidy.
Front boundary wall missing although front side boundary wall with tall piers
remains dividing the frontage from the neighbour.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

27 Avenue Road

Positive – Though frontage
Article 4
could be improved and
concrete tiles replaced with slate

Description
(Also see page 125 for architectural
description)

737

Timber sash windows retained
although brickwork rendered and
slate replaced with concrete tile.
Open porch with good door. Front
garden concreted. Front boundary
wall missing although front side
boundary wall with tall piers
remains dividing the frontage from
the neighbour.
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Building-by-Building Description
Nos.29-33 Avenue Road
Terrace of three houses built in 1895 abutted to houses to the south but of
a different design. Two storeys, stock brick with red brick detailing around
windows and slate roof with decorative ridge tiles. Double height square
bay with hipped roof and finial. Simple stone banding to bay and timber
casement windows with top fanlights. Bracketed tiled rain porch.

Address

Value

Designation

29 Avenue Road

Positive* – property would
benefit from reinstatement of
casement windows

Article 4

Description
(Also see opposite for architectural
description)

738

Divided into flats. Original windows
replaced by timber casements
with louvers to first floor and
picture window to ground, though,
positively, original stained glass
fanlights remain in ground floor bay.
Rain porch hipped. Boundary wall
missing and forecourt tarmaced
which is detrimental to the
streetscene.
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Building-by-Building Description
Value

31 and 33 Avenue
Road

No.31: Positive* – property would
Article 4
benefit from reinstatement of sash
windows and repainting in a more
sympathetic colour, plus improvement
to frontage
No.33: Positive* – property would
benefit from reinstatement of original
style windows and improvement to
forecourt
No.33 Rear extension: Neutral

739

Address

Designation

Description
(Also see page 132 for architectural description)
No.31 Description:
Divided into flats. Brickwork has been painted purple which is out-ofkeeping. Windows at first floor replaced with unsympathetic timber picture
window with top hung casements. Original timber casements with stained
glass fanlights remain at ground level. Gabled rain porch with timber
decorative boarding and brackets. Boundary wall missing and forecourt
entirely hard surfaced which is detrimental to the streetscene. Would benefit
from reinstatement of boundary treatments and soft landscaping to frontage.
No.33 Description:
Divided into flats. Brickwork rendered and painted. Slates replaced with
concrete tiles. Original windows timber casements painted black, but stained
glass fanlights removed. Additional bay and gabled rain porch with timber
decorative boarding and brackets to side on frontage to Avenue Terrace.
Large two and a half storey unattractive extension to rear which has frontage
onto Avenue Terrace. Mansard roof and lack of windows are particularly
bulky in the streetscene. Boundary wall missing to front and forecourt
entirely hard surfaced which is detrimental to the streetscene. Would benefit
from reinstatement of boundary treatments and soft landscaping to frontage.
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Building-by-Building Description
Nos.35-41 Avenue Road
Two pairs of semi-detached houses. Yellow stock brick with slate roofs. LateVictorian with strong Italianate influences including paired curved topped
windows, quoins and corbelling (brackets) under eaves. Nos.37-41 have
single storey canted bays with a pair of curved topped sash windows with
thin brick lintels and decorative keystones above. No.35 has a two storey
bay with hipped roof. This may have been to accentuate its position on the
junction with Avenue Terrace.

Address

Value

Designation

35-37 Avenue Road

Positive

Article 4

Description
(Also see opposite for architectural description)

740

Properties intact except for slate roof replaced by concrete tile.Burr brick
boundary wall to front enclosing a good section of the street frontage. Small
opening for parking area at No.37 which is block paved.The landscaped front
garden to No.35 and good amount of planting to No.37 makes a positive
contribution to the streetscene.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

39-41 Avenue Road

Positive

Article 4

Description
(Also see page 134 for architectural description)

741

Properties intact except for part of the porch roof missing at No.41. Good
section of burr brick boundary wall remaining. Block paved parking areas but
surrounded by significant landscaping which makes a positive contribution to
the street.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

43- 45 Avenue Road

Positive

Article 4

Description

742

Pair of tall Edwardian houses built in 1912 which are of unique design to
the street. Two storeys with accommodation in the roofspace. Red brick
at ground floor (though painted to No.45) and white render with red brick
detailing above. Steep red clay tile roof. Unusual arrangement of canted
bay to ground floor with double height steeply pitched gable above, with
windows at first and second floor. Curved porch shared between the two
properties. Timber doors with 12 panes to upper half and fanlights over.
Decorative black timber boarding above. Original casement windows.
Small section of boundary wall to front, appears to be burr brick painted
white. Frontages mostly block paved but with significant planting.
No.43 is divided into flats.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

47 Avenue Road

Positive

Article 4

Description

743

One off detached house built in 1902. Two storey red brick with hipped slate
roof. Double height bay with reconstituted surrounds to the windows with
gabled top, finial and decorative timber barge boards. Gabled porch also
with decorative timber barge boards of a pattern that match the main gable.
Original timber sash windows. Crest feature above porch. Panelled timber
double doors. Front boundary lost and frontage block paved with planting to
the boundaries.
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Building-by-Building Description
Nos.49-55 Avenue Road
Two pairs of semi-detached Victorian houses built in 1881. Yellow stock
brick with hipped slate roofs. Canted bay to ground floor and pair of curved
Italianate style windows aligned above to maintain a strong vertical feature.
Heavy surrounds with keystone detail to first floor windows and recessed
porch (differing slightly between the two pairs). Timber sash windows with
central glazing bar to central bay window only. Saw tooth brick banding
below eaves. The houses are set on a consistent building line well back from
the road giving a more open character to Avenue Road in this section. Some
of the frontages have been given over to parking although few sections
of boundary wall remain and where they also include soft landscaping
the contribution to the streetscene is significant. Similar in design to 57-79
Avenue Road but with more detailing to windows and porch.

Address

Value

Designation

49 Avenue Road

Positive* – would benefit from
removal of door infilling porch

Article 4

Description
(Also see opposite for architectural description)

744

House intact including brickwork, slate and sash windows. However,
recessed porch has been filled in with uPVC door. Small section of
boundary wall provides some enclosure to the street. The garden has been
landscaped to include parking area and small lawn.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

51 Avenue Road

Positive* – would benefit from
reinstatement of sash windows
and removal of door infilling
porch

Article 4

Description
745

(Also see page 138 for architectural description)
Original sash windows replaced with timber top hung casements. Original
open porch enclosed by modern door which is detrimental to it character.
Small section of boundary wall to front provides important enclosure and
tree in forecourt important to the streetscene. Front garden hard surfaced
and would benefit from higher quality materials and planting.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

53 and 55 Avenue Road

No.53: Positive – though
would benefit from improved
landscaping to front garden
No.55: Positive* – concrete
tiles could be replaced and
render removed

Article 4

Description
(Also see page 138 for architectural description)
746

No.53 Description:
Brickwork rendered at ground floor but remains at first floor. Original timber
sash windows remain. Front boundary missing. Garden has been block
paved which is harsh in appearance, with a little soft landscaping which
improves the front appearance, though more could be done to soften the
appearance, such as partial reinstatement of the front boundary and further
soft landscaping.
No.55 Description:
Divided into flats. Brickwork rendered at ground floor and pebble dashed
above. Slates replaced with concrete tile. Original timber sash windows
remain. Chimney missing. Front boundary missing and garden has been hard
surfaced mostly with concrete which is detrimental to the street.
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Building-by-Building Description

747

Nos.57-59 Avenue Road
Run of six pairs of semi-detached Victorian houses built 1880-1881. Yellow
stock brick with hipped slate roofs. Canted bay to ground floor and pair of
curved Italianate style windows aligned above to maintain strong vertical
feature. Decorative keystones above windows and open recessed porch.
Timber sash windows with central glazing bar to central bay window only.
Saw tooth brick banding below eaves. The houses are set on a consistent
building line well back from the road giving a more open character to Avenue
Road in this section. Many of the frontages have been given over to parking
although few sections of boundary wall remain and where they also include
soft landscaping the contribution to the streetscene is significant. Similar in
design to Avenue Road but with simpler detailing to windows and porch.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

57 and 59 Avenue Road

No.57: Positive* – would
benefit from reinstatement
of sashes
No.58: Positive* – would
benefit from reinstatement
of sashes

Article 4

Description
(Also see page 138 for architectural description)
748

No.57 Description:
Brickwork rendered at ground floor only. Slates replaced with clay tiles.
Original windows replaced with black timber top hung casements. Chimney
missing. Likely that the heavy door with two glazed upper panes and fanlight
are original. Small section of boundary wall remains. Most of the garden
has been block paved for parking. Some planting behind wall and on side
boundary.
No.59 Description:
Brickwork has been rendered. Slates replaced with clay tiles. Original
windows replaced with timber top hung casements. Likely that the heavy
door with two glazed upper panes and fanlight are original. Boundary wall
missing and garden has been hard surfaced although high quality materials
and tree on frontage are welcomed.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

61 Avenue Road

Positive* – would benefit from Article 4
reinstatement of sashes and
slates

Address

Value

Designation

63 Avenue Road

Positive
Though would benefit from
reinstatement of slates

Article 4

Description

(Also see page 138 for architectural description)

(Also see page 138 for architectural description)

Divided into flats. Brickwork has been rendered. Slates replaced with
concrete tiles. Original windows have been replaced with timber top hung
casements. Good door, possibly original. Part of the frontage is enclosed
with a low boundary wall. There is space for two cars but this is softened by
planting.

Brickwork has been rendered. Slates replaced with concrete tiles. Original
timber sashes remain at first floor but have been replaced at ground floor
by timber picture windows with top fanlights. Part of the front boundary is
enclosed by a red brick wall with low piers (with coping stones) which helps
to enclose the street. There is parking for one car but most of the forecourt
is planted and this helps to soften the building and makes a valuable
contribution to the streetscene. Attractive tiled path.

749

Description
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

65 and 67 Avenue Road

No.65: Positive* – though
Article 4
would benefit from
reinstatement of slates, better
designed sash windows and
more traditional door
No.67: Positive* – would
benefit from reinstatement
of timber sashes and slates,
front garden would benefit
from maintenance

Description
(Also see page 138 for architectural description)
No.65 Description:
Divided into flats. Slates replaced with concrete tile. Top section of chimney
missing. Replacement timber sashes which do not incorporate the swept
head section to the top of the first floor windows. Door replaced with modern
one which is mainly glazed and not in keeping. Front boundary regrettably
lost and forecourt used for parking but this is paved and there is significant
planting which helps to soften the area.

750

No.67 Description:
Divided into flats. Brickworks has been rendered. Slates replaced with
concrete tiles. uPVC top hung windows at first floor. Front boundary lost and
replaced by a large parking area but this is block paved and there is some
planting which is welcomed.
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Building-by-Building Description
Value

69 and 71 Avenue Road

No.69: Negative – requires
significant reinstatement
works to frontage including
reinstatement of bay and
original windows and
improvements to frontage.
No.71: Positive* – would
benefit from reinstatement
of timber sashes and slates,
front would benefit from
landscaping or planting

751

Address

Designation

Description
(Also see page 138 for architectural description)
No.69 Description:
Divided into flats. Slate replaced with concrete tile. All original window
openings have been altered. The bay and double curved windows and
keystones have been removed and replaced with modern bow windows. A
flat casement replaces the remaining window above porch. All windows are
uPVC with applied glazing bars. The ground floor window is surrounded by
a large frame structure. The alterations to the windows have had a significant
detrimental effect on the historic character of the property. Reinstatement
of the original openings and designs would be a significant enhancement to
the wider Conservation Area as well as the individual property. Top section
of chimney missing. Front garden concreted and boundary wall missing.
Reinstatement works here would also be welcome.
No.71 Description:
Brickwork has been rendered. Slate roof replaced with concrete tile. uPVC
sash windows. Black metal railings to front boundary providing enclosure to
the street.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

73 Avenue Road

Positive* – front needs
maintenance, would benefit
from reinstatement of timber
sashes and door, and slates

Article 4

75 Avenue Road

Positive* - would benefit from Article 4
replacement of uPVC with
timber sashes

Description

(Also see page 138 for architectural description)

(Also see page 138 for architectural description)

Divided into flats. Brickwork has been rendered. Slate roof replaced with
concrete tile. uPVC sash windows are unsympathetic. uPVC front door. Low
brick wall to front which provides enclosure to the street and planting on the
forecourt also welcome.

Brickwork has been rendered. Original timber sashes lost to inappropriate
uPVC. Slates replaced with clay tile. Low brick wall to front which provides
enclosure to the street and planting on the forecourt also welcome. Good
example to how to accommodate parking on frontage.

752

Description
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

77 and 79 Avenue Road

No.77: Positive* – would
benefit from reinstatement of
sash windows
No.79: Positive* – would
benefit from reinstatement of
sash windows

Article 4

Description
753

(Also see page 138 for architectural description)
No.77 Description:
Forms a pair with No.79 and was originally the same design but a double
height bay window has been subsequently added which disrupts the
uniformity. Brickwork has been rendered. Slates replaced with concrete tile.
uPVC casement windows Front boundary wall has been removed although
part of it has been replaced with modern metal railings which provide some
definition to the street. Frontage is block paved with some planting.
No.79 Description:
Brickwork intact but slate has been replaced with concrete tile and sashes
replaced with aluminium top hung casement windows. Low red brick wall
to frontage provides good enclosure to the street. Frontage is mostly block
paved with small areas for planting.
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Building-by-Building Description
Avenue Terrace

Avenue Terrace: North Side
Nos.2-8 Avenue Terrace
Short terrace of four, two storey dwellings with gabled roof, single canted
bay with sash windows at ground floor with decorative banding around
top. Two single sash windows with decorative keystone at first floor. Dentil
cornice along bay windows and above front doors, which do not have a
recessed porch.

Avenue Terrace, part of the Vincent Estate, was created in the late-19th
century. It follows the line of an historic field boundary on a straight eastwest alignment. It is made up of mostly late-Victorian detached, semi
detached and short terraces of fairly similar designs but the OS maps show
that the street was developed on a piecemeal basis. This is evident in the
slight variations in the houses. There is consistency in scale and building line
which gives an element of conformity to the street.

754

The street width is relatively narrow and the relatively short frontages and
mature London Plane trees give it a strong feeling of enclosure. Avenue
Road Baptist Church, located on the junction of Avenue Terrace and Milton
Road, is a striking building and local landmark and marks the entrance to
Avenue Terrace from the west.
Many properties have retained boundary walls and planted front gardens
and this makes the street look very attractive and is pleasant to walk down.
The south pavement is surfaced with concrete flags which have matured
with age but the north side is tarmac and the difference is apparent. The
original granite kerbs (laid with the short side up) and the original glazed
brick drainage channel can still be seen in the carriageway and both make a
positive contribution to the character of the street and should be retained. A
number of the original cast iron street lamps survive and are also a positive
feature which should be retained for as long as possible. There are red block
paved speed humps in the carriageway to reduce traffic speeds but these
are relatively low key.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

2 Avenue Terrace

Positive

Article 4

4 Avenue Terrace

Positive* – would benefit from
reinstatement of slates and
improvement of pebbledash

Article 4

Description

(Also see page 148 for architectural description)

(Also see page 148 for architectural description)

Ground floor painted but first floor exposed brick. Reinstated slate tiles?
Replacement sash windows. Original door replaced with a sympathetic
design of timber with glazed upper panels and fanlight. Dentil detail to bay
window cornice has been covered over with a plain fascia. Front garden
paved and boundary wall removed.

Original slate roof tiles replaced with concrete tile. Pebble dash cladding
added at first floor, ground floor rendered and painted. Planning permission
for the conversion of the garden to a driveway was given several years ago.
White painted timber sliding sashes remain and make a positive contribution.
Good door with stained glass upper panels and fanlight.

755

Description
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

6 and 8 Avenue Terrace

No.6: Positive
No.8: Positive

Article 4

Description
(Also see page 148 for architectural description)

756

No.6 Description:
Property intact except for brickwork being rendered. Original features such
as slate roof with ridge tiles, timber sliding sash windows remain. Dark
staining of the door is not necessarily in keeping. Front boundary wall
(painted) and landscaped front garden.
No.8 Description:
Also fairly intact except for brickwork being rendered (roughcast at first floor,
smooth at ground). Original features such as slate roof with ridge tiles, timber
sliding sash windows remain. Later door but in keeping. Front boundary wall
(painted) and landscaped front garden.
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Building-by-Building Description
Nos.10-12 Avenue Terrace
Pair of two storey semi-detached houses with hipped roof and prominent
chimneys. Ground floor canted bay with hipped slate roof with a pair of
Italianate curved topped windows above and single window above the front
door all with decorative keystones. Saw tooth brick banding below eaves
and unusually understated open porch with only a hint of detailing in the
surround. The significant separation from the neighbouring houses allows
space for parking at the sides of the properties and has enabled the front
gardens to be retained.

757
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

10 Avenue Terrace

Positive

Article 4

Description
(Also see page 151 for architectural description)

758

Fairly intact except for brickwork being rendered. Original features such as
slate roof and timber sliding sash windows remain. Attractive wooden front
door with recessed porch retained. Front boundary wall has been rebuilt
but to a good quality with yellow stock bricks, blue brick coping and metal
arrowhead railings. Although the majority of the front garden area has been
paved over, the surface material seems to be of a good quality and some
landscaping has been planted behind the wall.
Modern detached rendered single garage with slate gabled roof to side with
roller shutter. This is a neutral addition to the streetscene although would be
improved if the roller shutter were replaced with more traditional style doors.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

12 Avenue Terrace

Positive

Article 4

14 Avenue Terrace

Positive – though frontage could be Article 4
improved with more planting and
uPVC windows would benefit from
replacement with timber

Description

Description

(Also see page 151 for architectural description)

A two storey detached dwelling with Arts and Crafts influence to its
architecture, and built later than the neighbouring properties. White render with
red tiled hipped roof. Characterised by two very tall chimneys on either side
and unusually, two prominent two storey bays, one with a feature gable, both
with black painted uPVC windows with leaded lights. Regrettably most of the
front garden has been lost to hardstanding although the material seems to be
of a reasonable quality and part of the boundary is enclosed by a yellow stock
brick wall enclosing a small area of planting. This property is divided into flats.

759

Fairly intact except for brickwork being rendered. Original features such as
slate roof and timber sliding sash windows remain. Attractive wooden front
door but open porch has been enclosed. Original front boundary wall has
been retained and makes a positive contribution to the street. Landscaped
front garden with good quality paved driveway to side.
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Building-by-Building Description
Avenue Terrace – South Side
Nos.1-3 Avenue Terrace
Pair of two-storey semi-detached Victorian houses of yellow stock brick with
gabled slate roof built in 1896. Double height square bay with robust stucco
detailing to columns and decorative bracketing under sills. Red brick string
courses at several heights across the frontage. Similar robust stucco detailing
to open porch. Timber sash windows.

760
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

1 and 3 Avenue Terrace

No.1: Positive
No.3: Positive – though
would benefit from
reinstatement of front wall

Article 4

Description
(Also see page 154 for architectural description)

761

No.1 Description:
Divided into flats. All architectural features retained including slate and
brickwork and sash windows. Timber front door is sympathetic. Unsightly
meter box to front elevation. Original boundary wall retained, though railings
lost. Unfortunately the front garden has been paved over. This area would
benefit from some landscaping.
No.3 Description:
Many architectural features retained including slate and brickwork and sash
windows. Replica timber front door but with Georgian style fan light detail
which is not quite appropriate for this age of property. Regrettably the front
boundary wall has been lost to an area of hardstanding that does little to lift
the appearance of the property. This would benefit from some landscaping
together with the reinstatement of a boundary wall.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

5 Avenue Terrace,
The Ness

Positive

Article 4

Description
Two storey detached Victorian house with slate hipped roof built in 1895.
Now rendered white with double height square bay with simple but finely
detailed stucco mouldings. Matching moulding to open porch with decorative
paving to floor. Bracket detailing under eaves. Original timber sliding
sash windows have been retained and timber front door makes a positive
contribution to the street.
762

Regrettably the majority of the front boundary wall has been lost and the
garden covered with hard surfacing. There is a limited amount of planting
within the wall, but it would benefit from more landscaping to soften its
appearance.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

7 Avenue Terrace,
‘Stebonheath’

Positive – though would
benefit from replacement of
concrete tile with slates

Article 4

Description

763

An attractive detached Victorian dwelling built in 1894. Two storey yellow
stock brick with hipped roof (originally slate but now replaced with concrete
tile). Double height bay with simple surrounds and decorative red brick
bracketing detailing. Red bricks also used to give ‘quoin’ effect to the corners
of the building and around the first floor window. Distinctive original timber
sash windows with curved lower transom to upper sash. Attractive scrolled
stucco mounding to open porch. Timber front door with glazed upper panes
and fan/sidelights.
Most of the front garden has been lost to hardstanding although an area of
boundary wall/planter has been retained which provides space for some
planting, softening for the building and some enclosure to the street.
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Building-by-Building Description
Nos.9-11 Avenue Terrace
Pair of two storey red brick properties with slate gabled roofs built in 1895.
Detached to the east but attached to the neighbouring properties of similar
design to the west. Prominent two storey square bays with timbered gables
with shaped barge boards and finial. Distinctive banding of brickwork and
reconstituted stone between the floors on the bay and at sill levels on the
rest of the house. Simple robust window surrounds to the bays and timber
sliding sashes.

Address

Value

Designation

9 Avenue Terrace

Positive* – would benefit from Article 4
reinstatement of sash windows
at ground floor

Description
(Also see opposite for architectural description)

Attractive moulded curved open porch detail with decorative keystone and
tiled floors. This is replicated to the entrance to the alley to rear in the centre
of the two properties.
764

Relatively intact except that the ground floor windows have been lost to
uPVC. Replica timber front door with modern stained glass. Stained wood,
not entirely in keeping. Low wall to boundary provides enclosure to the
street and landscaping in the garden makes a positive contribution to local
character.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

11 Avenue Terrace

Positive

Article 4

Nos.13-19 Avenue Terrace
Short terrace of four two storey red brick properties with slate gabled
roofs built in 1896. Attached to the neighbouring properties to the east but
detached to the west. All the houses have prominent two storey square
bays with timbered gables. Simple robust window surrounds to the bays
and first floor windows. Timber sliding sashes with decorative leaded light
detailing to top sash. This survives in all four properties making a positive
contribution to local character. Lower sash taller than upper giving the
windows a different proportion compared to others in the street. Large
monopitched tiled rain porches each spanning between two properties with
timber bracket to outer edges.

Description
(Also see page 158 for architectural description)

765

Property intact except for the enclosure of the open porch with a modern
traditional style timber front door, though stained wood is not entirely in
keeping. A relatively tall brick wall with concrete copings and black metal
railings to front provides good enclosure to the street. Small area of planting
to frontage but this could be enhanced.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

13 and 15 Avenue Terrace

No.13: Positive
Article 4
No.15: Positive – though
removal of paint and
replacement of concrete tiles
with slate would beneficial

Description
(Also see page 159 for architectural description)

766

No.13 Description:
Property intact, including heavy timber front door with stained glass upper
pane and fanlight. Decorative tiles to porch floor. Boundary wall retained
although showing signs of sinking in the centre and would benefit from repair.
Painted timber gate. Some planting to front garden and to top of wall.
No.15 Description:
Divided into flats. Brickwork painted red and slates replaced with concrete
tiles. Sashes remain although are showing signs of wear and tear and would
benefit from sensitive repair and repainting. Attractive timber front door and
decorative tiles to porch floor. Boundary wall retained to frontage although
has been rendered. Timber gate. Mature planting to front garden makes a
positive contribution to the street.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

17 and 19 Avenue Terrace

No.17: Positive*- would
Article 4
benefit from removal of
paintwork and removal of
door infilling porch
No.19: Positive – would
benefit from removal of
door infilling porch and
replacement of concrete tiles
with slate

Description

Designation

(Also see page 159 for architectural description)
No.17 Description:
Brickwork unsympathetically painted red. Original sashes and slate roof
remains but unfortunately the porch has been enclosed by modern stained
glass French doors which are conspicuous in the streetscene.

767

Section of red brick wall with copings and metal railing covers half the
length of the front boundary and provides some enclosure to the street but
regrettably the front garden area has been lost to unattractive hardstanding.
This would benefit from some landscaping and a higher quality surface
material to soften its appearance.
No.19 Description:
Slate replaced with concrete tiles. Open porch enclosed with timber French
doors. Timber sashes retained. Boundary wall has been topped with modern
decorative blocks and only spans half the frontage but does still provide
some enclosure to the street.
Regrettably the front garden area has been lost to unattractive concrete
hardstanding, although a small area for planting has been retained behind
the wall. This would benefit from a higher quality and a more permeable
surface material.
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Building-by-Building Description
Nos.21-25 Avenue Terrace
Three two storey yellow stock brick houses with gabled slate roofs built
in 1894. They form a short terrace of five properties with Nos.27 and 29
although of different designs. Two storey canted bays with decorative stucco
mouldings to columns (unusually different on the top to the bottom) and
bracketing detail under sills. Similar mouldings to open porch. Timber sash
windows with central glazing bar to main sash. Decorative tile paths and
original boundary walls have been retained at two properties.

768
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

21 Avenue Terrace,
‘York House’
23 Avenue Terrace

No.21: Positive
No.23: Positive

Article 4

Description
(Also see page 162 for architectural description)

769

No.21 Description:
Property intact. Original sash windows remain. Timber front door and
decorative floor to porch. The tiled path has been reinstated, though the front
garden lost to hardstanding. This would benefit from additional landscaping.
Front boundary wall removed.
No.23 Description:
Property intact including brickwork, slate and sash windows. Timber front
door. Some of the moulded details have been painted black. Decorative tile
path and boundary wall retained both of which make a positive contribution
to the street. Planting to front garden is also attractive.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

25 Avenue Terrace

Positive

Article 4

Description
(Also see page 162 for architectural description)

770

Divided into flats. Property intact including brickwork, slate and sash windows.
Only this property has a decorative finial and ridge tiles to the roof. Timber
front door with glazed upper panels. Decorative tile path and boundary wall
retained both of which make a positive contribution to the street although wall
in need of repainting. Planting to front garden is also attractive.
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Building-by-Building Description
Nos.27-33 Avenue Terrace
Two pairs of two storey yellow stock brick Victorian houses with slate gabled
roofs built in 1898. Nos.27-29 form a short terrace with Nos.21-25 to the
east which are of a similar design but with square rather than canted bays.
Robust detailing to bay replicated on the open porch. Bracket detailing
under sills. Decorative red brick banding to brickwork and decorative ridge
tiles. Although built at a slightly different time to Nos.21-25 the builder has
chosen to pair up the porch of No.27 with No.25, which is a slightly different
design, rather than with the adjacent property at No.27. This has had a knockon effect with Nos.31 and 33 which also unusually have their bays together
rather than their doors.

Address

Value

Designation

27 Avenue Terrace,
‘Romsdalen’

Positive

Article 4

Description
(Also see opposite for architectural
description)

771

Property intact including brickwork,
slates and timber sash windows.
Attractive tiles inside sides of open
porch at lower level which is not
very common in this area.Low
brick boundary wall and attractive
planted front garden.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

29 Avenue Terrace,
‘Woolliscroft’
31 Avenue Terrace,
‘Strathmore’

No.29: Positive
No.31: Positive

No.29: Article 4

Description
(Also see page 165 for architectural description)

772

No.29 Description:
Property intact including brickwork, slates and timber sash windows. Good
timber door. An attractive black and white tiled path leads to the front door,
with a low brick wall, metal gate and hedge providing the front boundary.
No.31 Description:
Property intact including brickwork, slates and timber sash windows, which
are painted black. Good timber door. The front wall has been rendered and
is topped with decorative black metal railings which provide good enclosure
to the front boundary. Attractive planting in garden also makes a positive
contribution.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

33 Avenue Terrace,
‘St Catherine’s’

Positive

Article 4

Description
(Also see page 165 for architectural description)

773

Property intact including brickwork, slates and timber sash windows. Timber
door. Boundary wall has been rendered with brick piers, metal gate and
coping stones and hedge behind. This provides good enclosure to the street
but would benefit from maintenance. Attractive ornamental tree in front
garden.
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Building-by-Building Description
Nos.35-39 Avenue Terrace
Short terrace of three properties built in 1897. They are the same design as
Nos.13-19 and may therefore have been built by the same person. Red brick
properties with slate gabled roofs and prominent two storey square bays
with timbered gables. Simple robust window surrounds to the bays and
first floor windows. Unlike Nos.13-19 the timber sliding sashes do not have
decorative leaded lights but they do have smaller the top sashes. Large
monopitched tiled rain porches each spanning between two properties with
timber bracket to outer edges.

Address

Value

Designation

35 Avenue Terrace

Positive – though front
garden could be improved

Article 4

Description
(Also see opposite for architectural description)

774

Divided into flats. Property intact including brickwork, slates and timber
sash windows. Good timber door. A low brick boundary wall provides good
enclosure to the street but regrettably the front garden area has been
covered with a poor-quality area of hard surfacing. Upgrading this to a better
quality permeable material and the introduction of landscaping would make
a significant difference.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

37 Avenue Terrace,
‘Ravensnest’
39 Avenue Terrace

No.37: Positive – though
Article 4
concrete tiles could be
replaced with slate and front
garden could be improved
No.39: Positive – though front
garden could be improved

Description
(Also see page 168 for architectural description)
775

No.37 Description:
Brickwork painted and slate roof replaced with concrete tiles. Timber sash
windows remain. Good timber door. A low brick boundary wall provides
good enclosure to the street but regrettably the front garden area has been
covered with a poor-quality area of hard surfacing. Upgrading this to a better
quality permeable material and the introduction of landscaping would make
a significant difference. Visible meter box on front elevation.
No.39 Description:
Divided into flats. Brickwork rendered but otherwise intact. Good timber
door. A low brick boundary wall provides good enclosure to the street but
regrettably the front garden area has been covered with a poor-quality area
of hard surfacing. Upgrading this to a better quality permeable material and
the introduction of landscaping would make a significant difference. Visible
meter boxes on front elevation.
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Building-by-Building Description
Milton Road (and Albert Mews)

A small part of Milton Road forms the western-most boundary of the
Conservation Area. There are only two residential buildings in the section of
Milton Road which is within the Conservation Area, both are custom designed
apartment blocks which is unusual for the area. This is most likely due to the
fact that they were rebuilt at a later date, replacing earlier bomb-damaged
properties. They make a positive contribution to the Conservation Area and
help define its character at this edge. The only other building in Milton Road
within the Conservation Area is Avenue Road Baptist Church. This is a large
imposing building and local landmark. It helps to demarcate the entrance to
the Conservation Area from the west.

776

In addition to these buildings there are a few properties set back from the
road in Albert Mews, behind the properties on Milton Road. Two pairs of
semi-detached houses are located here.
Milton Road itself is a main north-south route from the town centre leading
towards the seafront. It is broad and has a wide tarmaced pavement on the
east side in front of the properties within the Conservation Area. There are
mature London Plane trees at this point which continue into both St. Vincent’s
Road and Avenue Terrace and are a key feature of the Conservation
Area. The red tarmac traffic calming at the junctions and associated
signage clutters the streetscene and is detrimental to the character of the
Conservation Area.
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Building-by-Building Description
Milton Road – East Side
Address

Value

Designation

Albert House

Positive

N/A

Description

777

A three storey Arts and Crafts style purpose-built block of apartments c.1947.
Dark red brick on lower two floors with white render above. Clay tiled hipped
roof and prominent chimneys. It is of symmetrical design with two full height
canted bays either side of the large hipped entrance porch. Original metal
framed windows have been retained and are a key part of the building's
character. Heavy timber door with three glazed panes in the upper portion.
Off street parking is provided to the rear via an access route to the side of
the property. While the property is surrounding by a low brick boundary wall,
there is a large area of hard surface to the front which would benefit from
resurfacing and the inclusion of landscaping to soften its appearance though
some effort has been made with planting which is attractive.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

Glendaurel Court

Positive

N/A

Description
A two-storey apartment block of a similar era to Albert House but of a
different design. Red brick with gabled tile roof and white metal framed
windows. Distinctive curved bays to the ground floor with metal balconies
above and heavy surround to porch.

778

There is a well-maintained brick boundary wall with hedge and metal gates
which surrounds the site.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Avenue Road Baptist Church Positive

Designation
Article 4, Locally
Listed Building

Description

779

An attractive and imposing church situated on the corner of Milton Road
and Avenue Terrace. It is a good quality red brick church with Bath stone
dressings, attractive windows with reticulated tracery and distinctive flint
and stone checkerboard detailing to the parapet. It makes an important
contribution to the local streetscene, marking the entrance into the
residential streets of the Milton Conservation Area. The church benefits
from a low brick boundary wall and well-maintained landscaped beds which
enhance its appearance. Originally built in 1900, the church was restored in
1949 following bomb damage on 10th December 1945.
There is a late-20th century single storey extension on the north and west
sides of the church which borrows flint chequerwork from the old building.
The brick match and delicate window design has also helped to integrate this
with the main church building.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

1-2 Albert Mews

Positive

N/A

Description
Former coach house which appears on the OS map of 1897. It was converted
to garages in 1924 and then subsequently converted into two houses in 1985.

780

Two storeys with prominent clay tiled hipped roof dropping to ground floor
level at the sides. Attractive half hipped double gable feature to centre with
shaped timber barge boards and decorative terracotta ridge tiles and finial.
Large first floor feature windows designed to fit the shape of the gables have
been retained on both properties. The building has been rendered and clad
with modern boarding and a number of windows have been altered. A front
extension has also been built at No.2 using similar materials.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

3-4 Albert Mews

Neutral

N/A

Description
Modern pair of two storey semi-detached houses of a basic design. Half
hipped roof with concrete tiles, with uPVC casement windows. Buff brick to
ground floor and cream render above.
781
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Building-by-Building Description
Park Crescent

782

Park Crescent connects Avenue Road and Avenue Terrace to Park Road. It is
an ‘S’ shaped road which once formed the southern boundary to Southend
Park. It contains relatively few properties, all of which are built on the south
side of the road. On the north side are rear gardens to properties in Avenue
Road and Park Road including Barons Court School. This lack of frontage on
the north side and wide spacing of the buildings on the south side has given
the road a very open character with only the mature street trees and trees
in the rear gardens of properties in the neighbouring streets providing any
sort of enclosure. These trees are therefore important to the character of the
street and a number of the private trees are protected with TPOs. There is
an eclectic mix of buildings all of which make a positive contribution to the
streetscene. On the whole they are well preserved although a few properties
have open frontages which have been completely hard surfaced and this is
detrimental to the character of the street.
The pavements are tarmac but with original granite kerbs and visible glazed
brick drainage channels in the carriageways. A few of the original lamp
columns remain and these make a positive contribution to its character.
The street furniture associated with the school entrance adds clutter to the
highway adjacent to the school.
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Building-by-Building Description
Park Crescent – South Side
Address

Value

Designation

1 Park Crescent

Positive

Article 4

Description

783

A well preserved, large detached yellow stock brick villa with hipped slate
roof and prominent chimneys. Characterised by a pair of single storey
robustly detailed canted bays at ground floor with double sashes in heavy
surrounds above. Circle motif to bay picked up at upper floors window
surrounds. Timber sash windows to all openings on the front except the
central upper floor window which has been changed for a casement window
with louvered fanlight.
Decorative brick banding below eaves and at first floor sill level. Attractive
but simple porch in between the two bays. Black painted timber double
doors enclosing porch.
The front boundary is enclosed with a low brick wall with attractive traditional
metal railings, capped piers and pedestrian gate and this makes a positive
contribution to the street. Attractive tiled path leading to the front door. Two
off-street parking spaces have been sensitively achieved each side of the
property and sympathetic surface material (gravel) used.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

7 Park Crescent

Positive – though frontage
could be improved

Article 4

Description
A large two storey red brick house with hipped slate roof that abuts the
adjacent pair of semi-detached houses that were built slightly later.

784

Many original features remain including the brickwork, slate roof with
decorative ridge tiles, attractive open gabled porch and timber sash
windows. The two storey bay has moulded detailing and decorative
timbering to the gable. There is an unusually tall window to the east of the
door which spans across two floors and probably denotes a staircase.
The property also has a well-proportioned yellow stock brick extension to
the east side which is well detailed but not matching to the main part of the
house and this is likely to have been a slightly later addition.
The front boundary has been lost and a large area of hardstanding created
to the front of the property. This has a negative impact on its appearance
and would benefit from reinstatement together with good quality permeable
surface materials and the provision of landscaping to soften this area.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

9 -11 Park Crescent

Positive – though frontages
could be improved

Article 4

Description
Matching pair of two storey semi-detached red brick houses with red tiled
gable roof built in 1902. They are abutted to No.7 but were built slightly later.

785

The two storey canted bay windows unusually have heavy surrounds at
ground floor and more delicate timber casement windows above separated
by rough cast render. Both appear to be original. Decorative tile hanging in
between the bays is an attractive feature and adds texture to the elevation.
The properties share a single projecting flat topped rain porch and have
retained their original timber doors and timber casement windows.
Front boundary walls have been lost and the front garden areas paved over
to provide off-street car parking. The character of the property and its impact
on the Conservation Area would be enhanced by the provision of a front
boundary wall and landscaping.
Both these properties have been divided into flats
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

13 -15 Park Crescent,
Albert Villas

Positive

Article 4

Description
Pair of two storey yellow stock brick semi-detached houses with hipped roof
and prominent chimneys built in 1876. They are of the same design as Nos.212 and 18-24 Park Terrace and may well have been built by the same builder.

786

The façade is characterized by decorative red and buff brickwork on the
bay, porch and window surrounds and is very distinctive. An unusual feature
is the equal spacing of three sash windows to the first floor rather than the
asymmetric grouping usually found above the bays and entrance.
Both properties are well preserved except for the loss of slate the roof and
the enclosure of the open porch to No.13. Door to No.15 is timber with stained
glass upper panels and fanlight.
The front gardens of both properties are well planted and enclosed by brick
walls. The decorative tile paths have been retained.
A detached garage and driveway has been subsequently built to each side
which allows for parking to be sensitively integrated into the streetscene.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

17 Park Crescent

Positive – though boundary
wall should be repaired and
frontage could be improved

Article 4

Description
A large two storey detached dwelling with hipped roof and prominent
chimneys which has accommodation in the roofspace and small dormers
in the front, side and rear roof slopes. The front façade is red brick but this
changes to yellow stock brick on the flanks.
787

The property was built in 1927, later than others in the street and has a
distinctly Arts and Crafts influence to its design. It has two double height
bays to the front, unusually one is curved and one is canted. Both have their
original casement windows and decorative tile hanging.
The front door is surrounded by a distinctive radiating brick arch which is
similar to some properties at the western end of St Vincent’s Road.
The western section of the curved stone front boundary wall has been
retained, the eastern section appears to have been demolished and left in a
poor state of repair with a number of loose stones. This may be related to the
driveway which sits to the side of the property. The wall would benefit from
reinstatement here, up to the driveway, and a pillar reinstated.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

19 Park Crescent

Positive – though frontage
could be improved

Article 4

Description
An attractive, two storey yellow stock brick detached dwelling with slate
hipped roof and prominent chimneys situated in a large plot on the bend in
the road, affording it prominence in the streetscene, with public views of the
front, side and rear elevations.

788

The upper windows are timber sashes in robust stone surrounds and circle
detailing. The main body of the house seems to be of a similar design to No.1
Park Crescent, though the property has been extended with a two large red
brick square bays on the ground floor with small pained timber casements.
The bays run into the structure of the porch and all are connected with a tiled
hipped roof/canopy. The evidence therefore suggests that that this section
of the house was added a few years after it was first constructed, though it
is still an attractive feature. The timber and stained-glass porch doors also
seem original to this element. The contrast in windows styles is also evident
on the north elevation which faces the street, where an additional casement
window has been added alongside the original sashes.

Single storey ground floor extensions are also visible above the wall at this
point.
A low brick wall has been retained to the front boundary and this has been
topped with a picket fence which would not have been original to the
property. It is in poor decorative condition. To its northern edge the property
is bounded by a taller brick wall which appears in a good state of repair.

A two storey flat roofed red brick extension has also been added to the
northern side of the building. It is also likely that this was a later addition
as, although it is well detailed, it does not integrate so well with the existing
building particularly at roof level.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

20 Park Crescent

Neutral

Article 4

Description
Extension to No.50 Avenue Road. in brick to the ground floor with render to
first floor. Grey framed windows and stained timber door. Rather dominant on
the streetscene to Park Crescent.
789
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Building-by-Building Description
Park Lane

Lane behind Park Road. The western side of the lane is within the
Conservation Area and consists of the rear of gardens of houses on Park
Lane, plus garages and a small modern house. There are also residential
properties on the east side of the lane. There is an ad-hoc feel to the lane,
with varying styles of building and boundary treatments. The public realm is
basic, with a tarmac road and yellow lines.

Address

Value

Designation

1 Park Lane
The Coach House

Positive* – would benefit from Article 4
improved condition

Description

790

Garage/store on Park Lane. From the materials used it appears historic and first
appears on 1897 OS map. Single storey. Buff coloured brick. Slate roof. Red
painted timber plank double doors with timber lintel. Evidence of a pedestrian
door having been blocked to the right of double door. Rooflight(?)/vents added
to roof. Condition is rather shabby with paintwork requiring refreshing and
several metal tags added to slates to prevent slipping.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

Building to the rear of
40 Park Road

Positive* – would benefit
Article 4
from replacement of door
and window with sympathetic
alternatives and improved
condition

Address

Value

Designation

Building to the rear
of 28 Park Road

Neutral

Article 4

Description

Garage/store on Park Lane. From some materials used it appears historic
and first appears on 1897 OS map. Single storey. Painted render. Slate roof
and brick chimney. Modern doorway to right with door boarded over. Further
doorway to left with unsympathetic metal grill over. Would benefit from
replacement doors with more traditional alternatives in timber. Condition
could also be improved.

A small two storey studio/work space, over a garage on the ground floor.
Two storeys. Yellow brick to ground floor with black weatherboarding to the
first floor. Black painted timber garage door with black door with a circular
window. Timber casement window to first floor.

791

Description
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

Building to the rear of
14 Park Road

Neutral – would benefit from
improved condition.

Article 4

Description
Garage/store on Park Lane. Possibly early 20th century. Single storey. Roof
material not seen. Painted render which is cracked in places with peeling
paint that requires improved condition. Large timber painted doors.

792

(Photo 2013)
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Building-by-Building Description
Park Road

The mature trees in the centre of the road are also key to its character and
make a significant difference to the enclosure of the street at this point.

Park Road is a long north-south road that marks the boundary of the
Conservation Area to the east. First edition Ordnance Survey maps from
1872 show that its development began with a short run of larger villa style
properties to the eastern side of the street but by the second edition in 1897
the development had become much more mixed. More modest terraces
and semis appeared at either end of the street and larger detached and
semi-detached houses sprang up in the centre. It is interesting to note that
although consistent on each side there is a significant difference in the
building lines on either side of the street. On the east side they are densely
packed and have small front gardens and on the west they are set back from
the road, giving a more spacious feel to the properties.

793

The pavements are a mixture of old concrete slabs on the east side and
patched red tarmac on the west side, although it is pleasing to see that on
both sides the granite kerb (laid short side up) and glazed brick drainage
channel have been retained. Some historic lamp columns remain and these
are an important part of local character. It is evident that traffic calming
measures have had a detrimental effect on the character of the road and
have disrupted the historic alignment of the street, adding significant clutter
to the environment.

At one time there would have been two landmark churches in the street;
Park Road Methodist Church at the southern end and St Georges at the
northern end. St Georges has since been demolished. Though the Park Road
Methodist Church does survive, it is currently vacant. It is an important part
of the character of Park Road. Views of the church become important in the
streetscene as you approach the southern end of the road.
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Building-by-Building Description
Park Road – West Side
Address

Value

Designation

1-3 Park Road

Neutral

N/A

Description

794

The block of flats at Nos.1-3 Park Road was built in 2003 and replaced a
single storey run of retail units originally built on this site. It is a two-storey
curved block with rooms in the roof and corner turrets which reference other
properties in the Conservation Area. Stock brick walls, slate roof, timber
sash windows and timber doors. Its increased scale and design is seeking
to create a gateway into the Conservation Area from the south. Whilst the
design is clearly referencing Victorian architecture of the area it is let down
by its detailing, window proportions, the significant scale of its roof and the
large number of dormers on the frontage. It is unaltered and well maintained
although the frontage would benefit from soft landscaping.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

Park Road Methodist Church Positive – though would
Grade II listed
and Church Hall
benefit from reuse and repair
Description

795

Summarised from Historic England listing description: Park Road Wesleyan
Methodist Church and adjoining hall. Built 1872 by E. Hoole. Ragstone with
ashlar dressings, slate roof. Gothic style. Projecting gabled porch to Park
Road has plank double doors with decorative hinges flanked by two-light
windows under parapets. Tall pinnacles flank central five-light window with
geometrical tracery. Smallest lancets to right and left, all with stopped drip
moulds. Façade to Avenue Road is six-window range with buttresses and
a porch to left. Gable-fronted hall in similar style to left also has projecting
porch and three two-light windows flanked by pinnacles. The church was
built as part of the Park Estate on ground given by J.G. Baxter.
The church has been vacant since 1997 and is now suffering from neglect.
Some windows have been boarded up to prevent further damage.
A complex of church halls was added in 1902. These are yellow stock brick
but the side facing the street is Kentish ragstone. The main church hall is also
in the Early English Style to match the church. This building is also vacant,
though very intact inside, and suffering from neglect.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

5 Park Road

Positive

Article 4

Description
Late-Victorian two storey stock brick house with slate roof and full height
square gabled bay. Decorative shaped red and grey brick arched lintels
to windows and doors, red brick banding and quoins. Windows are Gothic
in style (pointed arch) giving this property a distinctive character. Property
intact including brickwork and timber sash windows which have been painted
green. Recessed porch with timber panelled door with glazed upper panels.
796

Lawn to front enclosed by a low yellow stock brick wall with tall piers and
coping stones. One of the coping stones has been lost and should be
replaced. Undergoing renovation to convert it from two to three flats at the
time of survey in 2019.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

7 Park Road

Positive

Article 4

Description

797

Built between 1920 and 1940 and one of the last sites to be developed, this
property is the only bungalow in the Conservation Area. Rough rendered
with red brick detailing under eaves and slate roof with prominent chimneys
and decorative terracotta ridge tiles. There are three canted bay windows
on the frontage, one of which addresses the corner. Timber casements with
decorative stained glass in top fanlight.
The original boundary wall also survives which is rendered with red brick
coping and piers which are capped with tile laid flat and bricks laid in a cross
pattern which is very distinctive. The garden has been retained on half the
frontage which makes a positive contribution to the streetscene but the other
half has been concreted for parking. This would benefit from a higher quality
surfacing material.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

9 Park Road, ‘Strathaven’

Positive

Article 4

Description

798

Large two storey late-Victorian red brick detached house with grey brick
detailing and slate roof. Two storey gable to front with decorative barge
boards and projecting square bay with moulded surround and Gothic style
parapet. Secondary hipped roof projecting element on the other side of the
main entrance. Some Gothic style references including steep gabled porch
and pointed sash window above. Property virtually intact including white
painted sash windows and heavy timber door with glazed upper panels
which features pointed arch detail.
The building is set forward of the neighbouring properties leaving little space
for a front garden though it has a tidy gravel surfacing and some planting.
Recent low front boundary wall topped with good quality railings, provides
good enclosure to the street, with driveway to the side which was permitted
in recent years.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

11 Park Road, Westpark Hotel Positive*
Side extensions: Negative

Designation
Article 4

Description
Large two storey detached house which has for many years been operating
as a hotel. Red brick to ground floor and rough render above with a red tile
roof. Large projecting timbered gable to first floor front which overhangs a
canted bay at ground level. The windows are timber and have leaded glass.
799

The building is dominated by two unsympathetic first floor side extensions
to the south, built c.1970s, which are detrimental to its historic character. The
extensions are large with flat roofs and few windows, covered in tile hanging
and in places they even cut into original features. There are also a number
of dormers in the roof, some of which interfere with existing features, and are
uncharacteristic of the Conservation Area.
The property has retained its original tall burr brick boundary wall and
mature trees to the front which provides some screening to the large
expanse of car parking.
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Building-by-Building Description
13-15 Park Road
Pair of large semi-detached houses. Red brick at ground floor with rough
render above and a large gabled roof (hipped with small gables at the top).
Projecting feature gable with decorative boarding to first floor over a canted
bay at ground level both with timber casement windows with stained glass
fanlight. Additional hanging square bay above porch has small pained timber
casement windows as a secondary feature for the frontage. Curved archway
over open porch below with figure head detailing. Heavy timber doors with
glazed upper panels and leaded fanlight.

Address

Value

Designation

13 Park Road

Positive

Article 4

Description
(Also see opposite for architectural description)
Forms a pair with No.15. Original roof replaced with concrete tiles. Original
burr brick boundary wall survives and encloses front garden. Mature
landscaping to front screens most of the property from the street.

800
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

15 Park Road

Positive

Article 4

17-19 Park Road and 1-6 Parkgate
Two semi-detached pairs of large two storey houses built in 1889. Red brick
to ground floor and rendered first floor with red brick banding under the
hipped red clay tile roof which has prominent chimneys. Large hexagonal
bays with hipped roofs projecting from the corners are the principle feature.
These are very plain compared to other bay windows in the Conservation
Area with the window frames themselves providing the only decoration.
These are timber sash windows with small pane upper sashes. Simple stone
flat roofed rain porch.

Description
(Also see page 194 for architectural description)

801

Forms a pair with No.13. Intact except that original roof replaced with
concrete tiles. Original burr brick boundary wall survives and encloses front
garden. Mature landscaping to front screens most of the property from the
street.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

17 Park Road

Positive

Article 4

19 Park Road

Positive

Article 4

Description

(Also see page 195 for architectural description)

(Also see page 192 for architectural description)

Forms a pair with No.19. Intact except that original roof replaced with
concrete tiles and front door has been replaced with modern timber framed
door which is mainly glazed. Original burr brick boundary wall survives
and encloses front garden. Mature landscaping to front screens most of the
property from the street.

Forms a pair with No.17. Intact except that original roof replaced with concrete
tiles. Original burr brick boundary wall survives and encloses front garden.
Mature landscaping to front screens most of the property from the street.
Minimal parking provided behind mostly retained front boundary wall is
positively designed.

802

Description
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

1-6 Parkgate

Positive

Article 4

Description
(Also see page 195 for architectural description)

803

Pair of semis of same design as Nos.17-19 but converted into flats as part of
the Parkgate development. Original brickwork painted. Recessed porches
enclosed with modern, though traditional style, doors. A single storey
extension between the doors. The shortened windows and flat roof with
modern metal balustrade clearly identify this element as an extension and
these should have been better detailed. Low yellow stock brick boundary
wall provides enclosure to the street and helps to screen frontage from the
street which has been partly block paved. Large trees on the frontage help
to soften the building in the streetscene.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

7-14 Parkgate

Neutral

Article 4

Description
Modern development to the rear of the properties in Park Road. Designed
to reference the surrounding historic buildings but whilst the materials are
a good likeness the detailing is lacking and the proportions of the windows
and floor heights too short. However, their location set well back from the
street mitigates this to some extent. All properties are intact although some
of the modern timber sash windows are in need of maintenance.
804

The houses are arranged around a plain but pleasant shared driveway and
parking courts to the rear ensure that the public views are not dominated by
car parking.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

15-18 Parkgate

Positive

Article 4

Description

805

Large Edwardian detached two storey house built slightly later than its
neighbours. Red brick to ground floor with render above and a hipped red
clay tile roof with prominent chimneys. Corner turret with steep roof provides
a mini landmark to the street. Two storey canted bay with half-timbered
gabled top forms a secondary feature on the frontage. Square bay to first
floor side supported by decorative columns providing open porch to what
appears to be the main entrance. Additional simpler entrance porch to the
front. Modern replica timber casement windows with stained glass detail to
fanlight. Now divided into three flats as part of the Parkgate development.
Yellow stock brick wall to the front provides good enclosure and helps to
screen the block paved parking area. Mature trees on the boundary provide
good softening to the street.
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Building-by-Building Description
19-22 Parkgate and 31 Park Road
Large pair of semi-detached houses of a similar design as Nos.17-19 Park
Road and Nos.1-6 Parkgate but with the bays to the centre of the building
rather than on the corners.
Red brick to ground floor with yellow stock brick detailing and flanks and
render to most of first floor. Hipped roof with prominent chimneys. Large
canted bays with hipped roofs grouped in the centre of the pair are the
principle feature. Timber sash windows with small pane upper sashes. Tiled
pitched rain porch with timber barge boards and brackets.

Address

Value

Designation

19-22 Parkgate

Positive

Article 4

Description
(Also see opposite for architectural description)

806

Forms a pair with 31 Park Road. Divided into three flats as part of the
Parkgate development. Intact except for roof replaced with pantiles. Yellow
stock brick wall provides enclosure to the street and help to screen block
paved parking area and mature tree on the boundary provides softening for
the building.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

31 Park Road

Positive

Article 4

Description
(Also see page 200 for architectural description)

807

Forms a pair with 19-22 Parkgate. Original clay tile roof replaced with
concrete tile and slate over bay, though tile remains to porch and single
storey bay. Decorative ridge tiles. Small extension to the front forming a
small square bay. Relatively inconspicuous in the streetscene. Porch has
been filled in with timber and glazed doors, though relatively sympathetic.
Yellow stock brick boundary wall provides good enclosure to the street and
helps to screen block paved parking area. Landscaping on the frontage
provides some softening for the street.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

33-35 Park Road ‘Blakeney
House’

Positive – frontage would
benefit from more soft
landscaping

Article 4

Description
Asymmetric pair of large semi-detached houses now converted into a care
home. Red brick with red clay tile hipped roof with decorative ridge tiles.
There are two large two storey bay windows and a double height corner
turret on the southern corner.

808

Both the turret and the bays have decorative stone surrounds with foliage
detailing to the columns and simple timber sash windows. The stone
detailing is also replicated on the porch surrounds. The original decorative
timber front doors have been retained and make a positive contribution to
the historic character of the building. Decorative tiling to interior walls of
porch.
There is a low red brick boundary wall with yellow stock brick capping
and tall piers and this provides good enclosure to the street. The frontage
however is almost entirely block paved.

202

Building-by-Building Description
37-39 Park Road
Pair of late-Victorian houses built in 1890. Two-storey with hipped roof,
decorative terracotta ridge tiles and finials and large shared central chimney.
Yellow stock brick to ground floor and render above with red brick detailing
to lintels and between floors. Double height gable topped square bays with
simple window surrounds. Decorative bracketing to eaves.

Address

Value

Designation

37 Park Road

Positive

Article 4

Description

Timber sash windows with divisions in top sash are also distinctive. Simple
open brick porches with red brick detailing. Timber door with glazed upper
pane and side/fanlights.

(Also see opposite for architectural description)
Property intact except for concrete tiles to roof. Planted front garden
makes a positive contribution to the streetscene. Parking has been well
accommodated on the frontage.

809

The original wavy topped burr brick boundary wall with red brick piers
survives.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

39 Park Road

Positive

Article 4

Description
(Also see page 203 for architectural description)
Divided into flats. Property intact except for concrete tiles to roof and timber
casement window with louvres to first floor bay only. Planted front garden
makes a positive contribution to the streetscene. Parking has been well
accommodated on the frontage.
810

204

Building-by-Building Description
Park Road – East Side
Originally the main shopping parade for the estate development but have
now all been converted into flats. Modest parade of two storeys with hipped
slate roof. Originally yellow stock brick with timber shopfronts to ground floor
and paired Italianate style windows above. None of the original shopfronts
remain. No.2 on the corner is dual fronted to address the junction with
Hamlet Road. Arched window heads in this terrace with decorative keystones
and curved timber frames to the sash windows are important features of
these buildings and should be retained or reinstated where lost.

Address

Value

Designation

2 Park Road

Positive

N/A

Description
(Also see opposite for architectural description)

811

Slate roof retained although brickwork has been rendered and painted.
Shopfront has been removed and converted to residential with ground floor
built out under an original canopy. Window design on ground floor replicates
that of the first floor, with arched heads to the windows and moulded keystone,
although the moulding details are missing on the ground floor. Decorative
ironwork to original shopfront has been retained and makes a positive
contribution. Frontage enclosed with modern metal railing which defines the
boundary, landscaping or planting would improve and soften appearance.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

4 Park Road

Positive

N/A

6 Park Road

Negative – requires significant N/A
reinstatement works

Description

Description

(Also see page 205 for architectural description)

(Also see page 205 for architectural
description)

Last remaining shop unit newly converted to residential. Sympathetic
renovation with timber sash windows, door and window frames at ground
floor replicating first floor arches. Slate roof retained. Timber sash windows
remain at first floor.
812

Slate roof remains but property
has been rendered and decorated
with black timber boarding which is
out of character. Shopfront vacant
and boarded up. First floor sash
windows replaced with timber
casements with central opening
pane. Poor state of condition
throughout.

206

Designation

Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

8 Park Road

Positive*

N/A

10 Park Road

Positive*

N/A

Description

(Also see page 205 for architectural
description)

(Also see page 205 for architectural
description)

Property has been rendered and
slate replaced with concrete tile.
Shopfront converted to residential
with building out of the ground floor
with a mono-pitched extension. The
fenestration design replicates the
Italianate style of windows above
and is much more successful than
conversions at No.12. Timber sash
windows to ground and first floor. In
need of maintenance and repainting.

Undergoing renovations at the
time of survey in 2019. Reinstated
slate roof. Replacement timber
sash widows at first floor level and
ground floor are a positive design,
replacing an old timber shop front.

813

Description
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

12 Park Road

Positive* – significant
improvement required to
fenestration and front door

N/A

14-36 Park Road
Terrace of 12 modest late-Victorian houses built in 1879. Two storeys yellow
stock brick with red brick banding below eaves and slate roof. Run of two
storey canted bays forms a notable group in the streetscene (although some
are in need of maintenance and window reinstatement works). The bays
have simple geometric moulding patterns that are replicated on the porch
surrounds. The timber sash windows have curved tops to the ground floor
but are flat headed above. Many have retained their original front doors with
stained glass set in recessed porches, which make a positive contribution to
the Conservation Area. These properties are also known to have early cavity
wall construction. They are identical design except for No.14, the southern
end property, which has a different bay configuration and door location. It
was, however, built at the same time.

Description
(Also see page 205 for architectural
description)

814

Slate roof remains but property
has been rendered. Retail unit at
ground has been converted to
a flat with small uPVC casement
windows which is out of character
with the design of the parade. uPVC
front door is also detrimental to the
historic character of the building.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

14 Park Road, (also includes
Nos.16 and 18 now one
property known as 14)

Positive* – property would
benefit from general
maintenance, timber sliding
sash window reinstatement
and frontage improvements

Article 4

Description
(Also see page 208 for architectural description)
815

Property consists of three houses joined together internally (Nos.14-18)
which has been divided into flats. Brickwork has been rendered and slates
replaced with concrete tiles. The end property is double fronted. It has a
matching two storey canted bay and a single storey square bay. The main
door is set back and to the side of the property under a potentially later
enclosed porch, although the two original doors formerly to Nos.16 and 18
remain.
The whole building has uPVC or timber replacement windows in a variety
of designs. Low red brick wall to front of end property only defines
the boundary and contains a grassed frontage which makes a positive
contribution to the street. The other frontages are paved and used for
parking. Meter boxes on frontage are unsightly.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

20 Park Road

Positive

Article 4

22 Park Road

Positive

Article 4

Description

(Also see page 208 for architectural
description)

(Also see page 208 for architectural
description)

Virtually intact aside from concrete
roof tiles replacing the original
slate. Yellow stock brick with
decorative red brick string course
below roofline. Low rendered
wall with red brick piers defines
the front boundary and a planted
front garden makes a positive
contribution to the streetscene.

Slate has been replaced with
concrete tile. Yellow stock brick
with decorative red brick string
course just below roofline. Timber
sash windows have been painted
black. Decorative black and white
tile path. Low rendered wall with
later red brick above defines the
front boundary and a planted front
garden and attractive tiled path
make a positive contribution to the
streetscene.

816

Description
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

24 and 26 Park Road

No.24: Positive
No.26: Positive

Article 4

Description
(Also see page 208 for architectural description)

817

No.24 Description:
Slate has been replaced with concrete tile and brickwork has been painted
white. Timber sash windows have been painted black. Low wall with modern
metal railings defines the front boundary and a planted front garden and
attractive tiled path make a positive contribution to the streetscene.
No.26 Description:
Divided into flats. Property intact except that slate has been replaced
with concrete tile. Low rendered wall and hedge define the boundary and
together with the landscaped front garden make a positive contribution to
the streetscene. Meter boxes on frontage are unsightly and would benefit
from relocation to a less visible location or if this is not possible some kind of
screening, e.g. being enclosed in a white painted timber cupboard or behind
planting.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

28 and 30 Park Road

No.28: Positive
No.30: Positive

Article 4

Description
(Also see page 208 for architectural description)

818

No.28 Description:
Intact except that brickwork has been painted white. Timber sash windows.
Low wall with modern metal railings defines the front boundary and a
planted front garden and attractive tiled path make a positive contribution to
the streetscene.
No.30 Description:
Property intact except that porch has been enclosed, though with timber and
glazed doors that are not unsympathetic. Sash windows have been painted
black. Front boundary removed and replaced with metal gates although
these do not seem to be operational when cars are parked on the frontage.
Surfaced with gravel. Hedges to side boundaries add some greenery to the
streetscene.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

32 and 34 Park Road

No.32: Positive* – would
benefit from reinstatement
of sashes to central bay
windows. Frontage would
benefit from improvement
No.34: Positive

Article 4

Description

819

(Also see page 208 for architectural description)
No.32 Description:
Property intact except the central sash windows to the ground and first floor
bays have been replaced with timber picture windows. The open porch has
also been enclosed with glazed French doors. Front boundary missing and
frontage has been concreted although the attractive tiled path has been
retained.
No.34 Description:
Property intact although the porch has been enclosed, though the doors
are not unsympathetic. Low brick wall to the front boundary is topped with
modern decorative wrought iron railings which provide good enclosure to the
street. Planting bed to frontage.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

36 Park Road

Positive

Article 4

38-40 Park Road
Pair of detached houses that were some of the first houses to be built on the
estate and are shown on the First Edition OS map dated 1872. Two storey
double fronted yellow stock brick villas with hipped slate roofs. Single storey
canted bay either side of the entrance. Robust but simple detailing to window
surrounds and lintels. Sash windows, timber doors with glazed upper panels
and side/fanlights in recessed porch.

Description
(Also see page 208 for architectural description)
Property intact. The front door is located on the side under a canopied porch.
Very low brick wall to boundary and newly landscaped frontage make for a
pleasant streetscene.
820

214

Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

38 Park Road

Positive

Article 4

40 Park Road

Positive

Article 4

Description

(Also see page 214 for architectural description)

(Also see page 214 for architectural description)

Intact except that slate has been replaced with concrete tile. Part of front
boundary lost to provide access for parking but a good proportion has been
retained. The parking and the house are screened by mature hedging to the
front boundary.

Property intact, timber sash windows are painted dark green. Low rendered
wall to front boundary is topped with modern railings which provide good
enclosure. Planted front garden and tiles path makes a positive contribution
to the street.

821

Description

215

Building-by-Building Description
42-44 Park Road
Pair of late-Victorian two storey double fronted yellow stock brick semidetached houses with slate roof. Originally of the same design and
like Nos.38 and 40 they were some of the first houses to be built in the
Conservation Area, but No.42 has been significantly remodelled at the front
most likely in the early to mid-20th century. No.44 is still in its original form
with quoining detail and double height canted bays with bracketing detail
and timber sash windows with glazing bars. The lower windows to the bay
have curved tops and this is replicated above the middle first floor window.
The moulding pattern from the bay is picked up in the open porch surround.

Address

Value

Designation

42 Park Road

Positive

Article 4

Description
(Also see opposite for architectural description)

822

The slate roof, quoining detail and porch surround are the only remaining
features of the original building. New curved bays with tile hanging and timber
casement windows with stained glass fanlight detailing have replaced the
canted bays, an oriel window installed in the centre at first floor and a new porch
canopy. These changes are not recent and are likely to have been carried out in
the early to mid-20th century. Although the original frontage has been lost the
quality of detailing means that this property is still positive in its contribution to
the Conservation Area. Porch filled in with timber and glazed double doors, not
unsympathetic. A red brick wall to the front provides good enclosure and the
planted front garden softens the building and the wider streetscene.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

44 Park Road

Positive

Article 4

Description
(Also see page 216 for architectural description)

823

Property intact including slate roof, timber sliding sash windows and timber
panelled front door with glazing to the upper half. Modern brick wall to front
provides good enclosure to the street and the garden is well planted.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

46 Park Road

Positive

Article 4

Description
Two storey double fronted late-Victorian detached house with gabled slate
roof. Rendered to the front, with incised mock-ashlar detailing, with yellow
stock brick flanks. Two single storey canted bays to the front with a pair of
sash windows above. Simple design particularly the entrance porch which
unlike most of the houses in the Conservation Area has no ornamentation.
Timber door with stained-glass panels and fanlight.
824

Single storey burr brick extension to the north side and a burr brick wall with
gate to the south side are unique in the Conservation Area.
A low rendered wall with tall brick pier and hedge encloses the garden and
makes a positive contribution to the street.

218

Building-by-Building Description
48-50 Park Road
Pair of two storey semi-detached yellow stock brick houses with hipped roof
which would have originally been slate. Single storey hipped roof canted
bays either side of the door. Simple but robust detailing to bays, porch and to
the window surrounds at first floor.

Address

Value

Designation

48 Park Road

Positive

Article 4

Description
(Also see opposite for architectural description)

825

Divided into flats. Slate replaced with concrete tile and brick work rendered.
Hipped roof modified to a gable and roof light added. Timber sash windows
retained. Modern timber front door. Half of the boundary wall and pier
remains, half has been demolished to allow parking on the frontage which is
currently gravel. Frontage could be improved with landscaping or planting.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

50 Park Road

Positive

Article 4

52 Park Road,
‘Northlands House’

Positive

Article 4

Description

Description

(Also see page 219 for architectural description)

Two storey double fronted yellow stock brick detached late-Victorian house
similar in design to Nos.48 and 50 which also have single storey canted
bays but with more elaborate Italianate style detailing to first floor. The roof,
which would have been slate, has been replaced with concrete tile and a
single hipped dormer added which is out of character with the streetscene.
Timber sash windows have been painted black. Timber double doors (early
or original) enclose porch.

Property intact although slate has been replaced with concrete tile. Good
original front door with arched glazed panels in door and sidelights. Low
rendered boundary wall with piers to front which encloses a landscaped
garden.
826

Low rendered wall with tall brick piers to front enclosed the garden which is
mostly hard surfaced. Divided into flats.
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Building-by-Building Description
54-56 Park Road
Pair of two storey semi-detached late-Victorian houses built in 1876. Yellow
stock brick with red brick banding and hipped slate roof with decorative
bracketing below the eaves. Single storey canted bay with sash windows to
the first floor. No.56 is dual fronted and has its entrance, another canted bay
and a prominent chimney stack to Queens Road which provides an attractive
corner.

Address

Value

Designation

54 Park Road
‘Earl Villa’

Positive

Article 4

Description
(Also see opposite for architectural description)

827

Brickwork has been rendered and open porch enclosed with glazed
French doors, which would benefit from removal and reinstatement of
recessed porch. Converted into flats. Low rendered wall with tall pier and
hedge provides enclosure and softening to the street. Would benefit from
maintenance.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

56 Park Road, ‘Park House’

Positive

Article 4

60-66 Park Road
Short terrace of four two-and-a-half storey houses built in 1908 and which
exhibit more typical Edwardian styling and are noticeably taller than the
adjacent housing having accommodation in the roofspace as part of the
original design. This is rare for the Conservation Area. Yellow stock brick with
rendered fronts and red brick detailing. Large red clay tiled gabled roof with
decorative black timber boarding to gable end facing Queens Road which
is replicated on the dormers and gables to the front. Two styles of property
with symmetrical design overall. The end houses have gabled dormers
(some of the few original dormers in the Conservation Area) and the central
properties have oversized gables with oriel windows at 2nd floor level. Each
property has a two-storey square bay with decorative tile hanging and timber
casement windows with small panes and stained-glass fanlight detailing.
Recessed porches with timber and glazed design and fanlights. The original
boundary walls were a distinctive scalloped design.

Description
(Also see page 221 for architectural description)

828

Property intact including slate roof, timber sliding sash windows and timber
panelled front door with glazing to the upper half in recessed porch to side
elevation. Low yellow stock brick wall with tall pier and hedge provides
enclosure and softening to both street frontages. Ceramic road signs built
into the side of the house at first floor level on both Park Road and Queens
Road.

The unity of the terrace has been eroded by redecoration of each house in
different shades of paint.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

60, 62, 64 and 66 Park Road No.60: Positive
No.62: Positive – though
frontage could be improved
No.64: Positive
No.66: Positive – though
painted brickwork would
benefit form removal of paint

Designation

Description

Article 4

(Also see page 222 for architectural description)
No.60 Description:
Property intact including original scalloped boundary wall.
No.62 Description:
Property intact although stained glass detailing missing. Boundary wall
has been demolished and frontage concreted which is detrimental to the
streetscene.

829

No.64 Description:
Property intact. Replacement scalloped boundary wall provides good
enclosure to the street.
No.66 Description:
Property intact apart from the brickwork arch to porch and half of the
diamond shaped motif at first floor level have been painted. Timber windows
to match adjacent properties have been reinstated and have significantly
improved its character. Low brick wall to street and planted front garden.
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Building-by-Building Description
68-74 Park Road
Two pairs of two storey late-Victorian yellow stock brick houses with slate
roof and two storey canted bays. The pairs are not identical but very similar.
Moulding to bays differs between ground and first floor and there are slight
variations in the moulding detailing between the pairs. Open porches to
match bay windows. Sash windows. Timber doors with glazed upper panels
and side/fanlights.

Address

Value

Designation

68 and 70 Park Road

No.68: Positive
No.70: Positive – though
frontage would benefit from
improvement

Article 4

Description
(Also see opposite for architectural description)

830

No.68 Description:
Property intact except that slate has been replaced with concrete tile. Front
boundary comprises a decorative timber fence with laurel hedge.
No.70 Description:
Brickwork has been rendered and slate replaced with concrete tile. Timber
sash windows remain. Front boundary wall has been demolished and the
frontage paved which is detrimental to the Conservation Area and would
benefit from soft landscaping.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

72 and 74 Park Road

No.72: Positive – though
frontage could be improved
No.74: Positive

Article 4

Description
(Also see page 224 for architectural description)

831

No.72 Description:
Divided into flats. Intact except that slate has been replaced with concrete
tile. Meter boxes visible on front elevation. Front boundary wall has been
demolished and the frontage paved which is detrimental to the Conservation
Area.
No.74 Description:
Property intact. Low rendered wall with tall piers to frontage provides
enclosure to the street. Front wall would benefit from maintenance.
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Building-by-Building Description
76-78 Park Road
Pair of late-Victorian semi-detached houses built in 1889. Yellow stock brick
with hipped roof which would have been slate. Double height square bays
with hipped tops and foliage mouldings which is replicated on the open
porch surrounds. Sash windows. Timber front door with glazed upper panes
and fanlight survives to No.78.

Address

Value

Designation

76 and 78 Park Road

No.76: Positive
No.78: Positive

Article 4

Description
(Also see opposite for architectural description)

832

No.76 Description:
Classed as HMO. Property intact except that slate has been replaced with
concrete tile and door is a modern replacement (it is noticeably smaller
than the one to No.78). Front boundary has been removed to make space
for parking, with hard landscaping to the front, which would benefit from
planting.
No.78 Description:
Divided into flats. Property intact aside from concrete tiles replacing the
original slate. Part of the rendered boundary with tall piers has been retained
and provides good enclosure to the street. A section has been removed to
allow parking for a small car.
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Building-by-Building Description
80-90 Park Road
Three pairs of late-Victorian semi-detached houses built in 1891. Yellow
stock brick with gabled slate roof and decorative terracotta ridge tiles, finials
and prominent chimneys. Double height canted bays with hipped roofs and
foliage moulding details. Pediment style detailing to porch surround which
is shared between the two properties. Timber sash windows. Recessed
porches.

Address

Value

Designation

80 and 82 Park Road

No.80: Positive – though door
would benefit from replacement
with a more sympathetic design
No.82: Positive – though door
would benefit from replacement
with a more sympathetic design

Article 4

Description
833

(Also see opposite for architectural description)
No.80 Description:
Property intact, although front door is replacement uPVC which would
benefit from replacement in timber. Front boundary wall has been removed
and frontage block paved for parking. Frontage could be improved with
landscaping to soften appearance.
No.82 Description:
Divided into flats. Property intact although front door is a later replacement
with an overemphasis on glazing. Low yellow stock brick wall to frontage
enclosing garden which is rather overgrown. Exterior of property would
benefit from maintenance.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

84 Park Road

Positive* – property would
Article 4
benefit from the reinstatement
of traditional windows and door.

Address

Value

Designation

86 Park Road

Positive

Article 4

Description

(Also see page 227 for architectural description)

(Also see page 227 for architectural description)

Ground floor has been painted. Sash windows have been replaced with
timber casement windows to ground floor and uPVC casements at first floor
which is detrimental to its character. uPVC front door installed. Low front
boundary wall, with gravel and planting in the front garden.

Brickwork has been rendered and slates replaced with concrete tile. Timber
sash windows remain. Door may be modern but looks sympathetic. Low
rendered wall enclosing planted front garden which makes a positive
contribution to the street. Property and front garden in need of maintenance
and repair.

834

Description
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Building-by-Building Description
Value

Designation

Description

88 and 90 Park Road

No.88: Positive* – property
would benefit from the
reinstatement of traditional
windows and frontage
improvements
No.90: Positive* – property
would benefit from the
reinstatement of traditional
windows at ground floor and
frontage improvements

Article 4

(Also see page 227 for architectural description)

835

Address

No.88 Description:
Brickwork has been rendered. Paintwork in need of maintenance. Sash
windows have been replaced by timber framed windows with louvered
fanlights. Modern door which is mainly glazed and unsympathetic. Slate
roof now plain tiles. Front boundary wall has been demolished and frontage
concreted which is detrimental to the street.
No.90 Description:
Divided into flats. Brickwork has been rendered. Slate replaced by pantiles.
Sash windows have been replaced by timber framed windows with louvered
fanlights at ground floor only. Front boundary wall has been demolished and
frontage concreted which is detrimental to the street. Property in need of
maintenance.
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Building-by-Building Description
92-98 Park Road
Two pairs of modest late-Victorian yellow stock brick houses which would
have had slate roofs and simple detailing. Noticeably shorter than the
neighbouring houses in the Conservation Area. Single storey canted bay to
ground floor and run of three separate sash windows on first floor. Recessed
porches.

836
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

92 Park Road ‘Ethel Villas’
94 Park Road, ‘Ethel Villas’

No.92: Negative – requires
significant reinstatement
works
No.94: Positive* – property
would benefit from the
reinstatement of traditional
windows and door, and
frontage improvements

Article 4

837

Description
(Also see page 230 for architectural description)
No.92 Description:
Property has been substantially modified on the front elevation with the bay
window removed and porch extension added to front. Brickwork has been
painted and slate replaced with concrete tile. Windows replaced with timber
casement windows. Metre box to front elevation. Front boundary wall has
been demolished and frontage paved.
No.94 Description:
Classed as HMO. Brickwork has been painted and slate replaced with
concrete tile. Windows have been replaced with timber casement windows.
uPVC front door. Metre box to front elevation. Front boundary wall has been
demolished and frontage concreted although tiled path has been retained.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

96 and 98 Park Road

No.96: Positive* – would
benefit from reinstatement of
sashes at ground floor and
frontage improvements
No.98: Positive

Article 4

Description
(Also see page 230 for architectural description)
838

No.96 Description:
Divided into flats. Brickwork has been painted and slate replaced with
concrete tile. Sash windows to ground floor have been replaced with uPVC
casements although timber sashes remain at first floor. Modern timber
door. Meter boxes to front elevation. Boundary wall has been removed and
frontage gravelled although tiled path has been retained.
No.98 Description:
Property intact aside from concrete tile replacing original slate. Possibly
retains original front door. Low brick wall to front encloses garden. Tiled path
has been retained. Garden area would benefit from maintenance.
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Building-by-Building Description
Park Terrace

Park Terrace is a short residential street running east-west, providing a oneway straight link between Avenue Road and Park Road. It is residential in
character, although includes care homes at either end. The street would have
once formed the northern boundary to Southend Park. Development of the
north side was complete by 1890 with the south side following shortly after.
St George’s Presbyterian Church was once a landmark on the corner of Park
Terrace and Park Road but this has now been demolished.

839

The houses in the street are fairly typical of the Conservation Area although
there are two modern infill developments from the 1960s and 1980s which
detract from its historic character. The street is lined with mature London
Plane trees which are a positive feature and provide additional softening to
the buildings. The pavements are red tarmac. The granite kerbs and some
historic lamp columns still remain and make a positive contribution to the
streetscene.
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Building-by-Building Description
Park Terrace – South Side
Address

Value

Designation

Abbeyfield Care Home,
St George’s House

Neutral

N/A

Description

840

One of the few modern buildings in the Conservation Area, St George’s
House, a care home, was built in 1988 on the site of St George’s Presbyterian
Church. It is a large yellow stock brick building with grey brick detailing
laid out on a cross shaped plan which is very different to the rest of the
Conservation Area. Situated on a corner it provides a frontage to Park
Terrace and is set back from Park Road. It is of a simple design. The entrance
on Park Terrace is formed by two large mono-pitched roofs which gives it
impact in the streetscene. Otherwise the building is rather understated in its
design and overall lacks interaction with the street particularly on the Park
Road frontage.
It has a large, attractive landscaped garden to the side, fronting Park Road,
which includes a number of silver birch trees. The garden is bounded by a
brick wall with gate, which carries on around to the Park Terrace frontage.
Some planting is also included on the Park Terrace frontage although there
is no boundary enclosure on most of this side.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

‘Avondale’ and ‘Edithville’

Negative

N/A

Description
A pair of typical 1970s style semi-detached houses with shallow gabled roofs
and horizontal board detailing built on the site of St George’s Church Hall,
now demolished.
841

Under scaled in comparison to the neighbouring historic houses which is
further emphasised by being set back significantly from the established
building line.
Both front gardens have been lost almost entirely to hardstanding which
creates a very open frontage. They would benefit from soft landscaping.
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Building-by-Building Description
1, 3, 9, 11 and 15 Park Terrace (no No.13)
Group of five houses divided into two groups (Nos.1-3 and 9, 11 and 15) built
slightly later than those on the north side. Two storeys, slate gabled roofs
with decorative terracotta ridge tiles and double height square bays topped
with decorative timbered gables. Attractive foliage detailing to columns and
open porches and timber sliding windows with central glazing bars. Timber
front doors with glazed upper panes and fanlight, set in recessed porch. All
properties have been rendered so original brick colour is unknown.

Address

Value

Designation

1 and 3 Park Terrace

No.1: Positive
No.3: Positive* – would
benefit from sash window
and door reinstatement

Recommended
Article 4
Direction

Description
(Also see opposite for architectural description)

842

No.1 Description:
Forms a pair with No.3. Brickwork rendered. Timber sashes but central
glazing bars ‘stuck on’ so the appearance is not entirely satisfactory. Front
elevation would benefit from some repair works, particularly to sills. Retains
original front door. The front garden area appears unkempt although the front
boundary wall has been retained and provides good enclosure to the street.
No.3 Description:
Forms a pair with No.1. Brickwork rendered and slates replaced with concrete
tiles. Timber sashes have been replaced with uPVC casements and uPVC
front door encloses open porch, which are particularly out of keeping with
the Conservation Area. Low brick wall to front boundary.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

5 Park Terrace

Neutral

Article 4

Garage Court rear of 5 Park
Crescent

Negative

Article 4

Description

Cottage style property set back from the main road frontage built in 1946.
Single storey with accommodation in the roofspace. Render with red clay tile
roof with finials and uPVC windows. Poorly integrated two storey flat roofed
extension to the north side which can be glimpsed from Park Terrace. Single
storey attached garage on the south side.

55 garages arranged in five blocks contained within an area set behind 9-11
Park Terrace, with no public view. The garages do not appear well used and
may even be vacant or mostly vacant. Likely to be a future development site.

843

Description

No photograph available
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

9, 11 and 15 Park Terrace

No.9: Positive
No.11: Positive
No.15: Positive

Recommended
Article 4
Direction

Description
(Also see page 236 for architectural description)

844

No.9 Description:
Part of a short terrace with Nos.11 and 15. Divided into flats. Brickwork
rendered. White painted sliding timber sash windows with vertical glazing
bars. Attractive timber front door with stained-glass and fanlight. Attractive
tiling to porch floor and path. Front wall has been replaced with a low red
brick wall although appears damaged (pier and wall missing to north-east
corner). Front garden would benefit from landscaping.

No.15 Description:
Part of a short terrace with Nos.9 and 11. Brickwork rendered. Slates replaced
with modern concrete tiles. Replacement timber sash windows. Open porch
infilled with modern but traditional style front door. Attractive tiled path to
front door. Boundary wall retained and well-maintained and some planting
provides softening to the street.

No.11 Description:
Part of a short terrace with Nos.9 and 15. Divided into flats. Brickwork pebble
dashed. Slates replaced with modern concrete tiles. Timber sliding sash
windows with vertical glazing bars. Attractive tiling to porch floor. Attractive
timber front door with stained-glass and fanlight. Modern low brick wall to
front boundary provides good enclosure to the street but front garden would
benefit from landscaping.
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Building-by-Building Description
Park Terrace – North Side
Nos.2-12 Park Terrace and 18-24 Park Terrace
Five pairs of semi-detached houses built in 1876. They are situated in two
groups separated by Nos.14 and 16. Two storeys, yellow stock brick with
hipped slate roof and prominent chimneys.

845

The façade is characterised by decorative polychrome brickwork on the
bay, porch and window surrounds rather than the moulding seen on most
other properties, except for one other pair of semis in Park Crescent which
are of the same design and are likely to have been built by the same person.
The decoration features a mixture of red and buff brick and the result is
very distinctive. Another unusual feature is the equal spacing of three sash
windows to the first floor rather than the asymmetric grouping usually found
above the bays and recessed entrance.
The frontages were originally enclosed with low yellow stock brick walls
with tall piers and stone copings. This only survives unaltered at Nos.22-24.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

2 and 4 Park Terrace

No.2: Positive
No.4: Positive* – Would
benefit from timber
sash window and door
reinstatement. Frontage
could be improved

Recommended
Article 4
Direction

Description

(Also see page 239 for architectural description)

846

No.2 Description:
Forms a pair with No.4. Brickwork has been painted. Slate replaced with
concrete tiles. Timber sash windows have been retained. Timber front door
with glazed upper panels and fanlight retained. The front boundary wall has
been topped with red brick and provides good enclosure to the street. The
garden is planted and helps to soften the building.
No.4 Description:
Forms a pair with No.2. Brickwork and slate survives but unfortunately all
windows and the front door have been replaced with uPVC. Chimney has
been lost. The front boundary has been removed and the garden lost to
hardstanding, which is detrimental to the property and Conservation Area.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

6 and 8 Park Terrace

No.6: Positive
No.8: Positive

Recommended
Article 4
Direction

Description
(Also see page 239 for architectural description)
847

No.6 Description:
Forms a pair with No.8. Brickwork and slate survive. Windows appear to be
timber although not original as their proportions are rather heavy. Modern
stained timber door looks slightly out-of-character. Chimney has been lost.
A replacement brick front boundary wall has been constructed and provides
good enclosure to the street although the proportions seem a little slim.
Landscaped garden makes a positive contribution to the street.
No.8 Description:
Forms a pair with No.6. Brickwork has been rendered and slate replaced with
concrete tiles. Chimney has been lost. Original timber sash windows survive,
as does timber and stained-glass front door, and make a positive contribution
to the character of the property. The front boundary has been removed and
the garden lost to an unattractive area of hardstanding, to the detriment of
property and the Conservation Area.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

10 and 12 Park Terrace

No.10: Positive
Recommended
No.12: Positive* – would
Article 4
benefit from sash window
Direction
reinstatement and
reconstruction of original bay

Description
(Also see page 239 for architectural description)

848

No.10 Description:
Forms a pair with No.12. Brickwork has been rendered and slates replaced
with concrete tiles. Timber sash windows and timber door with stainedglass make a positive contribution to the street. The front boundary has
been removed and the garden lost to hardstanding, although a good quality
surface material has been used.
No.12 Description:
Forms a pair with No.10. Slate roof and chimney retained. Brickwork has been
rendered and all the window openings have been altered in shape, including
the bay, and replaced with modern uPVC casements of a different proportion
and a square bay. This has been detrimental to the character of the existing
property and impacts on its symmetry with No.10. The porch opening has
been widened and a later timber and glazed tall door with sidelight inserted.
Most of the front boundary has been removed and the garden lost to
hardstanding.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

14 Park Terrace

Negative

N/A

Description
A three-storey modern infill development of flats built in 1985 which encloses
a gap in the streetscene that was still evident in 1940 and originally provided
access to the land rear of No.16 where outbuildings are located.
849

An attempt has been made to reference No.16 particularly in its height,
gabled form and two-storey front bay but this has not been very successful,
its proportions and lack of detailing are particularly unsympathetic. As such,
it detracts from the quality of the streetscene.
There is no front door on the frontage (which is out of character with the rest
of the street), small uPVC windows and red brick which is in stark contrast
to No.16. There are a number of satellite dishes on the side elevation and
antennas to the roof.
There is a boundary wall to the front which provides enclosure to the street
but the frontage is used for parking and would benefit from some soft
landscaping.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

16 Park Terrace,
‘Hereford House’

Positive

Recommended
Article 4
Direction

Description
A yellow stock brick house built in 1892 with Italianate influences. It is a oneoff design unlike any others in the street.

850

Three storeys with gabled roof running front to back. Third storey located in
the gable and has distinctive curve topped window which is replicated at first
floor and references the curved porch design. Two storey canted bay topped
with low decorative metal railings and decorative bracketing. White painted
quoins and shaped timber barge boards with decorative finial and prominent
chimney give this property a grand feel despite its relatively narrow plot.
A small flat roofed dormer has also been added to the west roofslope but its
small size does not detract from the quality of the frontage.

The original sashes have been replaced with aluminium windows and the
front door is modern. These would benefit from reinstatement, though their
narrow frames mean they are not too obtrusive.

The yellow stock brick wall and railings to front boundary are appropriate
and provide good enclosure to the street. The landscaped garden is also a
positive feature.

The property is divided into flats and there are additional entrances on both
side elevations. To the west steps lead up the side of the property to firstfloor and to the east there is access to the rear of the building. A first-floor
flat roofed extension appears to have been added to the rear, but this has
minimal impact in the streetscene.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

Description

18 and 20 Park Terrace

No.18: Positive* – would
benefit from removal of
doors infilling porch and
painting of joinery
No.20: Positive* – would
benefit from sash window
reinstatement. Frontage
could be improved

Recommended
Article 4
Direction

(Also see page 239 for architectural description)

851

No.18 Description:
Forms a pair with No.20. Brickwork including bay has been rendered and
slates replaced with concrete tiles. Chimney retained. Timber sash windows
but are stained rather than painted which is out of character. Open porch
enclosed with fully glazed French doors. Original timber door with glazed
upper panes survives beyond. Front boundary wall has been rebuilt with
distinctive bonding pattern. The front garden has been partially converted to
hardstanding for parking.
No.20 Description:
Forms a pair with No.18. Brickwork including bay has been rendered and
slates replaced with concrete tiles. Timber sash windows have been
lost to uPVC casements and this is detrimental to its character. Original
timber door with glazed upper panes survives. Front chimney missing.
Attractive decorative tiled path to front door. Front boundary wall has been
demolished and the frontage has been concreted which is detrimental to the
Conservation Area. The property has been converted into flats.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

22 Park Terrace

Positive

Recommended
Article 4
Direction

Description
(Also see page 239 for architectural description)
Forms a pair with No.24. Property intact except for slates replaced with
concrete tiles and open porch enclosed with modern timber front door,
though not an unsympathetic design. The polychrome brickwork and sash
windows make a positive contribution to the Conservation Area.
852

Part of the front boundary lost but remaining wall and hedge still manage
to provide some enclosure to the street and should be retained. The
garden paved over with hardstanding and its impact is softened by the
boundary hedge.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

24 Park Terrace

Positive* – would benefit
from sash window
reinstatement

Recommended
Article 4
Direction

Nos.26-28 Park Terrace
Two large detached late-Victorian properties of the same symmetrical design
and of similar footprint to the adjacent pair of semis. Two storey yellow stock
brick with gabled slate roofs. Double fronted with single storey canted bays
each side of the central front door. Pair of curved topped Italianate style
windows above each bay and single matching curved topped sash above the
door. Simple detailing to bays and window surrounds. Timber sash windows
and timber doors with fanlights.

Description
(Also see page 239 for architectural description)

853

Forms a pair with No.22. Slates replaced with concrete tiles and timber
sashes lost to aluminium casements and front door replaced with modern
design. The polychrome brickwork makes a positive contribution to the
Conservation Area. The original front boundary has been removed. The
house was undergoing renovation at the time of survey in 2019.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

26 Park Terrace

Positive

Recommended
Article 4
Direction

28 Park Terrace
‘Sunbury Villa’

Positive

Recommended
Article 4
Direction

Description

(Also see page 247 for architectural description)

(Also see page 247 for architectural description)

Property intact including sash windows and slate roof. The central first floor
window has been infilled, though done well. Probably a modern timber door,
though sympathetic, and stained-glass fanlight above. The original boundary
wall has been lost and the front has been landscaped with gravel and an
attractive tiled step-up to the front door.

Property intact including sash windows although the slate roof has
been replaced with concrete tiles and would benefit from reinstatement.
Replacement timber door though not entirely unsympathetic. Property
undergoing renovation at time of survey in 2019. Boundary wall has been
lost to forecourt parking which is unsympathetic and would benefit from
reinstatement of the boundary and soft landscaping.

854

Description
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

30 Park Terrace

Positive* – though would
benefit from traditional
window reinstatement

Recommended
Article 4
Direction

Description

855

Large double frontage detached property of originally the same design to
Nos.26 and 28 but the bay windows to the ground floor were altered in 1938
and are more Edwardian in style than Victorian. The bays in this case are
square with red brick plinths and casement windows. The bays are joined to
each other by a hipped tilled canopy which also forms the open porch to the
property. The front door with stained-glass upper panel also seems to date
from this later era.
The property has been rendered and has clay tiles rather than slates. The
original windows have been replaced with uPVC casements and would
benefit from reinstatement in timber. The casement design is appropriate
for the age of the house but the uPVC material is not appropriate for the
Conservation Area.
Despite these modernisations the property makes a generally positive
contribution to the local streetscene benefitting from an attractive
landscaped front and side garden. There is a low brick front boundary wall,
which is a modern replacement, and a taller rendered boundary wall which
leads round onto the Avenue Road boundary and includes the street name.
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Building-by-Building Description
St Vincent's Road

St Vincent's Road – South Side
1-9 St. Vincent’s Road
Late-Victorian terrace of five houses built in 1895 which forms part of a
longer terrace which includes identical properties in Avenue Road. All these
properties were probably built at the same time and could have been built
by the same person. They appear as one group in the streetscene. The only
indication of the change in address is the road name sign on No.1 St Vincent’s
Road.

St. Vincent’s Road developed from the Vincent’s Farm Estate and was
deliberately planned as high-quality houses to be sold to families with
servants and nannies. This is still evident today in the many larger properties
in the street, particularly as the road winds along from the junction with
Avenue Road. The architecture here is also noticeably different with much
more individuality and much more ornament than is found in other streets. It
has made for an interesting and attractive street which is the grandest in the
Conservation Area.

Modest two storey properties of yellow stock brick with slate roofs and very
wide shared chimneys are prominent in the streetscene. The design is typical
of the Conservation Area. Each property has a single storey canted bay to
the ground floor with a pair of curved topped Italianate style sash windows
above. The square topped open porches relate to the detailing on the bays
with decorative keystones being the main decorative feature.

856

Although many of the properties have remained as large houses a number
have been of converted to flats or care homes and generally this has been
achieved without causing harm to the Conservation Area, unlike other areas
where the properties are smaller and conversions have had a significant
impact particularly on the frontages.

The original windows are timber sliding sashes with central glazing bars and
these are still present on many properties. Original doors are timber with
glazed upper panels and fanlight.

To the western end of St. Vincent’s Road sits Milton Road Gardens and
Tennis Courts, which provides a buffer from the railway line and between
properties on the south side of St. Vincent’s Road and Milton Road itself. The
mature plane trees are the other defining feature of the street.
The pavements are generally old concrete slabs which are well worn and
often cracked. In places tarmac has been laid around the trees to allow
greater flexibility for the roots without causing trip hazards. Granite kerbs (laid
short side up) and glazed brick drainage channels have been retained and
some crossovers are made from stable blocks which also make a positive
contribution. There are a number of red brick sett speed bumps in the road.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

1 St. Vincent’s Road

Positive

Article 4

Description
(Also see page 250 for architectural description)

857

Property intact although slates replaced with concrete tiles. Ceramic road
name inset into the wall at first floor level. The front boundary and garden
have been lost to hardstanding and could be improved with landscaping or
planting.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

3 St. Vincent’s Road

Positive

Article 4

Description
(Also see page 250 for architectural description)

858

Wider than adjacent properties because it includes additional
accommodation at first floor (including an additional window) above access
gate to rear of the properties. Property intact although slates replaced with
concrete tiles. The front boundary and garden have been lost to an area of
hardstanding and there are two large bin stores on the frontage. This has a
detrimental impact on the property and Conservation Area. Property classed
as HMO. Frontage could be improved.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

5 and 7 St. Vincent’s Road

No.5: Positive
No.7: Positive – though
frontage could be improved

Article 4

Description
(Also see page 250 for architectural description)

859

No.5 Description:
Property intact including brickwork, slate roof and timber sashes and stainedglass front door. Attractive tiled path to front door. Boundary wall removed
and surface gravelled.
No.7 Description:
Brickwork painted white although slate roof remains. White painted timber
sliding sash windows remain, although some would benefit from maintenance
to restore them, particularly sills at ground floor. Timber front door remains.
The front boundary and garden lost to an area of hardstanding, which has a
detrimental impact on the property and Conservation Area and would benefit
from reinstatement, together with landscaping.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

9 St. Vincent’s Road
‘West Villa’

Positive – though frontage
could be improved

Article 4

Description
(Also see page 250 for architectural description)

860

Wider than adjacent properties because it includes additional
accommodation at first floor (including an additional window) above access
door to rear of the properties. Brickwork painted and slate roof retained.
White painted timber sliding sash windows remain, although some would
benefit from maintenance. Timber front door remains. Divided into flats.
The front boundary and garden lost to an area of hardstanding, which has a
detrimental impact on the property and Conservation Area and would benefit
from reinstatement, together with landscaping.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

11 St. Vincent’s Road ‘West
House’ Nursing Home

Positive – though the site
Article 4
would benefit from more
planting, a proper bin store (or
moving the bin into the garage)
and more landscaping to the
frontage.

Description
861

West Villa is the start of the more affluent properties in St. Vincent’s Road
and is set significantly further back than the adjacent terrace. It established a
new building line for the larger properties which continue to the west.
It is a large two storey building with rooms in the roof and a side wing which
is set back from the frontage and abuts the adjacent terrace. The side wing
appears to be original (shown on OS plan 1890) but the four single pitched
front dormers are a modern addition and are rather dominant in the roof
slope. The building was also extended on the west side to include a garage
(which only appears after OS 1920). This section is not subservient and rather
upsets the symmetry of the building although is matched in well with the
original detailing of the building.

The building has a slate roof but the original brickwork has been painted.
It is double fronted with two single canted bays either side of the timber
and stained-glass double front door. The bays unusually have decorative
ironwork at sill level which is replicated on the other ground floor windows.
There are a pair of curved topped Italianate windows above the bays and
the garage and the property also includes other Italianate detailing such as
decorative bracketing to the eaves and quoins.
The spacious frontage is tarmaced and used for parking and bin storage and
has little area for soft landscaping but the building is enclosed by a modern
brick boundary wall to most of the frontage.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

13-13a St. Vincent’s Road

Positive – would benefit from Article 4
window reinstatement to
original forms

Description

862

Originally a pair of Edwardian style houses built in 1900 now converted into
flats, No.13 St. Vincent’s Road is a grand three storey red brick building with
slate roof and imposing Dutch gables to the front, each with a decorated top
and a large two storey canted bay. The bay is of simple design but includes
a fretted parapet detail to the top.
Only some of the windows in the bay have retained their original sash
windows, the others have been replaced with modern louvers in timber
frames or uPVC casements which are detrimental to the character of the
buildings. At ground floor the original positions of the front doors are evident
adjacent to the bays, these have since been replaced with single windows
and new entrances formed to the rear.
There is a white painted front boundary wall to the front with landscaped
garden area behind, and a driveway either side of the building.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

15 St. Vincent’s Road

Positive

Article 4

Description

863

This large detached two storey house is one of the most unique in the
Conservation Area. It was built before 1890 but is not of the typical style from
this period. It is half hipped with projecting eaves and slate tile hanging to
the first floor (including some decorative shaped slates) and yellow stock
brick with red brick detail to ground floor. It has simple timber casement
windows including a small square bay to the ground floor, the roof of which
is extended to form a rain porch above the door. There is a simple two storey
bay feature to the east elevation which is visible to the street. A small dormer,
which appears to be original, is aligned with the front entrance.
There is a shingled driveway to the west side leading to a detached single
gabled garage which was built between 1920 and 1940 and has original
timber doors and a decorative terracotta motif to the gable.
The property retains all its original features and together with the large
landscaped frontage and boundary wall and railings makes a positive
contribution to the Conservation Area.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

17 St. Vincent’s Road

Positive

Article 4

Description
This property is another unusual design from the late-19th century. Two
storey, red brick with clay tile roof and a prominent full width jettied timbered
gable above a single storey canted bay. This style was known as the new
English Revival Style (this is quite a modest example) and took its influences
from buildings in the 14th and 15th centuries. It was quite fashionable in some
parts but this is the only property of this kind in the Conservation Area.
864

The front entrance is set back from the main elevation to the side of the
building which is not a characteristic of the wider Conservation Area.
There are timber sashes to the ground floor in the more traditional bay and
timber casements to the upper Tudor style gable both of which appear to be
original.
There is a modern red brick wall with low railings to the front boundary
enclosing an attractive landscaped garden and gravelled driveway. The
property makes a positive contribution to the streetscene.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

19 St. Vincent’s Road

Positive

Article 4

Description

865

A more typical late-Victorian two storey detached villa built in 1890. Red
brick with gabled slate roof. Asymmetric design with two storey canted
bay to west side of the rather grand open entrance porch. Two pairs of
sash windows balance the design to the east side of the door with a single
window above. Simple detailing to windows surrounds. Timber door with
glazed upper panels and side/fanlights.
The property is divided into flats and has been renovated, helping to restore
its original character and appearance.
A traditional brick wall and railings has been reinstated to the frontage which
includes soft landscaping.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

21 St. Vincent’s Road

Positive

Article 4

Description
A large late-Victorian dwelling built in 1890 which has now been divided
vertically into two properties which has involved adding a side extension
to the western end to provide two front doors. This extension is relatively
subservient and is of a modest scale, set back slightly and has good
materials which match the existing building.
866

The original building is an attractive well-proportioned two storey dwelling
with red brick to the ground floor and render above, and a brown tiled hipped
roof. The eastern end of the building has a distinctive canted bay to the
ground floor which is topped with ornamental ball features at its corners. The
bay forms part of a simple projecting gable.

The property is well preserved, although the windows, which are timber in
both halves, are of different designs and may not have been original. In the
eastern half there are timber sashes which are split on the top third and not
the centre which gives them a proportion that matches the timber casement
on the western side. Both styles make a positive contribution to the character
of the property.

On the western side is a small square bay with a pitched roof canopy that
extends over the original front door to form a porch. Above, the form of the
bay is replicated as a bracketed hanging bay with a half-timbered gable. The
subservient scale of this feature means that it complements the main gable
rather than competing with it.

The frontages of both have been hard landscaped with gravel for parking but
a low buff brick boundary wall and metal railings enclose the boundaries and
make a positive contribution to the street. There is a little soft landscaping to
both properties but an increase in this would be a positive contribution.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

23 St. Vincent’s Road

Positive

Article 4

Description
Large detached two storey dark red brick house built in 1893. Half hipped
slate roof with prominent chimneys and terracotta ridge tiles. Unusually there
is a mix of both sash and casement windows. All the windows are timber and
would benefit from some maintenance.
867

On the eastern side there is a simple square bay with pitched canopy
extending over the front door. This forms part of a projecting half-timbered
gable.
The property is divided into flats and the frontage has been tarmaced to
provide parking. The silver birch tree, planting on the frontage and the low
brick wall with piers provides an attractive boundary to the street. A more
sympathetic surfacing material would be beneficial to the Conservation Area.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

25-27 St Vincent’s Road

Positive – frontage to No.27
could be improved

Article 4

Description

868

Single pair of yellow stock brick semi-detached houses with slate hipped
roof to the front, a more subservient gabled roof further back. Two storeys
with small front dormers to each property and large two storey canted bays
to the front with decorative half-timbered gable tops. Unusually the bays are
positioned next to each other in the centre of the pair and the front doors are
located in a more subservient location to the side, set back from the frontage.
As with No.23, there is a mix of styles here with both sash and casement
windows on the front elevation. The bay has simple casements in heavy
stone surrounds and adjacent to this are two pairs of sashes with moulded
lintels and decorative red brick detailing including shaped brickwork below
the first-floor sills. The windows are all timber.

The frontage of No.25 has an attractive landscaped garden which is
enclosed with a yellow wall providing good enclosure to the street. No.27
has no front boundary with the garden converted to hardstanding. This would
benefit from landscaping.

The front doors and porches are located to the side of each house and this
is the only area where the architecture differs between them. No.25 has
an enclosed porch with heavy timber door with glazed upper panels and
fanlights, set in a stone surround and topped with a small decorative balcony
feature and No.27 has a later enclosed porch of a modest design with simple
mono-pitched roof over the door.

Both properties are divided into flats. The meter boxes on the front of No.27
are numerous and detrimental. These should be relocated if the opportunity
arises. Properly designed bin storage would also be welcomed.

The dormers are modest in scale with a pair of small sash windows and
timber barge boards.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

29 St. Vincent’s Road

Positive

Article 4

Description

869

Large two storey house built in 1893. Stock brick with slate hipped roof,
prominent chimneys and decorative ridge tiles. Single storey square bay
with hipped slate roof and simple natural stone surround. The natural
stone detailing is replicated on the window lintels and used for the porch
surround which is the most decorated element of the house. The property
is intact and has retained its white painted sash windows. The timber door
with stained-glass upper panels and side/fanlights are retained and there
is decorative tiling to the inside of the porch. The only missing feature is the
front boundary wall which has been replaced with a hedge. The front garden
is landscaped and makes a positive contribution to the street.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

31 St. Vincent’s Road

Positive

Article 4

Description

870

Large detached two storey property now divided into flats. Long thin plan
form with large gable above canted bay to the front and additional projecting
gable to the side. Red tile roof and white render walls with decorative
light grey painted half-timbering at the first floor make it prominent in the
streetscene. Timber casement windows. Decorative timber open gabled
porch to the front matches the timbering above. Original timber double door
with stained-glass and fanlight survives.
Landscaped front garden and red brick boundary wall provide good
enclosure and softening to the street.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

33 St. Vincent’s Road,
‘Pendragon’

Positive

Article 4

Description

871

Large two storey detached dwelling house with slate hipped roof and
decorative terracotta ridge tiles. The brickwork has been painted white.
Single canted bay to western side with decorative brick detailing and slate
hipped roof. Italianate style windows with curved tops, column detail and
decorative metal ironwork to sills at first floor. There are a group of three
above the bay rather than two. Timber double door with stained glass panels
and fanlight survives.
Landscaped front gardens with boundary wall and railings provide good
enclosure and softening to the street.
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Building-by-Building Description
St Vincent's Road – North Side
Address

Value

Designation

Aarandale Lodge,
2-4 St. Vincent’s Road

Positive – though frontage
could be improved

Article 4

Description

872

Originally two large detached Edwardian style houses built in 1898 now
known as Arrandale Lodge, a residential care home. Red brick with clay tile
roofs. The properties have been joined by a two-storey extension which
is relatively subservient in the streetscene. The western most property,
originally No.2 has a distinctive corner turret which marks the junction of St
Vincent’s Road and Avenue Road and provides an attractive landmark for
the Conservation Area. This property also has a single square bay to the
front and small half-timbered gable detail to a first-floor window. To Avenue
Road, there is also a frontage and an unusual square bay which has been
rotated 45-degrees and sited on the corner so that it addresses the street. It
appears that the original front door to this property was also on this frontage
and is recognised by a simple stone surround, though the door is currently
boarded. A two-storey yellow stock brick element is also visible at the
rear. Timber sash windows. This property is surrounded by a red brick wall
and landscaped garden which contain a number of preserved trees. These
together with the turret feature define the entrance to St Vincent’s Road.

Both properties are relatively intact, they have maintained the original brickwork
and roofing materials and both have timber windows which have been stained/
painted brown.

The second part of the nursing home, formerly No.4, is slightly different in
character although was built around the same time. It has two strong features on
the frontage: a large two-storey curved bay and a large projecting Dutch gable.
Both are attractive features in the streetscene and manage to complement rather
than compete with each other. Similar proportioned windows and decorative
stone banding running through both features help to unite them.

The frontage to No.4 has been mostly replaced with a parking area which is
detrimental to the Conservation Area. Soft landscaping would improve the
appearance.
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Building-by-Building Description
6-8 St. Vincent’s Road
Pair of late-Victorian two storey houses built in 1894. Red brick to front and
yellow stock brick to the sides with slate hipped roofs. Attractive two storey
canted bays to the front with sculpted mullions, shaped bricks and terracotta
decoration under first floor sills. Smaller matching bays to the side which can
be seen from the street. Timber sliding sash windows with smaller top sash
which is divided with a horizontal and vertical glazing bar.
Unusually the main entrance door is located on the side of the properties
under small mono-pitched rain canopies with timber support and railing.
Timber doors with stained-glass upper panels and fanlight.
873

Both properties have a small dormer window to side which appears to be
original.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

Nos.6 and 8 St. Vincent’s
Road

No.6: Positive
Article 4
No.8: Positive* – would benefit
from timber sash window
reinstatement

Description
(Also see page 267 for architectural description)

874

No.6 Description:
Divided into flats. Attractive timber sashes and front door retained but slates
replaced by concrete tiles. Satellite dish to front part of the side elevation
which can be seen easily from the street. Attractive planted front garden and
original burr brick boundary wall provides good enclosure to the street.
No.8 Description:
Divided into flats. An additional front door has been added to the front
elevation which unbalances the pair and appears rather squashed in. Slates
retained but frontage has been rendered. Timber sashes replaced with uPVC
windows. Frontage has been brick paved for parking although a red brick
boundary wall still provides good enclosure to the street. Would benefit from
soft landscaping or planting.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

Beaufort Lodge,
10-12 St. Vincent’s Road

Positive* – frontage could be Article 4
improved and replacement
of uPVC with timber sashes
would be beneficial

Description

875

Pair of large semi detaches houses built in 1894 now in use as a care/nursing
home. Likely to have been red brick to the front (now unfortunately painted)
and yellow stock brick to the sides. The design is unusual insofar as the front
wall forms a parapet at roof level and the slate roof is hidden behind. The
parapet is decorated with raised brickwork detail to the front. Each half has
a large two storey canted bay with sculpted stone surrounds. The first floor
windows have been recently replaced (post-April 2019) with unsympathetic
uPVC top hung casements, which replaced attractive timber sashes which
had sculpted detailing mirroring the shape of the lintels above. This is
an unfortunate loss. At ground floor the central window is a taller double
casement with decorative stained-glass in the top section. Timber sash
windows are on the side flanks of the bay windows at ground floor.
Like Nos.6-8 St Vincent’s Road the entrances are located to the side
elevation and in this case they are within an archway below a canted bay
feature at first floor.
The front boundary wall and garden to parking have been lost to parking
which is detrimental to the character of the Conservation Area. The wheelie
bins on the frontage are also an eyesore that could easily be rectified by
their relocation to the rear.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

14-16 St. Vincent’s Road

Positive

Article 4

Description

876

Pair of large red brick semi-detached houses built in 1896. They are of
an asymmetric design; No.14 has a distinctive turret feature on the corner
decorated with small gables but No.16 has a square bay to ground floor
and a canted bay with gable top to first floor. In between, the designs
are identical and include an attractive run of triangular shaped oriel style
windows to the ground floor (this type of window is usually found singularly
at first floor), one of which is two storey and has a decorative motif in its
central panel, and hanging square bays above the single windows. As with
the properties across the road, there is a mix of sash and casement windows
but each has their place within the overall design of the elevation. All the
windows are timber and make a positive contribution to the Conservation
Area.
Both properties are divided into flats but parking has been accommodated
at the rear and a landscaped front garden and front wall to No.14 has
been retained to the front. The wheelie bins to the frontage are, however,
detrimental to the streetscene and would benefit from relocation or screening
in some way.

There is a small door to the front between the triangle windows although
the main door appears to be located to the side. Timber door to the side
entrance of No.14 with glazed upper panel and fanlight.
The properties are intact except that the original roof covering has been
replaced with concrete tiles.

The driveway adjacent to No.14 also provides access to St Vincent’s Mews, a
modern development at the rear of these properties.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

St. Vincent’s Mews

Neutral

Article 4

18-24 St. Vincent’s Road
Two pairs of two storey semi-detached late-Victorian houses built in 1894.
Red brick with slate roofs, terracotta ridge tiles and decorated prominent
chimneys. Their distinguishing feature is the large two storey bays with
Dutch gables. These are square to ground floor with decorative columns with
foliage detailing and canted to first floor with simpler detailing. In between
the floors is a terracotta shield motif. The Dutch gable is also decorated with
an alcove detail.

Description
A development of three new houses on a cul-de-sac, which is the most recent
development in the Conservation Area. It has no public impact as the site is
hidden behind the houses on a site between St. Vincent’s Road and Avenue
Terrace. These buildings are timber clad and red brick and have sedum (green)
mono-pitched roofs. The red brick references materials in the surrounding
roads but essentially they have created a new character of their own.

877

Adjacent to the bay, on each floor, are two sash windows with a central
door, which at first floor leads to a decorative iron balcony on the two end
properties.
The main entrance door is located to the side between the two chimney
stacks within an arched doorway.

In this area was originally a stable block.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

18 and 20 St. Vincent’s Road No.18: Positive – frontage
Article 4
could be improved
No.20: Positive – would
benefit from sash window
reinstatement. Frontage could
be improved
Description
(Also see page 271 for architectural description)
878

No.18 Description:
Property intact. All windows are painted green. Front garden and boundary
wall has been converted to hardstanding. Frontage could be improved.
No.20 Description:
Brickwork rendered. Sash windows replaced with timber casements, though
these are not entirely out-of-keeping, although original door to ground floor
survives. First floor balcony lost. Front boundary has been removed and the
frontage paved for parking, however, there is some attractive landscaping on
the frontage.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

St. Vincent’s Court,
22 St. Vincent’s Road

Negative – could be
Article 4
improved by reinstatement of
windows, doors, decorative
features and bays to match
No.24 St. Vincent's Road.

Description
879

(Also see page 271 for architectural description)
Most of the original features from this property have been removed and as a
result, its historic character has been severely compromised. It was originally
a mirrored pair to No.24 (see description on the following page). The bay
has been removed, the windows changed to modern styles and shapes, the
slates have been replaced with concrete tiles and the frontage has been
rendered. Only the profile of the Dutch gable remains.
The front garden and wall have also been removed and replaced by
a concrete parking area which is detrimental to the streetscene. The
ornamental tree on the frontage provides a small amount of greenery and
should be retained.
This property is divided into flats.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

24 St. Vincent’s Road

Positive

Article 4

26-28 St. Vincent’s Road
Pair of two storey late-Victorian semi-detached houses built in 1894. Yellow
stock brick with red brick detailing and slate roofs with decorative ridge
tiles and prominent chimneys. The front has two main features, a two storey
hipped roof canted bay with red brick columns and lintels and timber sash
windows and next to it a hipped roof hanging square bay with bracket
detailing and casement windows, set above a set of two sashes with central
door which have red brick lintels which match the bay.

Description
(Also see page 271 for architectural description)

Although there is a door to the front elevation, the main entrance is located
to the side in an arched doorway.

880

Intact although the brickwork has been painted. This property has retained
its original sashes to ground and first floor which make a positive contribution
to the streetscene. Most of the frontage has been tarmaced for parking. Only
a small section of a modern boundary wall has been built but it provides an
area for planting and the additional planting adjacent to the building also
provides some softening.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

26 St. Vincent’s Road

Positive

Article 4

28 St. Vincent’s Road

Positive

Article 4

Description

(Also see page 274 for architectural description)

(Also see page 274 for architectural description)

Property very well preserved, including brickwork, slate roof and original
timber windows. Part of the frontage has been hard surfaced but in a highquality material and a significant length of boundary wall (and railings) and
landscaped front garden has been retained which makes an attractive setting
for the building.

Property intact including brickwork, slate roof and original timber windows,
decorative ridge tiles and chimneys, although red brick details have been
painted over in red. Most of the garden has been given over to parking
although there are a couple of planting beds which make a valuable
contribution to the setting of the building. There is also a small section of
very low modern wall which would provide more enclosure if it were higher.
It does, however, help to define the boundary of the property.

881

Description
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Building-by-Building Description
30-38 St. Vincent’s Road
Run of five Arts and Crafts style houses built between 1947 and 1949 which
replaced earlier houses built between 1890 and 1920 and which were
destroyed in WWII. They are all dark red brick with brown clay tiled hipped
roofs. Hipped bays of single or double storey with decorative tile hanging
are a key feature. The windows are metal casements with leaded lights.
Although distinctly different from all other properties in the street these
houses form an attractive group and an interesting contrast.

Address

Value

Designation

30 St. Vincent’s Road

Positive

Article 4

Description
(Also see opposite for architectural description)

882

Forms an asymmetrical pair with No.32. Property intact, though with a small
garage extension to the right hand side which integrates reasonably well.
Single storey square bay window to left hand side. Timber plank door with
small glazed panes. Part of the frontage has been tarmaced for parking but a
significant amount of landscaped garden and red brick boundary was been
retained which provides good enclosure to the street.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

32 St. Vincent’s Road

Positive

Article 4

34 St. Vincent’s Road

Positive

Article 4

Description

(Also see page 276 for architectural description)

(Also see page 276 for architectural description)

Forms an asymmetric pair with No.30. Two storey canted bay windows either
side of the central front door, each with tile hanging between the ground and
first floor windows. Timber plank door with small glazed panels. Property
intact including front garden and boundary wall. Divided into flats.

Detached house with feature bay at first floor creating covered porch at
ground floor. Property intact. Timber door with glazed upper panels. Small
timber garage door to left hand side, with tile lintel appears to be original.
Front wall has been replaced with low wall and metal railings which provides
enclosure to the street. Landscaped frontage provides and attractive setting
for the building.

883

Description
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

36 St. Vincent’s Road

Positive* – would benefit
Article 4
from replacement with timber
windows

Description
(Also see page 276 for architectural description)

884

Detached houses with render to first floor which is not present in adjacent
properties. Two storey bay is topped with over scaled gable increasing its
presence in the streetscene. Tile hanging between ground and first floor
windows on bay. Two entrances on the front elevation in uPVC, suggesting
possibly that a window has been enlarged and the porch filled in. uPVC
windows. Landscaped garden provides an attractive setting for the building.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

38 St. Vincent’s Road

Positive

Article 4

Description
(Also see page 276 for architectural description)

885

Divided into flats. A pair of large two storey curved tile hung bays either side
of a grand brick arched doorway give this property greater presence in the
streetscene. Property intact with the addition of an unobtrusive single storey
extension added to the side. Timber double doors with glazed upper panels.
Attractive burr brick boundary wall has been retained and provides
enclosure for the landscaped garden. A white roller shutter within a gate
provides the entrance to the parking area at the rear on Milton Road. A more
traditional gate would have better integrated with the building.
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Introduction
1.1

What is a Conservation Area?

Document (July 2015) that seek to conserve the character of its
Conservation Areas. The emerging Local Plan, which will review the
Core Strategy and Development Management Document, will set out
a policy approach to managing the historic environment.

Conservation Areas are ‘areas of special architectural or historic
interest, the character or appearance of which it is desirable to
preserve or enhance’, which is defined in the Planning (Listed
Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990.

1.1.1

891

1.1.2

The designation of a Conservation Area recognises the unique
qualities of an historic place which make it special in terms of
its architecture and history, as well as its role in defining local
distinctiveness. Contributing to this are individual or groups of
buildings, streetscape and public realm, scale and massing, open
spaces and street pattern, and landscaping.
As the aim is to conserve and enhance the significanct qualities of
a Conservation Area so that owners, occupiers and visitors to the
place can experience a high-quality historic environment, designation
extends planning controls over certain types of development,
principally the demolition of unlisted buildings and works to trees,
although an area’s status as a Conservation Area is a material
consideration for all planning applications. Southend Borough
Council, as the Local Planning Authority (LPA), also has policies within
its Core Strategy (December 2007) and Development Management

5

1.1.3

However, it should be recognised that designation does not prevent
change from occurring within Conservation Areas, and over time
they will be subject to many different pressures (both positive and
negative) that could impact upon their character and appearance.
LPA’s have a duty to conserve and enhance their Conservation Areas
and will consider this when determining planning applications.

1.1.4

Southend Borough Council (SBC) will also review each Conservation
Area from time to time to monitor its condition and ensure that it has
an up to date Conservation Area Appraisal which sets out its special
architectural or historic interest.

Introduction
1.2

Aims of the Conservation Area Appraisal

•
•
•

Identifies the area’s special interest;
Reviews existing Conservation Area boundaries;
Assists the preparation of the emerging new Local Plan and
Neighbourhood Plans, if these are brought forward, and forms part of
their evidence base; and
Provides a basis for implementing policies, making informed
development management decisions, and preparing management
proposals for the area.

1.2.1

•

1.2.2
892

•
•
•
•
•

This Conservation Area Appraisal:

1.3

Background and Methodology

1.3.2

The Conservation Area was first designated in 1981 to cover part of
the former Shoebury Garrison and part of the High Street in front of
its main entrance. The boundary, shown on Map A, was established
while the Garrison was in declining military use. It was subsequently
made redundant and suffered a long period of neglect with many of
its buildings left in deteriorating condition. It was then sold for phased
development, subject to an agreed planning brief. Development began
in 2000 and has since been completed. Following the 2004 Appraisal,
the boundary of the Conservation Area was extended to include land
down to the Quick Fire Battery, west to cover the Cricket Ground and
east to cover the areas that is now Parade Walk. Two amendments to
the boundary have also been adopted as part of the current Appraisal
and all maps within this document show the revised boundary. The
changes include the removal of a small section of Gunners Rise from the
Conservation Area and the inclusion of the 9.2 inch Gun Emplacement
and Experimental Casements within the boundary. Details of the
changes can be found in paragraphs 6.3.51-6.3.57 and on Map I.

1.3.1

The character analysis in Section 5.0 will inform a management plan
for the area (see Section 6.0), which will:
Assess the need for enhancements to public spaces, highways and
private property;
Review the need for Article 4 Directions to limit permitted
development rights;
Assess buildings at risk;
Assess the need for enforcement action; and
Establish a programme and procedures for implementing and
monitoring proposals.

6

The Conservation Area Appraisal for Shoebury Garrison updates
the former document from 2004. It has been prepared by Purcell,
a firm of specialist heritage consultants, on behalf of Southend-onSea Borough Council. The research and fieldwork for the Appraisal
was carried out in October 2019. The methodology for the work
was based on Historic England’s Conservation Area Appraisal,
Designation Management: Historic England Advice Note 1 (second
edition), February 2019 and also references The Setting of Heritage
Assets: Historic England Good Practice Advice in Planning Note 3
(second edition), December 2017.

Introduction
1.3.3

All photographs within this report were taken in 2019 unless
otherwise stated.

1.4

Overview and Location

1.4.2

It is the location of an Iron Age camp, of which archaeology still
remains, and a Scheduled Monument is designated to cover the
main area. An artillery testing and practice facility was established
in South Shoebury in 1849. The Crimean War in the 1850s fuelled
further development of the facility due to the need to develop new
weaponry, led to the first wave of building. The establishment of
the School of Gunnery in 1859 led to further building in the late1850s-1970s with further building in the last two decades of the
19th century. The station played an important role in the late-19th
century in artillery development. After service in the First World War
then interwar decline, further defensive buildings were constructed
during the Second World War, including batteries and searchlight
emplacements. In the post-War period the base housed residential
artillery units until 1976 when the Garrison HQ was disbanded.
The Garrison finally closed in 1998 and the land was sold for
development.

1.4.1

1.4.3

Shoebury Garrison occupies an area of former coastal marsh and
low-lying land at Shoeburyness, at the mouth of the Thames Estuary
where the coastline turns north-eastwards and enters the North Sea.
Although low lying, and now behind sea defences, the Garrison is in a
prominent location viewed from the sea, adjacent beaches and other
open spaces. It acts as the northern gateway to the Thames.
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The area now consists of well-preserved Garrison buildings which
have been predominantly converted to residential use, with several
well-designed new housing developments sensitively incorporated
between the historic buildings.

Section 2.0
Summary of
Special Interest
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Summary of Special Interest
The Garrison has a crucial place in national military history for the
development and testing of ordnance and for artillery training from
the mid-19th to the mid-20th century as the country emerged from
the Napoleonic era into the modern era of warfare. It is associated
with important events, such as the Crimean War, and people, such as
the former Duke of Cambridge, the army Commander in Chief and a
frequent visitor to the Garrison.

2.2

Many of the Garrison's buildings are listed buildings and have special
architectural or historic interest. They have considerable architectural
interest through the unique horseshoe barracks design and the
range of buildings typical of Victorian military architecture. The site
contains a comprehensive group of military architecture, including
mess buildings, buildings associated with artillery testing, a drill
hall, hospital, residences and a church. These have a consistency
in design and materials which give the area visual coherence and
contribute to a fine townscape, which is complemented by green
open spaces, well-manicured gardens and mature tree planting.
The residential buildings reflect the different ranks, positions and
marital status of those who occupied them, through their size, both
of building and plots, and level of detailing. Modern developments
since the decommissioning of the Garrison have been carried out to
high quality designs and with good landscaping that integrates well
with the historic site. This consistency of character and quality to
both the historic and modern buildings is an important aspect of the
Conservation Area.
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9

2.3

Some of the buildings also demonstrate interesting social innovations
for the improvement of soldiers’ welfare, such as the provision of
separate cookhouses behind the barracks buildings. The area also
demonstrates the evolution of military architecture over a period of a
century and contrasts with the compact civilian architecture nearby.
Several of the ordnance testing and training buildings which are
located on the site, such as the Heavy Quick Firing Battery, are rare
and survive relatively well. Modern development on the site has
been well-designed and integrates sympathetically into the site. The
Garrison played an important role in the development of the area, as
it initiated the early development of Shoebury. Its military presence
also lives on in the collective memory of local residents who have
past connections with the Garrison, especially at times of reflection,
such as Remembrance Day and other military anniversaries.

2.4

The Garrison includes much archaeological evidence of significance,
principally the remains of an Iron Age settlement, the ramparts of
which still partially survive.
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Planning Framework
3.1

The National Planning Policy Framework

The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) came into effect
in March 2012 and was most recently updated in July 2021. It
establishes the planning principles that should underpin both
plan-making and decision-taking, including that these: ‘assets are
an irreplaceable resource, and should be conserved in a manner
appropriate to their significance, so that they can be enjoyed for their
contribution to the quality of life of existing and future generations’.01

3.1.2

Section 16 of the NPPF sets the policy framework for conserving
and enhancing the historic environment. Paragraph 191 of the NPPF
stipulates that, ‘When considering the designation of conservation
areas, local planning authorities should ensure that an area justifies
such status because of its special architectural or historic interest,
and that the concept of conservation is not devalued through the
designation of areas that lack special interest.’
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3.1.1

3.1.3

Definitions

In the context of the NPPF for heritage policy, a ‘Heritage asset’
is defined as: ‘A building, monument, site, place, area or landscape
identified as having a degree of significance meriting consideration
in planning decisions, because of its heritage interest. It includes
designated heritage assets and assets identified by the local
planning authority (including local listing).’

‘Significance’ is defined as: ‘The value of a heritage asset to this

and future generations because of its heritage interest. The interest
may be archaeological, architectural, artistic or historic. Significance
derives not only to a heritage asset’s physical presence, but also
from its setting’.

‘Setting’ is defined as: ‘The surroundings in which a heritage asset

is experienced. Its extent is not fixed and may change as the asset
and its surroundings evolve. Elements of a setting may make a
positive or negative contribution to the significance of an asset, may
affect the ability to appreciate that significance or may be neutral.’
Further advice on the assessment of setting can be found in Historic
England, The Setting of Heritage Assets: Historic England Good
Practice Advice in Planning Note 3 (second edition), December 2017.

Further guidance regarding the implementation of the policies in the
NPPF can be found in the chapter on ‘Conserving and enhancing
the historic environment’ in the National Planning Practice Guidance
(NPPG), July 2021: https://www.gov.uk/guidance/conserving-andenhancing-the-historic-environment.

‘Historic environment’ is defined as: ‘All aspects of the

environment resulting from the interaction between people and
places through time, including all surviving physical remains of
past human activity, whether visible, buried or submerged, and
landscaped and planted or managed flora.’

01

NPPF, 2021, para.189, p.55
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Planning Framework
3.2

3.2.1

Local Planning Policies and Guidance

On a local level, the planning policy which SBC use to determine
planning and listed building consents is contained within the Core
Strategy (2007), Development Management Document (2015)
and Southend Central Area Action Plan (2018). Proposals for
development within the Conservation Area or within its setting will
need to adhere to the criteria set out in these policies to ensure the
conservation of the special interest of the Area. Polices specifically
related to the historic environment are listed below and should be
referenced when planning change.

3.2.4

The production of the Southend New Local Plan will provide
an opportunity to review the Core Strategy and Development
Management Document, and will set out a new suite of planning
policies for the Borough, including for the management of the historic
environment.

3.2.5

Further supplementary planning guidance is contained within the
Council’s:

•

Design and Townscape Guide (SPD 1) (2009), which sets out guidance
on creating high-quality urban design and includes advice on the
historic environment in Section 9;

•

Planning Obligations: A Guide to S106 & Developer Contributions
(SPD 2) (2015), which gives guidance on Section 106 Agreements
which can be made to balance out negative impacts of development
through other enhancements, such as conserving or enhancing the
historic environment; and

•

Streetscape Manual (SPD 3) (June 2015), provides guidance
about creating high-quality streetscapes, including those within
Conservation Areas.

3.2.6

All of these documents can be found on SBC’s website, www.
southend.gov.uk/planning, and will be reviewed as part of the
production of the Southend New Local Plan.

3.2.2 Core Strategy (2007)
Strategic Objective SO14: Deliver high quality, well designed and
attractive urban and natural environments which are safe, people
friendly and distinctive, and which respect and enhance existing
character and local amenity

•

Policy KP2: Development Princples

•

Policy CP4: The Environment and Urban Renaissance

3.2.3

Development Management Document (2015)

•
•
•
•

Policy DM1: Design Quality
Policy DM4: Tall and Large Buildings
Policy DM5: Southend-on-Sea’s Historic Environment
Policy DM6: The Seafront

898

•
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Planning Framework
3.3

Designations

3.3.2

Further information on Southend’s listed and locally listed buildings
can be found on the Council’s website www.southend.gov.uk/
planning.

3.3.1

As a Conservation Area, Shoebury Garrison is a designated heritage
asset in its own right. It also contains other designated heritage assets
including 29 nationally Listed Buildings and non-designated heritage
assets including one Locally Listed Building.
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Planning Framework
Listed Buildings
3.3.3 There are 29 Listed Buildings within the Conservation Area, which are
shown on Map B:

Address

Listing

G and H Barracks, Horseshoe Barracks, Chapel Road
(now Nos.65-71 Horseshoe Crescent)

Grade II

901

Address

Listing

East Powder Magazine, Shoebury Garrison Beach
Road

Grade II

J and K Barracks, Horseshoe Barracks, Chapel Road
(now Nos.80-94 Horseshoe Crescent)

Grade II

West Powder Magazine, Shoebury Garrison Beach
Road

Grade II

Cook house to rear of block LM Horseshoe Barracks,
Chapel Road

Grade II

A and B Barracks, Horseshoe Barracks, Chapel
Road (now Nos.58-72 Chapel Road and Nos.1 and 3
Horseshoe Crescent)

Grade II

N and O Barracks, Horseshoe Barracks, Chapel Road
(now Nos.8-22 Horseshoe Crescent)

Grade II

Grade II

C and D Barracks, Horseshoe Barracks, Chapel Road
(now Nos.5-21 Horseshoe Crescent)

Grade II

P and Q Barracks, Horseshoe Barracks, Chapel
Road (now Nos.38-52 Chapel Road and Nos.2-4
Horseshoe Crescent)

Cook house to rear of block CD Horseshoe Barracks,
Chapel Road

Grade II

Garrison Church of St Peter and St Paul, Horseshoe
Barracks, Chapel Road

Grade II

E and F Barracks, Horseshoe Barracks, Chapel Road
(now Nos.23-37 Horseshoe Crescent)

Grade II

Gateway, offices & guard house, will walled exercise
yard, Horseshoe Barracks, Chapel Road (now Nos.54
and 56 Chapel Road)

Grade II

Cook house to rear of block EF Horseshoe Barracks,
Chapel Road

Grade II

Long Course Officer’s Quarters and attached railings,
Horseshoe Barracks, Chapel Road, (the ‘Stack’)

Grade II

Blocks K-M, Shoebury Garrison

Grade II
15
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902

Address

Listing

Address

Listing

Gunnery Drill Shed, Chapel Road

Grade II

A and B The Terrace, Horseshoe Barracks, Warrior
Square (now No.12-14 The Terrace)

Grade II

Blocks E-H, Hospital Road (now Nos.30 Chapel Road
and Nos.18-22 Hospital Road)

Grade II
C, D and E The Terrace, Horseshoe Barracks, Warrior
Square (north side) (now Nos.6-10 The Terrace)

Grade II

Blocks K-M, Hospital Road (now Nos.2-6 Hospital
Road)

Grade II
F and G The Terrace, Horseshoe Barracks, Warrior
Square (now Nos.2-4 The Terrace)

Grade II

Hospital, attached Blocks I-J and attached front
walls, Hospital Road (now Nos.8-16 Hospital Road)

Grade II
Old Ranges Former Light Quick Firing Battery Proof
and Experimental Establishment

Grade II

Commandant’s House, Horseshoe Barracks, Mess
Road (now No.2 Mess Road)

Grade II
Old Ranges Former Heavy Quick Firing Battery Proof
and Experimental Establishment

Grade II

Officers’ Mess, Proof and Experimental Establishment,
Horseshoe Barracks, Mess Road

Grade II

Nos.1-4 (consec) Blocks A-D, Horseshoe Barracks,
Warrior Square (now Nos.1-7 (odd) Warrior Square
Road)

Grade II

No.5 (Clerk of Works House), Horseshoe Barracks,
Warrior Square (now No.9 Warrior Square Road)

Grade II

Carriage/Wagon Shed, Horseshoe Barracks, Warrior
Square

Grade II

3.3.4

16

Listed Building Descriptions can be found via the National Heritage
List for England: https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/the-list/ and for
Shoebury Garrison these have been included in Appendix A of this
report.

Planning Framework
3.3.5

3.3.6

Buildings of special architectural or historic interest are designated
as Listed Buildings by the government under the Planning (Listed
Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 for their special
architectural or historic interest. Listing ranges from Grade I (the
highest level of protection) through II* to II. Listing also applies to
freestanding objects and structures within the building's "curtilage"
(i.e. its grounds) which have been there since before 1st July 1948,
for example, a wall attached to a Listed Building or a garden building
where the main house is listed.

903

Protection is provided through the Listed Building Consent
procedure, which is required by owners or developers when they
apply for change to their property, including alterations, additions or
demolitions. Work to a Listed Building should conserve and enhance
the building’s special architectural or historic interest.

SBC’s criteria for the designation of Locally Listed Buildings requires
buildings to:

•

Demonstrate the Borough's history, particularly during its main period
of growth. This includes buildings important for its social history such
as schools, churches, public buildings, leisure, entertainment and
commercial buildings.

•

Have architectural interest - be designed by a well-known architect,
be a good example of a particular style or period, contain good
architectural features or be important for the townscape.

3.3.10 Change to Locally Listed Buildings needs to be carried out in a
sympathetic manner. A building’s Locally Listed status will be a
material consideration for all planning applications affecting it and,
as with Listed Buildings, applications involving loss or harm to a
Locally Listed Building will normally be resisted although a balanced
judgement will be made, having regard to the scale of any harm or
loss, the significance of the asset and any public benefits.

Locally Listed Buildings
3.3.7 There is one Locally Listed Building within the Conservation Area, the
Shoeburyness Hotel on the High Street, and two in close proximity
to the Conservation Area, Hinguar Primary School on Hinguar Street,
and the Sergeants' Married Quarters (know as the 'Birdcage') off
Rosewood Lane. These are shown on Map B.
3.3.8

3.3.9

Southend has a wide range of historic buildings and structures. For
those which do not meet the criteria for national listing, the Council
can identify them as ‘Locally Listed’. These are non-designated
heritage assets. The purpose of the Local List is to identify buildings,
structures and monuments of local architectural or historic importance
and to take action as far as possible to conserve them.
17
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3.3.13 Single dwelling houses should also have controls over the alteration
or installation of windows, doors, porches, roofs and driveways.
These properties include those single dwellings on the High Street
and historic buildings within the garrison site that have no restricted
permitted development rights or are not listed buildings:

Article 4 Directions
3.3.11 An Article 4 Direction removes the right of householders to undertake
some minor forms of development, such as alterations to windows or
the installation of hardstandings, which would normally be classed as
permitted development under the planning legislation and therefore
would not require planning permission. The Article 4 Direction is
needed to ensure that minor alterations to the appearance of the
houses are not made in a way which would be out of character and
harmful to the Conservation Area.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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3.3.12 There is currently no Article 4 Direction in place for Shoebury
Garrison but one is proposed as part of this Appraisal. See Section
6.3.44-6.3.49 and Maps B and I for more details. For buildings that
have been divided up into flats the Article 4 Direction should cover
the alteration of boundaries and the rendering/painting of walls. This
includes the following properties:
•
•
•
•
•

No.11 High Street;
No.13 High Street;
Nos.17, 19 and 21 High Street;
Nos.31 and 33 High Street;
32, 34, 36, 74, 76 and 78 Chapel Road;
15-23 (odd) Warrior Square;
The Pavilions, 1-3 Magazine Road; and
Beach House, Mess Road.

3.3.14 For the Shoeburyness Hotel the Article 4 Direction should cover the
painting of external walls. Other changes for this use of building are
already controlled by the removal of permitted development rights.

Nos.3-9 (odd) High Street;
No.15 High Street;
Nos.23-29 (odd) High Street;
No.35 High Street; and
Nos.2-28 (even) High Street.
Other changes are already controlled by the removal of permitted
development rights for flats.

18
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3.3.15 The removal of permitted development rights should include:

All Buildings:

Scheduled Monuments
3.3.16 The Shoebury Garrison Conservation Area contains one Scheduled
Monument: the ‘Defended prehistoric settlement at Shoeburyness,
known as the Danish Camp’. Scheduled Monuments are designated
under the Ancient Monuments and Archaeological Areas Act of 1979.
Scheduling gives sites or structures protection through Scheduled
Monument Consent for alterations, additions or demolitions. The
Danish Camp lies in the eastern part of the Conservation Area, on the
edge of the shoreline. It includes the remains of a hillfort from the late
Bronze Age or early Iron Age.

The alteration or demolition of any means of enclosure which fronts a
highway (walls, gates, fences, etc.)
The rendering or painting over of any brickwork which fronts
a highway (other forms of cladding already require planning
permission).

3.3.17 The Scheduled Monument description for the Danish Camp is
included at Appendix B and the area the designation covers is shown
on Map B. Further detail on archaeology and Scheduled Monuments
can be found on the Council’s website: www.southend.gov.uk/
planning.

Dwelling houses:
•
•
•
•
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•
•

The alteration of any window or door which fronts a highway.
The enclosing of recessed porches which front a highway.
Re-roofing with different materials.
The installation of hardstanding for vehicles.

Other Designations
3.3.18 Map B also shows tree protection orders (TPOs) in green, which are
placed to prohibit works to cut down, lop, uproot or damage important
trees. All trees within conservation areas, whether they have a TPO or
not, are protected and consent must be given by SBC prior to works
being carried out so that the Council have sufficient time to decide
whether a designation of a TPO is needed.
3.3.19 There are two areas close to the Shoebury Garrison Conservation
Area that are designated as public open spaces in local planning
policy: Gunners Park and East Beach Park. These are shown in green
on Map B.
19
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3.3.21 The types of development that are restricted are typically defined
by the Town and Country Planning (General Permitted Development)
Order 1995. Restricted development varies between each group of
properties but often includes items such as:

Permitted Development Rights
3.3.20 For some of the recent housing built within the Garrison site
certain permitted development rights have been removed in order
to safeguard the character and appearance of the area and the
buildings, particularly with regard to the Conservation Area and listed
buildings within their setting. Therefore planning permission may
be required for changes to these buildings and advice should be
sought from the Planning Department before work is undertaken. This
applies to the following buildings:

906

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Nos.1-4 Anchor Close;
Nos.1-18 Chapel Place;
No.36 Chapel Road;
Nos.1-13 Hospital Walk;
Nos.2, 4, 6-16 (even), Nos. 18, 20, 1-15 (odd) Chesterman Road;
Nos.1-25 Parade Walk;
Rifle Lodge, Parade Walk;
Nos.1-16 Hale Way;
Nos.4-6 Mess Road;
Nos.24-44 (even), 39-63 (odd), Nos.64-70 (even) and No.96
Horseshoe Crescent;
Nos.2-4 Warrior Square Road;
Nos.1-3 (odd), Nos.2-12 (even) Brigadier Way; and
Garages and Nos. 1-16 Magazine Mews.
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•

The enlargement, improvement or other alteration of a
dwellinghouse;

•

The enlargement of a dwellinghouse consisting of an addition or
alteration to its roof;

•

Any other alteration to the roof of a dwellinghouse;

•

The erection or construction of a porch outside any external door of a
dwellinghouse;

•

The provision within the curtilage of a dwellinghouse of any building
or enclosure, swimming or other pool required for a purpose
incidental to the enjoyment of the dwellinghouse as such, or the
maintenance, improvement or other alteration of such a building or
enclosure;

•

The provision within the curtilage of a dwellinghouse of a hard
surface for any purpose incidental to the enjoyment of the
dwellinghouse as such;

•

The erection or provision within the curtilage of a dwellinghouse of a
container for the storage of oil for domestic heating;

Planning Framework
The installation, alteration or replacement of a satellite antenna on a
dwellinghouse or within the curtilage of a dwellinghouse;

•

The erection, construction, maintenance, improvement or alteration of
a gate, fence, wall or other means of enclosure;

•

The formation, laying out and construction of a means of access to a
highway which is not a trunk road or a classified road;

•

The painting of the exterior of any building or work;

•

The replacement of windows in certain materials and opening types,
such as timber sashes; or

•

The replacement of garage doors in a particular material, such as
timber.
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•

Property owners are advised to check with the Local Planning Authority
before undertaking any works.
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History and Archaeology
4.0.1

Dates of buildings within the Conservation Area are shown on Map F:
Building Ages.

4.1

Archaeological Interest and Early History

4.1.2

Archaeological evidence suggests that ramparts in the Garrison site
protected an Iron Age settlement. It is believed that the ramparts
were originally 40ft wide and 12ft high and possibly formed a
semi-circle, open to the sea, and protecting a settlement. Parts
of the ramparts survive, together with evidence of human activity
within them, including round houses, ditches and post holes (SMR
references 23053, 23054, 23055). The ramparts and much of the
enclosed area are now protected as a Scheduled Monument.

4.1.1

909

4.1.5

In the 6th century, Saxon invaders re-established a settlement
at Shoebury, called Scoebyrig (the town in the “shaw” or wood).
Shoebury later became a base for the Danes who sought to overrun
the Saxon kingdom. In 894AD, after defeat by King Alfred in the Battle
of Benfleet, the Danish forces retreated to Shoeburyness. The Danes
may have used the earlier Iron Age ramparts for protection but no
evidence has been found to verify this.

4.1.6

Through the medieval and post medieval periods the area remained
relatively isolated and rural with marsh fringing the coast and
scattered farmhouses and small cottages for labourers and fishermen.
To the west of the Conservation Area, the 12th century parish church
of St. Andrew is on slightly higher ground. Close to the Church is
South Shoebury Hall, a medieval timber framed house with an 18th
century brick frontage and other alterations.

4.1.7

Other data recorded on the Sites and Monuments Record relate to
military activity, mainly from the Second World War, including air raid
shelters, coastal batteries, spigot mortar emplacements, pillboxes
and roadblocks, which are all now destroyed.

Shoebury's position at the mouth of the Thames estuary has given it
strategic importance since prehistoric times and as a result it has had
a long association with defensive and military activity.

4.1.3

Evidence for earlier prehistoric activity has also been found within
the settlement in the form of Mesolithic, Neolithic and Bronze Age
stones and Beaker pottery (e.g. SMR record 23020 recording an early
Bronze age storage pit).

4.1.4

The Romans also built a fortified settlement at the Ness, known as
Essobira, which was attacked by the British in AD50 under Caractacus
and later by Boadicea’s rebels. It is thought to have survived in
some form into the 4th century. Its exact position is unknown but the
evaluation prior to the early-21st century development at the Garrison
suggests the possibility of a Roman building in the vicinity of the
former Officer’s Mess.
23
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4.2

History of Shoebury Garrison

4.2.2

A signal station was erected in 1797-8 at the start of the Napoleonic
Wars to communicate with Sheerness in the event of a French
invasion. It was replaced by a coastguard station and six cottages in
1825 which were later absorbed in the Garrison’s Officers’ Mess. Part
remains in the Mess and is the only pre-Garrison structure surviving in
the Conservation Area.

4.2.1
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4.2.3

During the 1840s the artillery ranges at Plumstead Marshes, near
Woolwich, became increasingly difficult to use for testing and practice
firing of weaponry owing to greater distances needed and their
proximity to the heavily used shipping route along the Thames. The
Board of Ordnance, which was responsible for testing and procuring
weapons, decided Shoeburyness was the best option for a new
testing and practice Station. It offered an isolated site, extensive land
and foreshore for firing, easy access by river from Woolwich and
a coastal location for the transport of heavy artillery. Land began
to be purchased in stages from 1849 and for the next five years
Shoeburyness and its foreshore were used as a temporary Station
during summer months. The former coastguard station became
officers’ quarters with an extension built in 1852 for the Mess and
servant’s quarters; temporary wooden buildings were erected for
personnel, stores, etc., to the north; and the Station’s first brick
building, one of the powder magazines, was erected in 1851.

4.2.4

The first civilian development stimulated by the new Station was the
Shoebury Tavern, built in 1852 at the Station’s gates. This was rebuilt
in 1899 and is now the Shoeburyness Hotel. Housing development
was planned on nearby land to the west but the Board purchased
the land to safeguard its own use of the site. Nevertheless, other
development soon took place along Rampart Terrace (all now
demolished) and the east side of the High Street.

Chapman and André’s Map of Essex of 1777 shows the area with the
church and Hall to the east, with the line of what is now the B1016
leading north and a spur off to the east along what is now Elm Road.
‘Pigs Farm’ is located on the coastline around the location of the
Garrison’s Officer’s Mess, with a parsonage around where Grove Walk
is today. Otherwise the area was open land except for a pond to the
north-east of the Hall and Church, with a channel leading down to the
sea that had two distinctive sharp bends in it. This pond and channel
are still in evidence today (outside the Conservation Area boundary).
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The consequences of the Crimean War in 1854 were fundamental for
the Station’s subsequent development. The War ended 40 years of
relative stagnation in weaponry development and led to Shoebury
becoming a permanent Station with investment in new buildings and
testing facilities. Buildings erected include:

•

The Commandant’s House (1854);

•

Beach House for the second officer (c.1856);

•

The Hospital (1856) which was possibly the most advanced barrack
hospital at that time and believed to have been visited by Florence
Nightingale before the Royal Sanitary Commission on Health in the
Army in 1857. It included separate fever, casualty and general wards
and an isolation ward and an internal kitchen;
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4.2.5

•

Sergeants’ quarters attached to the Hospital (1856); and

•

The second powder magazine (c.1856).

4.2.6

Other works included the construction of Chapel Road (c.1857), which
extended to Ness Road, to make road access to the Station more
usable, an unloading pier close to the first battery, to assist seaborne
transport, and additional artillery batteries.

4.2.7

The War and its aftermath led to a rapid expansion in the amount
and type of testing and practice firing carried out for both the army
and navy. With the adoption of rifled guns and the commissioning
of armoured ships, a ‘battle’ developed to find more powerful guns
on the one hand and more effective armour and coastal defences
on the other. This ‘battle’ was ‘largely fought on the Marshes at
Shoeburyness, and from 1890 in the New Ranges.’01

4.2.8

The Crimean War also highlighted the need for a dedicated School of
Gunnery for the Royal Artillery to standardise training and procedures
for the new weaponry. The first school had been established in
1778 at the Royal Military Repository, Woolwich, but had a restricted
curriculum. On the recommendation of the Army Commander in Chief,
the Duke of Cambridge, the new School of Gunnery was established
in 1859 at the Shoebury Station.

4.2.9

This additional use of the Station led to further land purchase,
increasing the area from 45 to 200 acres, and building construction
which included:

•

Gatekeeper’s Lodge (1859, a Locally Listed Building), Chapel Road
(now No.107 Ness Road);

•

Gunnery Drill Shed (1859), which also served as the Garrison Church
before the Chapel was built and a theatre until 1886 when a separate
theatre was erected close to East Gate (now demolished);

01
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History and Archaeology
•

Artillery Barracks with barrack blocks, sergeants’
mess, Garrison School, clock tower gateway with
flanking guardroom, cells and offices (1859-1862).
It was built to a unique design and semi-circular
layout which enclosed the parade ground;

•

Clerk of Works House, No.135 Ness Road (1861, a
Locally Listed Building);

•

Garrison Church (1866);

•

NCO quarters in Hospital Road (1858-9);

•

Married Officers’ quarters in The Terrace
overlooking the cricket square (1866-1871);
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•

Single Officers’ quarters at Nos.1-7 in Warrior
Square Road (1860 and c.1870);

•

Long Course Officers’ quarters, Chapel Road
(1871);

•

Carriage and Wagon Shed, Warrior Square Road
(c.1860);

•

The Officers' Mess was extended 1852, 1861-2
and 1898; and

•

Royal Engineers’ offices and quarters, Warrior
Square Road (1874).

Nos.1-7 Warrior Square Road and the clock tower
gateway in the late-19th century

The clock tower gateway in the early-20th century

A memorial service parade for His Late Majesty
King Edward VII, 30th May 1910, on the horseshoe
barracks parade ground

The east side of the Officers' Mess c.1880
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4.2.10 By the early 1870s, the Station had been substantially completed. It is
shown on the 1874 OS map (Map C). The distinctive horseshoe barracks
are a key feature of the site plan, with the Chapel and houses on The
Terrace and Warrior Square Road visible to the north of the cricket
ground. The Commandant’s House, Hospital, Gunnery Drill Shed,
Carriage and Wagon Shed, and Mess buildings are all seen on the
map. Old barracks buildings consisting of small huts were located on
the site of Parade Walk today and further small buildings were located
to the south of the Carriage and Wagon sheds, likely associated with
the use and keeping of horses. Buildings on the High Street had started
to be developed, including the Shoeburyness Hotel.

N
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No.2 High Street seen on the left, with the north entrance to the barracks to the right

Map C: Ordnance Survey map 1874 © Crown Copyright 2019. All Rights
Reserved. Licence number 100019680
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4.2.11

From 1865 the Station was used also by the National Artillery
Association as an annual competition range with well over 1000
military competitors. Tented accommodation to the rear of the
Barracks was provided and the area became known as Campfield.
This was the last land to be purchased, in 1886, and enabled the
construction of Campfield Road, at that time a military road within
the Station and not for public use, and the Sergeants’ Married
Quarters (nicknamed the ‘Birdcage’, now Ash Court and Beech
Lodge, Rosewood Lane), Locally Listed Buildings north of the road.
Additional terraces were built at the rear in the early-20th century
(now ‘The Cottages’).
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4.2.12 Offices, workshops, stores and quarters were built south of Magazine
Road over the latter part of the 19th and into the 20th century, and
echoed much of the architecture elsewhere at the Garrison but had
no overall plan for their layout.
4.2.13 Artillery training and experimental use of guns, rockets and
explosives, and the testing of armour and defensive casements
continued to grow up to the end of the century. Experimental
casements and an adjacent new pier were built in 1872-3. The
casements were adapted into the Light Quick Firing Battery twenty
years later. The Heavy Quick Firing Battery which still exists was
also an adaptation of a previous structure (the Old Battery). There is
substantial archaeological evidence of former structures, particularly
close to the shore.

The Heavy Quick Firing Battery seen in 1914
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4.2.17 The Station had connections with many well-known people of the
day who either trained there or were involved in testing weapons.
These included:

4.2.14 The Station played a central role in artillery development such as
rifled barrels, breach loading, Hale’s war rockets, Captain Boxer’s
shrapnel, quick firing weapons including machine guns and the
replacement in the 1890s of gunpowder with cordite. It had close links
with William Armstrong whose company became one of the main
armaments innovators and manufacturers and many of that company’s
weapons were tested at Shoebury.
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4.2.15 There was an inherent danger in the work at the Station and an
accidental explosion in 1885 killed seven. A new Married Soldiers
Hospital (now a public house) was built on Campfield Road in 1898
from public subscription to commemorate those who had been killed.
4.2.16 The continuous improvements led once more to the need for greater
distances for firing ranges and purchase of the New Ranges, north
of the present East Beach, extending eventually to Foulness, began
in 1889. Experimentation and testing activities were increasingly
carried out on the New Ranges, whilst the Old Ranges continued with
various forms of training. It also led to the extension of the railway to
Shoebury in 1884, the construction of Shoebury railway station and
the construction of lines into both the Old and New Ranges.

•

The (former) Duke of Cambridge, the army Commander in Chief and a
frequent visitor with foreign dignitaries;

•

Louis Napoleon Prince Imperial of France, son of deposed Emperor
and great grandson of Napoleon, who was stationed there as an
officer;

•

Godfrey Rampling, athlete and gold medal winner at the 1938 Berlin
Olympics; and

•

George Carpentier, world heavyweight boxing champion, and
Bombardier Billy Wells, who both trained at the Shoebury Hotel in
the early 1900s.

4.2.18 The Garrison’s development had a profound impact on Shoebury
and transformed it from a small scattered rural community with a
population in 1851 of only 350, into a Garrison town. Development
was in two distinct areas: in the High Street/Rampart Terrace/Hinguar
Street area at the East Gate and in Cambridge Town at the West Gate
in Chapel Road/Ness Road.
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4.2.19 Development around the High Street entrance followed construction
of the Shoebury Tavern, but on a fairly small scale until the arrival of
the railway. St. Peter’s Church, Hinguar Street, was originally built in
the 1870s as a school, believed to be Shoebury’s first non-Garrison
school, and was replaced by Hinguar Street School in the 1890s. Midto late-Victorian houses were mostly small and terraced but were
larger on the more prominent and prestigious High Street.

N
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4.2.20 The OS map from 1895 (Map D) shows the extent of the Garrison
and nearby development by about 1895. Since the 1874 map further
small buildings had been constructed to the north of the Carriage
and Wagon shed and the cricket ground had gained two pavilions
(the one to the south-east still survives). The development around the
High Street is seen, with many more rows of terraced houses and the
Hingaur Street School added. The railway extension to Shoebury is
also shown on the map.

Map D: Ordnance Survey map 1895 © Crown Copyright 2019. All Rights
Reserved. Licence number 100019680
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4.2.24 Outside the Appraisal area but visible from it are two related features:
the Cold War Defence boom at East Beach, which replaced the 193940 timber boom, and the wreck of the Mulberry Harbour, which had
been built for the D Day landings in France. Both are now Scheduled
Monuments. On the east horizon are forts built at the entrance to the
estuary.

4.2.21 Development of Cambridge Town started in 1883 and effectively
created slum conditions for its residents without made-up roads,
sewers or water supplies. Married soldiers could only go on the list
for married quarters at the Garrison when they were aged 26 or older
and so often had to find rented accommodation in the area.
4.2.22 Shoebury Urban District Council was formed in 1895, in part to
provide improved roads and living conditions, and continued until
absorbed within Southend in 1933. Campfield Road and part of
Chapel Road was passed to the Council as a public road in the 1920s
and a new West Gate created at the west end of the present Chapel
Road. No.101 Campfield Road, built in 1934, is believed to have been
the new gatehouse.
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4.2.25 The 1939 OS map (Map E) shows the changes to the site in the early20th century. The Heavy Quick Fire Battery is seen at the southern
end of the Conservation Area, with several other buildings to the west
of that (which are no longer there today). The old hut barracks have
been demolished and replaced with a series of small buildings. The
theatre (no longer extant) is also marked at the north end of Hospital
Road. Nos 1-3 The Pavilions on Magazine Road are also now shown,
having been built in the late-19th/early-20th century.

4.2.23 The First World War saw increased activity at Shoebury including a
new School of Anti-Aircraft instruction and a War Dog School to train
dogs for use in the War. The interwar period saw the final separation
of experimentation and testing from artillery training at Shoebury
and re-emphasised the different functions of the Old and New
Ranges. The period was one of relative decline until rearmament
commenced in 1936. But from then and through the Second World
War, the Garrison saw significant structural work on new defences
including air raid shelters, command posts, new batteries, searchlight
emplacements, and so on. Surviving features are identified in the
Survey of World War II Defences in the Borough of Southend-on-Sea.
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4.2.26 World War II brought a permanent artillery Regiment (No. 22) to the
Old Ranges. Of the many soldiers who passed through for war-time
training, well known characters included Frankie Howerd, who started
his entertainments career in the Garrison’s theatre and spent time in
the guardhouse!

N
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4.2.27 Post-War, the Garrison continued to house residential artillery units,
the last was the Duke of Edinburgh's Royal Regiment, until 1976.
Accommodation on site remained inadequate and many families had
to be housed elsewhere. Despite proposals for housing development
on the Old Ranges, the only ones built were the five officer’s
houses facing the east side of the cricket pitch, and similar houses
in Ness Road, in the early 1950s. Following the departure of the last
residential unit, the Garrison HQ was disbanded in 1976, properties
in the vicinity of the West Gate and Campfield Road were sold and
many non-residential structures were demolished. Gunners Park was
formed and the rest of the site eventually sold in 2000.

Map E: Ordnance Survey map 1939 © Crown Copyright 2019. All Rights
Reserved. Licence number 100019680
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4.2.28 Phased development within the former Garrison was completed in the
early-21st century in accordance with an agreed planning brief and an
outline planning permission for the site. It included:
•

Renovation of the historic buildings, mostly for use as housing but
also commerical uses for the Gunnery Drill Shed;

•

New housing:

919

o

to the rear of Horseshoe Barracks and the former Hospital;

o

at ‘North Camp’ to the east of Hospital Road, including large
timber clad flats/apartments on the sea front by architects
Hawkins Brown;

o

at ‘Chapel Quarter’ to the south of Chapel Road and west of
Warrior Square Road and to the west of the cricket pitch; and

o

to the south of the cricket pitch on Gunners Rise;

•

Mixed employment development south of Westgate Road; and

•

Realignment and enlargement of Gunners Park, including a new
cycle track, heritage centre in the Carriage and Wagon Shed on
Warrior Square Road and maintenance of the existing Local Nature
Reserve.

4.2.29 The Carriage and Wagon Shed is being converted into a heritage
centre with cafe and community spaces. The Chapel is currently
vacant and awaiting a suitable new use.
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Character Analysis
5.1

Architecture

•

Consistent materials: stock brick for elevations and boundaries (the
exception being the ragstone church), gauged brick flat arches for
wall openings, slate for roofs;

•

Usually, tall storey heights and consequently tall windows and
external doors;

5.1.2

Within this general consistency three influences are evident which
have produced architectural variations and interest throughout the
area. First, variations between broadly Gothic and Classical styles
are evident. There is no indication that this was transitional, from one
style to the other over time, and it may reflect more the preferences
of the designer and the uses of the buildings than any deliberate
military policy on style. Second, the quality of design and detail and
the size of the building reflect the status of the use or user and the
need for servants. In general, the higher the rank of occupant or
the more important the building’s function, the more detailed and
imposing the building. Third, in the case of the Horseshoe Barracks
and the Hospital, architecture reflected innovative design aimed at
improving military conditions.

5.1.3

The contrast to the above factors are the defensive buildings to
the south of the residential area, including the Heavy Quick Fire
Battery, Experimental Casements and 9.2 Inch Gun Emplacement,
machine gun emplacement and searchlight emplacements. These are
naturally more utilitarian in character and robust structures, with thick
walls in concrete or brick with, where they survive, metal doors and
structural supports.

Overview
5.1.1
Architecture in the Conservation Area is predominantly military with
a mix of residential and functional buildings. The majority of the
buildings date from the early years of the Station’s development. As a
result, they established consistent architectural themes which set the
pattern for later development and are characteristic of the area:
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•

Pitched roofs and prominent chimney stacks;

•

A general simplicity of elevational detailing and external joinery but
with increased detailing the higher the status of the use or occupant;

•

Large sliding timber sash windows subdivided with glazing bars and
small panes; and

•

Other windows (fanlights and door lights) subdivided into small
panes.
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Materials Palette: Garrison Buildings
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Materials Palette: Defensive Buildings
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Windows
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Character Analysis
Doors
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Character Analysis
Key Buildings
5.1.4 The above factors set the framework for the Garrison’s
architecture. Key examples of the Garrison’s architecture
are outlined below:
5.1.5

927

Horseshoe Barracks and Gatehouse/Clock Tower, 18591860, has two storey barrack blocks built to a unique
innovative design and layout which provided relatively
spacious and uncrowded accommodation for soldiers
in eight separate rooms (12 men per room) arranged
around two entrances and staircases. Two storey
extensions to the rear of each staircase provided
washrooms and detached cookhouses were built to the
rear of each block, now converted as part of the houses.
Single storey sergeants’ accommodation was attached
to both flanks of each block. The front elevations have
simple and symmetrical classical designs in stock
brick with two window ranges on either side of each
entrance and a minimum of detail. Letters are painted
above each door to distinguish the buildings from each
other. Entrances to the sergeants’ accommodation are
on the flanks and have slightly more distinction with
arched openings beneath a gable with prominent eaves
(they are similar in terms of the level of detail and size
to the sergeants’ quarters on the flank of the Hospital.)
In contrast to this simplicity, the gatehouse and clock
tower were designed in an Italianate style to act as a
monumental entry to the parade ground and reflect its
importance in the functioning of the Garrison.

The Gatehouse and clock tower

Formerly detached cookhouse range

Horseshoe Barracks

An example of one
of the barracks
blocks, with single
storey sergeants’
accommodation to the
side
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5.1.6

Single storey non-commissioned officers’ (NCO) quarters (Nos.2-6 and
18-22 Hospital Road and No.30 Chapel Road), built c.1860-1870, are
similar in style to the neighbouring sergeants' quarters with minimal
detailing, simple boarded entrance doors with four-pane fanlights and
simple sliding sash windows. Each has a small front garden bounded
by a stock brick burr wall with low timber gate.

928

Row of NCO’s quarters (No.30 Chapel Road and Nos.18-22 Hospital Road)

Example of an NCO’s quarters (No.22 Hospital Road)
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5.1.7
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This contrasts with the increasing
scale and detail of officers’ quarters
according to rank and position. The
terrace of single officers’ quarters at
Nos.1-7 Warrior Square Road, reflects
the simple frontage design of the
Horseshoe Barrack blocks but have
four entrances with projecting porches
and brick pilasters. Five married officers’
quarters in The Terrace (blocks C-E and
F-G), facing the cricket pitch and built
in 1866, show a much grander level
of detail within a gothic design. They
include gables and parapets, gabled
dormers to F and G, bays, a double
string course, a prominent dentil course
below the eaves, arched heads to
openings with the ground floor arches
having projecting key bricks and
tripartite windows above bays. These
houses have large formal front gardens
surrounded by hedges and containing
mature trees. These sizable gardens
reflect the status of the properties.

No.7 Warrior Square Road, an example of single officers’
quarters

Nos.3 and 5 Warrior Square Road, examples of single
officers’ quarters

Nos.2 and 4 The Terrace, married officers’ quarters

Nos.6-10 The Terrace, married officers’ quarters
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5.1.8

The ‘Birdcage’ (now Ash Court and Beech Lodge, Rosewood Lane,
outside the Conservation Area but Locally Listed), c.1900, built
as married soldiers' quarters, without the innovation of the earlier
Horseshoe, but with the same simplicity of design and detail. They
comprise two blocks of two-storey buildings with a walkway at first
floor, covered by a projection of the pitched roof and with simple
iron columns, stairs and metal balustrade (from which the nickname
derives). Each block has a symmetrical frontage with individual
boarded doors to each unit and sliding sash windows with small
panes.

930

The 'Birdcage', former married soldiers' quarters
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•

The Clerk of Works' House (No.135 Ness Road, outside the
Conservation Area but a Locally Listed Building, derelict) c.1861, a
substantial house in a gothic design, with gables, gablets and bays.

•

The Major’s House (No.9 Warrior Square Road), c.1895 another
substantial gothic design with some tripartite windows.

The Gatekeeper’s Lodge (No.107 Ness Road, outside the Conservation
Area but a Locally Listed Building) 1859, a small gothic building with
gables and a canted bay in stock brick but with regular red brick
headers, red brick quoins, and moulded brick square hood over the
door and first floor front window.

•

Beach House (the White House), Mess Road, built for the assistant
superintendent, c.1856, in an imposing position overlooking the
seawall, a smaller version of the Superintendent’s House, with two
two-storey flat roofed bays on either side of the central entrance, a
hipped roof with a gable to one side. It has been substantially altered.

•

The Warrant Officer’s Quarters (No.76 Chapel Road), c.1870s(?) a
slightly larger gothic house in stock brick and red headers, with
similar moulded red brick square hoods, but a two storey tower with
pyramidal roof over the entrance. It has recently been extended to
the side.

•

The Superintendent’s House (the Commandant’s House), c.1854, built
in a slightly gothic style, double depth with four window range, large
porch, canted bay and gables.

•

The Surgeon’s House (B, now renumbered No.12, The Terrace), c.1866,
originally detached with a symmetrical plain frontage of three
window range, but with tripartite windows on both sides of the central
window, and side entrance.

5.1.9

Ascending the scale of detached accommodation for individual
positions are:

•

The Schoolmaster’s House (No.36 Chapel Road) c.1870s, a small house
in stock brick with red brick headers, rough window arches with brick
on end, and gable front, but little other detail.

•

931
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The Major’s House

Beach House

The Commandant’s House
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The Surgeon’s House
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5.1.10 Single Officer’s Quarters for the British School of Gunnery (now
Gunnery House), 1871. A yellow stock brick range of 21 windows wide
of uniform appearance. Three double doors accessed up steps and a
long roofline punctuated with three large chimney stacks. To the rear
are three attached ablutions towers.

933

Gunnery House
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5.1.11

The Officers’ Mess 1852, extended 1861-62, and
accommodation range, 1898, is built in the typical style
of the Garrison buildings. It has a large dining/ballroom
range at the north end, articulated with tall windows. The
accommodation block unusually faces out to sea, with the
rear of the buildings facing onto Mess Road where there
have been several high-quality 21st century extensions
added to convert the buildings for private residential use.
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Dining/ballroom range in the Officers’ Mess

Rear of the accommodation range with modern extensions

Accommodation range facing out to sea
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5.1.14

5.1.12 The Drill Shed, c.1859, built for indoor gunnery drill, although also
used for other purposes (e.g. the Garrison church and theatre before
these were built). It covers a large floor area with an early example
of a free span north light roof. The Chapel Road elevation has a high
level of detailing with stock brick with pale yellow and red brick
detail, red brick pilasters and capitals, supporting a brick cornice and
separating brick panels with red brick arched openings.
5.1.13

The Carriage and Wagon Shed, c.1860s, is located towards the south
of the site and contrasts in style to the residential buildings. It is more
functional in appearance, using a cast-iron frame with wrought-iron
trusses and a corrugated roof. The sections between the columns
have been infilled in the mid-20th century and timber sliding doors
added, with a modern glazed door in the centre.
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5.1.15 Two brick powder magazines, 1852-53, are located close to the
Carriage and Wagon Shed. These are stock brick with stone
dressings and low pitched bitumen roofs. There is little detailing to
these functional buildings. They are some of the first brick buildings
built at the Garrison and the only two magazines surviving on the site.

The two-storey Hospital built in 1856 to a classical design in stock
brick with stucco detail and a hipped slate roof. It has a symmetrical
frontage with projecting centre section comprising an entrance porch
with stucco pilasters and cornice, a Venetian window to the first
floor with stucco surround, gauged brick arch and key stone and a
pediment formed by the projecting eaves and brackets. The Hospital
has two window ranges on both sides of the centre.
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5.1.16 The Garrison Church of St. Peter and St. Paul, 1866, contrasts in style
and materials from the other Garrison buildings. It is ragstone, with
ashlar dressings, and uses a Gothic style. The steeply pitched roof
has a slender cupola. It was designed by J. Egan Roper and was built
as a combined church and school building.
5.1.17

The cricket pavilion, c.1880s, is a small one-off building (though there
were originally two, shown on old OS maps). It has horizontal timber
cladding, painted green and white, with bitumen roof supported on a
veranda with simply moulded posts. A gable to the north-west side
has decorative barge boards. There is also a small scoring pavilion to
the north.

936

Drill Shed

The Hospital
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Carriage and Wagon Shed

Powder magazines

Garrison Church of St. Peter and St. Paul

Cricket Pavilion
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5.1.18 The Heavy Quick Firing Battery, 1898, is now disused but was
originally used for training in firing from elevated positions and firefighting training. The building is two storey, built from concrete and
has four curved bastions on the east side facing out to sea. There are
no openings on this side, with only a few on the west side, which are
now boarded up. Stone lintels are over the few windows and doors,
with the word ‘Store’ carved above one door.
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East elevation of the Heavy Quick Firing Battery

West elevation of the Heavy Quick Firing Battery
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5.1.19 Two searchlight emplacements and a machine gun emplacement dating
from the 1930s and Second World War survive to the south of Beach
House. These are concrete and the searchlight emplacements have
distinctive curved open elevations looking out to sea, supported on
iron beams and columns.
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Searchlight emplacement

View looking out of a searchlight emplacement
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New Buildings
5.1.20 Five detached houses on the east side of the cricket ground were
built in the mid- to late-20th century, presumably as further officers’
quarters. These are neo-Georgian in style, in stock bricks with ashlar
quoins, dressings and columned porches.

940

Mid- to late-20th century house on the east side of the cricket ground
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5.1.21 Several new housing developments have been incorporated into the
Conservation Area since the implementation of the masterplan in the
early 2000s. They have been located discreetly or appropriately to
follow existing road patterns and formal layouts around existing and
new public spaces, as well as being high-quality designs with goodquality materials that reflect the existing architecture of the Garrison.
They are good examples of how new design can be integrated
successfully into historic areas.
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5.1.22 More traditional designs are located to the rear of Horseshoe
Crescent, on Magazine Mews, Brigadier Way, Hale Way and
Chesterman Road. These are all stock brick with slate roofs and
generally referencing Georgian style details, such as timber sash
windows and panelled doors. Some of the longer blocks on the
Hale Way/Chesterman Road development reflect the plan of
long accommodation ranges of the Garrison. These all have welllandscaped and manicured gardens and public spaces. A traditional
design is also used for houses on Gunners Rise adjacent to the
south end of the Conservation Area. These houses are generally
larger scale than other new builds within the Conservation Area and
incorporate balconies to take advantage of views.

Houses on the Chesterman Road/Hale Way estate

House on Magazine Mews
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Flats to the rear of Horseshoe Crescent

House to the rear of Horseshoe Crescent

Gunners Rise
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5.1.23 A modern approach to designs has been taken on Ashes Road
to the west of the cricket ground (outside the Conservation Area),
the south side of Chapel Road, Anchor Road to the rear of the
Shoeburyness Hotel and Parade Walk on the waterfront. On Ashes
Road a much more stylised version of Neo-Georgian has been used,
with pared back and more contemporary designed detailing, such
as grey windows with large panes of glazing and simple timber
doors. Similarly design houses are on Chapel Road. Both these
developments take reference from the plan form of the barracks
blocks across the site, with long ranges and smaller set back blocks
at either end, mirroring the sergeants’ accommodation on the
barracks blocks on Horseshoe Crescent.
5.1.24 The houses to the rear of the Hotel are more contemporary still,
utilising red brick on the ground floors (taking reference from the
Hotel itself) and black weatherboarding to the upper floors. The
buildings and their details have sleek modern proportions. The most
contemporary buildings in the Conservation Area are the four large
blocks of flats on Parade Walk, designed by Hawkins Brown. These
are two storeys, all clad in vertical timber boards, with a brick plinth.
There are large windows and glazed balconies on the east side of
the buildings. Despite their size, their location means that they are set
discreetly within the Conservation Area and do not conflict with the
historic Garrison buildings.

Houses on the Ashes Road development

House on the corner of Chapel Road/Warrior Square Road, with smaller
set back wings
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Longer range of houses on the south side of Chapel Road

Houses on Anchor Road to the rear of the Shoeburyness Hotel

One of the four Hawkins Brown blocks on Parade Walk
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Civilian Buildings
5.1.25 Outside the military area, civilian architecture relates to a relatively
small part of the Conservation Area and comprises predominantly
Victorian houses and shops adjacent on the High Street. This gives
a representation of the civilian buildings which grew up around the
Garrison and supported it during its military use.
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5.1.26 The Shoebury Hotel is the key building outside the Garrison, rebuilt
in 1899 in an Arts and Crafts design, and therefore unique in the
Conservation Area. It is a Locally Listed Building, constructed mainly
in red brick with a tiled gable, tiled roof with flat dormers, and a
distinctive green tiled ground floor with attractive signage and
multipaned windows. It has a prominent position in the townscape
right outside the Garrison gates.

Shoeburyness Hotel
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Character Analysis
5.1.27 Buildings directly to the north of the Hotel and on the east side of the
High Street were all originally shops, though many are no longer in
this use and have been converted to residential. Most have lost any
historic shop fronts, though some have fascias of the right proportions
and decorative corbels marking the end of each shop. Otherwise the
remaining shop fronts have generally had unsympathetic alterations
(discussed in more detail in Section 6.3.14-6.3.20). A few historic
features survive on the upper floors of shops or shops converted to
residential use, such as sash windows, but generally there has been a
large amount of loss of historic character.
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5.1.28 On the west side of the High Street are rows of terraced houses,
which have survived in better condition, though not without alteration.
They represent typical late-Victorian domestic architecture and are
two storey with stock brick walls and red brick detailing, timber sash
windows, bays, recessed porches and timber doors featuring stainedglass. Their small front gardens enclosed by boundary walls almost
all survive, though there are some inappropriate replacements, such
as close boarded timber fences.

High Street looking north

Late-Victorian terraced housing on the High Street
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Character Analysis
Materials and Details Palette: Civilian Buildings
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Character Analysis
5.2

Uses

5.2.1

The buildings within the Conservation Area are now mostly
residential: either purpose built modern houses or flats, or converted
from the historic military buildings. On the High Street are a few shops
and cafes, as well as the Shoeburyness Hotel which now operates
as a public house. Other former shops have been converted to
residential use. The Drill Hall within the Garrison now also operates
as outlet shops, offices and a warehouse. At the time of writing the
Carriage and Wagon Shed was being converted into a heritage
centre, cafe and community space.

Uses are shown on Map G: Uses.
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5.2.2 Lastly there are a few buildings within the Conservation Area which
are vacant. The cricket pavilion, a boat house on the waterfront and
the Garrison Church are currently not in use, though in a reasonable
state of repair. The Garrison Church has been vacant for some
time and would benefit from a suitable use to ensure its continued
conservation. The powder magazines too are in good condition but
with no use, while the Heavy Quick Fire Battery and the searchlight
emplacements are also vacant but in a deteriorating condition. The
Experimental Casements and Gun Emplacement are also in a similar
state. In 2020 planning permission was granted for temporary art
installations at the heavy Quick Fire Battery, Old Power Magazines
and Experimental Casements.
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Character Analysis
5.3

Townscape

5.3.3

New housing developments have increased the density of building
within the former Garrison but have been set discreetly behind
historic buildings or particular attention has been paid to the design
when they front main streets. New roads have been designed to
include formal arrangements around open spaces to reference the
character of the former military architecture. The new buildings and
spaces therefore integrate well, preserving the historic road layout.

5.3.4

Plot sizes vary depending on the seniority of the officers who
occupied the buildings and their marital status. The most senior
officers had detached houses set in large plots, in particular the
Commandant’s House. Married officers had larger semi-detached
houses on The Terrace with large individual gardens, while single
officers were in slightly smaller terraced houses on Warrior Square
Road with slightly smaller gardens, though still generous. NCOs were
in small terraced bungalows on Hospital Road with small gardens,
while regular soldiers were housed in the communal barracks blocks
with no garden space.

Townscape features are shown on Map H: Townscape.
Street and Plot Patterns
5.3.1 Road (and sea wall) alignments set the framework for the area’s
townscape and are intimately associated with the Garrison’s historic
development.
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5.3.2 Within the Garrison, development was not subject to a coherent
long-term plan and the layout and alignment of roads tended to be
on an ad-hoc basis. However, there is a clear formality to the layout
of the roads and spaces, with hierarchy displayed through the use
of larger buildings and gardens, with grander open spaces adjacent.
The parade ground is also a clearly formal space for drills and
ceremonies. The resulting mix of alignments and junctions, with long
straight sections, bends and curves in roads, combined with a widely
spaced pattern of different buildings, open spaces and trees, enables
a varied townscape full of visual interest. Chapel Road/Westgate is
an important spine road within the Conservation Area, being the main
entry for much of the Garrison’s history and connecting key buildings
down to the waterfront. However, the historic West Gate now feels
somewhat detached from the Garrison site within modern housing
development.

5.3.5 In contrast, road alignments in the civilian area were on a fairly
regular grid pattern typical of the late-19th century. Shops fronted
directly on to the street, while the terraced houses each had small
front and rear garden. The alignment of the High Street fronting the
secondary East Gate is a minor exception, having a wider and less
regular frontage which allows the Shoeburyness Hotel to act as a
focal point.
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Character Analysis
5.3.7

Open and Closed Spaces
5.3.6 The townscape character of the Garrison area is dominated by
openness. Whilst there is a substantial amount of building in the
area and some enclosed spaces, the Garrison has the dominant
appearance of its buildings being set in open space (both within
and outside of the Conservation Area). Trees and vegetation also
play a key part in creating the character of the open spaces in the
Conservation Area (see Sections 5.3.13-15 below for more details).
Factors which produce this character include:
•

The Garrison’s setting on the coast with expansive sea views;
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•

The openness of the old ranges, now Gunners Park, which wrap
round Garrison’s south and west sides;

•

The substantial open spaces, such as the cricket ground, parade
ground and Commandant's park, surrounded by well-spaced
buildings;

•

Buildings often well set back from road frontages;

•

Varied building alignments;

•

Large mature trees providing screens and backdrops to buildings and
reinforcing the appearance of open spaces; and

•

Long views along the Garrison’s roads.
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Formal enclosures are limited but give important contrasts within the
townscape. Horseshoe Barracks and the Gatehouse/Clock Tower is
the most important with the large open space of the former parade
ground being enclosed by the ‘horseshoe’ of buildings. Entry from
the openness of Chapel Road into the large but enclosed Horseshoe
produces a markedly different townscape. The arrangement of the
space reflects the design for marching drills and exercise areas.
Other enclosures are provided by relatively small courtyards, for
example, at the Royal Engineers’ quarters and regimental offices,
Magazine Road, or in the small square to the south of Gunnery
House, and by high brick walls to some street frontages.

Character Analysis
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Gunners Park to the west of the Heavy Quick Firing battery

Open space to the south of the Commandant’s House

Open space of the cricket ground

Open space of the parade ground at Horseshoe Barracks
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Character Analysis
Archaeological remains also feature within the open spaces in the
Conservation Area. The area of open land which features the powder
magazines contains part of the outer bank/rampart of the Iron Age
settlement running east-west then turning north at the west end. These
are the only visible remains from this period as other banks were removed
during the construction of the Garrison.

5.3.9

From more recent times, the open space to the south of the Commandant’s
House features a raised area topped with concrete, possibly a former
ammunitions store. To the south of the Heavy Quick Firing Battery are four
concrete circles in the ground, which denote where drill gun pits were
previously located. These were built in c.1910 and used for laying and
loading training by the School of Gunnery.
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5.3.8

Raised bank from the Iron Age settlement

5.3.10 Adjacent to the Carriage and Wagon Shed is a car park and toddler’s
play area, both fairly functional in appearance though set away from the
principal open spaces and buildings of the Garrison.
5.3.11

At the south end of the Conservation Area the open space becomes less
formal, with the landscape transiting into scrubland around the battery and
emplacements. The area is crossed by public footpaths and further south
there is a lake , which was formerly used by the Gunnery School to teach
battlefield handling of guns across water. This area forms Gunners Park
and is an important community asset enjoyed by many for walking and
exercising.

5.3.12 In the civilian area, the south end of the High Street forms the most
important enclosed space, having the character of a small, irregular shaped
town square. In contrast, the streets leading off it to the west have a more
compact nature of development giving a general sense of enclosure.
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Raised ammunitions store(?) on land south of the Commandant’s House

Character Analysis
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Concrete rings denoting the location of drill gun pits

Well-planted front gardens on the High Street

Open setting adjacent to the water
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Character Analysis
Trees and Planting
5.3.13 Individual and groups of large mature trees are an important
component of the townscape in much of the Garrison. Planting
reinforces the appearance of open spaces, forms the backdrop for
many of the area’s buildings and helps to visually link buildings with
open spaces. Some trees act as focal point in townscape.
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5.3.14 More formal planting is evident along some road frontages
adjacent to open spaces (around the cricket ground, Mess Road
and Horseshoe Crescent reinforced with new planting) which helps
emphasise the road alignment. Private gardens are also well planted
and contribute to the green appearance of the Conservation Area.
Those on The Terrace are particularly large and have a formal
character which is important to the setting of the Listed Buildings and
the Conservation Area in general.

Trees lining Warrior Square Road and the edge of the cricket ground

5.3.15 In the civilian area, apart from mature planes in Rampart Street which
form a backdrop to the Garrison boundary wall, trees are limited to
small ornamental species and conifers in gardens. Additional planting
would enhance the High Street, such as planting within private
gardens or street trees.

Trees and hedges in gardens to the front of The Terrace
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Character Analysis
Views, Vistas and Focal Points
5.3.16 The openness of the Garrison, its wide roads, alignments and trees,
and the position and design of its buildings enable many different
views, vistas and focal points which contribute to its character and
highlight historic features, enabling the groupings of historic buildings
to be appreciated. The civilian area also has views and focal points,
although on a lesser scale.
5.3.17 Aspects of particular importance include:
Wide and long views across green open spaces within the
Conservation Area, which reinforce the Garrison’s open character;

•

Views along the sea wall and towards sea and horizon. They also
reinforce the Garrison’s open character and provide visual links
with military features within and beyond its boundaries such as the
Mulberry harbour, Heavy and Light Quick Firing Batteries, the Cold
War Defence Boom and forts guarding the mouth of the Thames;
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•

•

•

Long views along some roads, notably Chapel Road, and northwards
along Mess Road closed by the Drill Shed and Long Course Officers
quarters.
Focal points, including:
o

The Gatehouse/Clock Tower which closes the view north in
Warrior Square Road and is important from a number of other
viewpoints;
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o

The Garrison Church, views along Chapel Road and some more
distant views from New Barge Pier Road to the south, Warrior
Square Road and The Terrace;

o

Garrison Hospital. Although relatively small scale, it is important
in the street scene and its classical frontage is a focal point in
views looking west from Hale Way;

o

Heavy Quick Firing Battery from various points along the sea
front and in Gunners Park;

o

Shoeburyness Hotel at the end of views from the High Street and
Rampart Street; and

o

The Officers' Mess from various points on Mess Road, including
from the northern end of Mess Road and the green area to the north
looking towards the dining/ballroom. Positive views of the building
are also gained through gates and railings along Mess Road.

•

Views into the Garrison from outside: from the sea and beaches, over
the Garrison wall in Campfield Road, and southwards along the High
Street towards the East Gate (leading into the Garrison via Hospital
Road); and

•

Views both ways between the Horseshoe Barrack blocks, which are
partly closed by new buildings to the rear and include views through
to the subscription hospital in Campfield Road (The Old Garrison pub).

Character Analysis
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View of the Heavy Quick Firing Battery from the south

View over the open space of the cricket ground

View of the Clock Tower from within the parade ground

Views out to sea are important features of the
Conservation Area
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Character Analysis
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Garrison Church has been preserved as a focal point between new
houses. It is currently vacant and would benefit from a suitable new use.

View of the former dining/ballroom of the Officers' Mess from the
northern end of Mess Road

The Clock Tower is a focal point in views looking north up Warrior
Square Road

View of the rear of the Officers' Mess from Mess Road
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Character Analysis
Road and Other Surfaces
5.3.18 Surfaces are mostly of tarmac, which is functional in appearance
but well maintained. However, the redevelopment of the Garrison
included landscaping and the addition of good quality surface
treatments in places provides an attractive public realm. Original and
modern surface treatments include:
•

Original granite kerbs give visual textures;

•

Original granite setts and clay pavers survive in some gutters and
forecourts, giving texture to the surface;
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•

Various sizes and textures of setts in the area around the Clock
Tower;

•

Setts used on speed bumps;

•

Loose or bound gravel for some pathways and on the parade ground;
and

•

Concrete surfaces with embedded iron and other features survive in
areas close to the sea wall and on the ranges to give archaeological
evidence of past uses and structures at the Garrison.

5.3.19 There are a few more utilitarian speed bumps of rubber on Mess
Road, which are less sympathetic.
5.3.20 On the High Street the quality of the surfaces is less good, with a
variety of concrete paving slabs, sometimes cracked, and tarmac.
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Character Analysis
Surface Treatments
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Character Analysis
5.3.22 Military paraphernalia has been used in several places in the former
Garrison as public art/memorials. Three canons are located adjacent
to the church, in the parade ground and in a new public garden
opposite the Clock Tower, while a six inch shell is used as a memorial
in the square to the south of Gunnery House.

Street Furniture
5.3.21 Within the Garrison, street furniture is good quality, much of it
having been installed with the recent redevelopment. In general, it
contributes to the character of the area. Examples include:
•

Cast iron lighting columns along some roads, either original or
modern replicas;
Simple road name boards;

•

Original iron gates to the East Gate with modern lanterns in a
traditional style topping gate piers;
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•

•

Original wrought iron gates with Art Nouveau motifs to the 1920s
West Gate;

•

Solid metal bollards in traditional styles;

•

Timber bollards and some low timber post and rail fences;

•

Concrete post fence connected with chains around the cricket pitch
and in the square outside Gunnery House (though the condition of
the posts could be improved);

•

Various bench designs around the Conservation Area, some of which
are basic in design or unsympathetic composite materials, though
there are some more elegant benches off Mess Road.

5.3.23 There are several interpretation boards around the site, which cover
both the historic of the Garrison and wildlife. These would benefit
from some cleaning and maintenance.
5.3.24 In the civilian area, street furniture is unexceptional and does not
contribute to its historic character, for example concrete and metal
light columns, telegraph poles and traffic signs.
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Street Furniture
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Character Analysis
5.3.26 In the civilian area, original street boundaries were mostly brick walls.
Many of these have been replaced but mainly in brick so there is
some sense of coherency. A small number of boundary enclosures
in the Conservation Area have been lost with the formation of hard
surfaces in place of planted front gardens which has harmed the
character of the locality.

Boundary Treatments
5.3.25 Within the Garrison, historic boundaries are an important townscape
element, identifying the separation of uses and buildings within
the Garrison and between the Garrison and the civilian area, and
contributing to the historic appearance. Features which contribute to
the area’s character are:
Stock brick walls, often high and with panels, are the predominant
form of boundary enclosure. This includes the Garrison wall which
surrounds the site on the north side;

•

Stock brick burrs: over-burnt bricks from nearby brickworks, which
were used throughout the Borough in the early-20th century
for boundary walls. Some exist at the Garrison and give local
distinctiveness;

•

Simple iron railings, gates and gate posts survive in front of buildings
and some modern powder-coated ones have been added, such as
at the Officers' Mess, which are beneficial as they maintain views
of Listed Buildings, an important element of the character of the
Conservation Area;

•

The elegant wrought iron West Gates on Westgate are also an
attractive feature marking the historic west entrance to the site; and

•

Hedges used to demarcate some gardens, such as the low hedges
at the Terrace, which can be very effective where other boundary
treatments would be inappropriate.
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•
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Boundary Treatments
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C Satellite dishes mounted
on side of wall of Gunnery
House
D Graffiti and poor handrails
to vacant boat house
E Untidy public realm
F Poor shop fronts / frontage
alterations
G Poor roof top extension
*See also Building-by-Building
map in Appendix C for positive,
negative and neutral buildings
This map is not to scale
© Crown Copyright 2019. All
Rights Reserved. Licence number
100019680

Character Analysis
5.4

5.4.1
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5.4.2

Setting

To the south of the Conservation Area the open spaces continues
southwards to the end of the peninsula, then continues westwards
along Thorpe Esplanade. The open land is now Gunners Park, with
scrub land, groups of trees, a lake and a channel (seen on mapping
as early as the 1777 map). The area is now a popular place for walkers
and part of it is designated as part of the Foulness Site of Special
Scientific Interest (SSSI). The open land also includes the 9.2 Gun
Emplacement and Experimental Casements, similar in nature to the
Heavy Quick Firing Battery. Out to sea, the Cold War anti-submarine
boom is another military feature which is visible from within the
Conservation Area, stretching out from the end of Blackgate Road
and into the estuary.
Wrapping around the south-west and west sides of the Conservation
Area is new housing on Gunners Rise and Ashes Road, as well as the
new Hinguar Primary School on New Garrison Road, with further land
for housing development marked out by incomplete roads to the west
of Ashes Road.
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5.4.3

To the north, off the High Street, there is typical late-Victorian
terraced housing on Hinguar Street and a mix of 19th and 20th
century housing on other adjacent streets and extending north up the
High Street. On Hinguar Street the former primary school has been
converted into housing, while St. Peter’s Church at the west end of
the street provides a focal point when looking west from within the
Conservation Area.

5.4.4

Other buildings associated with the Garrison are located on
Campfield Road and Ness Road, in between other development, such
as the Gatekeeper's Lodge and Clerk of Works' House. Nos.1-18 Ash
Court and Nos.1-18 Beech Lodge (the 'Birdcage'), off Rosewood Lane,
for example, are married soldiers’ quarters with first floor walkways.
There is a mix of buildings on Campfield and Ness Roads, including
retail, churches, an Art Deco style former cinema (rebuilt as a shop
and flats) and several large warehouses or industrial units. These are
not visible from the Conservation Area so do not directly affect its
setting.

Character Analysis
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Anti-submarine boom seen in the distance in the estuary

View looking west down Hinguar Street towards St. Peter’s Church

Scrubland and lake to the south of the Conservation Area

The 'Birdcage', former married soldiers' quarters off Rosewood Lane
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Management Plan
6.1

6.1.1

Introduction

969

This section highlights issues and threats within
the Shoebury Garrison Conservation Area, as
well as opportunities to enhance its special
historic and architectural interest. It begins
with a Conservation Vision, summarising the
aims for the future of the Conservation Area.
Issues and opportunities are described, and
recommendations provided for the reduction or
removal of threats to the Area’s special interest.
The section concludes with guidance on how
to go about the sensitive repair and alteration
of materials, details and features characteristic
of the Conservation Area. Alterations, repairs or
new development should follow this guidance to
help preserve the special interest of individual
properties and the Conservation Area.

6.2

6.2.1

Conservation Vision

The historic character and special interest of the Shoebury Garrison Conservation
Area will be conserved and enhanced, making it an appealing and attractive place
for people to live, work, spend leisure time and visit.

6.2.2 The Area will be predominantly residential within the former Garrison site, with a
few complementary retail and community uses. On the High Street, a mix of retail,
food and residential uses will give a vibrancy to the street.
6.2.3 Where possible, new uses will be found for vacant buildings which complement the
other uses within the Area. For the former batteries, emplacements, etc. where new
uses may be difficult to integrate, the priority will be on maintaining the buildings
to ensure their condition is stable and fabric is not lost.
6.2.4 The buildings will be in good condition, with inappropriate alterations reversed and
traditional materials and details used for features such as walls, roofs, windows
and doors. A key focus for positive alterations will be on the High Street, where
buildings have been subject to more change than within the Garrison site.
6.2.5 Any new development in or within the setting of the Conservation Area will be of a
scale and form, with materials and details, which respect its characteristics.
6.2.6 The public realm and green landscaping, including important trees, within the
Conservation Area will be retained and will remain attractive and well-kept, making
a positive contribution to the setting of the buildings. Private gardens will also
contribute positively to the Area. Boundary walls will be retained and front gardens
not converted to parking.
6.2.7 Views of key landmark buildings, across open spaces, along roads and out to sea
will be preserved.
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6.3

Issues, Opportunities and Recommendations

6.3.1

Within the Garrison site the condition of most buildings is excellent,
having been recently refurbished or newly built. The exceptions are
the Heavy Quick Firing Battery, gun and search light emplacements
and casements, though some remedial work has been carried out
to the former. These buildings have not been in use for many years
and, though the buildings are very robust, the concrete is breaking
up in some places where metal elements have rusted and expanded,
blowing off sections of the concrete. There is also salt and water
staining visible, demonstrating issues caused by their exposed
location. Vegetation is growing in places, which is a sign of water
ingress.

Recommendations
6.3.4 Keeping buildings in good condition will ensure the area is an
attractive and desirable place to live and work, and to ensure their
continued stability in the case of the military emplacements etc.

Condition

6.3.5 Undertake regular maintenance and checks to prevent problems from
occurring and protect original features. This will also ensure small
problems do not become bigger, more costly issues to fix.
6.3.6 Follow guidance in Section 6.4 to ensure repairs and alterations are
carried out in an appropriate manner.
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6.3.2 The cricket pavilion, which appears little used, also has some rotting
woodwork and peeling paint.
6.3.3

The condition of buildings on the High Street is also less good. There
are some buildings in poor decorative condition, with peeling or dirty
paintwork on walls and joinery.
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Salt and water staining, and cracked concrete to the Heavy Quick Firing
Battery (some remedial work has been carried out to this structure)

Deteriorating woodwork on the cricket pavilion

Joinery in poor decorative condition on the High Street
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Uses and Vacant Buildings
6.3.7

6.3.8

Recommendations
6.3.10 Changes of use should be appropriate to the building in which they
are housed and should not result in inappropriate alterations to the
building.

The best use for an historic building is usually the one it was
originally designed for. Some changes in use in the Conservation
Area have led to inappropriate alterations, for example ground floors
which have been converted to residential with the removal of shop
fronts on the High Street, which are of a poor scale and design.

6.3.11 Maintain the defensive buildings in good condition.
6.3.12 Welcome opportunities to enhance the heritage offer of the defensive
buildings.
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There are a few vacant buildings within the Conservation Area. Vacant
buildings look unattractive and give an air of neglect to the Conservation
Area. Vacancy can also lead to issues with condition as without regular
inspections of the building small problems go unnoticed and can turn
into larger issues. Vacant buildings can also be a target of vandalism.
As well as the buildings mentioned in the previous section which have
issues with condition, the Grade II Listed Garrison Church and a boat
house are currently vacant. These, however, appear in sound condition,
though their vacant nature detracts from the area and these have the
potential for viable uses which contribute to the community and will see
their continued conservation.

6.3.13 Refurbish the interpretation panels within the Conservation Area.
6.3.14 Encourage the re-use of the Grade II Listed Garrison Church and
the Boat House with suitable uses that will see the continued
conservation of these buildings.

6.3.9 Due to their nature as solid defensive buildings, it may be difficult to
find new uses for the batteries and emplacements. However, they
are features of the landscape which are of interest to visitors and are
highly important historically. They should therefore be maintained
to ensure they are not lost or damaged. There may be opportunities
to enhance the heritage offer of these buildings, potentially through
tours. The current interpretation boards, both by these buildings and
across the Garrison site, are informative though would benefit from
cleaning and maintenance.

Graffiti on vacant boat house
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Management Plan
Inappropriate Alterations
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6.3.15 Within the Garrison there are very few inappropriate changes
to buildings. This is due to the protection provided by listing
designations and because new build developments on the Garrison
site have had various permitted development rights removed in
order to maintain a consistent character across the site (see sections
3.3.17 and 3.3.18 for more details). This consistent character to both
the historic and modern buildings is an important aspect of the
Conservation Area which should be preserved. A satellite dish
is visually intrusive on the east elevation of Gunnery House and
there is an inappropriate uPVC conservatory on the rear of one of
the barracks blocks. Other than this, however, there have been no
obvious changes that are intrusive to the character of the site due to
the recent refurbishment and construction of many of the buildings.
The high quality preservation of the site should engender a feeling
of pride in buildings which will help prevent inappropriate changes,
though incremental changes should not be allowed to build up,
causing an ad-hoc and inconsistent appearance which would harm
the character of the Conservation Area.

No.2 High Street from the late-19th/
early-20th century

6.3.16 On the High Street there has been a much greater level of
inappropriate change which has eroded its character and appearance.
Historic photographs, show how the character of buildings can be
changed dramatically by such alterations. These changes reduce the
coherency of appearance of rows of terraced houses/shops or can
be detrimental to the condition of the building in the long-term. The
replacement of these features with designs and materials which reflect
the historic form of the building would enhance their appearance.
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Appearance of No.2 High Street today,
with door and shop window removed,
render added over brickwork and timber
sash windows replaced since the last
Appraisal in 2004 with uPVC top hung
units

Management Plan
•

Examples of other inappropriate changes include:
•

•

uPVC doors and windows, especially where they are of a different
design to the original, such as timber sash windows being replaced
by uPVC windows with top-hung casements. As well as being
visually out of proportion with the historic façades, uPVC limits the
breathability of historic buildings. This is an important trait of historic
buildings, where original materials are more permeable than modern
materials, ensuring that moisture does not get trapped within walls,
which would cause issues with damp;

Recommendations
6.3.17 Take opportunities to enhance properties when considering
alterations, for example by restoring any missing historic features and
improving poorly designed alterations of the past.
6.3.18 Follow guidance in section 6.4 to ensure repairs and alterations are
carried out in an appropriate manner.

Shop fronts and facias in garish colours or with ad-hoc or plastic
signage;
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•

The conversion of shop fronts to residential with the resulting designs
being out of scale and proportion with the existing building;

•

Changes to roofing materials, for example slate to artifical slate or
concrete tiles;

•

The large glazed rooftop extension to No.10 High Street is particularly
out-of-keeping with the historic character of the street;

•

Painting or rendering of historic brickwork;

•

Cement pointing replacing lime mortar. This is another modern
material which lacks breathability and can lead to the erosion of
surrounding stone or brickwork as moisture evaporates through the
masonry rather than the pointing; or

The loss of boundary treatments, very occasionally in this
Conservation Area to be replaced with hardstanding for car parking,
or replacements of boundary treatments with inappropriate materials,
such as close-boarded fences.

6.3.19 Retain or reinstate boundary enclosures to front gardens.
6.3.20 The Council will not approve applications for alterations which detract
from the special interest of the Conservation Area.
6.3.21 The Council will use enforcement powers where necessary to prevent
or reverse inappropriate alterations.
6.2.22 New properties within the Garrison site may have restricted permitted
development rights (see sections 3.3.17 and 3.3.18 for more details)
and therefore it is recommended that owners contact the Planning
Department to check before undertaking any works.
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Inappropriate Alterations

Pebbledash render and uPVC windows to a house on the
High Street

Out-of-keeping glazed rooftop extension, plus uPVC
windows on buildings on the High Street

Domestic door and window added into former shop front

Inappropriate uPVC shop front

Loss of front garden and boundary for parking, plus
uPVC windows and concrete roof tiles
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Inappropriate uPVC conservatory to the rear of one of
the barracks blocks
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New Development

Recommendations
6.3.26 New buildings within or in the setting of the Conservation Area should
be appropriate in materials, scale, detail and massing to the street on
which it is located and should conserve important views.

6.3.23 Within the Conservation Area all obvious spaces for new
development have been filled, either tucked discreetly behind
historic buildings or with well-designed buildings on principal roads.
Opportunities for new buildings within the Conservation Area are
therefore extremely limited. Opportunities for major extensions
are also limited as the intact nature of the buildings, often built
symmetrically, means that side or rooftop extensions would be very
detrimental to the character of the area. Limited rear extensions may
be permissible if they are not visible from the street, although this
would need to be determined on a case-by-case basis.

6.3.27 New buildings should reflect the character of the street on which they
are located. A bespoke approach should be taken to development as
an appropriate design for one street may not be on another.
6.3.28 The high standard of design for new buildings set within or in the
setting of the Conservation Area should be maintained.
6.3.29 The Council will not approve applications for new developments
which detract from the special interest of the Conservation Area.
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6.3.24 Within the setting the open landscape to the south and south-west
should be mainly preserved. However, there is land earmarked from
development to the west of Ashes Road/Gunners Rise, which is a
continuation of the new pattern of development and is out of view
from within the Conservation Area. Development here would be
acceptable. The quality of new development in the setting of the
Conservation Area has been high, which is appropriate to its setting.
The standard of design should therefore continue to be high in these
redeveloped areas. Buildings should not be tall enough to be seen
from within the Conservation Area.

6.3.30 The Council will use enforcement powers where necessary to prevent
or reverse inappropriate new development.
6.3.31 Heritage Impact Assessments should be undertaken for new
development in the Conservation Area.
6.3.32 The development of sites should include programmes of
archaeological desk-based assessment and below-ground
investigation to contribute to the understanding of the history of
Shoebury.

6.3.25 Given the early origins of Shoebury, with its iron age settlement all
sites in the Conservation Area that are unaffected by deep building
foundations or other excavation have archaeological potential.
Redevelopment of sites provides opportunities for archaeological
work to explore the history of the area.
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What is a Heritage Impact Assessment?

Heritage Impact Assessment (HIA) is a process used when

proposals are put forward for change to the historic environment.
It is usually a requirement of listed building consent or planning
consent for proposals within a Conservation Area. It identifies what
is historically and architecturally important about a heritage asset,
in order to be able to assess whether proposed changes will have a
positive, negative or no impact on the heritage values of the place.
Advice is usually given by a specialist heritage consultant and the
resulting conclusions presented in a report, which should include:
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• Identification and description of the proposals site and its setting;
• Identification of any designations, such as listing, which the site is
subject to or which are within the setting of the site;
• Description of the history of the property;
• Identification of the ‘significance’ of the site, i.e. its historic and
architectural interest;
• A
 ssessment of the impact the proposals will have on the
significance of the site, as well as recommendations for any
changes to the scheme that will reduce any identified negative
impacts.
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Public Realm

6.3.34 The public realm on the High Street is basic and in some places
needs maintenance, such as the painting of Belisha beacons. The
paving here is a mixture of concrete paving slabs, sometimes cracked,
and tarmac. There are some historic style lampposts on the High
Street, on the section up to Hinguar Street, but beyond this they are
stainless steel and of a basic design.

6.3.33 The standard of public realm within the Garrsion area is mainly
very good and this standard should be maintained and enhanced.
There are a few small negative features in this area which could be
improved, including:
•

Provision of further benches to make the most of open spaces and
views, in a co-ordinated design and materials sympathetic to the
character of the Conservation Area;
Better screening or locations for commercial bins;

•

Better quality speed bumps on Mess Road;

•

Refurbishment of concrete posts to the fence around the cricket pitch;

•

Use of a more traditional style bin than the blue plastic bins found on
site and cleaning/maintenance of existing dirty bins; and
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•

•

Recommendations
6.3.35 Maintain public realm features in good condition.
6.3.36 Where possible, replace utilitarian or out-of-keeping public realm
features with better quality versions more in keeping with the historic
character of the area, with reference to SPD 1: Design and Townscape
Guide and SPD 3: Streetscape Manual.
6.3.37 If the opportunity arises, renew the pavement surfacing on the High
Street in a co-ordinated high-quality scheme.
6.3.38 There should contine to be no road markings within the Garrison
site. Road markings on the High Street should be the minimum
required for safety. Yellow lines should be narrow 50mm standard for
Conservation Areas and in primrose.

Maintenance of deteriorating signage at the cricket pitch.
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Poor Public Realm

Utilitarian speed bump on Mess Road

Decaying signage at the cricket pitch
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Unattractive commercial bin

Utilitarian public realm features on the High Street,
including Belisha beacon in need of replacing
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Blue plastic bin and dirty dog waste bin
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Green Spaces and Trees

Recommendations
6.3.41 Retain and maintain the green spaces and trees within the
Conservation Area.

6.3.39 One of the key features of the Conservation Area is the extent of wide
open green spaces and mature tree planting which greatly enhance
the setting of the historic buildings. These should be maintained
and enhanced wherever possible. Private gardens also contribute
positively. New development within the Conservation Area has
successfully included landscaping and private gardens to enhance
the schemes.

6.3.42 Landscaping should be included in new development.
6.3.43 Front gardens and their boundary enclosures should be retained or
reinstated if possible where lost.
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6.3.40 On the High Street most of the small front gardens to the terraced
houses have been retained, including their boundary enclosures. A
small number have been lost at the northern end of the Conservation
Area. These would benefit from the provision of some planting
and the reinstatement of the boundary enclosure to enhance the
coherency of the terrace. If parking is still required and is deemed
appropriate, parking can be incorporated more sensitively with the
provision of side boundary walls between properties, enclosing part
of the frontage with a boundary, planting to soften the appearance of
cars and a high-quality surface treatment for the driveway.
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Article 4 Directions

6.3.46 On the High Street there has been a much greater level of change
than within the Garrison site and an Article 4 Direction could assist in
gradually reversing inappropriate changes and restoring the historic
character of the street.

6.3.44 An Article 4 Direction removes the right of householders to undertake
some minor forms of development, such as alterations to windows or
the installation of hardstandings, which would normally be classed
as permitted development under planning legislation and would not
require planning permission. The Article 4 Direction is required to
ensure that minor alterations to the appearance of the houses are not
made in a way which would be out of character and harmful to the
Conservation Area.

Recommendations
6.3.47 An Article 4 Direction should be considered on the High Street to
control inappropriate development and encourage restoration of
historic features. For buildings that have been divided up into flats the
Article 4 Direction should cover the alteration of boundaries and the
rendering/painting of walls. This includes the following properties:
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6.3.45 At present the buildings within the Garrison are generally in good
condition and since the redevelopment of the site there has been
very little inappropriate change. All changes, internal and external,
to Listed Buildings require Listed Building Consent and are therefore
subject to checks on their suitability for the character of the Listed
Building and Conservation Area. Other new buildings within the
Garrison site are protected through the removal of certain permitted
development rights (see section 6.4.13), meaning changes to the
external appearance of properties are also regulated. However, there
are a few older properties on the site from the time the Garrison was
in use which are not Listed and are not subject to any restrictions on
permitted development rights. Features on these buildings therefore
have the potential to be altered unsympathetically, for example the
changing of timber windows to uPVC. Changes like these would spoil
the consistent character of the Garrison site and therefore an Article 4
Direction would be appropriate for these buildings.

•
•
•
•
•

Nos.3-9 (odd) High Street;
No.15 High Street;
Nos.23-29 (odd) High Street;
No.35 High Street; and
Nos.2-28 (even) High Street.
Other changes are already controlled by the removal of permitted
development rights for flats.
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6.3.48 Single dwelling houses should also have controls over the alteration
or installation of windows, doors, porches, roofs and driveways.
These properties include those single dwellings on the High Street
and historic buildings within the Garrison site that have no restricted
permitted development rights or are not Listed Buildings:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

6.3.50 The removal of permitted development rights should include:
Dwelling houses:
•
The alteration of any window or door which fronts a highway.
•
The enclosing of recessed porches which front a highway.
•
Re-roofing with different materials.
•
The installation of hardstanding for vehicles.

No.11 High Street;
No.13 High Street;
Nos.17, 19 and 21 High Street;
Nos.31 and 33 High Street;
32, 34, 36, 74, 76 and 78 Chapel Road;
15-23 (odd) Warrior Square;
The Pavilions, 1-3 Magazine Road; and
Beach House, Mess Road.

All Buildings:
•
The alteration or demolition of any means of enclosure which fronts
a highway (walls, gates, fences, etc.)
•
The rendering or painting over of any brickwork which fronts
a highway (other forms of cladding already require planning
permission).
6.3.51 These Article 4 Directions are recommended but their designation
lies outside the scope of this appraisal.

6.3.49 For the Shoeburyness Hotel the Article 4 Direction should cover the
painting of external walls. Other changes for this use of building are
already controlled by the removal of permitted development rights
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6.3.56 The 9.2 Inch Gun Emplacement and Experimental Casements to
the south of the Conservation Area are key defensive and training
buildings that were part of the Garrison. They are similar in nature to
the Heavy Quick Firing Battery and it seems an anomaly that these
are not within the Conservation Area boundary as key components of
the group of military buildings.

Boundary Review
6.3.52 Councils have a duty to review the boundaries of Conservation Areas
every so often to ensure that the special interest is not devalued by
the inclusion of areas which are not of special interest. The interest
can change over time as negative alterations take place or as more
understanding is gained of the importance of areas adjacent to the
boundary that were not previously recognised as having special
interest.

Recommendations
6.3.57 As part of the Appraisal process the boundary of the Conservation
Area has been updated to exclude the small section of Gunners Rise
from the south-western part of the Conservation Area, which consists
of parts of the plots on Nos.22-28 (even) Gunners Rise.
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6.3.53 To the north of the Conservation Area on the High Street, Campfield
Road and the surrounding streets, there are some other military
buildings and civilian buildings of interest, such as the officers’
quarters off Rosewood Lane and St. Peter’s Church on Hinguar
Street. However, these are often separated from the CA boundary
by buildings of little interest or which do not have a particular
relationship with the Garrison. A logical extension to the boundary to
the north therefore does not easily present itself.

6.3.58 The boundary has also been altered to include the 9.2 inch Gun
Emplacement and Experimental Casements within the Conservation
Area.
6.3.59 All maps within this Appraisal document show the new boundary. The
changes that have been made are illustrated on map I.

6.3.54 The land to the west is open land which is likely to have new
development on it in the future and is therefore also not suitable for
extension of the Conservation Area Boundary.
6.3.55 To the south of Nos.1-3 The Pavilions, the Conservation Area
boundary currently cuts across a few new buildings constructed since
the drawing of the boundary. These are modern houses of no historic
value. A more logical boundary should be drawn to exclude these
new buildings.
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6.4

6.4.1

Guidance on Alteration and Repair

Key Principles for Guiding Change

The following advice applies to features of particular importance
to the character of the Shoebury Garrison Conservation Area,
where they are visible to the public. Those with properties in the
Conservation Area should follow this guidance when considering
changes to help keep individual properties and the area special.

6.4.2 Maintenance: regular maintenance is needed to protect
original features. But if more extensive work is found
necessary, repair rather than replacement should be the first
option and will often be better value.
6.4.3 Materials and Designs: when considering alterations or
repairs to the property, original materials and designs should
be respected.
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6.4.4 Enhancement: take the opportunity to enhance properties
when considering alterations, by restoring any missing features
and improving poorly designed alterations of the past.
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Windows
6.4.5 Traditional windows, especially timber sliding sashes, are vital for the
character of the Conservation Area. Original windows can be given a
new lease of life by overhauling them and installing draught proofing
brushes in sash rebates. Secondary glazing may also be acceptable if
it is unobtrusive. Advice should be sough from the Council's Planning
Department.
6.4.6
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If replacement or reinstatement is necessary, purpose-made
windows to match the original materials and external appearance
should normally be installed and advice sought from the Council's
Planning Department before undertaking any works, should planning
permission be required. For some buildings, double glazing is
acceptable if the external appearance is unaltered, and the metal
frames and seals are not visible. If deemed appropriate, this will
need to be demonstrated in planning application drawings including
existing and proposed large scale sections of key elements.
However, double glazed windows would not usually be acceptable
for the listed buildings within the Garrison site. Non-traditional
materials, especially plastic, cannot match traditional timber windows
and are not normally acceptable.

6.4.7

To safeguard the building's character, new windows should normally:

•

Be of good quality softwood;

•

Be painted (not stained);

•

Copy the original pattern of glazing bars and horns, if any;

•

Glazing bars should be built into the window and not stuck on to the
glass;

•

Use the original method of opening;

•

Retain or restore the dimensions of the original window opening
and the position of the frame within the opening. Most openings are
well-proportioned and most frames are most frames in older brick
buildings are well set back from the face of the wall to give weatherprotection, shadow and character;

•

Give adequate ventilation which is not visible (e.g. trickle vents); and

•

Retain decorative surrounds.

6.4.8

For good quality softwood, Historic England's recommendation
of slow grown Scots Pine or Douglas Fir should be followed. This
has greater durability than other softwoods. However, chemically
modified and stabilised softwood can also offer the same durability.

6.4.9

Where uPVC replacement windows already exist, the Council
may consider replacement with uPVC provided that there is an
enhancement to the character and appearance of the Conservation
Area, for example an improved design which better reflects the
original detailing.

6.4.10 For further guidance, see Historic England's guidance on the
maintenance and repair of historic windows: Traditional Windows, Their
Care, Repair and Upgrading, https://historicengland.org.uk/imagesbooks/publications/traditional-windows-care-repair-upgrading/
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6.4.13 Recessed porch areas give shadow and interest to the front of many
buildings and should not normally be enclosed with doors, gates
or new porches. New porches will only be acceptable where they
complement the original design of the façade and use traditional
materials. Where a house is being converted to flats, the original
entrance door should be retained or restored. Entrance doors to
individual flats should be contained within the building behind the
original entrance, unless they are a discreetly located basement flat
entrance.
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Doors and Porches
6.4.11 Doors to buildings within the former Garrison have distinctive designs
which denote hierarchy. Those to higher status buildings are more
traditional designs, of timber with moulded panels, while those to
lower status cottages or barracks buildings are plainer and more
utilitarian, though still of good quality. These doors to the smaller
cottages, such as those on Hospital Road, have four small rectangular
glass panes to the top section. Most doors have fanlights above.
Other than on the highest status houses on The Terrace, Warrior
Square Road and to the Hospital which are painted shades of grey,
white or black, doors are a consistent dark green colour which brings
an important consistency to the appearance of the Conservation Area
that should be maintained.
6.4.12 Original front doors of the Victorian and Edwardian buildings on the
High Street would have been well proportioned with good detailing.
Doors from this period tend to be larger than standardised modern
doors, sometimes have a fanlight or leaded/stained glass panels, and
help to give the property distinction. Original front doors, whether
within the former Garrison or on the High Street, should normally be
retained and repaired when necessary. If this proves impossible, the
new door should be solid timber, painted not stained, similar in design
and dimensions to the original and should not have an over emphasis
on glass. Original decorative surrounds to porches and doors should
be retained.
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Roofs and Chimneys
6.4.18 The main roofing material in the Conservation Area, both within the
former Garrison and on the High Street, is Welsh slate, with a small
number of red clay tiles, such as on the Shoebury Hotel. Some on the
High Street have now been replaced with unsympathetic concrete
tiles. Slate and red clay tiles are natural materials which weather well
to produce attractive roof surfaces. They give unity to terraces or
semi-detached buildings and help establish the character of the Area.

Outside Walls and Decoration
6.4.14 Yellow or brown stock brick and soft red brick are typical local
materials and give attractive ‘warm’ tones and texture to façades.
They are sometimes combined for decorative effect.
6.4.15 Facing brickwork, should not normally be rendered or painted. If
it suffers from damp, dirt or deterioration, alternatives should first
be considered, such as cleaning with an appropriate solvent and
repointing. Cement-based render and non-porous masonry paints
might increase problems of damp by trapping moisture within the
brickwork. If brickwork has already been painted, it may be possible
to clean it off, and in such instances discussion should be had with the
Council's Conservation Officer in the first instance before undertaking
any works to ensure that the proposed method will not damage the
face of the bricks.

6.4.19 Re-roofing should reinstate the original materials and designs. For
slate roofs, it may be possible to re-use some of the existing slates
to help keep costs down. In some cases, Spanish slate may be an
appropriate cheaper alternative to Welsh slate.
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6.4.20 Stacks and pots in brick usually emphasise the roofline and, in most
cases, should not be removed. Some stacks have moulded detailing
which adds to the character of the property and should be retained.
Chimneys are an important part of the character of the buildings and
should not be removed.

6.4.16 Repointing also needs care. It should match the colour and style
of the original and not extend over the face of bricks or make joints
appear wider. To achieve this it may need to be slightly recessed.
The mortar mix needs to include lime and be the right strength for the
bricks. Too strong a mix will force damp into the bricks and damage
their surface.
6.4.17 Decorative features, like brick arches to openings, mouldings to
window and door surrounds, string courses, friezes, cornices and
stone panels, which add interest to buildings should be retained.
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Hardstandings and Boundaries
6.4.21 Front gardens should be maintained as planted areas wherever
possible. The appearance of a very small number properties has
been eroded by the loss of traditional front boundaries, usually brick
walls. Their restoration would enhance Conservation Areas and is
encouraged.
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6.4.22 Hardstandings and driveways in front gardens harm the appearance
of individual properties and the Area’s character if badly designed.
They will only be acceptable if there is adequate space in the garden
to allow a good design incorporating a suitable surface, landscaping
and partial enclosure of the frontage with a traditional boundary wall
or railings and no reasonable alternative to parking is possible. It
should not involve the loss of or harm to the roots of mature trees.
6.4.23 The appearance of some properties, particularly on the High Street,
has been eroded by the loss of front and side boundaries, often
owing to the provision of driveways. The original boundaries, low
hedges, brick or scalloped burr walls, low walls topped with railings,
railings, with metal railing gates or oak gates, should be retained
and where missing, their restoration would greatly enhance the
Conservation Area. The type of boundary that is appropriate will
depend on the location within the Conservation Area and the context
of other boundary walls adjacent to the property. See section 4 for
details.
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Shopfonts
6.4.24 Shop fronts are an integral part of traditional retail buildings and play
an important role in creating a sense of place, particularly at the
pedestrian scale. The nature and style of buildings may vary from one
property to another and as a consequence each shop front may need
to be designed individually.

Fascias
6.4.26 Fascias are often the predominant element of a shop front, utilised
to promote the name of the shop. The size of the fascia should be
in proportion to the rest of the shopfront and the whole building, so
that it is not too dominant. The top of a fascia should be positioned
below the cill of the first floor windows and should not obscure any
existing architectural features or decoration. The fascia should form
an integral part of the design of the shop front surround, rather than
be a separate board superimposed upon the building. They should
not extend across two or more individual shops or beyond the shop
front surround (demarcated by the pilasters or uprights at the outer
edges of the shop front). This applies even where a single retail store
extends across two or more shop fronts. Signs should be timber, with
a frame around them and lettering should preferably be hand-painted.
Paints used should usually be low-sheen to avoid an unnecessary
plastic appearance.
A

6.4.25 Shop fronts are composed of a number of elements; all of which have
important practical and visual functions. Details on historic shop front
terminology and how each element should be treated are provided
below.
Shop Front Terminology
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B
A

C

Cornice
6.4.27 The cornice, which was often elaborate and decorative in traditional
shop fronts, projects out above the fascia to throw rainwater away
from the shop. It also provides a horizontal divide between the shop
front and the upper floors.
B

H

H

G

D
E

F

I
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Windows
6.4.32 Windows, glazing bars, mullion bars and transoms should be
designed to be in proportion with the shop front and the rest of the
building. They should reflect the design and architectural style of
the building. The number of windows and divisions of the shop front
should relate well to the upper floors of the property. Large plate
glass windows are rarely appropriate and should usually be subdivided with mullions.

Console/Corbel
6.4.28 Located immediately above pilasters, corbels (curved brackets)
support the cornice flashing and protect the end of the fascia.
Corbels often contained and protected the ends of blinds and
shutters, which were located above the shop front.
C

H

Sill
6.4.29 Traditional shop front sills were usually significantly deeper and
more substantial than domestic ones, often incorporating decorative
moulding and occasionally they were metal coated. They were
designed to throw water away from the stall-riser which it sits atop.
D
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Recessed Doorways
6.4.33 Recessed doors were common within historic shop fronts as they
allowed for an increased window area and a larger display. Again,
the location, size and style of the door and doorway should reflect
the proportion and character of a building. More ornate buildings
may require appropriate doorways and entrances that may need to
include additional features such as recessed doorways and transom
windows.
I

Stall-Riser
6.4.30 The stall-riser, below the shop ‘stall’, helps to protect against the
damp and raises the goods display to eye level. It also forms a
solid base to the shop front, providing it with balanced proportions.
Often prone to being damaged or becoming dirty, it is generally
constructed of durable materials.
E

Plinths and Pilasters
6.4.31 Pilasters, or half-columns, provide vertical framing to the shop front
and provide visual support to the fascia and upper floors. Traditional
pilasters were often ornately designed in order to enhance the
elegance of the shop front and were designed with a base (plinth) and
capital (corbel).
F

G
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Awnings and Canopies
6.4.34 In order to protect goods on display in the shop window from sunlight
and offer protection to window shoppers from inclement weather,
some shop fronts incorporated an awning or canopy. These usually
consisted of a blind box with a sprung roller that housed a retractable
canvas awning. The Dutch canopy was commonly seen from the
1950s but is not appropriate for this area because of its curved form.
Unlike the traditional retractable awning, these canopies are not fully
hidden when not in use as they only fold back flat against the shop
front. A glossy plastic finish is often used for modern awnings which is
unsympathetic. Awnings should be canvas and fully retractable.

Shops on the High Street in the
early-20th century, showing
retractable canvas awnings,
timber framed shop fronts
with painted fascia boards and
timber sash windows
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Security Features
6.4.35 It is recognised that many shopkeepers and businesses wish to install
security measures to protect both their premise and stock. Features
should not detract from the vibrancy of the street scene. Roller
shutters, for example, can appear very off-putting. Alternative options
which cause less harm would help to enhance the street scene,
such as shatterproof, toughened laminated glass, internal shutters
and grilles or decorative external grilles. Grilles and shutters should
only cover the glazed elements of the shop front and the shutter box
should not protrude from the fascia or beyond other architectural
features.

The same shops in 2019 with
unsympathetic replaced
shop windows and signage
or shop fronts removed, and
inappropriate uPVC windows
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List Descriptions
West Powder Magazine Shoebury Garrison Beach Road Shoebury Garrison
Grade II
Date Listed: 28.04.86 GV

Description:

Description:

Powder magazine. 1852-3. Stock brick, stone dressings and bitumen roof.
Square plan with lean-to porch to east containing C20 iron door facing north.
EXTERIOR: position of three cast iron ventilator grills, some with wooden
shutters, on two sides, indicates cavity wall and solid vault. Blocked opening
in west wall. Low pitched hipped roof. INTERIOR: not inspected. HISTORY:
one of only two surviving magazines at the Establishment and one of the first
brick buildings built there. Included as an important functional element within
the former British School of Gunnery.

Powder magazine. 1852-3. Stock brick, stone dressings and bitumen roof.
Square plan with lean-to porch to east containing C20 iron door facing north.
EXTERIOR: position of three cast-iron ventilator grills, some with wooden
shutters, on two sides, indicates cavity wall and solid vault. Blocked opening
in west wall. Low-pitched hipped roof. INTERIOR: not inspected. HISTORY:
one of only two surviving magazines at the Establishment and one of the first
brick buildings built there. Included as an important functional element within
the British School of Gunnery.
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East Powder Magazine Shoebury Garrison Beach Road Shoebury Garrison
Grade II
Date Listed: 28.04.86 GV
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C and D Barracks Horseshoe Barracks Chapel Road Shoebury Garrison
Grade II
Date Listed: 06.03.84 GV

A and B Barracks Horseshoe Barracks Chapel Road Shoebury Garrison
Grade II
Date Listed: 06.03.84 GV
(now Nos.58-72 Chapel Road and Nos.1 and 3 Horseshoe Crescent)

Description:

Description:

Barrack block at British School of Gunnery. 1859, drawing signed by Cpt J
Inglis RE. Yellow stock brick with rubbed brick heads, gable and axial stacks
and slate roof. Single depth plan with rear service wings. EXTERIOR: two
storeys; ten window range with single storey; one window end blocks. A
symmetrical front with plat band and overhanging eaves, rubbed brick flat
arches, to entrances three bays from the ends with three pane overlights
and double doors with six raised panels, and to 6/6 pane sashes; end
blocks have round arched doorways in the gables with radial fanlights and
double six panel doors. The rear has similar fenestration, with two storey
service wings two bays deep with outer segmental arched doorways and
small rear gable stacks. INTERIOR: not inspected but reported to contain
dogleg stairs from the entrances with metal balusters, and heated barrack
rooms. HISTORY: one of a group of eight barracks arranged round a circular
parade ground. In its use of smaller separate buildings, a unique example of
reformed barracks planning.

996

Barrack block at British School of Gunnery. 1859, drawing signed by Cpt J
Inglis RE. Yellow stock brick with rubbed brick heads, gable and axial stacks
and slate roof. Single depth plan with rear service wings. EXTERIOR: two
storeys; ten window range with single storey; one window end blocks. A
symmetrical front with plat band and overhanging eaves, rubbed brick flat
arches, to entrances three bays from the ends with three pane overlights
and double doors with six raised panels, and to 6/6 pane sashes; end
blocks have round arched doorways in the gables with radial fanlights and
double six panel doors. The rear has similar fenestration, with two storey
service wings two bays deep with outer segmental arched doorways and
small rear gable stacks. INTERIOR: not inspected but reported to contain
dogleg stairs from the entrances with metal balusters, and heated barrack
rooms. HISTORY: one of a group of eight barracks arranged round a circular
parade ground. In its use of smaller separate buildings, a unique example of
reformed barracks planning.
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Cook house to rear of block CD Horseshoe Barracks Chapel Road Shoebury Garrison
Grade II
Date Listed: 08.07.98 GV

E and F Barracks Horseshoe Barracks Chapel Road Shoebury Garrison
Grade II
Date Listed: 06.03.84 GV
(now 23-37 Horseshoe Crescent)

Description:

Description:

Cook house to barracks, British School of Gunnery. 1859. Yellow stock brick
with slate hipped roof. Square single room plan.

Barrack block at British School of Gunnery. 1859, drawing signed by Cpt J
Inglis RE. Yellow stock brick with rubbed brick heads, gable and axial stacks
and slate roof. Single depth plan with rear service wings. EXTERIOR: two
storeys; ten window range with single storey; one window end blocks. A
symmetrical front with plat band and overhanging eaves, rubbed brick flat
arches, to entrances three bays from the ends with three pane overlights
and double doors with six raised panels, and to 6/6 pane sashes; end
blocks have round arched doorways in the gables with radial fanlights and
double six panel doors. The rear has similar fenestration, with two storey
service wings two bays deep with outer segmental arched doorways and
small rear gable stacks. INTERIOR: not inspected but reported to contain
dogleg stairs from the entrances with metal balusters, and heated barrack
rooms. HISTORY: one of a group of eight barracks arranged round a circular
parade ground. In its use of smaller separate buildings, a unique example of
reformed barracks planning.

997

EXTERIOR: small ancillary unit to rear of barrack block has 6/6 pane sashes
each end and an entrance facing the barrack, with a raised ridge with side
louvres.
INTERIOR: Not inspected.
HISTORY: separate cook houses were an innovation at barracks, where food
was usually prepared in the men’s’ rooms. Included as a very rare example
of an important functional part of the barracks, itself a unique example of
military planning.
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Cook house to rear of block EF Horseshoe Barracks Chapel Road Shoebury Garrison
Grade II
Date Listed: 08.07.98 GV

G and H Barracks Horseshoe Barracks Chapel Road Shoebury Garrison
Grade II
Date Listed: 06.03.84 GV
(now 65-71 Horseshoe Crescent)

Description:

Description:

Cook house to barracks, British School of Gunnery. 1859. Yellow stock brick
with slate hipped roof. Square single room plan.

Barrack block at British School of Gunnery. 1859, drawing signed by Cpt J
Inglis RE. Yellow stock brick with rubbed brick heads, gable and axial stacks
and slate roof. Single depth plan with rear service wings. EXTERIOR: two
storeys; ten window range with single storey; one window left hand and two
storey; two window right hand blocks. A symmetrical front with plat band
and overhanging eaves, rubbed brick flat arches, to entrances three bays
from the ends with three pane overlights and double doors with six raised
panels, and to 6/6 pane sashes; end blocks have round arched doorways
in the gables with radial fanlights and double six panel doors. The rear has
similar fenestration, with two storey service wings two bays deep with outer
segmental arched doorways and small rear gable stacks. INTERIOR: contains
a dogleg stair from the entrances with square newel and uncut string metal
balusters, and heated barrack rooms. HISTORY: one of a group of eight
barracks arranged round a circular parade ground. In its use of smaller
separate buildings, a unique example of reformed barrack planning.

EXTERIOR: small ancillary unit to rear of barrack block has 6/6 pane sashes
each end and an entrance facing the barrack, with a raised ridge with side
louvres.
998

INTERIOR: Not inspected.
HISTORY: separate cook houses were an innovation at barracks, where food
was usually prepared in the rooms. Included as a very rare example of an
important functional part of the barracks, itself a unique example of military
planning.
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L and M Barracks Horseshoe Barracks Chapel Road Shoebury Garrison
Grade II
Date Listed: 06.03.84 GV
(now 58-62 Horseshoe Crescent)

Description:

Description:

Barrack block at British School of Gunnery. 1859, drawings signed by Cpt J
Inglis RE. Yellow stock brick with rubbed brick heads, gable and axial stacks
and slate roof. Single depth plan with rear service wings. EXTERIOR: two
storeys; ten window range with single storey; one window end blocks. A
symmetrical front with plat band and overhanging eaves, rubbed brick flat
arches, to entrances three bays from the ends with three pane overlights
and double doors with six raised panels, and to 6/6 pane sashes; end
blocks have round arched doorways in the gables with radial fanlights and
double six panel doors. The rear has similar fenestration, with two storey
service wings two bays deep with outer segmental arched doorways and
small rear gable stacks. INTERIOR: not inspected but reported to contain
dogleg stairs from the entrances with metal balusters, and heated barrack
rooms. HISTORY: one of a group of eight barracks arranged round a circular
parade ground. In its use of smaller separate buildings, a unique example of
reformed barracks planning.

Barrack block at British School of Gunnery. 1859, drawings signed by Cpt J
Inglis RE. Yellow stock brick with rubbed brick heads, gable and axial stacks
and slate roof. Single depth plan with rear service wings. EXTERIOR: two
storeys; ten window range with single storey; one window end blocks. A
symmetrical front with plat band and overhanging eaves, rubbed brick flat
arches, to entrances three bays from the ends with three pane overlights
and double doors with six raised panels, and to 6/6 pane sashes; end
blocks have round arched doorways in the gables with radial fanlights and
double six panel doors. The rear has similar fenestration, with two storey
service wings two bays deep with outer segmental arched doorways and
small rear gable stacks. INTERIOR: not inspected but reported to contain
dogleg stairs from the entrances with metal balusters, and heated barrack
rooms. HISTORY: one of a group of eight barracks arranged round a circular
parade ground. In its use of smaller separate buildings, a unique example of
reformed barracks planning.
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J and K Barracks Horseshoe Barracks Chapel Road Shoebury Garrison
Grade II
Date Listed: 06.03.84 GV
(now 80-94 Horseshoe Crescent)
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Cook house to rear of block LM Horseshoe Barracks Chapel Road Shoebury Garrison
Grade II
Date Listed: 08.07.98 GV

N and O Barracks Horseshoe Barracks Chapel Road Shoebury Garrison
Grade II
Date Listed: 06.03.84 GV
(now 8-22 Horseshoe Crescent)

Description:

Description:

Cook house to barracks, British School of Gunnery. 1859. Yellow stock brick
with slate hipped roof. Square single room plan.

Barrack block at British School of Gunnery. 1859, drawings signed by Cpt
J Inglis RE. Yellow stock brick with rubbed brick heads, gable and axial
stacks and slate roof. Single depth plan. EXTERIOR: two storeys; ten window
range with single storey; one window end blocks. A symmetrical front with
plat band and overhanging eaves, rubbed brick flat arches, to entrances
three bays from the ends with three pane overlights and double doors with
six raised panels, and to 6/6 pane sashes; end blocks have round arched
doorways in the gables with radial fanlights and double six panel doors. The
rear has similar fenestration. INTERIOR: not inspected but reported to contain
dogleg stairs from the entrances with metal balusters, and heated barrack
rooms. HISTORY: one of a group of eight barracks arranged round a circular
parade ground. In its use of smaller separate buildings, a unique example of
reformed barracks planning. (PSA Drawings Collection, NMR, Swindon: 1863-:
CTR 357-358).

EXTERIOR: small ancillary unit to rear of barrack block has 6/6 pane sashes
each end and an entrance facing the barrack, with a raised ridge with side
louvres.
1000

INTERIOR: Not inspected.
HISTORY: separate cook houses were an innovation at barracks, where food
was usually prepared in the rooms. Included as a very rare example of an
important functional part of the barracks, itself a unique example of military
planning.
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P and Q Barracks Horseshoe Barracks Chapel Road Shoebury Garrison
Grade II
Date Listed: 06.03.84 GV
(now 38-52 Chapel Road & 2-4 Horseshoe Crescent)
Description:

1001

Barrack block at British School of Gunnery. 1859, by Cpt J Inglis RE. Yellow
stock brick with rubbed brick heads, gable and axial stacks and slate
roof. Single depth plan with rear service wings. EXTERIOR: two storeys;
ten window range with single storey; one window end NCO blocks. A
symmetrical front with plat band and overhanging eaves, rubbed brick flat
arches, to entrances three bays from the ends with three pane overlights
and double doors with six raised panels, and to 6/6 pane sashes; end
blocks have round arched doorways in the gables with radial fanlights and
double six panel doors. The rear has similar fenestration, with two storey
wervise wings two bays deep with outer segmental arched doorways and
small rear gable stacks. INTERIOR: not inspected but reported to contain
dogleg stairs from the entrances with metal balusters, and heated barrack
rooms. HISTORY: one of a group of eight barracks arranged round a circular
parade ground. In its use of smaller separate buildings, a unique example of
reformed barracks planning. (PSA Drawings Collection, NMR, Swindon: 1863-:
CTR 357-358).
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purlins; chancel arch. 1889 reredos, marble font, octagonal pulpit. Memorials
include one to an accidental explosion of 1885. Stained glass memorials
mostly from 1890s. HISTORY: with the garrison church at Gillingham, this
is a good example of a combined church and school, and one of the most
architecturally developed of barracks churches at this time (PSA Drawings
Collection, NMR, Swindon: 1863-: CTR 357-358; Glennie D: Gunners Town:
History of Shoeburyness Civic Publications 1948-).

Garrison Church of St Peter and St Paul Horseshoe Barracks Chapel Road
Shoebury Garrison
Grade II
Date Listed: 28.04.86 GV
Description:

1002

Chapel and school at the British School of Gunnery, now church. 1866 by J
Egan Roper. Polygonal ragstone with ashlar dressings and slate roof. Gothic
Revival, in a mixture of Early English and Decorated styles. PLAN: cruciform
plan with nave, transepts, chancel and SE vestry. EXTERIOR: moulded plinth
all round, and steep gables. East gable has angle buttresses, triple lancets
with trefoils over the outer ones, paired trefoil headed north side lights,
and a left hand lateral stack; the taller gable of the nave behind has north
diagonal buttress, and the south east vestry gable has low right hand paired
trefoil headed lights and a small lancet in the top of the gable. North transept
gable has a hexafoil light in the tip and lancets either side of an open timber
gabled porch on a dwarf wall with arched braces, to a moulded two centre
arched doorway with double cross boarded door; three bay nave has two
light plate tracery windows with quatrefoils, separated by buttresses. Coped
west gable has a cross finial, a gabled stone porch with moulded two centre
arched doorway and cross boarded double doors, and lancets either side
and above. South side as the north, with no transept porch. Steep nave roof
has three louvred dormer vents and a diagonally set square cupola with
tall pyramidal roof near the west end. INTERIOR: not inspected but noted
as having a collar truss roof with diagonal braces and three registers of
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enclosing prisoners’ exercise yard to the north. HISTORY: forms the formal
entrance to the circular parade ground, built for the first British School of
Gunners, this is similar to that at Forton barracks, Gosport, designed by
Captain James RE. In its use of smaller, separate buildings arranged in an
open ring, Horseshoe Barracks was a unique example of reformed barracks
planning. (PSA Drawings Collection, NMR, Swindon; 1863-: CTR 357-358;
Glennie D: Gunners Town: History of Shoeburyness: Civic Publications 1948-)

Gateway, offices & guard house, will walled exercise yard Horseshoe Barracks Chapel Road Shoebury Garrison
Grade II
Date Listed: 23.08.74 GV
(now 54& 56 Chapel Road)
Description:

1003

Gateway, offices and guard house. 1859, drawings signed by Capt J Inglis.
Yellow stock brick with paler rubbed brick and stone dressings, brick lateral
stacks and slate hipped roof to right hand office and flat roof to left hand
guard house. Italianate style. PLAN: double depth plan offices and guard
house either side of axially planned gateway. EXTERIOR: single storey;
3:3:4 bay range. Gateway has banded rustication, cornice and parapet, the
central section set forward with a square clock tower with clock to each
face, chamfered corners and moulded cornice, and a square weather vane;
the tall semi circular archway and lower flanking wicket archways have
thin imposts, blocked rubbed brick voussoirs and keys. The guard house
and office have three bay round arched arcades on the inner side of the
archway. Guard house has matching cornice and parapet, with small six pane
windows in flat headed recesses; the rear elevation has two small matching
windows, and a segmental arched garage doors to a rear projecting bay.
Office has cornice and parapet, and small rubbed brick flat arches; the rear
elevation has rubbed brick flat arches to 6/6 pane sashes. INTERIOR: guard
house has cells opening off central corridor leading to walled exercise yard.
SUBSIDIARY FEATURES: attached north wall with flat headed recesses
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Long Course Officer’s Quarters and attached railings, Horseshoe Barracks
Chapel Road Shoebury Garrison
Grade II
Date Listed: 28.04.86 GV
(the ‘Stack’)

Gunnery Drill Shed Shoebury Garrison Chapel Road Shoebury Garrison
Grade II
Date Listed: 28.04.86 GV

Description:

Gunnery drill shed. 1859, lecture room added 1908. Rendered plinth,
brick with C20 asbestos covering to original iron framed north light roof.
EXTERIOR: single storey; nine bay range, with C20 additions. Coupled red
brick pilasters with moulded capitals flank stock brick panels containing tall
arched openings with brick keystones. Central tall sliding iron doors to each
façade, most bays contain high level large paned windows above blocked
former gunposts. Modillion cornice with stone top below asymmetrical
gables of the north light roof outlined in projecting brickwork. INTERIOR:
single span valley girders composed of bolted plates. HISTORY: purpose
designed for gunnery drill and an early example of free span north light
roofs. The oak framed gun posts were bricked up in the 1960’s. Shoebury
was expanded in 1859 as the first British School of Gunnery. One of the
earliest indoor drill shed, forming part of a complete mid C19 barracks. (PSA
Drawings Collection, NMR, Swindon: RA Barracks and Old Ranges: 1859-:
CTR 338-366).

Description:

1004

Single officer’s quarters at British School of Gunnery. 1871. Yellow stock brick
with brick ridge stacks and slate hipped roof. Double depth plan. EXTERIOR:
two storeys and basement; 21 window range. Long symmetrical front
articulated by giant pilaster strips, paired to entrance bays, to overhanging
eaves, with plat bands to ground and first floors. Doorways to the centre
and four bays from the ends, with an inserted entrance in the right hand bay,
with rubbed brick segmental arched heads to doorways with three pane
overlights and double four panel doors, and 6/6 pane sashes; short bridge
steps span the basement area with coped walls; the later right hand doorway
has a concrete bridge with iron railings. Rear has three attached ablution
towers. INTERIOR: stairs from the entrances have metal balusters and curtails,
to altered rooms, originally front and back of a spine wall with fireplaces.
HISTORY: the British School of Gunnery opened in 1859, and the Long Course
started on 1860. The barracks provided accommodation for the RA involved
in testing guns, ammunition and armour for the army and navy. (Glennie D:
Gunners Town: History of Shoeburyness: Civic Publications 1948-).
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Blocks K-M Shoebury Garrison Hospital Road Shoebury Garrison
Grade II
Date Listed: 28.04.86 GV
(now 2-6 Hospital Road)

Description:

Description:

Terrace of six NCO houses, one added to left, and now four. 1861, drawings
signed by Cpt Sykes, RE, Inspector of Works. Yellow stock brick with brick
chamfered square ridge stacks and square end gable stack, and slate roof.
Single depth plan with rear service range. EXTERIOR: each a single storey;
five bay range, with six window left hand section. Each a symmetrical front
with rubbed brick heads to mid C20 doors and overlights, and horned 4/4
pane sashes. Left hand addition has doorway in the left hand end gable. Rear
gabled service ranges with attic hatches and 6/6 pane sashes. INTERIOR:
altered mid C20, contains flush four panel doors. HISTORY: sergeant’s
accommodation at the first British School of Gunnery, opened 1859. Included
as part of a group with the hospital (qv), within a complete mid C19 barracks.
(PSA Drawings Collection, NMR, Swindon: CTR 361; Glennie D: Gunners Town:
History of Shoeburyness: Civic Publications: 1948-).

Terrace of six NCO houses, now three. 1861, drawings signed by Cpt Sykes,
RE, Inspector of Works. Yellow stock brick with brick chamfered square ridge
stacks and square end gable stack, and slate roof. Single depth plan with
rear service range. EXTERIOR: each a single storey; five bay range. Each a
symmetrical front with rubbed brick heads to mid C20 doors and overlights,
and horned 4/4 pane sashes. Right hand guard house with C20 verandah and
inserted window. Rear gabled service ranges with attic hatches and 6/6 pane
sashes. INTERIOR: altered mid C20, contains flush four panel doors. HISTORY:
sergeant’s accommodation at the first British School of Gunnery, opened
1859. Included as part of a group with the hospital (qv), within a complete
mid C19 barracks. (PSA Drawings Collection, NMR, Swindon: RA Barracks
and Old Ranges 1860-: CTR357-358; Glennie D: Gunners Town: History of
Shoeburyness: Civic Publications: 1948-).

1005

Blocks E-H Shoebury Garrison Hospital Road Shoebury Garrison
Grade II
Date Listed: 28.04.86 GV
(now 30 Chapel Road & 18-22 Hospital Road)
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metal railings encloses forecourt. Attached buttresses rear wall extends from
the hospital enclosing the rear section. HISTORY: one of only two regimental
military hospitals in barracks (Fulwood, Preston contains the other) of
this period. Beatson was one of the important group of Engineer officers,
although the double-depth planning of the wards pre-dates the pavilion plan
which dominated hospital design from the 1860’s. One of the first buildings at
the British School of Gunnery, authorised 1856, for the RA; part of a group with
the NCO terraces each side (qv), within a complete mid C19 barracks. (PSA
Drawings Collection, NMR, Swindon, 1863-: CTR 130-158; Glennie D: Gunners
Town: History of Shoeburyness: Civic Publications: 1948-).

Hospital, attached Blocks I-J and attached front walls, Shoebury Garrison
Hospital Road Shoebury Garrison
Grade II
Date Listed: 28.04.86 GV
(now 8-16 Hospital Road)
Description:

1006

Hospital and attached staff quarters. Dated 1856, drawings signed by Captain
R S Beatson, RE. Yellow stock brick with rubbed brick dressings, brick gable
stacks and slate roof. PLAN: double depth plan hospital with rear service and
kitchen block, double depth plan wings each side with rear service block
attached. EXTERIOR: two storey; five window range, single storey; five bay
left hand staff wing. Symmetrical hospital front has overhanging bracketed
eaves, a porch with stucco cornice and pilasters, double four panel doors
and overlight, and sashes to the sides, a central gable to a first floor Venetian
window with stucco surround, and flat headed 6/6 pane sashes. A passage
with WCs connects to a rear has a central, square, single storey cook house
and ablution block with a louvred ridge lantern flanking a central stack. Staff
wing has flat headed 4/4 pane sashes with a mid C20 door and overlight.
INTERIOR: not inspected; drawings show central stair hall with wards each
side. SUBSIDIARY FEATURES: attached front wall, with capped piers and
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Officers’ Mess, Proof and Experimental Establishment Horseshoe Barracks
Mess Road Shoebury Garrison
Grade II
Date Listed: 11.02.87 GV

Description:

Description:

Commandant’s house. 1851, built by D Nicholson and Sons, Wandsworth,
extended 1860 and later. Yellow stock brick with brick ridge and gable stacks,
and slate hipped and gabled roof. Double depth plan. EXTERIOR: two storeys;
four window range. Rendered porch to left of centre has half glazed door with
overlight to right of gabled bay with added conservatory. Projecting eaves
are supported on decorative cast iron brackets. INTERIOR: not inspected.
HISTORY: one of the first buildings on the site, for the superintendent,
Shoebury was expanded in 1859 as the first British School of Gunnery.
Included as an important part of a complete mid C19 barracks. (PSA Drawings
Collection, NMR, Swindon: RA Barracks and Old Ranges: 1860-: CTR 351-353;
Glennie D: Gunners Town: history of Shoeburyness: Civic Publications 1948-).

Coastguard station, now included within officers’ mess and accommodation.
c.1825 coastguard station, library and former dining room 1852, extended
to the rear 1861-2, dining room extended and accommodation buildings
added 1898. Yellow stock brick, stretcher bond and Portland dressings
to 1890s build, with lateral and ridge stacks, and slate hipped roof. PLAN:
central double depth library building and right hand L shaped former dining
room and dining room extension: single depth axial plan accommodation.
EXTERIOR: single storey; one window coastguard station, incorporated
within rear of single storey; five window range library with single storey;
3:4 window former dining room, and new dining room to right, and long two
storey; 17 window accommodation range to left. Central library building has
rubbed brick flat arches to tall ground floor 6/9 pane sashes and first floor
3/6 pane sashes, with two right hand casements, and in the centre a late C19
glazed porch with plinth, mullion and transom windows and half glazed C20
double doors to left, and half glazed doors in entrances to the returns. To
the right the former dining room is set back, with a moulded pediment gable
containing a keyed lunette, with tall, rubbed brick segmental arched 12/12
pane sashes; three window right hand return has a blind window to the front
and a lateral stack. Long right hand dining room with a tall left hand 12/12
pane sash, and one large and two narrower sashes to right of centre with
projecting exterior chimneys either side; right hand return has a four light
canted bay with hipped roof. To the rear decorative cast iron glazed porch

1007

Commandant’s House Horseshoe Barracks Mess Road Shoebury Garrison
Grade II
Date Listed: 28.04.86 GV
(now 2 Mess Road)
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Numbers 1-4 (consec) Blocks A-D Horseshoe Barracks Warrior Square
Shoebury Garrison
Grade II
Date Listed: 28.04.86 GV
(now 1-7 (odd) Warrior Square Road)

and former billiard room, now kitchen. Left hand 1898 accommodation a long
symmetrical range with ashlar cill bands and dentil, two window ends set
forward, and projecting entrance bays four from each end with semi-circular
gables. Segmental arched doorways with four pane overlights, margin
lights and double four panel doors, beneath three light mullion and transom
first floor windows; rubbed brick heads to ground floor segmental arched
and and first floor flat arched horned plate glass sashes. INTERIOR: former
dining room has trusses with arch braced canted ties and trefoil-headed
spandrel panels, and oak half panelling with fluted Corinthian pilasters to
fireplaces; dining room has half-glazed dado doors under broken pediments,
three fireplaces, dado rail and panelled dado, and plastered ceiling with
principal beam supported on double brackets springing from paired pilasters.
Accommodation range has a rear corridor and eared fireplace surrounds
in bedrooms. HISTORY: the 1850s mess buildings forms part of the original
Horseshoe Barracks, built for the British School of Gunnery which opened
in 1856. The later accommodation building is included for its interest in the
development of the whole mess complex. (PSA Drawings Collection, NMR,
Swindown: RA Barracks and Old Ranges: 1898-: CTR 359-360; Glennie D:
Gunners Town: History of Shoeburyness: Civic Publications 1948-).

Description:

1008

Terrace of four officers’ quarters at British School of Gunnery, now houses.
1860, Block D added c.1870, altered 1925. Yellow stock brick with rubbed
brick flat arches, brick ridge stacks and slate roof. Late Georgian style. Single
depth plan with rear service blocks. EXTERIOR: each a two storey; fine
window range. Long symmetrical front with plat band and overhanging roof;
each house has a central flat headed 6/6 pane sashes. One window range
end gables have a blind attic lunette. INTERIOR: not inspected but noted as
having rear dogleg stair from entrance hall. HISTORY: the RA School opened
in 1859. Each originally had rooms for four officers to the front and rear
servant’s quarters. (PSA Drawings Collection, NMR, Swindon: RA Barracks
and Old Ranges: 1860-: CT 361-364; Glennie D: Gunners Town : History of
Shoeburyness: Civic Publications: 1948-).
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Carriage/Wagon Shed Horseshoe Barracks Warrior Square Shoebury Garrison
Grade II
Date Listed: 28.04.86 GV

No 5 (Clerk of Works House) Horseshoe Barracks Warrior Square Shoebury Garrison
Grade II
Date Listed: 08.07.98 GV
(now 9 Warrior Square Road)

Description:

Description:

Vehicle shed at British School of Gunnery, now workshops and stores.
c.1860s. Cast iron frame with wrought iron trusses and corrugated iron
roof, and mid C20 rendered infill. Iron frame with wrought iron trusses and
corrugated iron roof, and mid C20 rendered infill. Iron frame has I-section
beams bolted together, with cast brackets supporting the gutter, and curved
ends with sunken panels to round posts, on sandstone plinths at the south
end where the ground falls. INTERIOR: has wrought iron trusses with round
ties and angle iron struts. HISTORY: the School of the RA opened in 1859.
Included as an example of a prefabricated store, forming part of a complete
mid C19 barracks. Glennie D: Gunners Town : History of Shoeburyness: Civic
Publications: 1948-).

Officer’s house at British School of Gunnery. c.1861. Yellow stock brick with
rubbed brick heads, brick stacks, and slate hipped roof. Double-depth plan.
1009

EXTERIOR: two storeys; three window range. Entrance front has projecting
coped gable with finial and kneelers one bay from the left, first floor brick
string and cill course. Left hand entrance bay set back with a segmental
arched doorway with plate glass overlight and four panel door; segmental
arched 2/2 pane sashes, with keys on the ground floor, the front gable has
a wide shallow parapetted bay with a tripartite window with brick mullions,
ground floor tripartite windows to the right, to the first floor over the bay, and
the left hand side of the left and return.
INTERIOR: not inspected.
HISTORY: the RA School opened in 1859. (PSA Drawings Collection, NMR,
Swindon: RA Barracks and Old Ranges: 1861-: CTR 362-364; Glennie D:
Gunners Town: History of Shoeburyness: Civic Publications: 1948-).
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List Descriptions
C, D and E The Terrace Horseshoe Barracks Warrior Square (north side)
Shoebury Garrison
Grade II
Date Listed: 28.04.86 GV
(now 6-10 The Terrace)

Description:

Description:

Surgeon’s quarters (Block B) at British School of Gunnery, instructor’s quarter
added. 1861-2, altered c.1870. Yellow stock brick with rubbed brick flat
arches, brick ridge, right hand gable and left hand lateral stacks and slate
roof. PLAN: double depth plan with rear service blocks. EXTERIOR: two
storey; six bay range. Pair of three window houses with plat band and coped
gabled on corbelled kneelers, left hand cross gable has a canted three
window bay with parapet; rubbed brick segmental arched windows with 6/6
pane sashes to the middle of each ground floor and the bay, timber tripartite
4/4 pane ground floor and 2/2 pane first floor sashes, and plate glass central
first floor sashes.

Terrace of three married officers; houses at the British School of Gunnery.
1861-2. Yellow stock brick with rubbed brick heads, truncated brick ridge,
gable and side lateral stacks, and slate roof. Double depth plan. EXTERIOR:
two storey 4:5:4 window range. Symmetrical front with projecting coped
gables on kneelers one bay from the ends, brick first floor string and cill
band and moulded brick eaves cornice; end and central entrance bays, the
latter with a small raised gable, have segmental arched doorways with plate
glass overlights and four panel doors, the middle house has double half
glazed mid C20 doors. Segmental arched windows, keyed on the ground
floor with 2/2 pane sashes, brick mullions, and timber tripartite first floor
windows. Rear has similar elevation, with the outer gables containing larger
6/6 pane sashes to the stairs, and a central single storey service block.
INTERIOR: has a central axial passage, dogleg transverse stairs from the
entrance hall with moulded iron balusters and curtails, four panel doors
and late C19 fireplaces. HISTORY: the RA School opened in 1859. Contains
architectural distinctions reflecting the rang of the occupant. (PSA Drawings
Collection, NMR, Swindon: RA Barracks and Old Ranges: 1860-: CTR 357358; Glennie D: Gunners Town: History of Shoeburyness: Civic Publications
1948-).

1010

A and B The Terrace Horseshoe Barracks Warrior Square
Shoebury Garrison
Grade II
Date Listed: 28.04.86 GV
(now 12-14 The Terrace)
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List Descriptions
Old Ranges Former Light Quick Firing Battery Proof & Experimental Establishment Shoebury Garrison
Grade II
Date Listed: 28.04.86

F and G The Terrace Horseshoe Barracks Warrior Square Shoebury Garrison
Grade II
Date Listed: 28.04.86 GV
(now 2-4 The Terrace)

Description:

Description:

Light Quick Firing Battery, now disused, former casemates, 1870s,
remodelled early 1890s as Light Quick Firing Battery. Stock brick with iron
frame, C20 rendering to upper part. Two chambers set askew. Right part:
massive piers with black brick quoins flanking iron frame of three bays.
Wooden door frame (door missing) between two upright girders supporting
wall plate. Iron clad barrel vaulted roof with mantle rail above blocked
casemate. Part of plank floor survives. Left part: Truncated and re-fronted
in yellow brick with four-course relieving arches, now demolished. Three
bay barrel vaulted roof with brick infill; C20 brick partition. Interesting late
example of a casemate and unique because referred to as an ‘experimental
casemate’ in contemporary documents. A photograph (PIB/202) of c.1896-8
shows the arrangement of rifle muzzle loading guns on the pier.

1011

Pair of semi detached officers’ houses at British School of Gunnery. 1861-2.
Yellow stock brick with rubbed brick heads, brick central ridge and gable
stacks, and slate roof. Double depth plan. EXTERIOR: each two storeys
and attic; four window range. Symmetrical front has coped gables with
kneelers set forward one bay from the ends, first floor brick string and cill
courses, and moulded brick eaves cornice. End entrance bays set back
have segmental arched doorways with plate glass overlights and four panel
doors; segmental arched 2/2 pane sashes, with keys on the ground floor, mid
C20 casements to the inner ground floor windows of G house, and two pairs
of gabled dormers with plate glass sashes connected by a parapet; gables
have canted, parapeted bays and first floor tripartite windows with plate
glass sashes, and flat headed attic 2/2 pane sashes. Returns have gables
to the rear, and a gabled dormer toward the front. Rear has single storey
service blocks. INTERIOR: not inspected. HISTORY: the RA School opened in
1859. Contains architectural distinctions reflecting the rank of the occupant.
(PSA Drawings Collection, NMR, Swindon: RA Barracks and Old Ranges:
1860-: CTR 357-358: Glennie D: Gunners Town: History of Shoeburyness:
Civic Publications: 1948-).
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List Descriptions
Old Ranges Former Heavy Quick Firing Battery Proof & Experimental Establishment Shoebury Garrison
Grade II
Date Listed: 28.04.86
Description:

1012

Heavy Quick Firing Battery, now disused. 1898, incorporating part of earlier
battery, extended during construction and completed 1900. Mass concrete
outer walls in 1:3 Portland cement with broken stone and sand; core of brick
burrs. Four semi circular bastions with projecting parapet. Neatly shuttered
in horizontal courses. Twin towers of ammunition hoist and single storey
structures attached to rear. An early concrete building used for training in
methods of firing from an elevated position; the hoist towers also used for
training in fire-fighting. The hoist room retains part of the curved ceiling from
an earlier battery, possible c.1850.
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Appendix B
Scheduled Monument
Description
features, like overlapping ramparts and outworks, are limited to only a
few examples. Internal features include timber or stone round houses;
large storage pits and hearths; scattered post holes, stake holes and
gullies, and square or rectangular buildings supported by four or six posts
(represented by post holes) normally interpreted as raised granaries. Slight
univallate hillforts are rare with around 150 examples recorded nationally,
with concentrations in Devon (where they are the major class of hillfort)
and in Wessex, Sussex, the Cotswolds and the Chilterns (where they
occur alongside other classes). Although particularly rare in south eastern
England, the slight univallate hillfort, sometimes (but not invariably) located
on elevated ground, is the predominant form of defended settlement. In
view of their rarity and their importance in understanding the development
of Bronze Age and Iron Age communities, all slight univallate hillforts which
survive comparatively well and have the potential for the recovery of further
archaeological remains are considered to be of national importance.

Name: Defended prehistoric settlement at Shoeburyness, known as the
Danish Camp
List entry Number: 1017206
Date first scheduled: 01-Nov-1966
Date of most recent amendment: 30-Nov-1999
1013

Reasons for Designation
The defended prehistoric settlement at Shoeburyness, although lowlying, belongs to the class of prehistoric monuments known as `slight
univallate hillforts'. These are fortified enclosures, ranging in size between
1ha and 10ha and surrounded by a single boundary of substantial, but not
especially imposing earthworks. Locations vary from hilltops in central
southern and south western parts of England to near sea level around the
fen margins of East Anglia, and the interpretations of their functions include
stock enclosures, redistribution centres, places of refuge and permanent
settlements. In general these monuments date between the Late Bronze Age
and the Early Iron Age.

The defended prehistoric settlement at Shoeburyness has been denuded by
the development of the 19th century military complex, although the southern
half of the enclosure has been shown to survive extremely well and to retain
significant and valuable archaeological information. The original appearance
of the rampart is reflected in the two standing sections, and the associated
length of the perimeter ditch will remain preserved beneath layers of
accumulated and dumped soil. Numerous buried features related to periods

The earthworks normally include a rampart and external ditch, while access
to the interior is usually provided by one or two entrances comprising
either simple gaps or in-turned rampart terminals. Portal gateways have
occasionally been revealed by the excavation, although more elaborate
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Scheduled Monument Description
ranges. The visible remains of the Iron Age settlement were probably
reduced at this time leaving only two sections of the perimeter bank, or
rampart, standing. This bank is thought to have originally continued north
and east, following a line to East Gate and Rampart Street, and enclosed a
sub-rectangular area of coastal land measuring some 450m in length. The
width of the enclosure cannot be ascertained as the south eastern arm (if
any existed) is presumed lost to coastal erosion. The surviving section of the
north west bank, parallel to the shore line and flanking Warrior Square Road,
now lies some 150m-200m inland. It measures approximately 80m in length
with an average height of 2m and width of 11m. The second upstanding
section, part of the southern arm of the enclosure, lies some 150m to the
south alongside Beach Road. This bank is similar in width although slightly
lower overall, with some evidence of remodelling associated with two mid19th century magazine buildings and a blast mound situated immediately to
the south. The bank is flanked by an external ditch, now largely buried, which
was shown by exploratory excavations in 1876 to be 12m wide and nearly 3m
deep. More recent trial excavations (1999) have found pottery assemblages
dating from the Middle and Late Bronze Age in association with the rampart.

1014

of occupation survive in the interior, and these (together will the earlier fills
of the surrounding ditch) contain artefactual evidence illustrating the date of
the hillfort's construction as well as the duration and character of its use. In
particular, the recent investigations have revealed a range of artefacts and
environmental evidence which illustrate human presence in the Middle and
Late Bronze Age and a variety of domestic activities in the Middle Iron Age,
including an assemblage of pottery vessels which demonstrate extensive
trading links with southern central England. Environmental evidence has
also shown something of the appearance and utilisation of the landscape in
which the monument was set, further indications of which will remain sealed
within deposits in the enclosure and on the original ground surface buried
beneath the surviving sections of bank. Evidence of later use, or reuse, of
the enclosure in the Late Iron Age and Roman periods is of particular interest
for the study of the impact of the Roman invasion and subsequent provincial
government on the native population; the brief reoccupation of the site in
the Anglo-Saxon period, although currently unsupported by archaeological
evidence, also remains a possibility.
History

The area enclosed by these surviving banks, was investigated in 1998 as
part of a wider archaeological evaluation of the Shoeburyness Barracks.
Trial trenches were excavated to sample approximately 4% of this area and
revealed a dense pattern of well preserved Iron Age features, including
evidence of four round houses (identifiable from characteristic drainage
gullies), two post- built structures, several boundary ditches and numerous
post holes and pits. Fragments from a range of local and imported pottery
vessels date the main phase of occupation to the Middle Iron Age (around
the period 400-200 BC). Within this period, evidence was found to indicate a
variety of domestic activities, including spinning, weaving, salt manufacture,

The monument includes the buried and visible remains of the known extent
of a defended prehistoric settlement located on the north shore of the
Thames Estuary, on the eastern side of Shoebury Ness, a broad promontory
at the eastern end of the Southend Flat.
The settlement, which many 19th century antiquarians associated with
historical references to a Danish Camp, lay in a rural setting until 1849
when Shoebury Ness was adopted as a range finding station by the Board
of Ordnance and later developed into a complex of barracks and weapon
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Scheduled Monument Description
regrouping, under the Viking leader Haesten, at a fort near Shoebury.
Although the prehistoric earthwork might have been adopted for this
purpose, the evidence for this period currently consists of only two
fragments of Anglo-Saxon pottery (found during the 1998 investigation), and
cannot be said to support this theory.

cereal processing and butchery. Indications were also found that the interior
of the defended settlement was subdivided, with some areas set apart for
storage, particular dwellings or communal activities.
Slight evidence of earlier prehistoric activity, dating from both the Mesolithic
period and the late Neolithic/Early Bronze Age, was found within the area
of the settlement, although such evidence was also found beyond the
ramparts and is probably representative of more general utilisation of the
marshland which formerly covered the promontory. Evidence was also
found of some form of occupation within the ramparts in the Late Iron Age,
and of continued use after the Roman invasion. Material related to the
demolition of a substantial Romanised structure, which had incorporated
wattle and daub walls and a tiled roof, was found amidst later medieval
debris in the south western corner of the settlement. Since no traces of such
a structure were revealed by the other trenches or by geophysical survey,
it is thought that this building may have stood to the east, seaward of Mess
Road, where fragments of Roman pottery and Roman coins were discovered
in the 1930s during the building work on the 19th century Officers' Mess (a
Grade II Listed Building). This area is of interest not only for the location of
the Roman structure but also for the continuation of Iron Age settlement
activity towards the shoreline. It is therefore included in the scheduling. Trial
trenches in the northern part of the settlement (as defined by the putative
line of the ramparts to the north of Chapel Road) found considerable modern
disturbance and no evidence of surviving Iron Age features. This northern
area is therefore not included in the scheduling.

1015

A number of features are excluded from the scheduling: these are all
buildings, including the Grade II Listed Commandant's House and the
Officer's Mess, the Mess range, the houses and garages on Chapel Road,
the electricity sub-station at the junction of Mess Road and Chapel Road and
the air raid shelters located to east, south and west of the recreation ground,
all modern laid surfaces of roads, driveways, paths and tennis courts, and all
bollards, railings, fences and boundary walls; the ground beneath all these
features is, however, included.

The former interpretation of the monument as a `Danish Camp' is based
on entries in the Anglo-Saxon Chronicles. These record the expulsion of
Danish forces from their base at Benfleet in AD 893 and their subsequent
129

Appendix C
Building-by-Building
Descriptions
Properties are assessed according to their value to the area’s character.
Values are:

Descriptions of streets and buildings relate to the situation at the time
of survey in October 2019. They are intended to guide decisions on
conservation area boundaries, on future development control, and on the
need for enhancement. They relate to buildings and other structures adjacent
or close to the named streets. They are not necessarily comprehensive and
other features not mentioned may nevertheless have value for the character
of the area.

positive – it contributes to the area’s character

•

positive* – the building is potentially positive but needs improvement
or restoration. For example, it could be in poor condition or it could
have later alterations which are inappropriate to the Conservation
Area in terms of materials, design or scale (this list is not exhaustive).
Often the rating is given because of the cumulative impact of several
inappropriate changes.

•

neutral – it neither harms nor contributes to the area

•

negative – it harms the area’s character.

1016

•

The List Descriptions for Listed Buildings are included in Appendix A. The
Scheduled Monument Description is included in Appendix B.

These values are shown on Map J on the following page.
Buildings can be negative by reasons such as mass, design, materials or
siting. Unsympathetic alterations can have the effect of moving a building
down a grade. Similarly, reversal of such alterations could restore its original
character and move it up a grade.
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Building-by-Building Descriptions
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Building-by-Building Descriptions
Anchor Close

Recent development of 14 houses in two terraces and one single dwelling,
discreetly set on a site to the rear of the Shoeburyness Hotel. Good quality
hard landscaping to central courtyard, with grey and red brick setts, and
concrete paving slabs, with trees and low box hedges planted between
houses. The stock brick boundary wall of the Garrison site forms the south
boundary to the development.

Address

Value

Designation

1-14 Anchor Close

Positive

These properties are subject
to Permitted Development
restrictions and therefore
alterations may require
planning permission

Description
Red brick ground floor with black weatherboarded first floors. Slate roofs.
Black framed windows with large panes and zinc clad dormers. Black timber
doors. A good quality example of new development within an historic setting.

1018
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Building-by-Building Descriptions
Beach Road

Largely undeveloped with views over adjoining open land to distant
buildings and the sea. The openness provides a suitable setting for part of
the Iron Age rampart and the Powder Magazines.

Address

Value

Designation

Two Powder Magazines

Positive

Grade II

Description
See list description for further details. 1852-3, one is the first brick building
on the Station, yellow brick, bitumen roof. Examples of functional military
architecture and important for the Garrison’s early history. Some salt staining
and vegetation growth on the roof, which would benefit from removal.
1019
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Building-by-Building Descriptions
Brigadier Way

Recent development of houses on a cul-de-sac in a traditional design. Laid
out on a gently sweeping road which is tarmac and but with good front
gardens, unenclosed by boundary walls, and setts to front pathways and
driveways. Some interest is added through the incorporation and reuse
of historic Garrison buildings and boundary walls. Grass verges and front
gardens without boundary treatments, plus planting in private gardens
provides interest to the streetscape.

Address

Value

Designation

1, 3 Brigadier Way,
6-12 Brigadier Way (even)

Neutral
Single storey
building on
No.10: Positive

These properties are subject
to Permitted Development
restrictions and therefore
alterations may require
planning permission

Description

1020

Stock brick. Two storeys with pitched slate roofs. White painted timber
framed sash windows and some roundel windows on side elevations.
Reconstituted stone porches. Timber panelled doors. No.10 incorporates a
single storey small building from the Garrison, stock brick with pitched slate
roof and two louvered vents on the ridge.
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Building-by-Building Descriptions
Address

Value

Designation

2, 4 Brigadier Way

Positive

These properties are subject
to Permitted Development
restrictions and therefore
alterations may require
planning permission

Description

1021

Two bungalows adapted from a former Garrison building. Stock brick. Single
storey. Timber sash windows and some roundel windows added. Timber
panelled doors. Pitched slate roof. A tall, stock brick boundary wall from the
Garrison forms the east property boundary to the houses.
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Building-by-Building Descriptions
Chapel Place

Recent development of two blocks of flats and a terrace set on a cul-desac and with some buildings fronting Chapel Road. The street is welllandscaped, with grassed areas, low hedges (though some beds are starting
to look overgrown or worn) and regularly spaced trees. A public garden to
the west provides a path and canon as a piece of public art, with views to the
east elevation of the church preserved through the development. Traditional
style lampposts painted green.

Address

Value

Designation

1-4, 15-18 Chapel Place

Positive

These properties are subject
to Permitted Development
restrictions and therefore
alterations may require
planning permission

Description

1022

Two blocks of flats. Two storey. Rectangular on plan with slightly lower
smaller wings at either end, mirroring the barracks blocks with smaller
sergeants’ accommodation at either end. Stock bricks with rendered plinth
and stone dressings to parapet and architraves. Grey framed windows with
large panes. Upper floor windows have low Juliette balconies in grey metal.
Side wings have balconies on south side in the same grey metal. Grey
framed doors with large glazed panels. A good quality example of new
development within an historic setting.
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Building-by-Building Descriptions
Address

Value

Designation

5-14 Chapel Place

Positive

These properties are subject
to Permitted Development
restrictions and therefore
alterations may require
planning permission

Description

1023

Terrace of houses. Three storey. Rectangular on plan with slightly lower
smaller wings at either end, mirroring the barracks blocks with smaller
sergeants’ accommodation at either end. Stock bricks with rendered plinth
and two slightly projecting double bays. Grey framed windows with large
panes. Upper floor windows have low Juliette balconies in grey metal. First
floor has a continuous balcony in the same grey metal. Stained timber doors
and garage doors to the ground floors. A good quality example of new
development within an historic setting.
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Building-by-Building Descriptions
Chapel Road

Chapel Road leads westwards to the West Gate. Although the Garrison is
generally flat, there is a significant dip in the land between the West Gate
(the historic entrance into the Garrison from the west) and the Horseshoe
Barrack. Combined with the curvature of the road, it produces a fine
townscape which has a semi-rural feel, full of interest and with some
buildings acting as focal points. It has well spaced buildings of varied
designs but with common features and materials and with historic interest,
interspersed with open spaces, substantial mature trees and other planting.
It gives long views in both directions. The curved alignment makes buildings
on the north side particularly prominent. The security fence to the Cantel
Medical site detracts from the character of the west end of the road.

Address

Value

Designation

Gunnery House (Long
Course Officers’ Quarters)

Positive

Grade II

Description

1024

See list description for more details. 1871, two storey plus basement, burnt
rubble brick walls and iron rails to basement area, steps to raised ground
floor, stock brick, slate roof, three prominent stacks, rear extensions, sliding
timber sash windows, simple panelled timber double entrance doors. Both
rear and front elevations are prominent. The side elevations also have
interest, with pilaster and string course details in brick. Closes the view
northwards from Mess Road and the former Officers’ Mess. Converted into
flats.
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Building-by-Building Descriptions
Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

Drill Shed

Positive

Grade II

32-34 Chapel Road

Positive

Proposed
Article 4
Direction

Description

See list description for more details. 1859, early example of free-span north
light roof construction. Stock brick with red and pale yellow brick detailing,
including pilasters. Timber sash windows. Three door openings on south
elevation: east and west openings with timber panelled double doors, central
opening with boarding painted green, which would benefit with replacement
with a replica door. All elevations prominent, particularly the interesting
rooflights on north and south elevations. Important views northwards from
Mess Road, open spaces and Chapel Road. Some granite setts evident to
Chapel Road gutter. Now in use as outlet shops and a warehouse.

Former Assistant Instructors’ Quarters, c 1880. Originally four units, converted
to a pair of single storey bungalows. Symmetrical frontage, stock brick walls,
slate roofs and stock brick chimney stacks, timber sliding sash windows.
Projecting flat roofed porches with doors to the sides, which are timber with
four panes of glass to the upper quarter of the door. Brick burr boundary wall
to street with low timber gates with three open panels to the top, enclosing
pleasantly planted gardens.

1025

Description
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Building-by-Building Descriptions
Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

36 Chapel Road

Positive

Proposed
Article 4
Direction

38-52 Chapel Road
(Including 2-4 Horseshoe
Crescent)

Positive

Grade II

Description

Recent rebuild of the former schoolmaster’s house, c.1880, which was
demolished in 2001. Two storey, yellow brick with regular red brick headers,
slate roof, sliding sash windows. Historic brick burr boundary wall to Chapel
Road, with low timber gates with three open panels to the top, which transitions
to tall stock brick wall with recessed panels that turns on to Brigadier Way and
forms the property boundary on these sides of the building.

See list description for more details. Formerly Block P-Q, Horseshoe
Barracks, c.1859, used as the Garrison School and commissariat stores. Part of
Horseshoe Barracks, built to the same external design as the Barrack Blocks.
Two storeys of stock brick, pitched slate roofs with brick stacks. Single storey
wings at either end originally for sergeants’ accommodation. Timber sash
windows. Timber double doors with fanlight. Painted letters denoting the block
above each door. Forms part of the setting of the Gateway/Clock Tower and
the Horseshoe layout. All elevations contribute to character of area. Front and
flank elevations are important to Chapel Road townscape.

1026

Description
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Building-by-Building Descriptions
Address

Value

Designation

54-56 Chapel Road and the
Gateway/Clock Tower

Positive

Grade II

Description

1027

See list description for more details. Former regimental offices (54) and
guardroom (56) and gateway/clock tower. Italianate design in a roughly
symmetrical composition. Together they frame the entry to the Horseshoe.
Yellow stock brick with pale yellow brick detail and stone dressings and
rusticated banding. Brick arcades to the flank of the gateway. The clock
tower projects forwards and forms a focal point. A high stock brick wall
frames the former exercise yard to the guard house. Timber windows in
variety of designs: sash, top hung casements and fixed panes. The original
gates have been removed. Timber panelled door to former guardhouse.
Timber double door with glazing to upper halves and side/fanlights. Tall
pitched roof to former guardhouse. Roof to regimental offices not visible
behind parapet.
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Building-by-Building Descriptions
Address

Value

Designation

58-72 Chapel Road
(Including 1-3 Horseshoe
Crescent)

Positive

Grade II

Description

1028

See list description for more details. Formerly Block A-B, Horseshoe
Barracks, c.1859, used as a two storey Barrack Block for 96 soldiers in eight
rooms, and with single storey sergeants’ accommodation on each flank. The
former detached kitchen is at the rear. It forms part of Horseshoe Barracks,
built to the same external design as the other Barrack Blocks. Two storeys of
stock brick, pitched slate roofs with brick stacks. Single storey wings at either
end originally for sergeants’ accommodation. Timber sash windows. Timber
double doors with fanlight. Painted letters denoting the block above each
door. Forms part of the setting of the Gateway/Clock Tower and is part of the
Horseshoe layout. All elevations contribute to character of area. Front and
flank elevations are important to Chapel Road townscape.
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Building-by-Building Descriptions
Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

74 Chapel Road

Positive

Proposed
Article 4
Direction

76 Chapel Road

Positive

Proposed
Article 4
Direction

Description

Former telephone exchange, built between 1938-1960. L-shaped single
storey building, yellow brick, slate hipped roof. High windows under the
eaves. Slightly set back from the frontage of 58-72 (Block A) and not
prominent in the street scene.

Two storey house, c.1870s, stock brick with pitched slate roof and brick
stacks. Central entrance bay with pyramidal roof. Right hand bay is set back
and has ground floor canted bay window with small window above set in the
eaves. Left hand bay is gabled and is further forward than the right hand bay
and has a taller canted bay window on the ground floor with a single window
above. Timber sash windows, timber panelled door with glazed upper panes.
Set behind tall stock brick wall with modern metal gates.

1029

Description
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Building-by-Building Descriptions
Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

78 Chapel Road,
Commandant’s Stables

Positive

Proposed
Article 4
Direction

Garrison Church

Positive - though would benefit Grade II
from being brought back into
an appropriate viable use

Description

Description

Former stables converted to residential use. c.1860-1864, single storey, stock
brick, gabled slate roof with a central stack, stable doors with fanlights (some
may have been converted to windows), sliding sash windows. Conservatory
added to west elevation. Part concealed from the road by brick boundary
wall and timber gates.

See list description for more details. 1866, Gothic revival style, polygonal
ragstone with ashlar dressings, steeply pitched slate roof with gables,
dormer vents and a cupola and tall pyramidal roof, stained glass windows.
Vacant, which detracts from its character. The open gardens and planting
around the church and enhance its setting.

1030
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Building-by-Building Descriptions
Chesterman Road, Hale Way, Hospital Road, Parade Walk

Housing estate set to the east of Hospital Road and north of the Drill Hall and
Gunnery House on the site of former timber barracks buildings. Most of the
houses are traditionally designed detached, semi-detached or short terraces
in stock brick with pitched slate roofs. At the north end of this area there are
three blocks converted from former single storey stores or stables of similar
materials. In contrast there are four large blocks of flats which are designed
to relate mainly to the waterfront, with timber cladding and balconies looking
out at the views. Though large in scale, they are located so that they do not
impinge on historic buildings or within views from parts of the Conservation
Area where groups of historic buildings survive.
1031
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Building-by-Building Descriptions
Address

Value

Designation

1-13 Hospital Road, 2, 4, 18, 20,
1-15 (odd) Chesterman Road,
31-34 Parade Walk,
1-16 Hale Way

Neutral

These properties are
subject to Permitted
Development restrictions
and therefore alterations
may require planning
permission

Description

1032

A recent development of 42 houses. A mix of detached, semi-detached and
short terraces. Two storey. Stock brick with pitched slate roofs. Timber sash
windows and timber panelled front doors with small canopies over. Some
have smaller set back wings which mirror the layout of the barracks buildings
with smaller sergeants’ accommodation at either end. Some detached single
storey garages of same materials. All have well-presented front gardens.
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Building-by-Building Descriptions
Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

6-16 Chesterman Road

Positive

These properties are subject
to Permitted Development
restrictions and therefore
alterations may require
planning permission

Rifle Lodge
(former rifle shed)

Positive

This property is subject to
Permitted Development
restrictions and therefore
alterations may require
planning permission

Description

Three Garrison buildings converted to residential use, dating from between
1860s and 1890s. Possibly former stores, stables or drivers’ quarters. Single
storey, stock brick with pitched slate roofs, two with continuous ridge vents.
Timber sash windows and timber doors, with some roundel windows to end
gables. Rooflights added to roof pitches.

Former rifle shed converted to residential. Built between 1895-1922. Single
storey, stock brick with pitched slate roof and stock brick chimney stacks.
Timber casement windows, 3x timber plank doors with fanlights over.
Modern conservatory style extension to east in dark grey is sympathetic.

1033

Description

No photo
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Building-by-Building Descriptions
Address

Value

Designation

1-25 Parade Walk

Positive

These properties are subject
to Permitted Development
restrictions and therefore
alterations may require
planning permission

Description

1034

Four three storey blocks of flats built by Hawkins Brown architects in the
21st century. Stock brick plinth with vertical timber cladding above. Principal
elevations face out to sea, with large windows and glazed balconies
articulated at different heights and depth of projection add interest to the
façades. Recessed walls to balconies are pale grey cladding. To the rear,
facing Parade Way, the elevations are simpler, with narrower bands of
windows and stock brick stair towers. An example of interesting modern
design integrated sensitively with the historic environment.
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Building-by-Building Descriptions
High Street

General character: the width of the road fronting the Garrison gates gives the
character of a small square tapering towards George Street/Hinguar Street
with mixed Victorian commercial and residential buildings and an appropriate
setting for the Garrison entrance. This section of the High Street has scope
for enhancement through improved public realm, surfacing and the reversal
of inappropriate changes to buildings. North of George Street/Hinguar Street
the High Street has a more conventional residential character with mixed
designs and fragmented quality.

Address

Value

Designation

Shoeburyness Hotel

Positive

Locally Listed
Building

Description

1035

Built c.1899 to replace the former Tavern. Has historic links with the Garrison
and forms an important part of the townscape. Arts and Crafts design, first
floor red brick with brick pilasters and decorative band, tiled gable, casement
small paned windows mostly with arched heads, tiled roof with well detailed
chimney stacks. Ground floor is clad in dark green ceramic tiles with fascia
above for the hotel’s name. Two double doors and one single door in timber
with glazing in the top halves and decorative metal signs above. Curved
bay to the right which forms a recess under the eastern bay of the building.
Bamboo cane screening to smoking area is unsympathetic. Some of the
brickwork at ground floor level on south and west elevations is rendered and
painted red. The rear wall is stock brick and there is a large metal extraction
duct, though hidden from the main street scene.
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Building-by-Building Descriptions
Address

Value

Designation

3-7 High Street

Positive*

N/A

Description

1036

c.1870, rendered brick, small two storey buildings, originally terraced shops
and houses, though now only No.5 operates as a take away with the others
converted to residential. Slate roofs to Nos.3 and 5 but No.7 replaced with
unsympathetic concrete tiles. Timber sliding sash windows to Nos.3 and
first floor of No.5. Unsympathetic uPVC sash and casement windows to
No.7. Large glazed pane for shopfront of No.5 with plastic fascia above,
both inappropriate. Satellites dishes unsightly to frontages of Nos.5 and
7. Modern uPVC door to No.7, replacement timber and glazed doors to
Nos.3 and 5 are more in keeping. Would benefit from good maintenance
of paintwork, the replacement of uPVC windows with timber sashes, the
removal of satellite dishes and replacement of moder doors with more
traditional designs in timber.
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Building-by-Building Descriptions
Address

Value

Designation

9-15 High Street

Nos.9,11: Positive*
Nos.13, 15: Positive

N/A

Description

1037

c.1880, terraced two-storey houses, stock brick originally
but now No.9 pebble dash render and No.11 smooth
render, with decorative banding at eaves and on bay
windows. Single storey canted bay windows with pitched
slate roofs and slight projection to first floor. Arched
recessed porches some with original timber doors with
stained glass panels. Timber sliding sash windows with
single glazing bar and arched/curved heads and stone(?)
lintols, though replaced with unsympathetic uPVC
casements to No.9 and first floor of No.11. Slate roofs and
brick chimney stacks. Alternate properties have mirrored
frontages. Higher storey heights and eaves than
adjacent terrace. Enamel name plate between Nos.11/13
‘Roxburche Terrace’. Rear elevations visible from Smith
Street: No.9 has poor condition single storey extension
to rear. Planted front gardens with brick or rendered
front walls. Paved garden and damaged boundary wall
to No.9 has scope for improvement. Would benefit from
replacement of uPVC windows with timber sashes, the
removal of pebbledash render and improved condition
to some elements.
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Building-by-Building Descriptions
Address

Value

Designation

17-25 High Street

Nos.17, 22, 23, 25: Positive*
No.19: Positive

N/A

Description

1038

c.1880, terraced two-storey houses, originally stock brick with red brick
banding (all now pebble dashed except for No.19), two storey bays to Nos.
17-23, each with precast decorative panel, slate roof and clay finial, No.25
has single storey bay, recessed porches with leaded side and fanlights to
doors some with original doors with stained glass upper panels. Timber
sliding sash windows with single glazing bar survive to Nos.17, 21, ground
floor of No.23, while others are a mix of inappropriate uPVC casements and
sash windows, flat heads and precast(?) lintols and columns to bay windows,
slate roofs and chimney stacks, finial to party wall. Rear elevations visible
from Hinguar Street with single bay rear ranges. Front gardens with mainly
low brick boundary walls except No.17 which is a very low stone wall which
would benefit from reinstatement to low brick wall. Would benefit from
the replacement of uPVC windows with timber sashes and the removal of
pebbledash render.
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Building-by-Building Descriptions
Address

Value

Designation

27-35 High Street

Positive*

N/A

Description

1039

Similar design to No.25 with single storey bay window
and recessed porches. Facing brick with red brick
banding remains to Nos.29-33, others have been
rendered. Timber sash windows remain to Nos.27,
ground floor of No.29, No.31 and ground floor of No.33
which as stained-glass upper panes. All other windows
are unsympathetic uPVC casements. Slate roofs to
No.27, all others replaced with unsympathetic concrete
tiles. Nos.27 and 35 have lost the moulded detail
above the recessed porches. Original timber panelled
doors with glazed upper panels survive at Nos.29-33
but replaced at Nos.27 and 35 with less sympathetic
examples. Low brick walls to Nos.25-29 but boundary
treatments lost to Nos.31 and 33 for conversion of front
gardens to parking, which is unsympathetic. No.29 is
the most complete building but is in need of decorative
repairs to the windows and door.
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Building-by-Building Descriptions
Address

Value

Designation

2 High Street

Neutral

N/A

Description
c.1860, two storey house formerly with ground floor shop, rendered, slate
roof. It is in a prominent position at the Garrison entrance and adjacent to the
boundary wall. Unsympathetic alterations (uPVC windows and door, tall red
brick boundary wall to rear yard/garden). Has lost all its historic character
and there is scope for restoration.
1040
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Building-by-Building Descriptions
Address

Value

Designation

4-10 High Street

Positive* with negative
glazed rooftop extension

N/A

Description

1041

c.1860, two storey terrace, Nos.8-10 with lower storey heights, originally
with similar features, stock brick, now mostly rendered or painted, low
pitched slate roofs behind parapets with cornice. They appear to have been
originally built as shops with residential accommodation above. Some shops
converted to residential with insertion of sash windows to ground floor in
place of shop windows, some fascia scrolls and pilasters from the original
shop fronts remain but fragmentary. Modern shop windows to Nos.4, 8 and
10, to Nos.4 and 8 these are particularly unsympathetic. Sliding timber sash
windows (6 panes per sash) in large openings though many replaced with
unsympathetic uPVC. Arched openings to rear access. Entrances originally
with fanlights but no original doors remain. The character of the frontage has
been unsympathetically eroded by alterations (windows in altered openings,
doors in altered openings, poor shopfront conversions, loss of cornice,
different decorative treatment). A large glazed rooftop extension across
Nos.8-10 is particularly unsympathetic. Scope for improvement through
reinstatement of traditional timber shop fronts and signage, uPVC windows
with timber sashes and improved condition.
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Building-by-Building Descriptions
Address

Value

Designation

12 High Street

Positive*

N/A

Description

1042

c.1890, two storey with gabled half
dormer, painted brick, concrete tiled
roof, uPVC sash windows to 1st floor
and dormer, historic (early-mid-20th
century) shopfront to ground with
good picture window divided by
a single glazing bar, with stained
glass fanlights above (though one
broken and boarded at the time of
survey in 2019) and timber door with
small glazed panes on a slightly
curved profile to the upper two
thirds. Modern plastic fascia is less
sympathetic. Originally a similar
design to No.20. Would benefit
from reinstatement of timber sash
windows.
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Building-by-Building Descriptions
Address

Value

Designation

14-18 High Street

Positive*

N/A

Description

1043

c.1870. Originally a pair of semi-detached two-storey villas set back from the
street frontage. Side gardens developed c.1890 with Nos.12 and 20. Villas
extended to street frontage c.1900 with single storey shops. Piers and fascia
scrolls remain between modern shopfronts which are somewhat garish but
have something of a traditional form with stall risers, windows broken up
with glazing bars and facias above. Former houses behind have hipped
slate roofs with brick wills with stone(?) dressings. Brick to No.16 rendered.
Windows not visible.
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Building-by-Building Descriptions
Address

Value

Designation

20 High Street

Positive*

N/A

Description

1044

c.1890, two storey with gabled half
dormer, stock brick with red brick
bands, slate tiled roof, sliding sash
windows (with single glazing bar)
appear to have been replaced
with uPVC. Ground floor shopfront
between timber pilasters, cornice
and fascia scrolls. Awning supports
survive at either end. Modern plastic
fascia, door and window with large
areas of infill are unsympathetic.
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Building-by-Building Descriptions
Address

Value

Designation

22, 22a, 24, 24a High Street

Positive*

N/A

Description

1045

c.1860, two storey terrace, rendered, low pitched slate
roofs behind parapets. No.24 with an added slate
mansard that is somewhat out-of-keeping. They appear
to have been originally built as shops with residential
accommodation above. Shop still to right hand building
(No.22), No.22a and 24/24a converted to residential.
Original fascia scrolls, cornice, pilasters and facias
survive to Nos.22 and 22a, with awning supports
surviving at No.22. Unsympathetic plastic modern
fascia imposed on top of historic fascia on No.22 and
unsympathetic modern shopfront below. To No.22 the
shopfront has been infilled with an additional door and
sash window, which is out of keeping. Sliding timber sash
windows in large openings, though those to Nos.22 and
22a are possibly uPVC replacements. Rusticated ground
floor to No.24/24a with four garage doors inserted on
north elevation.
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Building-by-Building Descriptions
Address

Value

Designation

26-28 High Street

Positive*

N/A

Description

1046

c.1880, three storey with ground floor shops, No.28 converted to residential.
Original fascia scrolls and cornice remain to No.28 but shop window filled in.
Stock brick, arched window heads with decorative key stone, three double
windows with central column, timber sliding sash windows without glazing
bars, painted panel for former shop sign on canted corner. The sash windows
added to the ground floor of No.28 during conversion lack the curved arch
to the top and therefore are out of proportion. Slate roof with truncated brick
stack. To No.26 unsympathetic shop front, doors and curved awning, with
temporary shop sign to fascia, though the turning of the shop front around
the corner is a positive feature. Rear addition fronting George Street with
unsympathetic door, window awning and temporary signage.
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Building-by-Building Descriptions
Horseshoe Crescent

A well-ordered formal layout of symmetrical buildings around a large open
space maintains the character of the original parade ground and barracks.
All converted to residential accommodation. Grassed areas and good hard
landscaping in the open space, with trees around the road emphasising the
horseshoe layout. Spaces between the blocks give views into and out of
the Horseshoe. New dwellings have been added to the rear of the barracks
blocks.

1047
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Building-by-Building Descriptions
Address

Value

Designation

5-21 Horseshoe Crescent
(odd)

Positive

Grade II

Description

1048

See list description for more details. Formerly Block C-D, Horseshoe
Barracks, c.1859, used as a two storey Barrack Block for 96 soldiers in eight
rooms, and with gabled single storey sergeants’ accommodation on each
flank, and two storey rear additions for ancillary facilities. It has a simple
symmetrical frontage with two double entrance doors (plain six panels) with
fanlights, sliding sash windows with glazing bars under flat gauged brick
arches, a gabled slate roof and stacks. Double doors to the side entrances
in an arched opening with fanlight. Cast iron vents. A painted letter denoting
the barracks is over each entrance. The former detached cookhouse is at the
rear. The block forms part of Horseshoe Barracks, built to the same external
design as the other Barrack Blocks. Forms part of the setting of the Gateway/
Clock Tower and is part of the Horseshoe layout. All elevations contribute
to character of area. The block has been sub-divided into houses with the
addition of rear roof lights, fenced areas for rear gardens and French doors in
former window openings on the rear elevation.
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Building-by-Building Descriptions
Address

Value

Designation

23-37 Horseshoe Crescent

Positive

Grade II

Description
See list description. Formerly Block E-F, Horseshoe Barracks. As for 5-21.
The block has been sub-divided into houses with the addition of rear roof
lights, fenced areas for rear gardens and French doors in former window
openings on the rear elevation.
1049
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Building-by-Building Descriptions
Address

Value

Designation

65-71 Horseshoe Crescent

Positive

Grade II

Description
See list description for more details. Formerly Block G-H, Horseshoe
Barracks. As for Nos.5-21. The block has been sub-divided into houses with
the addition of rear roof lights, fenced areas for rear gardens and French
doors in former window openings on the rear elevation.
1050

In addition, the building was converted into a canteen, c.1877, and became
the NAAFI with substantial internal alterations, rear additions, two storey
flank additions and a central front porch. These additions are generally in
character and reflect its previous use. It has no detached cook house. Nos.65
and 71 were converted into a spa but this is now vacant and permission is
being sought (at the time of writing) for conversion into residential use. There
is also an unsympathetic uPVC conservatory, though this is hidden from view
of the main open space.
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Building-by-Building Descriptions
Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

73-75 Horseshoe Crescent

Positive

Grade II

6 Horseshoe Crescent

Positive

N/A

Description

See list description for more details. Formerly Block I, Horseshoe Barracks,
c.1859, used as the Sergeants’ Mess, originally with five window range,
two storeys but with substantial extensions to front side and rear. With the
Gateway/Clock Tower, this block forms the Horseshoe’s central axis and
closes the view through the Gateway into the Horseshoe. The block has
been sub-divided into houses with the addition of rear roof lights, fenced
areas for rear gardens and French doors in former window openings on the
rear elevation.

Formerly the Quartermasters’ Stores, c.1860-1869. Single storey, yellow
stock brick, slate hipped roof, sliding timber sash windows with glazing bars,
plain boarded entrance doors, openings have flat gauged brick heads.

1051

Description
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Address

Value

Designation

8-22 Horseshoe Crescent

Positive

Grade II

Description

1052

See list description for more details. Formerly Block N-O, Horseshoe
Barracks, c.1859, as for 5-21. In addition, this block was equipped as tworoom married soldiers’ quarters. It does not have a detached cookhouse. The
block has been sub-divided into houses with the addition of rear roof lights,
fenced areas for rear gardens and French doors in former window openings
on the rear elevation.
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Building-by-Building Descriptions
Address

Value

Designation

46 Horseshoe Crescent

Positive

N/A

Description
Former stores, c.1860-1869. Single storey, yellow stock brick, slate pitched
roof with brick stacks, timber sliding sash windows with glazing bars, door
not visible, openings have flat gauged brick heads.
1053
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Building-by-Building Descriptions
Address

Value

Designation

48-62 Horseshoe Crescent

Positive

Grade II

Description
See list description for more details. Formerly Block L-M, Horseshoe
Barracks, c.1859, as for 5-21. The block has been sub-divided into houses
with the addition of rear roof lights, fenced areas for rear gardens and French
doors in former window openings on the rear elevation.
1054
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Building-by-Building Descriptions
Address

Value

Designation

80-94 Horseshoe Crescent

Positive

Grade II

Description
See list description for more details. Formerly Block J-K, Horseshoe
Barracks, c.1859, as for 5-21. In addition, this block is being sub-divided into
houses with the addition of rear roof lights, fenced areas for rear gardens and
French doors in former window openings on the rear elevation.
1055
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Building-by-Building Descriptions
Address

Value

Designation

24-44, 39-63, 64-70, 96
Horseshoe Crescent

Neutral

These properties are subject
to Permitted Development
restrictions and therefore
alterations may require
planning permission

Description

1056

Modern houses and flats built behind the barracks blocks. Similar in design
to those on Brigadier Way. Two storey in stock brick with pitched slate roofs.
Timber sash windows with some roundel windows. Timber panelled doors,
sometimes under reconstituted stone porches. Flats fronting the entrances to
the Horseshoe have entrances on the first floor up flanking steps either side,
with doors to stores under. Hard landscaping to the front, with rear gardens.
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Building-by-Building Descriptions
Hospital Road

The almost symmetrical frontage on the west side with uniformity of design
and strong central emphasis of the former Hospital, gives a formal character
to the street and provides a terminating focal point to views from Hale Way
to the east. New houses on east side (Nos.1-13 (odd) see description for
Chesterman Road/Hale Way). Cast iron light columns.

Address

Value

Designation

Gate and gate piers

Positive - though would
N/A
benefit from more sympathetic
signage or relocation of
signage off the gate

Description

1057

The original entry to the Garrison, closes the High Street view southwards
and visually separates the Garrison from the civilian High Street. Stock brick
with modern lanterns to the piers which are traditional in design. Wrought
iron gates. Modern bollards and road signage are unsightly.
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Building-by-Building Descriptions
Address

Value

Designation

2-6 Hospital Road

Positive

Grade II

Description

1058

See list description for more details. c.1860, Three former noncommissioned married officers' quarters converted to residential. Single
storey, stock brick, sliding timber sash windows with glazing bars, close
boarded entrance doors with lights and fanflights, painted letters above
doors, slate roofs with gable ends, prominent brick chimney stacks. Brick
burr street boundary wall with stock brick piers and copings and timber
gates with three open panels to the top.
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Building-by-Building Descriptions
Address

Value

Designation

8-16 Hospital Road

Positive

Grade II

Description

1059

See list description for more details. c.1856, originally the Garrison Hospital
with attached single storey quarters on both flanks. Single storey ranges
as Nos.2-6. The Hospital is two storey with central gabled bay, with large
pilastered porch projecting to the front, cast iron brackets to cornice, timber
sash windows with Venetian window to central bay at first floor level, timber
double doors to porch. Symmetrical design gives it strong visual emphasis in
the street scene. Low rendered wall topped with railings in circular pattern.
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Address

Value

Designation

18-22 and 30 Chapel Road

Positive

Grade II

Description

1060

See list description for more details.
As Nos.2-6 but with the addition of
a fourth unit (No.30 Chapel Road) at
the south end, c.1870. This end unit
has an added bay to the flank wall.
Also, octagonal rather than diamond
shaped chimney stacks.
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Building-by-Building Descriptions
Magazine Road

Open views across cricket pitch and The Terrace to the north. The Pavilions
are inward facing to a courtyard, with brick walls, hedges and railings
presenting themselves onto the street. Modern housing (outside the
Conservation Area) at the west end.

Address

Value

Designation

Cricket Pavilion

Positive*

N/A

Description

1061

Built between 1872-1895. Single storey, clad in shiplap timber boarding
with gables and decorative bargeboards. The pitched roof is covered in
felt (unsympathetic material). Timber casement windows with canted bays
supported on decorative brackets. Open veranda with timber posts and
balustrade. Doors with diagonal boarding. The adjacent score box appears to
be contemporary with the pavilion. Appears vacant and decorative condition
could be improved.
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Building-by-Building Descriptions
Address

Value

Designation

1-3 The Pavilions (Former
Regimental Offices)

Positive

Proposed
Article 4
Direction

Description
Late-19th/early-20th century, three single storey buildings forming a grassed
courtyard with covered verandas facing the courtyard. Stock brick with hipped
slate roofs and brick stacks. Timber casement windows. Colonnades to front
elevations facing onto the courtyard. Not easily visible from Magazine Road as
set behind a high brick wall and hedges, with gated entrance to the courtyard.
1062
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Building-by-Building Descriptions
Magazine Mews
Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

Garages (Former Cart Shed)

Positive

This property is subject to
Permitted Development
restrictions and therefore
alterations may require
planning permission

13-16 Magazine Mews
(Former Royal
Engineers Quarters)

Positive

These properties are subject
to Permitted Development
restrictions and therefore
alterations may require
planning permission

Description

c.1873, single storey, stock brick, pitched slate roof, modern timber garage
doors to south and east elevations. Rear brick wall fronts Magazine Road.

c.1873 and extended 1895, converted to flats. Stock brick, pitched slate roof
with stock brick stacks, sliding timber sash windows, gable end with barge
board and arched window to Magazine Road. Modern timber door to north
elevation.

1063

Description
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Address

Value

Designation

1 and 2 Magazine Mews

Positive

This property is subject to
Permitted Development
restrictions and therefore
alterations may require
planning permission

Description
Between 1875 and 1922. Former Garrison building (former use
potentially associated with horses and stabling) converted to residential
accommodation. Single storey, stock brick with pitched slate roof. Timber
sash windows with glazing bars, timber stable style door.
1064
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Address

Value

Designation

3-12 Magazine Mews

Neutral

These properties are subject
to Permitted Development
restrictions and therefore
alterations may require
planning permission

Description

1065

Modern houses built on a cul-de-sac. Two or three storeys. Stock brick with
pitched slate roofs, timber sash windows, timber panelled doors with small
canopies over. Single storey garage extensions or detached garages. Small
front gardens with no boundary walls.
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Building-by-Building Descriptions
Mess Road and continuation south

Enclosed character adjacent to the former Officers Mess and Beach House/
White House, trees adjacent to the northern part of the road create the
character of an avenue. The buildings here face out to sea but positive views
of the listed buildings from Mess Road are enabled through the use of large
gates formed of metal railings. Extensive views to the west and south across
open land give the southern part an open character and to the east from
parts of the road. The Heavy Quick Firing battery acts as a landmark. Trees
reinforce the open character. Cast iron light columns.

Address

Value

Designation

3-19 Mess Road (odd)
(Former Officers Mess)

Positive

Grade II

Description

1066

See list description for more details. Alterations and additions during the
19th and 21st centuries, the latter for conversion to residential use. A variety
of extensions to the rear, facing the street, some of which are very modern
in character but good quality. Pitched slate roofs, stock brick, sliding timber
sash windows with modern grey framed windows, some fully glazed
entrance porches and stair cores. Former dining room at the north end is
single storey, though with high floor to ceiling height, with tall windows.
Open views of the former dining/ballroom and the terrace generally from
the green area to the north and the northern end of Mess Road, showing the
building in an open setting, are important to its character. The east elevation
facing the sea (not easily visible from public areas) has a more uniform
appearance with pairs of sash windows and two projecting curved gabled
bays, with a prominent row of stacks. A variety of stock brick walls and
railings to Mess Road. The metal railings/gates allow important views of the
listed buildings from Mess Road.
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Building-by-Building Descriptions

1067
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Building-by-Building Descriptions
Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

Beach House/White House

Positive*

Proposed
Article 4
Direction

Searchlight emplacements
and pill box

Positive*

N/A

Description

c.1856, built as the Assistant
Superintendent’s house, originally
stock brick now rendered and
painted white, sliding sash windows
(possibly in uPVC, with prominent
trickle vents) with glazing bars, two
double height bays and one single
height bay to the east elevation,
hipped slate roof with gable to one
of the bays. Prominent chimney
stacks. Boundary wall to three sides
but a prominent frontage to the east
behind railing fence.

These are located on the sea wall and are good surviving examples of World
War II defences that are important to the history of the Garrison and should be
preserved. Concrete construction, parts painted. Searchlight emplacements
have curved east elevations with opening supported on cast iron beams and
columns. Pill box is part brick with canted top section and small openings.
Appearance is rather dirty and could be improved with cleaning.

1068

Description
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Address

Value

Designation

Heavy Quick Firing Battery

Positive*

Grade II

Description

1069

See list description for more details. c.1898, prominent position and
monolithic structure make this an important military landmark on the seawall.
Important to the history of the Garrison and should be preserved. Concrete
construction with four semi-circular bastions on the seaward side. Only a
few openings, now boarded. Stone lintels with the word ‘store’ carved above
one door. Archaeological evidence of other military features nearby, such as
four circles in the ground to the south where four drill gun pits were located.
Condition could be improved.
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Building-by-Building Descriptions
Address

Value

Designation

Light Quick Firing Battery/Experimental
Casements and loading pier

Positive*

Grade II

Description
See list description for more details. Both structures built 1872-3, the battery
was remodelled c.1890. Important to the history of the Garrison and should
be preserved. Together, the pier and battery are prominent military structures
on the seawall. Brick, with various openings now boarded or fenced off.
Concrete wall enclosing concreted pier area. Condition could be improved.
1070
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Building-by-Building Descriptions
Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

9.2 Inch Gun Pit

Positive*

N/A

Commandant’s House

Positive

Grade II

Description

Sunken area enclosed with concrete walls with low openings in the walls,
with metal door frames (doors no longer exist). Important to the history of the
Garrison and should be preserved. Condition could be improved.

See list description for more details. Built 1851 for the Superintendent, with
later additions. Refurbished for private residential. Two storey, stock brick
with hipped/gabled slate roof. Cast iron brackets to the cornice (similar to the
Hospital building). Timber sash windows, some tri-partite in design, timber
panelled entrance door in stone pilastered porch. Single storey canted bay
window to north elevation. Large landscaped gardens.
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Description
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Building-by-Building Descriptions
Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

4 and 6 Mess Road

Positive

These properties are subject
to Permitted Development
restrictions and therefore
alterations may require
planning permission

Boat House

Positive*

N/A

Description

Description

New houses at the north end of Mess Road. Two storey, stock brick with
hipped slate roof and brick stacks. Central archway through to parking to
the rear. Flanking this are timber panelled doors. Timber sash windows with
some rooflights.

Single storey boat house in stock brick with pitched slate roof. White painted
timber double doors facing out to sea and single white painted timber door
on south side. Set on a concrete pontoon surrounded by utilitarian tubular
metal railings.
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186

Building-by-Building Descriptions
The Terrace

Large spacious houses with gothic features, well separated and set in
substantial open space without boundary enclosures to the front and
between units. Mature trees along the road boundary create the effect of an
open avenue. Long views of the Terrace from across the cricket pitch and
across open space to the rear. Flank boundary walls at both ends.

Address

Value

Designation

A-B
(Nos.12-14) The Terrace

Positive

Grade II

Description

1073

See list description for more details. Two semi-detached houses. B built
c.1866 as the surgeon’s house with a simple symmetrical frontage with three
window range and side door. A added c.1871 as an instructor’s house in a
simple gothic style. Two storey, stock brick, slate roofs with prominent brick
stacks. Timber sash windows with timber panelled doors.
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Building-by-Building Descriptions
Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

C, D, E
(Nos.6-10) The Terrace

Positive

Grade II

F-G
(Nos.2-4) The Terrace

Positive

Grade II

Description

Description

See list description for more details. Three attached houses, c.1866 with
symmetrical elevations in a simple gothic style. Two storey, stock brick, slate
roofs with prominent brick stacks. Dentilled brick cornice. Gabled central and
end bays. Timber sash windows with timber panelled doors.

See list description for more details. A pair of semi-detached houses, c.1866
with symmetrical elevations in a more marked gothic style than the others,
with prominent gables and gabled dormers. Stock brick with slate roofs.
Dentilled brick cornice. Timber sash windows and panelled timber doors.
Single storey canted bays to ground floor.
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Building-by-Building Descriptions
Warrior Square Road

A varied road linking buildings of different periods and function but set in
open spaces. More polite residential buildings to the north and alongside the
cricket pitch, with the functional carriage and wagon shed to the north. The
Gatehouse and Clock Tower close the view north. Open spaces to the east
and west, plus substantial tree planting add considerably to the character of
the street.

Address

Value

Designation

1-7 Warrior Square Road

Positive

Grade II

Description

1075

See list description for more details. Nos.1-5 c.1860, No.7 added c.1870
as single officer’s quarters (4 per unit). Each has a uniform symmetrical
front elevation in stock brick with central door and porch, slate roofs with
prominent stacks, set back behind spacious gardens, mostly with hedging to
the road with some modern metal fences and low brick walls.
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Building-by-Building Descriptions
Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

2-4 Warrior Square Road

Positive

These properties are subject
to Permitted Development
restrictions and therefore
alterations may require
planning permission

9 Warrior Square Road

Positive

Grade II

Description

Description

Part of the Chapel Place development. Two storey. Rectangular on plan with
slightly lower smaller wings at either end, mirroring the barracks blocks with
smaller sergeants’ accommodation at either end. Stock bricks with rendered
plinth and stone dressings to parapet and architraves. Grey framed windows
with large panes. Upper floor windows have low Juliette balconies in grey
metal. Side wings have balconies on south side in the same grey metal.
Grey framed doors with large glazed panels. A good quality example of new
development within an historic setting.

See list description for more details. c.1895, large detached house in a
Gothic style, set in gardens, walls to road frontage. Prominent side boundary
to adjacent open space. Two storey, stock brick with slate roof, timber sash
windows. Prominent gables to south elevation.
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Building-by-Building Descriptions
Address

Value

Designation

15-23 Warrior Square Road

Positive*

Proposed
Article 4
Direction

Description

1077

c.1950, five detached houses, similar designs though Nos.17-19 with less
detail, typical simple Neo-Classical design for the period, each with a cubelike massing, pitched clay pantiled roof, behind parapets, stock brick, and
timber sash windows, flat roofed garages to the sides projecting to the front.
Nos.15, 21 and 23 have added quoins, cornice and columned porches which
have had a detrimental impact on the group. Low brick walls to the front and
side boundaries maintain the open appearance of the group. Important to the
setting of the cricket pitch and to the parkland behind and to the north where
they are visible from the open space.
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Building-by-Building Descriptions
Address

Value

Designation

Carriage and Wagon Shed

Positive*

Grade II

Description
See list description for more details. C.1856, single storey, cast iron frame
and wrought iron trusses, rolled metal roof. 20th century concrete infill
panels between the columns with timber sliding double doors. Modern
glazed double doors to central bay. Being converted into a heritage centre,
cafe and community space.
1078
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Building-by-Building Descriptions
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Map A: Boundary

1.4
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Introduction
1.1

What is a Conservation Area?

Document (July 2015) that seek to conserve the character of its
Conservation Areas. The emerging Local Plan, which will review the
Core Strategy and Development Management Document, will set out
a policy approach to managing the historic environment.

Conservation Areas are ‘areas of special architectural or historic
interest, the character or appearance of which it is desirable to
preserve or enhance’, which is defined in the Planning (Listed
Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990.

1.1.1

1085

1.1.2

The designation of a Conservation Area recognises the unique
qualities of an historic place which make it special in terms of
its architecture and history, as well as its role in defining local
distinctiveness. Contributing to this are individual or groups of
buildings, streetscape and public realm, scale and massing, open
spaces and street pattern, and landscaping.
As the aim is to conserve and enhance the significant qualities of
a Conservation Area so that owners, occupiers and visitors to the
place can experience a high-quality historic environment, designation
extends planning controls over certain types of development,
principally the demolition of unlisted buildings and works to trees,
although an area’s status as a Conservation Area is a material
consideration for all planning applications. Southend Borough
Council, as the Local Planning Authority (LPA), also has policies within
its Core Strategy (December 2007) and Development Management

5

1.1.3

However, it should be recognised that designation does not prevent
change from occurring within Conservation Areas, and over time
they will be subject to many different pressures (both positive and
negative) that could impact upon their character and appearance.
LPAs have a duty to conserve and enhance their Conservation Areas
and will consider this when determining planning applications.

1.1.4

Southend Borough Council (SBC) will also review each Conservation
Area from time to time to monitor its condition and ensure that it has
an up to date Conservation Area Appraisal which sets out its special
architectural or historic interest.

Introduction
1.2

Aims of the Conservation Area Appraisal

•
•
•

Identifies the area’s special interest;
Reviews existing Conservation Area boundaries;
Assists the preparation of the emerging new Local Plan and
Neighbourhood Plans, if these are brought forward, and forms part of
their evidence base; and
Provides a basis for implementing policies, making informed
development management decisions, and preparing management
proposals for the area.

1.2.1

•

1.2.2
1086

•
•
•
•
•

This Conservation Area Appraisal:

1.3

Background and Methodology

1.3.2

The Leas was first designated in 1981 and later extended, most
recently in 2009 when the boundary was altered to include further
properties on Pembury Road, Cobham Road and Palmerston Road. It
was designated because of its mix of unusual house designs that take
advantage of sea views, with attractive balconies and bay or 'birdbeak' windows. The Conservation Area displays excellent examples
of late-Victorian/Edwardian seafront architecture. This Appraisal
has reviewed the boundary of the Conservation Area and a small
adjustment has been made to include No.22 Pembury Road in the
boundary. The new boundary is shown on all maps in this Appraisal
document. More detail about the changes can be found on Map J and
paragraphs 6.3.52-6.3.54.

1.3.3

All photographs within this report were taken in 2019 unless
otherwise stated.

1.3.1

The character analysis in Section 5.0 will inform a management plan
for the area (see Section 6.0), which will:
Assess the need for enhancements to public spaces, highways and
private property;
Review the need for Article 4 Directions to limit permitted
development rights;
Assess buildings at risk;
Assess the need for enforcement action; and
Establish a programme and procedures for implementing and
monitoring proposals.

6

The Conservation Area Appraisal for The Leas updates the former
document from 2008. It has been prepared by Purcell, a firm of
specialist heritage consultants, on behalf of Southend-on-Sea Borough
Council. The research and fieldwork for the Appraisal was carried out
in October 2019. The methodology for the work was based on Historic
England’s Conservation Area Appraisal, Designation Management:
Historic England Advice Note 1 (second edition), February 2019 and
also references The Setting of Heritage Assets: Historic England Good
Practice Advice in Planning Note 3 (second edition), December 2017.

Introduction
1.4

1.4.1

Overview and Location

The Leas Conservation Area (shown on Map A) is located on the
northern shore of the Thames Estuary, to the west of the centre of
Southend. The southern end of the Area is orientated around The
Leas and Clifton Drive and comprises terraced or semi-detached,
sea-facing houses, sitting parallel to Western Esplanade further to
the south. The Area also contains residential streets between Station
Road and the coast, which sit on a north-east/south-west orientation.
The Area is served by Westcliff Station to the north-east (just outside
of the Conservation Area). Further along Western Esplanade, The
Cliffs gardens lie to the east of the Area.

1087

7

Section 2.0
Summary of
Special Interest
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8

Summary of Special Interest
2.1

1089

2.2

The Leas Conservation Area draws historic interest from the
development of Southend-on-Sea; as Southend developed and
expanded in the 19th century, railway lines were erected connecting
the town with its surrounding countryside and London. The Leas is
directly related to the arrival of the second railway line to Southend
in 1889 and the opening of Westcliff-on-Sea station by the London,
Tilbury and Southend Railway in 1895. Most original buildings within
the Conservation Area were constructed between 1900 and 1922 in
response to this development in infrastructure. The Leas became a
popular seaside destination for tourists, which at the time was wellserved by a number of grand hotels.
The Leas also derives special interest from its suburban, seaside
character. The streets are of generous width and the open aspect to
the sea gives it a leisurely and spacious feel. The sloping nature of
the Area facilitates good views of the sea from most places within it,
in particular from The Leas and Clifton Drive. Good views of Southend
Pier are particularly visible from the latter. Whilst the larger part of
the Conservation Area is predominantly characterised by residential
accommodation, the aspect at the east end is more lively and
features restaurants, retail units and an ice-cream stand. Despite its
proximity to the seafront, the green spaces between the buildings
and the sea, as well as the wide Western Esplanade, create a feeling
of slight separation from the coast.

9

2.3

The Area has a feeling of openness, despite having few green
spaces, owing to the elongated nature of the Area, its proximity to the
sea and the panoramic views afforded out to sea. The green space
is primarily made up of sloping areas in front of Argyll House, Clifton
Drive and a narrow strip of grass and hedge along the full length of
The Leas. The green spaces that exist are important and should be
protected, including the small front and rear gardens.

2.4

The Leas’ architectural interest lies in its diverse range of architectural
and decorative features, which are prevalent across the Conservation
Area. Buildings facing the sea, such as The Leas and Clifton Drive,
or corner dwellings often have particularly elaborate ornamentation.
Whilst each street and certain individual houses have their own
idiosyncrasies, there is a cohesion and unity across the Area through
repetition of variations on the following features: red brick and render
materiality, towers with lead roofs, double-height bay windows with
decorative small-paned windows, gables and pediments, timber
or wrought iron balconies and verandas, hanging tiles, ornamental
window and door surrounds, decorative crest tiles, terracotta panels,
decorative tiled front paths and stained glass. The Locally Listed
Argyll House offers an interesting and alternative 1930s aesthetic
with its uncompromising modernist design and sweeping horizontal
curves. The attractive landmark building is prominent in views along
Western Esplanade and Clifton Drive.

Section 3.0
Planning
Framework
The National Planning Policy Framework

11
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Local Planning Policies and Guidance

12
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Planning Framework
3.1

The National Planning Policy Framework

The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) came into effect
in March 2012 and was most recently updated in July 2021. It
establishes the planning principles that should underpin both planmaking and decision-taking, including to that these: ‘assets are
an irreplaceable resource, and should be conserved in a manner
appropriate to their significance, so that they can be enjoyed for their
contribution to the quality of life of existing and future generations’.01

3.1.2

Section 16 of the NPPF sets the policy framework for conserving
and enhancing the historic environment. Paragraph 191 of the NPPF
stipulates that, ‘When considering the designation of conservation
areas, local planning authorities should ensure that an area justifies
such status because of its special architectural or historic interest,
and that the concept of conservation is not devalued through the
designation of areas that lack special interest.’

1091

3.1.1

3.1.3

Definitions

In the context of the NPPF for heritage policy, a ‘Heritage asset’
is defined as: ‘A building, monument, site, place, area or landscape
identified as having a degree of significance meriting consideration
in planning decisions, because of its heritage interest. It includes
designated heritage assets and assets identified by the local
planning authority (including local listing).’

‘Significance’ is defined as: ‘The value of a heritage asset to this

and future generations because of its heritage interest. The interest
may be archaeological, architectural, artistic or historic. Significance
derives not only to a heritage asset’s physical presence, but also
from its setting’.

‘Setting’ is defined as: ‘The surroundings in which a heritage asset

is experienced. Its extent is not fixed and may change as the asset
and its surroundings evolve. Elements of a setting may make a
positive or negative contribution to the significance of an asset, may
affect the ability to appreciate that significance or may be neutral.’
Further advice on the assessment of setting can be found in Historic
England, The Setting of Heritage Assets: Historic England Good
Practice Advice in Planning Note 3 (second edition), December 2017.

Further guidance regarding the implementation of the policies in the
NPPF can be found in the chapter on ‘Conserving and enhancing
the historic environment’ in the National Planning Practice Guidance
(NPPG), July 2018: https://www.gov.uk/guidance/conserving-andenhancing-the-historic-environment.

‘Historic environment’ is defined as: ‘All aspects of the

environment resulting from the interaction between people and
places through time, including all surviving physical remains of
past human activity, whether visible, buried or submerged, and
landscaped and planted or managed flora.’

01

NPPF, 2021, para.189, p.55

11

Planning Framework
3.2

3.2.1

Local Planning Policies and Guidance

On a local level, the planning policy which SBC use to determine
planning and listed building consents is contained within the Core
Strategy (2007), Development Management Document (2015)
and Southend Central Area Action Plan (2018). Proposals for
development within the Conservation Area or within its setting will
need to adhere to the criteria set out in these policies to ensure the
conservation of the special interest of the Area. Polices specifically
related to the historic environment are listed below and should be
referenced when planning change.

3.2.4

The production of the Southend New Local Plan will provide an
opportunity to review the Core Strategy, Development Management
Document and SCAAP, and will set out a new suite of planning
policies for the Borough, including for the management of the historic
environment.

3.2.5

Further supplementary planning guidance is contained within the
Council’s:

•

Design and Townscape Guide (SPD 1) (2009), which sets out guidance
on creating high-quality urban design and includes advice on the
historic environment in Section 9;

•

Planning Obligations: A Guide to S106 & Developer Contributions
(SPD 2) (2015), which gives guidance on Section 106 Agreements
which can be made to balance out negative impacts of development
through other enhancements, such as conserving or enhancing the
historic environment; and

•

Streetscape Manual (SPD 3) (June 2015), provides guidance
about creating high-quality streetscapes, including those within
Conservation Areas.

3.2.6

All of these documents can be found on SBC’s website, www.
southend.gov.uk/planning, and will be reviewed as part of the
production of the Southend New Local Plan.

3.2.2 Core Strategy (2007)
1092

•

Strategic Objective SO14: Deliver high quality, well designed and
attractive urban and natural environments which are safe, people
friendly and distinctive, and which respect and enhance existing
character and local amenity

•

Policy KP2: Development Princples

•

Policy CP4: The Environment and Urban Renaissance

3.2.3

Development Management Document (2015)

•
•
•
•

Policy DM1: Design Quality
Policy DM4: Tall and Large Buildings
Policy DM5: Southend-on-Sea’s Historic Environment
Policy DM6: The Seafront

12

Planning Framework
3.3

Designations

3.3.5

3.3.2

Further information on Southend’s Locally Listed Buildings and Article
4 Directions can be found on the Council’s website www.southend.
gov.uk/planning.

Change to Locally Listed Buildings needs to be carried out in a
sympathetic manner. A building’s Locally Listed status will be a
material consideration for all planning applications affecting it and,
as with Listed Buildings, applications involving loss or harm to a
Locally Listed Building will normally be resisted although a balanced
judgement will be made, having regard to the scale of any harm or
loss, the significance of the asset and any public benefits.

3.3.6

Nos.1–19 (odd) and 2–6 (even) Palmeria Avenue were proposed for
designation as Locally Listed Buildings during the Appraisal process
and have been added to the Local List. See maps B and J and
paragraphs 6.3.48-6.3.49 for more details.

3.3.7

There are five individual or groups of Locally Listed Buildings within
the Conservation Area. These are:

3.3.1

As a Conservation Area, The Leas is a designated heritage asset in
its own right. It also contains non-designated heritage assets, such
as Locally Listed Buildings. There are no nationally Listed Buildings
within the Conservation Area.

1093

Locally Listed Buildings
3.3.3 Southend has a wide range of historic buildings and structures. For
those which do not meet the criteria for national listing, the Council
can identify them as ‘Locally Listed’. These are non-designated
heritage assets. The purpose of the Local List is to identify buildings,
structures and monuments of local architectural or historic importance
and to take action as far as possible to conserve them.
3.3.4

•

•

Address

SBC’s criteria for the designation of Locally Listed Buildings requires
buildings to:

No.21 The Leas

Demonstrate the Borough's history, particularly during its main period
of growth. This includes buildings important for its social history such
as schools, churches, public buildings, leisure, entertainment and
commercial buildings.

Argyll House, Seaforth Road

Ozone Cottage (No.20 Pembury Road)

Palmeira Mansions, Palmeira Avenue
Nos.1–19 (odd) and 2–6 (even) Palmeria Avenue

Have architectural interest – be designed by a well-known architect,
be a good example of a particular style or period, contain good
architectural features or be important for the townscape.
13

Planning Framework
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4.1
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History and Archaeology
4.1

Archaeological Interest

•

A struck flint found to the north-east of the Conservation Area, on the
west side of Whitefriars Crescent (SMR ref. 23035); and

•

Several road barriers put in place during World War II on each of
the principal roads in the area, which were part of a wider defence
system installed throughout Southend during the conflict. They were
removed after the War was over (SMR refs 20349 to 20354).

4.1.1

1096

4.2

4.2.2

The settlement remained very small and there was no significant
interest in further development other than farming until around 1700
when it was discovered that the foreshore provided an excellent
breeding ground for oysters. It is believed that a fisherman named
Outing discarded some young oysters that were too small to sell
onto the mudflats. A year later he discovered that the oysters had
grown and subsequently leased a large section of the foreshore for
oyster cultivation. Within a few years the whole of the foreshore from
Hadleigh to Shoeburyness was being utilised for breeding oysters.
This industry lasted until the beginning of the 20th century.

4.2.3

With this discovery and the growth of the London barge trade, the
settlement began to expand. In 1767 the first brick buildings in South
End were built – a row of fishermen’s cottages at Pleasant Terrace
(now demolished).

4.2.4

From the mid-18th century, the settlement also began to develop a
new role. Sea-bathing for health became increasingly fashionable in
England and new resorts were developed around the coast. Local
landowners tried to exploit this fashion and attract visitors to South
End with new accommodation in lodging houses, small inns and
hotels. Initially, the modest, small resort catered mostly for local
gentry but by the 1790s it was attracting people from London via new
stage-coach services. Demand for accommodation appears to have
exceeded supply and this may have been a factor in encouraging the
development of New South End. The map on page 17 (Map C) shows
the new settlement of ‘South End’ in 1777, which shows the site of
the future Conservation Area to be undeveloped common-land or
seashore.

There are few known archaeological sites within or near to the
Conservation Area according to the information contained in the
Essex County Historic Environment Record, expect for:

History of The Leas

The ages of buildings are recorded on Map G: Building Ages.
General History of Southend
4.2.1 The name ‘Southend’ was first recorded as ‘Stratende’ in 1309. It
became ‘Sowthende’ and by the 18th century it had become South
End. It was originally a small collection of fishermen’s huts close to
the shoreline about 500 metres west of the present Conservation
Area, at the south end of lands belonging to Prittlewell Priory, 2km
to the north. The settlement was within a scattered rural community
with farmland extending down to the shoreline. On the gently rising
ground about 500 metres to the north of the present Conservation
Area was the moated manor house of South Church Hall, which dates
from the 13th century.

16

History and Archaeology
N
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Map C: Detail from Chapman and André’s Map, 1777

17

History and Archaeology
4.2.5

4.2.6

In the 1790s a concerted effort was made to create a more exclusive
and fashionable resort with the development of Royal Terrace at the
top of the clay ridge to the west. This was intended to be the first
stage of the development of ‘New South-End’; the original settlement
along the shoreline became known as ‘Old South-End’. However, the
new development failed to attract fashionable clientele and the main
area of the resort remained in Old South End which spread along the
shoreline facing onto a narrow stretch of common land separating it
from the beach. One of the main problems was the difficult access by
road and sea and during the early-19th century the resort appears to
have catered mainly for local and less fashionable gentry.
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From the mid-19th century, however, three factors changed the
situation. Increasing wealth and leisure time for the middle classes
(compulsory Bank Holidays were introduced in 1871), greatly improved
access by rail and boat and the rise in popularity of excursions and
holidays all helped to make Southend (as New and Old Southend
together came to be known as from the early-19th century) an
attractive destination, especially for Londoners. The first railway from
London was completed in 1856 and the Pier (originally constructed in
wood in 1829–1830), was intermittently improved and extended, and
eventually rebuilt in 1889 with a brand new electric railway, the first
of its kind on a pleasure pier, making an excursion to Southend an
even more welcoming prospect. Southend’s growth and popularity
was acknowledged in 1892 when it became recognised officially as a
town and its role as a seaside resort town was indicated the year after
by its renaming as Southend-on-Sea. New attractions on the seafront
were developed for visitors, along with new hotels and guesthouses.
The seafront promenade was laid out and new housing spread over
the surrounding area for people attracted to live permanently in the
resort. The late-19th century was a boom period of growth and by the
early-20th century Southend-on-Sea had become London's largest
seaside resort.

History and Archaeology
Development of the Conservation Area
4.2.7 The first Ordnance Survey (OS) map of 1874 (Map D) shows the future
Conservation Area characterised by open fields and hedgerows
before it was developed in the later 19th century.

N
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Map D: 1874 Ordnance Survey map © Crown Copyright 2019. All Rights Reserved. Licence number 100019680
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4.2.8

only the railway station and the outlines of Station Road, Manor
Road, Clifton Drive and Seaforth Road, although no houses are yet
indicated. In the western part of the Conservation Area development
had not yet begun and the brickworks was still in existence
surrounded by a modest network of tramlines and a track leading
towards Crowstone Cottages, located north of the Conservation Area,
near the railway station.

The streets around the Leas Conservation Area first appeared
when the second railway line to Southend was opened in 1889.
This triggered a period of rapid development and most original
buildings within the present Conservation Area were constructed
between 1900 and 1922. Development in the location that is now The
Leas Conservation Area did not really begin until after 1895 when
Westcliff-on-Sea station was opened by the London, Tilbury and
Southend Railway. The OS 2nd edition map of 1897 (Map E) shows

N
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Map E: 1897 Ordnance
Survey map. © Crown
Copyright 2019. All Rights
Reserved. Licence number
100019680
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4.2.9

The orientation of the houses along the seafront is distinctive, as they
do not face the road squarely but instead are built at an angle to the
sea, facing roughly south by south-west. It appears that the streets
follow the hedge lines of the fields shown in the first two OS maps
and it is possible that this dictated the line of construction. Certainly,
some of the old postcards of the area depict some venerable trees
that are considerably older than the houses.

1101

4.2.10 From the opening of the second railway line, the area extending from
Palmeira Avenue to the west end of The Leas experienced a rapid
period of development between 1900 and the 1920s, transforming it
from a rural backwater to a smart suburban area featuring substantial
homes and elegant hotels including the Overcliff Hotel and the
Palmeira Towers Hotel, both now demolished. The following historic
photographs and postcards show general views of Westcliff-on-Sea
and The Leas. The quantity of hotels and number of visitors pictured
enjoying the seafront views show its importance as a seaside resort in
the early-20th century. Although many villas have remained, the Area
has seen significant change owing to modern alterations, altering
the character of Westcliff. A number of hotels have been demolished
and the sites redeveloped for modern buildings (some of which are
insensitive), otherwise trees have been lost, windows replaced,
towers removed and dormers added. The close relationship between
the Conservation Area and the seafront has also been visibly diluted
by the busy traffic on Western Esplanade.
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This photograph shows Clifton Road just west of its junction with Seaforth Road.
Clifton Road was one of the first streets to be developed in the Conservation Area and
its outline reflects the natural topography of the land. Whilst most of the villas remain,
the marked difference is the absence of the characterful building on the projecting
land in the distance. This was replaced by the existing, intrusive Overcliff block of
flats, which owing to its insensitive and overbearing scale, has a detrimental impact
on the Conservation Area. Whilst many of the original boundary walls and gardens
remain, there is a stronger presence of young trees along the street in the historic
photograph.

The same view in 2019
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This image shows Nos.4–7 The Leas; whilst No.4 remains (although the turret has lost
its tower roof), Nos.5–7, formerly the Mount Liell Hotel, have since been substantially
remodelled as modern apartment buildings, which hark back to the style of the hotel.
The balustraded structure appears to be some kind of retaining wall to The Leas road,
where there is now a restaurant.

A similar view in 2019
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This postcard (c.1906) shows Station Road just before
its junction with Palmeira Avenue; the view is just
recognisable today although the turret tower roofs
and gable ends have been removed, whilst flatroofed dormers have been installed and most original
windows (except those to No.1a) have been replaced
with uPVC units.

The same view in 2019
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Postcard showing The Leas in the early 1900s; certain houses have been removed and
replaced by modern apartment blocks with their own balconies and dormer windows,
for example the second in on the left which formerly had two pitched roof dormers
at attic level. A century ago the street scene was far less cluttered, as it is today by
car parking and therefore the earlier Leas benefited from greater interaction with the
seafront.

The same view in 2019
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This postcard shows fashionably dressed ladies and gentlemen strolling down
Palmeira Avenue, at its junction with Shorefield Road. Whilst the former apartment
buildings on the right-hand side, including ground floor restaurants and shops, still
remain, Palmeira Towers Hotel on the left-hand side, no longer exists. Having been
demolished in 1978, it was replaced by the sensitively scaled and detailed Homecove
House old age peoples’ flats.

The same view in 2019
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This image of Western Esplanade shows
the former Palmeira Towers Hotel in
the distance, the hotel was demolished
in 1978. The relationship between the
seafront, Western Esplanade and The
Leas is much more apparent, today this is
eroded by parked cars.
1107

This image shows The Leas in the early20th century; it illustrates the presence
of avenues of young trees lining the
street creating a leafy and relaxed street
scene. The soft buffering provided by
the trees, along with the grassed slope,
breaks up the hard landscaping of the
roads.
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A similar view in 2019

The same view in 2019

History and Archaeology

This image shows the seafront in the early-20th century filled
with visitors enjoying the sea air on Western Esplanade.

A similar view in 2019
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This image shows the seafront in the early-20th century filled
with visitors enjoying the sea air and the views out to sea over
the sun-shelter.

The same view in 2019
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4.2.11

4.2.13 The 1939 OS map (Map F) shows a marked development from the
sparsely populated late-19th century OS maps; the roads indicated
earlier had been developed with terraced or semi-detached pairs of
houses and the area had expanded away from the station to the west
with housing developed along Palmerston Road, Pembury Road and
Cobham Road replacing the former brick works, as well as to the east
along Holland Road and Palmeira Avenue. Immediately to the south
of the Area, the Western Esplanade had been built, connecting the
Conservation Area and the seafront. The natural gradient of the land,
inclining steeply towards the sea was retained, and remains today, as
steep grassy slopes.

The original buildings that made up the Conservation Area were
largely built between 1895 and 1910, with the earliest phases
concentrated to Clifton Drive, Manor Road and Seaforth Road,
the streets closest to Westcliff railway station. The development
subsequently spread along as parcels of land were auctioned off
to developers and sold into private ownership. The houses built
had varied designs and materiality but were united by variations on
common features such as turrets, towers, pitched roofs, gable ends
and dormer windows, balconies, verandas.

1109

4.2.12 Argyll House was built in 1937. It was designed by Howis and
Belcham and is in a completely different architectural style from the
original buildings in the Conservation Area. It is built in the curvy
modernist Art Deco aesthetic featuring long horizontal lines in white
rendered concrete with the numerous balconies, a flat roof and
generous fenestration typical of the period. It is described in the 2007
edition of Pevsner's Buildings of England as "A large block of flats
with streamlined balconies and curved corner windows".

14.2.14 Later developments were largely as a result of the reduction of
tourism to the area throughout the century, which resulted in many of
the buildings which had been used as hotels becoming redundant,
including Palmeira Towers and the Overcliff Hotel. The sites of these
grand hotels are now occupied by blocks of flats, built in the later
part of the 20th century, including Homecove House, Crowstone
Court, the Overcliff tower block apartment buildings and Stangate
Flats.
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Map F: 1939 Ordnance Survey map. © Crown Copyright 2019. All Rights Reserved. Licence number 100019680
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Character Analysis
5.1

Architectural Overview

5.1.2

The buildings are almost entirely residential, now mostly of multiple
occupancy with a small proportion, largely at the west side of
the Conservation Area, still in single occupancy. There are a few
commercial (restaurant and hotel) buildings dispersed between the
dwellings, many fewer hotels than originally. A couple of buildings are
vacant and in need of a viable new use. Uses are shown on Map H.

5.1.1

The urban setting of the coastal settlement of The Leas has a seaside,
residential character with a shared palette of materials and decorative
features recurrent across the Conservation Area. This mutual
character is coloured by each streets’ idiosyncrasies. This section,
therefore, provides an architectural overview of the Conservation
Area, capturing its variety yet also its cohesion, before breaking the
Conservation Area down on a street by street basis.
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Character Analysis
The buildings are generously proportioned, generally two or
three storeys with an attic storey differentiated by gable or dormer
windows, although many buildings at the east end are of much
grander proportions. There are several larger scale buildings in the
Conservation Area, for example Argyll House, and both the original
and modern buildings along Palmeira Avenue, which are up to eight
storeys tall.

5.1.4

The buildings tend to be grouped in terraces. On the sea-facing part
of the Conservation Area they are built at an angle to one another so
that the building line looks like a staggered zig zag but on the side
streets the buildings face the road squarely. Nearly all houses have
at least one gable facing the street and the façades of most buildings
are lively with several different style elements on each.

1115

5.1.3

5.1.5

General materials palette

The materials and details in the area are generally harmonious.
Materials make an important contribution to the character of the Area
and an understanding of them is essential to protect its special interest.
Many houses combine different materials as a decorative feature.
The most prominent materials are red brick and white render, often
employed together in the form of banding. Other materials include
hung tiles, terracotta relief, white painted windows and joinery and
red tiled roofs. Timber is also used to embellish gables in the form of
half-timbering or weatherboarding. Over time the primary materials that
form the character of the Area have become less prominent as other
materials have been introduced. The most obvious of these is yellow
stock bricks, which originally seem to have been confined to only one
or two buildings. Another modern alteration to the original materials
includes the application of pebbledash or other render/paint.
35

Character Analysis
The buildings are united by numerous eclectic architectural features
and decorative details, some particular to street corners, sea-facing
dwellings or simply recurring across several different streets. The
original designs for the houses often had asymmetric façades with a
tower on one side, in particular at corner dwellings, and bay windows
or a balcony on the other. The roof line is enlivened by pitched roofs
with fanciful gables and triangular pediments, as well as crested ridges
and bargeboards. Many properties have pitched roof dormers which
add further interest to roofscapes, particularly on Palmerston Road and
Palmeria Road (see sections on those roads for more details).

5.1.7

Historically, fenestration comprised sash windows with multilight upper panels; they also featured extensive stained-glass.
The designs feature many intricate details, often in terracotta or
stucco. This is particularly apparent on corner dwellings or else is
concentrated in the bands between different floors, on pediments
and around doors and windows. The asymmetry of the designs owes
a debt to the contemporary Arts and Crafts movement, as do the
intricate decoration, carving and stained glass, although the fussiness
belies an adherence to more established Victorian tastes, as might be
expected from the comfortable, established people at which these
developments appear to have been aimed. Certain original doors
remain, which are timber with stained glass panels; some porches
retain their glazed tile dado panels.

1116

5.1.6
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Character Analysis
General decorative features palette
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Character Analysis
Front gardens behind garden walls are a distinctive feature. Within
the gardens there are several surviving intricately tiled front paths
leading to front doors, which are a characterful feature of this period.
In contrast to the pretty intricate details on the houses, boundary
walls to gardens are typically rustic, built in a 'grotto' style of large
pieces of fused misshapen bricks, the rejected waste from the brickmaking process. These were arranged unevenly to simulate dry
stone walling. Old postcards suggest that this boundary treatment
may have been deliberate to emphasise the rural atmosphere of the
suburb.

5.1.9

Extensive tree planting on both sides of most streets and wide
thoroughfares with generous pavements also help to give the area a
relaxed 'countrified' feel.

1118

5.1.8

Original boundary wall
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5.2

Street By Street

The Leas
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Character Analysis
5.2.1

1120

The Leas is an attractive row of elegant terraced or semi-detached
houses. The street was originally lined with trees, which must have
added considerably to its charm. Almost all the houses were built
individually for private clients by architects; few of the buildings
appear to have been built speculatively. Owing to its sea-facing
location and its interaction with Western Esplanade, the houses along
The Leas are some of the grandest in the Conservation Areas and,
therefore, exhibit an array of architectural features and decorative
detail, including corner towers with lead roofs benefiting from dual
aspect, diverse gable designs, timber balconies and verandas painted
white, grand staircases and ornamental door surrounds. Although
certain houses have undergone alteration, this is one of the bestpreserved and most prominent areas in the Conservation Area. The
majority of the houses appear to retain most of their original features
and the changes that have been made are, for the most part, discreet
and of little negative impact.

Retained boundary walls and gardens

5.2.2 Just over half of the houses on The Leas retain original gardens and/
or brick boundary walls or hedges or gate pillars, which is a good
proportion of survival relative to the rest of the Conservation Area.
The retention of sensitive boundaries, boundary enclosures and
garden greenery is more common at the eastern half of The Leas and
the very western end.
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the terracotta decorative panels survive in many places. Fine stained
glass is still in place in the front door and its fanlights, as well as
in two windows on the same elevation: one to the left of the porch
and the other directly above it. The retrospective addition of ornate
wrought iron balconies is not detrimental to the appearance of the
building as they are in the same elaborate style as the house itself.

5.2.3 Grosvenor Court is a very fine red-brick building in a style very
typical of the Conservation Area, built in 1901–1902. It has lost some
original features, for example the tower had a fine pointed roof in the
original design, many of the windows featured stained glass and the
attic rooms had arched windows to light them. The building is largely
unharmed by modernisation as the bricks remain unrendered and

1121

Grosvenor Court
in the late-19th/
early-20th
century when it
still retained its
original conical
roof on the turret,
timber sash
windows and
timber balconies

Grosvenor Court
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5.2.4

Mount Liell Court East and West appear to be entirely modern in their
design, yet historic postcards, showing their distinctive roof design,
and historic maps, which show their original footprint, imply that the
original building structure still exists, albeit with extensive alteration
works.

1122

Two of the Mount Liell Courts buildings
before extensive renovation

Mount Liell Courts
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5.2.5 Nos.2 and 3 (1905) and the southern facing elevation of Palm Court
is almost unrecognisable as an old building, let alone a coordinated
design. Numerous balconies and extensions have been added
and these have altered the original elevation completely. This is
exacerbated by the problem of piecemeal addition which means that
the changes have each been made to only one of the houses rather
than to all, so that the elevation no longer reads as a whole. The
only surviving evidence of the original design are the pilasters of the
ionic colonnade that survive on the ground floor of the sea-facing
elevation.
1123

5.2.6 The road is negatively impacted by the enormous block of flats, The
Shore, which sits within the immediate setting of the Conservation
Area to the west.
The sea facing elevation of Palm Court is almost unrecognisable as an historic building
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5.2.8 Cobham Lodge Hotel is a large building currently in use as a hotel.
There appear to have been a number of additions to the property,
presumably to create more guest accommodation and amenities,
including a conservatory and garage. These are found to the side/
rear of the property and do not significantly detract from its overall
appearance or quality.

Cobham Road
5.2.7 Only the southern end of Cobham Road is included in the
Conservation Area. The buildings are generally detached although
Nos.15 and 16 The Leas are semi-detached and No.2 Cobham Road
is part of a semi-detached pair. They are in good condition and retain
a number of original features such as detailed cornicing, timber sash
windows, ridge tiles and decorative bargeboards. They are also
distinctive for their corner towers, bay windows, dormer windows
and balconies or verandas. What is particularly noticeable is that all
of the houses sensitively retain original gardens and red brick wall
boundary enclosures. No.1 Cobham Road, which occupies a corner
position, is an extremely large building that may have originally been
two buildings; its primary façade faces The Leas.
1124

Good survival at Cobham Road

Cobham Lodge Hotel
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Pembury Road
5.2.9 Pembury Road is an interesting street, with a range of architectural
styles apparent. It appears that there were originally a number of
different landowners and architects involved in the development of
the street, which was largely built between 1902 and 1915.

1125

5.2.10 Like others in the Conservation Area, Pembury Road has suffered
from the closure of a number of hotels originally located within the
street. This opened up several sites for development, including
the former Cumberland Hotel (Nos.7–9) and the former Erlesmere
Hotel (Nos.24–32), which have both been redeveloped as modern
apartments and are not included in the Conservation Area. The latter
development has been designed to imitate semi-detached pairs of
houses so preserves some rhythm within the streetscape that forms
the setting of the Conservation Area, though the designs lack the
detailing and good proportions of the historic buildings.

Pembury Road

5.2.11 The houses have many of the characteristic features of the
Conservation Area such as the combination of render and brick,
timber porches, double-storey bay windows, decorative gables,
ornamental ridge tiles and corner towers. The street is negatively
impacted by the prevalence of uPVC window units, as well as
excessive street wiring and satellite dishes. The street has been
particularly impacted by the loss of original front gardens and
boundary enclosures and their replacement with harstandings and
driveways, owing to the division of houses into flats and the increased
need for car parking.
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Good quality original features on Pembury
Road, including a double height bay window,
leaded and stained glass windows and timber
balustrades

Poor quality forecourt parking on Pembury Road

46

Unsympathetic uPVC windows and satellite dishes on Pembury
Road

Character Analysis
5.2.13 No.20 Pembury Road (Ozone
Cottage) was designed by
Parker and Unwin in 1934 for
Dr H.V. Knagg and retains
its original character. Built in
the Arts and Crafts style, it
is a small and well-formed
property that is unique in
the street and has a positive
impact on the Conservation
Area.

5.2.12 No.2 Pembury Road displays all the positive features that are typical
of the Conservation Area. It is built in red brick with white painted
joinery; it has double storey bay windows, turrets and a balcony. The
house has an ornate plaque on the chimney to the right of the front
door that reads 'Goodrington 1901'.
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20 Pembury Road (Ozone Cottage)

No.2 Pembury Road
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Palmerston Road
5.2.14 The north end of Palmerston Road contains a number of blocks
of rendered properties built in a similar style with two-storey bay
windows, recessed porches, Arts and Crafts style or Classical gables
or pediments. Some original doors remain with coloured glass lights,
particularly at the north end of the road. Towards the south end and
the junction with The Leas, there is more variety in materiality and
design. No.1 features an enormous three-storey bay, clad in halftimbering, with a large gable and No.3 has a corner tower and a
round-arched veranda. Both these were built by J.E. Finer and were
gradually added to in the first few years after their initial construction
until they were eventually joined together in 1907. Both buildings
are substantial and elegant and their designs seem to have survived
largely.

No.1 Palmerston Road

View south down Palmerston Road (note distinctive dormers to buildings on
right-hand side)
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No.3 Palmerston Road

Character Analysis
5.2.15 A number of the houses along Palmerston Road have suffered from
the cumulative effect of unsympathetic modernisation and the loss of
original windows. The road is particularly negatively impacted by the
removal of historic gardens and boundary enclosures to make way for
further car parking.
5.2.16 Palm Court appears to be the Palmerston Road-facing part of the
original block that made up Nos.1–4 The Leas. Its former rather grand
character has all but disappeared after replacement of windows with
uPVC, copious pebbledash rendering to the exterior walls and very
unsympathetic alterations to the sea-facing elevation.
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5.2.17 Nos.13–27 (odd) Palmerston Road were built as a block for a Mr T.
Sloman. The block contained three semi-detached pairs (Nos.13–15,
17–19, and 23–25) and two detached properties (No.21, a larger
property in the middle of the block, and No.27 at the northern end
of the block). Nos.19, 23 and 25 have detailed mouldings above a
dormer on the second floor, which are unique to the Conservation
Area, and while this does not appear to have been replicated at
Nos.13, 15 or 17, adjacent properties do contain it suggesting that
these were designed by the same architect. The 'bird-beak' pointed
central window windows in some of the bays are also an interesting
feature which enlivens façades. The style of the cornicing to these
properties on Palmerston Road matches those found on a number of
properties on Palmeira Avenue, and together these contribute to the
grandiose character of the area.

Nos.21–27 Palmerston Road
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Clifton Drive and Manor Road
5.2.18 Clifton Drive was, along with Seaforth Road and Manor Road, one
of the first streets in the Conservation Area to be built, with many of
the designs being approved by the County Surveyor in 1895–6. It
is built along a gentle curve overlooking the sea and was originally
lined with trees. The sun-shelter below, which seems at first glance
to be an integral part of the design, did not in fact appear until the
20th century. The houses are largely individual in design, having
been built for specific clients, unlike the speculative development of
Palmeira Avenue. Houses or pairs of houses tend to have their own
unique ornamental window or door surrounds, some with simple
pilasters, others with foliate capitals.
1130

5.2.19 The house on the corner, Barton Towers, has a tower which retains its
lead roof. Certain terracotta panels have been painted white. Double
floor bay windows are typical, although there are also houses with no
bay windows, which instead feature gable ends. White rendered walls
(historically the walls were un-rendered brick) and slate roofs are
dominant, however, a range of materials is used for ornament such as
half-timbering, terracotta, slate and hung tiles.

Nos.8 (left) and 9 Clifton Drive (right)

The lead roof
surviving on the
corner tower of
Barton Towers,
Clifton Drive
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5.2.20 No.9 Clifton Drive is slightly taller than its neighbouring buildings; this
can be explained by its slightly later construction date relative to the
other buildings on the street. It was built for John Harrold in the first
few years of the 20th century. The original design featured an ornate
corner balcony, elaborate details around the windows and a metal
sloping roof to the left of the front elevation, all of which unfortunately
have now been lost.
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5.2.21 Nos.2–3 are also taller than their eastern neighbours and feature
more elaborate decoration. These were designed for M. Kirkham by
W.Y. Hobbiss. The design was submitted in March 1896 and plans,
elevations and sections all survive. The original front elevation was
very different from that which survives. The rectangular double height
projecting bay windows were originally topped with a decorated
pediment with small finials on each corner. The windows in the bays
had ornate mullions, there was ornate decoration above all the
windows and there were decorative panels between the windows on
the ground and first floors. Much of this ornament has been lost or
painted over. The front doors had pilasters with foliate capitals. Above
the front doors were small independent balconies that have now
been replaced by a much larger balcony that stretches between the
two bay windows on the first floor.

Nos.2 and 3 Clifton Drive
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5.2.23 The appearance of Clifton Drive has not been helped by the
deterioration of the street-scene with the loss of all trees, some
rather uninspired street furniture and many parked cars on both sides
of the road, which detracts from both the sea view and the original
architectural character.

5.2.22 Many of the houses along Clifton Drive have suffered from the
cumulative effect of unsympathetic modernisation with the loss of
most original windows and replacement with inappropriate uPVC
units. Original balconies have also been lost and more spacious
modern balconies have been introduced to maximise sea views.
The most extreme example of this is No.1 Clifton Drive. The original
design featured many of the typical details of the other buildings in
the Conservation Area, but the result of the many changes to the
building has been a complete loss of features and a building that
appears almost brand new. In comparison to the other streets in
the Conservation Area, although the street has suffered from some
replacement of former gardens and boundaries with insensitive
hardstandings and driveways, a good proportion of gardens and
good boundary enclosures remain.

5.2.24 The sun-shelter on Western Esplanade is a splendid inter-war red
brick and stone structure which curves gracefully around a pretty
green space. Its flat roof provides a platform giving excellent seaviews from just below Clifton Drive. Its elegant design makes a strong
contribution to the local street scene.

1132

The Sun Shelter
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5.2.25 No.2a Manor Road, named 'Clifton Lodge', was built in 1896 for Emma
Wood by the architects and surveyors Burles and Harris, who were
prominent architects in the local area at the time. It is actually built
in line with the houses on Clifton Drive and resembles its neighbour
No.1 Clifton Drive closely in terms of scale and exterior appearance.
The aesthetic significance of the building is detracted by modern
alterations, including the modern balcony and uPVC windows. No.2
Manor Road is located to the rear of No.2a, facing onto Manor Road
itself. To the rear of the plot is an attractive two-storey garage, brick
on the ground floor and with timber effect and plaster above. This
building was designed originally as a stable in 1895, as can be seen
clearly from the surviving stable door to the side and the original
plans in the Essex Record Office. Curiously the design was approved
by the County Surveyor two months before the design for the house
it was built to serve was submitted.
Nos.2a and 2 Manor Road

5.2.26 The setting of Clifton Drive and Manor Road is negatively impacted
by Overcliff Tower flats at their junction; these tower blocks were built
to fill the gap left by the splendid Overcliff Hotel, demolished in the
early 1970s.
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metal balustrades, numerous curved windows and French windows
leading to the balconies. The original corner windows were made
of curved glass which wrapped around the corners of the building
without vertical glazing bars to interrupt the horizontal lines. The
majority of these have been changed and the new ones are, without
exception, made of flat glass and most have vertical glazing bars
that destroy the lightness of touch of the original design. Most of the
metal windows have been replaced by uPVC units; this again disrupts
the coherence of the original design, nonetheless it is still a striking
building and a positive contributor. The gardens around Argyll House
are still well maintained and the building remains in an apparently
good overall state of repair.

Seaforth Road and Holland Road
5.2.27 The only two buildings on Seaforth Road within the Conservation
Area are Barton Towers and Argyll House. Barton Towers was
designed by Wylson and Long of The Strand, Middlesex for Oswald
C. Wilson of London, in 1896. It is typical of the character of the Area
with its tower, mix of red brick and render and pretty Jacobethan style
detailing above the front door.
5.2.28 The Locally Listed Argyll House presents a complete contrast to
the other buildings in the Conservation Area, yet the quality of its
design (and its good condition) secures its status as a landmark
building and a distinctive asset to the street-scene. Its white rendered
concrete is relieved by cream painted bands, elegant white painted
1134

Barton Towers south elevation

Barton Towers east elevation with Jacobethan style
doorcase
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Shorefield Road and Palmeira Avenue
5.2.30 Nos.1–9 Shorefield Road are, in effect, the basement part of Palmeira
Mansions, the design of which was approved in 1902. They were
originally built as coach houses serving Palmeira Mansions and,
having been derelict and saved from demolition, they now consist of
a row of arched shop fronts facing the sea occupied by restaurants.
The rather brash signage for the restaurants is inappropriate for a
Locally Listed Building, although the seaside location means that
it does not seem unduly out of place. Between each unit is a brickbuilt dividing wall, which extends above the ground floor to provide
punctuation to the balcony on the first floor. Above the shop fronts
is a series of low white painted balustrades, which form the balcony
boundary to the sea-facing elevation of Palmeira Mansions above.
The white detail, decoration and balcony are all very typical features
of this Conservation Area.

5.2.29 Crowstone Court sits to the east of Argyll House, on Holland Road. It
was originally built in yellow brick and was a shorter building which
has been extended upwards and re-clad c.10 years ago. With its
white rendered materiality, rounded sea-facing balconies, horizontal
banding and similar scale, this building integrates relatively well
with its surroundings. However, its additional, pent-house storey,
with modern cladding, makes it taller than Argyll House, therefore
detracting somewhat from the impact of the Locally Listed Building.
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5.2.31 Palmeira Avenue and Palmeira Mansions were both built by James
Edmondson and Sons, as was the Palmeira Towers Hotel. The houses
on Palmeira Avenue are very striking and some of the most elaborate
in the borough. They consist of a row of substantial terraced houses
of grand proportions with accommodation on the ground and first
floors with additional living space in the roof lit by very large dormer
windows topped by grand pediments. Each house was also provided
with a basement, accessed by side steps to a door to the side of, and
below, the front door. The houses at the northern end (Nos.1–9) retain
their small front gardens, some behind the original rustic grotto style
garden wall. The rough stonework of these walls forms a welcome

Crowstone Court
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contrast to the prettiness of the houses and the gardens soften the
streetscape. However, Nos.1–19 have all lost the full extent of their
gardens and the enclosing walls. Minute front gardens have been
retained in an attempt to cushion the houses from the road. However,
the larger part of former gardens and boundary enclosures have
been replaced by hardstanding surfaces for car parking; the small
gardens are not large enough to stand up to the tall buildings and the
hard landscaping and are therefore lost visually.
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The former Palmeira Mansions (Nos.1–9 Shorefield Road)

Nos.14–19 Palmeira Mansions, Palmeira Avenue showing the loss of former gardens to
hardstanding and car parking
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Materials and details palette: Palmeira Mansions
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5.2.32 The design of the buildings is repeated all the way along the street
and lends them an air of liveliness and exuberance that is appropriate
to their seaside location. The red brick and red roof tiles above
the windows of the first floor, combined with the contrasting white
painted joinery, including balconies on the first and second floors
and detailed window design, give an air of coherence to the whole
of Palmeira Avenue. The design of each house is asymmetrical with
large bay windows to one side and a pair of windows set at an angle
to one another to create a triangular plan on the other. The grand
corner tower was originally echoed by a similar one on the Palmeira
Towers Hotel and this section of the building is further ornamented by
an elaborate canopied front door.

5.2.33 The design seems to have survived largely intact, with little evidence
of replacement windows, roofs or guttering. There is good survival
of original doors with 16 lights (some with original coloured glass)
and fanlight above. This has helped preserve the appearance of
the building as it was originally meant to be seen and ensures the
building continues to be a real asset to the Conservation Area. This
extent of preservation is unusual in this Area, especially in properties
occupied by multiple households and should be encouraged as it is a
distinct asset to the quality of the Conservation Area.
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5.2.34 In place of most of the houses on the western side of the street is
a substantial series of flats called Homecove House. The Palmeira
Avenue elevation is a reasonably sympathetic modern development,
which still manages to be honest in its modernity. The reason for the
relative success of this building is that the design is, at least along
the Palmeira Avenue elevation, appropriate in terms of scale and
materials; and the variety of articulation provided by the projecting
bay windows and balconies lends it a similarly lively character to the
original houses on Palmeira Avenue. In addition, the gardens, behind
the low garden wall, are sympathetic to the original layout of the
street. Indeed, in the long view up Palmeira Avenue the new flats do
not detract from the street scene.
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5.2.35 At the intersection between Shorefield Road and the Western
Esplanade and from Holland Road Homecove House is not as
successful. Although the choice of materials and articulation remain,
the change in scale and the less domestic style of the planting
detracts from the overall design. The flats on the southern elevation
of the flats extend in some places over six floors, yet the architectural
language remains domestic. The elevation has a smaller overall
proportion of balconies, less articulation and rather undersized
pediments and this combines to give a rather muddled overall effect
not present in the lively character of the Palmeira Avenue elevation.

Homecove House
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5.3

Townscape

5.3.3

Features discussed in the section are shown on Map H: Townscape.
Topography
5.3.1 The Leas Conservation Area is situated on the edge of the northern
shore of the Thames estuary. It is located in an elevated position on
low cliffs, about 30m at their highest, at the eastern end of a ridge
of London Clay running parallel to the shoreline. The land continues
to climb north away from the cliff edge, steeply at times. The
Conservation Area overlooks the promenade, the Western Esplanade
and the unvegetated foreshore which consists of the beach with
timber groynes. Expansive views to the south are dominated by
the sea and sky, with distant views across to the south shore of the
estuary.

The steepness and relative difficulty of the topography in comparison
to the flatter shoreline further to the east is a likely reason for the
relatively late development of this suburb. Development of the area
was encouraged by the opening of the London, Tilbury and Southend
Railway's station at Westcliff in 1895 facilitating access to the area for
residents and visitors directly from Fenchurch Street.
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Views and Vistas
5.3.4 Owing to its proximity to the coast and the orientation of the streets
and individual buildings, the Conservation Area benefits from multiple
sea views and vistas. The most extensive sea views are from The
Leas, Clifton Drive and the public gardens, which all sit parallel to
Western Esplanade and the coastline, although the width of Western
Esplanade and the gradient of the grass slopes means that the
Conservation Area seems somewhat detached from the sea. The
east and west ends of Clifton Drive have particularly good views, as
does the flat space above the sun-shelter, of the Conservation Area
and the sea beyond. Important views of Southend Pier are visible
from Clifton Drive. There are also significant views along the streets
perpendicular to The Leas and Clifton Drive, all of these feature views
of the sea, framed by buildings, which often incorporate corner towers
for added interest.

5.3.2 The heavy clay soil in the area was suitable for brick making, and
the western end of the Conservation Area was used as a brick works
at the end of the 19th century by the Thames Brick and Tile Works.
These works are clearly marked on the second edition OS map of
1897. There is no sign of the works in the first edition map of 1875, or
the third edition map of 1922. The short-term existence of these works
suggests that these brickworks may have supplied many of the bricks
for the original houses built in the Conservation Area and ceased to
exist once the majority of development was completed.
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View of the sea from above the Sun-shelter

View of the Sun-shelter, Argyll House, Western Esplanade and the sea

View of the sea looking south along Pembury Road; both the corner
dwellings have a tower (although that on the right has lost its original roof)
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5.3.5 There are kinetic views into the Conservation Area at its east
and west end, from along Western Esplanade, which also take in
panoramic views of the sea.
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View looking into the Conservation Area from the west

View looking into the Conservation Area from the east
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Grassed bank mediating between The Leas
and Western Esplanade

Public Gardens above the sun-shelter
showing recent landscaping

Grassed banks south of Clifton Drive
showing recently upgraded paths and steps

Re-landscaping to the gardens just south of
Overcliff Tower blocks
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Open Green Spaces and Trees
5.3.6 The area has no public parks or other large,
open spaces; the gardens with grassed banks at
the south end of the Conservation Area, which
mediate between the Conservation Area and
Western Esplanade, are therefore particularly
important. These feature sloping paths and
some municipal planting and are typical of
Victorian and Edwardian seaside towns. Another
example nearby is Cliff Gardens. The gardens
above the sun-shelter have recently been relandscaped and planted with new grass seed
and shrubbery. Some parts of the gardens in The
Leas Conservation Area are rather less formal
and perhaps somewhat scrubby and could be
enhanced by better maintenance and planting,
although the areas around the sun-shelter are
attractive and well-maintained. The section in
front of Overcliff Tower blocks is currently (in
2019) being re-landscaped. Stretches of the
gardens feature hedgerows on the northern
boundary, namely those to the west; these form
another buffer between The Leas and Western
Esplanade.

The grassed
bank in front of
Argyll House
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5.3.7

5.3.8 It should be noted that there is no evidence that Palmeira Avenue
ever had street trees and any planting scheme in that location should
be very carefully considered in view of this and the attractive views of
the sea that can be obtained while walking along the street.

Very few trees survive in the Conservation Area, although most
of the roads leading off the southern sea-facing stretch appear
to have retained at least some. Manor Road is the best planted,
Palmerston Road has a few young trees. Early postcards show that
many trees were planted in the early years of the development and
it is unfortunate that these have been lost as they would have been
beneficial to the character of the Area, enhancing the rather pretty
rustic characteristics of the gardens and boundaries. It can be seen
that both sides of The Leas was planted with trees and the planting of
replacements should be considered as an enhancement to the Area.

5.3.9 The older trees depicted in some early postcards, clearly pre-date
the houses. It is likely that these were in old hedgerows and the loss
of these might be due to old age or disease in the case of elms.
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Young trees lining Palmerston Road

Mature trees planted along Manor Road
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Surface Treatments
5.3.10 The road surfaces in the Conservation Area are a dark tarmac and
vary in their state of repair; many are in need of resurfacing works
and have been extensively patched. Road markings have been kept
to a minimum, as is appropriate in a Conservation Area. Thick yellow
double lines are generally kept at bay.

Poor quality or poor condition surface treatments
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5.3.11 Many pavements in the Area are made of tarmac. They are in a
poorer state of repair than the roads and extensive patching has
a negative impact on the appearance of the streets. In places the
paths are uneven and even broken, often owing to uncontrolled
weed growth, and this could become dangerous with further neglect,
especially with the slopes on many paths. The steps to the east of
Argyll House and Crowstone House are in poor condition, with parts
of treads missing, making them dangerous for the user. However,
materials used for certain surfaces are well chosen, for example the
use of coloured aggregate within the tarmac on Palmeira Avenue,
which also incorporates seashells. This texture and colour has a
softening effect and improves the appearance of the material.
5.3.12 There are a small number of black and white or polychrome tiled
garden paths remaining within the Conservation Area, which enliven
front gardens and provide interest to the streetscape. These should
not be lost.

A rare example of
a surviving original
polychrome tiled
pathway in the
Conservation Area.
This example is on
Clifton Drive
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5.3.13 The wide granite stone kerbs in the area are both distinctive and
original, being clearly visible in early postcards. In some places
these have been lost, especially around curves and corners. They
are an important part of the character of the Area and priority should
be given to their retention and to reinstatement where they have
disappeared.

Good examples of a pavement surface (Palmeira Avenue) which includes
seashell fragments and granite kerbs
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The stone kerb has been lost on this corner
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Street Furniture and Signage
5.3.14 The street furniture in the Conservation Area is varied and mixed
in its success. There are a number of traditional inscriptions for
individual houses and buildings, carved into lintels above doors,
which contribute to the Area’s unique value. For street signs, modern
signposts bearing street names with a finial detail are relatively
consistent across the Area. These are a distinctive feature of
Southend.

Examples of historic house signs

Examples of modern street signs
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5.3.15 Some elegant curving green painted streetlights survive in the
Conservation Area, for example along The Leas. These are very
attractive and enhance the area, unlike some of the anonymous
municipal-style streetlights in other places, for example Palmeira
Avenue. The older streetlights are a positive feature and they should
repainted and retained. If an opportunity arises to replace the more
modern lights with more interesting and sympathetic ones, then this
would constitute an improvement.
Sensitive streetlights along The Leas
1147

Modern streetlights
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5.3.16 Although not in the Conservation Area the railings on the southern
side of the Western Esplanade are attractive examples of historic
railings that have survived. The only other interesting railings are
those above the sun-shelter on the southern side of Clifton Drive,
which are rusting and in need of maintenance. Other examples of
railings in the Conservation Area vary in style. There are new metal
railings with low stone walls lining certain paths and steps in the
public gardens, whilst there are also municipal metal examples and
worn timber handrails. This mix has a patchy effect and replacement
with a single design would help the cohesion of the appearance of
the Area.
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Sensitive railings along Western Esplanade (outside of the Conservation Area)

Rusted railings along the south side of Clifton Drive
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5.3.18 Street furniture, such as a disused telephone box, would benefit from
repairs and repainting; in good condition these would add character
to the Conservation Area.

5.3.17 Few benches are provided in the Conservation Area, despite its
elevated position with some fine views. There are two benches at
the bottom of Holland Road, with attractive views of the sea and the
pier in the distance; these are of neutral design. The views would,
however, be improved with some re-landscaping of the grass bank
above Rossi’s ice-cream kiosk. There are also a few benches along
Western Esplanade (outside of the Conservation Area), which are
well used in fine weather. Owing to the predominance of residential
buildings, there are also relatively few bins provided.
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Bench at the bottom of Holland Road looking out to sea

Disused telephone box in need of repainting
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Car Parking, Boundary Treatments and Gardens
5.3.19 There are no car parks in the Conservation Area and this is an area of
parking stress. Most parking is on the street; therefore, many streets
are cluttered by parked cars. In addition, many houses have lost
their front gardens and boundaries to make way for off-street parking
spaces and driveways; this is linked to the demand placed on parking
by converting houses to multiple rather than single occupancy. There
are some good examples of private gardens remaining. However,
these are at risk owing to pressure on car parking. Good examples
maintain planted beds, grass lawns and shrubbery. Some have tiled
garden paths. They also sensitively retain at least part of the original
boundary enclosure, often comprising a low wall and hedge. The
streets lying perpendicular to The Leas and Clifton Drive feature
some alleys or passageways between buildings leading to back
gardens, where there are gaps between semi-detached pairs. Some
of these are overgrown and in need of maintenance.

Examples of cluttered parking and lost boundary enclosures

Good examples of private gardens and integration of parking behind walls
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5.3.20 The proliferation of cars parked in the area impacts on the
appearance of the Conservation Area, particularly in the way the sea
views are often partially obscured from within the area by the cars
parked on the side of the road. In addition, the number of cars parked
along the sides of the roads and on front drives detracts from the
architectural quality of some of the buildings.
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5.4

Setting

5.4.2

The towering Bellway Court blocks, which lie just outside the Area’s
western boundary at the junction of The Leas and Grosvenor Road,
are of detrimental impact to the Area’s immediate setting. These are
intrusive to the character and aesthetic of the Conservation Area; their
materiality and design is insensitive but most inappropriate within the
context of the Conservation Area is their scale. At 11 storeys tall they
feature in views close by and at a distance. Overcliff tower blocks,
located at the south end of Manor Road (excluded from the Area in
the 2009 Appraisal), are also damaging to the character of the Area,
owing to their overpowering scale, insensitive construction materials
and bland design. They are particularly intrusive to the neighbouring
streets, The Leas and Clifton Drive, although their size means they
are recurrent features in long views across the Area.

5.4.1

5.4.3

The Leas Conservation Area is a suburban settlement to the west
of the centre of Southend-on-Sea. Westcliff Railway Station, the
railway line and Station Road lie to the north of the Conservation
Area parallel to The Leas. The immediate setting of the Conservation
Area to the west, north-east and north-west (across the railway line)
is similarly residential. To the north, also across the railway line, is the
retail centre of Hamlet Court Road. A few further shops are on Station
Road, though some are now converted into residential use.

The Western Esplanade fringes the Conservation Area to the south;
this wide and busy road and associated car parking contributes to
distancing the Conservation Area from the seafront. To the east of the
Conservation Area, there are extensive public gardens (Shorefield
Gardens and The Cliffs); these open spaces must be protected. The
Cliffs Pavilion, a large performing arts venue, is also close by.
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Western Esplanade between the Conservation Area and the seafront
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Tall buildings featuring in views of the Conservation Area
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6.1

6.1.1

Introduction

1155

This section highlights issues and threats
within The Leas Conservation Area, as well
as opportunities to enhance its special
historic and architectural interest. It begins
with a Conservation Vision, summarising the
aims for the future of the Conservation Area.
Issues and opportunities are described, and
recommendations provided for the reduction or
removal of threats to the Area’s special interest.
The section concludes with guidance on how
to go about the sensitive repair and alteration
of materials, details and features characteristic
of the Conservation Area. Alterations, repairs or
new development should follow this guidance to
help preserve the special interest of individual
properties and the Conservation Area.

6.2

6.2.1

Conservation Vision

The historic seaside character and special interest of The Leas Conservation Area
will be conserved and enhanced, making it an appealing and attractive place for
people to live, work and visit.

6.2.2 It will predominantly be a residential area, containing good quality housing, but
will also contain some commercial buildings such as hotels. Houses converted
from single to multiple occupancy will externally appear as a single dwelling.
6.2.3 The buildings will be in good condition, with inappropriate alterations reversed and
traditional materials and details used for features such as walls, roofs, windows
and doors.
6.2.4 Front gardens will be attractively planted and/or landscaped. Boundary walls will
be reinstated and off-street parking, where acceptable in principle, sensitively
incorporated into front gardens with planting to soften the effect of cars.
6.2.5 New development will be of a scale and form, with materials and details, which
reflect the characteristics of the Conservation Area. Redeveloped buildings
within the setting of the Conservation Area will also be designed and scaled
appropriately for its special interest.
6.2.6 The public gardens at the south end of the Conservation Area will be retained as
an important strip of green open space. They will be attractively landscaped with
well-tended lawns and shrubbery and well-maintained paths and steps.
6.2.7 The Leas Conservation Area will maintain and heighten its relationship with the
seafront.
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6.3

Issues, Opportunities and Recommendations

Condition of Buildings and Public Realm
6.3.1

Whilst some properties are tidy and well looked after, other
properties are rundown and neglected. This is often linked to
vacancy and the provision of these buildings with a viable new use is
advised. Properties along Station Road, in particular, feature cracked
or peeling render and paintwork, damaged joinery or window lights
and broken or redundant service boxes or satellite dishes. Many
gardens across the Conservation Area are untended, and as a result,
overgrown with weeds. Alleys between houses and garden steps are
often also overgrown.

Overgrown garden steps to No.1
Palmerston Road

An example of poorly maintained
balconies, the one on the right has been
lost entirely

Decorative window lights to No.1a
Palmeira Avenue missing and in disrepair
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Poor condition of No.106 Station Road
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6.3.5 Certain railings and handrails have recently been updated, for
example those lining some of the paths and steps in the public
gardens. However, there are still several different types of railings
across the Area, some of which are unpainted, rusty or worn. The
historic railings on the southern side of Clifton Drive are in particular
need of maintenance. There are also some wooden rails lining
the paths to the public gardens, which are in a rickety condition.
The steps from Western Esplanade to Holland Road are cracked
and damaged and the patch of grass to their west is unkempt and
neglected; this area would benefit from relandscaping and upgrade.
The cluttered street furniture in places would benefit from reduction
and rationalization. The clustered overhead cables along the streets
provide visual clutter to views of the sea.

6.3.2 Maintenance of the public realm could be improved. The condition
of the roads is poor; they have been patched and repaired and are in
need of resurfacing work in many places. Pavements and paths are in
even poorer repair and have been extensively patched and repaired.
The surfaces are widely varied and this creates an untidy appearance
within the street scene. Comprehensive resurfacing of all pavements
would considerably improve the appearance of the area as a whole.
6.3.3

1157

6.3.4

The wide stone kerbs in the area are both distinctive and original,
being clearly visible in early postcards. In some places these
have been lost, especially around curves and corners. They are
an important part of the character of the area and priority should
be given to their retention or reinstatement where they have
disappeared.

6.3.6 Although re-landscaping is under-development in some areas, other
parts of the public gardens are scrubby and unkempt, particularly to
the west of the sun-shelter.

Most street furniture is not in a bad state of repair. Certain streetlights,
those in an ornate, traditional style along The Leas, are more
sensitive than the modern streetlights. Benches are of a relatively
neutral, municipal design; there is very little bench provision in the
Conservation Area.
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Recommendations
6.3.7 Keeping buildings in good condition will ensure the area is an attractive
and desirable place to live and work.

Degraded or unattractive public realm

6.3.8

Undertake regular maintenance and checks to prevent problems from
occurring and protect original features. This will also ensure small
problems do not become bigger, more costly issues to fix.

6.3.9

Follow guidance in section 6.4 to ensure repairs and alterations are
carried out in an appropriate manner.
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6.3.10 Rationalise railing design by introducing a uniform type where historic
railings are not present. The railings along the southern side of Western
Esplanade are attractive examples of historic railings and these could
be used as a model for future railings if required, subject to modern
safety criteria. Hedges are an attractive and environmentally sound
alternative that could be considered. Those already in place should be
preserved and maintained, and suitable locations for more should be
identified.
6.3.11

Maintain or resurface damaged street surfaces and, if funding
opportunities present themselves, reinstate stone kerbs where possible.

6.3.12 Road markings should be the minimum necessary for safety and
yellow lines should be narrower widths and in primrose suitable for
Conservation Areas.
6.3.13 Avoid mundane street furniture and introduce more benches to benefit
from the Conservation Area’s sea views.
6.3.14 Reduce municipal clutter to enhance the unhurried holiday atmosphere
of the original resort. The Area would benefit from the relocation of
overhead cables to underground to reduce their negative impact on
views, particularly up and downhill.
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Car Parking and Boundary Treatments

Examples of insensitive driveways/hardstandings replacing former gardens
and boundary walls
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6.3.15 Car parking is a continual problem in most residential areas,
especially those, such as The Leas, that were built before car
ownership was almost universal. In The Leas all the streets are lined
with parked cars on both sides and the prevalence of buildings
with several flats puts additional pressure on the available space,
assuming each household is likely to own at least one car. This has
already resulted in the loss of many front boundaries and gardens in
the area, which is unfortunate as they are a very significant part of its
character. The erosion of this feature should be avoided to prevent
still further loss of the quiet suburban feel this district enjoyed in its
early years. Pembury Road and Palmerston Road are particularly
badly affected, as well as sections of The Leas. The high congestion
of car parking clutters the Conservation Area visually and physically
and, as a result, distances the Area from the seafront. Clifton Drive
has the best retention of gardens and good boundary walls.

6.3.16 Some examples of parking spaces in front gardens that may be more
suitable for a Conservation Area setting can be found, for example
No.7 The Leas or Nos.27 and 31 Pembury Road. In these cases only
a small part of the front boundary was removed to make room for
an access gate; gravel, a soft surfacing material, or small brick setts
were chosen, and extensive planting softens the effect still further.
If provision of further off-street parking is considered acceptable in
principle, examples such as these may provide inspiration.
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Sensitive integration of driveways

Recommendations
6.3.17 Further loss of front gardens and boundaries for car parking should
be avoided. If provision of additional parking is considered acceptable
in principle, or where opportunities to enhance existing parking areas
arise, the impact of this should be minimised by:

No.27 Pembury Road
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•

Integrating surface car parking as part of the overall design and not
dominating the street frontage or main entrance.

•

Retaining as much of the boundary wall or enclosure as possible.

•

Using high-quality, permeable surfacing materials such as gravel,
brickweave or setts and the inclusion of significant planting within the
scheme.

6.3.18 Where boundary enclosures have been eroded these should be
reinstated, where possible, with brick or stone walls or hedge
boundaries.
No.31 Pembury Road

No.7 The Leas
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Inappropriate Alterations

the uPVC units need replacing, it may be acceptable to replace them
with uPVC provided certain design criteria are met. This would include
a slimline profile and slim glazing bars, flush not chamfered frames,
the window opening type being the correct one for the building (e.g.
sash windows where there were originally sash windows), there are
no trickle vents and glazing bars are integrated into the window (i.e.
not stuck on to the glass).

6.3.19 Considerable unsuitable alteration has already taken place in the
Conservation Area. The most widespread alteration in The Leas
Conservation Area is the widespread replacement of historic sliding
sash windows, and some timber doors, with inappropriate uPVC units.
Much of this replacement was carried out before the designation
of the Conservation Area and was one of the drivers in the area's
designation, in order to improve its appearance through better
window designs.
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6.3.20 Where new windows have been installed, many have changed the
original shape of the opening, completely altering the appearance of
buildings and destroying their proportions. The sea air is abrasive to
paintwork and this does mean buildings require extra maintenance,
but, as well as detracting visually from the Conservation Area, the use
of uPVC units reduces the breathability of traditionally constructed
buildings by preventing moisture from egressing the building. Original
materials were more permeable than modern materials, ensuring that
moisture did not get trapped within walls, which would cause issues
with damp. There have been issues with windows being changed in
flats without planning permission.

Inappropriate uPVC units

6.3.21 Where original or historic timber windows still remain these should
be replacement like-for-like with timber frames, if they come to the
end of their usable life (though repair of original windows should be
undertaken wherever possible in the first instance before original
windows are replaced). For windows that have already been replaced
with uPVC, while timber replacements are the preferred option should
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6.3.22 The panoramic sea views in this Conservation Area mean that
there is also pressure for the installation of unsympathetic modern
balconies and larger windows or doors: 6 The Leas is an example of
this. Glazed balconies are particularly intrusive as their materiality
is out of character with the Conservation Area; examples of these
include 1 and 1a Clifton Drive and 15 The Leas. Very plain, thin metal
railings also do not do justice to the more elaborate detailing on the
historic buildings. This is contributing to loss of the character that
made the area worthy of protection and changes of this type should
be carefully considered and designed in such a way as to be as
sympathetic as possible.

Unsympathetic glazed modern balconies
and oversized uPVC doors at 2a Manor
Road and 1 Clifton Drive
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6.3.23 Several original balconies survive, which should be retained.
These are good examples to use for replacement balconies (where
replacement has already occurred). Most are timber, with flat
balusters often with cut out designs, and arcaded verandas on the
ground floor. Some, including those on Palmeria Avenue, have stick
balusters but these are arranged in pleasant patterns with details
such as ball finials. The repeating patterns on these balconies add
considerable character to the buildings on which they survive and
have more of a sense of solidity than the modern replacements.

Unsympathetic balconies and inserted
French doors at 6 The Leas

6.3.24 There are also a very few examples of historic metal balconies
remaining, which feature decorated Classical columns, pierced
spandrels and decorative patterns to the metalwork of the
balustrades. These have a much higher level of detailing and quality
than the modern replacements and should not be lost.
6.3.25 See also Section 6.4.12.
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Unsympathetic glazed modern balcony
at 15 The Leas
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Examples of good quality historic timber or metal balconies
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6.3.26 Minor modern alterations, which nonetheless detract from the
character and visual interest of the Conservation Area, include a
proliferation of satellite dishes and TV aerials, as well as the addition
of modern canopies and excess signage. Other inappropriate
alterations or pressures for change could include the alteration of
original roof materials to concrete tiles, the painting over of original
brickwork, the infilling of recessed porches, the addition of mansard
roofs or additional floors to buildings and the infilling of balconies.
6.3.27 Multiple occupancy is prevalent in this Conservation Area. In some
cases this has led to piecemeal changes to buildings, for example
the replacement of the curved corner windows and the widespread
introduction of uPVC units at Argyll House, which do not conserve or
enhance the character and the cohesion of their original design. It can
also create pressure for changes to frontages of houses which are
converted from single to multiple occupancy, for example to insert
additional doors into the façade to provide additional entrances or the
insertion of different window designs on different floors of a building,
leading to an incoherent appearance.
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Excessive satellite dishes on a front elevation

Cluttered modern signage, air handling units and canopies
at 1–9 Shorefield Road
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Recommendations
6.3.28 Take opportunities to enhance properties when considering
alterations, for example by restoring any missing historic features and
improving poorly designed alterations of the past.
6.3.29 Where original or good quality historic timber windows and doors
still survive, these should be retained and repaired with materials
and techniques suitable for historic timberwork. If they require
replacement, these must be like-for-like in timber to a design which
matches the original.
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Be of a design which is as similar as possible to the design of the
original window or door as possible.

•

Windows should have the appropriate opening method for period of
the building, e.g. sash windows where the originals were sashes or
casements where this was originally the case.

•

Window frames and glazing bars should have slimline profiles.

•

Window frames should have flush, not chamfered, frames.

•

Glazing bars should be integrated into the window, i.e. not stuck onto
the glass.

•

Windows and doors should have a painted wood effect finish if
possible.

These replacements will be judged on a case by case basis.

6.3.30 If the original windows or doors have already been replaced with
uPVC and these require replacement, the preference will be for
replacement in timber in a design to match the original. However,
it may be acceptable to replace existing uPVC windows and doors
with uPVC provided that there is a marked improvement in the
design which would provide an enhancement to the character and
appearance of the Conservation Area. Replacements also must:
•

•

6.3.31 Original balconies should be retained and repaired with materials
and techniques suitable for historic timberwork or metalwork. If they
require replacement, these must be like-for-like in timber or metal as
appropriate, to a design which matches the original.
6.3.32 Where balconies have already been replaced and require further
replacements, this should be done in a design which replicates an
historic balcony. It should be constructed in timber or metal and
should not be glazed. Designs with more intricate detailing are likely
to be more appropriate than very plain designs. These replacements
will be judged on a case by case basis.
6.3.33 Follow guidance in Section 6.4 to ensure repairs and alterations are
carried out in an appropriate manner.

Window frames should not have trickle vents.
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6.3.34 The Council will not approve applications for alterations which do not
conserve or enhance the character and appearance of the special
interest of the Conservation Area.
6.3.35 The Council will use enforcement powers where necessary to prevent
or reverse inappropriate alterations.
6.3.36 Seek the improvement of commercial ground floor frontages.
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6.3.37 If conversion to flats is proposed, divisions between the flat should
be made internally behind the original front door, with no new doors
inserted in the front elevation. The appearance of windows on
different floors that contain different flats should be the same to retain
consistency of appearance.
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New Development within the Conservation Area and its Setting

Recommendations
6.3.40 New buildings or extensions within or in the setting of the
Conservation Area should be appropriate in materials, scale, detail
and massing to the street on which it is located and should preserve
important views. They should be guided by Policy DM6.

6.3.38 There are no obvious gap sites in the Area, though there have been
a few recent developments, such as conversion of former hotels and
a new house on Pembury Road. However, when the opportunity
arises new development within the Conservation Area should be
very carefully considered. The buildings in the area that date from the
late-20th or early-21st century demonstrate how much a successful
or unsuccessful addition can impact on the area as a whole. The
Palmeira Avenue elevation of Homecove House is successful
owing to its appropriate scale, style and its honesty as a modern
addition. However, Overcliff flats are far less successful owing to their
overpowering scale, choice of materials and bland articulation and as
a result were excluded from the Conservation Area in 2008.

6.3.41 The Council will not approve applications for new developments
which detract from the special interest of the Conservation Area or its
setting.
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6.3.42 The Council will use enforcement powers where necessary to prevent
or reverse inappropriate new development.
6.3.43 Heritage Impact Assessments should be undertaken for new
development in the Conservation Area.

6.3.39 Beyond the boundary of the Conservation Area the risks of new
development are higher. The recent 'The Shores' development, just
outside the western edge of the Area, has had an enormous impact
on the Area. The 11 storey block totally overpowers the two/three
storey dwellings, which characterise the Conservation Area and has
a detrimental impact on long views along The Leas and, in fact, the
entire Conservation Area.
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Open Space and Views

What is a Heritage Impact Assessment?

Heritage Impact Assessment (HIA) is a process used when

6.3.44 The green spaces within the Conservation Area are limited and the
public gardens at the south of the Conservation Area have only
limited accessibility owing to the sloping nature of much of the
undeveloped land. However, the gardens are a very important part of
the Conservation Area, as a link between the Area and the seafront;
they must, therefore, be carefully maintained and protected. Whilst
part of these gardens was being re-landscaped at the time of site
surveying in 2019, other sections are scrubby and would benefit from
re-landscaping and the planting of further shrubbery and trees. Old
postcards show that these areas were originally very green and many
roads had trees planted along them. Reinstatement of these would be
a positive benefit to the Conservation Area and would enhance the
existing green spaces.

proposals are put forward for change to the historic environment.
It is usually a requirement of listed building consent or planning
consent for proposals within a Conservation Area. It identifies what
is historically and architecturally important about a heritage asset,
in order to be able to assess whether proposed changes will have a
positive, negative or no impact on the heritage values of the place.
Advice is usually given by a specialist heritage consultant and the
resulting conclusions presented in a report, which should include:
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•

Identification and description of the proposals site and its setting;

•

Identification of any designations, such as listing, which the site is
subject to or which are within the setting of the site;

•

Description of the history of the property;

•

Identification of the ‘significance’ of the site, i.e. its historic and
architectural interest;

•

Assessment of the impact the proposals will have on the
significance of the site, as well as recommendations for any
changes to the scheme that will reduce any identified negative
impacts.

Recommendations
6.3.45 Retain existing trees within the Conservation Area and, if possible,
reinstate trees where they have been lost, for example lining The
Leas.
6.3.46 Continue to maintain and, where possible, improve the public gardens
to make them accessible and enjoyable for public use.
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Locally Listed Buildings

6.3.48 The houses on Palmeria Avenue are some of the most distinctive
in the Conservation Area, with strong group value. They have
survived relatively well and display excellent examples of the typical
characteristics of the Conservation Area, such as timber balconies,
bay and oriel windows, gables, original timber windows frames and
doors. Their rhythm in views southwards to the sea is particularly
pleasing.

6.3.47 There are currently four Locally Listed Buildings within the
Conservation Area, which are identified for their local historic and
architectural interest. There are some other buildings which would
meet the criteria set out by SBC for Locally Listed Buildings, which
should:
•
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•

Demonstrate the Borough's history, particularly during its main period
of growth. This includes buildings important for its social history such
as schools, churches, public buildings, leisure, entertainment and
commercial buildings.

Recommendations
6.3.49 Nos.1–19 (odd) and 2–6 (even) Palmeria Avenue were recommended
for consideration for the Local List during the Appraisal process and
were designated as Locally Listed Buildings.

Have architectural interest – be designed by a well-known architect,
be a good example of a particular style or period, contain good
architectural features or be important for the townscape.
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Boundary Proposals
6.3.50 Councils have a duty to review the boundaries of Conservation Areas
every so often to ensure that the special interest is not devalued by
the inclusion of areas which are not of special interest. The interest
can change over time as negative alterations take place or as more
understanding is gained of the importance of areas adjacent to the
boundary that were not previously recognised as having special
interest.
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6.3.51 The area immediately surrounding the Conservation Area was
reviewed as part of this Appraisal. With the sea and Western
Esplanade to the south and modern housing to the east of Nos.1–9
Shorefield Road, the Conservation Area’s potential for expansion is
largely restricted to the north.
No.22 Pembury Road, proposed for inclusion in the Conservation Area Boundary

6.3.52 No.22 Pembury Road should be included within the Conservation
Area; the current boundary ends with Ozone Cottage (20 Pembury
Road). However, despite No.22’s uPVC units and eroded boundary,
it is in good condition with exemplar features of the Conservation
Area such as a double-height bay window and decorative window
surrounds. It seems an anomaly that it is not included within the
boundary.
Recommendations
6.3.53 Include No.22 Pembury Road within the boundary of the
Conservation Area.
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Map J: Proposed
Boundary Changes and
Locally Listed Buildings

	Conservation Area Boundary
	Locally Listed Building

	Locally Listed Building
designated as part of this
Appraisal
	Proposed extension to
Conservation Area boundary

This map is not to scale
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6.4

6.4.1

Guidance on Alteration and Repair

Key Principles for Guiding Change

The following advice applies to the features of particular importance
to the character of The Leas Conservation Area, where they are
visible to the public. Those with properties in the Conservation Area
should follow this guidance when considering changes to help keep
individual properties and the area special.

6.4.2 Maintenance: regular maintenance is needed to protect
original features. But if more extensive work is found
necessary, repair rather than replacement should be the first
option and will often be better value.
6.4.3 Materials and Designs: when considering alterations or
repairs to the property, original materials and designs should
be respected.
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6.4.4 Enhancement: take the opportunity to enhance properties
when considering alterations, by restoring any missing features
and improving poorly designed alterations of the past.
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Windows
6.4.5 Traditional windows, especially timber sliding sashes on Victorian
buildings, are vital for the character of the Conservation Area.
Historically, many sash windows in this Area featured a multi-light
top panel and one large lower panel; some of these survive. Some
windows still have their original stained glass, which adds great
character to individual houses and cohesion across the Conservation
Area. Original stained or leaded glass should not be lost. Window
joinery is generally painted white, which is typical of seaside
architecture.
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6.4.6

Original windows can be given a new lease of life by overhauling
them and installing draught proofing brushes in the sash rebates.
Secondary glazing may also be acceptable if it is unobtrusive.
Advice should be sought from the Council's Planning Department.
If replacement or reinstatement is necessary, purpose-made
windows to match the original materials and external appearance
should normally be installed and advice sought from the Council's
Planning Department before undertaking any works, should planning
permission be required. For most buildings, double glazing within
timber frames is acceptable if the external appearance is unaltered,
and the metal frames and seals are not visible. This will need to be
demonstrated in planning application drawings including existing
and proposed large scale sections of key elements. Non-traditional
materials, especially plastic, cannot match traditional timber windows
and are normally not acceptable.
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6.4.7

Although predominantly residential, the area does contain some
historic shopfronts, which remain in commercial use (Nos.1–9
Shorefield Road). These are different to typical shop fronts, being set
within arches. However, they should display typical characteristics
of shop historic shop fronts, such as stall risers and timber frames
without excessive expanses of glazing. Small window lights in the
arches of these shop fronts are a unique detail here. Where possible
original characteristics should be retained or reinstated.

6.4.8

To safeguard the building's character, new windows should normally:

•

Be of good quality softwood;

•

Be painted (not stained);

•

Copy the original pattern of glazing bars and horns, if any;

•

Glazing bars should be built into the sash and not stuck on to the glass;

•

Use the original method of opening;

•

Retain or restore the dimensions of the original window opening
and the position of the frame within the opening. Most openings are
well-proportioned and most frames in older brick buildings are well
set back from the face of the wall to give weather-protection, shadow
and character;

•

Give adequate ventilation which is not visible (e.g. trickle vents); or

•

Retain historic leaded/stained glass; and

•

Retain decorative surrounds.
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6.4.9

Doors and Porches
6.4.12 Original front doors of Victorian and Edwardian buildings are well
proportioned and have good detailing. In this Conservation Area, they
tend to be larger than standardised modern doors, sometimes have a
fanlight and help to give a property distinction. Original timber doors
feature panelling and multiple, small lights in the upper half, some of
which are coloured or stained glass. Some returns to entrance walls
contain glazed tile dados. Original front doors should normally be
retained and repaired when necessary. If this proves impossible, the
new door should be solid timber, painted not stained, similar in design
and dimensions to the original.

For good quality softwood, Historic England's recommendation
of slow grown Scots Pine or Douglas Fir should be followed. This
has greater durability than other softwoods. However, chemically
modified and stabilised softwood can also offer the same durability.

6.4.10 Where uPVC replacement windows already exists the Council
may consider replacement with uPVC provided that there is an
enhancement to the character and appearance of the Conservation
Area, for example an improved design which better reflects the original
detailing. See recommendations in Section 6.3.30 for more detail.
6.4.11
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For further guidance, see Historic England's guidance on the
maintenance and repair of historic windows: Traditional Windows,
Their Care, Repair and Upgrading, https://historicengland.org.uk/
images-books/publications/traditional-windows-care-repairupgrading/

6.4.13 Recessed porch areas give shadow and interest to the face of
many buildings and should not normally be enclosed with doors
or new porches. New porches will only be acceptable where they
complement the original design of the façade and use traditional
materials. Where a house is being converted to flats, the original
entrance door should be retained or restored. Entrance doors to
individual flats should be contained within the building behind the
original entrance.
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Outside Walls and Decoration
6.4.15 Originally red brick was the main material used, this typical local
material gives an attractive ‘warm’ tone and texture to façades. There
is an occasional use of yellow stock brick. The brick elevations were
traditionally enlivened by white joinery (windows, doors, balconies),
although many buildings have been rendered and painted white.

Balconies
6.4.14 Original balconies are attractive features of this Conservation Area
and where they still survive they should not be replaced and repair
should be on a like-for-like basis. Unfortunately, many original
balconies have been removed and replaced with modern versions,
sometimes comprising insensitive materials such as glazing, altering
the character of each property and the Conservation Area as a whole.
Others remain but are negatively impacted by large uPVC window
units behind. If balconies that have already been replaced require
further replacements, this should be done in an appropriate historic
design, which could be influenced by original surviving elsewhere in
the Conservation Area, through historic photographs or old patterns
for iron or timber balustrades. Historic research should inform the
correct choice of balcony design to ensure it is appropriate for the
period and style of building on which is will be installed. Glazed
balconies are not appropriate in this Conservation Area. Timber
or metal (painted black) are appropriate materials for balconies.
Reinstatement of balconies which better reflect historic designs would
greatly add to the character of The Leas Conservation Area.
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6.4.16 Facing brickwork should, therefore, not normally be rendered or
painted. If it suffers from damp, dirt or deterioration, alternatives
should first be considered, such as cleaning with an appropriate
solvent and repointing. Cement-based render and non-porous
masonry paints might increase problems of damp by trapping
moisture within the brickwork. If brickwork has already been painted,
it may be possible to clean it off and in such instances discussion
should be had with the Council's Conservation Officer in the first
instance before undertaking works, to ensure that the proposed
method will not damage the face of the bricks.
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6.4.20 Re-roofing should reinstate the original materials and designs. For
slate roofs, it may be possible to re-use some of the existing slates
to help keep costs down. Spanish slate may be a possible cheaper
alternative to Welsh slate.

6.4.17 Repointing also needs care. It should match the colour and style
of the original and not extend over the face of bricks or make joints
appear wider. To achieve this, it may need to be slightly recessed.
The mortar mix needs to include lime and be the right strength for the
bricks. Too strong a mix will force damp into the bricks and damage
their surface.

6.4.21 Stacks and pots usually emphasise the roofline and in most cases
should not be removed. Some stacks have simple detailing, which
adds to the character of the property and should be retained.
Chimneys are an important part of the character of the buildings and
should not be removed.

6.4.18 Decorative features are prevalent across the Conservation Area.
Buildings facing the sea, such as The Leas and Clifton Drive, or corner
dwellings, such as Nos.10–11 The Leas and No.2 Pembury Road, often
have particularly elaborate ornament. The following architectural or
decorative features add interest to buildings and should be retained
(the list is not exhaustive): towers with lead roofs, double-height bay
windows, gables and pediments, timber or wrought iron balconies,
ornamental window and door surrounds, decorative crest tiles,
terracotta panels and stained glass.
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Hardstandings and Boundaries
6.4.22 Front gardens should be maintained as planted areas wherever
possible. Hardstandings in front gardens or forecourts harm the
appearance of individual properties and the Area's character if badly
designed or too prevalent. They will only be acceptable if there is
adequate space in the garden or forecourt to allow a good design
incorporating a suitable surface, landscaping and partial enclosure
of the frontage with a traditional boundary wall (such as a low brick
wall or hedge), and no reasonable alternative to parking is possible. It
should not involve the loss of or harm to roots of mature trees.

Roofs
6.4.19 Roof coverings tend to be machine-made clay plain-tile or natural
Welsh slate, with lead on the roofs of towers. All are natural materials,
which weather well to produce attractive roof surfaces. They give
unity to terraces and semi-detached buildings and help establish
the character of the Area. Decorative crest tiles are also important
features of some buildings.

6.4.23 The appearance of some properties has been eroded by the
loss of boundary enclosures; their restoration would enhance the
Conservation Area and is encouraged.
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Appendix A
Building-by-Building
Description
Properties are assessed according to their value to the area’s character.
Values are:
•

positive – it contributes to the area’s character

•

positive* – the building is potentially positive but needs improvement
or restoration. For example, it could be in poor condition or it could
have later alterations which are inappropriate to the Conservation
Area in terms of materials, design or scale (this list is not exhaustive).
Often the rating is given because of the cumulative impact of several
inappropriate changes.

•

neutral – it neither harms nor contributes to the area

•

negative – it harms the area’s character.
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Descriptions of streets and buildings relate to the situation at the time
of survey in October 2019. They are intended to guide decisions on
conservation area boundaries, on future development control, and on the
need for enhancement. They relate to buildings and other structures adjacent
or close to the named streets. They are not necessarily comprehensive and
other features not mentioned may nevertheless have value for the character
of the area.

These values are shown on Map K on the following page.
Buildings can be negative by reasons such as mass, design, materials or
siting. Unsympathetic alterations can have the effect of moving a building
down a grade. Similarly, reversal of such alterations could restore its original
character and move it up a grade.
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Building-by-Building Description
Station Road, Palmeira Court and No.1A Palmeria Avenue

Station Road is a wide busy road which runs east-west at the top end of the
north-south streets which form the Conservation Area. A small section is
included in the Conservation Area at the north end of Palmeria Avenue. The
houses on this stretch are much altered but were originally of a similar grand
form as the houses on the adjacent streets, with seaside features such as
balconies and turrets common. They are all two storeys with attic floors, with
originally brick walls with some rough cast render, though now all rendered
or painted. Tile hanging is also used and red tiles were typical for the roofs
originally.
1181
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

82 Station Road

Positive*

N/A

Description

1182

Two and a half storey end of terrace house (now converted into flats).
Rendered and painted walls. Steeply pitched hipped roof with slates to
most areas, though possibly some lead to a projecting part of the roof to the
east. Decorative ridge tiles and finial surviving. Brick chimney shared with
No.84, painted on the No.82 side. Original timber double door with multiple
panes to top halves survives under a porch supported on a column. uPVC
door inserted on basement floor, presumably to access a flat. All timber
sash windows replaced with unsympathetic uPVC units. Plinth has been
unsympathetically clad in broken tiles. Original timber balcony with moulded
columns survives and dormer with pediment appears original, though
windows replaced. The boundary wall has been lost and the front garden
has been paved for parking, with no relief from planting to soften the space.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

84 Station Road

Positive*

N/A

Description

1183

A mirroring pair with No.82. Rendered and painted walls. Steeply pitched
hipped roof with red tiles. Brick chimney shared with No.84, remains unpainted.
Original timber double door with multiple panes to top halves survives (though
glazing painted out) under a porch, though supporting column has been
replaced with a modern post. Timber and glazed door inserted on basement
floor, presumably to access a flat. All timber sash windows replaced with
unsympathetic uPVC units or timber replacements with glass louvers to the
upper sections. Original timber balcony with moulded columns survives
and dormer with pediment appears original and with original tile hanging on
the sides, though windows replaced. Modern brick boundary wall retains
enclosure but garden paved over.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

86 Station Road

Positive – though would
benefit from replacement of
uPVC top floor windows with
timber

N/A

Description

1184

Similar in design to Nos.82 and 84. Brick painted to ground floor with rough
cast render painted to first floor. Steeply pitched roof with unsympathetic
replacement concrete tiles. Original timber double door with multiple panes
to top halves survives under a porch supported on a column. Canted bay
window to ground floor under balcony. Timber sash windows with small
panes to the upper sashes survive on ground and first floors (with leaded
lights to top half of central bay window on ground floor). Original timber
balcony with moulded columns survives and dormer with pediment appears
original, though dormer window replaced with uPVC. uPVC window also to
the left-hand side of the roof. Modern brick boundary wall retains enclosure
but garden paved over.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

1a Palmeria Avenue

Positive – though would
benefit from uPVC windows
being replaced with timber

N/A

Description

1185

Similar in design to Nos.82–86 but with a corner turret marking the corner
between Station Road and Palmeria Avenue. Brick painted to ground floor
with rough cast render painted to first floor. Pitched roof (not as steep as
adjacent properties to the east) with unsympathetic concrete tiles. As well as
the octagonal corner turret, there is a canted bay window on the ground floor
of the north elevation underneath the balcony and a canted oriel window
above the door on the west elevation. Pedimented dormers to the north
and west elevations. Timber sash windows with small panes to the upper
sashes survive on ground and first floors, though windows in dormers and to
rear elevation (which can be seen from Palmeria Avenue) are unsympathetic
uPVC replacements. Several unattractive satellite dishes also on the rear
elevation. Original timber double door with multiple panes to top halves
survives on west elevation under a moulded arched architrave. A stained
glass roundel window is to the right of the door. Timber balustrade and
surround to a balcony on the north elevation survives, though the balcony
has been filled in. This possibly happened soon after completion as the two
timber sash windows within the infill section are similar in design to the other
original windows. Modern brick boundary wall retains enclosure but garden
paved over.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

Palmeria Court

Positive*

N/A

Description

1186

A corner house similar to 1a Palmeria Avenue on the opposite corner. Painted
render. Steeply pitched roof with red tiles. An octagonal corner turret, plus
canted bay window on north elevation, bird’s beak oriel window on first floor
of east elevation and dormer windows on north, east and south elevations.
All original timber sash windows have been replaced with unsympathetic
uPVC units. The dormer to the north elevation may have been enlarged as
it is wider than those to Nos.82–86 and does not have a pediment. It, and
dormers to the side and rear, are hung with tiles, which is an appropriate
material. Hung tiles also between ground and first floor on the turret. Original
door has been replaced with an unsympathetic modern door: stained
timber with vertical glazed panels. It is set within a recessed porch which
has retained its exposed red brick finish to the interior of the porch and to
the arched surround. The balcony on the north elevation has been filled in.
Attractive stone wall with red brick capping and arch detail retains enclosure
to the front garden, which is grassed. Parking area to the rear.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

100/102 Station Road

Neutral

N/A

Description

1187

Much altered house. Three storeys plus attic floor. Painted render. Red
tile roof. One and a half storey canted bay window to right-hand side. Two
dormer windows to the roofscape which are bulky, though tile hung sides are
an appropriate material. All windows replaced with uPVC. Front door, set in
a recessed bay, has a tile canopy, though the door has been replaced with
a uPVC unit. The original timber balcony with decorative columns survives.
Attractive stone wall with red brick capping and arch detail retains enclosure
to paved front garden.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

104 Station Road

Positive*

N/A

Description

1188

Two storey house with attic floor. Red brick to ground floor remains exposed,
painted rough cast render to first floor. Roof replaced with concrete tiles,
though a few decorative ridge tiles remain. Red brick chimneys shared
with Nos.102 and 106. Single storey canted bay window to ground floor. All
windows replaced with uPVC units, except for Venetian window to left of
front door which features a small pediment with leaded glass above. The
two added dormers are poorly proportioned, though hung tile cladding is
an appropriate material. The original front door survives, which is a timber
double door with small stained-glass panes to the upper halves. It is set in a
recessed porch with a distinctive lattice panel above. Attractive stone wall
with red brick capping and arch detail retains enclosure and the garden is
planted. The house in generally in need of maintenance as the decorative
condition is poor.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

106 Station Road

Positive*

N/A

Description

1189

Two storey house with attic floor. floor. Red brick to ground floor remains
exposed, painted rough cast render to first floor. Roof replaced with concrete
tiles. Red brick chimneys shared with Nos.104 and 108/110. Two storey canted
bay window to left-hand side. Replacement dormer window to roof. Windows
to first floor and dormer replaced with unsympathetic uPVC. Timber sash
and leaded casement windows to ground floor bay. The original front door
survives, which is a timber double door with small stained-glass panes to
the upper halves. It is set in a recessed porch with arched timber frame with
column and low balustrade. Original balcony survives with timber balustrade
and arched timber frame to upper part. Door to balcony has been replaced
with unsympathetic uPVC. Attractive stone wall with red brick capping and
arch detail, plus timber gate, retains enclosure and the garden is planted. The
house in generally in need of maintenance as the decorative condition is poor.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

108/110 Station Road

Positive

N/A

Description

1190

Two storey shop with residential over, with attic floor. Red brick remains
exposed to octagonal corner turret at first floor. Painted rough cast render
to the balcony area. Steeply pitched roof with concrete tiles. Timber sash
windows to first floor and dormer window. Dormer retains its original
dimensions and pediment. Rooflights added on west side of the roof. Original
balcony survives with timber balustrade and arched timber frame set on
columns to upper part. Ground floor is entirely formed of a shop front, which
appears original or an early addition. This has a central recessed door, with
attractive curved glazing either side. Glazing framed by pilasters with fluted
captials. Original dimensions of fascia board survive with discreet modern
lettering. Side door to the right with glazed upper panes and fanlights. No
front garden as the shop opens directly onto the street. The upper floors of
the house would benefit from maintenance as some timberwork is dirty and
there is vegetation growing in gutters which could lead to issues with water
ingress as water will not be properly discharged.
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Building-by-Building Description
Palmeira Avenue

1191

A speculative scheme of terraced houses, each comprising three irregular
bays and two main floors plus a smaller attic level. The houses are built in
brick, although unfortunately the brickwork has been painted red at ground
floor level and concealed by white render at first floor level. Each house has a
decorative band of hung tiles between the ground and first floor bay windows.
Original roofs are red tiles. The houses are characterised by double height
bay windows (one large segmental bay and one smaller triangular bay), which
frame a central multi-paned door with a fanlight at ground floor level and a
smaller balcony door at first floor level. On Nos.1–11, each building has attic
storey dormers with classical pediments featuring dentil or relief ornament. On
Nos.14–19, the buildings have second floor level balconies in front of the attic
dormers; these are probably not original as most other houses in the street
do not have them, but the choice of white painted timber is a good one and
in keeping with the character of the area as a whole. Original windows have a
larger lower light with smaller pane lights above.
Covered porches are typical across the Avenue, as are first floor balconies.
Some of these houses retain their front gardens and original boundary walls.
Loss of any of these houses would be disastrous for the appearance of the
street. Further erosion of smaller details would also have a negative impact
and should be discouraged.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

1 Palmeira Avenue

Positive

Locally Listed
Building

2 Palmeira Avenue

Positive

Locally Listed
Building

Description

Very little change to the building as
a whole with retention of windows,
front door, roof, hanging tiles,
balcony, garden, garden wall and
front path. The brickwork has been
painted red, which is inappropriate
for the building. Removal of this
paint would improve the appearance
of the brickwork. The house also
has excess surface wiring.

This is a modern replica of the other
houses on the street and integrates
successfully within the street scene
owing to its red brick materiality,
use of hung tiles, first floor balcony,
bay windows and attic dormer with
pediment. It also retains a good
boundary wall and garden. It is,
however, lacking some minor detail,
such as an absence of decoration
on the pediment above the dormers.
Two satellite dishes on the front
detract from its otherwise tidy and
well-maintained front elevation.

1192

Description
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

3 Palmeira Avenue

Positive

Locally Listed
Building

Description
Very little change to the building with retention of windows, front door,
hanging tiles, balcony, garden and garden wall.
There have been a couple of unsympathetic alterations to the building:
1193

•

The roof has been replaced with concrete tiles, which are not in
keeping with the area.

•

The brickwork has been painted red, which is inappropriate for the
building and removal of this paint would improve the appearance of
the brickwork.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

4 Palmeira Avenue

Positive

Locally Listed
Building

5 Palmeira Avenue

Positive

Locally Listed
Building

Description

Description

Very little change to the building
with retention of windows, front
door, hanging tiles and balcony. It
also retains a good boundary wall
and garden.

Very little change to the building
with retention of windows, front
door, hanging tiles, balcony, garden
and garden wall.

1194

The building was difficult to survey
owing to building works and
scaffolding at the time of survey in
2019. However, the brickwork has,
again, been painted red and the roof
tiles replaced with concrete. Some
of the paintwork was in disrepair.

There have been a couple of
unsympathetic alterations to the
building:
•

The brickwork and hanging
tiles have both been painted
red, which is inappropriate.

•

Several satellite dishes on
the front elevation detract
from the overall appearance
of the building.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

Address

Value

Designation

6 Palmeira Avenue

Positive

Locally Listed
Building

7 Palmeira Avenue

Positive

Locally Listed
Building

Description

The building has recently been
repaired and is well-maintained.
Most original features survive, for
example the windows, the front
door, the hanging tiles and the
balcony. It also retains a good
boundary wall and garden.

Very little change to the building
with retention of windows, front
door, hanging tiles, balcony, garden
and garden wall.

There have been a couple of
unsympathetic alterations to the
building:

•

Inappropriate red painted
brickwork and hanging tiles.

•

Concrete roof tiles are not in
keeping with the Area.

•

Some requirement for
maintenance, for example
repainting of joinery and
mouldings above windows.

1195

Description

•

There are a couple of detracting
features to the building:

The brickwork has been
painted red and is stained in
places. To prevent ingress
of moisture and resulting
deterioration of the bricks
underneath, the paintwork
should be renewed, or
preferably removed to expose
the brickwork beneath and
allow it to breathe.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

9 Palmeira Avenue

Positive

Locally Listed
Building

Description
Very little change to the building
with retention of windows, front
door, hanging tiles, balcony, garden
and garden wall.
1196

There are a couple of detracting
features to the building (largely
unsympathetic modern alterations):
•

Roof tiles have been
replaced with concrete.

•

Some of the paintwork
around windows is in need
of renewal to prevent
deterioration.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

11 Palmeira Avenue

Positive*

Locally Listed
Building

Description
The building retains some windows and its hanging tiles.
There are several detracting features to the building (largely unsympathetic
modern alterations):
1197

•

Inappropriate concrete roof tiles.

•

Inappropriate painted brickwork.

•

The garden has been replaced with hardstanding for car parking and
the boundary wall has been lost.

•

The replacement metal balcony is not in keeping with the others in
the Avenue, which are timber. Besides its style, which does not match
the others in the Avenue, it is in a deteriorated state with rust showing
through the white paint.

•

Certain original small pane windows have been replaced (although
fortunately not with uPVC units).
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•

The replacement door does not match the others and is obviously of
modern design and this contributes to the erosion of character in the
area.

•

The paintwork is in poor condition; the window frames in particular
need painting and the hung tiles need cleaning and repairs.

•

There is some redundant surface wiring

Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

14 Palmeira Avenue,
'Langdon House'

Positive*

Locally Listed
Building

Description
Superstition seems to have eradicated No.13 from the terrace, therefore No.14
sits next to No.11.
There has been little change to the building with original roof tiles, retention
of windows, front door, hanging tiles and balconies.
1198

There are several detracting features to the building (largely unsympathetic
modern alterations):
•

The space in the roof has been extended, however, this top extension
is not too noticeable from the street.

•

The dormer windows appear to have been replaced with uPVC,
which is unfortunate and should be strongly discouraged.

•

The door to the balcony on the first floor has lost its fanlight, and thus
no longer matches the others in the street.
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•

The front garden and boundary has been lost to make way for parking,
which is not in keeping with the rest of the street. The effect is softened
by the retention of some planting but extension of this to other
properties would have a seriously detrimental impact on the street.

•

Loss of sculptural relief in the pediment.

•

Loss of arched timber spandrel detail from porch.

Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

15 Palmeira Avenue

Positive*

Locally Listed
Building

Description
There has been little change to the building which retains original roof tiles,
original windows and front door, hanging tiles and balconies.

1199

There are a couple of detracting features to the building (largely
unsympathetic modern alterations):
•

The space in the roof has been extended, however, this top extension
is not too noticeable from the street.

•

The front garden and boundary has been lost to make way for
parking, which is not in keeping with the rest of the street. The effect
is softened by the retention of some planting but extension of this to
other properties would have a seriously detrimental impact on the
appearance of the Avenue.

•

Loss of sculptural relief in pediment.

•

Loss of arched timber spandrel detail from porch.

Another alteration, albeit of relatively sensitive design, is the addition of the
roof-top terrace. This structure is set well back and discreet and the choice of
white timber is in keeping with the rest of the Area.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

17 Palmeira Avenue

Positive

Locally Listed
Building

Description
The majority of details have been retained including windows, roof, hanging
tiles and balcony. The door to No.17 has interesting original frosted and
coloured glass panels.

1200

There are a couple of detracting features to the building (largely
unsympathetic modern alterations):
•

The space in the roof has been extended, however, this top extension
is not too noticeable from the street.

•

The front garden and boundary has been lost to make way for
parking, which is not in keeping with the rest of the street. The effect
is softened by the retention of some planting but extension of this to
other properties would have a seriously detrimental impact on the
other buildings.

•

This property also has a roof-top terrace but the choice of materials
for the balustrade, flimsy metal balusters is not very discreet and is
clearly a later addition.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

19 Palmeira Avenue

Positive

Locally Listed
Building

Description
The majority of details have been retained including windows, roof, hanging
tiles and balcony.

1201

There are a couple of detracting features to the building (largely
unsympathetic modern alterations):
•

The original garden and front wall have been sacrificed for parking.

•

The space in the roof has been extended and the extension clad in
hanging tiles to match those below. This is quite discreet as is the
additional window above and the roof balcony. However, the top
extension is visible from the street and as such the choice of modern
windows was a poor one. Their replacement with more sympathetic
windows would enhance the appearance of the house.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

'Palmeira Mansions',
1–9 Shorefield Road

Positive

Locally Listed
Building

The upper storeys of the Palmeira Avenue elevation are set back behind the
ground floor of retail units in line with the rest of the residential terrace and is
characterised by windows set at angles with balconies in front. The Shorefield
Road elevation is characterised by continuous first and second floor level
white timber balconies and a central, shallow rounded bay with a sculptural
relief frieze. A corner tower with a lead roof mediates between Palmeira
Avenue and Shorefield Road and makes the most of good views out to sea.

Description
This four-storey, red brick building is on the Local List and is a crucial part of
the Conservation Area. Nos.1–9 Shorefield Road, a single storey projecting
structure facing both Palmeira Avenue and Shorefield Road, originally served
as the coach-houses for Palmeira Mansions, which were saved from demolition
and converted to cafes and restaurants. The coach-houses have a white
balustrade above. This retail / commercial function gives an air of vitality to this
end of the Conservation Area, which is in keeping with its seaside character.

1202

The building is generally well preserved with few alterations; the windows
are original and the façades have not been painted or rendered. However,
the shopfronts are inconsistent in design and some are unsympathetic, with
a variety of rather ugly replacement windows, some in uPVC, which detract
from the appearance of the parade. Some also feature inappropriate canopies
hiding exhaust flues. A rooftop extension has been added in recent years, with
a metal-clad mansard roof set back from the main façade. The glazed balcony
around the perimeter is an unsympathetic material for the Conservation Area.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

'Homecove House'
Palmeira Avenue

Neutral

N/A

Description

1203

These block-like ranges contains modern apartments, although their
street elevations strive to resemble the individual houses in its setting.
Its most successful elevation faces Palmeira Avenue; the scale, variety of
materials and articulation of this elevation mean its appearance fits neatly
into the street, referencing the early-20th century buildings opposite. Like
these buildings, it is four storeys tall, employs red brick and render and is
characterised by double height bay windows and gable ends, resembling
the pediments opposite, as well as balconies at different levels The choice
of high quality timber windows instead of uPVC would have been more
appropriate for use within the Conservation Area. Front gardens, albeit
small, are also included within their design, retaining some green buffering
between the buildings and the street.
On the other elevations, especially that facing Shorefield Road, the increased
height of the building renders the scale of the building anachronistic with
its domestic function and the lack of detail makes it appear rather bland.
However, this side has a well-planted garden with shrubs and hedges.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

'Crowstone Court'
Holland Road

Neutral

N/A

Description

1204

This 20th century building (c.1970s but renovated and extended in the last
10 years) pays homage to the neighbouring Argyll House with its white
rendered materiality, horizontal lines, curved details and orientation out
to sea. It is slightly taller, at six storeys tall; this added height does detract
slightly from the visual impact of the Locally Listed Argyll House. The
renovation works included the extending of the building upwards, rendering
and new balustrades. The building was originally yellow brick. The building
is in good condition.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

'Argyll House'
Seaforth Road

Positive*

Locally Listed

Unfortunately, nearly all the original windows have been replaced in a
piecemeal fashion and the overall effect of this detracts badly from the
building when examined in any detail. The piecemeal replacement of
windows has destroyed the coordinated overall effect of the window design.
The original corner windows were made of curved glass which wrapped
around the corners of the building without vertical glazing bars to interrupt the
horizontal lines. Reinstatement of appropriate fenestration would have a very
positive effect.

Description
A Locally Listed landmark building in the Conservation Area. Argyll House is
not at all typical of the area, with its uncompromisingly modernist design and
sweeping horizontal curves. However, its architectural quality earns it a welldeserved place as an icon of the area, perched on the cliffs above the sea. Its
white rendered concrete is relieved by cream painted bands, elegant white
painted metal balustrades, numerous curved balconies and corner windows
and French windows leading to the balconies. The building sits in generous
landscaping with shrubbery and bed planting.

1205

The original Art Deco style, rendered boundary wall survives with the
original gate posts at an entrance at the south end of Seaforth Road. There
are also original sun terraces on the roof and Art Deco elements remain in
the interiors.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

'Barton Towers',
Seaforth Road

Positive*

N/A

Description

There are several detracting features to the building (largely unsympathetic
modern alterations):
•

The building has suffered replacement of its some of fenestration with
uPVC and the resulting coarser detailing of the frames detracts from
the overall building, especially in the case of the clerestory window
at the top floor of the corner tower.

•

The building is in need of some maintenance work; the front veranda
is in particularly poor condition with peeling paintwork exposing the
timber beneath.

•

The Seaforth Road elevation has lost its original boundary and
features low timber paling instead.

1206

Barton Towers is an elegant asymmetrical corner house. The three-storey
house is mainly rendered with hanging tiles on the corner tower, part of the
east elevation and the part of the gabled corner section that faces north-east
onto Seaforth Road. The roof is mainly made of plain red tiles with an ogee
Tudor style lead roof on the tower. The roof over the front part of the building,
in front of the chimney of the Seaforth Road elevation, is of mansard profile.
The remaining roof is pitched with dormer windows facing Seaforth Road.
One tall and two smaller chimney stacks. There is a glazed triple arched
veranda on the sea-facing elevation with a red plain tiled roof, which has
probably been infilled from a veranda originally and is now not particularly
in keeping. The main entrance is off Seaforth Road; the original timber
doors have their original glass panels and a heavy ornamental surround
with oversized classical features and
scrolls. The building retains its garden
and boundary wall facing Clifton Drive.
There are various window shapes and
designs, some of which are original
and include a variety of sash and
casement frames. The sash windows
feature curved undersides to the top
sash. The first floor French door on the
south elevation appears to have been
enlarged from the original.
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Building-by-Building Description
Clifton Drive

1207

This residential terrace sits on raised ground above the public gardens
and the sun-shelter. Clifton Drive’s elevated position and its meandering
line allows panoramic views out to the estuary. Other than the two framing
buildings, No.1 and Barton Towers, the other eight houses are arranged in
pairs and the terrace lies in a staggered, irregular formation. The houses are
two bays wide (some wider than others) and vary from two storey to taller
three storey houses. The walls, which were historically brick, have been
rendered. Other materials used include fishscale tiles or half-timbering.
The roofs are red tiled or grey slate and feature attic dormers with gable
ends. Certain houses have decorative window or door surrounds, foliate
capitals, relief panels or bulls eye windows. Double height bay windows
are characteristic of the street, like most buildings in the Conservation Area.
Originally the houses were set back behind generous front gardens and
brick boundary walls or hedges, though not all of these survive.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

9 Clifton Drive

Positive

N/A

Description

1208

A tall house of two storeys plus an attic level. The house is two bays and
mostly rendered apart from around the front door. The red roof tiles survive,
as do the hanging tiles that decorate the gable. One small chimney stack on
the east. To the right of the door is a double-height canted window topped by
a gable with a smaller window. Above the door at first floor level is a pair of
French windows with a metal balcony. The timber double door entrance has
a fanlight above. The windows are timber sash windows and stained glass
panels remain on the ground floor bay window but there is no evidence of
them elsewhere. There is a front garden with planting and a fine example of
an original tiled front path, all enclosed by an original boundary wall.
There have been a couple of minor modern alterations to the house:
•

Part of the garden has been sacrificed for car parking, though some
of the front boundary survives as well as garden planting and
therefore the driveway is a relatively sensitive integration.

•

Modern metal balcony in front of first floor French windows.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

8 Clifton Drive

Positive

N/A

Description

1209

Small two storey, two bay house, which has cream rendered walls with white
joinery and a slate roof. One shared chimney stack with No.7. The front is
characterised by a double-height canted bay window. The mullions on all
windows and timber joinery on the first floor have survived although the
stained glass panels on the ground floor have been lost. The double front
doors, and their hood mould, are an attractive feature.
There are several detracting features to the building (largely unsympathetic
modern alterations):
•

The front boundary has been lost and the front garden has been
turned into hard standing with all soft landscaping eliminated. This
is detrimental to the character of the Conservation Area and to the
appearance of the building. However, it would be straightforward
to reverse and would considerably enhance the appearance of the
building.

•

There is a satellite dish and TV aerial detracting from the overall
appearance of the building.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

7 Clifton Drive

Positive*

N/A

Description
This building was undergoing building works at the time of survey in 2019
making some features difficult to see.

1210

Small two-storey, two bay house, with red painted brickwork and white
joinery and a slate roof. One shared chimney stack with No.8. The front is
characterised by a double-height canted bay window, most original mullions
survive. The ground floor windows retain their stained glass panels. There
are a pair of French windows with a white painted wrought iron balcony
above the double front doors. The garden has survived along with part of the
front wall, which contributes towards preservation of character in a greatly
altered part of the Conservation Area.
There are several detracting features to the building (largely unsympathetic
modern alterations):
•

The red paint is uncharacteristic of the area.

•

The central window on the first floor has lost its mullions which is
inappropriate.

•

On the ground floor the original stained-glass panels at the top of the
windows remain but this positive feature is compromised by uPVC
windows below, albeit an easily reversed change.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

6 Clifton Drive

Positive*

N/A

Description

1211

Small two-storey, two bay house with white render, white joinery and a slate
roof. One shared chimney stack with No.5. The front has a double-height
canted bay window. There is a white painted wrought iron balcony at first
floor level with a modern uPVC balcony door. Part of the boundary wall
survives.
There are several detracting features to the building (largely unsympathetic
modern alterations):
•

There are uPVC replacement windows throughout. These include a
large picture window on the first floor bay which lacks glazing bars
and is an overly large expanse of glazing for this period of building.

•

The bay window has been extended down on the ground floor and
unsympathetic uPVC patio doors inserted.

•

There is a satellite dish on the front of the building, which is unsightly
and should be relocated.

•

Garden lawn and planting has been replaced with hardstanding for
parking.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

5 Clifton Drive

Positive*

N/A

Description
Small two-storey, two bay house with white render, white joinery and a slate
roof. One shared chimney stack with No.6. The front has a double-height
canted bay window. The door surround is detailed with a moulded hood and
a quoined low relief.
1212

The garden and front boundary survive and should be protected.
There are several detracting features to the building (largely unsympathetic
modern alterations):
•

Most windows have been replaced by insensitive uPVC units.

•

The central bay window has lost its mullions and has been replaced
with a large picture window, as has the window above the door. This
results in overly large expanses of glazing that are inappropriate for a
property of this period. The porch has been filled in with inappropriate
uPVC doors (though the original door may survive beyond).

•

The ground floor has inappropriate uPVC French windows.

•

The render to the side elevation is in need of repair.
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Address

Value

Designation

4 Clifton Drive

Positive*

N/A

Description

1213

Small two-storey, two bay house with white render, white joinery and a slate
roof. One small chimney stack on the west. The front has a double-height
canted bay window. The door surround is detailed with a moulded hood and
a quoined low relief. Extension to the side, backing on to No.3 with balcony
on first floor retaining decorative iron columns.
The garden and front boundary survive and should be protected.
There are several detracting features to the building (largely unsympathetic
modern alterations):
•

The windows have been replaced with uPVC units, including picture
window to first floor bay.

•

The ground floor bay has uPVC French doors added.

•

The two-storey extension has inappropriate uPVC windows at ground
floor and unattractive canopy.

•

The porch has been filled in with inappropriate uPVC doors (though
the original door may survive beyond).

•

The render to the exposed side elevation of No.3 is in need of repair.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

3 Clifton Drive

Positive*

N/A

Description

1214

Two-storey, two bay house with white-rendered walls and slate roof with
ridge tiles. There is a chimney stack on the east. The house has a doubleheight square bay window; there are decorative panels between the ground
and first floor windows. The ground floor windows retain their decorative
mullions with foliate capitals. The door is also framed by ornamental columns
with foliate capitals.
There are several detracting features to the building (largely unsympathetic
modern alterations):
•

•

The mullioned sash windows have been replaced by large picture
windows, which adversely alter the character of the building,
including the loss of the central mullion at first floor.
The first floor cill to the bay window has been lowered, damaging the
decorative panels between the first and ground floors.

•

The first-floor balcony windows have been replaced with uPVC units.

•

The pediment at the top of the rectangular double height bay has
been replaced by large uPVC French doors, further eroding the
original design.
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•

The house has lost its rough brick boundary wall and front garden,
which is detrimental to the street as a whole.

•

There is a satellite dish on the front of the building, which is unsightly
and should be relocated.

•

The render is in poor condition in places (on the east side of the front
elevation).

Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

2 Clifton Drive

Positive*

N/A

Description

1215

Two-storey, two bay house with white-rendered walls and slate roof with
ridge tiles. There is a chimney stack on the west. The house has a doubleheight square bay window; there are decorative panels between the ground
and first floor windows. The ground floor windows retain their decorative
mullions with foliate capitals. The door is also framed by ornamental columns
with foliate capitals and has a house name above reading ‘HASLEMERE’. The
house retains its original boundary wall and garden.
There are several detracting features to the building (largely unsympathetic
modern alterations):
•

The mullioned first floor windows have been replaced by large
picture windows, which adversely alter the character of the building,
including the loss of the central mullion.

•

Whilst retaining part of its garden and part of its boundary wall, the
garden is unkempt and features an untidy hardstanding for parking. It
needs landscaping/ maintenance.

•

Ground floor sash windows replaced with uPVC top hung units.

•

The first-floor balcony windows have been replaced with uPVC units.

•

There is a satellite dish on the front of the building, which is unsightly
and should be relocated.

•

The pediment at the top of the rectangular double height bay has
been replaced by an attic conversion lit by a large sliding patio door,
eroding the remains of the original design still further.

•

The front elevation is marred by excess surface wiring.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

1 Clifton Drive

Neutral

N/A

Description
No.1 Clifton Drive has been heavily modernized. The building is two storey
with an attic level. The building is staggered with the left-hand range and
gable stepped out in front of the right. The walls are cream rendered and
little original detailing remains except the moulding in the left-hand range
gable. The left-hand gable has an original roundel opening.
1216

There are several detracting features to the building (largely unsympathetic
modern alterations):
•

Complete replacement of all windows with uPVC.

•

Installation of roof lights.

•

The brick walls have been covered in cream render resulting in the
loss of almost all the decorative detail.

•

The decorative moulding in the left-hand gable has been painted.

•

Additional roundel window (right range gable).
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•

The modern glazed balcony wrapping around the whole of the front
of the first floor with metal supports and handrails is intrusive to the
original design of the building.

•

The property has lost most of its front boundary and hard surfacing
for the drive has reduced the amount of soft landscaping in front of
the house.

Building-by-Building Description
Manor Road

1217

Manor Road is another residential street which runs perpendicular to the
seafront, between Clifton Drive and Station Road. The street is mainly lined
with large semi-detached houses, mostly now converted to flats, care
homes and a hotel, though originally single dwellings. The houses feature
details similar to those in the area, including gables which create a sense of
rhythm along the street, bay windows, balconies and moulded stonework
around doors and windows. Several remain unpainted with their original red
brickwork still showing and a few examples of original timber sash windows
and timber doors with decorative glazing bars also survive. The street is
unusual in the area in that it retains a good number of street trees lining the
pavements, where these have been lost on other streets.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

2a Manor Road

Positive*

N/A

Description

1218

Two storey corner building facing Clifton Drive and Manor Road. The house
has been substantially modernised. The building’s brickwork has been
partly rendered including almost the entire elevation to Clifton Drive (except
the first floor of the left-hand range). The brickwork to Manor Road remains
exposed. The building has two half-timbered gables facing Clifton Drive and
one facing Manor Road. There are two ground level canted bay windows
facing Clifton Drive, one ground level bay facing Manor Road and one oriel
window above the central entrance door in the Manor Road elevation. The
Manor Road elevation has the most distinguishing features. The entrance
retains stained glass panels in the fanlight above the door and an ornate
door surround with mouldings. There is also moulded string coursing at two
levels, which features a moulded inscription bearing ‘Clifton Lodge’. The bay
window on this side is crowned with a crenellated motif. There is an oriel
window topped with a half-timbered gable.
There are several detracting features to the building (largely unsympathetic
modern alterations):
•

•

The balcony is accessed by sliding patio doors to the right and
another door to the left of the front elevation, which has resulted in
the loss of original details and features.

•

The original windows have been replaced with insensitive uPVC units.

The addition of a large glazed balcony across the whole of the first
floor on the south elevation has resulted in the loss of the original
crenellation to the left ground floor bay window.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

2 Manor Road

Neutral

N/A

Description

1219

This building is situated behind No.2a and is built directly onto it. It is a
relatively modern, low two-storey extension, which is not out of keeping
with the street scene in general. The door surround integrates particularly
well with the ornament to No.2a with the ‘Clifton Lodge’ inscription above
the door and the moulded relief. The upper string course from No.2a is
replicated across No.2. The building would benefit from traditional timber
sash windows instead of uPVC units.
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Building-by-Building Description
The Leas

These four-storey buildings, 1–3 The Leas and Palm Court, were designed as
a single cohesive elevation. There is almost no evidence of this remaining.
No.1 does not survive and has been replaced with a modern flat block. The
remaining buildings retain original ionic pilasters on the ground floor level.
Otherwise they have changed beyond recognition. Their original brickwork
has been covered by smooth render or pebbledash render.

1220
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

1 The Leas, 'Stangate Flats'
2 The Leas, 'Sea Mist'

No.1: Negative
No.2: Negative

N/A

Description

1221

No.1 Description:
No.1 The Leas does not survive and has been replaced by Stangate Flats, a
modern four-storey block in light brown brick with glass balconies, a flat roof
and large picture windows. Columns at ground floor level create a covered
walkway overlooking The Leas.
Although the scale of the flats is not out of keeping with the area, the
construction style and choice of materials do not contribute anything to the
terrace or the Conservation Area.
No.2 Description:
The building has very few original features except a canted bay window at
first floor level.
The building has undergone a number of unsympathetic changes:
•

The windows have been completely replaced, mostly by large
inappropriate modern sliding patio doors.

•

All original ornamentation has been lost and the façade retains hardly
any attractive features apart from the balconies and some pretty
decorative glass on either side of the front door.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

3 The Leas

Negative

N/A

Description
The building has undergone a number of unsympathetic changes:
The windows have been completely replaced, mostly by large
inappropriate uPVC units.

•

All original ornamentation has been lost and the façade retains hardly
any attractive features apart from the balconies.

•

The first floor front elevation has been clad with uPVC horizontal
boards with a strip of ribbon windows, completely obscuring the
façade and the original building line.

•

The white plastic rainwater goods are inappropriate for use in a
Conservation Area.

1222

•
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Building-by-Building Description
Palmerston Road

1223

Pairs of semi-detached houses with a few detached buildings at the north
and south ends. The design of houses varies but groups of semi-detached
houses display similar characteristics. Most buildings are three storeys
including an attic level and feature a double-height bay window. The
top floor tends to have either a gabled dormer or a bay with a pediment
above. Porches and first floor balconies are common; some original doors
with patterned or coloured glazing remain. Materials include brick (often
painted), as well as render, half-timbering and hung tiles. Most houses have
undergone almost complete replacement of original timber sash windows
with uPVC units. Likewise, almost all have lost their front gardens and
boundary treatments to hard-surfacing for car parking.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

Palm Court,
Palmerston Road

Negative

N/A

Description

1224

Most of this side of the house has been pebble-dashed, which is out of
place with the predominant red brick and white detailing typical of the Area.
This house retains some characterful decorative and architectural features
including an imposing flight of stairs leading to the front double doors with
an ornate door case decorated with ionic pilasters and a carved pediment.
Beside the front door a stained-glass window survives with an ornate window
case, although its decorative effect is somewhat reduced by piping above
and beside it.
The building has undergone a number of unsympathetic changes:
•

Replacement uPVC windows detract from the appearance of the
building.

•

The sea-facing façade appears to be completely modern, concealing
a historic elevation beneath.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

1 Palmerston Road

Positive

N/A

Description

1225

No.1 Palmerston Road is a substantial detached house of three storeys, which
survives largely intact. The front elevation is red brick, although the ground
storey has been painted white. Unusually for the Conservation Area, the side
elevation is yellow stock bricks with contrasting red bricks framing windows.
The mansard roof is grey slate with decorative ridge tiles; there are four tall
chimney stacks. The front features a distinctive three storey bay with a gable;
the upper two storeys and gable have applied half-timbering. Original timber
sash windows remain to some windows, these are characterised by multipaned upper panels. There are three dormer windows in the roof with gable
ends. The house retains its garden and boundary treatment.
There are several detracting features to the building (largely unsympathetic
modern alterations):
•

The original timber windows on the ground floor and in the dormers
have been replaced with uPVC which are inappropriate, though at least
the style chosen matches the original timber windows above.
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•

The side of the house has a proliferation of satellite dishes, which
detracts from the appearance of the side but the location is far better
than on the front, where they would badly interrupt the composition of
the façade.

•

The wall to the garden steps is collapsing.

Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

3 Palmerston Road

Positive

N/A

Description

1226

Two-storey house with double height, rectangular bay with gable end
(with decorative bargeboards) and corner tower with original, pointed slate
roof. The building’s slate roof features three chimney stacks. Tower and
bay connected at ground level by an attractive colonnade. Unlike many
of the buildings in the Conservation Area it is built in yellow stock bricks,
with attractive red-brick detailing, with a large amount of white joinery and
stonework and a half-timbered gable. The building retains its timber sash
windows. The house retains its garden and boundary treatment.
The house remains largely intact with little alterations since its original
construction, except:
•

The side entrance, which was added not long after the main part of
the house; the general appearance of this and the belvedere in the
roof are a positive feature that should be protected carefully.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

5 Palmerston Road

Positive*

N/A

Description

1227

Two-storey semi-detached house with double height canted bay with a
gable end and finial above. The slate roof features two chimney stacks. An
attractive, arched porch shelters the entrance and above this are French
windows and a white-painted timber balcony. The front garden is well
landscaped and extensively planted. An attractive porch defines the building
and is in good condition.
The modern alteration which detracts significantly from the character of the
house is the removal of traditional timber sash windows and replacement
with uPVC units.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

7 Palmerston Road

Positive*

N/A

Description

1228

Three-storey semi-detached building defined by a Dutch gable roof, unique
to Palmerston Road but not out of character with the area as a whole. There
is one chimney stack. The walls are rendered and the joinery and mouldings
painted white. Several interesting architectural features have been retained,
including a small gabled porch above the front door, supported by long
brackets. The main gable is embellished by a moulded cornice and two ball
finials either side.
There are a few detracting features to the building (largely unsympathetic
modern alterations):
•

The boundary wall has been lost and the front garden covered over
with red brick, used for parking. The loss of the garden and boundary
detracts from the character of the Conservation Area.

•

There are three satellite dishes on the front of the building, which are
unsightly and should be relocated.

•

Surface wiring and cable wiring clutter the front elevation.

•

uPVC window units have replaced all of the original timber sash
windows.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

8 Palmerston Road

Positive*

N/A

Description

1229

The three-storey semi-detached building features a double-height bay
window. The brick materiality has been painted at ground floor level and
rendered at first floor level. What appear to be original wooden piers remain
intact, adding detail to the porch at ground floor. The main dormer has hungtile cladding, a gable roof and a balcony with iron railings.
There are a few detracting features to the building (largely unsympathetic
modern alterations):
•

The first-floor balcony has been lost, altering the original character
and picturesque quality of the building.

•

The paintwork to the joinery is chipped in places or water-marked.

•

All windows have been replaced with uPVC window units.

•

The original roof tiles have been replaced with concrete tiles.

•

The roof features an intrusive flat-roofed dormer.

•

•

The line of the eaves has been altered and there is a modern pipe
inserted just below the eaves; its appearance is clumsy and its
intrusion has damaged the render.

There are unsightly satellite dishes and TV aerials visible from the
front of the building; these should be rationalised.

•

The front garden has been paved over like others in the street
and would benefit from a more sympathetic use of materials and
landscaping to enhance its impact on the streetscene.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

9 Palmerston Road

Positive*

N/A

Description

1230

The two-storey, two bay semi-detached property is in good condition.
The walls are rendered and the roof has one chimney stack. Interesting
features include the original front door and surrounding glazing and window
surrounds, which feature moulded mullions (in keeping with the neighbouring
property). There is a French window above the main entrance with a balcony
(non-original).
There are a few detracting features to the building (largely unsympathetic
modern alterations):
•

The original windows have been replaced with uPVC.

•

The front garden has been covered over and the boundary wall
has been lost and would benefit from a more sympathetic use of
materials, the reinstatement of the boundary wall and landscaping to
enhance its impact on the streetscene.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

10 Palmerston Road

Positive*

N/A

Description

1231

The three-storey semi-detached building features a double-height bay
window. The brick materiality has been painted at ground floor level and
rendered at first floor level. What appear to be original wooden piers remain
intact, adding detail to the porch at ground floor. The main dormer has
half-timbering and hung-tile cladding, a gable roof and a balcony with iron
railings. There is an egg and dart moulding above the ground floor windows.
Decorative terracotta ridge tiles remain intact, contributing to the character of
the area and should be preserved. There is one chimney stack.
There are a few detracting features to the building (largely unsympathetic
modern alterations):
•

The first-floor balcony has been lost, altering the original character
and picturesque quality of the building.

•

All windows have been replaced with uPVC window units.

•

The original roof tiles have been replaced with concrete tiles.
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•

The front garden has been paved over like others in the street
and would benefit from a more sympathetic use of materials and
landscaping to enhance its impact on the streetscene.

•

Like most of the properties in Palmerston Road, there is a concrete
hardstanding to the frontage. It would benefit from the front garden
being landscaped and reinstating the boundary wall would also
enhance its quality.

Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

11 Palmerston Road

Positive*

N/A

There are a couple of detracting
features to the building (largely
unsympathetic modern alterations):
•

Original windows have been
replaced with uPVC units.

•

The front garden has been
covered over and the
boundary wall has been
lost; the hardstanding is
overgrown with weeds. It
would benefit from more
sympathetic landscaping to
enhance its impact on the
streetscape.

•

There are unsightly satellite
dishes attached to the front
elevation; these should be
relocated.

•

The original roof tiles have
been replaced with concrete
tiles.

Description
The two bay, two-storey semi-detached building, is in good condition. The
walls are red brick and the joinery is painted white. Interesting features
include the original front door, surrounding glazing and porch, supported on
wooden columns.
1232

The window surrounds, which involve moulded mullions, are the same as
those to No.9. There is a French window above the main entrance with a
balcony (non-original). The bay window has a pitched roof above (unlike
No.9).
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

12 Palmerston Road

Positive*

N/A

Description

1233

The three-storey semi-detached building features a double-height canted
bay window. The brick materiality has been rendered. No.12 and No.14 share a
porch with a tiled pitched roof. The dormer has half-timbering at the front and
hung-tile cladding at the sides, a gable roof and a balcony with iron railings.
There is an egg and dart moulding above the ground floor windows. There is
one chimney stack. The original decorated glazed ceramic wall tiles have been
retained within the porch. These tiles contain an intricate geometric pattern and
should be retained.
There are a few detracting features to the building (largely unsympathetic
modern alterations):
•

All windows have been replaced with uPVC window units and a
modern door has been added.

•

The original roof tiles have been replaced with concrete tiles.

•

Like most of the properties in Palmerston Road, there is a concrete
hardstanding to the frontage. It would benefit from the front garden
being landscaped and reinstating the boundary wall would also
enhance its quality.

•

The gabled dormer at the second floor is framed by a white painted
metal balustrade, in need of some repainting.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

13–15 Palmerston Road

Neutral

N/A

Description
The house was under-development at the time of survey in 2019 and certain
architectural features were less visible owing to scaffolding.

1234

Designed in a block with Nos.17, 19, 21, 23, 25 and 27 Palmerston Road. This
double fronted building, converted into flats, has undergone substantial
modernisation. The pair are three storeys including a converted attic level.
Each half has a double height bay window and a ground floor bird beak bay
window. There is a shared central chimney stack. The ground floor windows
on No.13 are the original design, in timber.
The house has undergone substantial modern alterations which are
generally unsympathetic:
•

All original windows have been removed and replaced with uPVC
units, though the proposals taking place are to install uPVC windows
to the first floor which better match the original designs, which are
sashes with small upper panes.
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•

The front garden area has been covered over with an unsympathetic
surface material and the property would benefit from more
sympathetic use of materials, the reinstatement of the boundary
wall and better landscaping to enhance its appearance within the
streetscape.

•

The roofline has been altered by flat-roofed dormer extensions.

Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

14 Palmerston Road

Positive*

N/A

Description

1235

The three-storey semi-detached building features a double-height canted
bay window. The brick materiality has been rendered. No.14 and No.12 share a
porch with a tiled pitched roof. The dormer has half-timbering at the front and
hung-tile cladding at the sides, a gable roof and a balcony with iron railings.
There is an egg and dart moulding above the ground floor windows. There is
one chimney stack. The original front door appears to have been retained and
is an attractive feature with its stained, patterned glazing. Original decorated
glazed ceramic wall tiles have also been retained within the porch, as at
No.12 Palmerston Road, although several are missing and would benefit from
restoration.
There are a few detracting features to the building (largely unsympathetic
modern alterations):
•

All windows have been replaced with uPVC window units and a
modern door has been added.

•

The gabled dormer at the second floor is framed by a white painted
metal balustrade, in need of some repainting.

•

The boundary wall has been lost and the front garden largely covered
with concrete, in a poor state of repair. It would benefit from the front
garden being landscaped and reinstating the boundary wall would
also enhance its quality.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

16 Palmerston Road,
'Kenworth'

Positive*

N/A

Description

1236

This two semi-detached storey building features a canted ground floor bay,
with a projecting, half-timbered first floor above with a gable roof. Joinery
is painted white; original timber columns support a porch. Half timbering
painted grey. An original door remains and is an attractive feature with its
coloured and reeded glazing and fanlight above. Above is a first-floor timber
painted balcony with non-original balcony doors. There is a panel of egg and
dart moulding above the ground floor bay window.
The building has a planted front garden and a fence and hedge boundary,
which makes an attractive addition to the street.
Whilst the house is in good condition and has undergone few modern
alterations, the original roof tiles have been replaced within concrete tiles
and the modern uPVC windows are a detrimental feature.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

17 Palmerston Road

Positive*

N/A

Description

1237

Designed in a block with 13, 15, 19, 21, 23, 25 and 27 Palmerston Road.
The three-storey building features a double-height bay window. The brick
materiality has been rendered, the original roof tiles remain. The attic storey
is denoted by a large dormer comprising two canted bay windows with a
pediment above. Similarly to other neighbouring properties, the building
features a bird’s beak bay window at ground floor, which adds character to
the building. There is a modern metal, first floor balcony. There is a shared
chimney stack between No.17 and No.19.
There are a few detracting features to the building (largely unsympathetic
modern alterations):
•

Most of the windows have been replaced with uPVC units, which
detract from the appearance of the building.

•

The original entrance has been blocked up.

•

There are unsightly satellite dishes attached to the front elevation;
these should be relocated.

•
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The boundary wall has been lost and the front garden area concreted
over and used for parking. It would benefit from the front garden
being landscaped and reinstating the boundary wall would also
enhance its quality.

Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

18 Palmerston Road

Positive*

N/A

Description

1238

This two storey semi-detached building features a canted ground floor bay,
painted dark red, with a projecting, half-timbered first floor above with a
gable roof. Joinery is painted white; original timber columns support a porch.
Half timbering painted black. An original door remains and is an attractive
feature with its coloured and patterned glazing and fanlight above. Above is
a first-floor timber painted balcony with non-original balcony doors. There is
a panel of egg and dart moulding above the ground floor bay window.
There are a couple of detracting features to the building (largely
unsympathetic modern alterations):
•

The windows have been replaced with uPVC units, which detract
from the appearance of the building.

•

The original roof tiles have been replaced with concrete tiles.

•

The addition of a canopy above the first-floor balcony has caused
damage to the render through water ingress.

•

Untidy surface wiring detracts from the character of the building.

•

The boundary wall has been lost and the front garden area concreted
over and used for parking.

•
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It would benefit from the front garden being landscaped and
reinstating the boundary wall would also enhance its quality.

Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

19 Palmerston Road

Positive

N/A

Description

1239

Designed in a block with Nos.13, 15, 17, 21, 23, 25 and 27 Palmerston Road.
The three-storey building features a double-height bay window. The brick
has been rendered. The decorative terracotta ridge tiles remain. The attic
storey is denoted by a large dormer comprising two canted bay windows
with a pediment above. The pediment features dentils and carving, similarly
to neighbouring properties. Similarly to other neighbouring properties, the
building features a bird’s beak bay window at ground floor, which adds
character to the building. The original windows remain, these generally
feature multi-panes in the upper panels. The original double doors with
patterned glazing and fanlight above remain. There is a modern metal, first
floor balcony. No.19 shares a chimney stack with No.17.
The house is in good condition and there are no major detracting features,
except the boundary wall has been lost and the front garden area has been
paved over for parking.
It would benefit from the front garden being landscaped and reinstating the
boundary wall would also enhance its quality.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

20 Palmerston Road,
'Hillcrest'

Positive*

N/A

Description

1240

This two storey semi-detached building features a canted ground floor bay,
with exposed red brick, with a projecting, half-timbered first floor above with
a gable roof. Joinery is painted white and black; original timber columns
support a porch. An original door remains and is an attractive feature with
its glazing and fanlight above. Above is a first-floor timber painted balcony
with non-original balcony doors. Original timber sliding sash windows remain
at ground floor level. There is a panel of egg and dart moulding above the
ground floor bay window. The roof features one chimney stack.
There are a couple of detracting features to the building (largely
unsympathetic modern alterations):
•

The first floor windows and balcony door have been replaced with
uPVC units, which detract from the appearance of the building.

•

The original roof tiles have been replaced with concrete tiles.

•

Whilst some planting remains at the base of the house and two brick
gate pillars remain, the rest of the front garden has been concreted
over for car parking and the boundary has been removed.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

21 Palmerston Road

Positive*

N/A

Description

1241

Designed in a block with 13, 15, 17, 19, 23, 25 and 27 Palmerston Road, the
three-storey building functions as a residential care home. It features two
double-height bay windows: one canted and one bird’s beak bay window.
The brick has been rendered white. The attic storey is denoted by a large
dormer comprising three windows, the central one is a canted bay window.
This tripartite dormer is topped by a heavy frieze and pediment with moulded
relief. There is a textured brick string course between the ground and first
floors. Some original timber windows remain at ground floor level.
There are a few detracting features to the building (largely unsympathetic
modern alterations):
•

All the windows have been replaced, mainly with uPVC units, which
detract from the appearance of the building.

•

The original door has been replaced with double uPVC doors.
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•

The boundary wall has been lost and the front garden area concreted
over and used for parking. It would benefit from the front garden
being landscaped and reinstating the boundary wall would also
enhance its quality.

•

The disabled access ramp is a temporary structure and unsightly;
it should be replaced with a better-quality structure, preferably
permanent.

Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

22 Palmerston Road

Positive*

N/A

Description

1242

This two storey semi-detached building features a canted ground floor bay,
with exposed red brick, with a projecting, half-timbered first floor above with
a gable roof. Joinery is painted white and black; original timber columns
support a porch. An original door remains and is an attractive feature with
its glazing and fanlight above. Above is a first-floor timber painted balcony
(non-original) with non-original balcony doors. There is a panel of egg and
dart moulding above the ground floor bay window. There roof features one
chimney stack.
There are a couple of detracting features to the building (largely
unsympathetic modern alterations):
•

The windows have been replaced with uPVC units, which detract
from the appearance of the building.

•

The original roof tiles have been replaced with concrete tiles.

•

The house retains a boundary wall.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

23–25 Palmerston Road.
'Palmerston House'

Positive*

N/A

Description

1243

Designed in a block with 13, 15, 17, 19, 21, 25 and 27 Palmerston Road, the
three-storey building houses ‘Palmerston House Studios’ at No.23. It features
two double-height bay windows and the second storey is capped by a
weighty frieze and pediment with dentilled ornament and moulded relief.
The brick has been rendered white. There is a textured brick string course
between the first and second floors. Original timber windows, with multipaned upper panels, remain at ground and first floor level. Nos.23 and 25
share a central chimney stack. No.23 retains its original door with patterned
glazing and fanlight above.
There are a few detracting features to the building (largely unsympathetic
modern alterations):
•

•

There are a few uPVC window replacements, particularly at second
floor level, as well as some of the smaller windows at ground and first
floor level.
Door to No.25 blocked up and two small windows inserted.
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•

Some of the paintwork to timber joinery is in need of maintenance.

•

The area to the front of the property has been hard surfaced and is in
use for off street parking. This has impacted on the appearance of the
property, which, like others on Palmerston Road, would benefit from
landscaping and the reinstatement of a boundary enclosure.

Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

24 Palmerston Road

Positive – though would
benefit from enhancement
of unsympathetic changes
detailed below

N/A

Description

1244

This three storey semi-detached building features large double height bay
windows and a smaller bay at second floor level with a half-timbered gable
above. The brickwork to the ground floor is painted dark red, the first floor
is covered in rough render and the second floor ornamental tiles. There is a
moulded string course between the ground and first floors. The original door
remains with multi-paned glazing in the upper part with a timber doorcase
and segmental lintel. Above, is a first-floor covered balcony with a whitepainted balustrade. The original sliding sash second and third floor windows
remain with multi-paned upper panels. The roof features one tall chimney
stack.
There are a few detracting features to the building (largely unsympathetic
modern alterations):
•

The uPVC window replacements at ground floor level detract from
the character of the building.

•

The original balcony door has been replaced with a window.

•

The original roof tiles have been lost and replaced with concrete tiles.
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•

The property has been converted to flats and the front wall and
garden have been lost to hardstanding. It would benefit from the front
garden being landscaped and reinstating the boundary wall would
also enhance its quality.

•

The paintwork to the ornamental tiles and the joinery is in disrepair
and needs maintenance.

Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

26 Palmerston Road

Positive – though would
benefit from enhancement
of unsympathetic changes
detailed below

N/A

Description

1245

This three storey semi-detached building features large double height bay
windows and a smaller bay at second floor level with a half-timbered gable
above. The brickwork to the ground floor is painted dark red, the first floor
is covered in rough render and the second floor ornamental tiles. There is a
moulded string course between the ground and first floors. The original door
remains with multi-paned glazing in the upper part with a timber doorcase
and segmental lintel. Above, is a first-floor covered balcony with a whitepainted balustrade. The original sliding sash ground and third floor windows
remain with multi-paned upper panels. The roof features one tall chimney
stack.
There are a few detracting features to the building (largely unsympathetic
modern alterations):
•

The uPVC window replacements at first floor level detract from the
character of the building.

•

The balcony doors have been replaced with uPVC units.

•

The original roof tiles have been replaced with concrete tiles.
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•

The property has been converted to flats and the front wall and
garden have been lost. It would benefit from the front garden being
landscaped and reinstating the boundary wall would also enhance its
quality.

•

The paintwork to the ornamental tiles and the joinery is in disrepair
and needs maintenance.

Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

27 Palmerston Road,
'The Welbeck Hotel'

Positive*

N/A

Description

1246

This detached property, used as a hotel, is three-storeys and features a
hipped roof, rendered with red tiles. The walls are rendered white. There
is a double-height canted bay window and above, at second floor level,
another canted bay window is capped by a decorative frieze and a pediment
with dentilled ornament and moulded relief. A bird’s beak bay window at
ground floor level adds to the character of the building and is in keeping with
neighbouring properties. The original door remains, with patterned glazing
and fanlight above, as do the original ground floor windows, with multi-paned
upper panels.
There are a couple of detracting features to the building (largely
unsympathetic modern alterations):
•

Timber sash windows have been replaced with uPVC units.

•

A small window has been added to the left of the dormer window.

•

The area to the front of the property has been hard surfaced and is in
use for off street parking. This has impacted on the appearance of the
property, which, like others on Palmerston Road, would benefit from
landscaping and the reinstatement of a boundary enclosure.

•

The Dutch canopy over the main door is not in keeping.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

28 Palmerston Road

Positive – though would
N/A
benefit from the replacement
of uPVC windows and doors
with timber

Description

Designation

1247

This three storey semi-detached building features large double height
bay windows and a smaller bay at second floor level with a half-timbered
gable above. The brickwork to the ground floor is exposed, the first floor is
rendered and the second floor is clad in ornamental tiles. There is a moulded
string course between the ground and first floors. The original door remains
with multi-paned glazing in the upper part with a multi-paned fanlight above.
Above, is a first-floor balcony with a black-painted balustrade. The original
sliding sash second floor windows remain with multi-paned upper panels.
The roof features ornamental ridge tiles and a brick column with a decorative
ball finial between Nos.26 and 28.
The building’s character within the street scene is positive, due in part to
the front garden and boundary wall. The wall defines the space well and
planting in the front garden compliments the building, although is in need of
upkeep. The original ceramic tiling with an asymmetric pattern lines the path
to the front door. This is generally well preserved, aside from some weed
growth, but would benefit from maintenance.

There are a few detracting features to the building (largely unsympathetic
modern alterations):
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•

The uPVC window replacements at ground and third floor level
detract from the character of the building.

•

The balcony space has been enclosed with uPVC French doors.

Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

30 Palmerston Road

Positive*

N/A

Description

1248

This three-storey semi-detached building features large double height
bay windows and a smaller bay at second floor level with a half-timbered
gable above. The brickwork to the ground floor is exposed, the first floor
is rendered and the second floor is clad in ornamental tiles. There is a
moulded string course between the ground and first floors. The original
door remains with multi-paned glazing in the upper part with a multipaned fanlight above. Above, is a first-floor balcony with a black-painted
balustrade. The original sliding sash second floor windows remain
with multi-paned upper panels. The roof features a brick column with a
decorative ball finial between Nos.26 and 28.
There are a few detracting features to the building (largely unsympathetic
modern alterations):
•

The uPVC window replacements of all windows detract from the
character of the building.

•

A small, modern dormer, with uPVC window has been added to
the roof.

•
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The area to the front of the property has been hard surfaced and is in
use for off street parking. This has impacted on the appearance of the
property, which, like others on Palmerston Road, would benefit from
landscaping and the reinstatement of a boundary enclosure

Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

32 Palmerston Road

Positive*

N/A

Description

1249

This three storey semi-detached building features large double height
bay windows and a smaller bay at second floor level with a half-timbered
gable above. The brickwork to the ground floor is exposed, the first floor
is rendered and the second floor is clad in ornamental tiles. There is a
moulded string course between the ground and first floors. The original
door remains with multi-paned glazing in the upper part with a multi-paned
fanlight above. The roof features a brick column between Nos.26 and 28.
There are a few detracting features to the building (largely unsympathetic
modern alterations):
•

The original sliding timber sash windows have been replaced
with uPVC window units, which detract from the character of the
building.

•

The original roof tiles have been replaced with concrete tiles.

•

The balustrade has been removed and the balcony partly infilled.

•

The brick column in the roof between Nos.32 and 34 has lost its
ball finial.

•
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The area to the front of the property has been hard surfaced and is in
use for off street parking. This has impacted on the appearance of the
property, which, like others on Palmerston Road, would benefit from
landscaping and the reinstatement of a boundary enclosure.

Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

34 Palmerston Road

Positive*

N/A

Description

1250

This three storey semi-detached building features large double height bay
windows and a smaller bay at second floor level with a half-timbered gable
above. The brickwork to the ground and first floors is rendered and the
second floor is clad in ornamental tiles. There is a moulded string course
between the ground and first floors. The original door remains with multipaned glazing in the upper part and a multi-paned fanlight above. The roof
features a brick column between Nos.26 and 28.
There are a few detracting features to the building (largely unsympathetic
modern alterations):

•

The brick column in the roof between Nos.32 and 34 has lost its ball
finial.

•

The original sliding timber sash windows have been replaced with
uPVC window units, which detract from the character of the building.

•

Satellite dishes/aerials are visible from the front of the house; these
should be rationalised and relocated where possible.

•

The render is cracked and in poor condition and joinery needs
repainting.

•

Excessive street cabling and surface wiring clutters the front
elevation.

•

A small dormer has been added above the balcony and is an
unappealing addition.

•

•

The original roof tiles have been replaced with concrete tiles.

The area to the front of the property has been hard surfaced and is in
use for off street parking. This has impacted on the appearance of the
property, which, like others on Palmerston Road, would benefit from
landscaping and the reinstatement of a boundary enclosure.

•

The balcony has been partly infilled and the railings are rusted.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

36 Palmerston Road

Positive*

N/A

Description

1251

This detached property has been converted into flats. There are two storeys
plus an attic level, which has a dormer window with a frieze and pediment.
The brickwork is painted dark red, which is broken at first floor and roof level
by thick white-painted friezes. The front elevation is articulated by a double
height curved bay window and a double height bird’s beak bay window. The
house retains its original roof tiles and a finial at the ridgeline.
There are a few detracting features to the building (largely unsympathetic
modern alterations):
•

The original sliding timber sash windows have been replaced with
uPVC window units, which detract from the character of the building.

•

The paintwork to the window surrounds is peeling and needs
maintenance.

•

The area to the front of the property has been hard surfaced and is in
use for off street parking. This has impacted on the appearance of the
property, which, like others on Palmerston Road, would benefit from
landscaping and the reinstatement of a boundary enclosure.
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Building-by-Building Description
The Leas

This row of terraced houses facing Western Esplanade and the seafront
survives relatively well, with many interesting architectural features still
intact. The buildings are large, three-storey buildings plus attic levels
articulated by large dormer windows with interesting gables. The buildings
are characterised by red brick materiality with white joinery and details.
The houses have bay windows reaching from basement level to first floor,
each served by balconies with decorative, white-painted balustrades. These
houses have relatively good survival of gardens and garden boundary
walls, although a few have been lost to driveways. Some modern flat-roofed
dormers have been added and whilst some original panels of glass survive,
much has been lost and replaced with uPVC units.
1252
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

4 The Leas

Positive*

N/A

Description

1253

This double-fronted house is characterised by two canted double-height
bay windows with gable ends looking out over The Leas to the seafront.
The walls are rendered. The house retains its large double doors framed
by a classical (Corinthian capitals) porch and flight of steps leading up from
the street. The doors retain some original glazing. The original wrought iron
balcony also remains between the bays, above the door. The decorative
window surrounds feature foliate capitals; there are also panels of relief
between the windows. The Palmerston Road elevation is irregular in
arrangement; it features an off-centre ground level bay window with foliate
capital ornament between each window and a central gable, as well as a
narrow, first-floor bird’s eye bay window. There is an inscription bearing
‘1899’, the date of the building.
The house has an attractive garden, which improves its appearance within
the street.
There are a few detracting features to the building (largely unsympathetic
modern alterations):
•

•

The pebble-dash render detracts significantly from the building’s
appearance.
The original sliding timber sash windows have been replaced with
uPVC window units, which detract from the character of the building.
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•

The original roof tiles have been changed to concrete.

•

The uPVC conservatory on the Palmerston Road elevation is
unsympathetic.

•

Two satellite dishes are visible from Palmerston Road and should be
relocated out of sight if possible.

Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

5 The Leas

Positive*

N/A

Description

1254

No.5 The Leas is a tall narrow building of four storeys including an attic with
a gable-roofed dormer. The brickwork is rendered white and much terracotta
ornamentation survives including columns with foliate capitals dividing
windows in the bay and decorative panels between floors. The front door
is at the top of a long flight of stairs. The ground floor has been converted
into a garage. The front garden retains considerable planting and a front
boundary as well as incorporating a neat driveway. The original door remains
with its coloured and patterned glazing and fanlight above.
There are a few detracting features to the building (largely unsympathetic
modern alterations):
•

The original sliding timber sash windows have been replaced with
uPVC window units, which detract from the character of the building.

•

The original roof tiles have been replaced with concrete.

•

Horizontal boards have inserted in the gable.

•

The garage feature is unsympathetic and needs repainting and
tidying.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

6 The Leas

Neutral

N/A

Description
This house is a tall, narrow building of four storeys including an attic with
a gable-roofed dormer window. The house is rendered white and has red
roof tiles. There is a double-height square bay window. The house has been
substantially altered, these alterations include:
1255

•

The original sliding timber sash windows have been replaced with
uPVC window units, which detract from the character of the building.

•

Balconies have been added to all three upper floors, which is out of
character for the Area; their utilitarian style contrasts to historic ornate
balconies elsewhere which are characteristic.

•

The large sliding patio doors which have been installed to access
the balconies on all floors are not in keeping with the smaller
detailed, often highly decorative windows that are a prominent
feature of the Area.

•

The original front door has been lost.

•

The house has lost its front boundary and garden to a concrete hardstanding, which is inappropriate and contributes towards the erosion
of the character of the Conservation Area.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

7 The Leas,
'Runnemede'

Positive – though would
benefit from the replacement
of unsympathetic features
detailed below

N/A

Description

1256

This large three-storey building (converted from two houses) with an attic
level is in good condition as its conversion to multiple-occupancy has been
well-handled, involving only minor changes. The double-fronted building
features two canted bay windows reaching from basement to first floor; the
second floor has two attic dormer window with ornamental gables above
the bays. Its materials, red brick with white decorative features and red roof
tiles is exemplar of the traditional style of buildings in the Conservation Area,
where many other buildings have now been altered by render or painting.
However, most original timber sash windows have been removed, though
there are still some examples at second floor level; there are also remaining
panels of stained glass in fanlights above windows and doors.

There are a few detracting features to the building (largely unsympathetic
modern alterations):

The ground and first floor have ornamental white-painted timber balconies;
the third-floor balconies are modern. Mansard roof added to the right-hand
house with window to the side of the gable is out of keeping.
The character of the house within the streetscene is positive, having retained
most of its rustic front wall apart from a gap to enable parking. The parking
area is covered with gravel, which is a relatively sympathetic choice, but
would benefit from more extensive planting.
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•

Most of the original sliding timber sash windows have been replaced
with uPVC window units, which detract from the character of the
building.

•

Doors are replacements.

•

There are two unsympathetic, flat-roofed dormer windows in the roof,
the eastern dormer forms part of an extension and hung tiles have
been applied to the extension.

•

Modern third floor balconies.

Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

8 The Leas,
'Ravenscourt'

Positive*

N/A

Description

1257

This large three-storey building (converted from two houses) with an attic
level is in good condition as its conversion to multiple-occupancy has been
well-handled, involving only relatively minor changes. The double-fronted
building features two canted bay windows reaching from basement to first
floor (the ground floor windows feature decorative columns with foliate
capitals). The second floor has two attic dormer window with ornamental
gables above the bays. The building’s materials, red brick with white
decorative features and red roof tiles is exemplar of the traditional style of
buildings in the Conservation Area, many of these buildings have now been
altered by render or painting. The building features a grand staircase to
elegant double front doors with original coloured glazing. However, most
original timber sash windows have been removed, though there are still
some examples at ground floor level; there are also remaining panels of
stained glass in fanlights above windows and doors.

There are a few detracting features to the building (largely unsympathetic
modern alterations):

The ground and first floor have ornamental white-painted timber balconies;
the second-floor balconies are modern. Large dormer window added to lefthand house detracts from the adjacent gable.
The character of the house within the streetscene is positive; the rustic front
wall and garden have not been replaced by a driveway.
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•

Most of the original sliding timber sash windows except those at
ground floor level have been replaced with uPVC window units,
which detract from the character of the building.

•

There are two unsympathetic, flat-roofed dormer windows in the roof.

•

Modern third floor balconies.

Building-by-Building Description
Pembury Road

The houses on Pembury Road are generally semi-detached two-storey
houses, some with an attic level, although there are a few examples of
detached buildings. Most have double-height canted bay windows, some
with gables above (of varying designs and materials) and a couple with
corner towers. Much of the brickwork is clad in render, although some
houses have exposed ground floors. Several original doors survive with
multi-paned upper panels and fanlights, original porches also survive with
decorative timber joinery. Most balconies and their balustrades have been
replaced with modern variants. Many original timber sash windows have
been replaced with uPVC units. Very few front gardens survive, most have
been sacrificed for off-street car parking.
1258
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

2 Pembury Road

Pembry Road elevation:
Positive
Clifton Drive elevation:
Positive*

N/A

Description

1259

No.2 Pembury Road is a large, detached red brick building with red tile roofs
and white joinery. The gable end facing Clifton Drive has half-timbering and
has been pebbledash rendered. The building adjoins the end of Clifton Drive
and displays many typical features of the Conservation Area; a corner tower
facing Clifton Drive and Pembury Road, double two-storey bay windows facing
Pembury Road (the flat-roofed bay is a modern extension) with pitched tiled
roofs. The Clifton Drive elevation has original, white painted timber balconies
at ground and first floor level. Many of the original timber sash windows
survive and the main entrance on Pembury Road survives comprising roundarched double doors with coloured and patterned glazing. The door surround
incorporates coloured fanlights and a timber porch resting on moulded
brackets. This elevation bears a carved inscription ‘Goodrington, 1901’.
The character of the house within the streetscene is positive; the boundary
wall and garden have not been replaced by a driveway.
There are a few detracting features to the building (largely unsympathetic
modern alterations):
•

The replacements of certain timber sashes or French windows with
uPVC units (first and second floor of Clifton Drive elevation).
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•

Whilst the bay extension is of sensitive design and materials, its flat
roof is at odds with the style of the rest of the house.

•

The flat-roofed dormers facing Pembury Road.

•

The pebbledash render in the gable facing Clifton Drive.

Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

3–5 Pembury Road

Positive*

N/A

Description

1260

Three storey house of irregular arrangement. Walls are rendered white
except a small section of exposed brick at ground floor level; the original red
roof tiles and ornamental ridge tiles remain. The main front facing Pembury
Road features a double-height bay window on the northern end, with a
balcony above in association with the dormer roof extension behind. The
southern, sea-facing end of the main front is distinguished by a large threestorey, square bay with a gable roof. The central door is original and its
upper panel retains original coloured and pattered glazing; similar panels
sit above and beside the door. A porch shelters the door and above is a first
floor wrought iron balcony, painted white. The bay has surviving original
timber sash windows with multi-paned upper panels.
The building is bounded by a modern red brick wall and a well planted front
garden; no driveway has been added. A black and white tiled path leads to
the front door.
There are a few detracting features to the building (largely unsympathetic
modern alterations):
•

The almost wholesale replacements of timber sashes with uPVC units.

•

The unattractive and excessively large flat-roofed dormer extension
facing Pembury Road which contains a panel of uPVC windows and a
door.
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•

A balcony with white painted timber balustrade has been created in
front of the dormer, on top of the canted bay. This detracts from the
aesthetic quality of the property's façade and is not in keeping with
the ornate white iron balcony at the first floor.

•

Several satellite dishes and TV aerials are visible from the street and
these should be relocated where possible.

Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

4 Pembury Road

Positive

N/A

Description

1261

No.4 Pembury Road is a detached three-storey brick building with a
rendered second floor. It has suffered relatively little inappropriate modern
alteration and retains many of its original features. The front of the property
is defined by curved, double-height bay windows, which contain attractive,
patterned glazing with white painted joinery. There are moulded string
courses between each floor and these continue to the most visible side
(south) elevation. There is a timber porch and a substantial front door with
coloured and patterned glazing in the upper panel; it also has a fanlight with
similar glazing. Above is a pair of French windows, also with original coloured
and patterned glass, and fanlights, with a white-painted timber balcony.
A red brick boundary wall with a balustrade and gate piers encloses a front
garden. The garden is edged to one side by an original black and white
tiled path of a geometric design that leads from the timber front gate to the
original front door; the rest has gravel surfacing.
The only detracting feature is the satellite dish to the eastern side of the
property, at second floor level.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

6–8 Pembury Road

Neutral

N/A

Description
This pair is unique in the street. The three-storey building is defined by
a protruding, half-hipped rectangular bay with a tile roof. The building is
articulated by three chimney stacks. The brick walls have been largely
coated in pebbledash render, except the chimney stacks and a panel
beneath the ground floor windows.
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There are a few detracting features to the building (largely unsympathetic
modern alterations):
•

The fenestration has been dramatically altered and uPVC units have
been used across the building.

•

Small sections of boundary wall or hedge remain and some garden
planting but the gardens and boundaries have largely been replaced
by insensitive driveways.

•

Cluttered TV aerials visible from the street.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

10 Pembury Road

Positive*

N/A

Description

1263

Two-storey detached building with a double-height canted bay window with
a gable above, supported on large brackets. The walls are rendered and
the gable features hung-tiles and decorative bargeboards. The front door
is set well back within a round-arched porch with a hood mould; a modern
balcony sits above accessed by a modern balcony door. The windows retain
decorative moulded surrounds and there is moulded frieze between the bay
windows.
There are a few detracting features to the building (largely unsympathetic
modern alterations):
•

The original sliding timber sash windows have been replaced with
uPVC window units, which detract from the character of the building.

•

The balcony door has been replaced by a uPVC door.

•

The fussy modern balcony is out of keeping with the traditional
balconies in the Area.

•

The original roof tiles have been replaced by concrete.

•

The house has lost its front boundary and garden to hard-standing,
which is inappropriate and contributes towards the erosion of the
character of the Conservation Area.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

12 Pembury Road

Positive*

N/A

Description

1264

Two storey detached building with a double-height canted bay window
and a gable above. The walls are painted dark red and the gable features
half-timbering; window surrounds are picked out in white. The front door is
set back within a decorative timber porch with balustrades; a balcony sits
above served by a balcony door. The original timber door with glazing and a
coloured and patterned fanlight survives. The house has two chimney stacks,
one is shared with No.14.
There are a few detracting features to the building (largely unsympathetic
modern alterations):
•

The original sliding timber sash windows have been replaced with
uPVC window units, which detract from the character of the building.

•

The original roof tiles have been replaced by concrete.

•

The house has lost its front boundary and garden to hard-standing,
which is inappropriate and contributes towards the erosion of the
character of the Conservation Area.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

14 –18 Pembury Road.
'Horizon'

Positive*

N/A

Description

1265

Terrace of three houses of two-storeys plus an attic level, now a hotel. The
front elevations are rendered, exposed red brickwork remains at the side
elevation of No.18. Each house has a double-height canted bay with a gable
above, with hung-tiles, a porthole window and decorative bargeboards. The
main entrance (modern) sits between Nos.16 and 18. The windows to these
two have decorative window surrounds. The roofline between these two has
a decorative ball finial.
Part of the original boundary wall remains in front of No.16 and No.18 and a
small stretch of lawn.
The building has suffered from recent modernisation, detracting features
include:
•

The replacement of all sliding sash timber windows with particularly
intrusive uPVC units, which detract from the character of the building.
This has been carried out since the 2009 Appraisal.

•

Porch to No.16 infilled with uPVC double doors.

•

Large uPVC porch added to No.16/18.
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•

The original roof tiles have been replaced by concrete.

•

The house has lost part of its front boundary wall and garden to hardstanding (in front of No.14), which is inappropriate and contributes
towards the erosion of the character of the Conservation Area. It would
benefit from the front garden being further landscaped and reinstating
the lost part of the boundary wall would also enhance its quality.

Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

15 Pembury Road

Positive*

N/A

Description

1266

This semi-detached building is two storeys; the brickwork is largely rendered
(apart from the section of wall beneath the ground floor windows which is
painted red). The building features a canted ground floor bay window with
a (modern) balcony above and a corner turret with its original red tiled roof.
The original double doors remain, set back within a porch supported on
timber columns. The doors feature multi-paned upper panels and a fanlight
above. Above the door, at first floor level are French windows with a fanlight,
also served by the modern balcony. There is a moulded, white-painted string
course between the floors. The building has one chimney stack.
There are a few detracting features to the building (largely unsympathetic
modern alterations):
•

The replacement of all sliding sash timber windows with uPVC units,
which detract from the character of the building.

•

The original roof tiles have been replaced by concrete.

•

The balcony doors have been replaced with uPVC units.

•

•

The joinery detail to the porch, found on neighbouring properties, has
been lost.

•

The modern balustrade to the balcony is not typical for the
Conservation Area.

The house has lost its front boundary wall and garden to hardstanding, which is inappropriate and contributes towards the erosion
of the character of the Conservation Area. It would benefit from the
front garden being landscaped and reinstating the boundary wall
would also enhance its quality.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

17 Pembury Road

Positive*

N/A

Description

1267

This semi-detached building is two storeys; the brickwork is rendered. The
building features a canted double-height bay window with a large gable end
above. The door (non-original) is set back within a porch supported on timber
columns and with joinery detailing. Above the door, at first floor level is a
timber balcony painted white, served by (modern) balcony doors. There is a
moulded, white-painted string course between the floors. The building has
one chimney stack.
There are a few detracting features to the building (largely unsympathetic
modern alterations):
•

The replacement of all sliding sash timber windows with uPVC units,
which detract from the character of the building.

•

The original front door has been lost and porch infilled with uPVC unit.

•

The balcony doors have been replaced with uPVC units.
•

•

The original roof tiles have been replaced by concrete.
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The house has lost its front boundary wall and garden to hardstanding, which is inappropriate and contributes towards the erosion
of the character of the Conservation Area. It would benefit from the
front garden being landscaped and reinstating the boundary wall
would also enhance its quality.

Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

19 Pembury Road

Positive*

N/A

Description

1268

This semi-detached building is two storeys; the brickwork is painted at
ground floor level and rendered at first floor. The building features a canted
double-height bay window with a large gable end above, resting on large
brackets. The door (non-original) is set within a porch supported on timber
columns and with joinery detailing. Above the door, at first floor level is
a modern metal balcony, served by (modern) balcony doors. There is a
moulded, white-painted string course between the floors. The roof has its
original red roof tiles, ornamental terracotta ridge tiles and one chimney
stack.
There are a few detracting features to the building (largely unsympathetic
modern alterations):
•

The replacement of all sliding sash timber windows with uPVC units,
which detract from the character of the building.

•

The original front door has been lost and replaced with uPVC.

•

The balcony doors have been replaced with uPVC units.

•
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The house has lost its front boundary wall and garden to hardstanding, which is inappropriate and contributes towards the erosion
of the character of the Conservation Area. It would benefit from the
front garden being landscaped and reinstating the boundary wall
would also enhance its quality.

Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

20 Pembury Road,
'Ozone Cottage'

Positive

Locally Listed

Description

1269

A detached property of two storeys with a ground floor bay window and
a first-floor dormer with a similar bay arrangement and additional framing
windows. The building is unique within the streetscene and recognised by
Local Listing. The two storey building is reflective of the Arts and Crafts
movement with its deep roofs and overhanging heaves. It was designed by
Parker and Unwin in 1903, English architects and urban planners associated
with the Arts and Crafts movement and garden cities phenomenon. Original
features have been well retained such as the roof tiles, the multi-paned
windows and timber door with glazed upper panel.
Whilst some planted beds remain, most of the garden has been lost to brick
surface treatment for car parking.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

21 Pembury Road

Positive*

N/A

Description

1270

This semi-detached building is two storeys; the brickwork is painted at
ground floor level and rendered at first floor. The building features a canted
double-height bay window with a large gable end above, resting on large
brackets. The door is original and retains its multi-paned upper panel and
fanlight above; it is set back within a porch supported on timber columns and
with joinery detailing. Above the door, at first floor level is a modern metal
balcony, served by (modern) balcony doors. There is a moulded, whitepainted string course between the floors. The roof has its original red roof
tiles, ornamental terracotta ridge tiles and one chimney stack.
There are a few detracting features to the building (largely unsympathetic
modern alterations):
•

The replacement of all sliding sash timber windows with uPVC units,
which detract from the character of the building.

•

The balcony doors have been replaced with uPVC units.

•

The house has lost its front boundary wall and garden to hardstanding, which is inappropriate and contributes towards the erosion
of the character of the Conservation Area. It would benefit from the
front garden being landscaped and reinstating the boundary wall
would also enhance its quality.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

22 Pembury Road

Positive*

N/A

Description
A detached building of two storeys with a double-height canted bay window
with pitched roof above. The brick walls are painted white. The windows
feature robust classical pilasters for mullions and weighty cills, which rest on
brackets painted black. The entrance is to the side.
1271

The building has suffered from recent modernisation, detracting features
include:
•

The replacement of all sliding sash timber windows with uPVC units,
which detract from the character of the building.

•

The original roof tiles have been replaced by concrete.

•

The house has lost its front boundary wall and garden to hardstanding (in front of No.14), which is inappropriate and contributes
towards the erosion of the character of the Conservation Area. It
would benefit from the front garden being landscaped and reinstating
the boundary wall would also enhance its quality.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

Argos

Neutral

N/A

Description

1272

Modern detached house of smaller scale than neighbouring properties. The
two storey house is brick, although its walls are largely clad in render and
the gable end in timber. Besides its scale, the house is out of context within
the Conservation Area; it has few defining features or features of architectural
interest. The front elevation has a ground floor bay window and a tiled porch
sheltering an off-centre entrance porch. The windows are uPVC units, there is
no garden or boundary wall and the front elevation features a satellite dish.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

23 Pembury Road

Positive*

N/A

Description

1273

This semi-detached building is two storeys; the brickwork is rendered. The
building features a canted double-height bay window with a pitched roof, the
façade is capped by a striking Dutch gable with a central window, examples
of which can be found it other streets within the Conservation Area. Above
the door, at first floor level is a modern timber balcony, painted black, served
by (modern) balcony doors. There is a moulded, white-painted string course
above the ground floor and above the first floor.
There are a few detracting features to the building (largely unsympathetic
modern alterations):
•

The replacement of all sliding sash timber windows with uPVC units,
which detract from the character of the building.

•

Two satellite dishes are visible from the street and these should be
relocated where possible.

•

The original door has been lost and replaced with a modern door,
which features plain hand rails.

•

•

Original roof tiles have been replaced with concrete.

•

The balcony doors have been replaced with uPVC units.

The house has lost its front boundary wall and garden to hardstanding, which is inappropriate and contributes towards the erosion
of the character of the Conservation Area. It would benefit from the
front garden being landscaped and reinstating the boundary wall
would also enhance its quality.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

25 Pembury Road

Positive*

N/A

Description

1274

This semi-detached building is two storeys; the brickwork remains exposed
and articulated with white-painted strap bands and string courses above the
ground floor and above the first floor. The building features a canted doubleheight bay window with a pitched roof, the façade is capped by a striking
Dutch gable with a central niche, examples of which can be found it other
streets within the Conservation Area. Above the door, at first floor level is a
modern timber balcony, painted black, served by a (modern) balcony door.
The roof has its original red roof tiles, ornamental terracotta ridge tiles and
one chimney stack.
There are a few detracting features to the building (largely unsympathetic
modern alterations):
•

The replacement of sliding sash timber windows with uPVC units,
which detract from the character of the building.

•

The original door has been lost and replaced with a modern door.

•

The balcony doors have been replaced with a uPVC unit.
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•

At ground floor it appears that the bay window was at one time
extended to create doors with long, thin panels, painted black. These
now seem to have been sealed.

•

The house has lost its front boundary wall and garden to hardstanding, which is inappropriate and contributes towards the erosion
of the character of the Conservation Area. It would benefit from the
front garden being landscaped and reinstating the boundary wall
would also enhance its quality.

Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

27 Pembury Road

Positive

N/A

Description

1275

This semi-detached building is three storeys; the brickwork is exposed at
ground floor level and rendered grey above. The building features a canted
ground floor bay window with a cornice above; the bay has a flat roof and
a first-floor balcony. There is a weighty moulded cornice above the first
floor. The second floor is distinguished by an unusual gable with an attic
window. The front door is framed by a door hood supported on two brackets
projecting from the wall. The original windows on the front elevation have
been retained. The original windows contain coloured glass leaded lights
and patterned glass leaded lights.
The house has some sense of enclosure in the form of wide brick entrance
piers to a driveway and some planting and lawn remains.
The house has been modernised and manicured, whilst the windows retain
elements of original glass, they have also been modernised and balustrades
to balconies are modern and out of character for the Conservation Area.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

29–33 Pembury Road

Nos.29 and 31: Positive – though
would benefit from placement
of any unsympathetic features
described below
No.33: Positive*

N/A

Description

1276

Nos.29, 31 and 33 were originally configured to appear as one large house
with one central three storey block including a floor within the mansard roof
and two matching castellated inset wings. The building is largely exposed
brickwork, except the first-floor level of the central block, which is rendered.
The central block features a ground floor, canted bay window and a bird’s
beak bay window (No.29) as well as an entrance (to No.31). The first floor of the
main block features two balcony doors (Nos.29 and 31) and a white-painted
timber balustrade serving these. The mansard roof has two chimney stacks
and ornamental ridge tiles. The doors are mostly original with hood moulds
and feature glass leaded lights. There is an attractive red and white tiled path
leading to the front door of No.31.
The wings are characterised by their castellations and they have windows with
flat red brick arches with masonry keystones.
Nos.29 and 31 retain some sense of boundary enclosure and garden planting,
despite both incorporating driveways. No.33 has no garden or boundary.
There are a few detracting features to the building (largely unsympathetic
modern alterations):
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•

The replacement of certain timber windows with uPVC units, which
detract from the character of the building.

•

The first-floor balcony to No.33, found on the neighbouring properties,
has been removed. The original balcony door has been lost and
replaced with white uPVC, bounded by a white painted wooden
balustrade.

•

The frontage appears confused and disjointed owing to inconsistencies
between No.33 and Nos.29/31, for example the removal of the balcony
at No.33 Pembury Road and its use of different, concrete roof tiles.

•

No.33 features an additional modern door, clearly indicating the
building’s multiple occupancy.

•

A satellite dish is visible from the street at No.33, this should be
relocated where possible.

•

No.33 has lost its front boundary wall and garden to hard-standing,
which is inappropriate and contributes towards the erosion of the
character of the Conservation Area. It would benefit from the front
garden being
landscaped
and reinstating
the boundary
wall would also
enhance its quality.

Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

35 Pembury Road

Positive*

N/A

Description

1277

This semi-detached building is two storeys plus an attic level with a flatroofed dormer; the brickwork is painted at ground floor level and rendered
at first floor. The building features a corner tower, with only a flat roof. The
double doors are original and retain their multi-paned upper panels and
fanlight above; they are set back within a porch supported on timber columns
and with joinery detailing. Above the door, at first floor level is a modern
metal balcony, served by (modern) balcony doors. There is a moulded,
white-painted string course between the floors.
There are a few detracting features to the building (largely unsympathetic
modern alterations):
•

The replacement of all original sliding sash timber windows with
uPVC units, which detract from the character of the building.

•

The balcony doors have been replaced with uPVC units.

•

The porch timber column needs repainting.

•

The tower most likely originally had a pointed slate or lead roof,
which has been lost.
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•

The two flat roofed dormers
in the roof; the larger one
in particular dominates the
roof.

•

The original roof tiles
have been replaced with
concrete.

•

The house has lost its
front boundary wall and
garden to hard-standing,
which is inappropriate and
contributes towards the
erosion of the character of
the Conservation Area. It
would benefit from the front
garden being landscaped
and reinstating the boundary
wall would also enhance its
quality.

Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

37 Pembury Road

Positive*

N/A

Description

1278

This semi-detached building is three storeys; the brickwork is painted
at ground floor level and rendered at first floor. The building features a
canted double-height bay window with a pitched roof and, above this, an
attic dormer with a half-timbered gable end. The door is not original but is
sympathetic and the fanlight above remains. Above the door, at first floor
level is a metal balcony, served by (modern) balcony doors. Between the
ground and first floors there is a moulded, white-painted string course and,
above this, a panel of hung tiles.
There are a few detracting features to the building (largely unsympathetic
modern alterations):
•

The replacement of all sliding sash timber windows with uPVC units,
which detract from the character of the building.

•

The original detailing to the porch, mirroring that of No.35, has been
lost.

•

The flat roofed dormer in the roof detracts from the character of the
building.

•

The balcony doors have been replaced with uPVC units.

•
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The house has lost its front boundary wall and garden to hardstanding, which is inappropriate and contributes towards the erosion
of the character of the Conservation Area. It would benefit from the
front garden being landscaped and reinstating the boundary wall
would also enhance its quality.

Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

39 Pembury Road

Positive*

N/A

Description
This detached property is two storeys and features double-height bay
windows; these are articulated by mullions in the form of simple classical
columns. The building retains its timber sliding sash windows, as well as its
original door with fanlight above and lights either side.
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The house is fronted by a front garden and front boundary wall.
There are a few detracting features to the building (largely unsympathetic
modern alterations):
•

The garden could be enhanced by some good quality landscaping.

•

Two satellite dishes adorn the front of the property.

•

The roof covering has been replaced with concrete tiles.

•

The house has lost any original porch and/or balcony.

•

The condition of the house is poor and it needs maintenance, the
paintwork and garden in particular.
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Building-by-Building Description
10–16 The Leas, 1–5 Cobham Road, 18–21 The Leas

These houses are predominantly sea-facing houses overlooking Western
Esplanade and the seafront, although there are a few along Cobham Road.
They survive relatively well with many interesting architectural features
intact. The buildings are generally large, three-storey buildings including an
attic level articulated by large dormer windows with interesting gables. There
are some good examples of corner towers. The buildings are characterised
by red brick materiality with white joinery and details. The houses have
bay windows generally of double height, each served by balconies with
decorative, white-painted balustrades or wrought ironwork balustrades.
Some houses retain gardens and garden boundary walls, although several
have been lost to driveways. Some modern flat-roofed dormers have been
added and whilst some original panels of glass survive, much has been lost
and replaced with uPVC units.

Address

Value

Designation

'Grosvenor Court'
The Leas

Positive*

N/A

Description

1280

Grosvenor Court is a large corner building and distinctive on its street for
its scale and prominent features. It is particularly distinctive for its stepped
plan and the two four-storey towers, which frame either side of The Leas
elevation. Three-storey bay windows are another characteristic, capped with
castellations. There were originally two entrances to The Leas elevation, set
in single-storey projecting entrance porticos with crenellations, the western
of these has been converted to a window, the eastern one is still in use as an
entrance served by a staircase. The Pembury Road elevation has a central
door within a similar castellated entrance portico, with surviving coloured
and patterned glass.
The building is red brick with white joinery and window surrounds. Terracotta
panels and dentilled string coursing embellish panels between windows
and above doorways. The retrospective addition of ornate wrought iron
balconies is not detrimental to the appearance of the building. The building
has its original red roof tiles and tall chimney stacks; the roofline is enlivened
by dormer windows with gable ends and decorative bargeboards. Whilst
originals doors and windows have largely been replaced with uPVC units,
some coloured, patterned glass panels survive in fanlights.
The building has been extended to the rear; although the fenestration is not
in line with the present building, it is sensitive in its materials, detailing and
scale.
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Building-by-Building Description
The building has well-landscaped front gardens with a boundary enclosure,
although the concrete block boundary wall is insensitive and should be
replaced with a more sensitive brick wall or hedge.
There are several detracting features to the building (largely unsympathetic
modern alterations):
Most of the original windows, which were characterful for their
patterned, stained glass, have been replaced with uPVC and this has
removed much of the character inherent in the design of the building.

•

The pointed roof on the tower has unfortunately been lost – this was
an important punctuating feature in the street and a prominent part
of the character of the Conservation Area, so its loss is regrettable,
although the tower's appearance within the street is strong and
positive enough that the loss of the roof does not detract significantly.

•

Pigeon deterrent spikes detract from the building’s character.

•

Multiple satellite dishes are visible from The Leas, these should be
relocated where possible.

•

The western entrance in The Leas elevation has been converted to a
window.

•

Whilst most of the garden survives, a small section of the front
garden has been converted to a parking space, which dilutes the
character of the building and the Conservation Area.

•

The concrete blocks of the boundary wall are unattractive and
inappropriate for the Conservation Area.

1281

•
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

'Mount Liell Court East'
11–12 The Leas
'Mount Liell Court West'
13–14 The Leas

Positive*

N/A

Description

1282

Despite looking modern in design, historic maps and photographs show that
Mount Liell Court East and West (which are connected) incorporate remains of
earlier buildings within their much-altered fabric. There may be surviving historic
features under modern cladding etc. which could be revealed. The three-storey
buildings have double-height bay windows typical of the historic buildings in the
Conservation Area; however, these are largely concealed behind modern metal
and glazed balconies. The roofs are gabled and timber clad.

•

Many changes have erased the evidence of their age:
•

All the windows have been replaced with dark metal frames.

•

Modern dark metal and glass balconies have been added to all three
floors.

•

The original balconies that were directly under the gables have been
lost.

•

The roof is covered in pantiles, which is very unusual in the
Conservation Area, where most roofs have a plain tile or slate finish.

The loss of the front boundary
is a further erosion of character,
and the lawn is not in keeping
with the style of planting in the
Area. It would benefit from the
front garden being landscaped
and reinstating the boundary
wall would also enhance its
quality.

Mount Liell Court before extensive
modern renovation
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

15 The Leas

Neutral

N/A

Description

1283

The front elevation of this three-storey building has almost been lost under
numerous extensions and balconies. The building is rendered apart from the
ground floor, which exhibits some exposed red brick. What does remain is an
attractive round-arched entrance with alternating red brick and white banding
and two framing columns. There is also a Venetian window, although the
window units have been replaced. The substantial unsympathetic, modern
changes, which detract from the character of the building include:
•

A glazed first floor veranda with a metal and glazed corner balcony
leading off it in a diagonal arrangement, which is out of character with
the Conservation Area.

•

Another metal and glazed balcony above at first floor level.

•

The boundary wall and garden have disappeared. The garden has
been replaced by a brick driveway, which is not in keeping with
the character of the Conservation Area and adds to the erosion of
the overall character of the building. It would benefit from the front
garden being landscaped and reinstating the boundary wall would
also enhance its quality.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

16 The Leas

Positive*

N/A

Description

1284

This three-storey corner building is white rendered with red brick string course
detailing between each floor. The pitched roof is enlivened by a couple of
gable ends. A distinctive corner bay with a gable end and a finial addresses
both The Leas and Cobham Road, otherwise the building faces Cobham Road.
There are two double-height bay windows with steeply pitched tile roofs
framing a central, projecting entrance bay with a grand round arched entrance.
The entrance features original, double timber doors with glazed panels,
framing Ionic columns and a round-arched hood mould. Above is a Venetian
window with original leaded glazing, comprising a central arched window
framed by two smaller rectangular windows, and a balcony above. Although
most original windows have been lost, some upper panels of windows retain
their original glazing. To the rear, the building is lower in height, but still
characterised by bay windows at ground and first floor level.
The garden survives and is well-landscaped; it is surrounded by an original
rustic boundary wall and a high hedge, the entrance to the house is
announced by two gate piers with ball finials.
The main unsympathetic modern alteration to the building is the replacement
of some of the historic windows with uPVC units, which has removed much of
the character inherent in the design of the building.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

'Shebson Lodge',
Southend and Westcliff
Community Centre
1 Cobham Road

Positive*
North range: Neutral

N/A

Description
This building seems to have three distinctive parts. The sea-facing elevation
is in the place of what would have been No.17 The Leas. It is three and a half
storeys high with the top one and a half storeys taking the form of flat-roofed
dormers in a half-hipped roof. A copper-roofed balcony, green with verdigris
and with an ornate wrought iron balustrade, extends across the whole of the
front of the first floor. The elevation is yellow stock brick, rendered white at
ground floor level and the windows are picked out by white surrounds.
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There are several detracting features to the
building (largely unsympathetic modern
alterations):

The Cobham Road elevation is less cohesive in appearance and shows
evidence of a number of alterations and extensions. The elevation is yellow
stock brick, with a rendered ground storey. There is a three-storey square
bay with a gable roof and part of the roof is half-hipped with flat-roofed
dormers. The first and second floors are demarcated by a red brick string
course. The windows are picked out by white surrounds. The tiled mansard
roof may be a later insertion.
The building retains most of its garden and original boundary wall, which
contributes significantly to the streetscene, although part of the original wall
and garden on the Cobham Road side has been removed to incorporate car
parking.
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•

The building has inappropriate replacement windows and the ground
floor extension has obscured much of the original appearance of the
side of the building.

•

The alterations and extensions to the Cobham Road elevation
contribute to the erosion of the building’s character: there is a ground
floor entrance extension, a modern four storey block that appears to
have been built in the 1980s and a linking staircase block between
the modern block and the older one.

•

The Cobham Road side has lost a significant proportion of its garden
and original boundary wall, which adds to the erosion of the overall
character of the building. It would benefit from the front garden being
landscaped and reinstating the boundary wall would also enhance its
quality.

Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

3 Cobham Road

Positive – though would benefit
from the replacement of uPVC
windows with timber

N/A

Description

1286

This large, three-storey house is red brick with a rendered first floor. The
front elevation is characterised by a ground floor veranda with white-painted
timber joinery (supporting columns and balustrade) and a red tile roof,
original first floor sash windows and two roof dormers with half-timbered
gable detail. The red tile roof has ornamental ridgetiles and two chimney
stacks at either end of the roof.
The front garden is bounded by a red brick and rendered front wall and the
garden, which contains a grass lawn and shrub planting; this complements
the veranda and contributes to the general streetscene.
There are a couple of detracting features to the building (largely
unsympathetic modern alterations):
•

The ground and second floor windows have been replaced with
uPVC and this has removed much of the character inherent in the
design of the building.

•

A number of satellite dishes have been added to the property, at
ground floor and to the chimney; these along with untidy surface
wiring detract from the character of the elevation.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

5 Cobham Road

Positive

N/A

Description

1287

This three-storey detached property is red brick with a red tile roof and
white moulded window surrounds. There is a double height canted bay
window with a parapet roof and two attic dormer windows with gable ends
and decorative bargeboards. It has retained a good number of its original
features, including decorative terracotta ridge tiles, timber sliding sash
windows at ground and first floors, and inset moulded flower detail above the
bay windows at first and second floor. Dentilling, string coursing and egg and
dart mouldings articulate the space between floors or below windows.
An attractive front boundary wall and iron gate have been well preserved
and, together with a tiled path, make a positive contribution to the front of the
property, which sits well within the street scene.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

'Cobham Lodge Hotel',
2 Cobham Road

Positive

N/A

Description

1288

An imposing, detached building in use as a hotel. The three-storey building
features a double-height bay window and a two-storey corner tower framing
the elevation, each with a variation on a dormer above. The bay has a gableroofed dormer set in a gable end and the tower has a dormer in the form
of a lantern with a pitched, tile roof. The entrance has a large double door
with an elaborate coloured and patterned fanlight; this original glazing is
complemented by two windows and fanlights adjacent with similar glazing.
This glazing also exists in the fanlights to other ground floor and first floor
windows. There is a veranda with round arches supported by timber columns
and a first-floor balcony above. The balcony is rusting in places and needs
repainting. Detailed and well-maintained terracotta ridge tiles adorn the roof
and add to the charm of this property.
The front boundary wall appears to be original, however a modern brick
planter has been added to the top. The front garden has been retained and
landscaped.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

18 The Leas
'Kingsclere'

Positive*

N/A

Description

1289

This distinctive three-storey house is red brick but largely rendered; the first
and second floor are rendered with only brick string coursing exposed just
above the first floor. The elevation is characterised by a ground-floor square
bay window on the west side, a first-floor veranda with white-painted timber
joinery (supporting columns and balustrade), a curved lead roof to the balcony
and a gable-end to the main roof. The red-tiled roof retains most of its crest
detail on the ridge. The house has retained its small paned windows at ground
floor level including the rectangular bay window and the unusual wide arched
window on the ground floor. The house is accessed from the west side, where
there is a tiled porch supported on timber columns with decorative ridge tiles.
There are a couple of detracting features to the building (largely
unsympathetic modern alterations):
•

The uPVC windows on the first and second floor are inappropriate.

•

The house has unfortunately lost its front boundary and garden,
which detracts slightly from its overall charm within the streetscene.

•

The satellite dishes on the side wall as well as the lights and cameras
on the front elevation are conspicuous and detract from the character
of the building.
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Value

Designation

19 The Leas
'Essex Lodge'

Positive

N/A

Description

1290

No.19, "Essex Lodge", is the semi-detached pair of No.20 and generally
unspoiled by change. The red brick building features a double-height, canted
bay window and, above, a roof with a gable end and hung tile detailing.
The pitched, red tiled roof features ornamental ridge tiles. The original door
survives, incorporating stained, patterned glazing in its upper panels and a
similarly glazed fanlight above; the building also retains decorative glazing in
the window fanlights at ground and first floor level.
The black wrought iron balconies on the ground, first and second floors are
attractive and are set on decorative columns. A modern metal balustrade is
at the second floor balcony.
The loss of the gardens and boundaries for car parking could have been
achieved more successfully with the choice of a softer surfacing material
such as gravel, the retention of a portion of the front wall, with a narrower
access for vehicles. However, the beautiful original tiled front path has
survived, which helps give some idea of the original appearance of the
gardens, as does the generous planting directly in front of the house.
Returning the parking area to a more garden-like feel would contribute
positively to the overall street-scene.
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Building-by-Building Description
Address

Value

Designation

20 The Leas

Positive

N/A

Description

1291

No.20 is the semi-detached pair of No.19 and also relatively unspoiled by
change. The red brick building features a double-height, canted bay window
and, above, a roof with a gable end and hung tile detailing. The hipped,
red tiled roof features ornamental ridge tiles. The original door survives,
incorporating stained, patterned glazing in its upper panels and a similarly
glazed fanlight above; the building also retains decorative glazing in the
window fanlights at ground and first floor level.
The black wrought iron balconies on the ground, first and second floors
are attractive and are set on decorative columns. A modern solid rendered
balustrade is at the second floor balcony.
There are a couple of detracting features to the building:
•

The loss of the gardens and boundaries for car parking could have
been achieved more successfully with the choice of a softer surfacing
material such as gravel, the retention of a portion of the front wall,
with a narrower access for vehicles.

•

Certain roof tiles and hung tiles in the gable are damaged and would
benefit from replacement.

•

The solid balustrade at second floor level is out-of-keeping.
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Value

Designation

21 The Leas
'Henleaze'

Positive – though would benefit N/A
from the replacement of the
uPVC windows with timber

Description

1292

No.21 The Leas, or "Henleaze", is a distinctive feature of the street-scene.
The large building is three-storeys high; the ground floor is red brick and the
first floor rendered. The red-tiled, pitched roof incorporates a central curved
shape gable of unique design. The ground, first and second floors all have
balconies with decorative timber balustrades, painted white. The first-floor
balcony incorporates round arches as part of the structure. The double
front doors appear to be original and the stained glazed panels above the
windows have also survived.

There are a couple of detracting
features to the building (largely
unsympathetic modern alterations):

The Grosvenor Road elevation also combines red brick and rendered
materiality. It has a double-height bay with a half-timbered gable end and
a tall chimney stack. Modern alterations including a one-storey, glazed
extension and two flat-roofed dormers.

•

The windows have been
replaced with uPVC and this
detracts from the character
of the building.

•

The flat-roofed dormers in
the side disrupt the original
roof line.

The brick boundary wall and hedge above survives as do landscaped
gardens, which both contribute positively to the streetscene.
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Sun Shelter

Positive

N/A

Description

1293

The sun shelter is a landmark building in the Conservation Area. It adopts
an unusual crescent plan with a central, semi-circular bay. The roof of the
sun-shelter offers a good viewing point out to sea and the roof is lined with
a balustrade. It is built in materials that fit in well with the local building style:
red brick with white stonework and small paned metal window frames. The
building has recently been restored and provided with a new use as café/
restaurant.
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